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ORGANIZATION AND FEATURES

CAMPING EXHIBIT and camping activities in charge of

Mr. McDonald, Director Department of Camping.

GENERAL EXHIBIT in charge of Mr. E. S. Martin, Secre

tary of the Editorial Board.

LIBRARY AND BOYS* LIFE EXHIBIT in charge of Mr.

Franklin K. Mathiews, Chief Scout Librarian.

SUPPLY AND STORE EXHIBIT under Mr. Arthur Had

dock, assisted by Messrs. Fieger and Wilcox.

RECEPTION COMMITTEE—Messrs. Harris, Carmack, Hun

ter and A. W. Allen.

MUSIC and Organized Singing under Mr. Charles H. Mills.

ORGANIZED RECREATION—Commodore Longfellow, Cap

tain Francis Gidney, M. Guerin-Desjardins, Dr. E. K. Fret-

well, Prof. J. C. Elsom, Prof. E. Lawrence Palmer, Daniel

Carter Beard, George D. Pratt, C. F. Smith and Mr. J. W.

Wilder.

POPULATION GROUPS:

Group A—Rural; Councils having the major part of their

work in rural territory or collections of small towns.

Group B—Cities; Councils functioning in cities whose pop

ulation is less than 50,000.

Group C—Cities from 50,000 to 150,000 .

Group D—Cities from 150,000 to 400,000.

Group E—Cities over 400,000.

A WHO'S WHO OF THE CONFERENCE

Daniel Carter Beard is an artist, author, President Camp Fire

Club of America, National Scout Commissioner and Honor

ary Vice-President of the Boy Scouts of America.

Professor J. C. Elsom is Scout Commissioner for Madison,

Wisconsin, and a member of the National Council, and

directs the courses in Scouting at the University of Wis

consin.

Rev. William H. Fineshriber, Rabbi since 1900, serving first at

Davenport, Iowa, and now located at Memphis, Tennessee,

is a well-known public speaker and has delivered addresses

all through the Southern States. Rabbi Fineshriber de

livered one of the three addresses on Scouting and Religion.
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Dr. Elbert K. Fretwell is Assistant Professor of Education of

Teachers' College, Columbia University. He organized a

program of Physical Education and Recreation for United

States Reconstruction Hospitals in 1918 and was National

Director of Recreation for the American Red Cross in

1919 and directs the courses in Scouting at Teachers' Col

lege. Dr. Fretwell spoke on "The Boy, the Scout, the

Citizen."

Captain Francis Gidney is Camp Chief, Gillwell Park, Chingford,

Essex, England. Gillwell Park is the British Scoutmasters'

training center. Captain Gidney is a recognized interna

tional Scout training expert and director of the British sys

tem of Scoutmaster training. He attended the conference as

the official representative of the British Boy Scouts.

M. J. Guerin-Desjardins is National Commissioner Adjoint,

Eclaireurs Unionistes de France and representative of the

Boy Scouts to our conference. He is a boys' work leader

of national reputation and an exceptional Scoutmaster in

the field of artistic, aesthetic and imaginative aspects of

Scouting.

Professor Herman H. Home, who spoke on "The Leader," is

Professor of History of Education and History of Philoso

phy, New York University, and a noted author and lec

turer on subjects relating to education and religion.

Mr. Ralph Hubbard, University of Colorado, is Director of

Indian lore and Woodcraft for the International Jamboree,

London, 1920, and expert plainsman.

Mr. St. Elmo Lewis, who delivered the series of addresses on

Executive Leadership, is Vice-President and New York

Manager of the Campbell-Ewald Company, Inc., Detroit,

New York, Chicago, Advertising and Merchandising Coun

sel. Mr. Lewis is Sales Advertising and Merchandising

Counsel to over thirty concerns.

Mr. Eduard C. Lindeman is the Executive Secretary of the

American Country Life Association, Chairman of the Com

mittee on Recreation, Secretary of the National Council

of Agencies acknowledged in Rural Social Work and asso

ciate editor of the "National Journal on Rural Education."

Mr. Lindeman spoke on "Rural America."

Commodore W. E. Longfellow, of the American Red Cross,

has been for ten years in active service as Scoutmaster,

Special National Field Scout Commission, and expert for

the National Court of Honor in Life Saving and Swimming.
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Professor E. Laurence Palmer is Assistant Professor of Rural

Education of Cornell University and editor of the "Cornell

Rural School Leaflet." He has specialized in teaching na

ture study in elementary schools and is an expert in Scout-

craft Pedagogy.

Dr. William L. Poteat is President of Wake Forest College,

North Carolina. He has been for years one of the promi

nent Baptist leaders in the South. Dr. Poteat spoke on

"Scouting and Religion."

Dr. Norman E. Richardson is Professor of Religious Education,

Northwestern University. National authority on church-

school methods, author of "Boy Scout Movement Applied

by the Church," "Psychology of Adolescence," pioneer

member of the Committee on Education. Dr. Richardson

spoke on "Scouting a Contribution to the Motive of

Service."

Mr. Mortimer L. Schiff is Vice-President of the National Coun

cil, a member of the Executive Board, chairman of the

National Field Committee and of the Foreign Relations

Committee of the Boy Scouts of America. He has been

with the Movement from its beginning. He has helped to

shape its policies upon statesmanlike lines. His wise coun

sel, his abounding enthusiasm, his very generous support,

his profound faith, have helped wonderfully in guiding the

movement in times of peril as well as in times of its great

est success. Mr. Schiff delivered an address at the closing

meeting, Tuesday night.

Dr. Albert Shiels, Assistant Director, Institutional Educational

Research, Teachers' College, Columbia University, has

been connected with the Public School system since 1890

and has served as District Superintendent in New York

and Superintendent of Schools of Los Angeles. Dr. Shiels

presented the report of the Court of Honor, and delivered

a lecture on "The Relation of the Boy Scout Movement to

the Public Schools."

Mr. Charles F. Smith of the faculty of Teachers' College, Co

lumbia University, conducts special courses in Scouting. He

is a Special National Field Scout Commissioner and was

executive officer i ncharge of the Jamboree activities at

London at the International Boy Scout Jamboree.

Rev. John F. White is Director of Education, Boy Scout Ex

tension Bureau, National Catholic Welfare Council. Father

White, representing Rev. James U. Ryan, spoke on "Scout

ing and Religion" and "Service and Citizenship."

Mr. James Austin Wilder is Chief Sea Scout, artist, author,

boy expert and also "one of our really great human beings."
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New York, N. Y.,

June 1, 1923.

Gentlemen

It is with great pleasure that we make available to the field

the official stenographic report of the Second Biennial Confer

ence of Boy Scout Executives. This conference was by far the

largest assembly of Executives the Boy Scout Movement has

ever known. We were privileged to have as our guests dele

gates from the Scout Movements of other countries, who con

tributed exhibitions of Scouting methods abroad. We were for

tunate also in the generous co-operation of representatives

from other social service organizations in this country. Es

pecially has our vision been broadened and our knowledge en

riched by the contributions of leaders of thought in their vari

ous fields, who took part in our program.

This Conference clarified the objectives of the Boy Scouts

of America; it developed our policies, and established higher

standards of service, and placed emphasis upon leadership

training and education. It increased our efficiency as workers;

it added to our unity, our solidarity. It was a splendid demon

stration of the leadership of our Department of Education,

under whose auspices the Conference was conducted.

The proceedings of the Conference are published with

practically no editing. They furnish a great cross-section pic

ture of Scouting, that will evidence to future generations of

scouts the objectives, the problems and the ideals of the Boy

Scout Movement in 1922.

To all those whose services contributed to the success of

our program, I wish to express our thanks, on behalf of the

Boy Scouts of America; to the Executives, themselves, the

hope that the vision and the knowledge that inspired this Con

ference may live and be renewed in their work from day to

day throughout the years.

JAMES E. WEST.

Chief Scout Executive

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA.
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Second Biennial Conference

of

The Executives of the Boy Scouts of America

Tuesday, September 12th

8:00 to 9:00 P. M—Opening Fellowship Meeting at Confer

ence Assembly. Introduction and Greetings. Singing led

by Charles H. Mills.

9:00 to 9:30 P. M.—"A Glance Backward and a Look For

ward." Address by Mr. James E. West, Chief Scout

Executive. Action on the program.

Opening Meeting

Tuesday Evening, September 12, 1922

The meeting opened with songs, led by Mr. Mills.

Mr. Barclay presiding, introduced Mr. Adams, President of

the Atlanta Council, and Past President of the International

Rotary Clubs.

Mr. Adams: You know, I am particularly glad that I was

given the opportunity to say just a word of welcome to you men

and women who have come down to the South and I hope that

all of you, when you go away from Asheville, will go away with

the feeling of the Negro who got into an argument with another

Negro about which one could wish for the best things to eat.

They finally decided to limit it to three things, and they put up a

bet as to which one could wish for the three best things. The

first Negro said, "Chicken, watermelon and 'possum." The

Negro that was holding the stakes said to the other Negro, "Go

on, nigger, this boy ain't left you nothin' to wish for." I hope

that when you go away from here you will go away without

anything to wish for in the treatment that you have received

here. We are glad to have you in the South. You men are doing

a wonderful work. I sometimes wonder if the Scout Executives

realize the opportunity that they have. Somebody has said that

if you save a man, you save one person; if you save a boy, you
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save a whole multiplication table. You men are saving these

multiplication tables. I don't think you know just how you are

looked upon by the boys that you are leading in your respective

communities. These Boy Scouts are the boys that are going to

make the real leaders in the future, and you men have a most

wonderful opportunity of bringing those boys along through the

very—I started to say the very worst period of their lives—but

at least the most dangerous, when you will mold them as you

will. They really look on you as somebody that knows a good

deal more than dad does; and they sometimes admit that you

know more than they do themselves, which is some admission

for a boy to make.

We want you to enjoy your stay here. We hope you will

get everything you want and that when you go away from Ashe-

ville, you will go away determined to make your respective Scout

troops the best that it is possible to make them. We hope that

you will take from these mountains an inspiration that will carry

you on through the year, that in the sunshine and the singing

of the birds you will see the smile and hear the shouts of the

boys in your troops that are coming up to you to help' you do a

better work. We shall always be glad to have you in the South

when you come back. You will always find a warm welcome in

the South, and we should always help you in every way we can

to make Scouting a greater and a better thing. I know that I

am speaking for every one in this Southland when I say to you,

"Welcome, over and over again."

Mr. Barclay: Almost instantaneous is the happy impression

one gets when one comes up this road to the top of this hill. We

are very much indebted to the Blue Ridge Association and especi

ally to the daddy of this proposition, Dr. Weatherford. I want

just a word of welcome from Dr. Weatherford, who is more

responsible for our being here tonight possibly than any other

man.

Dr. Weatherford: My little boy at the supper table turned

and said, "Daddy, I want you to promise me that you will get

me a pair of shorts before you let this conference leave." He is

just this high, only six years old. You see what you have done

already, don't you? I promised all right, so I guess he will have

to have a pair of shorts. I do not know whether your commis

sary is going to be able to fit him, but his mother is a pretty

good carpenter on clothes and she can probably handle it.

I am delighted to welcome you here to the Blue Ridge Asso

ciation, and in the name of the Blue Ridge Committee, to say

that we hope you will have the happiest time that you have ever

had in any of your conclaves or gatherings. It seems that Blue

Ridge in a certain sense, has become a kind of international

gathering place for men interested in boys. Three years agp the

World Conference of Boy Workers, including some of your
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own men and other types of boys' workers, were here, some six

hundred strong, for two weeks. We are happy to welcome you

to these grounds, because we feel that you are another group of

men interested in that same great program in which we are

interested, the building of character for young people, yours

particularly being the building of character for young boys. I

suspect that therefore, it would be worth while for me to give

you in just a word, a little history of the Blue Ridge Association.

The Blue Ridge Association is not a commercial organiza

tion, but is an enterprise owned and controlled by a Committee

representing the Young Men's Christian Association, the Young

Women's Christian Association, and the Missionary Education

Movement, with a property of about $600,000 valuation, some

1,500 acres, more or less, of this mountain virgin timber; and it

is dedicated to the building of intellectual and physical and moral

and spiritual life among young men and women for this par

ticular section—and we are glad to say that we are also dedicated

to the building of that same type of character not only of other

sections of America, but of the entire world. We hope we are

somewhat cosmopolitan in spirit and we welcome you here,

therefore, in that spirit. We are here to serve you. We hope,

boys and girls, men and women, all of us who are here, that we

are good scouts and that we are going to serve you in the very

finest spirit of camaraderie; so that if there is anything you want

and have not seen, ask for it. If we can give it to you, we. will.

If we can't, there is no use to grumble, is there? Thank you.

Mr. Barclay: As the secretary of this Conference Commit

tee and representing our National Educational Committee, I want

at this moment to present to you this little booklet of forty-six

pages, which might be called "Notes on Program." Our Commit

tee, most of whom are here, have had a great deal to do with the

making of this program. Those of us who have had executive

responsibility have followed in every detail the wishes of the

committee. There are men here who have made suggestions who

are being given the job of carrying them out, so that we are

putting through practically every suggestion we could as made

by every individual man of the field. As the representative of

this Committee I desire to present to you for your consideration

this program, copies of which have been distributed to all of you '

as you came in tonight. We want to have the fullest considera

tion on the part of every man—your fullest suggestions—hoping

that through your regional representative on the committee you

will make, either now or later, suggestions or desires for changes

in the program, which we present now for your action.

(A motion to the effect that the program be adopted was

made, seconded and unanimously carried.)

Question: Mr. Chairman, would it not be wise to appoint a

"steering committee" to receive any suggestions or changes that
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might be made, because all of us have not had a chance

thoroughly to study the thing and give it consideration—say a

committee of three to receive suggestions and put them into the

program?

Mr. Barclay: If you will hand your suggestions to the re

gional representative on the Committee, he will bring it to the

daily meeting of the committee for consideration. That will dis

tribute the responsibility and give us twelve on the committee

instead of three—if that is the will of the group. (Assent given.)

.Any other remarks in relation to the program? If not, 1

want just to call attention in a group way to our Committee.

Mr. West, who has been serving as the Chairman, is here, and

I am going to ask each member of the committee to stand.

You see by the flags hanging here tonight that our confer

ence has a little different aspect possibly from what we have

ever had. Mr. West and I have just come back from the other

side, and we have some representatives of other countries who

are going to be here or who are here. To night I want to in

troduce my good old comrade, Mr. Guerin-Desjardins, who rep

resents the three groups of French Scouting. I tell you it is a

great thing, boys, for France to send us a delegate to this Con

ference, and it is a great thing to have sent the delegate they

did send, because I know him.

Captain Francis Gidney, head of the English training system,

will very likely be here tomorrow night. But our nearer neigh

bor is here, and I have asked him to carry a lot of territory

and speak for the British Scouts Association, the Chief of the

Boy Scouts of Canada, Mr. John Stiles. We are going to ask

a word from Mr. Stiles in just a minute.

In order that we may get acquainted with everybody, espe

cially the men that live in the house down the hill, I am going

to ask these gentlemen to stand, so that we may see them.

Father White—Dr. Home—Mr. Lewis—Dr. Elsom—Dr. Palmer

—Mr. Charles F. Smith—Commodore Longfellow, known

throughout the world as "The Whale"! Now I am going to call

on Dr. Fretwell, of Columbia University. Now I am going to

call on the real professor of Columbia University, Mrs. Fret-

well. Mrs. Fretwell will serve as the hostess and will organ

ize the activities for the ladies and the children during the con

ference. Tomorrow morning at nine-thirty, in the gymnasium

on the other side of the pool—Mrs. Fretwell suggested that it

wasn't necessary to swim the pool to get there—there will be

the meeting of the ladies and children to agree upon a program

of activities for the week. I want to say that I am delighted

that Mrs. Fretwell is here. Let me just say a word about our

organization. Dr. Fretwell will be the Scout officer of the or

ganized recreation; Mr. Mills, of the music; Mr. Martin, of the

exhibits; Mr. Gordon, of the housing and feeding and the busi
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ness of the conference. I will have something to do, assisted

by Mr. Wyland, in regard to the program. Mr. Harris, the

chairman of the Glad-hand Squad.

(Mr. Mills then led in a number of songs.)

Mr. Barclay: At the International Conference of thirty-four

countries in Paris the last week of July your delegates had the

opportunity of meeting a great many Scout officials. We have

with us tonight possibly the man who did the greatest, con

sistent, long-winded turn that was done during the entire con

vention, the man who interpreted the great body of English

spoken into French. So this comrade of mine back in 1920,

when we went over to help the French, is here tonight, and I

want him to give us a word of greeting from the Boy Scouts

of France.

Mr. Guerin-Desjardins: I am afraid my English won't be

very good. I dressed as an American Scout, and now Mr. West

has told me to put back my French suit, so I am afraid it will

interfere with my English, because I don't feel the American

accent.

I didn't know when I greeted Mr. West and the American

delegation at the International Conference in Paris that shortly

after I should have the pleasure of seeing him and many others

in the United States. You understand what a great pleasure

it is for me to be in your country and to be with you tonight.

I must tell you, if we speak of the International Conference, of

a great work that your delegation has done there. For many

years the men who were interested in the international point of

view for Scouting wanted international Scouting to be organ

ized very soundly; we wanted to know where we were going,

and Mr. West particularly has spoken very strongly on this

point; you know what has resulted. Now we have an Interna

tional Committee; the work is being prepared, and we are now

sure that every year boys from every nation will know each

other better, and that through the international work of Scout

ing great good will be done toward international peace and

brotherhood.

I must tell you that I am feeling tonight something I didn't

know I should feel. I thought I should be nearly a foreigner

among you, for in France we think that going to America is just

like being a hero—doing something very difficult. I must say

it was only difficult the first two days on board the Rochambeau,

but after that it went quite well. Tonight I feel I am quite at

home, especially because I have seen your knees. I knew your

uniform was not exactly like ours, and I really wondered if I

should be more like you if I put my miltary uniform on instead

of my Scout suit. But I thought better to come as a Scout, and

tonight I see that you are really dressed as we were in camp,

and just as Mr. Barclay was in France, so I feel quite at home.
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Now let me thank you from the bottom of my heart for

what you have done for the boys of devastated France. You

have sent Mr. Barclay, your representative, and it is through

the work that he has done during three consecutive summers,

that the three associations in France, the Protestant, the Catho

lic, and the Neutral Scouts, have linked up together, and that

tonight I am delegate from those three organizations, the first

time in the history of Scouting in France. Your applause must

go not to me, but to Mr. Barclay. I also want to thank you

for the very great good turn you and your boys have done by

raising the money you have sent to France for the devastated

regions. You know, perhaps, those of you who have seen these

regions, how the boys look. Some boys who are fifteen or six

teen look like twelve-year-old boys, because they did not get

enough to eat during the war. Every boys' worker and every

Scoutmaster and Scout officer in France was really down-hearted

when he saw these boys, but now hundreds and thousands of

them have gone to the camps organized through Mr. Barclay,

the American Committee for Devastated France, and the money

you have sent. I want, from all these boys and from all the

Scout committees in France, to give to your boys who have

done these good turns our best thanks.

Now I should like to tell you another thing. I should like

to tell you a little of the feeling our French boys have toward

Americans. You know, perhaps one of the funniest sides of

the thing is that the French boys know or want to know much

more about Indians than your boys do. I am told that your

American boys have heard so much of the Red Indians that

they do not try to imitate them much. But if you went to

France and saw our French Scouts, they would all ask you at

once, "Are you a Red Indian? You are an American. Do you

know any dances, any songs?" I must tell you that the boys,

when they knew I was coming to America, told me, "You must

bring" back drawings and sketches, everything you can, as teach

ing from the Indians." But I want you to be sure that we not

only tell them of the Indians, but something about you.

Now another feeling of the French boy will be shown to you

by a little example. When we go on Sunday afternoon for our

hikes, we often go to a certain old fort where there are plenty

of grounds for Scouts to stay for one day. Each time we pass

the spot where many of your soldiers lie who gave their lives

during the war. Always as the boys pass they do not speak

at all. They stand straight and they turn their heads and salute,

and often they give the Scout salute. They do not know

whether any Scouts are buried there, but they feel that those

men who have given their lives are Scouts, although they did

not belong to our brotherhood. I tell you that is a very deep

emotion, because every time my troop and other troops pass

there, we not only look at the boys saluting, but we think of the
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great sacrifice these men have given for the cause we have all

defended together. Little French boys understand very well.

They know very well—even the youngest Scouts in France—what

the American boys who came to France during the war have
done ande they feel they are brother Scouts with you. And they

also feel that even though they do not know many Americans,

there is a good feeling between the two nations.

Mr. Barclay: Now, ladies and gentlemen, how many Scout

Executives will make their< addresses in French? This gentle

man was not speaking in his own language. I want to compli

ment you on the fine demonstration you made as a linguist, be

cause we all understood you thoroughly.

The next speaker we all know. If you don't, you will. He

belongs to the other part of the family that is just above the

cobweb, an imaginary line running away across this continent.

The work he is doing personally is very dear to me, and when

John Stiles is here tonight I can, with real heart, welcome him

and ask him to say a word in the interest of the boys of Canada

as well as the Scouts of the British Empire.

Mr. Stiles: Once there was a mayor who had only recently

achieved his position. One of the first things he had to do was

to address the convicts in the jail. He began, "Fellow citizens,"

and they all laughed. He felt nervous. He said, "Ladies and

gentlemen," and they laughed again. He said to himself, "I am

up against it. I must do something. Fellow convicts," and

they laughed again. The perspiration came out in his forehead,

and he said, "Well, boys, I am glad to see so many of you here

tonight anyway."

I am not calling you fellow-convicts, but I am very proud,

indeed, to be able to say tonight, "Mr. West and fellow execu

tives." It is a great privilege, indeed, for me to attend this

conference. Perhaps you do not understand what it means to

me. The first Biennial Conference was the largest gathering of

Scout Executives that I had ever attended and was the greatest

event in my Scouting existence. I think I speak truthfully when

I say that this; the Second Biennial Conference, is the second

greatest event in my Scouting existence.

As far as I am concerned—I think I speak also for a good

many others here—this conference has already been worth while,

because of the greetings. I sat in the main lobby there watching

men that had become acquainted at the last conference coming

together. "Hello 1 Hello—glad to see you again!" Blood circu

lating! This conference is already worth all the money. It is

already worth to me all the money that the Canadian General

Council will spend on me. I want to say that I am here in a

very humble way to represent the Canadian General Council of

the Boy Scouts of Canada. I am not going to tell you much

about it. What I really want most of all is to meet you face
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to face and to talk to you as brother executives; find out what

your problems are, match them with mine, and see if I cannot

learn something.

Mr. Barclay: Unfortunately, all of the field chiefs, have not

arrived. But we want at this time to have greetings from the

Regional Executives, expressing the sentiment of their districts,

if possible, from the twelve regions, calling first on Region No. 1,

Mr. Berry.

Mr. Berry: We are here simply to announce that New

England, Region 1, is still on the map, at the top of the map

We are sixty-one per cent of the Executives. We hope that

percentage may rise a trifle, but anyway we have the responsi

bility of representing here tonight and through this confrence,

some forty-six thousand and more Scouts and Scout leaders in

Region No. 1. We are here for instruction and inspiration and

thrill md fire and everything else we can get to take back into

our beloved New England, in order there to get after the other

thirty-nine per cent of Scouts. We will pair off and get after

them and see if we can't saturate those remaining Scout execu

tives who could not be here tonight—many of them for very

good reasons—and we hope not only to saturate them, but to

analyze and classify and paralyze and do everything, to get

across the fire and help that we are going to get here from

this conference. We are not here to tell the story of New Eng

land. There she stands. She speaks for herself. Thank you. We

are here with our greetings and to exchange greetings with you.

Come up and see us sometime when you need a real vacation.

Region No. 2—Mr. Charles A. Gammons: I have a word or

two to say about the great Region 2—5,802 square miles, thirty

and a half million population, with something like seventy thou

sand Scouts and Scout leaders in that territory at the present

time, with sixty-one first-class councils, twenty-four second-class

councils, and we hope to have that whole field occupied within

the next few years. It will take thirty-five more first-class

council organizations in order to do that. We have not come

here for anything else than what the other men have, and so

I won't try to tell you what we have come for. We have come

to enjoy ourselves in every possible way, it is true, and our

men here from Region 2 haven't the fatal gift of beauty that the

New England region men have, but they do have, I believe, an

intense loyalty, and industry—Mr. Berry said, "Whenever you

want a vacation, go to New England." We work in New York

and New Jersey. They are hard-working and we believe they

are a fine bunch of men, and we hope every other region will

get acquainted with them, because we think it will be mucilage

on both sides.

Mr. Seymour—Region No. 3: As I was saying to friend

Gammons on the train coming down, when he was asking our
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Executives where they were from, "Don't ask where they are

from. If they are from Region 3, they show it, and if not, it

is so embarrassing!" Region 3, which comprises that part of

the great Scout family enclosed in Pennsylvania, Delaware,

Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia, extends its

greetings to all of the other fellows from the grand old U. S. A.

and other countries and bids you welcome to this great feast

where we expect to mingle with you and learn with you. We

have come here resolved to enter into everything that will contrib

ute to the enrichment of our lives and our service for others, and

Region 3 stands for everything that is progressive and con

structive in this service.

Mr. Butcher: I am speaking for Region 4. I have no voice,

because I have been trying to get in tune. Five hundred boys

in camp, five city councils. That for Region 4.

Mr. Carmack—Region No. 5: Men, I don't want to take the

time to tell you what we are here for, but I want to tell you

what we are going to do. Region 5 is one hundred per cent

registered. In the next two years we are going to run the rags

off every Executive in America for the biggest increase in the

number of troops, the biggest increase in week-end training camps,

and the biggest increase in interpretative programs for our coun

cil members. Tonight at the supper table I couldn't help but

feel that we had taken fire and I can see two years hence what

we are going to do. Men, this is a great opportunity and I

believe that every one of you men can go back and do a bigger

piece of work for having been here.

Chief Sea Scout Wilder: Fourteen days ago tomorrow we

started from Honolulu, so we have got what they call "cabin

fever." I can see everything going around like that. It isn't

because we have just come through the moonshine country

either! Greetings, everybody! What a wonderful chance!

Mr. H. O. Hunter—Region 6: Notwithstanding the fact

that so many men have gotten here, I want to extend, another

welcome. This conference is held in the most beautiful and

finest section of the sixth region, in the heart of old North

Carolina. Of course, -the scenery is similar to this in Florida

and Georgia. We have everything but the ridges. We have

eighty-four percent of our men here—four not here, two regis

tered, one in the hospital and one of them whose wife has a

new Scout.

There are just three outstanding facts that I would like to

call to your attention. First of all the Sixth Region in the State

of Georgia is more or less responsible for the development of

Bo_" Scout councils in rural communities, covering twenty coun

ties. Second, we started three or four years ago an experiment

in the State of Georgia and which is now almost universally

adopted throughout the country. California has beaten us on our
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own scheme. Two or three weeks ago, there was held in Re

gion 6 a boys' training school for men, who intend to be Scout

Executives, giving a course of two weeks to eighteen pro

spective leaders. I think this is a very small way of beginning,

but a solution of one of our biggest problems. In 1921 the

Region exactly doubled the number of Scouts. I want to add

one more thing. The fourth thing is that we have Adams in the

Sixth Region. We welcome you all to Blue Ridge.

Mr. W. M. Kiplinger—Region 7: Region 7 is here with

sixty-seven men, out of seventy-eight councils. We are awfully

glad to have this opportunity to get together with Scout Execu

tives from the rest of the country. We claim considerable dis

tinction. We feel we have not only the group with the hand

somest men of face, but we think we have the most shapely

knees. We think that Barclay had better look to his laurels.

Mr. John Piper—Region 8—The Great Central West: The

Great Central West has forty-one first-class councils. We have

forty-three men in the conference room tonight. We have

many things to boast of in the Great Central West, but the

greatest thing we have, that has been impressed most on me,

is that type of men which the Great Central West has brought

to this conference; men who are leading the boyhood of the

Great Central West country. We are not here tonight to boast

of the big things that we have done in the Great Central West.

We are here to get an inspiration, and to get instruction that

will help us to go back and to organize more territory. I be

lieve there is more territory in our Great Central West region

than in any other region. It was made up two years and a half

ago from three other regions, taking two States from three

regions. We have a tremendous territory there, and not under

council at this time. We can report to you prosperity in our

region perhaps greater than any other region in the country can

report at this time, and we shall have at least six new first-class

councils between now and January the first.

Mr. J. P. Fitch—Region 9: We come from a country which

promises more and does less, and promises less and does more

than any country in the world. It is a country of vast distances,

but we are unlike New England. We do not stand. You may

say anything that you like about us, but we do not stand. No

body from the southwest but a newcomer or a fool ever promises

anything for that country or prophesies. But we are watching.

We did come to the Conference all of us, and I think I express

the feeling of every one of the hog men that are here, that we

come with a sense of humility. We want to learn. We have

told our councillors down there that we were going to feast ai

the best there was in Scouting, that we were going to try to

bring home everything in the way of new ideas we could. We

need them. We have the greatest opportunity in the Southwest
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of anywhere. It is our home. We all live there. We like it.

Watch us.

Mr. C. N. Meserve—Region 10: In a region that two years

ago had but three first-class councils, we now have thirteen

first-class councils and ten second class councils, most of which

employ part-time Executives. We have at the present time thir

teen Executives—councils employing Executives full-time. We

have one vacancy, leaving twelve. There were twelve registra

tions sent in, covering all councils now with full-time Executives.

Nine of those councils are represented on the floor here tonight.

We have in Region 10 some things to boast of. We don't

have to go up to Maine for a vacation. Indeed, we don't need

it. We don't have to go up to Region 2 to be worked. We

don't like to be worked. We don't have to go down into Re

gion 8. We hike, too. We don't want to go into Region 9.

But we have some things in Region 10 that we are proud of.

We have the oldest Executive in point of service in the work

today, and I wish he would stand—Mr. C. W. Haddon of

Duluth. We have in Region 10 two hundred and twenty-nine

thousand square miles, a Region to be proud of, somewhat larger

than the one that our friend Gammons boasted of here tonight.

You can place in Region 10 practically all of the States on the

Atlantic coast. We could if we wished, but we don't want it.

You could also place in Region 10 the German Empire and

have many thousand square miles left. You can place twenty

lielgiums there. But we don't want to take Belgium nor Ger

many.

This is an undeveloped field. It is almost a pioneer field,

but we have many boys up there who need help, who need in

struction, who need this fine educational and character-building

program, and we are getting it to them just as fast as we can.

We have practical organization work under way at about twenty-

live points, and many of those points will soon have first-class

councils. Some little time ago we completed the organization

of two districts as an experiment. We have six counties in one

district in North Dakota with a population of ninety thousand,

starting off with twenty-one troops. We are proud to come here

tonight and we want to get what this Conference will offer us.

Mr. C. K. Warne—Region 11: After traveling since last Thurs

day night, the members of Region 11 are somewhat weary. We

are mighty glad, however, to be here. We want to boast of one

thing at this time. We may have some other things to boast

of later. We have the highest camp at the lowest cost of any

in the United States. At the present time there are in those

four states sixteen thousand of the finest Boy Scouts that there

are. When I make that statement to some of the groups of

men out there they applaud. We have one thousand sixty boys

of Scouting age in this territory, and there isn't any employed
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officer at the task we have ahead of us. As long as we have

measured our task we have a hope of carrying it through. I

believe we have some of the finest men inspired with the Scout

ideas that it is possible to have; I know that those men have

a vision, a vision of what this Scout movement is going to do

for the boyhood of this country. We have twenty-two first-

class councils in that great territory. Ten of our men have

traveled this distance to be here. That is not as large a per

centage as some, but we are glad to have every one of those

men here. We are going to take back the enthusiasm, the fine

ideas, the spirit and the pep that is going to perform that task

that I mentioned a little while ago.

Mr. C. N. Miller—Region 12: Three minutes to make a

speech—no interference. First minute—twenty-six of us, thirty-

three hundred miles—six nights on the sleeper, and we are tired.

Second minute—forty Scoutmasters, sixteen Assistant Scoutmas

ters, 100 per cent registration in the Insurance Alliance. Third

minute—I haven't thought of anything more to say, so you

will have to excuse me.

Mr. Barclay: America, you have the greatest movement for

boys today. You men all are in the greatest movement for boys

today. Boys of America, boys of the world—in America we

owe most to that great social engineer who tonight will let us

see history and tonight will let us see prophecy, the Chief Scout

Executive, Mr. James E. West, who will speak on A Glance

Backward and a Look Forward.

A GLANCE BACKWARD AND A LOOK

FORWARD

♦Address by James E. West, Chief Scout Executive

It is a great responsibility which I have. I am conscious

as I stand here that never before in the history of this

great country, that never before in the history of this world,

have there been brought together men who represent as much

in definitely planned activity for character-building and citizen

ship-making as those assembled in this room tonight represent,—

a movement with 550.000 members, a movement whose influence

Is recognized by all as being one of the greatest assets which

our country has. There are meetings which have been held during

the past year, and meetings will be held during the year to come,

meetings representing our great commercial activities, our great

NOTE—No attempt has been made to revise the stenographic reports of
various speeehes.
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material resources. There will be meetings which may have more

men in attendance and may be equipped with more facts developed

through the interest of our National and State Governments—

yet, it takes no argument from any of us engaged in boys' work

to convince the most casual thinker that those of us who are

concerning ourselves with American youth are dealing with the

greatest asset which this country of ours has.

Those of you who have heard me talk the last few months

(.indeed, within the last year), know how earnestly I am plead

ing wherever I can get an audience for that recognition by the

American public and by public officials, as to the importance

of this great asset. We are striving to bring to the attention

of the American people the actual facts concerning American

youth, so that we may properly bestir ourselves and make use

of the resources which are available in order that the job

may be adequately done, of building this youth into citizen

ship; men and women with character; God-serving men; men

who will uphold those splendid traditions, those splendid prin

ciples upon which we as a nation have won our place among the

iiations of the world.

Early Days of Scouting

I could not help but wonder as I sat looking on as this

crowd mobilized, just how we were made up and I think it would

interest all—certainly it would help me and be very helpful to

those who are going to speak to you in the conferences—if we

could spend just a minute in analyzing this audience. Will those

of you who have been with us as Scout Executives for less than

a year please stand? Now those who have been with us for just

less than two years—three years—four years—five years—six

years—seven years—eight years—nine years—ten years? Mr.

Weaver, Mr. Mathiews, Mr. Dale, Mr. MacDonald, Mr. Patton.

Let's give them a real clap, fellows. Eleven years—twelve years?

Two men, Mr. Haddon and Mr. Martin. Now will all who have

been ten years or more in service stand?

That is a part of the thought that I would like to impress

upon you in A Glance Backward. It seems as if it were but

yesterday, and yet, how conscious I am of all that has taken

place, since that day, January 1, 1911, when the Boy Scouts of

America, with seven paid employees, opened its office in the

Fifth Avenue Building. How since that time we have gone

forward! First, really trying to go slowly, because we were so

vitally concerned lest a mistake mipht be made in the founda

tion, lest we would fail in our appeal to the country as a whole

on a basis which would give us that great effective cooperation

which we have today. Those things all took time. We had the

guidance of some of the best thought in the country. The com

missions representing the four important factors were most

painstaking in what they did,—the Commission on Scout Oath
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and Law, headed by Dr. Jenks; the Commission on Scout Activi

ties, headed by Dr. Fisher; the Commission on Finances, headed

by Mr. Schiff. And then I remember after these Commissions

had worked hard, after we had, through a very active editorial

board, of which our good friend Mr. Jameson, then a Boys'

Work Secretary in the Twenty-third Street Branch of the Young

Men's Christian Association, New York City, was an active

member; after through our editorial board we had revised sug

gestions presented and all the plans which had been formulated,

that we insisted upon placing all of the universities of the

country in such a position that they would have to share in the

responsibility of what we were planning for the boyhood of

America. We sent to them over the signature of Dr. Jenks, a

proof copy of the revised Scout Oath and Law, we placed upon

them the responsibility of bringing into cooperation, the educa

tional department of their respective universities; then after all

of that process had been gone through with great care, we

insisted that there was still another group we ought to reckon

with. Namely, the men engaged in active boys' work at that

time so far as we could find out.

Boy Scout work, because of the popularity of the move

ment, because of the publicity given through national maga

zines and general newspaper comment, had been such as to

make the demands upon us more than we really desired, and in

that preliminary stage while we were working hard to make sure

our foundations were as they should be, there sprang into ex

istence many troops throughout the country. A group of some

forty-five hundred names we assembled—everybody that we reck

oned had any special right to have a say with regard to a plan

for the boyhood of America. We placed in the hands of these

men the responsibility of passing on the Handbook for Boys.

Perhaps no book has ever been published with such a large

number of editors as this Handbook of the Boy Scouts of

America.

Building the Foundation

I wish I could give you an idea of the many valuable sug

gestions which grew out of these processes, but the thought I

want to impress upon you men who are here tonight and who

are going to be with us for eight days, is this: that what was

done ten, yes, eleven years ago, was done with the view that

some day there would be assembled a group of men about whom

it might be said as I have said tonight, that they represent the

largest organized activity for character-building and citizenship-

making in America. We had in mind that we must build our

foundations with great care, so that they would stand the strain

of the coming years. Those of you who have been with us

know how well they have stood that strain, how after a few

years of experience we were able to go before Congress and

secure our Federal Charter and how with that Federal Charter
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as a basis we were able to put in black and white, our constitu

tion and by-laws, rules and regulations, so that we might defi

nitely chart the course that was to be followed. As a result

of this charting those of you who are coming into the_ work

newly can with comparative ease have placed at your disposal

definite information as to just what you should do as well as

just what you should not do.

Yes, we built solidly, and today we are standing the test.

We are at a place in our history, where, as I said before, no

longer it is necessary to argue as to the value of the Scout

movement nor as to the leadership of the local work or the

national work. It is accepted as a thing distinctively worth

while; and yet, it would be wrong if we came together in a

meeting of this kind to think solely along those lines. We must

take pride, yes, take pride and be rilled with joy, as I am tonight,

at the realization of the great accomplishments in service for

our country through this program for boys; but we must be

also conscious of the fact that as chosen representatives of this

great cause, as trustees of something which is so worth while,

it is our responsibility to see to it that we critically analyze our

status, our daily procedure and our plans for the future to see

if we cannot in some way strengthen our opportunity to do a

larger service. And so your Committee has with great care

taken into consideration all the suggestions it could secure

from the field, taken into consideration the suggestions that

could be had from our national staff, and brought to you here

the aid of outside talent, as well as the aid of our own member

ship. We purpose in a heart-to-heart fashion from day to day

to look facts as they are, and endeavor to find a solution where

a problem is presented.

Problems Confronting Us Today

There are many problems to face, many factors that should

cause us grave concern. In the first place we cannot but be

impressed by the fact that to bring together a group of 451

men, as there have been registered for this conference, repre

sents a tremendous investment; railroad fare, time that will

be spent here instead of in local work, details met by the budgets

of your respective Councils, probably aggregating in all an in

vestment of four million dollars a year, if not more. It is a

tremendous thing, a tremendous amount of money, and it be

hooves us, charged with the responsibility of giving executive

leadership to this movement, to look into the question of results,

the question of procedure, to ask ourselves whether we are, as

trustees of this great cause, involving this great expense, secur

ing an adequate return for the investment made. With the aid

of these men who are going to be with us, I have every confi

dence that we shall discover some method of improving. I have

every confidence that we shall get out of this conference suffi
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cient practical help to enable us to go back home and say, "It

was well worth all that it cost." I am also hopeful that we shall

get out of this conference in spiritual values enough to justify

us in going back home and saying that it was worth all that it

cost.

In getting these spiritual values we must also make sure

that we do our best in getting practical values. I have not time at

this late hour to go into the details of problems the importance

of which would warrant consideration, problems about which

I hope there will be earnest discussion and some progress made

in finding a solution. I have listed some of these problems.

Why is it that so many troops die? Why is it that so many

boys are allowed to take the Scout Oath and Law with all of

the enthusiasm, yes, as much enthusiasm as you men here tonight

have, encouraged to look up to a man who has been selected as

their leader, at great personal sacrifice to their parents, to equip

themselves, in good faith, expecting they are going to go on for

years in Scouting, and then after six months, yes, some of therm

less than six months, find themselves absolutely deserted, lead-

erless, homeless so far as Scouting is concerned, without an

opportunity really to get a proper conception of what Scouting

actually means? Far better, in my judgment, that the boy never

be permitted to be a scout than to be induced, or even permitted,

to go into the movement unless the troop has been so well

organized as absolutely to guarantee to that boy a right to be

a scout for at least one year. How are we going to bring that

about? Over 3000 troops dropped from our records last year,

not because the boy didn't want to carry on, but because of

some organization difficulty. Somebody else failed the boy.

What are we going to do about it? Why do so many boys

quit before they become actually Scouts in spirit?

Boys Who Fail To Re-Register

It is well enough for us to talk about 550,000 members. It

is well enough for us to talk about our wonderful camps (and

we do have wonderful camps). But there are other things to

talk about, to charge ourselves with. We dropped last year

173,000 boys. One hundred and seventy-three thousand Scouts

failed to re-register, about 81,000 of them because the troops

went out of existence. Why? As the Turnover Report will

show you, a number of these boys went out apparently because

of lack of interest, or because of lack of ability on the part of

the Scoutmaster to hold them. In other words, the troop car

ried on, but the boy failed to keep up with it. I have no quarrel

with a man whose boys pass out of Scouting if they have made

fairly good progress, if, perhaps, they have become first-class

Scouts and have become so thoroughly saturated with the Scout

spirit that in fact they will always be Scouts. That is what we

mean when we say, "Once a Scout, always a Scout." But what
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of that type of boy who drops out, having been in the Move

ment perhaps for a year—yes, in some cases, I am sorry to say,

two years—and is still in the Tenderfoot class? We should not

rest until we have made every effort to see what we can do to

overcome that situation.

I am of the opinion that one of the most promising solu

tions to this problem is a thing about which we have been talk

ing very earnestly for the last two years,—the matter of orderly

exit. To be frank with you (as we must try to be in this con

ference), I am very much disappointed to find Executives who

have read the Handbook for Scout Executives and the Hand

book for Scoutmasters, confessing they do not know much about

this subject. We have been urging the importance of trying to

make it unnecessary for a boy to be a quitter. There is nothing

worse for the boy's character than to place him in a position

where the only way he can cease to be a scout is to practically

desert the troop. I am very earnest in my hope that sometime

during this conference we can talk about the development of a plan

for an orderly exit from troop membership under such condi

tions as will help us to check up when a boy does leave and

provide a means by which he can with honor cease to be a scout.

I believe we should create among boys a feeling that it is a

wrong thing to quit being a scout unless you have been hon

orably discharged or given the certificate of service. Not until

then will we greatly improve this difficulty of over-mortality.

The Older Boy and the Younger Boy

The Older Boy Commission Report will tell you some in

teresting and encouraging facts. Although I am very much

cheered by what that Report shows, I do believe we here in

America are way behind our friends across the ocean in the

patrol system, giving the older boy an opportunity,—the younger

boy, too, for that matter, because it does not always follow that

the patrol leader needs to be an older boy. Certainly we need

to do more to develop leadership through the patrol system.

We need to do more in placing emphasis on the outdoor fea

tures of our program, and in the Commission Report on Camp

ing, I am sure that Mr. McDonald is going to see to it that

that is driven home with force. I am hopeful that Mr. Martin

has brought with him from New York the records of the ex

periments that have been made with the younger boy program,

because we do have before us a problem as to what we shall do

about that.

Our friends across the sea have been enthusiastic over the

Wolf Cubs and have been concerned because we do not share

the enthusiasm. I have told them that so far we have not yet

discovered that it would be a worth-while thing for us to do

from the standpoint of reaching the boy problem in America

where it most needs help; that is, with the boy, fourteen, fifteen,
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sixteen years of age. Unfortunately, in England they are not in

a position to give us any facts as to what they are actually do

ing. They do not know how many of the Wolf Cubs actually

become scouts, nor what effect the plan has in decreasing the

average age of the boys who are scouts. Meanwhile we want

to keep studying the subject and not be unmindful of our re

sponsibility to give leadership if something is actually needed.

Increasing the Registrations

Perhaps the most serious problem that we want to talk

about in a conference of this character is the weakness of some

of our local council organizations. Do you realize, men (this

is among ourselves, we are here for business), with this great

expansion, with ail that has been happening the last few years

in the way of progress (and we have made progress—slow, per

haps, but substantial), that it is a fact today that of the 418

first-class councils 287 of them on December 31, 1921, had less

than 20 troops to look after? One hundred and eight at that

time had less than 10. Now there are lots of things to be said

on that subject. Time will not permit me to go into them' to

night. I am laying them before you to look at later. I wonder,

then, if we as Executives,—oh, I know how easy it is—I wonder

if we have allowed ourselves unconsciously to become so in

volved in looking after the machinery of our local councils

that we have been unmindful of our primary responsibility, that

we have not found time to program our work so as to leave

as our major responsibility the plowing up of a field the start

ing of new troops. Why is it that so many councils show no

progress at all over a period of three years in the number of

troops actually in existence? It is true that they do organize

some new ones, the new ones taking the place of those that

have gone out of business. Is that adequate? Some claim that

we have reached what is called the saturation point. If that is

the case, we want to know it. That is what we are here for.

Seascouting

Then we have the problem of settling what we are going

to do about Seascouting. Our good friend has come all the

way from Honolulu. His heart is on fire, aglow, because of the

earnestness of his convictions; and yet, in his bigness and his

broad sympathy for the good of the boyhood of America he is

here to talk man fashion with those of you who may disagree

with him, who are going to come to some agreement as to what

is best to do from now on; and then we are going to get behind

it and make it go, if there is a place in America for such a

program.
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The Rural Problem

Then, too, we have rural Scouting, about which we are going

to talk. We are having a finely equipped man to come here and

help us think more intensely about what we can do with boys

in rural communities. It is a great thing to learn from our

records that in 1916, when we had but 9700 troops, 3300 of them

were in communities of less than 5000. Today with 17,650 troops,

without any special effort to promote organization in rural com

munities, there are 7100 in communities of less than 500 inhabi

tants, an increase of 33 per cent to 40 per cent in the expression

of interest in the scout program in rural communities of less

than 5000 inhabitants. Is there more that we can do? We shall

talk about that.

Then we have the Court of Honor procedure to which we

must give every earnest thought. And we have the question

about publications. Do we want them? If we do, how are we

going to say so? Not by talking. We have got to work out

some method by which BOYS' LIFE is either put into the

wastebasket or made a success. It is not right that we should

simply muddle along with it. If you don't want it, we want you

to say so. If it isn't desirable, let us spend our time and energy

doing something else.

Then we are going to give, at every opportunity, emphasis

to the importance of our pursuing a different course (and I say

this without criticism to any local or national official) with

reference to scoutmasters. It is an honor to be a leader in the

Boy Scouts of America. We have got to work out a plan where

by men of character in larger numbers are willing to invest

themselves so that boys may be exposed to the influence of our

movement. We have got to do more through executive leader

ship in raising the prestige of the scoutmaster in the com

munity. One method has been suggested in connection with

Anniversary Week. We want to talk about that. We hope

that in connection with Anniversary Week the mayors of the

cities may publicly recognize those men who are now giving

service, and that other ways may be devised whereby these men

who are really the backbone to our efforts to reach boys will

feel that they are appreciated, where they will be disposed to

stick through the discouragements. More than that, we have

got to go forward as we never have before in making these

men feel that if thy are going to accept the responsibility they

have got to take advantage of the opportunities to train them

selves so that they will know how to do it, and not go in making

mistakes that have been made during the last twelve years.

These things must be done and I hope beginning tomorrow,

in that morning session, we shall see the light as to how we are

going to improve greatly the training program of the Boy

Scouts of America.
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We are going to talk somewhat, too, about our Personnel

Department. After trying for several years to get our Execu

tive Board to provide the resources for this department, it was

actually done. Since January the first, the National Council has

been looking for a man to give leadership to the Personnel

Department. One of the best men in the country was selected

and we hoped he would accept, but he has just given his answer,

no. We are on the high seas again looking for a man. to give

leadership to this very important department, a department

which is going to help us find men with a proper foundation

to serve as Executives, to help us help you men in having your

services better understood by local councils.

And so I might go on and review other things which are

covered in Commission Reports. Time will not permit. This

one thing I do want to stand out in these eight days we are

going to be together. No, two things,—two things that have

stood out in my mind at all times.

Two Responsibilities

After all we, as local executives and National executives,

notwithstanding these many problems that we have, should look

at our job from two very simple standpoints. We should see

that it is our fundamental and everyday responsibility to be

alert, to maintain conditions so that boys actually desire to be

scouts. We must be ready to justify any activity from the stand

point of its relationship to that fundamental consideraion. We

must ask these questions. Does it really contribute in helping

boys to desire to be scouts? Does it really contribute in main

taining the desire on the part of boys to be scouts? Do you

know what I mean? A program, such as Scouting, can only

be successful in proportion to the willingness of the boy to

submit himself voluntarily to the discipline of the movement.

In proportion to his desire to be a scout will he take seriously

his oath. It is for this reason we have Courts of Honor, that

we have requirements that define when and where a boy can

wear a uniform and badges. It is for this reason that it is very

important that we take great care at all times to see that these

things are regarded. So in this conference we are to have dur

ing these eight days, we must keep in mind this very fundamental

thing. We must also keep in mind a second fundamental

thing, namely, that it is our responsibility as Local and National

Executives to maintain conditions so that men of character

really think it worth while to give of themselves in personal

service in carrying out our program. We must be able to show

that there is going to be a return for the investment in some

thing that is worth while.

As we think about these two fundamental responsibilities, I

am very hopeful that, as we did two years ago, and as the brief

time we hive been together promises will be a fact here in Blue
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Ridge, through our daily meetings, through the various activi

ties which are being worked out for us, there will be an increas

ing development of comradeship; of the spirit of cooperation.

That we will all of us feel that we are jointly responsible,

locally and nationally, East and West, North and South, small

city and large city, as members of this great brotherhood of

Boy Scouts of America, for the upbuilding of the boyhood of

our nation into God-fearing, yes, better still, God-serving men,

men who will function as citizens.

The meeting closed with repetition of the Scout Oath and

Law.
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Wednesday, September 13th

8:00 to 8:40 A. M.—Training School for new Scout Executives

—Mr. Lome W. Barclay presiding. Subject: "Funda

mental Principles" by James E. West.

8:30 to 8:45 A. M—Good Morning Sing led by Charles H.

Mills—Assembly.

8:45 to 9:00 A. M—Address, "The Meaning of Service,"

Franklin K. Mathiews.

9:00 to 9:10 A. M.—Resume, Dr. George J. Fisher.

9:10 to 10:30 A. M.—Report of Commission on Training, in

cluding a statement of method used at Gillwell Park, by

Captain Francis Gidney, presented by E. U. Goodman,

Chairman.

10:30 to 11:10 A. M.—Population Group Meetings. Room as

signments for daily meetings as follows:

Group A—Rural Councils.

Group B—Cities under 50,000.

Group C—Cities 50,000 to 150,000.

Group D—Cities 150,000 to 400,000.

Group E—Cities over 400,000.

(No stenographic report was made of the population group

meetings.)

11:15 to 12:00—Assembly—Address, "The Job of the Execu

tive," Mr. E. St. Elmo Lewis.

1:30 to 2:30 P. M—Assembly—"Problem Hour," led by Mr.

James E. West, assisted by National Department Heads.

8:00 to 9:00 P. M—Report of Commission on Older Boy, pre

sented by A. D. Jamieson, Chairman.

9:00 to 9:30 P. M—Address, "The Leader," Professor Her

man H. Home.
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Wednesday Morning, September 13, 8:40

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

James E. West

How many of the men here are new Executives—that is,

men who have taken up the work within the last year? Of

you who are new Executives, how many have actually read

this Handbook for Scout Executives? How many of you have

read it? How many have not? And the Handbook for Boys?

How many have, how many have not?

Of course, if you have thoroughly mastered what is in this

series of books, this Handbook for Boys, for Scoutmasters, and

this Handbook for Scout Executives, there is very little more

that I can give you on the fundamentals of Scouting. But

perhaps it might make a deeper impression to have the spoken

word given to you on this occasion, with reference to some of

those things which we, in this series of books, treat as funda

mentals. I always like, with a group of people who are inter

ested in considering this subject, to get just a glimpse of the

background out of which came the Scout Movement.

Origin of the Scout Program

The Scout Movement was not deliberately planned as a

boys' program. Indeed, the Scout Movement so far as it is

now used as a program for boys is an accident. According to

the statement of Lieutenant-General Sir Robert Baden-Powell,

it was furthest from his thoughts when he worked out stunts

in Scouting to be used by his men in South Africa, that it would

be evolved as a program for boys. He had the responsibility

over there in South Africa of maintaining law and order, and

they sent to him what he called the "riff-raff"; men who could

be recruited for overseas service from the British Empire of the

character involved were for the most part misfits, ne'er-do-wells,

if you please—men who could be gathered from the large cities

of the British Empire under a contract to serve for two, five

or more years in overseas service. He said that he soon dis

covered that the greatest task he had was to instill into them

fundamental qualities of manhood. He said they had been ap

parently so accustomed to the benefits or evils, if you will, of

modern civilization that these men came to him for service in

the great open, in the wilderness, actually expecting to be tucked

in at night, so thoroughly dependent were they upon modern

civilization for all they did. They had been accustomed to touch

a button and get a light; they had been accustomed to stepping

on a lift and being carried to the top of a building. They lacked

endurance, initiative, resources. And so he set himself to the
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task of developing in these men those qualities necessary for the

making of a good soldier, and necessary also for the making

of a good citizen. He found it far better to use these stunts

which he had worked out for the purpose of accomplishing these

objectives than the regular, formal, technical, miltary training,

and from that day to this there is no more pronounced opponent

of the technical military drill for the purposes of training men

in fundamentals than Lieutenant-General Sir Baden-Powell, a

man who perhaps has had more military experience than any

one man in any of the armies of the world. He refers to that

as a veneer which can be put on if there is a proper foundation

with great ease, with little time, little lost motion and like most

veneer can soon drop off.

But he did actually work out this program. Then when

he went into that wonderful dramatic experience of the siege

of Mafeking, he discovered wonderful possibilities of living "on

your own," doing with nothing and making out of the most

inconceivable resources the necessities of life. He also discov

ered qualities in boys that he had never realized before, and he

organized to use those boys in Mafeking, so that they had an

opportunity to do their bit in that wonderful experience through

which he went. Then when he returned to England some time

later, he discovered, according to the history, much to his sur

prise, that certain boys' schools were using this plan of Scouting,

as he had mapped it out for the army, in their work' in boys'

schools.

There was a rather general appeal to him that he devote

himself to helping them interpret that program in a way which

should be especially adapted to boys. He was rather horrified

at first, as he modestly expressed it, and was very earnest in

his pleading that as he had worked that program out at that

time it was never intended for boys. He asked time to think

it over and study to see if he could develop something that

would be of value to workers with boys. He then set himself

to the task of collecting material on programs for boys' work

and again, according to his own statement, he helped himself

wherever he found there was anything of value. He acquainted

himself with Dan Beard's books, with Ernest Thomas Seton's

books, the program of the Y. M. C. A., and other programs

wherever they had been developed for boys. Indeed, it is said

that Sir Robert Baden-Powell has the largest library of books

pertaining to boys' work of any man in the world, and it is also

said that he thoroughly studied his subject. After this thorough

study he brought out this wonderful program which we now

have, and added to it this code of ethics, this obligation, "On

my honor I will do my best to do my duty to my God and my

country and obey the Scout law, to help other people at all

times, to keep myself physically strong, mentally awake and

morally straight." It is true that he did not work that obliga
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tion *out just as we have given it here, but essentially the Scout

Oath and Law are the same the whole world over. As to that

I will explain later just why and what our differences are. He

gave the Scout Law with which you are so familiar. He added

to that this required daily Good Turn and the motto, "Be Pre

pared." Then he undertook to make an experiment. _ As I un

derstand it, the first troop was organized under his personal

direction in .1897. Out of that troop grew this wonderful move

ment.

How Scouting Came To America

Now in 1910 the Boy Scouts of America were incorporated

on February 8th. Prior to that time there had been some evi

dence of interest in the movement here. Those who had trav

eled abroad and those who took foreign publication had heard

of the Scout movement, and here and there interest had expressed

itself. I have seen the original troop flags, patrol flags, of a

troop organizd in the Paterson, New Jersey, Y. M. C. A. in 1907.

In 1910 the evidence was so pronounced that this organization

to which we are devoting ourselves came into legal existence.

The story of that you are familiar with. Perhaps it would be

just as well for me to repeat it, showing the value of faithful

performance of the daily good turn and what its result may be.

William D. Boyce, the Chicago publisher, a matter of fact

business man, had lost himself in the heart of London, and in his

bewilderment he looked here and there. A street urchin, noticing

this embarrassment, came up and saluted Mr. Boyce and said,

"May I be of service to you?" Mr. Boyce said, "If you can

show me. how to find such-and-such an address, it will be a real

service." This lad very smartly saluted and said, "Sir, follow

me." He forthwith brought him to the place that Mr. Boyce

desired. Then Mr. Boyce, characteristically of the traveler,

pulled his coin purse out and offered the boy a shilling. The

boy promptly saluted and said, "Sir, I am a Scout. Scouts do

not accept tips for courtesies." The man said, "What do you

say?" The Scout repeated, and then added, "Don't you know

what the Scouts are?" He said, "No, I don't, but I would like

to know." The boy said, "Follow me." The man pleaded for the

opportunity to do his errand and then, as he tells the story

himself, this lad was waiting for him outside and took him to

the office of Sir Robert Baden-Powell, whence he brought back

to America a trunk-load of printed matter. He went to Washing

ton and with his good friend Mr. Livingstone, still the president

of the Boy Scouts of America, he incorporated the Boy Scouts

of America under the laws of the District of Columbia.

Mr. Boyce has told me within the last few months that the

intense earnestness with which that good turn was done by that

lad of twelve really caused him to take hold of this thing and

give it a boost. That lad not only stirred that man so that he

took this formal procedure, but he wrote his name to a check
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for a thousand dollars for four months, in order that those men

that associated themselves with him might have backing to do

the job right. In that, particular moment the great Y. M. C. A.

made its biggest contribution. Through the vision of Mr. E. M.

Robinson, an effort was made to show Mr. Boyce that this pro

gram, dealing as it did with such potential values for character-

building and citizenship training, ought to have back of it men

who were outstanding leaders in boys' work, and of boys of a

character which harmonized with the objectives of the organiza

tion. Mr. Boyce was big enough to step aside, and allow others

to come to the front and take hold, giving leadership to this

movement for the boyhood of America.

But I must hurry on if I am to leave with you the one big

underlying thought that I have on my heart, discussing the fun

damentals of Scouting. In 1910 the incorporation took place.

The first steps were to get this new group of people, which

was done under the leadership of Mr. Robinson. Some men

from the International Committee of the Y. M. C. A., and men

from the Playground and Recreational Association, and from

other lines of activity were invited into a meeting. Some fifty-

nine different organizations were represented at that meeting

and out of that meeting grew a committee on permanent organ

ization of the Boy Scouts and out of that committee grew the

appointment of a sub-committee to select an executive officer.

That committee finally extended to me an invitation to take up

that responsibility, which I did on the condition that I would

stay with the movement for six months. My six months

haven't yet expired apparently. I should say that I was at that

time a practicing attorney, had never planned to go into this

type of work as a profession, though I had been very active

in all such work as a volunteer, and it took quite a struggle

on my part to consent to go into it on the other basis. The six

months have not expired, and I have never yet really in a face-

to-face fashion thrashed out that particular question. I have

simply carried on as the responsibilities increased.

Cooperation From Many Sources

One of the first tasks this newly organized group set them

selves to, was to see whether this thing that had been so suc

cessfully launched in England and elsewhere in the world, was

really as it should be for the American boy, whether it fitted

into the needs of American life. At the meeting held at Washing

ton, February, 1911, 1 recommended the appointment of four Com

missions to study this question. I was skeptical. I was at that

time an active worker in the Boys' Department of the Y. M. C. A.

on a voluntary basis. I had a Bible class, was superintendent of

a Sunday School and had been in Boys' Brigade work, and I

had the attitude that here was merely something else coming

along, another organization. Why can't we take the good things

out of this movement and strengthen these organizations that
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already exist? That was the attitude of practically the whole

group. They said we want to make sure that what we were doing

was really needed. Men of affairs took that attitude to this extent;

they preferred not to have a general appeal made for support.

They would rather finance the thing until we reached some de

cision as to what the future should be. So Mr. George D. Pratt and

Mr. Mortimer L. Schiff, both of whom are to be with us later, in

vested their money and their thought and their energy, together

with others, so that I and those associated with me might make

the analysis and experiments, and reach a decision. I could give

the names of others, but I simply refer to those two men who

are still with us, and going to be with us in this conference, and

I hope we will highly honor them when they come.

The Scout Oath and Law

I won't go into detail about these Commissions. The Com

mission on Scout Oath and Law, which was headed by Dr.

Jenks, had on it Mr. Robinson of the Y. M. C. A., Mr. Arthur

Carey of Boston, and other fine men. I met with all the Com

missions, but with this one particular Commission I spent a

great deal of time. Our meetings covered a period of four

months. On some occasions we were in session every morning

of every day for a full week. The Scout Oath and Law that had

been used in England were analyzed, word by word, sentence

by sentence, and paragraph by paragraph. We concluded that

it would be wise for us to adapt it slightly to our needs, and it

was decided to bring into the Oath this provision which places

emphasis on the boy keeping himself physically strong. Noth

ing particularly new—the Y. M. C. A. had stood for that for a

long time. It just brings out to the foreground that if any of

us are to be a success we must make ourselves healthy and keep

ourselves healthy. Then we brought out that point, "mentally

awake." We want boys to stay in school. We want them to

avail themselves of the facilities for training, so that they may

be mentally awake and morally straight. We thought it just

as well to put into the foreground, if you please, in this obliga

tion, the importance of a bpy keeping himself morally straight.

We do not have in Scouting, as we all know, the negatives.

We do not say, "Don't do this," but seek to avail ourselves of

every opportunity to put things in the affirmative, the positive,

tell the boy what he ought to do. To maintain that international

tradition of having three points to the Scout Oath, we took the

reference to the Scout Law and hooked it to the first propo

sition and left open this opportunity for the third. The English

Scout Oath, and perhaps the Scout Oath of most nations, has

as its third proposition that they will obey the Scout Law. We

incorporated that with the first proposition.

When_ we got to the Scout Laws we made further careful

consideration. It was my privilege to have very definite part

in this (and I speak not because I want any credit, but because
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I want you men to know that those of us at the National

Office, those of us who have the responsibility for executive de

tails, are ourselves deeply conscious of the need of what is

covered by this twelfth Scout Law to which I am going to

refer). It was my experience as an orphan boy, as an invalid,

early in life to be brought in close contact with those who

were deeply religious. My mother died too early for me to get

from her the impressions which most boys get along those lines,

but I pumped the organ in the church. I had to go to church

every Sunday. I had a very unusual Sunday School teacher,

and at an early age I was very glad to unite publicly with the

Church. In my experience as a Boys Worker in the Y. M. C. A.,

in the settlement house where I had a boys' club, and in the Sun

day School, my work had all been along lines giving proper recog

nition to the importance of religion in the lives of boys. And

so when the opportunity came to me to have a say as to what

was going to be done in this movement for boys, I advocated

the addition of the twelfth Scout Law: "A Scout is reverent

toward God, he is faithful in his religious duties, and respects

the convictions of others in matters of custom and religion."

I must bring this to a conclusion. What we did in the

way of organization, what we did in the way of formulated

policies, have been tied up to that very essential fundamental.

It is my plea, men, to those of you who have the responsibility

as Scout leaders to interpret the Scout Movement in your com

munities, that you think very seriously of your opportunity to

use this Movement, to give us a large number of God-fearing

men, citizens of this great country actuated by motives based

upon religious principles, something that is real and genuine, that

will be adequate to meet any emergency. If we can give this

country of ours and this world of ours men with a conscience so

deeply planted in a fundamental principle of that character, we

do not need to fear for this great country, nor do we need to fear

for the onward march. of civilization. It is my judgment that

Scouting is contributing along this line and that it offers oppor

tunity for great service along this line. It is our responsibility

to see that this opportunity is used to full advantage, and it is

to our shame if we, standing in the places of men with authority,

with responsibility, block somebody else who might be more

effective in these lines if we were out of the way. I challenge

you men to make the most of the Scout Movement as an aid

in putting over this, the greatest of all our fundamentals in

character-building and citizenship training—Religion.
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Wednesday, September 13, 8:45-9:00

THE MEANING OF SERVICE

By Franklin K. Mathiews

After our meeting of last night, I fear in our higher natures,

at least, we are somewhat like the boy who ate a Thanksgiving

dinner and was asked after he had had two pieces of pie whether

he would have another, and he said, "Well, I guess I can chew

it, but I am not certain I can swallow it." If we had known

that our meeting of last night was to carry us to the heights as

it did, I rather think we would have omitted this so-called in

spirational meeting. I have been asked to talk briefly as to

the Meaning of Service. We must understand, of course, that

service, the social service spirit, is the motive power of our

lives. Motive power is always generated by contact, and for

us in the Scout Movement the contact is with three factors,

the first of which is the boy. What a commonplace and fa

miliar word that is! I hardly know how to take hold of such

a word as that and make it significant to you. You have heard

it so often! It rang again and again in our ears and down into

our hearts last night. Perhaps this is it, that we should not so

much establish contact with the boy, but that the boy pro

foundly shall somehow establish contact with us. You know

that from the beginning we have tried to bring you executives

up in the faith that your work is not with boys. You have

another, a different kind of a job. And yet, it must be true

that the boy takes hold of you, and takes hold of you pro

foundly. I do not see how we can get on very far unless that

be true.

The easy application, perhaps, is right here in sight of our

eyes. There is not a man here who has not been profoundly

moved by the sight of .he mountains just in front of us, and

somehow, men, I tell you it must be true that the boy must take

hold of you in the same way. When the mountains take hold

of you as they do, it is not psychology, it is not philosophy, it

is not natural history; it is none of these things; it is something

vastly more profound. Men in the Scout work, if you are to

have motive power that is real and vital and deep and profound

in your life, down in the very deepest part of you, it must be

the boy that moves you profoundly as these hills, these moun

tains, move you. We must, also, however, have contact with

men. So many words, so many phrases have been used to de

scribe the Scout Movement! Somebody has said that Scouting

is the boy in the man coming into contact with the man in the

boy. When you take time to analyze that, that is a very super

ficial definition of Scouting. O men of the Scout brotherhood

of Scout Executives, Scouting is a profounder thing than that!

It is not enough that you and I should spend our lives just

bringing boys into contact with men. We are not nearly half

a million strong because, through the years, we have been doing
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that sort of thing. We have been doing something much more

vital than that, something much more profound than that.

Wherever Scouting has lived, survived, stood up on its feet, gone

forward, been in a community a thing beloved, almost revered

by some, it is because we have brought the boys of the com

munity into contact with men of character. And I tell you,

gentlemen, that our commission is not worth the paper it is

written on, even though it may have upon it the great names

that make American history; its place is in the waste basket,

except we see that that is what it means 1

In history there is one known as Diogenes, and we are

the children of Diogenes. The ambition of Diogenes' life was

to find an honest man, and it is said that when one as great

as Alexander came, Diogenes said to him, "Get out of my

light." May I say, gentlemen (and you will not misunderstand

me), almost it is true that when men come offering themselves

as Scoutmasters to enter into that holy order, almost it is true

that we can say, "Get out of the light." Our job is like that of

Diogenes, to search the city and the town and the village through

and through and through again until we have found men of

character that can do the thing that needs to be done, which is

this, ultimately only this: on the basis of friendship to share

with the boy the ideals of his life. O gentlemen, understanding,

believing that all of the magic of this wonder-working Scout

program with its activities founded upon the basis of boy inter

est, searching through and through and round and round, the

meaning of it is only this, that on the basis of that kind of

contact, getting the boy right in your hand, that through

and by that contact the man shall pass over to the boy,

the best that is in his head and his heart and in his very soul.

Gentlemen, that is your job. Unless your life, your day's work,

is motivated that way, it is no use.

And in the last place, and very earnestly, it is not enough

to have contact with the boy, the boy taking hold of us. It is

not enough for us to take hold of men, men of character. Gen

tlemen, in all earnestness, we shall fail ultimately except another

Being come into our lives. We, a being having contact with a

being, a boy ; we, a being having contact with a being, a man ;

we, a being having contact with a Being, the Infinite and Eter

nal Father of us all! There is a magic in Scouting—of course,

there is. It is in the activities, it is in the program; but above

and beyond it all there is a mystery, a profound mystery. You

can take the hills yonder and search them through from the

depths to the heights; you can analyze them, you can weigh

them, and after all you have not told half about the mountains.

You can take Scouting and you can plumb it to the very depths

on the basis of its activities, its technique; but the half has not

yet been told of Scouting; because beyond the magic is the

mystery. The mystery, gentlemen, is the mystery of the Al

mighty, Who in His own way and in His own time saw fit to
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give us Scouting, that by this magic-working program, by these

two somehow, working together, we might have in this day,

this day of all days, this hour of all hours in the world's history,

that Power, that Power not ourselves—that works for righteous

ness.

Gentlemen, I would give you a motto. For the boy, "Be

Prepared"; for the boy and for us all, "Do the Good Turn."

But, gentlemen, of the Scout brotherhood, let this be our motto:

"We are workers, we are workers together, we are workers

together with God, for men, for boys." Gustavus Adolphus

said: "Ich dien, I serve." May it be ours to serve, serve; aye,

serve boys; aye, serve men; aye, serve God. And may He

help usl

Daily Resume—9:00-9:10

Dr. Fisher: May I quickly try to interpret the remarkable

meeting of last night? This conference gives promise of great

things. It promises to be great in numbers, great in spirit,

great in program, and great in the final outreach of its influence.

God has greatly prospered us since last we met. Scouting goes

marching on. We have well survived the two most critical

years in our financial history; we have been tested and tried

as by fire, and even yet many of our counc'1 = feel the pinch of

financial retrenchment. Scores are not here, but stakes are

being more firmly set and our lines strengthened. We are

hein? stabilized.

We are conscious of most perfect arrangements for bur

comfort in this conference. We are most delightfully aware

of Southern hospitality and welcome and of the Scout-like ser

vice of all who minister to us on these grounds. All praise

to them.

We have all been duly impressed with the fact that Scouting

is an international movement. We delight in the presence of

qur distinguished friends from other nations. Scouting has ar

rived internationally. Scouting is a world program. Scouting

is preparing youth for world citizenship and is training them in

that spirit which makes for world fellowship and for true inter

national brotherhood. Every investment which America has

made in men and money in service to Scouts of other lands

returned to us last night a hundred-fold.

We are conscious in this conference likewise of splendid

regional enthusiasm and devotion, combined with true loyalty

to national ideals and national aims. We are a young move

ment. The vast majority in the roll last night of our Scout

Executives have been in this service less than five years. Most

of us have stumbled into the Scout Executiveship. Many of our

weaknesses, errors and failures have been due to lack of specific

training for our task. Shall we not agree upon some required

minimum training for all future entrance into Scout Executive-

ships?

Scouting is one of America's greatest assets. May we be true
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to our opportunityl May America not be disappointed in our

service! May we give that sterling service to the youth of

America which America needs and which the nation expects!

just as there is a chivalry among Scouts, so may there be a

chivalry among Scout Executives. "Be Prepared" should be

as real a motto to Scout Executives as to Scouts themselves,

only more so. A movement rises no higher than its leadership.

The foundations of Scouting have been well laid. Time has

tested its principles. They have been found true and certain.

Many minds have contributed their best; many hearts have

burned with righteous zeal in their performance. Scouting has

been truly blessed by wise leadership in the past. May we be

true to our heritage! May we keep sound and firm its founda

tions! May we keep sacred its wholesome traditions and go

forward in faith, in honor and in perseverance!

It should, gentlemen, give us pause as we think of some

of our present weaknesses as revealed to us by our leader last

night. Many troops die—three thousand troops dropped out

of Scouting in a single year; 173,000 boys, a veritable army,

have dispersed from our ranks during the year. Insofar as

these lapses are due to weaknesses which we can remedy we

should proceed immediately to correct them. It should stir our

imaginations and stimulate our inventive genius to make our

first-class councils more productive in the organization of troops,

so that it will not be true two years hence that of 418 first-

class councils, 287 have less than 21 troops. We must increase

our skill, reaching a larger proportion of boys in our com

munities. May wisdom be forthcoming on this point!

Let us heed the inquiry of our Chief Scout Executive when

he inquires whether attention to machinery is becoming our

major task and is keeping us as Executives from giving that

great attention which is necessary to reach an appreciable num

ber of boys in the community. This is always a danger, gentle*-

rnen, when a movement grows large.

Let us in this conference keep two things firmly in the

background of our minds: first, the boy, his needs, his point of

view, his nature, his interests. To the boy Scouting is a game.

In Heaven's name may we keep it a game! Second, the Scout

master, his character, his training, his needs; may we bring all the

resources of our movement to his inspiration and help. Finally,

may we stress constantly those principles enunciated by our

leader, that we must maintain those conditions which stimulate

boys actually to become Scouts. God forbid that the day may

ever come that boys will have no interest in Scouting! Stimu

late those conditions that will stimulate men, the noble men,

to give themselves freely and unselfishly to Scouting on a vol

untary basis. A great call has come up from America to this

conference for more and better service. May we, indeed, respond

in noble fashion!
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Wednesday, September 13, 9:10-10:30

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON

TRAINING

Mr. Barclay: The next part of the program presents our first

effort in the growth of this movement, approaching the solution

of our problems in a formal, organized way from within, namely,

the Commission Reports. At the first Biennial Conference you

instructed the Department of Education to get busy and develop

Commissions along certain lines. You all know the story. I

shall not take time to go into that at all. The first Commis

sion, of course, from my point of view is the most important,

the Commission on Training. Mr. Goodman is the Chairman

of that Commission, and Mr. Wirtman will be the presiding

officer.

Mr. Wirtman: Brother Executives, we must admit, as all

good men and true, that we have a wonderful program. That

program stands for naught if we do not know how to use it.

It seems to me there is a grave danger, ahead in many of our

councils—I have experienced it—in that we may spend so much

time on organization, which is merely a machine, that we are

not getting across the training program. Mr. Barclay said that

Scouting is making real men out of real boys through a real

program which works. A program, gentlemen, occupies a very

essential part in Scouting. I am now going to call upon the

Chairman of the Commission, Mr. E. Goodman, Scout Execu

tive of Philadelphia.

Mr. Goodman: My personal theme is the field of the train

ing program. Let me refer to the first part of our training

report which endeavors to outline some general policies ap

plicable to the entire field of training. It is not our purpose

to discuss this report which you all have and which you doubt

less will read sometime in the future, but we are going to pick

out those features which in the opinion of the Committee, are

worthy of discussion. Let me urge you, however, to give heed

to these general policies and at the time of the discussion in our

population groups present your opinion as to the worth or

falsity of the policies as outlined by your Commission.

Now the field of the training program. How far shall we go

in training in our local jurisdiction? Some have said, and very

definitely said, to me as Chairman of the Commission, "Forget

all parts of your proposed training program except that which

deals with Scoutmasters and Assistants." I think we will all

agree that that is the most essential feature of our training pro

gram, and yet, your Commission is of the opinion that unless we
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reach every possible corner of our field with this important

program of training, we are falling short.

We, therefore, submit that in considering the field of the

Training Program a local council should view the problem in its

broadest aspect. The training which a local council supplies will

not be complete until it touches every phase of its contact with

boyhood. The following, therefore, is given as an outline of the

complete training course of the local council. I shall not attempt

to read, but simply mention each part name by name. First and

foremost, the training of Scoutmasters and Assistant Scout

masters. Your Commission would divide this important phase

into four parts. First, a universal course. By that we mean a

course designed to give every Scoutmaster under our jurisdiction

some share, some minimum share, at least, in the Training

Program. Second, an intensive course. That is the course upon

which we devote most of our effort and thought; the short term

training course of from six to ten weeks, endeavoring to give to

new Scoutmasters and to old the important things connected

with Scout leadership. Third, special elective courses in branches

of Scouting technique. Fourth, auxiliary training such as may be

provided by Scout Associations, meeting informally from month

to month.

We call for the training of advisory and supervisory officers.

We urge under this head very definitely the training of Scout

Executives, Field Executives and Assistant Scout Executives for

their big jobs in Scouting. Later on we shall have something to

say more directly bearing on that subject. Secondly, the training

of Commissioners and Assistant Deputy Commissioners speci

fically, for their duties as such. The training of local council

committees and troop committees. Let me explain that when we

say training we do not necessarily imply a formal training course

similar in its mechanics to the intensive course for Scoutmasters.

In the third place, your Commission would call for the training

of Scouts for leadership. Mark that last phrase. This might include

the training of older boys for future responsibilities as Scout lead

ers and the training of boys for their present responsibilities as

patrol leaders or senior patrol leaders. And, finally, your Com

mission would call for the training of the entire community.

There, our point is that it is the business of the Training Com

mittee of the Council to study the community, to determine what

phases of Scouting and its program should be presented to the

community at large, and to instruct the Publicity Committee, or

any other proper Committee of Council upon its viewpoint. If

your Training Committee feels that certain points must be made

and made very definitely to the entire community, it is the busi

ness of the Training Committee, we hold, to urge upon the Local

Council that message.

Now, gentlemen, this is not a lecture. Our Commission

desires very earnestly to get your expression upon, first, the field
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of Training Program as herein presented. Is it too broad a field?

Do any of you object to any phase of the program as here

submitted? Let us not become involved in the intricate details

of any of these problems now, for other members of the Com

mission are to get your opinion upon the details, but what do

you think of the field of training program as submitted in this

report by your Commission? Let me say for comfort of those

who disagree, that one of the foremost educators of the country

wrote me protesting against some of the features of this part of

our report, and, therefore, you will not be alone. What is your

opinion?

Do I understand, then, that you are satisfied with the

expression of your Commission? (A unanimous "Absolutely I")

If you are, then we shall not waste time on this feature, but go

to the discussion of some of the phases of the training program

mentioned.

Mr. Wirtman: Mr. Goodman in presenting his arguments

listed the Scoutmasters first. We will follow that order in the

next discussion. The Content of the Scoutmaster's Training

Program, by Scout Executive Oberteuffer, of Spokane, Washing

ton:

Mr. Oberteuffer: Scoutmasters, like boys, sometimes prove

unknown quantities. Talking about Scoutmasters, we have the

big problem, particularly . in this intensive training course, of

getting them on the spot. We often find that the Scoutmasters

who need the training most are the ones that are the hardest to

get to the course, and vice versa. They sometimes surprise us

as the little Johnny surprised his mother. He was out to his

first dinner in company, and the mother was very much annoyed

that the little boy helped himself to everything that was passed

his way, regardless of the number of times it was passed. He

continued that during the entire meal, and finally toward the

dessert time she thought it was time to remonstrate and said,

"Johnny, if you eat another piece of cake, you will bust." Johnny

said, "Pass the cake, Ma, and get out of the way." Some of the

Scoutmasters we find take to training as Johnny took to cake,

and others take as little of it as possible.

That, it seems to me, is one of our first problems. It is a

problem as vitally important to this training course as the actual

content of the course itself. If as we get out the prospectus

and send it to the various Scoutmasters and Assistants, there is

not something there to catch their eye and hold their interest,

we immediately have the problem of attendance on our hands.

Certainly we must have members for the course. I discussed

coming over on the train what some of the Scout men thought

was a fair attendance at our intensive training course for Scout

masters. Looking at the entire enrollment of Scoutmasters and
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Assistants in any council as the possible maximum attendance,

assuming that the older men who have possibly had one or two

training courses previous are going to be interested enough to

come back, the consensus of opinion was, that a fair attendance

would be fifty to seventy-five per cent of all under the Council.

That would be affected largely by local conditions. Certainly

if we have less than fifty per cent in attendance, we can say, at

least in the point of attendance, that our course has been an

unqualified success.

Those of you who have studied page 7 of the Report of the

Commission see in about eight lines what I think is the meat of

this whole discussion on the intensive training course for Scout

masters. Enumerated there we find under the heading the

"Philosophy of Scouting," covering the ideals and principles,

such sections as we have on the Oath, Law, aims, etc. Here in

one of the prospectuses sent out by a Scout Executive, covering

a complete Training Course of ten sessions, is a section on

"Scouting, What is It?" It seems to me that there is the place

where he was putting across the big idea. We label it that way in

a good many of our courses, The Big Idea of Scouting. Second,

the Pedagogy of Scouting. Here is one, The Psychology of

Boyhood, Dr. C. T. Witherspoon, etc. The Different Character

istics and Aspects of Boy Life, and under it educational princi

ples. Probably one of the greatest educational principles used

in Scouting, or rather the principle used more in Scouting than

in any other institution, is the Project Method. Such things as

these would go under this second point. Third, The Technique

of Scoutcraft. Here is one. Knotty Problems for Scoutmasterse

I presume they would all be provided with a three-foot rope and

learn how to tie a knot. Let me pause a moment on the tech

nique of Scout-craft. I am not one of the ten-year men that

stood up last night; I have been in Scouting only four years.

But even in the four years it seems to me that we have modified

our intensive courses in respect to this new idea that the Scout

master is the community engineer, or the troop manager, the

troop executive, if you please. We have cut down, minimized the

number of sessions on the technique of Scout-craft, and while we

have been cutting down on probably ninety per cent of the

content of our original training courses on the technique of

Scout-craft, we have built up on other lines, particularly Troop

Administration. In the older courses we used to put in the

philosophy of Scouting and not so much of the pedagogy, and

very little of the Troop Administration. Now we feel that the

Scoutmaster occupies a more dignified position, that it is his

duty to furnish the brains and let somebody else furnish the heels

for the running around. We feel that he must know beforehand

these problems of Troop Administration. That is the fourth

point:—the organization, the program planning and operation.

Some Executive has said that troop discipline is not a problem

at all. That troop discipline is solved by efficient program plan
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ning. Certainly the Scoutmaster is going to have a big problem

of discipline, who goes to the meeting after supper on Thursday

or Friday evening, and considers what he can do tonight to keep

the boys busy. That point should be covered in our intensive

course for Scoutmasters.

There are some other points. The length of the course—

six to ten weeks. I refer you to pages in the Appendix 7 to 9 for

the number of sessions devoted to each of these four points. You

will find there the percentages worked out in detail as a result

of the study on the part of the Commission, of 87 programs that

were submitted. You will find out at least what we are doing;

whether you decide that we are right or not, will depend some

what on the discussion that follows this presentation. I touched

a point a minute ago about bringing back the older men. I

believe that it is a wonderful inspiration to maybe the ten or'

twelve brand new Scoutmasters just starting out in their field,

that are attending the training course for the first time, to have

mixed in with the rest of them the older, successful Scoutmasters,

who have built up the wonderful troops that we read about in the

papers. And I think right there is a wonderful point of training

itself. As they sit in a session and have on their right and on

their left the Scoutmasters who have been in the work eight,

nine, ten, eleven and twelve years, it seems to me that is half

the battle. The one criticism I have to offer is that there is only

one session devoted to the outdoor work, where those men can

learn the fire and cookery and the lean-to making along with the

old inspired Scoutmaster that has been in four, five or six years

and that you couldn't blow with dynamite. There is the inspira

tion for the new man! It seems to me the critical time for Scout

master Turnover is in the first six months, where the selling

talk of the person that recruited him, where the glamor and the

romance, are beginning to wear a little, and he feels the boys are

slipping, and he needs more information, more help, more visits

from his supervising officer. Then, if he had attended an inten

sive training course with a man who had made a wonderful

success and whom you could not shake out of Scouting with

anything, he would have received a vital and real training. On

this content of this intensive training course as presented in our

Report what have you to say, men?

Mr. Dawson (of Wichita, Kansas) : Is it the recommenda

tion of the Commission that this order should be followed in

presenting this matter to the Scout Masters, philosophy, peda

gogy, etc.?

Mr. Oberteuffer: I should think it could come in any order.

The inspirational point should come near the first; at least one

of the inspirational sessions should be at the first of the course;

but after that I should rather say that the Commission would

feel that we should mix them up and vary the program and

balance each night. It seems to me it would be very dry to have
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ail technique on one night and not present one of the big inspira

tional ideas. I do not believe it was the intention of the Com

mission to imply that the sessions should be presented in any

cut and dried order.

Mr. Metz: How many of the men have had an intensive

one week's camp course in Scoutmaster or Assistant Scoutmaster

training?

Mr. Warren: We closed a course two weeks ago. We sent

out invitations to Scoutmasters within a radius of one hundred

miles, in the unattached troops as well (by the way, we got that

list from the home office), and we also sent out invitations to

all of the Executives within that radius to invite their Scout

masters. The result was that we had about forty people there.

We had the finest talent that we could get, not only among the

Executives, but also from two of the State Universities. The

result was that it was the unanimous opinion of every man there

that we have a similar course next year, and that we would

without doubt have over one hundred Scoutmasters in attendance.

We had this course at the regular summer camp of the Spokane

Council, with all the equipment of that camp. The men were

told they were to make it their summer vacation and bring their

families; special arrangements were made to take care of their

families. There was not one particle of interference with the

running of the program because of the fact that those families

v<cre there. We had a fine program arranged for the ladies and

children; the Camp Fire instructor for that district spent a num

ber of days and took care of them entirely. The men were free.

We had our regular periods for the discussion of problems. We

had a round table scheme as well as the period in which the

instructor lectured. The result was tremendously satisfactory.

Is it your idea to limit the length of this course to from six

to ten weekS, to confine it inside of ten weeks?

Mr. Oberteuffer; They seem to range from six to ten weeks.

We found that certain phases of the work required con

siderable more time than we had anticipated when we drew up

our plans and made our program for the school, and we found

that to give the proper treatment and the adequate amount of

time, we would have to extend the period of the course

Mr. Goodman: One of our courses runs for twelve weeks.

We do not attempt to dictate. On the other hand, this point your

Commission would make, that to attempt to go into the full

knowledge of the technique of any of the great departments of

Scout-craft, you will need special training courses, and we call

for them. If you want to train expert first-aid men, we do that

in a special training course, not in your big Scoutmaster's train

ing corrse.
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Mr. Ripley (of Hartford, Conn.): I want to ask a question

about the training camp. What did it cost the men who^ went

theie? And second, did it in any way militate against the Scout

master taking his vacation with his boys at camp' to go on

taking his vacation at the training camp? Each thing is valuable,

and we certainly use one as a talking point to get the man out

with his boys.

Mr. Warren: Arrangements were made with the people in

charge of the camp to furnish a supply of food, cooked, and all

of the physical necessities to make it a successful camp; the

result was that we admitted the adults at the same rate that we

had the boys, $5.50 a week. We happened to have buildings and

equipment so we could take care of the men without other

charge, except those who brought families and wanted tents,

and their charge was a very nominal sum for the rent of the tent.

The other men, stags, had no charge for their bed or tent.

Regarding attendance of the Scoutmaster with the boys, we

found this: many of the men in planning a vacation, count on

about two weeks anyway during the year. A lot of the Scout

masters Who feel that they can take perhaps three or four days

out at the boys' camp—the boys are in pretty good hands anyway

—knowing they are going to get an intensive course of instruc

tion, would perhaps cut down their attendance at the boys'

camp to the two or three days or over Sunday, and spend their

week out at this training camp. On the other hand the question

would come up where are they getting for their year's work the

greatest amount of benefit? I believe we can get our Scout

masters and the men who employ Scoutmasters to feel it is a

valuable enough work that they are in, to grant those men at

least a two weeks' vacation. I talked personally with the em

ployers of two of our local Scoutmasters, and they gladly gave

their men the opportunity of going to this course, arranging

their vacation period so that they could attend this course.

Mr. Mathews (of New York) : Something was said about the

university course, which, of course, was designed more for the

unattached Scoutmaster. In my particular field I have 31 towns

and I propose this winter to use the Columbia University course,

the council paying half of the cost and the institution paying the

other half, and then to supplement that with gatherings of Scout

leaders from all over the county, one of the biggest in New

York State. I would like to have some more said about the

Columbia University course.

Mr. Goodman: May I draw the attention of the entire con

ference to the Appendix of the Training Report? It is issued in

two sections. There we have analyzed for you on page 7 the

Columbia course, under the heading New York, showing how

they devote their various sessions to the main divisipns of the

Training Program.
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Mr. Mathews: I mean the correspondence work.

Mr. Oberteuffer: There will be more said about that later.

Mr. Barclay: The whole study course which is being con

ducted by the Extension Department of Columbia University is

primarily designed for Scoutmasters whom it is difficult to get

into a local training course. I should like to say that it is my

judgment that no type of home study or correspondence train

ing can in any way be comparable to the work of_ a Local Council

Training Course, and the Department of Education takes this

occasion to make it very clear that it will be opposed to local

councils using that course as a substitute for your local program

of training. It cannot deliver twenty-five per cent of the effi

ciency or value of a course organized by your own people and

handled by your own people, where human life and contacts will

make the thing vital, as it cannot be made vital by a study

course. That course will be available for Scout Executives,

men especially in counties, like that of Mr. Mathews, may enroll ;

but please don't think of that course as a panacea, or as a sub

stitute in any particular for the old time, or the usual type of

training course. The element of human contact is fundamental.

I think Dr. Fretwell will stand back of me on that proposition.

However, I do want to urge all of you men to take that

course yourselves, as Scout Executives. Then I want you to

urge in every way you can, the men that are in the rural districts,

where they cannot, because of physical conditions, get to a train

ing center, to take that course. But do not in any way substi

tute it for your regular program of training, because I tell you

right now it will not deliver the goods.

Mr. Wirtman: In announcing this next section for the dis

cussion I should like to inject just one word from a personal

point of view. Four years ago it was my privilege to have th's

Training Commission at our Cranberry Lake Conference and

looking around among the men then I could not help but make

the comment that Scouting did not offer a job, but that it railed

rather for consecrated service, Scouting called for the spirit of

Scouting, on the part of those men who were giving their time

to the development of the program in the communities of the

country. To do that not only must we have the spirit but we

must also have the ability, the training which is required to

direct that spirit along the proper lines and channels.

I am going to call upon Mr. H. O. Hunter, Regional Execu

tive from Macon, Georgia, to discuss the training of the Scout

Executives. Listen, men, to him, because this particular part

of the program probably brings home more vitally to you than

any other part of the Training Commission's Report, the fact

that you must have the spirit, that you are not in here for a job,

but for what you can do through consecrated life work.
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Mr. Hunter: Discussion has been very mild so far, but I

sincerely hope I am going to start some arguments on this line

of the training of the Scout Executive. This Commission seems

to me to have been rather brave in making this opening state

ment on page 9. I believe it is the first thing I have seen in

print as definite as that. Your Commission believes that the time

has arrived when definite standards of training should be gener

ally adopted. Not to show off anybody, or not to open anybody

to criticism, but just to bring out a point very clearly I wonder

if every man in the room that is an Executive and who did not

have before he came into Scouting any kind of a training course,

any experience of Scouting, as an apprentice, as an executive,

but came into Scouting without any training at all other than a

handbook, would hold up his hand? How many men did not

have before they became Scout Executives a training course or

some experience primarily on the job of an Executive, not Scout

master's experience (that won't count), but training specifically

for the job of Scout Executive? At least seventy-five per cent.

Is there a high-class profession that does not require some

sort of training to take up that profession? School teachers

have to take up four years. Every other profession has certain

definite training. Why is it that men are allowed to come into

Scouting without anything in the world but enthusiasm for the

movement, or love for boys, or only looking for a job? Largely

because the Movement has expanded so fast that we have not

been able to train men.

A great deal of credit is due this Department of Educatione

The Department of Education has .been working faithfully and

earnestly for the last two years on a definite program of training

and under the direction of that Department, and at the request

of the regional committee of councils present, there was held a

training course in the first two weeks of August this year for

the definite purpose of training new men to become Scout Exe

cutives. It was the first course of that particular type that the

Department of Education has held, and it was run strictly for

Scout Executives. There was not much Scoutmaster stuff in it.

There were eighteen men in attendance at that course. It was a

great success as a first course or as a first step. On the other

hand there were many defects. The greatest of these defects was

this, that out of the eighteen men, fifty per cent came looking for

jobs and were absolutely worthless in the opinion of the Depart

ment of Education as Scout Executives. What business have we

discussing training for Scout Executives? First of all, we want

an expression of you as men already in the field that you believe

that before a man is commissioned as a Scout Executive he

must complete a certain definite course, or act as an apprentice

to some experienced Executive. I do not think two weeks are

enough. Second—this is an important thing—every Scout Exe

cutive, it seems to me, after he has been on the job a certain

amount of time, should be able to produce one or two men,
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highest type men, that are willing to come into the Scouting

profession. We have a number of councils in my region that

have never produced a Scout Executive. We have two that have

produced two. It seems to me that every Scout Executive who

is on the job should be able to recruit men for this job, as a

Scout Executive. Now the point that probably comes up in

your minds when you find a man, and tell him he must take so

much training, is a question of expense. These men get training

for other professions, school teaching, etc. They spend four

years in college at their own expense. Should we require less

than that a man should spend six or eight weeks learning how to

be a Scout Executive? We do not want a man looking for a

job. We want a man of character and intelligence and ability to

come into the Scout Executive profession, to be willing and

to spend the time and money necessary to equip himself. It is

a great surprise to me that there has been as much unity in the

Scout Movement as there has, since so many come in knowing

so little about it.

I want to recommend, first, that this body go on record as

asking Mr. Barclay to adopt certain standards for training Scout

Executives. And I want to recommend that all of the Executives

endeavor to recruit high type men locally, to take training when

it is made available. I believe that Headquarters is ready for it.

I believe we are ready for it. Before we go into discussion I

want to ask Dr. Fretwell of Columbia to say just a word on this

training of Executives, for he has helped us most with this

training course down South.

Dr. Fretwell: It seems perfectly natural that this question

should come up, because this type of question comes up in every

profession in the world. We have but to recall the fact that

not so many generations ago the future doctor washed the old

doctor's buggy, looked after his horse, rolled the pills, and

finally, through this apprenticeship system, and by burying his

mistakes, came to be a doctor. We have the same thing in the

matter of Law. Talking with our old friends the older lawyers

many times we hear them say that I read Blackstone in So-and-

So's office, starting in as an office boy and coming on to copy

and make out certain briefs, and ultimately, through reading

with some older lawyer, became maybe a wonderful success as

a lawyer. It was an expensive process in point of time and

effort and discouragement, though much can be said for the

apprenticeship system in both of the professions.

This same thing has occurred, as we know, in the teaching

profession. You men know it because some of you have been

teachers in the public schools and elsewhere. There was for a

long, long time the idea that the individual going through college,

graduating with his B. A., was immediately ready for partici

pation in the teaching business. We know a long step has been

made in various States toward the professional training of I
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teachers. In California there is the general law that the indivi

dual before she can teach must not only have graduated from

college, a standard college, but must have one year of profes

sional training leading to the Master's degree and in this year

of professional training beyond the A. B. or B. S., a certain

amount of that one year's time shall be devoted to various phases

of pedagogy—how to put subject matter over. The State of

Pennsylvania by 1927 will require that every teacher in the State

of Pennsylvania shall have certain professional training. They

have forty thousand teachers in that State. Twenty thousand of

them this year were in summer schools. We could go on with

a number of other States legislating in that direction. The call

for professional leadership is stronger now than it ever has been,

in all forms of teaching, social and professional work at the

present time. Look at the rise in the last thirty years of the

professional training of engineers with the various phases of

doctors, lawyers, or any profession that you want to think about.

It is natural that we should come to this moment in this

Scout Movement; that we should have local groups of Execu

tives coming together for further training; that we should come

together in annual or biennial conference. We are now in our

second. This is a Training Course, undoubtedly the finest pos

sible scheme for a training course that could exist for Executives.

Now it seems to me that we must go on through some system.

It is inevitable that we will go on. Every profession under the

sun that has lived and grown has gone in this same direction.

We must not only know subject matter but we must know it

from the professional standpoint. It has come, for one thing,

because it is the only economical way to do it, and American

business methods insist on economy. Looking at it in that

fashion it is inevitable—whether it begins this moment or some

other, we do not need to worry, because the professional training

has begun. I hope that we get over to our councils, to our

people at home, that we are in a profession.

Now what steps shall we take? That I think we can recom

mend and urge to Mr. Barclay and his associates at National

Headq'uarters, Mr. West, Dr. Fisher, and all the rest, to work

out and propose for your consideration. But in the meantime

let us feed them with as many ideas as possible as to what kind

of training we want; because if we as Executives do not indicate

the type of thing we want, how do they know the type of thing

we will take? Now the type it is not my province to lay out.

1 am in the business of training leaders of one kind or another.

It is not for me to propose to you the details of the kind of

training that shall be laid out for the Scout Executives, though

I have in mind what I think would be good. The fact is, we are

inevitably moving in that direction. Let us as men recognize the

fact that we are in a profession, and through all the means

possible demand for ourselves an increasing knowledge in that
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field; and in the next case demand for those coming in certain

standards, which we who are already in will do our very level

best to formulate for their guidance. Now I know that a course

of that kind cannot be given by any home study system. I have

helped work at the one at Columbia, but have had nothing to do

with giving it. The fact is that this Executive training must be

given by two men coming together—it is a man-to-man proposi

tion and not any long-distance scheme.

Mr. Wirtman: I want to read the recommendation the

Committee has made and then suggest that we adopt it either as

read or revised.

_ Recommended: That as speedily as possible at least four

training centers for Scout Executives be established in connec

tion with universities or colleges, one in the eastern section, one

in the Middle West, one in the Far West, and one in the South.

It is felt that these centers should be equipped to supply the

equivalent of at least one year's specific professional training

and might supplement other standard courses in schools of edu

cation or social science. Any discussion?

Mr. Beeny (of Stamford, Conn.) : I feel there is a very

important requirement or standard that has been omitted, one,

I think that would tend to make sure that any man who is really

in the work heart and soul would also insure enlisting the finest

type of men for Scout Executives. I believe there should be a

standard established that no man would be commissioned as a

Scout Executive until he had actually served efficiently as a com

missioned Scout leader of boys, either as an Assistant Scout

Master or Deputy Commissioner, for then he will know vitally

the problems that are facing the Scout movement, and he will

then be able to go out and get the key men of that community,

the finest type of men.

Mr. West: In view of the fact that it was made so clear that

most of us started in our jobs without opportunity for training

in preparation, I wonder if it would not add to the value of our

conference here, if we could in some measure, sound the note of

the obligation upon us who are already in Scouting to avail

ourselves of the opportunities for draining which are so abund

antly given. I would not want to urge that we put it so formally

as to state that a commission would not be issued or would not

be renewed, if a man failed to avail himself of these opportuni

ties; yet, isn't it sound to say that if men are willing to go on

from year to year without availing themselves of opportunities

to train themselves for their jobs in a more effective way, isn't it

sound for us to say that those men should seriously consider

whether they have a right to apply for the renewal of their com

missions from year to year? That is to say, should we allow

a man to continue in Scouting if he has not availed himself of

training for the profession?
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I do not want to appear as scolding, but I do want to say

that there are some men not here today who ought to be here.

I want to say there are some men who do not see it of enough

importance to avail themselves of regional conferences. I am

afraid there are some men who do not avail themselves of the

opportunity to study our literature as they should. A tremen

dous investment has been made in the production of this won

derful book, Community Boy Leadership, which if faithfully,

seriously studied, would give us a force almost one hundred per

cent trained. Notwithstanding the fact that we must admit the

soundness of what these good educators have said, that this sort

of training is not comparable to the face-to-face training, we

must yet be conscious of the fact that for five years, yes, for more

than five years, all that we did was through the printed page.

The plea 1 want to make, Mr. Chairman, is that while we think

of the new Executives coming in, while we think of the import

ance of raising the standard for those coming in, we should also

think of the importance of growing ourselves, raising the stand

ards for those who stay in.

Mr. Dawson: I believe it will be hard for your Commission

to get argument against this step. We always are up against the

problem of the fellow coming into our office looking for a job

and asking how to break into the Scout movement. A thing of

this kind will be welcome. I move you, Mr. Chairman, that it

be the recommendation of this Conference that the Educational

Department work out certain definite standards of training for

Scout Executives, that they be fixed, taking into consideration

the recommendations that have been made from the floor here

today, also recommendations which may be made from the

Population Groups from further discussion; that those recom

mendations also be given to the Department of Education; that

these standards be worked out, submitted and adopted.

(The motion was duly seconded and adopted.)

Mr. Hunter: The only man at Headquarters brave enough

to come down and spend two weeks in the middle of Georgia,

Mr. Ray Wyland, Assistant Director of the Department of Edu

cation.

Mr. Wyland: I think what Mr. Hunter has in mind, gen

tlemen, is that I shall tell you something about the fine course

which he set up down there at Macon, Georgia, as the first

training school for Scout Executives in all the Southland.

Though I am not exactly clear whether that was the first that

has been held in the South, I want to say to you that the fine

leadership Mr. Hunter exercised shows what can be done in a

movement for training men. We had eighteen men enrolled and

we kept them busy from morning until night. In the early part

of the morning we devoted four hours to intensive study, inter

spersed somewhat with a little round table method. In the after
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noon they broke up for practical work in games and outdoor

demonstrations, and the method of putting over Scout-craft. In

the evening they devoted themselves quite largely to reading the

text books, the handbooks for Scout Executives. So these boys

had plenty to do. Over Saturday and Sunday we spent two days

in the camp and did a lot of work in the open, some intensive

and helpful work in enriching the life of the work around the

camp fire.

This course was very closely planned to cover as much as

could be done in two weeks, but the ground cannot be covered in

two weeks. It ought to be a five weeks' course. We have plans

worked out with the President of Mercer University to put this

course in the Summer School next year in the early part of the

summer, and it will have full university credit, so that those who

take the course will be able to apply that work towards a degreee

We find that a large number of the students preparing for the

ministry and other lines of study in the university will be glad

to take the five weeks' course, supplementing their work as com

munity leaders. We feel a very definite need of recruiting more

men, and men with more background and training for this course.

We feel that if we can reach through the universities and other

circles trained and educated men, and can enlist them through

the efforts of the executives, that we should be able to get some

very promising material into our Executives' Training Course.

On the whole I should say it was a splendid beginning of what

promises to be a very large feature in the improvement of the

personnel of the big Southland in the leadership of Scouting.

Mr. Wirtman: I am going to ask Mr. G. O. Everman to

touch the high spots on this important subject and then discuss

the rest in individual groups.

Mr. Everman: There were 409 questionnaires sent out, 108

answers received. This is not on my subject, but I want to say

that that is inefficiency, because there were thirty days given in

which to return the questionnaires. The same kind of atten

tion to your correspondence would cause a man to cease to be

an Executive in a very short while.

There were twenty-two of these answers on Training Courses

for Boys. The patrol unit and the patrol spirit are the basis of

successful Scouting, for what we are after is to reach the boy,

and upon the patrol spirit, the patrol efficiency, depends the

efficiency of Scouting. It is the training of these boys for re

sponsibility and leadership. After we get the Scoutmaster, we

must go after the boy. These schools I should say would be

divided, senior patrol leaders, patrols and scribes, schools, and

after that junior officers, for the future adult leaders of the

future generations. There are two kinds of courses, the inten

sive course, senior patrol leaders, patrols and scribes; following

that a course of continuous instruction by bringing your older
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boys into responsible places of leadership in your local work.

These two points seem to me to be necessary in order to recruit

the boys for the training courses. It does seem that the train

ing of the boy leaders is a part of the training course of the

local council. The course, in order to appeal to the boy, should

certainly be an interesting course, a course filled with fun and

good times, and it ought certainly to be a simple course, so that

the boy can understand it.

The balance of my discussion was to be given over to you

men, you twenty-two, first of all, who have run training courses

for boys. The effect that 'we have noticed in our very small

piece of work down in Mexico, because we are not in the United

States, has been wonderful. The Scoutmasters and boys have

attended the training courses held at our week-end camps and

certificates have been issued for qualified leadership. These

Scoutmasters have been loud and louder in their praises of their

meetings. They think that the training of those boys is a won

derful thing. I wonder if it would not be possible in the group

meetings for you fellows to establish a definite standard, give

an objective towards which to work for the next two years, so

that when we come together again we can find out how far we

have progressed. Let us hope that the points raised in the ques

tionnaires will be answered.

(The meeting adjourned to go to the group meetings.)

(The following recommendations were made, seconded, dis

cussed and duly carried by Division D, 150,000 to 400,000 of the

Population Groups :

That the minimum educational requirement for Scout Executives

should be at least two years college or normal school or educational

equivalent.

That Division D wishes to go on record as having suggested that

Executives take advantage of all available educational opportunities

and that this be taken into consideration by National Headquarters

in the re-issuance of commissions to Scout Executives.

That Local Councils pay particular attention to the training of

Scoutmasters in camps.)

Wednesday Morning, September 13, 11:15-12:00

Mr. West: You men know how we feel, all of us who are

in Scouting, that it is our responsibility to make of ourselves

the most effective workers we can. As we looked over the past,

present and future, we thought this program needed to have

brought into it somebody from the outside, a business expert,

if you please, a man who is a leader in the training of men in

order that they may produce results. And so we decided we

would get the best man the country had, we would pay any

price necessary to get him, and when I sailed for Europe that
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was the agreement that we reached. Dr. Fisher, Dr. Fretwell

and the others having the responsibility, found this wonderful

man, Mr. St. Elmo Lewis. I am not going to tell you all that

he had done nor of his titles and accomplishments. I will sim

ply tell you he is an expert in making experts out of amateurs

in selling goods, in getting results. We have this week a rare

opportunity, and I covet for the Scout Movement the earnest

attention of every man, one hundred per cent attendance at this

session. Somebody may hear some things that will sound dis

agreeable or things that will be inconvenient for you to do as

you are told to do, but for myself I am going to listen, expecting

to be more effective when he gets through. I trust every man

will do likewise. It is a great pleasure to me to present to you

at this time Mr. St. Elmo Lewis, who will talk to us for a series

of group meetings on the Scout Executive.

THE JOB OF THE EXECUTIVE

Address by E. St. Elmo Lewis .

Mr. West, ladies and gentlemen, Scout Executives: It is

a very great pleasure for me to be here, because there must be

an inspiration to do things in these meetings. For nearly thirty-

five years it has been my work to meet, select, develop and man

age salesmen, salesmen in different kinds of businss, salesmen in

different kinds of selling—selling at a profit—note that word

profit—different kinds of things, from ideas to monkey wrenches.

Of all the kinds of salesmen I most like to meet (and I like to

meet them all) are the men who se)' ideas, because they are

generally, if they are successful at all, the greatest exmplifica-

tion of salsmanship. I do not come to you today as an expert

on Scouting, although I have read with same care three of your

textbooks. I don't pretend to know one-twentieth as much about

Scouting as the least informed of you do; I know the devotion,

enthusiasm and high ideals that animates your zeal.

I envy you the joy of your accomplishments.

Let us turn our thought to this last thing, the accom

plishment.

There comes a time in every movement, in the course of

every effort, every battle, and it does not matter for what high

purpose, there comes a time, I say, when the shouting and the

tumult cease and we must cast up the net result.

Is it defeat or victory—profit or loss—has it increased the

net? I have to do with the net results—to check up and to find

out whether all the faith, all the effort, the expense of time,

money, thought, all the confidence has had a net result com-

u Mr. Lewis has personally revised the report of his talks, making several

changes in the interest of greater earity both as to substance and form.
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mensurate with the outlay. This may not be a popular atti

tude to take—some more even seriously question its propriety—

but it is not one of the portents of the times that MAN is ask

ing of his faith, is it making good in the spiritual sense? Is it

meeting the shocks of Life and helping me to withstand, and in

contentment and calmness, to meet the unknown?

Why should any of us consider that Intentions alone—Faith

without works—should pass as full payment for spiritual oppor

tunity?

I am sure that so practical a welfare movement as Scout

ing would be untrue to its fundamental philosophy so beautifully

typified in its "One Good Turn a Day," if it did not demand a

high percentage of results to opportunity from every one of its

executives.

If I were to take the position that might find some analogy

in the work of Scouting, I might say that for the next six days

I am going to assume the attitude of a hard-boiled egg, a hard-

boiled member of the Council, who wants to know what you

have done, how you have done it and what you got for it.

What is the net result of our work? I am not going to

presume to tell you what to do, but as I look at your faces,

as I have listened to what you have said, as I have read your

textbooks, as I have watched your leadership expressed in your

development, I have come to the conclusion that I am to have

a verv intelligent audience. I am glad to know you approve

of that!

I studied law in the University of Pennsylvania. We

had moot courts. When I, in my Junior year, was asked to

address the court, and in order to make it more or less prac

tical we set up an artificial case, I was allotted to defend the

unfortunate, in more senses than one. It happened that I won

my case. Under Pennsylvania practice we are compelled to

register under a practicing attorney and we are known as law

students, "clerks" they call them in England. I had as my pre

ceptor a man of very great force of character and great blunt-

ness of speech. The day after the moot court, my preceptor

called me into his office. He had not been at the court the night

before. He said, "Lewis, you won your case. You lost and

won it three times before you stopped. I want to give you a

rule for jury pleading." He said, "When you look at a jury

—a jury is an audience—you see twelve men of various degrees

of intelligence, principally low, but pick one out of that jury,

the dumbest man in that audience and you argue with him,

you plead with him, and laugh with him, etc., and when you

see the gleam of human understanding flash in his eyes, for

heaven's sake shut up and sit down. You're through." If I look

intently in your particular direction, let it be no indication that

I see in you that man of recalcitrant intelligence.
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For thirty years it has been my work to analyze and study

American executives and it has been a vastly interesting and

fascinating study. It is said that an expert accountant is a

bookkeeper out of a job. It is said that a business expert is a

fellow who has failed in making good in his own business.

That is no longer true, but I do not come to you as a business

or any other kind of an expert at all, but I do come merely as

a specialist in the study of business diseases—whose job has

been to go around the business world, commercial and indus

trial, pick out the good things that have proven profitable—

studying why they were and how—and bring them together in

a composite of all good things, into a composite of an ideal.

I am going to talk to you these first few minutes on the job

of the executives as I see it in American business. You gen

tlemen are executives, Scout Executives, I am told. I am going

to put very heavy emphasis on the executives.

I have here a copy of Community Boy Leadership. My first

experience with that book was some three or four weeks ago,

when your Dr. Fisher and Mr. Olsen came into my office one

morning, after a long-distance telephone and told me I was

nominated to deliver this series of lectures to you. Well, I

was rather overpowered by the idea at first, because I didn't

know the slightest thing about what they wanted.

I asked "Why do you call on me?" Well, they said some

of the nice things that Mr. West said. I read this book, or

read almost as much as most of you have done—so I gather

from some of the things said this morning. But, gentlemen,

seriously, I am brought in contact through our organization

with about 130 different business organizations in the United

States, some are very large corporations. I have sent a bul

letin out to nearly 450 executives in those organizations—a prac

tice we have—by which we bring them in contact with what we

believe to be new and good things. I recommended this book

to every executive in those business organizations, because I

believe between those covers is the best statement of the science

and art of practical management that I know of in any book published

and art of practical work that I know of in any book published

in America or England. Before you get through with me you

will know I don't say that merely to be nice, because I would

much rather be anything else. I am just like our friend Hunter.

He would very much rather find fault with something than he

would to approve it. I really mean that, absolutely one hundred

per cent. I say that to you for this reason: I am going to

talk to you of the job of the executive. What is the use of my

talking to you about it? There is a masterly analysis of the

executive's task, in the first forty or fifty pages of this book.

What is the use of my talking to you about the executive job

when it is all here?
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I know why—it is the psychology of personality, you would

rather hear than read it—at least many of you would. That is

rtativial. That for the same reason that Boys' Life and the

Scout's Handbook cannot alone make Boy Scouts. It requires

the warm, living touch of a personality to _ make these plans,

ideas, thoughts, become living, moving realities.

I urge you to read this book, however; study it, think on it,

consider it, dream over it. It will repay you in any work you

may have to do in the near and far to come. I know the temp

tation among men of faith and vision, and enthusiasm particu

larly to consult their ideals. You must have these qualities of

the master salesman. You have got to have these qualities of a

salesman, because in the last analysis they feed the steam and

energy to the engine.

Thse qualities of the salesman, are the qualities that develop

leadership, but there is something more asked of executive lead

ership than faith, vision and enthusiasm, harder qualities than

these. Great may be their necessity. The executive must apply

his faith, his vision and enthusiasm to the analysis of his effort,

to facing facts—to meeting a problem with a plan. The plain

tendency of business today, gentlemen, and what I want to

impress upon you, is the efficiency and utilization of experience,

no matter whether it be in your own particular line of busi

ness or some other line of business, in the solution of each

problem peculiar to the business or the person. The main de

mand of business in every line, is to make a cold-blooded analysis

of the net result of all kinds of effort, to bring these analyses

together for the purpose of formulating principles and laws,

in the observance of which standards may be set up in order

to protect ourselves against the constant repetition of bad prac

tice. That means that the spirit of science is entering into

business.

What is the science principle? To verify the facts upon

which a law or a principle may be formulated, and then to put

the law into practice by such standards of performance as will

get the best results at least cost.

Men are so often the victims of their environments, their

lives of excluding routine, that they do not see beyond their

narrow activities. When they are suddenly thrust into positions

calling for greater, wider vision and skill of application, they

fail.

A great many business houses now have men at the head of

them who have come up through one of the three branches—

finance, production, distribution or selling. There are generally

three dominating characteristics of those men that come out

in their practice and unless they become administrators and

executives in the large sense, they are likely to be prevented from

becoming one hundred per cent executives by an over-emphasis
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upon some typical way of looking at things peculiar to their

special training. Take the salesman and put him in charge of

a factory. It is a peculiar thing, a salesman can always sell

something he hasn't got. Send him out to sell a mahogany

piano, and he seems to meet all the people who want oak

pianos. Send him to sell a four-cylinder automobile and he

will find everybody who wants a six-cylinder machine. What

does this do for him as a factory manager? He will try to make

too many models, styles and kinds of product.

Take a production man with his engineering conceptions, his

tendencies to average thinking, his tendency to believe in his

own good things, his belief that what he does is right because

he has done it by all the mathematical standards of his profession

and he is likely to treat his workers as machines—overlook the

human factor. That is the trouble with scientific management

in productions today. Such a man will be satisfied with one

model—but he won't study his demand to see if people want it.

You men must study these types of business men—business

men who are manufacturers, bankers, financiers, retailers, law

yers, doctors, politicians. You must understand these men and

understand the standards by which they are going to judge your

efficiency in business, because the Scout Executive is not only a

welfare worker, a teacher, but he is engaged in business. Take

the financier; as a type he sees everything as a profit and loss

statement, as balance sheets, income statements, etc. He is

strong on budgets, which are the bane of a good many people,

especially the selling type, because thev don't like to be ham

pered, you say. All right, I am going to treat of that later.

The executive, however, must meet the conditions of life as it

is lived. He must meet conditions of business as it is prac

ticed. Business practice demands a constant eye on the net

result. What have you got? How much does it cost? Is it

worth it? How do you know? That is just common sense, is

it not?

As I go over some of your reports, particularly a report show

ing the comparative growth for three years (I am going to

deal with this later on in connection with selling), the executive

takes the report; he looks over it and sees for three years there

has been a comparatively little change in the net growth in a

territory. He sees the number of troops practically remain

stationary. He see the number of Scouts practically remain

stationary. Yet, he knows that conditions in that territory have

not remained stationary. He knows they are better or worse

than before, a greater population of boys, therefore a greater

raw opportunity, etc., for the Scout Executive to make a showing

in that territory, and he naturally asks "Why?" Well, isn't it

natural that he should? As I shall deal in the lecture on the

subject of Records, the Scout Executive must have constantly

at his command the accurate figures and adequate records with
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regard to Scout Executives and their net results in his territory.

That is a mere matter of protection on his side, and on the other

side a matter of having records so that intelligent planning and

policies may be forthcoming to meet any particular condition.

This attitude of mind of the business man that seems cold and

unsympathetic is a very important thing for the Scout Execu

tive to understand, because on that understanding will depend

how he manages, and sells, and operates his Council. I do not

pretend to say, and I do not want you to get the ideas that I

claim or suggest, that the Scout Executive should take up a

lot of time with the machinery of operation, but I do say that

he must have his machinery so well organized that he can afford

not to give his personal time to it. It is the greatest mistake

to think you can get along without proper system, adequate

records, budgeting, without some scientific forecasting as to

what you are going to do, and how and when and where it can

be done.

The Burroughs Adding Machine Company* knows today how

many Adding Machines will be sold in this county in North

Carolina during the next four months. They will come within

five per cent of the prophecy. That doesn't happen. It is the

result of careful analysis of performance, population and cer

tain factors of trade tendencies. You can imagine with what

certitude and certainty, if you please, the management may plan

its other effort when it can be sure of what its results will be.

The business man today is riding with his face to the engine,

and he is seeing things before they come to him. Many of us

never see anything until after it happens. Things happen to us

—we do not make them happen. A man said, "A great many

men wear their face where their hair ought to be." Let's be

ware of that. Think that of any scientific prophecy—know what

is coming. Prepare for it, then tomorrow is the most important

day. The tomorrow of this movement is the most important

time; when you have taken care of that, you have taken care

of today twenty-four hours ago. Things happen so fast that

it is impossible for us to extemporise in the midst of the battle.

You lower the morale of the entire institution, of your troop,

of your Council, when you simply live from day to day—when

you are caught unprepared.

If you were to go into the great banks you would see eco

nomists at work plotting the curves of economic tendencies

so that the officials may plan for the year after next. Great cor

porations, have men who are studying the probable demand for

their product in 1930, and other men who are designing and

inventing to meet that demand.

Babson's reports, Brookmine's Forecasts, Harvard Economic

Reports are all symptomatic of an interest in the future, a real

ization that in many ways the future is not an unknowable

sea that we must sail as in a fog without compass or a chart.
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The leader is the man who knows, and can get men to fol

low him.

One more thing I want to suggest to you.

You have in this book on Community Boy Leadership a

wonderful source of mental discipline. There is just enough of

the military conception inherent in your work (as there is in

all scientific leadership) that should make you realize that no

man has the privilege or the right to do a thing wrong. _ We

are more concerned in America today in every line of science,

and one of the speakers referred to it this morning, urging pre

vention rather than with cure. We do not want to hold biennial

sessions of the Boy Scouts of America, I am quite sure, for the

sole purpose of curing things, but we do want to hold them for

the purpose of preventing wrong things happening and, there

fore, it is up to you to gather from every source of information

and successful practice the best methods by which we can pre

vent the wrong things. I believe that almost 70 per cent of the

work that is being carried on in the medical schools is aimed at

developing preventative medicine, hygiene, public health and all such

science—is receiving a greater proportion of study than ever before.

Thus is the great executive mind at work, "building fences at

the top of the precipice instead of hospitals at the bottom."

How absurd our attitudes of mind are sometimes!

A good friend of mine, now in England, was one time asked

to prepare a motto to go in a beautiful stained-glass window at

the top of the main stairway in a great hospital that had been

built by public subscription in an American city. He thought

for several days, then the lady head of the committee came to

see him. "Mr. C , have you thought of a suitable motto

for the window that is to go at the top of the stairway?"

"Yes, I have, but I don't think you would use it. It is too

sensible."

She said, "What is it?" He replied, "God bless our hospital

and keep it empty."

I leave it to you—wasn't that sane, sensible, commensense

motto to put in a hospital? The Committee was disappointed—

they wanted their hospital full—no matter about the sick, the

pain and misery—they wanted it full I

Was his not, however, a prayer in which the whole community

could have joined?

The leader sees the right thing, the underlying obscure big

thing that escapes the roving, unseeing eye of ignorance, the in

difference of the lazy mind of sloth, and seeing, brings it to

light to demand that his followers shall face the job to be done.

He is disciplined by truth to demand the hard thing first—the

unpleasant thing—the spinach, before the pie. That is discipline

which makes us keep our sunshine of hours, system, records, budgets

—play the game according to the miles.
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Wait, don't mistake me. I believe the supreme law of

leadership is the law of cohesive thought, where any law is

broken to make a new one—to make a new and better one—

but be sure it is better, and not merely a different one that hap

pens to meet your temperament. How do you know it is

better? Does it increase the net?

We want to prepare our system, our methods, our prin

ciples, our policies, so that post mortems will not be neces

sary, so that each unit in the organization is so mentally disci

plined by knowing the right thing to be done, when it is to

be done, and how it is to be done, that it will do it all the time.

That is the ideal, and an organization is mentally disciplined

when it does work that way. This .is the reason I like your

manuals. I know the problem of any manual is not the con

tents but the reader. The problem is to get you gentlemen

to read it, to put your minds into it before you can get it

into your minds. That is education—to put your mind into

the book, every page, every word, every sentence, every para

graph. When you have done that and absorbed it into your

self, when Mr. West or any other regional man issues an

order automatically your mind leaps to its intelligent execu

tion. That is discipline, not to follow the letter of the order,

but so to comprehend its spirit that you do it automatically

and correctly. It is not to create methods by which you do

things, but to make you understand the principle and then the

methods, but the principle of the thing first. Marshal Foch said

in his book on "The Principles of War," which embodied his

lectures to the French War College, that it was the great prin

ciple of discipline, that when an officer received an order, he

understood immediately the reason for it and the objective. It

was left to the officer as to how it should be executed; but they

were to be so well trained in the proper methods of execution

under a wide variety of circumstances that they automatically

chose from any variety of circumstances the thing to be done to

meet the demands of the objective.

To gain the objective—that is the main thing.

In an organization such as this, as in an army or a business,

no man, no officer can choose methods which will interfere with

his fellow and his job.

Each job must contribute to each other job—the aim of all

being to gain the objective.

That is not so complicated as it may sound to you.

That objectjye in every effort of life is always to increase the

net—in satisfaction, in happiness, in money, in power, in ap

plause? Isn't that so?

But there are so many things that interfere—even among

executives.
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A business executive of today trained to the last minute—

and I am not talking about that variety who are born executives

because they are rapidly passing—knows the value of cooperation

with other men, because he cannot run any job alone, and run it

well. The great enemies of cooperation in any work are tem

perament and mental dishonesty. I am now talking about that

highly trained administrator executive who is coming into busi

ness from the colleges, the universities, the great training schools

of the world. The other day a very intelligent observer of our

modern civilization said that in the growing complexity of civili

zation, the growing complexity of this tremendously intricate

machine that we call industry, trade, commerce, business, and

life itself, the great problem was: Will we have men expert

enough to be masters of the machine or will the machine master

men?

There is a spiritual problem as well as a technical problem.

That is a question that I shall leave to abler hand to discuss

—but it is one that shows how much we demand of our leaders

on the training side.

This training makes for honesty—I mean the honesty of

mental outlook, appraisal, standard of judgment.

Out of this honesty grows character, and on that, as on a

rock, leadership is founded. Men like men of character, even if

they may acknowledge skill and brilliancy of initiative be lacking

—but they follow men of character, who have capacity for doing

things well.

Intellectual honesty makes a man recognize that he has no

right to do a thing wrong. I guarantee that in this body of men

that I see before me, dedieated as they are to high ideals, there

are some who give to themselves the privilege of doing something

wrong because it happens to fit their particular temperament.

Oh, what crimes are committed in the name of temperament,

which is so very little different from temper. One thing about

a temperamental man is that he never does more than he should.

Everybody is supposed to be at work at nine o'clock in the

morning; he gets there at ten. He, on the other hand, would

never think of expressing his temperament by getting there at

eight. If he were supposed to leave at five, would he leave at

six? Oh no; always at four. You have met his sort. They are

not team players. They are subtractors from the net—always

placing themselves under the tremendous handicap of producing

much more than their share in order to overcome their tempera

ment. Most salesmen are temperamental—most of you are.

Salesmen do not like to recognize standards. They do not want

to work in standard ways. It is temperament. It is a handicap.

It is an executive's job to overcome it. The executive today,

trained in the schools, trained in the eternal verities, with intel

lectual honesty, a mind that repulses half truths, abhors vague,

uncertain objectives, lack of standards, lack oj proof and right
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ness of a thing, keeps his eye on the balance between effort and

result.

What is the best thing to be done?

What will most increase the net?

Finally the executive is always a leader.

To be a leader he must know the job better than any one

whom he manages; that gives him authority.

He must know men, human nature, so that he may inspire

a friendly feeling with confidence; that means loyalty.

He must be able to select proper objectives and plan for

their realization.

He must understand the relative importance of man, mate

rials (finance and equipments) and methods (systems, etc.) and

how to coordinate them in developing his plans.

He must have faith in himself, his organization and his

cause; that creates confidence in himself.

He must be a gentleman in all his personal relationships.

He must assume responsibility for the outcome of any order

he gives, or decision he makes.

He must win more than he loses: i. e., increase the net, for

that is the only reason for his existence.

I say to you gentlemen with all the effort that you have,

with the money that you have, with the opportunity that you

have, you have come to the great decision. It is up to you as

moral leaders, business and intellectual leaders, to spurn anything

that is not true to the principle of a right thing at the right time

done in the right way and at all times. In that gospel lies the

power that moves the world to discipleship. Is there not a

glorious inspiration in this ideal that in the work to which you

have given your hearts, and dedicated your best effort, you should

do a good deed, and you shall also do it in a way to win the

admiration of all men?

Wednesday, September 13, 1:30-2:30

PROBLEM HOUR

Mr. West: This period is optional. Such meetings have been

found in some conferences of value. I trust they will in this

conference.

We are trying to work out the plan in each of our depart

ments, an opportunity to have their respective responsibilities

brought before your group, hoping that we will get something

out of the group discussion that will help them to do a little

better. This afternoon we have scheduled for discussion, inde

pendent of general questions that may come up, The Scout Exe

cutives and Scouting.
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The Scout Executive is the newer publication and is pri

marily intended as the vehicle through which we can give to the

field material which otherwise would need to be the subject of a

circular letter, and which in the form of a bulletin can be more

or less permanently preserved for your files; it differs from the

material that goes in Scouting in that it is that sort of material

primarily for Executives and not for Scoutmasters. Dr. Fisher

has requested that we defer until he is here the actual discussion

of that publication.

Mr. Ashley is here who is serving as the editor of Scouting.

We will listen to a statement from him as to Scouting, hoping to

get from you such reaction and to develop such discussion as

will enable us better to understand the purpose of the publica

tion, and perhaps improve its usefulness. Scouting, as you know,

is primarily for the volunteer leader. It is mailed to all Scout

masters, Scout Commissioners and Executives. It was formerly

mailed to all members of local Councils, but the expense became

so large, involving as it did a circulation of fifty-five to sixty

thousand, that the Executive Board concluded, due to a spirit of

economy which we became very conscious of two years ago, that

it was advisable to cut it down to an eight-page publication,

issued once a month, and restricted the circulation to Scout

masters, Assistant Scoutmasters, Commissioners and Executives.

The question is, is the publication as it is now carried on, actually

justifying its expense to the field it is intended to minister to?

About forty thousand copies of it are published and distributed

each month. There are something like nineteen thousand troops,

nearly twenty, most of which have Scoutmasters, or Assistant

Scoutmasters. The publication is eight pages, and under Mr.

Ashley's leadership has commanded some very favorable com

ments.

Mr. Ashley: Perhaps the statement from me will be more in

the nature of a statement of the needs of the editor of Scouting

and the editorial committee. We have a committee composed of

the heads of several departments that decides concerning each

issue of Scouting about what the character of it shall be, so that

you get a publication, when you do receive it, that has had con

siderable thought. Mr. West has the final editorial O. K. of

Scouting. It is intended to relay to the field some official com

munications, but particularly to be an amplifier to the field of the

experiences of different troops, experiences that are successful,

so that Scoutmasters throughout the country can get at first

hand methods employed successfully in all parts of the country.

What we do not seem to get enough of is material that comes

out of different sections of the country, reflecting conditions

peculiar to those sections. We get good turns and a great deal

of other material that is mediocre, in quality of leadership, to

other Scoutmasters. We need more of leadership stuff, stuff that

you men know has put the troop ahead, has made more Eagle
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Scouts and first-class Scouts out of the boys, has made the

troop more popular in the community, and has advanced Scout

ing, given Scouting itself a greater prestige in that community.

We could go endlessly into particulars as to just what things we

want. I am going to take the liberty of reading a letter that

Mr. West does not interpret the way I happen to as an indica

tion of what does come through the mails a great deal. I will

let you decide how much space ought to be given to material of

this kind as helpful material to Scoutmasters, particularly those

not under Council. They must get their leadership from the

National Office.

"Dear Mr. Editor:

"In looking over your Scouting magazine I read many little

interesting stories about individual troops. I would like to tell

you a little story about our troop, and if you think it fit to publsh,

we would appreciate it very much. This troop attended a ten-

day camp. It was one of the most successful camps the troop

ever attended. Thirty-five boys, five committeemen, troop chap

lain and Scoutmaster were in attendance. Ten days of real camp

life with a splendid menu were enjoyed by the boys. I trust

you will find this of interest."

Now Mr. Wrest, who is always charitable, says that was not

the man's story, that was the basis of his story. He wants to

know, Mr. West claims, if I want him to tell more about these

five committeemen being in camp. I really believe the Scout

master thought that letter was the whole story, because there

have been a great many such letters—and we get some from the

Scout Executives that have no more, to my mind, of leadership

quality than that letter.

Now I have stated the editor's problems. I think we ought,

however, to get problems from the field that you want to

present to the editorial board as to making Scouting more ser

viceable to you and why we think we should do the thing you

suggest. I will ask you to speak, every man briefly, so that we

can get many opinions, about what Scouting ought to contain—

if you think it ought to be twice a month, say that; if sixteen

pages, say that. We want a consensus of opinion as to Scouting.

Criticisms are just as much in order as anything else.

Mr. Dawson (of Wichita, Kans.): Do you desire mostly that

this material come from the Scoutmasters through an Executive,

in the case of a Scoutmaster under a local Council, or directly

from the Scoutmaster?

Mr. Ashley: It does not make any difference. The real facts

the Scoutmaster may not know how to deliver; the Scout Exe

cutive may see how useful or useless the thing is.

Mr. Dawson: Recently I answered a letter that was pub

lished in Scouting and I received the word from the editor of
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Scouting that it was a Scoutmaster's paper and that, of course,

preference would be given to material coming from Scout

masters. I have been urging the Masters to answer direct to the

editor of Scouting on that material and if they had a stunt that

was helpful and urging them to write to headquarters about

these. I have not seen the things, so I presume they have not

written.

Mr. Kirkham: I think you could be helpful to our men if

you can afford it, to put in many, many more cuts. We like

pictures out our way. And another thing, I think that you can

render us, at least me, as a Scout Executive, a service, if you

will carefully with the editor of the Scout Executive cull the

things that should go through an Executive to a Scoutmaster

from the things that go directly to him and give us the benefit

of giving the Scoutmaster the things that we ought to give him

and the magazine should give him. We appreciate the magazine.

We would like also one other thing, if you can help us. We

would appreciate it very much if you could put more inspirational

articles in the magazine. I mean by that what we commonly

call the big ideas of Scouting, trying to warm that fellow to the

big spirit of the movement. We give him detail. He knows so

much about us that he cannot catch that big spirit very much,

but you at a distance can give him vision of it perhaps, and he

will be merciful with our own actions.

Mr. Ashley: I would like to say in relation to the last

comment that that has a strong pull on the editor, but we have

the questionnaire in our office that came in some time ago from

the field. I studied it carefully. I do not recollect that any

single Scoutmaster asked for inspirational stuff. They asked for

practical stuff, programs, etc. Still the inspirational note we try

to get into every issue. From my personal point of view I think

that is good, but we have got to take the field point of view as a

whole and the questionnaire did not contain any appeal.

: Mr. Kirkham was making a point I think probably

you misunderstood. He raised the question about distinguishing

between matter that should go to the Scoutmaster through

Scouting and stuff which should go through the Executive, not

from the standpoint of the Executive's desire to use it, but that

that should be the approach to the Scoutmaster.

Mr. Stocker (of Sioux City, la.): The Executives of the

larger Councils can be of great service to the Scoutmaster who

has no Council if we could have through the publication such as

this some of the detail stunts or programs put on by different

troops and different rallies listed so that they might go 1, 2, 3

right on through the program, so to speak. Oftentimes we are

looking for things that way that will help us to get over a

program and that parents and other business men of the town

can interest the boys already in the work.
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: Sometimes those instructions are quite general,

and some of us perhaps lack imagination or maybe we are too

lazy to work out initiative, but oflentiuies it would help.

Mr. West: I wonder if I can interpret your question to

mean this: Did you get seme help out of the former plan of

printing programs? You miss those things now? (Yes.) Is

it in the present form as good as it was formerly?

Mr. Kirkham: We want more detail. Don't say any good

stunt was put on. Tell us the stunt.

Mr. Ripley: May I ask is it possible for us to get Scouting

every two weeks or every month, or is that too expensive?

Mr. West: I made a careful statement as to what we were

doing and I am sure if our Board felt there was a real need for

a sixteen-page paper, or a semi-monthly paper, some sentiment

mobilized or expressed, we would go ahead and do the job. What

is worrying me is whether the paper as it is, eight pages, costing

us $1,000 an issue—we publish now 40,000 of them—whether it

is actually read and actually followed in a way that really makes

it worth while?

(A unanimous "Absolutely.")

Mr. Beckman: I would like to ask how many men have

actually made a survey of their city to determine whether or not

Scouting is really being read or just guessing. How many know

what they are talking about? I moan based really on some

process that will justify you in saying you know. How many

are simply guessing? The reason I asked that is that I have

conducted a little questionnaire and I found that Scouting was

not being read by the men in our cities. I thought maybe the

fault was mine.

Mr. West: I should say Mr. Beckman has rather revealed

something.

: Why should the National Office send two issues

of Scouting to one Executive? I have been receiving two?

Mr. West: Because we think you are entitled to two.

: The demand for ten and twenty seems so great

from the Scout Executives that we did compromise and let you

have two.

Mr. Patrick: I get three every month, coming in separate

mails. I should think three in one package would be cheapere

Mr. West: No way you can have done by machinery is

much cheaper. Those wrappers are addressed at the rate of

7,000 an hour, but to pick out three and put into one, somebody's

mind has to work, and it is much easier to do it the other way.
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: I find that in my rural work, where my visitations

are so few and far between, that Scouting is really invaluable to

us and that my men seek Scouting very eagerly. If a man hap

pens to miss one I lose one of my two copies, because he calls

up and asks for it.

Mr. West: I am gratified to hear this, because I have taken

the responsibility of interpreting your attitude. You know how

close we came to losing it altogether in this wave of economy.

It is really very gratifying to me to get this record.

I would like to say that in carrying out the investigation I

made two or three very careful surveys to see if Scoutmasters

were using Scouting. They seemed to be using it just about as

Executives use Community Boy Leadership. They would go and

dig up the book when they needed a chapter. It is as the Bible is

sometimes. It seems to me that it comes back to the same old

problem, getting the right kind of men, sufficiently interested to

read what is sent out. Scouting is a wonderful publication and

carries wonderful stuff just as it is today, but we need to get

the type of man that will read it, not sit back and let it drift

along.

Mr. Holsinger: I am wondering whether if we were to

furnish you a list of the Senior Patrol leaders who qualify,

whether they might receive Scouting? I have seen Patrol

leaders that are the life of some of the best troops.

Mr. West: It is entirely within your power now to do that.

The subscription price for Scouting is $1.00 a year, which is

much less than it costs us. If you want to experiment, I should

be happy to have you do so.

Mr. Holsinger: I believe the Senior Patrol leaders would

make more of it than the Scoutmasters.

Mr. Mathews: Is there any way in which pending the organi

zation of a troop, Scouting could be sent to the Scoutmaster?

There are sometimes quite long periods before that registration

is sent in, and that is the time when he needs it more than

anything else.

Mr. West: I doubt the wisdom of that. I think that if you

give him the Scoutmaster's Manual for use during that period,

that he is better off. I would like discussion, however. Do you

think that during the time before he gets in as one of us, and is

entitled to wear our badge and uniform, we ought to try to hold

back on these things?

: He has plenty to do until he takes on that stuff.

Mr. West: It would mean great expense. As you men may

be interested to know, in the registering of a troop in our office

eighteen distinct things have to happen. We have worked it out
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through refinements so that we perform thirteen of these eighteen

by machinery. That is, the envelope containing the acknowl

edgment of the man's registration, the alphabetical card, the

geographical card, the wrapper for the first edition of Scouting

to which he is entitled, Boy's Life, the catalogue, etc., all these

records are made by running through a stencil machine a set

of material of that kind. Now to break that routine would mean

considerable expense. I doubt whether the expense would be

justified in view of the fact that in no case ought there to be a

very long time in the period from when a troop is organized

when you issue your commission to your man as a Scoutmaster.

Is that right?

(Yes.)

: It might help Scouting if in each issue you

concentrated on some big idea rather than try to cover every

subject at once.

Mr. West: That is what we did when we had ae sixteen-page

paper. How many like that idea? Taking up fireplaces and

concentrating on that? Or is it better to make such subjects

material for special pamphlets for permanent records? Which

do you prefer, to have these specialized treatments, printed in

pamphlet form, or' to devote a considerable amount of space in

Scouting to them? Those who prefer the pamphlet? Those who

prefer the other? The pamphlet gets it.

: Would the pamphlet form reach as many people?

Mr. West: They won't need to in the first place. We do

constantly list what we have. We have samples of all we have.

It is within the range of the interest of the man concerned, to get

what he wants, provided he will pay for it.

: What about sending Scouting to the Council men

again?

Mr. West: Who else here has an opinion on the value of

sending Scouting to Council members?

Mr. Dawson: I think it might be valuable if it might be this

way, that on the recommendation of the Publicity Committee,

Council members recommended for the receipt of Scouting could

have it. For instance, Deputy Commissioners and men of that

kind.

Mr. West: The theory on which we did it before was that

it furnished a normal medium for cultivating—and I would not

be misunderstood when I say that we had to cultivate the mem

bers of our Councils in our earlier days. Now some of them are

trying to cultivate us. But nevertheless, they do need informa

tion, they do need to know what the spirit of Scouting is. By

means of a publication we hoped we could raise the average of

men who knew what our policies were. I am rather curious

myself to know what the effect has been of dropping the Council
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members off our mailing list. I wonder if anyone else here has

really noted any loss to the local work because we stopped

sending Scouting to local Council members?

: My Committee members complain that they miss

it; also the Executive Board. The Scoutmasters are asking me

to get more of the sketches of how these things are done, like

the last issue. I know the Executive Board and the troop com

mittee men want Scouting.

: Wouldn't it be possible for each Executive to get

several copies of Scouting to be redistributed by him?

Mr. West: How seriously do you think that is important?

Do you think it is serious enough to pay for it? (Yes.) Do you

want it badly enough to pay for it? We will be glad to accept

your subscriptions, and I think if we could get enough we could

give them at a special rate.

: My Council felt that way and we ordered for all

of them.

Mr. West: Of course, if we should get to the point where

we are called on to publish 100,000 copies, I believe we could

bring the price down somewhat. At any rate I should be very

glad to have those of you who feel intensely about this matter

make a little experiment, and if it turns out to be a thing that

the Movement should include in its National Budget, as a

service to all, will you men promise me when we ask for quotas,

that you will approve of this increased item for publication?

Then we might consider putting it into our National Budget and

have it taken care of in that way. As it is we have as you know,

brought our national budget down in this calamity which struck

us from $530,000 to $344,000. This year it has gone up slightly to

$460,000. I honestly believe if the Department Heads had their

way and could talk to you men, they would convince you that

it ought to be twice that size right now, today. If you heard

me talking to our Executive Board on occasions, you would be

convinced that I believe it ought to be more than it is. There is

absolutely every reason why we should only go so far as we

know we shall have the money to pay for. We must never let

the Scout Movement nationally run behind financially. We are

not going through that experience. We are just simply meeting

our expenses and coming out comfortably. We want to do that.

If you men want to urge us to do more, I say more power to

you, but bear in mind that you are voting increased appropriation

to do it. That is fair, isn't it?

(Absolutely.)

I think we had better go on to the Scout Executive.

Dr. Fisher: Perhaps there isn't much more to say. Previous

to the organization of the Scout Executive we had no organ of

communication with the Scout Executives. All of those commu

nications were pretty largely through Scouting. There was a
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feeling that we ought to have some kind of a clearing house, and

you remember we started in a very simple fashion, and we have

kept it in a very simple fashion, having but eight pages. The

plan has been to have some editorials on the front page, trying

to keep ourselves mindful of our highest ideals, and then we are

constantly stressing those things which ought to have enuncia

tion. We ran little articles by Scout Executives on what to do

in a given month. We want the paper to be largely contributed

to, as you notice it has been, by Scout Executives; a place where

out of the lives of men, out of their own activities, they will

report those kinds of things that may be helpful to the rest of

us. The back page, you remember, we devoted pretty largely to

new Executives coming in, those transferred, those resigning,

to keep you informed. We had a fraternity of Scout Executives.

We had a list of those, once a month. All of that has been done

to cultivate that spirit of brotherhood and fraternity in our move

ment which is so essential to any movement in making it efficient.

Perhaps you would like to make some suggestions here as to

how we can improve it. What things you like about it and want

more of, and what you don't like about it. Now is the chance,

because it is a co-operative effort, and I am simply the man that

puts the stuff together. We are going to have, beginning in the

next number, edited by one of our leading Scout Executives, who

prefers not to have his name known, a Veteran's Corner, in

which he will make comment upon certain things concerning

ourselves, from the point of view of the veteran.

Mr. Kirkham: I made this suggestion in our Training De

partment and I intimated it here in the suggestion on Scouting.

I feel that my biggest job is the training of Scoutmasters. Now

could you can give us a few more helpful suggestions? Per

sonally, I would appreciate it every month, if something could

be said on that vital problem, the training of men, winning them,

and training them, and holding them there. Those are things I

think would be helpful. I don't like to criticize the fine tributes

that you are paying njen and the publishing of their photo

graphs, but I have often thought, as I have read their college

experiences and little notices, the thing I would like to know

about them is, what has been their unique contribution to

Scouting? Put that in. Then, if it strikes me as a field I have

been struggling in, I would immediately write to that fellow and

get more detail.

Dr. Fisher: These men won't tell. But I have put one para

graph in on what I thought was a unique contribution of each

one to Scouting.

Mr. Brown: That wasn't his question. He wanted to know

why things were put in Scouting that should have been put in

Scout Executive only.

Dr. Fisher: You mean we should not repeat anything.
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Mr. West: He means that there is a certain class of mate

rial that would strengthen the leadership of the Scout Executive

if he were able to give it to the Scoutmaster, rather than to let

the latter read it in Scouting.

Dr. Fisher: I want to say to these men that they ought to

be more free sending in material to the Scout Executive.

: Do you use either magazine for official notices?

For instance, in the January issue of Scouting it gave about

registration of troops changing from twelve to eight. That was

called to our attention by a Scoutmaster. I did not see anything

in the Scout Executive and I have never received any literature

telling of the change.

Mr. West: It appeared in both publications. We sent out a

special letter, didn't we? But there is a lot that happens between

the conception of what is going into the paper and when it is

actually mailed out. Sometimes Scouting is mailed to the field

before the Scout Executive.

: Frequently we are reading something and don't

have it filed away and we want to refer to it.

Dr. Fisher: This man suggests that in one place we have

official notices so labeled. All right.

We have not indexed the Scout Executive.

Mr. West: We will do it.

Dr. Fisher: I wonder how often we ought to do it.

Mr. West: Once a year.

Some other question now. What do you see in the Scout

Executive, if anything?

Do you feel that the Scout Executive is well worth while?

(Yes.) Once a month? (Yes.) That is the sentiment? (Yes.)

Eight pages? (Yes.) •

: We find that our Council members, members of

our Board of Directors, get a great deal out of Scout Executive.

We haven't a chance to catch up. If you watch transfers, resig

nations, you see one man change and then he leaves that place

and comes in somewhere else. You can keep tab and keep your

list up to date. That is a valuable thing about it.
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Wednesday Night, September 13, 8:00-9:00

REPORT OF COMMISSION ON OLDER

BOY

Dr. Fisher, Presiding

Repetition of Announcements. The Lord's Prayer.

Dr. Fisher: We have tonight the report of an important

Commission, the Commission on the Older Boy. We have

talked about the Older Boy and whether Scouting has or has

not reached him and whether we must supplement the Scouting

program with some additional program. Throughout the country

experiments have been made. We shall all hear with interest

the report of this very important Commission, as the Chairman

of that Commission calls our attention to features in the Report

which he feels we ought to consider tonight. Mr. Jamieson,

Scout Executive of Detroit, Michigan, will present the Report

of the Commission.

Mr. Jamieson: We might start by directing your attention

to a fact that seems to be quite in evidence, namely that there

is no Older Boy problem; but it is a problem of the younger

boy. The results that have come to us from the regional surveys

and from the opinions of others on the Commission seem to

indicate that quite clearly, and yet the Commission felt that it

ought not to stop by side-stepping it in that way. While it may

be more of a younger boy problem than an older boy problem,

there are certain features connected with older boy work in

Scouting to which we should direct our attention. Assuming

that you all have the leaflet in your hands, the first thing that

we want to emphasize is on page 9, a series of six conclusions.

The first of them is this: "The older boy or the young man is a

iactor in Scouting and must be considered."

From time to time men have said who have made a study

of this problem, "Let's devote all of our time and attention to

the younger boy, and the older boy will take care of himself."

There was much evidence to support that statement in the various

surveys, and yet, at the same time there was sufficient informa

tion for us to draw this conclusion, that certainly the older boy

must rfot be overlooked or neglected. As one man has said, as

quoted in a paragraph on page 7, "It isn't that Scout features

will not appeal to older boys—the very interesting thing about

our activities is that they do have a general appeal to old and

young, but its plan of presentation and adaptation must permit

of some adjustment to the various ages." Again, on the pre

ceding page we find there are some twenty different plans or

experiments throughout the country devised for the express
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purpose of holding the interest of the older boy, and so we have

reasonably concluded that the older boy is a factor in Scouting.

The second conclusion: Authentic records show clearly that

the Scout Program is reaching and holding a gratifying percen

tage of the older boys. The study of the tables on pages 4 and

5 brings us to the conclusion, first, that on December 31, 1921,

the number of registered Scouts 15 years of age and over was

30.4% of the total, as compared to 29.4% the year before, a gain

of one per cent in the registration of older boys. Boys fifteen

years of age and over are older boys. The second conclusion,

that of the new Scouts registered during 1921, 17.7% were 15

years of age and over. That is a figure that cannot be sneezed

at.

The next conclusion, that of the Scouts re-registered during

1921, 34.4% were 15 years of age and over. From this we may

reasonably conclude that we are reaching and holding a grati

fying number of older boys.

The third conclusion, on page 9, seemed to be one common

to all the regional reports. It came to us in various forms, but

this is the conclusion, that the boy who has a good training as

a tenderfoot, second class and first class Scout remains longer in

the movement than one who has had inadequate training. As

one man says in sending in his report, "The falling off in mem

bership comes rapidly at fourteen years of age and later." One

region reports greatest mortality at fourteen.

Our problem is a problem of the younger boy. Start the

tenderfoot right and you have solved the older boy problem. We

are not using the means provided for affording the Scout a

dignified exit from his troop, or for retaining his interest when

he is obliged to cease active Scout life. There comes a time

in the life of the boy when diversified interests or work, perhaps,

take him from the active field of his Scout troop. When that

time comes, we should use the means that have been provided

and have been avalable for several years, to see that he goes out

by the proper way. Let us send him out by the front door and

bid him godspeed rather than let him go out the back door un

noticed and forgotten.

You all know, of course, what those means are—Associate

Scout rank, Veteran Scout rank, and the Certificate of Service—

which is available to every boy whose record is clear. We have

something to say in our final recommendations as to this*

Fifth, Any special adaptation of the Scout Program looking

toward the solution of this problem must take every phase of the

older boy's nature into account. In other words, we must

recognize that a boy of fifteen, sixteen, seventeen or eighteen

has different interests from a boy of twelve, thirteen or fourteen.

I am sure I am not very far wrong, even though it is not stated

in the Report, in saying that those Scoutmasters and Council
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members that have been most effective in retaining the member

ship of older boys are those who have recognized that unique

situation in the life of the older boy, and have provided some

particularly attractive activities for him, based upon his outlook

upon life at that age. So if we are going to have anything at all,

we must have something that takes the particular phases of the

older boy's nature into account.

Finally, we call your attention to something that was em

phasized splendidly by the report from Region 4, an appeal to

service should be emphasized. Mr. Roberts, the Chairman of

the Regional Committee, in his report says this: "It seems to

us that we are at the testing place and must prove our merit.

Shall we not, realizing the need, lajunch some strong, unified

effort to meet and hold these boys by a long period of training,

so we are assured a larger and larger field from which to draw

our leaders and have a stronger and more thorough organiza

tion?" It seems to your Commission that we must certainly

not overlook—and I don't think we are overlooking—the won

derful field for leadership that our older Scouts afford us. And

so we take that also into account in our recommendations.

Finally, in conclusion, would direct your attention to the last

half of page 10: "Therefore, believing that the community, through

Scouting and other forms of training, has rendered a service to

the young man which implies on his part a desire to return such

service to the younger boyhood of the community, we recom

mend:

That the Department of Education, after making whatever

further study may seem necessary, take steps to develop some plan

of adaptation of the fundamental program of Scouting for the pur

pose of definitely relating the life of the young man who has had

Scout training to the life of the community, with the idea of making

more real to him the basic principles of service which he has followed

as a Scout, but not overlooking the demands made by every side of

liis nature.

We further recommend that every reasonable empliasis be placed

upon the use of the means already provided for a Scout's honorable

withdrawal from active Scout life; that Scouts be not permitted to

lapse into inactivity without a certificate of service or without every

inducement and encouragement to remain as Associate Scouts and to

strive for the certificates and rank that will qualify them to wear the

Veteran Badge so that they may ahvays remember and practice that

fundamental principles of Scouting, 'Once a Scout, Always a Scout.'"

That ends the presentation of certain points which the Commis

sion wished to emphasize at this meeting. It has been very informal,

and we hope there will be discussion of the points that have been

mentioned here, or other points which may have been brought to

your attention in the Report.

: Is it possible to get a certificate for service from

National Headquarters?
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Mr. Jamieson: I think it is page 24 in the Handbook for

Boys which describes the method of obtaining that certificate

from the National Council.

Mr. Lunn (of Gardner, Mass.): Has an investigation been

made of the Older Scout Movement of England?

Mr. Jamieson: The Commission has not made any investi

gation of the Rover Movement. It merits mention in the Report.

I think that Mr. West, a member of our Commission, is perhaps

the best qualified to answer any question about the Rovers.

Mr. West: I should prefer not to attempt this, because we

are going to have with us tomorrow Captain Gidney of the

British Boy Scouts, who, I hope, will speak about that among

other things. I am happy to say that we have a telegram that

he is on his way, and will be here for the morning session.

Mr. Goodman (of Philadelphia): May I ask whether you

looked into the records as to the boys of sixteen and over and

their mortality, or rather to the number of boys in Scouting of

sixteen and over, rather than fifteen and over?

Mr. Jamieson: No, we did not.

Mr. Goodman: I am convinced that that is the point of

departure, on or about the sixteenth birthday rather than the

fifteenth, and I must confess that I am here particular enough to

believe that the Scout field as at p.esent administered is from

twelve to fifteen inclusive, including the fifteenth year, and that

we can do nothing better at the present time than frankly to

confess that to ourselves at least. Then we have the way clear

to form such adaptation of our program as your Commission

ably recommends for the boy of sixteen to twenty-one perhaps,

definitely realizing and recognizing that there is a need there;

that is, providing we believe that the Boy Scout Movement in

America should minister to the boy of sixteen and over, to the

young man. I believe that our churches and that all of our

established institutions in the community are seeking a program

for boys of that age, even more than they are seeking a program

for the boy of twelve. And I personally express my conviction

along that line. I think your Commission has done an able piece

of work, but I am slightly disappointed that they did not go a

little further and take such a step as I suggest.

Mr. Dale (of Minneapolis) : Has the Commission made any

study of the relation between Scouting and other organizations

for boys sixteen to twenty-one, to see whether some basis of

co-operation might not be outlined to care for the boys from'

sixteen to twenty-one?

Mr. Jamieson: That too, Mr. Chairman, is another matter

which was brought to our attention after many of the regional
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reports had already been made. You will recall that some of

these were made as early as a year ago and nothing about that

'is contained in this Report, and no investigations were made.

It was the purpose of the Commission in including the recom

mendations of the Department of Education that whatever fur

ther study may seem necessary may contain such suggestions

made at this conference.

Mr. Dale: I should like to know how many in this audience

are familiar with the tenets of the DeMolay Order? I should

very much like to have this Commission, or a similar commis

sion, given authority to continue the study of this very vitally

important program, and the specific recommendation that they

look into the possibilities of the co-operation of our organization

and others in the field.

Mr. Van de Boe (of Williamsport, Pa.): Is not the order of

the DeMolay connected with a sectarian institution?

Dr. Fisher: I am wondering if this is the time and place to

analyze any particular older boy movement. Shall we not take

the suggestion of Mr. Dale that the Commission look into it

and not discuss the merits and value or program of any boy

movement from the floor?

Mr. Albrecht (of Belleville, 111.): I wonder if the Commis

sion has investigated or encouraged the idea of the various

Junior Chambers of Commerce for boys advancing from the

Scout work into that line, a sort of natural graduation. It was

suggested to me by men from a larger city that we try that.

Mr. Jamieson: They have not. It has come to our attention

very informally.

Dr. Fisher: Would you like to have this Commission include

a study of that subject?

Mr. Curtis (of East St. Louis): I see that you recommend

special activities for the older boys. Have you in mind any

special activity with the Executive?

Mr. Jamieson: In answering that question I would say that

first of all the Commission wanted to be very general in what

ever recommendation it made, and secondly, I would call your

attention to the fact that in the Report you will find that any

of the experiments that have been carried on stayed strictly

within the bounds and the pale of the Scout program; while it

is not said in so "many words, I am sure it was the sense of the

Commission that if the Department of Education went ahead and

recommended any program, it would certainly be a program that

would not depart from Scouting one iota.
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Mr. Curtis: Always assuming that anything that the Execu

tive would put on in the way of special activity would be along

the strict lines of Scouting, my question was, is it the under

standing that until such time, we are to use our best judgment

in the matter of special activity?

Mr. Jamieson: I should think so, until anything is definitely

decided to the contrary.

Mr. West: As a member of the Commission, I would explain

that we did have available the information regarding boys six

teen years of age and over. The Commission saw fit to figure

from fifteen years of age and over, because that is the common,

accepted method of classifying for most statistical purposes.

The ages vary under fifteen, on down to ten. Fifteen to seven

teen, inclusive, and from eighteen to twenty-one. Most statis

tical reports are made on that basis. In fact, I found in one

Report from one Commission that someone had in very good

faith, figured that of all boys going into the Juvenile Court that

twenty-one per cent of them were under twelve years of age.

I asked what he meant by that. We discovered that it meant

twenty-one per cent of boys under fifteen years of age. That is

the customary method of giving statistics. As a matter of fact,

the census report shows that the Juvenile Courts of the United

States are called upon to deal with two and three-tenths per cent

of all the cases handled of juveniles in the United States of boys

under twelve years of age.

But answering this specific question: It is true that there is

a larger number of boys fifteen years of age in Scouting than

there is of sixteen, but it is also true that there is a surprisingly

large number of sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, and nineteen, and

even twenty, and the figures for December 31, 1921, as they are

taken from the records which you men gave to us in your annual

reports—we take them as you give them to us and we have

them tabulated, and they will be circulated tomorrow on Table

H—report from 212 Councils, 18,000 boys fifteen years of age,

11,257 sixteen years of age, 4,500 seventeen years of age, 1,600

eighteen years of age, 412 nineteen, and 164 twenty years of age.

We find of boys dropped, as Mr. Jamieson has said, more boys of

twelve, thirteen, fourteen than there are fifteen, sixteen, or seven

teen. That is another problem, but it means this: as I said today,

the greatest problem we have is in so thoroughly organizing

the troop in its inception, and in so thoroughly giving it leader

ship during the first year of its operation, as to insure a continu

ance of the boy in Scouting long enough to get saturated with

the Scout spirit. And without undertaking to go to the mat

with anybody who might be so disposed, I do want to say in all

sincerity, that it is my honest conviction that there has been a

lot of lost motion and well-intended dissipation of energy, in

talking about the older boy problem, when the fact is our
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problem is to deal with the younger boy. If we are doing a

thorough job with the younger boy, do we automatically increase

our influence with the older boy.

I am thoroughly in sympathy with the recommendation here.

It will never hurt us to keep studying any problem, but I hope

you won't feel you will have to spend much of your time in also

making an elaborate study of it, because I am anxious to see the

thing which has been tested—we know about it, we know it

works—given a fair trial with all the resources and energy at

your disposal. I say that fully conscious of the fact that there

has been a lot of well-intended investment of energy and

resources to discover something new for the boyhood of America.

1 believe that the Boy Scouts of America in its program of

Scouting as it is, has a program that has the content sufficient

to hold a boy from twelve to eighteen, and even more, if the

proper leadership is given.

Dr. Fisher: I will put it in the form of a motion, the

motion which was made by Mr. Dale: That we ask the Commis

sion to make a particular study of such older boy movements

as the DeMolay, Junior Chambers of Commerce, etc., with the

possibility of developing a scheme of co-operation. I assume

that you assented to that.

1 : There is to be a group of other commissions

to carry on the other investigation made by the Commission for

the past two years.

Dr. Fisher: I presume it is assumed that any unfinished

work may be continued by such means as the Department of

Education.

It is evident to the Chair that the motion was carried by a

standing vote.

Mr. Kirkham: I wonder if the Commission has really

studied or thought it studied the question of the relationship of

the older boy to the older girl. My observation is that when

the girl comes, the Scout goes. There is something there, at

least, that is very, very vital, and I wonder if there is not prob

ably somewhere in the very hazy future a possibility of a work

ing out some way when the Scout meets the girl and what we

are going to do about it.

Mr. Jamieson: I can answer this question in the affirmative.

I am very glad to say to brother Kirkham that I do not think a

single regional report came in that did not have the girl matter

stressed almost in red ink. In view of that fact, gentlemen, we

made a general statement in the conclusions, but read between

the lines in this, "Any special adaptation of the Scout program

looking toward the solution of this program must take every

phase of the older boy's nature into account." We did not

specify, but certainly it is there.
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Mr. Hanson (of San Francisco) : I should like to ask

whether or not the Commission developed any possibilities in the

direction of an Alumni Association. If we are to award a cer

tificate of honorable discharge to the Scouts and they are ready

to leave our ranks, are we doing anything to organize these boys

so that we may call upon them later for service? Has anything

been done throughout the country as far as the Alumni Asso

ciation is concerned?

Mr. Jamieson: The regional reports did mention this very

specifically, but we have purposely avoided going into any

detailed mention of any interpretation. I think we can call upon

twenty Executives here tonight to tell how that particular thing

has been worked out in their own fields, but it was the hope of

the Commission that if the recommendation is approved, the

Department of Education would crystallize that into one common

plan we could all use.

Mr. Jamieson: I would like to make on behalf of the Com

mission the following resolutions:

That the Department of Education after making whatever

further study may seem necessary, take steps to develop some

plan or adaptation of the fundamental program of Scouting, for

the purpose of definitely relating the life of the young man who

has had Scout training to the life of the community, with the

idea of making more real to him the basic principles of service

which he has followed as a Scout, not overlooking the demands

made by every side of his nature.

Be it further recommended that every reasonable emphasis

be placed upon the use of every means provided for the Scout's

honorable withdrawal, that he be not permitted to lapse into

inactivity without a certificate, and be definitely urged to strive

for the certificate and rank that will qualify him to wear the

Veteran badge, so he will remember, "Once a Scout, Always a

Scout."

(The adoption of the above resolution was moved, seconded.)

Mr. Barclay: I trust there will be no confusion with this

recommendation and Mr. Dale's motion. Since it will be my

responsibility to give this work leadership, I take it for granted

that it will be left to the Department of Education to continue

as it can the Commission to handle not only Mr. Dale's proposi

tion, but this also.

Dr. Fisher: These are simply definite motions of recom

mendation.

Mr. Barclay: That is the interpretation I would put on it.

Not to duplicate the groups that would be studying nationally

this problem.
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Dr. Fisher: Naturally, that would be worked out so that

the subjects which have been proposed by the Conference will

be included in the study.

(The recommendations were adopted by a unanimous vote.)

Wednesday Night, September 13, 9:00-9:30

Dr. Fisher: It is always a pleasure to introduce the speaker

who is to address you tonight. He is a man who has had a great

influence on my own life and thought. I have sat at his feet

for years. He has been an instructor, a teacher of thousands of

men who are workers with boys. We recall with great pleasure

the experience we had with Professor Home at the Bear Moun

tain Camp two years ago. We are glad he is to appear on three

different occasions to speak on the subject of The Leader. We

know he will speak not only to our minds but to our hearts. Dr.

Home, we welcome you, indeed, to our platform and to our

conference.

THE LEADER

Dr. Herman H. Horne

How many of you men were at Bear Mountan two years

ago? I know you others wanted to be there even if you were

detained. I tell you there is a big difference between two years

ago and tonight. You men have come a long way toward finding

yourselves. I can see it. You know we were rather experiment

ing up there. You remember that big blackboard we had? They

didn't want me to do platform work then. They were willing

that I should do a little discussion work. Chief, I tell you, we

had about twenty different objectives and we didn't know what

our main objective was. If we were uncertain about our strat

egy, of course, we were uncertain about our tactics. Now tonight

I face a relatively unified body—I take you to be coming fellows.

The level of intelligence of this group, I venture to say, tested

by the Benet Simon tests, would show higher, as it should show

higher. The growing movement attracts growing men.

Where do they come from? I wonder. Altogether now, how

many of you men had any experience in Y. M. C. A. work before

you came into Scouting? There is one guess as to where you

came from. Well, let's make another one. How many of you

came from the ranks of teaching into Scouting? I venture to

ask whether we have any ex-ministers here? Don't hesitate

about admitting it. We are mighty glad to have you. We need

you. Chief over there is a lawyer. I wonder if he has a mate in

this group. Anybody come to us from the law at all? O yes,

see there! The law and the boy. Here is a doctor. He has the

M. D. degree. How many came from the medical profession?

Ajiybody to keep Dr. Fisher company? Now let's try this:
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How many of us from some kind of boy's work, recreational or

other, playground or other—how many came from that type of

work into Scouting, including the Y. M. C. A.? How many came

from business into Scouting? How many in this group have

not previously lifted their hands in answer to any question?

Electrical engineer, mechanical engineer, newspaper artist? This

movement is now about old enough to be recruiting from itself.

How many men in this group came into Scouting as a tender

foot and from Scouting went straight into Scouting work?

Thirty-six, three dozen. You three dozen men are the first

fruits of our Movement. How many of you Scout Executives

have previously had experience as Scoutmasters? I will put that

the other way. How many of you Scout Executives have not

had experience as Scoutmasters? Perhaps two dozen.

You have left, many of you, what was a good thing, to come

into what you regard, and doubtless correctly, to be a better

thing. It is for you men to make this better thing the best

thing. It is the B. S. A. for the good old U. S. A. It is for God,

for country, and for character. A movement—one movement—

on God's side is a majority, and if the eternal purposes about

which Mr. Mathiews was speaking so eloquently this morning,

are working themselves out, in and through men, this Movement

cannot fail. Every Scout Executive is a leader, led of God in

making men patriotic and God-like. When we once bring our

little selves, our little wills, our little power into the presence of

the Infinite, not merely with beautiful outer form and splendid

external ceremony, but with the heart, when with the heart we

dedicate ourselves to the power of God, working in the world

and through the world, and in and through us, our Movement is

bound to succeed, because the plans of God cannot go astray.

Then we are only human agencies. We dare not trust our

selves alone. We dare not speak to each other in words which

man alone dictates. We need always to listen as well as to

speak. I wonder if the Boy Scout Movement of America has

learned the priceless gift of silence, of quiet? We speak about

Him. At times we speak, as when Dr. Fisher was leading us "in

the Lord's Prayer, to Him. I ask you men whether we can be

the great leaders it is our privilege to be unless we in quiet anu

in silence hear Him speak to us? It is a good place on the

mountain side, in the presence of the Infinite Mystery of Nature,

earth, mountains and sky, to wait and to see what breaks the

silence.

A leader is a man who is so great in some respect that he

even commands a following. Would you be a leader? You have

got to be great in some respect. So were the greatest ones of

earth ; and the greatest leader in his day and generation is the

man who provides the solution to some practical and primary

problem of his age. We must sense our work in terms of great
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need, think it through in terms of great ideas, and put it through

in terms of great action. No one man can be great in many

respects unless he be a genius, and when we analyze the leader

ship of the human race, we find that in one of three respects

every leader has been great. He has been great in action, or

he has been great in thought, or he has been great in heart

power. Rarely do we find a man who is equally great as agent

and as thinker and as man of emotional power. I am not saying

that your great agent does not also think and feel, because he

must. I am not saying that your great thinker does not act and

feel, because he must. I am not saying that your man of great

heart power does not think and act, because he must. But it is

characteristic of human leadership that it is regularly classifiable

under one of these three heads, the others being subordinated.

I am going to challenge you men in a moment. I am going to

ask you what kind of leadership does the Scout Executive pos

sess?

I have prepared three parallel columns. One is entitled,

"The doers of the human race, examples of them." The other is

entitled, "The thinkers of the human race, examples." The third

is entitled, "Men of heart power who exemplified feeling in the

leadership of their fellows." I am not sure whether each of those

classifications is correct, but I rapidly call the names. The men

of action are likely to be pioneers, discoverers, soldiers. Not

always. The thinkers are likely to be scientists, philosophers,

statesmen, men of literature. Not always. Men of great heart

power are likely to be artists, leaders in morality, leaders in

religion. I repeat, a leader is a person who is great enough in

some respect to command a following.

Among those whom I have ventured to call great leaders of

action—and you may differ with the classification in certain in

stances and I will be glad if you do—are Moses, Alexander the

Great, St. Paul, Julius Caesar, the Emperor Trajan, Constantinee

Martin Luther, Columbus, Cromwell, Richelieu, George Wash

ington, Daniel Boone, Roosevelt, Captain Scott of Antarctic

fame. Among the great leaders of the human race who by their

thinking have influenced men are Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, St.

Thomas Aquinas, John Calvin, Emanuel Kant, Thomas Jefferson,

John C. Calhoun, Daniel Webster, Carlyle, Darwin, Lord Kelvin,

Edison—types of men. The lists are only suggestive, not

exhaustive. Among the men of the race who have especially

commanded a following through their appeal to the heart from

the heart, men whom we cannot help but love, men for whom

others have been willing to sacrifice their lives as well as sacrifice

ideas: Confucius, Buddha, Mohammed, St. Francis of Assissi,

Peter the Hermit, Loyola, St. Ignatius, Rousseau, Robert E. Lee

—though a soldier I put him in this class—Abraham Lincoln—

though a statesman I put him in this class—the two portraits

that decorate our hall—Phillips Brooks, and men of that type.
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Which are we? You men have noted that I have omitted

here the name of the Lord Christ. Where do you put Him,

the most influential Leader of men the world has ever had? In

what consists His greatness? I get your answers, and they are

most significant. 1 would like to follow that up to know. I

leave it with you where to put Him. We are concerned in

recruiting and developing and keeping great leadership for the

Boy Scouts of America. In what will that greatness consist.'

Where do you put Sir Robert Baden-Powell? Is he primarily

a great agent, a great doer? I notice you print in your motto at

the bottom of the page, "The Scout Executive, or the Scout

master, makes things happen." That indicates a certain type of

emphasis. I am sure our leaders on the spot, despite their

modesty, are willing for us to consider where we should classify

in his greatness as agent, thinker, or man of heart power him

whom we delight to call our Chief Executive, and his assistant,

Dr. Fisher. And these other men. Where do you put Kirkham?

He is a dandy leader. Where do you put Mills? Where do you

put Fretwell? Where do you put Barclay? I tell you, when the

history of the Scout Movement is written, these men are going

to have their chapters. Where do you put Mathiews? I can't

go through your list, but you study them. Perhaps you do not

put them all in the same place. Perhaps of some of them you

will say, "There is our thinker. He is the man that plans for

us. He is the man of vision. He is the man who goes down to

bed rock. He is the man that provides the skeleton as a back

bone for our movement, so we can stand up straight. He is our

thinker." Who is your man—have you got him—who is just the

embodiment of love for his fellows, love for boys, self-sacrificing,

devoted, consecrated love for his fellow men? Who is your

leader? If you haven't got one, you are weak, the Movement is

weak. You have got to have him. Who is your man—if you

want anything done, call on him! He gets things done. He can

do it. He is that trained man that St. Elmo Lewis was talking

about this morning. Who is your man who is so well trained

that when you say to him, "Do this," he does it because he knows

what it means, what its aim is, what its method of accomplish

ment is?

Now, men, where are you, each one for himself? Where

are you? Where is the Scout Executive? What is the type? Is

the type of the Scout Executive the thinker? Is the type of the

Scout Executive the man of a big heart? Is the type of the

Scout Executive the agent, the doer, the man who accomplishes

things? Decide in your own mind. 1 am going to ask you a

question in a moment. Decide in your own mind for the group

whether a composite picture_ of this group would represent us

rather as doers or as thinkers or as men of heart power. How

many of you think that the typical Scout Executive is primarily

a man of action? How many of you think. that the Scout Exec
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utive is primarily a thinker? How many think he is a heart

power? There are a lot of you who don't know. There are a

lot of you who have not decided in your own minds. I will take

back my statement that we know where we are. We do not

know where we are in this question of leadership. A number of

us are uncertain as to what the typical Boy Scout Executive is in

his question of leadership. I cannot answer the question for you.

I am going to leave it with you, but this is my challenge, men,

for each one of you. Find that capacity in your own life with

which the Great Father has most highly endowed you. Has He

endowed you primarily as a man of action? Then become a man

of action. Primarily as a man of thought? Then become a man

of thought, not neglecting the others. And if He has endowed

you primarily as the man with the big heart, then develop your

self alone those lines, become great in the way in which the

Author of Nature intended that you should become greate

How are you going to do it? That is not for tonight. For

tonight I summarize what I have been trying to say with these

few suggestions. Become the kind of leader your nature allows.

Whichever one of the three classes you are intended to become,

become that. Develop your strong points. Do not neglect your

weak points. As Scout Executive cultivate powers of action,

powers of thought, powers of heart, but especially cultivate your

highest talent. Read Brent, Leadership. Read Larned, A Study

in Human Greatness. Be sufficiently men of head to master the

essentials of leadership. I will try to tell you tomorrow morn

ing and tomorrow night how some of these results may be

accomplished, but let us hold before ourselves for ourselves and

for the youth of America this idea, America needs men, men who

will be leaders. Our movement needs leadership.

"Bring us men to match these mountains,

Bring us men to match your plains,

Bring us men with nations in their purposes,

Bring us men with eras in their ways."
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Thursday, September 14th

8:00 to 8:40 A. M.—Training School, Lome W. Barclay pre

siding—Subject, "Organization of a Council," A. A.

Schuck.

8:30 to 8:45 A. Af—Good Morning Sing, led by Mr. Charles

H. Mills—Assembly.

8:45 to 9:00 A. M—Address, "Conscience for Service," Pro

fessor Herman H. Home.

9:00 to 9:10 A. M—Resume, Dr. George J. Fishere

9:10 to 10:30 A. M.—Report of Commission on Turnover,

presented by E. D. Shaw, Chairman.

Report of Commission on Office Records, presented by

W. E. Wylic, Chairman.

10:30 to 11:10 A M—Population Group Meetings.

(No stenographic report was made of the population group

meetings.)

11:15 to 12:00 noon—Address, "The Executive as a Salesman,"

Mr. E. St. Elmo Lewis.

1:30 to 2:30 P. M.—Assembly—"Problem Hour," led by Mr.

James E. West, assisted by National Department Heads.

8:00 to 9:00 P. M.—Report of Commission on Sea Scouting,

presented by H. G. Horton, Chairman.

9:00 to 9:30 P. M—Address, "The Leader," Professor Her

man H. Home.

Thursday Morning, September 14, 1922, 8:00—8:45

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

By Lorne W. Barclay

In my judgment the most difficult type of engineering that

is done nowadays, or is to be done in the next fifty years, is

what you might call social engineering, and by that high-falutin'

term I simply mean this: the development of citizens, the devel

opment of the capacity of men to get people to get together to

do things in a social way for themselves. After all the thing

that is important in a democratic form of social organization, is

not entirely what people do; it is not enough that we shall have

a well administered municipality through the vote of the people,

through delegates in a town or city council. I say it is not

enough for the thing to be well done. In other words, my posi

tion is that efficiency of itself has no particular value as far as

democracy is concerned. But the thing that has value is the

question how does efficiency come and what is the source of

authority and initiative and responsibility for having an efficient

administration. Is the responsibility in the people? I have had
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a good deal of experience in Europe, not only the last three

years but in years gone by, and I can see just as clearly as I can

distinguish white from black what the social problem of many of

those countries is. We have made a start on this business of

learning how to organize people to do—I don't care whether it is

Scouting or what it is—any phase of social work, learning how

to get the people. I don't say go out and organize; you must

get the people to organize. Create the situation, so that they

will organize; not to follow a program, a national program called

the Boy Scouts of America, but to do things for the building of

their own people, especially their boys. In other words, the firm

building of a nation in the next hundred years, in my judgment,

depends entirely on not what is done for the people but what the

people do from within. Future organizations must come from

the inside.

Now, then, the significance of the Local Council is this, that

it is possibly the first genuine form of this type of social organi

zation that comes from the inside as it were, growing out from

the local to the national. If you are still running your Local

Council as an old-time philanthropy, you belong to the old

school, and it is only a matter of time until you will be sloughed

off or forgotten. However, if you are following the newer plan

of social organization from the inside, you are building something

that is just as firm as the Rock of Gibraltar. If you have a

Board of Directors of a few men that courteously do this for

the people, you are simply developing an old monarchial idea

which even in England today is disappearing, and which repre

sents the problem of the Boy Scouts of England today. Mr. A.

Ae Shuck is one of the successful men in doing the thing I am

talking about, by definite pieces of organization.

I am going to get out of here, because he says if I leave, he

will make a good speech, but if I stay he will not. I take pleas

ure at this moment in introducing one of the successful Social

Engineers, helping to build Gibraltars all over the United States,

by helping people to help themselves.

ORGANIZATION OF THE COUNCIL

A. A. Shuck

In the first place, we must appreciate in Council organization

that we must realize the supremacy of the volunteer. We must

realize that the Scoutmaster is the big man in Scouting, that the

boy is the product with which we are working, that all of our

organization that is built should all be judged by the question

whether that organization is going to help primarily the Scout

master to put across the program, as we have it. to the boy. I

see no use, and neither do you, for any organization in a

Council which does not affect very definitely the Scoutmaster
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and through him, the boy. Most of us have adopted the stand

ard plan of Council organization. Therefore, we will take that

as the general layout this morning for the organization of a

Council. This, of course, is the Council. I took this because I

thought we would not have to do very much explaining inasmuch

as this plan is in Community Boy Leadership. This section here

is the Executive Committee. (Mr. Shuck was using a chart.)

This entire thing is the Council. These are the various commit

tees of the Council. The Council membership is composed of

members at large who represent the educational and then the

troop representatives.

In securing or selecting the members at large of a Council

we go at it from the rear instead of attacking the problem from

the angle from which it might supposedly be attacked. We

take a number of men who we believe will be good men for

Council membership and then after we have them all lined up,

we determine whether they represent religious or business or

civic or educational interests, or determine how we should classify

them in order to be in keeping with the requirements set forth

by the National Council. In my mind there is a very definite

reason why these various classified interests of a community

should be represented. I believe that in the organization of a

Council we should look, we will say, at the business group,

should keenly analyze the job that we are trying to put across

in the community, and then, appreciative of the value of what

business interest will be toward the accomplishment of our

objective, try to line up the leaders in business who are most

adaptable to putting across the program that we have in minde

For instance, we have Rotary, Kiwanis, etc., and the Lions

Club. What better thing than to have an outstanding man of

Rotary a Council member? Rotary is a business organization.

And have also an outstanding man from Kiwanis. When the

time comes when you need a great big troop organization

movement throughout your community, you want to enthuse

members of official boards of churches. This man who is your

business member will be an asset in selling Scouting to this

club, because he is a leader in that club. That follows through

other lines. For business representative, we should have that

type of man. Leading municipal officials can be a great help in

tying up the Council and the form of government. All of our

civic organizations—the real leaders must be members, so that

we get their point of view. In the educational men we should

have the keenest and best educators in the community, so that

we tie up all of the educational facilities of that community

with our Council organization. And in Labor we should have

men who are not radicals, but men who are outstanding leaders

of Labor, to represent the Council membership. These men

should be hand picked, because they represent the certain groups

which we are trying to get interested in our Council organ

ization.
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I am a firm believer that we should do away with that

policy of meeting once a year. We should get our organiza

tion together more often, quarterly if at all possible—and it is

possible—so as to give them the opportunity to function actively.

So much for the Council. The Executive Board in this

plan is made up of the officers and the chairmen of all com

mittees. Going through that very rapidly, the chairmen sitting

in as members of this Executive Board get the viewpoint of

the discussion and can carry it to their respective committees.

The sub-committee of the Executive Board is a little group

which functions during such periods when the Executive Board

cannot be readily gotten together, but some big item comes up

to be decided.

Now our various committees. I will save time by not going

over them, because you know what committees we have. Of

course, the president is an important man. He should not only

be a leader of men but capable of leading leaders. The right-

hand man, the man who stands out as the leader of Scouting

in that community from the organization standpoint, is this

president, and, therefore, he must be a man that is a big fellow,

a fellow that can lead other men. The Commissioner, although

some people would not agree with me, I consider one of the

most important men in Scouting. Some people say he is a

figure-head, but I contend that the volunteer forces need a rep

resentative. A Commissioner whoe is a big-hearted man, a real

man in the community, who can stand out as a real Scout, can

be a tremendous asset to your Council. Pardon me for men

tioning my own organization, but we have a man whose name is

George Jones. Why, he is a prince of a fellow. That is the

type we have as our Scout Commissioner. These chairmen of

committees, of course, must be leaders.

Committee organization is most important. It is through

the committees that we get our work done. It is through the

committees that we have our policies established, through the

committees that we get across to the community, to our Scout

officials and to our Scoutmasters the big things, and make our

organization worth while. I have jotted, in order to give some

time to discussion and not to talk too much, a few sentences

on committee organization. Committee members must be sold

to their job. They must never be secured on the basis of "it

won't take much time." I don't believe in selling any job, and

certainly not as big a job as we have to put across in the com

munity, on the basis of going to a man and saying, "Won't you

come on our Council?" or "Won't you be a troop committee

man? It won't take much time." It is all wrong. These men

should be imbued with the spirit of service and appreciative of

the position of the key-man, the Scoutmaster. They should

never compromise the function of the Scoutmaster as the leader

of his boys. Each committee should be composed of men who
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have particular interest in the type of work to be performede

The chairman of each committee should be a real leader, appre

ciating his responsibility and having thorough knowledge of the

duties of his committee. Educational work through personal

contact, advice and suggestion must be done by the Scout

Executive to raise continually the standard of work done by

the various .committees. Now in that connection we cannot

expect to organize well as a troop organization committee and

have them to attack this problem immediately and do a great

big job. We have to educate these men.

I happen to be thinking now of a troop organization com

mittee that started on the small job of meeting once a month

and approving applications for charter. A little later they

were taking up the question of Scout Turnover and were mak

ing a study of the mortality in each troop in that particular

community. Now that troop organization committee is divided,

each man having charge of a section of the community, and it

is his job to see that the churches and the institutions and

organizations in that particular section of the community are

interested in the Scout Movement, and he goes out and sells

Scouting to all his section. Now there is where education

brought out these men, so that they are heart and soul in this

work of troop organization. We should bring to the attention

of the various committees things to be done. We should in

spire, advise and lead, but we should expect them to see the

job through to the finish; we should not do it for them. We

should always remember that the Council is permanent and the

Executive transient. Therefore, it behooves us to erect an or

ganization which will continue to function in the event of our

leaving. Have men who have been educated in our principles

and program, men putting service above self, and keenly appre

ciative of the value of our Movement as a character-building and

citizenship-training asset in the moulding of the lives of the

boyhood of our community.

I keenly appreciate that many of us go into communities

where we do not stay for a great length of time. Some of us

stay a few years, some less and some more. We should appre

ciate that while we are there we must organize scientifically

in that community this council organization that will be able

to continue after we have left that community. Those of us

who have read The Science of Power probably recall a state

ment to the effect that entire social movements are changed in

one generation. We are a new organization, and what we know

now the whole future of the Movement depends on. In organ

izing a council, men, let's be thorough; let's have these chair

men of committees and members of committees appreciate that

they do have a responsible job. I see no reason why every

committee should not function all the time. Every committee

here has a job to put across. I purposely did not go into detail
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on the committees's job, because that is not for us to discuss

this morning. It is in the Scout Executive's Handbook, anyway.

Let us never set up an organization merely for organization's

sake, and then cease to have it function, but have it always

on the job.

Are there any questions? We should like to have some dis

cussion. I notice that this is a new Scout school, supposed to

be for new Executives. In addition to new Executives I see

a lot of older men, and I think we should all try to be of as

much help as we possibly can. Let us have questions and all

take part in the discussion.

Question: Just how far should the president of a council

have charge of the function of these committees?

Mr. Shuck: The president is the man who, in the organiza

tion sense, is held responsible for the functioning of the various

committee chairmen. Now, of course, the Scout Executive is

the key-man, the general manager of the whole institution. If

he should find that this troop organization committee is not

functioning as well as it ought, and if he has the right type of

president, the man that we are holding forth as the ideal, he will

be in a position to go to him and have a good chat with him.

Then the president can go to the man who is falling down on

the job and have a thorough understanding. A good president

also, of course, will consult with his general manager in charge

of the entire works.

Question: Does the Scout Executive meet once a month

with the committees?

Mr. Shuck: Usually. The Court of Honor meets once a

month, and the troop organization committee.

Question: Who makes up the Sub-committee or Executive

Board?

Mr. Shuck: In some cases they are composed of the presi

dent and vice-presidents. In other communities they get to

gether men that are vitally interested in the Executive Board

work and who are in close connection with one another.

Question: Would you include the Commissioner in that

sub-committee?

Mr. Shuck: Yes, he could be.

Question: What is the size of the Council?

Mr. Shuck: That largely depends on the number of troops.

It should be a minimum of twenty-five men according to our

standard constitution. After you have twenty-five troops in the
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community, then the majority should be troop representatives.

The Executive Board is composed of the officers and chairmen

of the committees. It makes between twelve and fifteen men.

If after this entire organization is set up, you find that the

Executive Board is not truly representative of the interests of

the community, then it is wise to add additional members so

that you are sure of being representative of all interests of the

community life.

Question: How often does your Council meet?

Mr. Shuck: Four times a year. At the Council meeting we

should make an accounting to our Council of the work that, has

been done during the period of time since the last meeting.

Each committee has been meeting during the quarter and should

make its report. The Executive Board makes its report, and

we make our financial report. Any big project is put up to

the entire Council at that meeting.

Question: You mention Executive Board and include the

chairmen of Committees on that Board. Have you an Execu

tive Committee that functions, consisting generally of the presi

dent, vice-president, Commissioner and secretary and treasurer,

etc., eliminating the chairmen of the committees; or is the Board

really the committee?

Mr. Shuck: Yes.

Question: I want to ask more about the size. Suppose you

have a larger Council than is warranted or really working?

How do you diplomatically go after the method of reducing

that?

Mr. Shuck: It depends upon the construction of your Coun

cil. Now if the members at large are not working, then I

would heartily recommend cleaning house. Of course, if they

are troop representatives, you can do nothing, because they are

members of your Council by virtue of being a troop represen

tative. You could organize district committees if you have a

too unwieldy body. In districts there is one plan where we have

sectionals. There will be a finance committee of this district

and they make the finance committee of the entire territory.

In other cases the chairmen of each district group make up

the finance committee.

Mr. Haddon (of Duluth): I had a situation. We had a

Council organization of thirteen hundred members, being the

contributors to the Council. There was a campaign held for

three years. Every man that gave a dollar or more was by

virtue of so doing a member of the Council. We changed the

Council and constitution at the State Capital and reduced our

number from thirteen hundred to forty-five.
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Mr. Shuck: That is more of a Council membership than

organization. That Council never could function. They would

have to have representative members. You could not have a

Council of that kind in keeping with the constitution, which

called for the minority of your members being members at

large.

Question: We are starting a new idea with us. We want to

have the Executive Board meeting only once a quarter, with

committee meetings once every month, working out their pro

gram and then reporting each quarter as an Executive Board.

Would that be all right, or would you suggest changes?

Mr. Shuck: I strongly advise having your Executive Board

meet monthly.

I think the big job is to educate your Executive Board,

because you are going to have more of a problem getting all

your committees together once a month.

Question: The president is a good president, but he makes

a mighty poor man as a chairman of the meeting. Just before

we dismiss, everybody realizes that we have not done anything.

But we are having trouble getting any change made. The

Council has to be handled with gloves.

Question: In my Council we have eighty-four influential

men in the locality and community, and as required we have

fifty per cent attendance, but these men, after they give their

twenty-five or thirty dollars, think their job is through. How

can ge go about getting them off the Council if they do not

work?

Mr. Shuck: When you have your annual meeting, you elect

your members at large, according to the constitution, so that

it is a simple matter to get them off the Council by failing to

elect them. Your nominating commit+ee doesn't bring them in.

Mr. Hadden: Is there any limit to the membership of the

Executive Committee of a Council in a town of twenty-five

thousand?

Mr. Shuck: We advocate that it be not more than twenty-

one.

Mr. Hadden: May I answer a question asked over here

about a president that does not preside. What I would do is

to make out a program of the meeting and ask him to follow it.

Otherwise they will come and talk about fishing and hunting

and everything else before getting down to business.

Question: I have done that, but he is a man with a will of

his own.
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Question: I would like to ask you to repeat again some

thing you stated just a moment ago that the members at large

should be fewer than the members actually representing troops.

Is that right?

Mr. Shucks: That is right, unless you have less than twenty-

five troops in the community. If you go in and organize a new

Council with only four or five troops in the community, you

need more men on your Council.

Question: We have got to reorganize in Little Rock. It

seems to me that that answers the gentleman's question. If

he has troops sufficient to build up a great big Council, it

would be all right for him to have a large Council; but if the

troops do not justify it, it seems to me it should be cut down.

Question: You said something in the first of your speech

about the Executive Board being hand picked. Now just in

what way should that be done, through a nominating commit

tee at your suggestion?

Mr. Shuck: The nominating committee should be appointed

and they nominate at the regular meeting the membership to

the Executive Board.

Question: Don't you think the solution would be to have

an Executive Board of a small number of men who are effi

cient? It seems to me that most Councils are committeed to

death.

Mr. Shuck: You should never have a useless committee—

I prefaced everything with that, that all organization should

be built because we are trying to help the Scoutmaster and the

boy. If we can organize committees which are essential to that

job, then I believe strongly in having those committees. You

have an Executive Board. How can an Executive Board handle

the problem of finance, troop organization, camping, civic ser

vice, education, publicity, and make a thorough job? I do not

see how they can. It is a committee job to study finances and

all those men can do is to make a study of how other com

munities are running campaigns, how other institutions in that

community are running campaigns. It is a committe job to do

camping and make a study of it. Not only to meet when you

are going to buy a tent, but to make a study of camping, so you

can give to the boys of your community real camping. A troop

organization committee not only should be interested in seeing

how many Scouts we have, etc., in a formal report, but they

should make studies such as we make, the Scout Turnover, etc.

Question: I would like to say something on that. You don't

want many committees, but there are about six or seven jobs
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that require a few men for each one of them to concentrate on

and become specialists in. You have a Board of twenty men

and you have twelve or fifteen of them present and you have

the question of a particular troop, a charter application to be

passed on, and you can see the impossibility of getting any

real action out of that number of men discussing it. Or if

you have a financial problem, you see that a large committee

has difficulty. Three or four men on a financial committee

solve financial questions and problems—the rest of the crowd

goes with them.

I would like to say just one word, if I may, Mr. Shuck, with

regard to your troop organization committee. No need to say

anything about the Court of Honor. The troop organization is

the most important committee you have, for that is the com

mittee that determines the personnel of your whole organiza

tion. The troop charter comes in. It is the business of the

troop organization committee to determine whether the institu-

ion that is sending it in, knows what it is doing, whether it

realizes the responsibilities it is taking; to know whether the

three men who have been appointed really mean what they

say, or whether thy put down their names without looking at

the printed matter above it, whether the man they nominate as

Scoutmaster is the man to be there. They should find whether

you have a real organization in that troop. If you have the

right kind of organization committee; then when you have a

problem of a Scoutmaster that ought to be eliminated, or a

troop that ought to have an institution behind it, you don't

have to make a personal problem of it. It does not become a

personal matter between you and a Scoutmaster. If you get

the right personnel, the rest of it will take care of itself pretty

largely.

Thursday Morning, 8:45-9:00

CONSCIENCE FOR SERVICE

By Dr. H. H. Horne

You know, fellows, when I come to you with a big idea on

a morning like this, the subject of conscience for service, it

reminds me of that story that Dr. G tells. His father was

a missionary to the Hawaiian Islands. The chief got sick and

sent for him. He prescribed a dose of pills to be taken in

broken doses. He got worse. "Did you take the medicine?"

I thought that if broken doses would get me well in a long

time, taking the whole box would get me well right away." I

am going to give you the whole box in about nine or ten min

utes. I hope it won't make you worse. In order to do it in

concentrated form, I have reduced a pretty careful statement of

what I want to say about this modern conscience. There is
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something in the world we call the new conscience, which has

developed in the last four hundred years, which has given us

modern life in contrast with the medieval period, which had a

life all its own. Now you and I as leaders in the Scout Move

ment, you especially, because my work is plainly in education

and I only recreate with you fellows, we have got to have this

modern conscience for great service in the modern world. I

want to put this challenge up before you at the very start,

whether we can put the conscience which we as individuals pos

sess up against this modern conscience or not, and whether this

modern conscience is also our conscience, so that we may ren

der a great service to our world. Especially in view of the fact

that we have boy welfare at heart, should we consider this,

because the conscience which we are able to put into the boy

today is the conscience which will determine the welfare of the

world tomorrow.

Now this modern conscience is a product of democracy, of

industry, of science, of education, of toleration, for which the

Scout movement particularly stands, and of internationalism.

These are the forces that have produced it, but this modern

conscience is not only a product; it is also a producer. It is

giving us our new world. It rejects past morality, and I tell

you men from all sections of our country, in our country we

cannot have one standard of morality for one race and another

standard of morality for another race. I hope you men know

the significance of that which you are applauding. It cuts deep.

This modern conscience is to a large extent a secular conscience,

a secular conscience resting upon positive power and at that

point it has to be watched lest it lose its reliance upon Divine

Power expressing itself through civic power. We like the Scout

Movement because it begins where the Book of Genesis begins,
with God. This modern • conscience is a socialized conscience

and regards the public welfare as primary, taking precedence

over personal and private and individual welfare. This modern

conscience which we are to have for great service in the great

modern new world which is to come, demands the application

of morality to business. Didn't St. Elmo Lewis here yesterday

tell us with all his great power that character is the paramount

essential in business efficiency? We are going to get rid of that

motto, "Let the buyer beware." We are going to put the

Golden Rule into business and into industry. This modern con

science demands the application of the moral law to that great

moral desert of the American life, public politics. Morality in

politics, morality in business. We are getting more open-minded

toward some of the semi-radical demands, such as that indus

try be democratized through joint management and joint profits,

that inheritances be properly limited, that the unearned incre

ment in land values should revert to the State. Two great

strikes of five months' duration each accentuate these very
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demands. The present strikes we say are settled. Men, it is not

permanent peace; it is a truce, and you know it is a truce.

The new conscience is scientific. It interprets nature in

terms of ethics. I am not afraid of the term evolution. There

are some sections of our country that are a little afraid of the

term still. My little girl came home from high school and said,

"Dad, the Bible says God made man, and Mr. Klegg says man

just grew. Which is right?" That was a poser for dad, but

he had to some quick thinking, and he said, ' Little girl, perhaps

Mr. Klegg was talking about the method that God used in

making man." We are learning that evolution takes place by

co-operation, and that is the ethical interpretation of nature,

not primarily by group preservation but the mother instinct

working to save the young. Modern conscience is kind to

animals. It loves what Henry Van Dyke calls, "God's great

out-of-doors." That is one of the beauties of the Scout Move

ment, its out-of-doorishness. The modern conscience no longer

treats contemptuously that region of thought that we call psychic.

Conan Doyle is not to be sneered at and sneezed at. Wells'

Outline of History was popular. Arthur Thompson's four vol

umes on the Outline of Science is going to be just as popular.

You men want to be abreast of the modern situation—get these

four volumes from Putnam and get acquainted with what the

world knows today about itself.

This new conscience is emancipated. It rejects slavery of

all kinds, intellectual slavery. Take the clamps off your minds,

men, if you have any on. Reject physical slavery. Reject in

dustrial slavery. This modern conscience is charitable and hu

mane in its treatment of the unfortunate, the defective and the

criminal. The criminal is often a victim of circumstances; he is

often a pathological case; he is often diseased; he is usually

below normal intellectually.

This modern conscience is increasingly international, not

with that special internationalism that rejects patriotism, but the

genuine internationalism that applies the Golden Rule to rela

tions between^ nations. In God's due time America will drop

its policy of isolation and will line up in co-operative fashion

with the other nations of the world. This modern conscience

assumes Kipling's white man's missionary burden of service to

less developed peoples the world around. Go bind your sons to

exile to serve your captives' needs. This modern conscience

conceives the supreme reality of the universe, God, in moral

terms as a moral Being. It tends to reject the doctrine of the

everlasting punishment in hell fire of lost souls. Did you know,

have you noticed, that Professors of Theology and the Bishops

of the Episcopal Church are considering revising the Prayer

Book to give us prayers for the dead? This modern conscience

is stressing inner morality rather than outer ritualism. I am

under the impression that the Scout Movement needs a little
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more ritualism. This modern conscience holds that the indi

vidual, despite the great social emphasis in our day, is after

all in a measure the one responsible for his own deeds. This

is the modern conscience, as I understand it. I may be mis

taken. It is for you to correct me.

But, men, have we, have you, have I, got this modern

conscience? We cannot serve the boyhood of the world in

preparation for the future welfare of the world, without this

modern conscience, and have we not the right in the name of

the present welfare of our society, in the name of the future

welfare of America, in the name of the future welfare of the

world to line up American boyhood with the modern conscience?

Dr. Fisher: May I make one statement? Professor Home

will not be with us much longer in the conference. My judg

ment is that his greatest help to us will be perhaps not by his

platform addresses, remarkable as they have been, but by the

personal conferences that you may have with him upon any of

the problems of your own life, or incident to the remarks he

has made. Undoubtedly, he has run cross-counter to some of

our own feelings and opinions. If so, talk it over with him in

thorough and sincere fashion.

I presume you all recognize the tremendous responsibility

and the great difficulty there is in trying to talce a conference

like this, not so much legislative as educational, and to try to

bring in ten minutes some of the outstanding sentences and the

outstanding ideas. You will bear with me.

Resume, Thursday Morning, September 14, 9:00-9:10

Dr. Fisher: Service to the leader in Scouting is contact with

the boy, with the man, with God. The need for a universal program of

training whereby every Scoutmaster under a Council jurisdiction

might be expected to secure at least a minimum training, we

believe is essential. The Local Council's responsibility for train

ing not only its Scoutmasters and junior officers, but also its

supervisory and advisory officers and committees as well as the

community at large to an intelligent conception of Scouting's

aims and methods and their relations thereto, was stressed in

the Report of the Commission on Training.

Training courses must be interesting to be efficient. The

truest troop discipline is a good working program. There should

be more out-of-door meetings in connection with training

courses for Scoutmasters. The new correspondence courses are

good, but must not be permitted to take the place of human

contact courses. There has been very unanimous sentiment in

this conference for training courses for Scout Executives. It

xas agreed that more attention should be given to the train

ing of patrol leaders. Week-end training camps have been found

effective for patrol leaders. Post-season camp courses of one
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week's duration for Scoutmasters have been found successful

in a number of places.

It was recommended that there be established certain mini

mum standards of training which shall be required of all who

enter the Scout Executiveship. The recommendation that there

De established three or four training centers for Scout Execu

tives in different parts of the country was approved.

There has been reiterated in the conference from time to

time the suggestion that some plan for the honorable dismissal

of Scouts shall be used in the troops. Boys should not be

permitted to drop out promiscuously but in an orderly man

ner. There is a request from one of the population groups that

consideration be given by the National Council to some form

of grading Scout Executives with reference to planning definite

reading courses for growth and development. Our Executives

who are in the work should constantly grow and steadily raise

by their own practice the intellectual and moral standards of

the profession.

The Scout Executive's Manual has been referred to by a

student of the literature on the work of an executive as the

best book on that subject available in England or America. Its

use has been recommended to the executives of more than four

hundred business concerns. It is a book obviously that should

be studied thoroughly by the Scout Executives. The success

ful Scout Executive will analyze the efforts of other successful

agencies, verify the facts upon which the principles of leader

ship shall be formulated, understand the standards by which

he will be judged by the Council members, meet conditions of

business as they are practiced in well ordered business firms,

know the costs and determine whether the product is worth

what it costs, keep careful records for his protection and guid

ance and for intelligent action, have his machinery so well or

ganized that he can afford not to give attention to it. He will

be able to prophesy scientifically. He will see things happen

before they happen. He will not allow things to happen to him,

but will make things happen for him. No man in the light

of our literature has a right to do a wrong thing. He will mas

ter his machinery and not be mastered by it.

The organized recreation of Scouting is characterized by

the following principles. It is teaching Scouting activities by

games which are fun to the boy. Such important activities as

First Aid, tracking, fire-building, and the like, are taught by

games. Scouting leaders have invented games to teach even

fire-making and knot-tying. The element of competition and

team work stimulate interest and proficiency. The patrol is

the unit of organization. The magazines Scouting and The

Executive were heartily approved. An increase in the number

of pages for Scouting would be welcome. A wider distribution

of both periodicals is desired. A number of Councils make
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Scouting available to Council members. The two periodicals

should be more closely correlated. It is requested that a special

section be devoted to official notices in the Scout Executive and

that messages to Scoutmasters should clear through that maga

zine rather than appear in Scouting and go to Scoutmasters

direct.

In the discussion of the older boy the following very important

points were developed, namely, that Scouting is holding older

boys to a larger degree than we have realized, that the average

age is about fifteen. A goodly number are held at sixteen and

eighteen. The best method, so it was stated, for holding the

older boy is to start the tenderfoot right and develop the regular

standard program to its maximum. The following recommenda

tions were adopted: That a special study be made through a

Commission of existing older boy programs, such as the De-

Molay, the Rovers, the Junior Chambers of Commerce, and

others, with reference to working out plans of co-operation with

these agencies. The recommendations of the Older Boy Com

mission were unanimously adopted.

Scouting has recruited its Executives in the past from four

main sources: Y. M. C. A. Boys' Work, the teaching profes

sion, business, and engineering, in the order named. Scouting

is now recruiting from its own ranks. Thirty-six Executives

reported that they rose from the ranks of tenderfoot. These

are the first fruits of the Movement, the beginning of a greater

movement to secure leaders from our own ranks.

Leadership is a prime question for the Scout Movement,

because boys are future leaders and Scoutmasters. Our leaders

of boys and Scoutmasters are leaders, and Scout Executives are

leaders of Scoutmasters and other leaders. A leader is a per

son who in some respect is big enough to command a follow

ing. The great leader is he who gives some practical solution

to a primary problem of his age. There are three types of

leadership: men of action, men of thought, and men of hearte

Every great leader is characterized by one of these powers, and

in lesser degree by the other two powers. The leaders of the

human race may be classified in these three ways. Our group

is divided in its opinion as to the type of Scout leadership.

Perhaps most of us thought Scouting required all three types

of leadership. Each man is urged to discover his own type and

to strengthen that, and the Movement of Scouting must develop

its leadership in any respect needed. We are men of action—

are we sufficiently men of quiet, of silence, of meditation, of quiet

thinking?
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e Thursday Morning, September 14, 9:10-10:30

REPORT OF COMMISSION ON

TURNOVER

Mr. A. E. Roberts, Presiding

Mr. Roberts: I am mighty glad to have this opportunity

to be the Chairman of one of the most vital of all our commit

tees. I don't know how closely you have read the Turnover

Report. I know in our city we have been very close to it all

the time. On registration and re-registration day I feel more

or less like the young Scotch lad being married. He stood up.

The best man, who was standing near him, noticed that his

hands were fidgeting. He said, "Sandy, what's the matter, have

you lost the ring?" "No," said Sandy, "I have the ring all

right; I have lost my enthusiasm." I am sure we all feel that

way when we come to look over the records and find a lot of

the old names are missing. No better man and no better Com

mission could have been chosen to go over this problem. I am

mighty glad that Mr. Shaw has it in charge.

Mr. Shaw: As the Commission has made a study of this

great problem, we have all been appalled at the great dearth

of information that was available. In the first place, there has

been a great deal of confusion in the minds of the Executives

on the subject of what is Turnover and what is Mortality.

We have called our problem Turnover. I think we want to get

down to an understanding as to what Turnover is, what it con

stitutes. We have made a study of this problem in connection

with different organizations. We find the term Turnover is

usually applied to a loss that can be replaced, while Mortality

is an absolute loss. Our problem, therefore, in connection with

Scouting and with the boy is an absolute Mortality and not a

Turnover as far as the boy who has been in the Movement,

is concerned. That boy who has. gone out of the Movement

cannot be replaced. As far as Scouting is anything to him, it is

a thing of the past. He is beyond us. I think we will do well

if we give that fact some thought. I am going simply to try

to touch the high spots here this morning; I do hope you will,

each one of you, go back and study this Report and then try

to apply it in your own field and adopt some method of finding

correct information as to facts there. We have been fooling

ourselves for a long time in guessing as to what our mortality

was. As I said before, we have taken this up with a number of

different organizations to get their viewpoint on what the per

centage of mortality should be based. Mr. Hodge, of the

Y. M. C. A., states that mortality of membership is the ratio

between lapses or separations, and the total active membership

enrolled during the year considered. It is upon that basis that
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the National Headquarters has figured turnover. Some of the

members of the Commission, and a number of the Scout Execu

tives throughout the country, have based it upon average en

rollment throughout the year, and not upon total enrollmente

It is the feeling of this Commission that it should be based upon

the total number of boys enrolled during the year.

National figures report that 173,678 Scouts left the Move

ment last year. At the close of 1920 there were 376,537 Scouts

on the rolls. There were during 1921 184,000 new Scouts added,

making a total of 560,622 different Scouts. Using this as a basis

for our mortality, we find that the 173,678 is thirty-one per cent,

about one-third of our Scouts, the total number of Scouts that

belonged any time during the year, or who were registered

during the year. (Some of those boys may have gone previous

to the expiration of their registrations, because we do not know

in many cases just when the boy does drop out.) The life of

the Movement, then, in the case of the average boy would be about

three years.

I want to call your attention to the bottom of page 4, if you

have the Report with you. I will simply touch some of these

spots as I go through. I am not going to take the time to read

that paragraph, but I think if each one of you will read it and

apply it to your own field, you will get at the significance of this

Mortality. We may have in two different fields the same mor

tality but it may represent a very different proposition. For

instance, on page 5 of the Report, we have two Executives, one

concentrating on creating new troops, the other centering on

maintaining existing troops. The latter loses only a few of his

old troops and recruits from new ones, and both may have the

same mortality record. A serious condition might be covered

over unless subjected to further analysis. The study of Scout

Mortality, therefore, is most important as an index of efficiency

of the Council.

Note page 7, in the middle of the page:

"In considering Scout mortality, it is very interesting to

note that in the following table, based upon reports from 109

first-class councils as to the ages of Scouts dropped during

the year 1921, these figures indicate that approximately 60%

of the Scouts dropped or lost to the movement within the year

1921 were under 15 years of age, and that approximately 40%

were 15 years of age and over." I might say that those 109

Councils constitute only about 29% of our Councils who reported

last year as to their mortality. These are the only facts that

National Headquarters have available, the information that you

men give. Only one-third of you knew what your mortality

was last year and so reported. "The problem is to hold the

'younger' boys sufficiently long for them to become 'older' boys.

It means that we need to concern ourselves with having the

newly-enrolled scout more thoroughly initiated so as to have
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his interest and his experiences during the early connection with

the Movement such as to get a firmer grip upon him. This

again is a problem of so conducting the troop that the program

has its opportunity to make its natural appeal to the boy—a

problem of efficiency in leadership."

It is also interesting to note that 3,718 troops were discon

tinued during 1921, which indicates that there is much need for

greater thoroughness in the organization of a troop in the first

place. The record indicates that where the troop is properly

organized with' formal and definite approval of the institution

with which it is connected, and an active troop committee is

created by institutional action with their duties clearly defined,

the probability of failure to continue is reduced to the minimum.

On the following page, 8, it is interesting to note that in

First Class Council Organizations the loss at the time of re-

registration was 43%. That was of the Scouts enrolled the

previous year. Forty-three and one-tenth per cent dropped out.

In Second Class Councils 39.4%, while in troops not under

Council, 40.7%. That on the face of it would seem to indicate

that we have a larger loss in First Class Councils throughout

the country; but you will notice the next clause: "This is

doubtless more than counterbalanced by a greater loss of troops

not under Council and under second class Council. Sixty-seven

per cent of first-class troops are old troops, while only 58%

of troops not under Council and 63% of second-class troops are

old or re-registered troops."

On the following page it is interesting to see that the average

loss on re-registration of Scouts throughout the country is 43%,

ranging from 2.2% in the case of one Council to 78% in another

Council. That is quite a range. The lowest loss on re-registra

tion seems to occur in the eastern part of the United States,

while the greatest percentage occurs in the middle or extreme

West. The lowest is in Region 1, and the highest in Region 8.

The different percentages by population groups is also of inter

est. This table seems to indicate that Councils in the larger

cities tend to have greater difficulty in re-registering than is

true in the smaller communities. That is strikingly brought

out in the table on page 10, which is a table of 30 of the Coun

cils having the lowest percentage in the country, the average

populations 28,000. The average number of troops per Coun

cil was 10, and the average Scouts dropped was 23%, which is

only half that of the country. The average age of these 17,000

troops is two years and three-tenths.

Another interesting thing is the fact that the average troop

has had 1.87 Scoutmasters; almost 2 Scoutmasters per troop,

but I want you also to know that this figure is unduly influ

enced by the 8,700 troops organized in less than two years, many

of whom are still in existence. Seventy-six hundred, or 43% of

all troops had had 2 or 3 Scoutmasters. The questionnaire
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which I sent out to each one of you was answered by about

170, I think, and I will not go into each one of these detailse

I will simply point out a few points of interest.

Page 12. A question is asked, "Do you have any follow-up

system by means of which you endeavor through a committee

or Scout official to have a conference with the Scout and his

parents, before he is dropped?" It is about fifty-fifty theree

Eighty-three state they do, and 79 they do not.

"Do you require as one of the duties of the Troop Com

mittee that they investigate all cases of Scouts when the Scout

master desires to drop; that no Scout can be dropped without

the approval of the Troop Committee?" Fifty-five say yes,

110 no.

This is an evidence why the troop committees do not func

tion better. Two out of every three Scout Executives are not

using the available machinery for putting restraint on the ten

dency of Scoutmasters to get rid of the Scout who has lost

interest or he cannot control.

In connection with the dropping of the Scouts or the dis

charge, on page 14, "Would a more dignified exit of Scouts

who drop out, such as honorable discharge, be desirable?" One

hundred and twenty-one reply yes, 26 no. But you will notice

that while they approve of it, the method is not carried out,

for the next question states that only 46 carry out the method,

while 104 do not. Only about 30% do. Another thing which

seems to us has an important bearing on this question is the

selection of the Scoutmaster in the first place. We therefore

ask the question as to whether Scoutmasters before receiving

a commission meet with a committee on training and receive

their approval. Forty-two replied yes, and 98 no. Apparently

from that the large percentage of Executives, about two-thirds,

are picking the Scoutmasters themselves, and depending upon

their judgment entirely.

There was an interesting study made in Toledo last year

by Mr. Mason, now of Columbus, one of the most complete

studies made from the Scout's standpoint. A questionnaire

was given, an assignment of regular school work, through the

school system and through their co-operation, the question

naire being given to each boy who had been a Scout but who

was no longer enrolled. His name was not requested, so that

he could give his candid opinion without any fear of a come

back. I think it would be interesting if each one of you read

that over. You get the boy's angle on the thing there, and it

brings out some very interesting facts. On page 17 you will

note the "Scout Rank When Quit Scouting." The average

length of service of these Scouts was 18 months. There were

about 700 who answered this questionnaire. The average was

13.6, and the average Scout did not get beyond the Tenderfoot

stage.
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Now under "Activities Preferred in Scouting," an oppor

tunity was given to the boys to state what in the Scout pro

gram they most preferred. You will note on page 18 that the

outdoor life, hiking, camping, etc., was preferred by 66% of the

Scouts and that 25% of those that dropped out state that they

would like to have had more hikes and camps, while 51% who

dropped Scouting state that hiking and camping are their favo

rite lines of recreation. This thing is interesting because it oc

curred in Toledo where they have an unusual opportunity for

outdoor Scouting, where it has been found that they have more

camping through the winter season than they do in the summer

time, where they have a big reservation of 120 acres equipped

with 16 cabins. If that condition is true of Toledo, how much

more must it be true of a number of our cities where we are

not equipped with those outdoor facilities?

On the following page, page 20, a summary of the boys'

reasons for dropping out is given. You will note that 40%

of the boys were forced to quit through moving away, through

the mortality of the troop, through other duties preventing,

while 31.7% related to inefficient leadership. Further analysis

of inefficient leadership is given on the last chart.

We endeavored to have a study made in the different towns

throughout the country, so that we could draw some comparison

as to what the averages were in the ranks of Scouts dropped,

the ages of Scouts, and the length of service, etc., but we were

not able to get the facts desired except from a very few communi

ties. The summary of that report is given under table H on

page 21.

Now the matter of recommendations. I am not going to

attempt this morning to read through all of our recommenda

tions. I will simply pick out the main recommendations, the

ones about which I think there may be some controversy, and

submit them to you. It is the feeling of the Commission:

"That some standard method—simple of operation, but com

plete in facts, be adopted by all Councils under the leadership

of the National Council, and that an analysis based on the re

sults found through such a system be incorporated in the annual

reports of Councils to the National organization."

If this is adopted, it means that every one of us have got to

fill it out or it is going to be of no value. We have got to have

the facts and have them available for the Annual Report.

Second, in maintaining membership, "That deputy commis

sioners be appointed in sufficient numbers so that there will be

a Deputy Commissioner to every four to six troops, making pos

sible frequent inspection and visitation, assuring the discovery

of weaknesses in the troop before such weaknesses result in loss

of Scouts."

Third, "That the National Council give further leadership

in providing standards of procedure in connection with the drop
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ping of Scouts, not only for independent troops but for those

under jurisdiction of Councils."

Fourth, "That Scout Executives in every community give

immediate attention to the matter of providing and making

known in the clearest manner possible all of the details con

cerning the Certificate of Service and the Certificate of Dis

charge, provided under the leadership of the National Council

for the orderly and dignified exit of Scouts desirous of severing

their connections with the Movement."

It seems to us that greater emphasis should be placed on

this particular phase of our problem.

Fifth, "That Local Councils make it their responsibility to

institute a follow-up on all dropped Scouts and endeavor to

retain them in the Movement. It is, however, recommended that

this follow-up be through the Scoutmaster and not 'over his

head,' unless his lack of response would make it necessary. The

following definite method of handling is suggested:

a—'Upon re-registration of a troop, Local Council would

send a list of dropped Scouts to the Scoutmaster for a defi

nite report as to the reason why each boy had failed to re

register. This report would give name, address, age and

Scout rank. A carbon of the list, retained by the Local

Council office, would make it possible to ascertain, at the

end of a given period, certain essential facts governing turn

over, i. e., age and Scout rank'."
In the event of dropped troops, proceedings in outline "Be

might be followed. The development of this method would

place the Scout Movement in possession of definite facts. I

think that is one of our problems, that we fail to reach many

boys who leave Scouting and who are still interested in it, who

want to continue their connection with it; but for some reason

their relationship to the Scoutmaster or to that particular group,

is not so congenial to them, so they give up the whole Scout

movement and get out. If such a boy were taken into another

group which might be congenial to him, he might be retained

in the Movement. There are no facts on that particular prob

lem and there is nothing to show as to how extensive it is.

Sixth, "That in computing mortality in membership the

ratio between lapses or separations and the total active member

ship enrolled during the year, shall be used as a basis. (To

arrive at anything definite in percentages, some recognized stand

ard of this character must be adopted.)"

The matter of advancement, I think, is apparent. Suitable

introduction into the troop, recommendation 8:

"That greater emphasis be placed upon the impressive or

derly induction of a boy into Scouting by means of a carefully

worked out investiture ceremony. The 'Troop Installation' is

sued by the National Council is recommended as a practical

method for new troops."
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I will skip over the matter of leadership and the duration

of Scoutmasters' service, programs, etc., to recommendation 12,

"That except in the case of a new troop, no 'candidates' be

enrolled; and that applicants show their interest and desire to

be Scouts by attending several meetings before enrollment. The

'waiting list' and general probationary period may be question

able—but local conditions can best determine their effectiveness.

Boys should be given to understand what Scouting expects of

them—what ite intends to do for them—before they are permit

ted to become members. It is recommended that the consent

of parent or guardian to the boy's joining the movement should

be secured in advance."

The older boy problem has already been touched upon, and

these recommendations are quite similar, so I will pass over that

as well as the school problem and the working boy, standards

and turn-over of Scoutmasters, Assistants, Troop Committee

men, Council members, down to 24, "Non-Scout Activities. It is

the opinion of the Commission that basketball, football, and

baseball teams and leagues, and so-called Scout bands, cater to

the minority in the troop unit, and thereby cause lack of inter

est on the part of the majority with attendant turnover through

final troop disintegration."

Mr. West: Just a month ago in Paris there were assembled

the representatives of thirty-four nations. Those of us who rep

resented America were very much thrilled and impressed with

many of the things that occurred there. We were conscious of

the value that came to us in getting a vision of the boy problem

on a world-wide basis, rather than on merely a national basis.

It occurred to those of us who were your delegates, that it

would be a splendid thing if in some way we could quickly

arrange to take advantage of this gathering we were to have of

our own group, here in this beautiful spot, to try to instill a

little of that same feeling. It was concluded that it would be

a very splendid thing if we could get to America and to this

Conference some of those who were outstanding characters in

that conference.

We should have liked, had it been practicable, to have had

Sir Robert Baden-Powell come here. But that was impracticable.

It seemed natural that we should extend an invitation to the

man who at the present moment stands at the head of the train

ing work of the British Boy Scouts. Accordingly, through the

courtesy of Mr. Clarence H. Howard and Mr. Walter W. Head,

Mr. Howard the president of the St. Louis Council, Mr.

Head the president of the Omaha, Nebraska, Council, both mem

bers of our National Executive Board, through their agreeing

to be responsible for the expenses involved, your delegation was

enabled to extend an invitation to Captain Francis Gidney to

come here and participate in this Conference. Later we were
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able, through the courtesy of the American Committee for

Devastated France, to extend greetings to our already beloved

representative of the French Boy Scouts, who has been with us

since the opening of the Conference, and who has already been

introduced.

On this occasion it is my great pleasure to present to you

Captain Francis Gidney, the Chief Director of Training of the

British Boy Scouts.

Captain Gidney: Brother Scouts, I should just like to thank

you simply, for the magnificent welcome you have given me,

because I feel right from the heart, that it is just an outward

sign of what you fellows mean inside. I have only been in the

States now about two days, travelling all the time, and every

where I went there have been not Scout leaders but friends to

meet me. But what touched me more than anything else was

that your Chief, busy man in ordinary times, still busier now,

should get up at five o'clock to meet the train I came on. I

thank him heartily and cordially and also you fellows for this

very happy reception.

Especially I bring you a word of the very happiest, most

cordial greetings from Sir Robert. May I call him the Chief

Scout of all the world, because you call him that yourself? I

want to tell you that he realizes that you fellows are out for

exactly the same thing as we are out for all over the world,

and to say that during the whole of this Conference, he is think

ing of you, and hoping that you will have every success, which

I know you most certainly are having.

May I just make two criticisms? I have a little disk coming

to me to wear on here and it rea'ds, "Captain Francis Gidney,

Great Britain." May I object to that in two ways? First of

all, Great Britain to me at the present cuts no ice at all. I am

a mighty proud man to be an Englishman, but Scouting is

something greater and above all that. Your Chief spoke about

the International Conference. That showed us that Scouting

is not just an affair carrying on in each country, where people

occasionally meet. It is more than that. That Conference was

a milestone in the history of Scouting, because Scouting is now

a world-wide brotherhood, and what it means is this: it is a

greater responsibility, because our aim is not merely to make

good citizens now; it is to make a new world where perhaps

wars and things of that nature may never, never happen. We

are all after the same thing. I want you to feel that your heart

is beating at the same pace as mine.
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The other criticism is of "Captain" Francis Gidney. To my

friends I am always known as "the Skipper." I hope you will

call me "Skipper."

(It was here voted to give over the discussion of the last

Report to population groups and to give the rest of the period

to the subject of the Scout Office and its Records.)

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON THE

SCOUT OFFICE AND ITS RECORDS

Mr. Wylie: This Commission claims the distinction of being

the baby Commission, being appointed only a few months ago,

and it has, therefore, a very modest report, which_ possibly some

of you have. We are rather thankful for two things, first, that

our time is short, because we don't need much. Second, that

we had an interval here when we all enjoyed ourselves, because

the matter of records is a rather dry subject.

I want to start at the end of the Report. Along toward the

last you will find our introduction. The study of your Com

mission has not been sufficient to justify the recommendation

of specific forms upon which records should be kept. We want

to call particular attention to that fact, and also to the fact that

although we recommend that some very definite forms be de

vised, and a rather definite procedure laid out for the keeping

of records, we do not think that at the present time we are in

a position to make the definite recommendations. In other

words, four months of study is not sufficient for a proposition

of this sort, and the work of this Commission should be car

ried on to the place where we can recommend some accurate

form.

The Commission believes that there can probably be found

in the field now forms that will provide adequately for the

records we recommend should be kept. In fact, many of these

forms are now being rather generally used. The Commission

recommend to the Local Councils that they co-operate with the

National Council in devising serviceable forms for the minimum

forms necessary in accurately filling out the Annual Report,

and that the National Council standardize and make these forms

available through either the Supply or the Field Department.

The Commission believes that additional study together with

discussion of this Report would indicate better than could be

done by the Commission, how chapter 10 of Community Boy

Leadership might possibly be improved.

I would call your attention to the fact that the Commission

feels that chapter 10 is a very good chapter, and perhaps from

the standpoint of the larger Council it is quite satisfactory.

But it has been felt that to the smaller Council and the new

Executive perhaps the mass of forms there suggested was rather
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confusing, and that perhaps the thing could be somewhat sim

plified. We believe that a little more attention should be given

to the problem of the small community employing just a Scout

Executive and one office assistant, such a Council should not

attempt to keep the elaborate records that a larger community

might feel were justified.

The Commission recommends that additional study be made

of the forms now being used by Councils according to the size

of the community, and that complete office systems be suggested.

Some members of the Commission even felt that we might

suggest to the National Council the advisability of having forms

printed and making available to new councils a complete office

system so far as it pertains to the records we agree that every

officer should keep; this to be made on the basis of population.

Now I think that is perhaps something that we want to discusse

The number of Scouts in a community has more to do with the

sort of records we want to install than the size of the community.

On the other hand, perhaps, the larger community would be

justified in putting in a more elaborate system of records, looking

forward to the time when it was going to have more Scouts, so

that the same system might take care of the needs for years to

come.

The Commission has made some definite recommendations

as to what are the essentials and minimum records to be kept

by a Scout office. Now in justice to the members of the Com

mission whose names appear here I want to say that practically

all of these men were serving on other Commissions at the time

they were appointed on this additional Commission, and it was

uherefore hard for some of them to devote any time to this

work. Therefore the Recommendations represent only a part of

the Commission. It therefore seemed that we could probably

best devote our time to a discussion of the Recommendations

contained in this Report. Your Commission does not want in

any way to defend this Report, but rather to have an opportunity

to supplement it with the ideas of you men as to how it might be

improved, and to see if we can through this discussion arrive at

some Recommendations to thee body which will carry on this

work, which we do not believe is complete. We think it is

barely started, this problem of trying to work out a suitable

system of records.

How many men would like to see the National Council

develop a system of records, at least those necessary for the

accurate filling out of the Annual Report? Owing to the fact

that we have presented an incomplete Report, perhaps the best

thing we can do is to ask your indulgence, or ask that you agree

that the work of this Commission be continued. Is it your wish

that the work of this Commission be continued, so that we may

have more definite recommendations as to what forms should

be used?
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Mr. Warren: I would like to ask a question about that

before we vote on it in such a general way. Can that be put so

that it will be the sense of this meeting that the Commission be

given the power to act so that we shall not have to wait two

more years before those records and reports are ready for us,

but that perhaps in a period of three or six months, at least, we

may expect to have them available? I would be greatly in favor

of leaving to the Commission's judgment what those records

shall be.

Mr. Barclay: I assure you so far as the Department of Edu

cation is concerned that as soon as this data is in shape, it will

be taken care of and handled properly, and sent out to you with

dispatch. That is as far as I think it would be fair to promise.

: I think it has been the experience of most of us

that National Headquarters has worked with a great deal of

dispatch. Is there any motion?

Mr. Shuck: I move you that this Commission be authorized

to continue their work and to recommend an office record system

for their work through the National Office.

The motion was seconded and unanimously carried.

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Thursday Morning, September 14, 11:15-12:00

THE SCOUT EXECUTIVE AS A

SALESMAN

E. St. Elmo Lewis

I am going to take up this morning, The Scout Executive

As a Salesman. I want to analyze his job from the selling

standpoint and I want to draw some experiences from other

fields that may be of some service to him in considering his job

as a salesman would execute it.

I told you yesterday that the primary object of the execu

tive was to increase the net. That means a larger proportion of

results for effort, for the expenditure of time or of money or of

materials, and judging from a strict business standpoint, it' is the

sole job of the executive to increase the net result. It doesn't

make any difference what a movement may be or what an

organization's objective may be insofar as spiritual content is

concerned; sooner or later the performance must meet that supreme

test of the net result.

Everything comes back ultimately to a selling proposition.

A corporation is organized, money is subscribed, factories are

put up, organizations are assembled for the manufacture of a
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product, and yet, what are you manufacturing the product for?

To be sold. If there were no sales, there would soon be no

factory, certainly no money for investment and no organizatione

Therefore, the primary objective of every organization is to sell

something. Please keep that in mind. This organization, for

instance, has an idea, the Boy Scout idea, the idea of training

boys for citizenship, for character building, for society. (I

shall want to call your attention to another factor during the

course of what I say to you this morning, because I believe it is

one of the greatest factors for the solution of some of the social

problems that confront us to-day.) It is plain commonsense,

because so obvious, if you have not the ability to sell the Scout

Idea to the young boy, sell it to some of the right men in your

community, and sell it to the world at large, the idea dies

a-borning, or it lasts only a short period and away goes the

organization with it. Therefore, selling becomes the master

problem of the hour with respect to growth, not only in numbers,

but in seriousness of purpose and enthusiasm, in wealth and

efficiency of operation.

As I look over the records of the last Annual Report, I see

some very significant things. I alluded to this one yesterday;

that is, the problem of making the Scout business (and I am

looking at it as a business for the moment) grow in the com

munities; grow not only in depth as to quality but grow in

numbers as to quantity. Let us assume that every Scout Execu

tive in this room is a sales manager (and I want you to put

yourselves in that position this morning). We will view the

problem entirely from a sales manager's standpoint. We will

say, for instance, that your Scoutmasters, patrol leaders, etc.,

are salesmen of varying degrees, as we have junior salesmen

(like patrol leaders) and we have full-fledged or senior sales

men (like Scoutmasters). You are district sales managers, if

you please, and it is up to you to do the selling to the big men—

and at the same time to teach selling to your subordinates.

Selling is only another name for teaching. Selling is only an

other name for preaching, and only another name for propa

ganda. Two days from to-day I will talk on the subject of

advertising and I am going to try to keep it separated from the

discussion this morning. But I do want to make it clear now

that selling is advertising by word of mouth, while advertising

is selling by the printed word—thus two parts of the same

problem of creating a demand for what we think or make. You

are salesmen in many more ways than you may be willing to

admit. You think like salesmen—you act like them. Suppose

some day I call you in my office and ask you why Scouting

does not grow in your territory—why, for instance, you have not

shown—as I see one territory does show, there has been no

increase in troops or scouts in your territory for the past three

years? I wager that I can tell you what your alibi will be. In

the first place, you have reached the point of saturation, you can't
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sell any more. The population answers you on that point. The

second alibi will be that you are concerning yourselves more

with quality than with quantity. It sounds fine—ethical and an

appeal to class. That second statement is probably a plea in con

fession and avoidance. In other words, you confess to the

change but you avoid the consequences. You are probably

fooling yourself—honestly and with some enthusiasm—but you

are not on the job. Your job as a district sales maneger is to

get out of any territory all the profitable sales you can get, but

you must get volume and price. We can't count you a success

if you fall down on either one. You may be a good administra

tor of an office, but if you are to be considered a good sales exe

cutive you must make sales in sufficient volume to keep down

your overhead. If you are to be considered a 100 per cent, sales

executive, then you must cash in on the highest possible percen

tage of your opportunities.

Gentlemen, it is a part of your job to get both quality and

quantity in your sales record. We have to look the facts squarely

in the face. A salesman who tells me that he did not get very

much business, but is the most popular man in his territory,

needs to have his viewpoint corrected. I had a new salesman

come to me on one occasion after he had made his first trip,

who said, "Mr. Lewis, I was around and saw all the old cus

tomers, and I called on a lot of new people and I think I am

getting in pretty well with them." I replied, "That is fine, I ant

glad to hear it."

When he came in after the next trip he said, "Well, I have

seen pretty nearly everybody in the territory now that are

prospects for our line, and I think I am getting in right with

them."

I said, "Let's see your order book a minute."

He looked at me sort of funny. "I didn't get very much

business, Mr. Lewis. I haven't gone at them for orders. You

see I was getting acquainted with these people and getting to

know them, etc."

I said, "Let me tell you something, Jim. I want you to know

these people. I want you to know them well enough to call

them all by their first name. I want you to be persona grata to

them in their homes, and to be friends with them, but here is a little

thing I would like to call your attention to. Rockefeller, who

is a reasonably successful business man, said on one occasion

that 'My theory of life is that I prefer to make friends through

my business rather than business through my friends.' There

is a great lesson in that, Jim—you get out and get orders and

have the people so well satisfied with the way you handle them

and the way the house handles them that they will be your and

our friends for life, and then the rest will take care of itself. We

are not concerned about the number of friends you make, but
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we are concerned very much about the amout of business that

you get that helps make friends for us."

Jim told me years after, when he had made good, that I

hurt and helped him.

Coming back to this question of quantity and quality. It is

very much of a problem. It cannot all be very definitely stated

in so many words as to where one should stop and the other

begin, but it is a part of your job, gentlemen, so to arrange your

time and your effort that a certain amount of your work and

your time is scheduled for the purpose of creating new business

as well as for taking care of old business.

I had one of you Executives come to me last night and say

to me, "Mr. Lewis, my problem is a question of scheduling

time." I am going to speak of that under the discussion of

records, standards, etc. I am not going, therefore, to encroach

upon that subject here. I do want to say that there is a way,

and I have seen thousands of salesmen who have answered the

problem_ of new business by making a proper distribution of the

time in the very beginning of their operations.

Speaking of the saturation point. You know a man's terri

tory and a man's work are all in his head. He thinks a territory

is a geographical expression. It isn't; it is a mental attitude.

Your territory is a mental attitude. An experience will show

you what I mean: When I was with the Burroughs Adding

Machine Company, we had a sales manager in Toledo, Ohioe

He never sold more than eight or nine machines a month. We

knew that was not enough. He had too many prospects. He

was told: Increase your production or decrease your product

territory. I told you we analyzed every territory, so we knew

exactly the amount of business that ought to come out of it.

We said, "You ought to be selling three times as many ma

chines." "Why," he said, "you are crazy. The business is not

there. I have sold everybody in Toledo. The only thing we

could get now are the people who want one more machine,

for instance, and some new lines starting up or something of

that kind. Eight machines is a big business for that territory."

We came to a decision which involved his leaving the territorye

We sent him to Alabama. We then selected a man who had

never sold our product. He was a specialty salesman. This

gentleman had been trained in the attitude of mind of the Cash

Register Company, which is—get all the business in the terri

tory. He said, "Lewis, how many prospects have I in Toledo?"

Sixty-seven hundred, we will say for the sake of argument. I

said, "You have sixty-seven hundred."

"What is the quota?" That is the expectation, the amount

of business we expected out of the territory. I said, "You

ought to sell three hundred machines a year, thirty-six in De

cember, twenty-one in June, etc." We had it allotted accord

ing to the months, because we knew the probabilities by our
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previous analysis of activity. He thought that was reasonable.

He looked over records of prospects, the past performance.

He said, "That work has been pretty rotten."

I said, "That is your chance. That is the reason you are

here."

The man went down there. First he was sold himself on

the territory. We did not let him get out of the office until

he was assured that he had a reasonable proposition. The

great art of selling lies in the fundamental law, that you cannot

sell unless you are sold. Especially is that true when it comes

to the question of Scoutmasters. When you go out to appoint

a Scoutmaster don't let him operate on the Tenderfoot until he

has been sold himself. Now I used to be told in school that I

didn't know anything unless I could tell it. You can very

quickly tell whether a Scoutmaster knows his job as to whether

he can tell it or not. Examine him, test him, and then turn

him loose, but don't do it unless he has sold himself, then he

can sell his boys. That is the problem of the boy, how well is

he sold, and he has got more gumption than we sometimes think

about a trade—don't take silence for acceptance.

Coming back to Toledo. This man went down there and

he sold in the first six months twice as many machines as had

ever been sold in a year.

Why? Because he didn't know it couldn't be done. Now

his predecessor had given all that he had but he didn't have

enough. That was the trouble. The territory of both was in their

minds. It was their mental attitude toward their problem of

sales that made the difference. Each one was a good salesman,

but the second man had made an analysis, and saw in the terri

tory what was really there. Then his mental attitude of confi

dence in his territory, his ability, his product got the result.

Don't talk to me about saturation in scouting; why, gen

tlemen, you haven't scratched the ground. Be careful that you

don't see the territorial saturation when, as a matter of fact, it

is your mental saturation that is the trouble. You haven't been

saturated with a thorough comprehension of the opportunity of

scouting. You haven't been sold on the job. Sell yourself.

I want to tell you something else. I am looking at the thing

entirely through the window, you know. I am not a good Scout

yet. I have hopes ! A good friend of mine in England wrote

me a letter the other day with respect to a common friend who

had not shown the proper spirit in connection with a certain

sporting event, and in the course of that letter he made his

definition of a good sport. I am going to read it to you, be

cause, just as Dr. Home said last night, I would like to have

you set up in your own minds a standard by which you judge

yourselves and what you are doing. I remember with what a

shock a very well-known department store manager came to me
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on one occasion and said, "Mr. Lewis, we have the worst clerks

in the city of New York in our store."

"I thoroughly agree with you," I said. "They aren't clerks,

nor are they salesmen."

He said, "What is the matter?"

I said, "Look in the looking glass."

Well, it took him about a month to recover from that.

Some men wonder why they do not make friends—why

people do not like them. It is generally because they are not

friendly—do not like people.

You must, as a salesman, be a good scout—that is axi

omatic—but you must be a good sport, too, and it is not so dif

ferent. You must be a pretty good sample of what you are

selling.

But a good sport makes friends, and as a salesman of

scouting you must make friends. There are certain things that

to me seem fundamental about a fellow who can be a friend—

and make friends—they are included in what my English friend

wrote me. Let me repeat them:

"A good sport never believes he has played his best." That

is a great preventive of what we call swell head.

"He never quits." Neither does a good salesman.

He has no alibis.

He smiles at a loss.

He is a quiet winner—have you ever felt like hugging a

boaster? He plays fair. He plays his best all the time; that is,

he tries to do the best he can. He takes a chance. He is gen

erous in success, and he believes in the game he plays with his

whole soul. Lastly, he never gives up trying to find ways in

which he can better his game. Gentlemen, that is my definition

of a salesman. He is a good sport, and I think if you match

it up alongside your Scout requirements, you will admit he is

a pretty good Scout.

There are three types of salesmen—general types. I want

you to judge yourselves alongside these three types. Then I

want to take the question of the sale, and you can make your

own apologies as to the question of handling your sales prob

lems with the handling of the sales. You may make your own

analogies, as to the types of salesmen that fit you; at the same

time mentally parade your Scoutmasters in front of you, and

tag them for future consideration. There is—

1. The Strenuous Salesman

2. The Systematic Salesman

3. The Creative Salesman

Each one has his peculiar methods of selling. Each does busi

ness—gets orders and makes a living.
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The one plus the other does more—but the last plus the

other two does the most.

Before we get to these types, however, I want to analyze

for a moment or two what happens when you make a sale—

what you should do to make a sale happen.

This is not new, for it is used by any efficient sales organ

ization, but it has a place in this discussion. I am a great be

liever that before you start to sell a thing you should find out

all about the. thing in relation to the man to whom you are going

to sell it. A great many men believe in the cold approach;

I don't. I believe in the pre-approach; that is, where you ap

proach the problem of selling a man something before he knows

that he has been selected to buy it. Suppose you have the prob

lem of selling a certain man in your community the idea of go

ing on the Council that you propose to organize. I am not con

cerned about your present method.

Let us make a careful canvass of the local situation. We

prepare a list of men we would like to have. We prepare that

list in order to get a variety of contacts. Then we study each

man—his friends, interests, hobbies, personality, religion, lodges,

clubs, financial situation, family conditions, his aims and ambi

tions—and after each thing we put the Scout appeal, and we

find out who has influence with him.

Then we are ready. We have made the pre-approach—the

get-ready, the preparation to talk to him. I have talked with

several of you, and do you know, I have come to the conclu

sion that some of you Scout Executives need more nerve in

going after men and money. It is easy to be scared. I remem

ber when I was a young salesman, the very first job I ever

had. I went outdoors with my sample kit under my arm and

I looked at the ten names which had been given me. I went

down and I looked at the first one—it was a fourteen-story build

ing. I could vision a hard-boiled egg sitting in behind a big

mahogany desk with four office boys, a secretary and a colored

gentleman to guard him against poor me. I decided I would

pick an easier one. I ended up in the smallest one of them all.

I went in there and I pretty near got thrown out. The big

ones know what they want; the little ones have to be sold. I

found the greatest courtesy in the biggest buildings.

Now, I have an idea some Scout Executives when they come

to talk to the big man forget that he is probably the most

human of all men. My own experiences in community work—

and I have organized and been president of a Chamber of

Commerce in a town of 40,000 people, where we raised $25,000

a year on a pledge for three years, in a town that didn't think

it wanted it—lead me to this conclusion. I know what this

man-managing problem from your standpoint is. I know these

men. I always knew more about their proposition in relation

to mine than they knew themselves, so I dominated the inter
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view. That didn't mean that I did all the talking, but it did

mean that I did all the steering, and after a while he got to

saying yes to something I said, and after a while I said "Sign

here," and he just signed. You don't have to be a big man,

or the equal in wealth, or even brains. Think of the tug-boat.

Go down to the harbor in Chicago, Detroit, New York

and see these little tugs. Just look at the tug-boat. The ocean

liner comes up the harbor. What happens? You see a couple

of little tug-boats hanging on to the big liner. One is punch

ing this way, another pushing that, and another going ahead,

until they get her all lined up with the pier opening, and they

give her a shove and in she goes safe, sound and berthed. You

are the tug-boat in the sale. You can steer these big men you

know, if you just keep tactfully pushing in the direction you

want to go. Then you berth them, then you take them. Now h

sounds easy, of course. "It isn't so easy as it sounds?" No,

I grant you that, but tact, diplomacy, enthusiasm, knowledge

of them and the work,—all those things will appeal to these

men.

I am going to tell you a story under financing and budget

ing with regard to one of the big men in this country and what

happened to him.

A lot of the big men in the United States are waiting for

a lot of you men, not with a gun but with a glad hand. They

want you to tell them how they can be of service to their com

munity and to the men they want to know how they can servee

Tell them. This is no indictment of any Executive here, but

in my small way I have been identified with many civic organ

izations; three cities and two towns. I have been more or less

in the public print (my wife says entirely too much) ; I have

been active in welfare affairs; and I am not entirely unknown,

and I have a boy whom boys like—he has been in private camp

two years, yet do you know I never had a Scout Executive or

Scoutmaster call on me, ever present the scouting proposition

to me, though Scouts have come to the front door and asked

for a Liberty Loan subscription or a subscription for the maga

zine like "Boys' Life," or something of that kind. I have given

probably a few dollars. Don't all come at once! But I live in

a New Jersey suburb and I would like to see the Scout Execu
tive of that district, because I have been sold oen Scouting ever

since I have been here. But it is not his fault I Gentlemen,

somebody has not been alive to his opportunity.

The pre-approach, gentlemen, is to find the hobbies, the

interests, the idea back of a man's life (and every man has

something that he wants to do, some ideal that he is trying to

serve. It may be a poor one; it doesn't make any difference).

Then you come to approach.

What is his first interest? That is what we call the point

of contact. I am not going into the psychology of that today.
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Select from all your study the one thing that is the pros

pect's greatest interest. You know this as well as I do, but

you don't always play the game.

If you are going to talk to a business manager—or a man

who manages business, let me suggest that you talk about tne

business value of Scouting. Start there.

Then you get his attention and interest. His mind says,

"Here's something I am interested in. I want to know about

this."

If you are selling Scouting to a boy, a Scoutmaster, or his

father:

Take the correspondence schools of the United States; they

furnish the greatest single indication that the boys and girls

of the United States are interested in the problem of their

future advancement. As I look over the Scout Law, I believe

that there is a lecture for a man like Dr. Home, or Mr. West,

or someone else, in which will be shown what the Scout Law

means to the boy who goes into business or commerce or in

dustry, and how it can make him worth more to business. Do

you mean to tell me if the Scout Law was divided into denom

inators of that kind that the industrial leaders of the United

States would not recognize that in the Boy Scouts of America

they had a reservoir of good citizenship from which they could

get a tremendous power for future efficiency in business? Then

it is up to you, gentlemen, when you think of the fourteen-

year-old boy, at the age when he is stirred by the vague thoughts

of life's purpose, with the problem of what he is going to do,

where he is going to make a living; show him what use Scout

ing is going to be to him in the near and far to come in the

serious problem of life and getting a living. I believe that you

can translate the Scout Law into that practical problem, and

thus make it a very real aid to him, to realize how Scouting can

make him a bigger, better, busier and happier business man.

Make your demonstration.

I understand that you have a pamphlet which I have tried

to find at the building this morning. You have a demonstration

pamphlet there showing what the net result is of Scouting work,

prepared by the President of the College of Michigan. I am

sorry I did not get a copy, because I should like to have made

some closer analogies from it this morning. Don't let a man

tell you when you ask for subscriptions, that he is busy—and

simply dismiss you with one hundred dollars, or fifty, or ten

dollars. You know my theory of it is, and I have demonstrated

it in the Board of Commerce work, that it never amounts to

anything until you get enough from each man to make it worth

his while to follow it up. You want more than money, you want

interest. A man will give you $10.00 to get rid of you, but he

won't give you $100.00 to get rid of you. He will follow up to

find out what you are doing with his one hundred dollars, and
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then just as soon as he has done that, you have your oppor

tunity to get him into the game, when he will give you not only

his money but his time and his thought.

You make your demonstration by proof. You must show

tangible, definite, concrete things that Scouting has done for

your community, or has done for other places. Too many sales

men talk in too general terms. Some Scout Executives, I am

sure, talk too much about ideals and high motives. They rather

scorn the materialistic demand for things of the flesh, earth

earthy, and yet it is the tangible things, camps, tramps, birds,

beasts, trees, the out-of-doors, the stunts, and the interpreta

tions of these in spiritual values, that make Scouting an appeal

to boys.

Be always prepared to prove every statement you make, and

you will increase your percentage of hits, subscriptions, and

helpers.

Carry a portfolio of views, clippings, letters, and keep it

up-to-date. Always be prepared for the most ignorant, the

hardest boiled egg—for the man who wants to see how business

like you are—for the man who sneers at welfare work—for the

man who is prejudiced, for all of them.

The Closing Argument in every sale—the last step—is the

accumulation of all that has gone before. It is to find the

sticking point and overcome it. Don't argue with a customer

or a prospect. Handle him calmly and adroitly by guiding

rather than dominating. You can't make him do a thing, while

you may persuade him to do it. Sometimes it may pay to let the

matter rest for days or months, before you attempt to closee

Sometimes it is but a few minutes from approach to close. Rest

assured if the latter is so, that the process has been performed

by others, or by a combination of events, before you came.

The process is always done.

In handling the sale, however, there are three types of

salesman, as I have said. Let us briefly see what they do, as

a means of checking up our own tendencies. The strenuous

salesman was our first. He is the fellow who works at tre

mendous pressure,—he gets around, visits, talks, keeps records

and is always awfully busy, but when the net result is cast up,

you ask—"What has this man been doing?" Did you ever see

a pig's tail? Did you ever really notice one? If you haven't

go out to the pig pen and look at one. If you want to see an

absolutely useless thing, look at a pig's tail. It is always busy

but never doing anything!

He is always late for appointments. Always behind in his

correspondence. Always a bit sloppy in his dress—not neat in

his toilet details—hair a trifle too long—nails a bit dirty-

sometimes needs a shave—always anxious, a trifle nervous and

frequently irritable. When he enters an interview he comes
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badly prepared: forgotten this photo and that report. "Had so

much to do"—alas, yes, but only a part of it really necessary.

The strenuous man has never organized himself. He is all

feet, all energy, all motion, and never gives his head a chance

to save motion.

He may have a sublime faith. He often has tremendous

enthusiasm. But he is not an executive: he never can be. He

will always match the unhappiness of his co-workers with his

own confused sense of failure.

He needs direction and management, but he can never

manage.

The next type is the systematic salesman. The systematic

salesman is a higher type—especially for old organizations. He

makes analysis of what he has done, always careful of his

records, cards, statistics. He is careful, painstaking, will repeat

all the errors of judgment as well as detail, and never venture

a new idea. Excellent subordinate waiting for dead men's

shoes. He is loyal and submissive. Fits in anywhere. He

repeats sales talks, takes orders carefully, never causes any diffi

culty. Always consults the precedent made and provided before

doing anything. He is popular with his subordinates because he

is "so comfortable—just like an old shoe." He makes a fairly

good type for a ticket agent—a salesman for an old house

selling a standard article, one having a monopoly of a necessity,

but for such work as yours he should be pensioned. He is dead

on his feet.

The creative salesman is the American type. On him

American business depends. He creates a demand—fills a

demand—sees the maximum number of people, demands a price

at a profit, and works for a salary and a bonus. The type of

salesman out-thinks rather than out-talks a prospect. He goes

loaded for his game. He prepares ahead for all contingencies.

He has imagination that sees possibilities—he asks no more.

He analyzes the prospect before he sells him. I know

salesmen who have come into my office. A book salesman came

in and he was going to sell me a book which I wanted to buy.

He started in to demonstrate the book to me. I said, "Wait a

minute. I will buy this book." He said, "Have you seen these

bindings?" and he started to show me the bindings.

I interrupted him.

"Where is your order blank?"

"Just a moment—I just want to show you these pictures."

"Wait a minute. Don't you realize that I am busy and I

want to buy this book; give me your blank, and tell me what I

am to do and I will do it."

He was really grieved that I did not give him an oppor

tunity to go through his entire demonstration. He was like the
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fellow who sometimes set his mouth to work, then went away

and left it. They talk and talk and talk and talk, and then when

they are through, the customer has left.

Now the creative salesman is organized; he is systematized;

he organizes time, because he recognizes that that is what he is

spending. He organizes his knowledge so it may be instantly

accessible when a prospect demands proof. He is open-mindede

He is constantly studying. This is what one of the most suc

cessful salesmen I ever met told me:

"I provide myself with means of knowing all about the

product I am selling, in its value to the people to whom I am

selling it. I use this information in a way to appeal to each

prospect on that prospect's own ground of interest.

"I analyze my failures to find out why I failed. I volun

tarily penalize myself, as Franklin did, when I fail to do what I

know I should have done."

I remember on one occasion he told me he was very fond

of the theatre. He stayed away from the theatre for five suc

cessive weeks because he failed to make a pre-preliminary sale

analysis, and lost the sale.

He set so much time aside for study, so much for books, so

much for the company of men who know more than he does, and

for quiet. Emerson suggested (Dr. Horne mentioned it last

night) that every man, who depends upon mental energy for

success, should have a quiet room where no one comes to

disturb him, and he should have a book in which he can feel

perfectly free to put down the innermost and secret thoughts of

his mind, with respect to the work that he is doing, and then he

has a place where he may go for spiritual and mental refresh

ment, which is a necessity for men who wish to know, under

stand and influence men, which is the task of the salesman.

Thursday, September 14, 1:30-2:30

PROBLEM HOUR

Mr. West: We have assumed that this period would be of

profit and of interest, and we shall endeavor to try to make it so.

I want to make sure that we all understand just exactly what it

is, because it would be rather unfortunate if on the fifth or sixth

day there developed a feeling on the part of some of you that

we had omitted to cover or provide for some things you would

like to have discussed. I am going to take the liberty of reading

what the program says, because we have discovered that some

of you do not have programs.

"This hour has been provided in order to make sure. that

each Executive is given an opportunity to bring up for discussion

any questions relating to Scouting that may not be otherwise
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covered in the programme. It will also afford opportunity to

discuss any policy or step in the routine procedure of the Boy

Scouts of America, in order that there may be a full and frank

consideration of the subject on its merits, with a view to recom

mending modification if analysis and discussion show it to be

advisable.

"The heads of the various departments will attend the

sessions and be prepared to cover these questions related to their

respective departments.

"With a view to concentrating thought upon various subjects

according to departmental relationships, a portion of the hour

each day will be set aside specifically for the discussion of

problems relating to the various departments of the National Head

quarters in the following order."

The problems are listed. I do most earnestly want to bring

out into the open anything in our routine procedure, anything in

our general regulations which in the judgment of any consider

able number of people here, or any man here, is useless, unneces

sary, or a waste of time, or which might be improved upon.

These question boxes are provided merely for your convenience.

If you prefer to hand your questions to any of us on the staff

or to speak up from the floor, please feel at liberty to do soe

The only position upon which I or any other department head,

will be justified in defending anything that we have is by an

analysis to determine whether it is related to our two funda

mental responsibilities: first, maintaining conditions, locally,

nationally, so that boys intensely desire to be Scouts; secondly,

so that men of character are willing to give service. If anything

we have, anything that we require, is not related to either one of

these two or both, then let us get rid of it, because we have too

much that is important to be done to spend time in useless paper

work and routine if it is not definitely related to those two

fundamental responsibilities.

Today we are going to give consideration for a period of

time to the Supply Department and its service to the field. Mr.

Haddock, who has been with us now for some little time, has

made himself felt in the field. He has greatly improved our

service. (Unanimous applause and accord given.) He is working

with one single purpose. He came to us from a commercial

field, but he has caught a great deal of the Scout spirit, and it

is really a joy to me to have him come in with recommenda

tions of the character he does, and in connection with this con

ference it was Mr. Haddock who worked out this plan which

made it possible for us to make this surprise package to you.

I had an idea that I wanted to sell and I put up to him the

problem, and he helped me to do it. I know it will be a great

pleasure to all of us to hear from Mr. Haddock at this time.
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Mr. Kirkham: Mr. West, I move you that the first action to

be taken in this meeting be the action of the Executives in

appreciation of this package that we received, and that we so

express ourselves to the Supply Department of the National

Committee.

(Seconded unanimously and carried.)

Mr. Haddock: Fellow Executives, you have many problems.

Conducting the National Supply Service under Mr. West's able

administration and very efficient assistance, many days in the

morning I wonder what he will propose for that day; but so

often have I found, from my personal viewpoint, that it was

splendid and efficient. Now when I speak as I do, I am not

talking for the Supply Department; I am talking for the Boy

Scouts of America—that I now think and very often wish and

hope that he is going to do something that day that will stir

me up to do even more for you. Now we are doing whatever is

possible, you, meeting your problems right and left, morning,

noon, and night; we also, at headquarters, having innumerable

difficulties to meet and overcome to give you really good service

and maintain it. You have to dovetail essentially and seriously

in some of those problems. I am going to dwell briefly upon a

few of them.

Troops under Council have local outfitters. The best places

for the appointment and maintenance of local outfitters must be

the requirements of service in the locality, and that has to be

gauged by several factors. It is not good policy nor beneficial

for us to have too many outfitters where the number of Scouts

is comparatively small. It has not been found beneficial to have

too few where the number of Scouts is large enough to require

more than one. The reasons are so many from the point of view

of service as they enter daily into the life of the boy and the

merchant and also the maintenance of stock upon which one can

predicate certainly that a boy can be outfitted, meaning that if

he could not be so outfitted in one store and you had no other,

he would have to wait some time to get his equipment. We have

found in a large number of instances that he could be outfitted in

a second place if such a place existed under the condition of

having enough Scouts in that town, city or district to permit it

to do so. Those two fundamentals should be borne in mind

by Scout Executives as essentials.

I shall ask you to look at it this way. There must be a

jsonable number of Scouts to make sufficient business of an

sort to keep the stock complete and moving in and out as

ant asks that it should, but no more than the number of

locality reasonable requires. On the other hand,

lcreasing of Scouting in that locality go by leaps

the number of Scouts reach a very respectable

be beneficial to continue having one sole out
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fitter. There are reasons beyond that of stock equipment that

I could name, but I will not go into that at the present. I shall

be very glad to discuss these factors with any of you here.

The next problem that we have to meet face to face every

day, and one of the most serious ones, is that of finances. Now,

of course, the Supply Department's headquarters, as you know,

serves Councils largely. In unstable periods, I have recognized

the difficulty of raising budgets easily, and with Mr. West's

consent we have been lenient to all Councils in the way of their

obligations for the merchandise purchased. Now, on the other

hand, please bear in mind that we too need some money. I

shall not put it any more strongly. Please also bear in mind that

to turn out these operations most efficiently with limited capital

the Councils must do their utmost to respond in paying their

bills promptly. Thirty days, or say in the extreme, sixty days,

is a reasonable limit. You will be helping to reduce our problem

very greatly if you take away from this conference the thought

and the purpose of doing your utmost to function with us in

that respect. There is no disbarment, no loss of time shipping

you the merchandise wanted. Sell them. I hope you do not

send for too large a stock for us to turn over quickly and then

please respond as quickly as you can in payment of the bills.

Now returning, although I did not make my story quite

consecutive enough, to the local outlook, the relation of the

Scout Executive to the headquarters. We have sent out from

the office some communications to the field, asking Scout Execu

tives frequently to visit the local officer to apprize him of the

selection of the equipment determined on by the Council to be

of use in that territory, to call upon him frequently enough to

see that he maintains an adequate stock according to the num

bers; the actually obtained increase in the number of Scouts,

and to examine and check up the qualities of merchandise he

receives in shirts, shorts, breeches, and other articles. He greatly

assists a solution. Better still, he makes a problem almost im

possible.

It is a well-known fact in the commercial field, and a great

many things in the commercial field 'very clearly apply in our

work of service, that whether John Jones & Company, Dick

Brown, or Tom Harris is supplying goods, when they know they

are under the constant observation of five or six hundred men,

they will be much more careful than they otherwise would be,

irrespective of whether we examine, check up the merchandise

produced or not. We do that. We do that frequently, some

times at weekly intervals. The bulk of the stuff passing through

is constantly examined. But don't hesitate. I say with pleasure

that the attitude that our national outfitters hold is that they

want to maintain the grades adopted and wherever there should

happen to be some difference that they would be very glad to be

apprized of this through national headquarters or direct. If
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there is any question in relation to the grade of merchandise as

it appears before you, they have no objection, and we request you

to instruct the local officer to return such merchandise.

The efficiency of the Department as it has been increased, of

which you have very kindly made some acknowledgment today

in the form of your hearty welcome, I hope to maintain. We

will try to do better. We are going to try, we are trying, and

we expect very shortly to reach a definite point of giving better

service to far distant areas.

Very shortly a distributing station will be opened on the

Western coast for all of the wholesale equipment. Mr. West

knows, and what Mr. West knows I do not think in most

respects I need hesitate to place before you, that personally I

feel that service from all that I have learned from the West

also calls for the establishment of a distributing depot con

jointly of insignia, badges, emblems, and probably other acces

sories. The first station that has been already—I was going to

say decided upon; not decided upon, but the first station to be

opened shortly will be that of distribution from San Francisco.

That is said without prejudice to any other place that shines

over this broad land. The future will require other distributing

points, but we always climb a ladder by going up its rungs one

at a time. Possibly in the minds of some there will arise a

question as to why the exact location at San Francisco rather than

elsewhere. For the time being only, by the way, because the

developments of time will undoubtedly bring with them other

establishments.

The largest number of Scouts exist at present in California,

Oregon and Washington. The railroad distribution from San Fran

cisco is the most economical and quickest throughout that sectione

Now the five mountain states constitute a second phase, and so

does the territory as we come further East. The maintenance

of service over the United States as a whole through local out

fitters and national headquarters Supply Department will be

maintained at the highest notch of efficiency that I personally

can find it in me to give to it. Beyond that I do not think I

need go today. Mr. West has been good enough to say some

things to you that I have appreciated greatly and I thank you.

Mr. West: Now as I said yesterday, I hope no one here

will hesitate because of the good will that does exist on our

part, that is the good will of the Supply Department at National

Headquarters toward you, and that which exists on your part

toward us, that there will be any hesitation whatever in bringing

righ't out in the open anything with reference to Supply service

which might with profit be brought out and discussed franklye

We are conducting a Supply Department solely upon the prem

ises that it is essential that we do so in order to make the

program practical.
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We started with the proposition that we must have an

absolute control over who wears the uniform of the Boy Scouts

of America, who wears the badges. There must be literature

provided, etc. I do not need to go into all these fundamental

reasons. The National Council, as the report which was made

available at the National Council meeting in March, and sent to

you men, shows has approved, after most thorough-going analy

sis, a continuation of that policy. The Supply Department

service is a permanent part of the Boy Scouts of America. The

thing that is not settled is how far we can improve our service.

That never will be settled. We work only through co-operation,

your bringing to our attention the things which you think indicate

an opportunity for larger, better service, we on our part analyz

ing those, from the standpoint of practicability and where pos

sible putting those suggestions into operation. Now let us go

to it. What have you to suggest?

Question: Somebody has asked me to bring up the question

of the catalogue. The suggestion made was would it be possible

for the Supply Department to work out a plan whereby there

will be at least one catalogue annually to be given to every boy

and every official without charge? What do you think?

Mr. Haddock: The catalogue is at present distributed to

Scout officials free, a certain number given to Scout Executives.

The extra supply is made available at a charge of so much for

those who want them. What is the attitude of the men with

reference to this practice?

Question: Could we have something from the experience of

past years about cost? That might show what they thought

of its practicability.

Mr. West: For a number of years it was our practice to get

out two catalogues a year, Fall and Winter, and then we got

down to the production of one catalogue. The last one we got

out on the basis of making available one copy without charge to

everybody, published as an issue of Scouting. It involved a cost

of $700,000, because we had to get enough for every member

who was then in the Boy Scouts and anticipate our growth, or

our new members for the year coming. Now the cost of that

was divided equally between the manufacturers and the Supply

Department service. That was a tremendous cost. The last

catalogue was produced on a basis of 200,000 copies to be dis

tributed as I have indicated, one copy to every Scoutmaster and

Assistant Scoutmaster, and a sufficient number of copies to go

to the Executive for his office. Some few copies were to be

sent to the troop for troop property. Those who wanted indi

vidual copies were to pay for them at the rate of ten cents, the

idea being to discourage the waste of catalogues, to put a little
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check on them. Now the experience has been that there has not

been much of a demand for those catalogues at ten cents a copy.

There has not been any appreciable demand. We are now in

position of having on hand a number of catalogues which we are

seeking to distribute, and the question is just what we shall do.

Mr. Haddock undoubtedly has some very definite suggestions to

make.

From my own point of view the only way to look at this

thing is from the standpoint of the boy. If the uniform and the

equipment are a part of the appeal to the boy, then it is our

opportunity to make available to him those things which help him

to get the most out of that uniform and equipment. If that can

be done effectively through the troop organization, the troop

catalogue, it is from that point economical. If that can not be

done except by making available to the boy annually a copy of

the catalogue, it is impossible to have a catalogue in less time

where the prices would be in enough cases standardized to have

it serve its purpose.

Mr. Haddock: In the issuance of catalogue material and

analyzing its product I have had a considerable experience—

printed works of many characters and types. I also found it

necessary that as a preliminary of an essential sort there should

be considered, taking the interests we have before us of the good

of the Scout view, first the main, the ultimate good after any dis

tribution of catalogs has been made. In deciding upon that

ultimate good the existing methods should be kept in mind very

clearly. We have twenty-five to twenty-six hundred local out

fitters. The Scout Executive has posted his Scoutmasters and

they read it of themselves as to what place they should go to

have the boy outfitted. Because the assistance you can give us

is that of being in toucft. You have a system existing of wide

spread distribution which you must help to make function effi

ciently. Now then, we have two factors: first, the ultimate good

of the boy; next, an existing system. As Mr. West has said, let

us jump that which is not good. I take the liberty of adding,

support that which is good. Do not interfere with it unneces

sarily. I hope I am making the lines clear. It becomes a com

mercial summary after all. Service is a commercial factor in its

best form, to ourselves, to our field. Now keep those two con

ditions in mind.

The third is that we at National Headquarters have a mail

order business. We have to have a catalogue. The next point

is how often should we issue that catalogue and now we come to

the determining factor, how it should be applied. How often

should we issue that catalogue and to what extent? This is

boiling it down to the meat of the cocoanut. What would be the

most sensible, effective distribution under your existing methods,

which, if they are good, we should support throughout? Upon

you rests a large responsibility for effective execution or carrying

out.
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The last catalogue was issued to every Scout official or

leader. It was then issued to the Scoutmaster and the Assistant

Scoutmaster. Four copies were sent for the use of the troop.

We have since issued to new troops formed under the same con

ditions. We have a residue. Out of that residue we came to the

determination that in order to teach the boy the value of the

publication product itself a reasonable charge should be fixed

upon it. Mr. West and I were both very much against placing

any charge upon it, but with the experience to which I referred

as having had so very largely in the past and with a fair estimate

of the fact that there had been a tremendous waste in the pre

vious distribution of our catalogues, we thought it a good experi

ment to make. Up to the present, in thousands sold, there has

"ever been an objection registered against the price of ten centse

There has scarcely been a boy or a man when written to and

asked to send the ten cents but has cheerfully sent it in with no

comment of a disagreeable nature. Those things stand for

themselves.

Returning to the question of what shall we do, how many

catalogues shall we issue? Shall we at a very large cost issue

to the entire field an aggregate catalogue once or twice a year

of 750,000 copies, charging nothing for them? If you issue

750,000 catalogues once a year or twice a year, you have so many

thousand dollars of expense, part by manufacturers, part by

National Headquarters. We will then have a much larger over

head expense. If it is necessary, right, let us have it. Then we

will have to take it up amongst ourselves and arrange for carrying

it out properly. If decided that the Supply Department should give

service and earn nothing, net result comes in what? In national de

velopment of the program. As it is at present administered it does

not bear at all on the boy, and I am able to support that fact. If you

add, gentlemen, by a distribution of catalogues twice a year, we will

save $40,000 a year. We face just the two probems. Coming back to

the first analysis, if that is the best thing that we should do, the most

called for, for the good of the boy in the Scout field, then let us

do it. Now I have placed it to you graphically. I am sure that

Mr. West will enjoy as much as I will the response after your

consideration. i '

Mr. West: Assuming that the question of finances can be

taken care of on the basis of service to troops under Council

as well as troops not under Council, is it the judgment of this

group that a catalogue, issued annually on the basis that you could

give to each member of the troop a copy, worth while? Assum

ing that we can satisfactorily finance the expense, saying that the

money was here and it did not cost us anything, would a cata

logue such as we had this last issue in three columns be attrac

tive and helpful to boys who are Scouts?

(Sure!)
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You men who have had experience in judging conditions

under the two practices, that is, the practice that prevailed in 1920

when we issued a catalog to everybody free, and you men who

have during the last year experienced conditions when we issued

catalogues on this limited restricted plan, do you feel that it has

been a sufficient handicap to justify the increased expense? If

so, raise your hand.

Question: Before I left San Francisco two or three of my

leading Scoutmasters said to me, "If the matter of the catalogue

should be raised in any sense at the meeting, we wish you would

inform the Supply Department that the greatest mistake was to

eliminate entirely this distribution of the catalogue among the

boys of the troop, because," they said, "they had found it a

tremendous aid in the past to their own recruiting of boys and

holding the interest, and aside from that fact that the last cata

logue was issued in such an attractive form they felt it would

have been even more valuable as a source."

Mr. West: The sentiment here is practically that, but it is

also in support of what actually took place, namely that facing

an absolute condition where the money was not available, we did

the thing which was the best thing to do under the circumstancese

Mr. Stephenson (of Chicago) : I wonder if any of us have

thought on the problem from this standpoint. Give a catalogue

to a boy. What does he do to it? He takes it home and sells

that equipment to dad. There is sufficient profit in these goods

that the National Supply Department furnishes to pay for that

catalogue if it does not make another cent. If it just gets the

equipment to the boy, it has served us. He is selling Johnny

who lives next door. There is where it pays, Mr. West.

Mr. Everman: This suggestion. The Councils are in position
to sell tu >ods direct to the boy. Any boy will buy boy equip

ment that he can look over quicker than where he sees it only

illustrated in the catalogue. But it does seem to me that the

rural boys need a catalogue. That is where the mail order houses

are doing business. The Councils do not need the catalogue, but

the rural boys do.

Mr. West: Everybody here is agreed that if we can finance

the distribution of a larger catalogue, it will be the best thinge

Question: May I find out for Region 12 if the distribution of

supplies on the Pacific Coast is to be limited to certain articles

or cover the catalogue?

Mr. West: That has not been determined. Whether it would

pay us to open a branch office or do as we are now doi"g, we

don't know. We are going to do the thing that is efficient and

economical and for the best of the Scout movement nationallye
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(of Birmingham, Ala.): I should like to know if it

is possible for Mr. Haddock to tell us why we cannot buy

Scout Handbooks in my own town instead of going to head

quarters?

(No one else had had the same experience, and so the matter

was not taken up.)

Question: Is there any way we can be assured of prompt

delivery to our local outfitters? In spite of many telegrams and

letters, they still don't get their stuff.

Mr. West: I have just been saying—I want to make this

statement, men. The Boy Scout Movement has had twelve years

of most trying times. I might say ten years of very difficult

times, one year fairly difficult, and this last year has been simply

clover. For the first time in our history we have been able to

operate on a sound financial basis. In 1911 the whole field of

manufacturers were invited to come in and bid for the making of

the Scout uniform and after presenting the bids, a contract was

awarded and from time to time since that period the contract

was again awarded, each time to the same man, solely and only

because he was the lowest bidder and he presented evidence of

facilities to give service. During that eleven years, times when

we were in such desperate financial straits, the Sigmund Eisner

Company, the official outfitters, were the people who, because of

their generosity and their broad-mindedness, made it possible for

us to tide over difficult places. When we were up against it

for those $500,000, $190,000 was due the Sigmund Eisner Com

pany. Notwithstanding that relationship, the Sigmund Eisner

Company, in season, out of season, made available to the Scout

office its full capacity, its full resources for service.

When the war broke out, when the Government was com

mandeering everything in the way of khaki, the Sigmund-Eisner

Company saw to it that there were five million yards of cloth

stamped with the seal of the Boy Scouts of America and put

in storage. Mr. Sigmund Eisner, Sr., has been one of the best

friends the Scout Movement has had. Those of you who know

him, as our Executive Board members know him, believe

with me that he has not made a red cent out of the

Boy Scouts of America. I am rather inclined to think that his

four sons, who are all highly educated men, experienced in the

business, have rather become fearful of me, because they never

allow me to see their father any more unless one of them is

with him. Notwithstanding the fact that they have that safe

guard around him, when he was in Pasadena I got a subscrip

tion for $15,000 for this revolving fund. I want to say this, that

there have been mistakes by the Sigmund Eisner Company.

There are occasions where agents claimed all sorts of mistakes,

and in some cases perhaps the goods can be found on the Sig

mund Eisner Company, but Mr. Haddock, an efficient man,
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myself, fairly efficient, and others who have gone into these

cases find in nine cases out of ten the shoe is on the other

foot. I have asked Mr. Leslie Eisner, who has been good

enough to come down and help us in setting up this equipment

and getting the atmosphere of this whole thing to be here. I

want him to stand. I want him to know that we fully appreci

ate all that he has done and that we expect him, if he is to

continue to have the contract, to give us service on a business

basis, in the same way I know he has been trying to do, as it

is Mr. Haddock's and my duty to see that he does do. Have

you any complaint you want to make? We want you to make

it, and we will assure you an impartial, fair investigation and

effective action. Is there anything else to say?

: I think that it would be a very nice thing to

cheer Mr. Sigmund Eisner, who is a very elderly man, if this

group would authorize his son to say that we here as Execu

tives extend through him our greetings and hearty appreciation

for all he has done for us. (Motion seconded and unanimously

carried.)

Question: I move you that it is the expression of this body

of Scout Executives that we express our confidence in the Supply

Department and its directors and to pledge our earnest co

operation with the Supply Department and its director in bring

ing about the greatest possible efficiency. (Seconded and unani

mously carried.)

Thursday Night, September 14, 8:00-9:00

REPORT OF COMMISSION ON SEA

SCOUTING

Mr. Horton: We want to call your attention tonight to the

fact that when we are discussing more preparedness, we are

touching a subject whose territory embraces an area twice as

large as the. land, and in this new great spirit of international

ism which has been developed we would like to have it remem

bered that our friends from England and France came across

water to see us, and we want tonight to give you the story

of a Scout with a heart, told from his heart to your heartse

The Chief Sea Scout.

Chief Sea Scout Wilder: I know that you will all know and

feel that what this Commission has done has been with the best

heart in the world, and I want to say before I start anything

on the ship, that I am in hearty accord with everything they

have done, a wonderful piece of work—Mr. Mills, Mr. Horton,

and all the men that have worked with me. By and by you

are going to hear this plan, but first let us say something about
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this wonderful chance that you men have for putting over, for

getting before the people of this country an idea of the most

wonderful organization, the most ancient that has come down

to us from the past, the ship and the ship organization. What

a beautiful ideal it is and can be made for boys. Why?

You know as well as I do that the captain of a ship is will

ing to die for his men. Now that isn't merely paper; they do

it. On a ship, on the ideal ship, everything is perfect, of course,

and our Sea Scout ship has that ideal to live up to. Scouting

on the sea, the Scout Law applied in a confined and crowded

company of men! Now the days have gone by when Uncle Dan

Boone stood on the top of a mountain with his foot on a dead

Indian and a coon skin his hat. That was the pioneer—a fine

idea, but we are moving on and we are getting crowded and we

must learn how to live in a crowded community.

Now I can see the ship as one of the greatest chances in

the world to teach modern conscience. We have a crowded

company of men in small quarters. There are two places where

we never want anybody but our best friends and Scouting has

adopted them both, camping and boating. We are very careful

whom we take camping, and we are careful whom we take

yachting. Why? Because both things, both activities, both

adventures, call for organized unselfishness. Your turn comes

to do a job when you are camping, and if you don't do it, you

dull the adventure. And on a ship every man must do his duty.

We have arranged a program for your boys, the boys of this

country in which the building of character can be seen every

day. We give each boy something to do. We teach him how

to do it for his gang, and then altogether we shove off. Now

that is all—a wonderful ideal! It is true there is a lot of color

to it. They tell me we had better be shy on color, and adven

ture, and romance. Not at all. You are full of it. And your

boys are full of it. And the country is full of it. They don't

want it in too large doses, that is all. Let them have it easy.

We want to keep in Sea Scouting the color, flags. Behind, here,

is the Sea Scouting flag. There are certain ceremonies of the

sea, wonderful things—Eight bells, make it, sir. Don't forget.

That means on that ship who is the boss? Who is the man

who will die for us? Who will stay on the ship until every

man is off? Like this ship of ours that was torpedoed. The

man who can't find the boats will line up and stand at atten

tion while the ship goes down. That is the ideal that we are

holding up to these boys.

Now we have made, we think, a wonderful combination of

all that should attract boys. Once having given them the fun

of it—and give them all the fun that the program allows, both

on land and sea—keep throwing in the Scout Law as it tunes

to the old ship law. Good discipline. Good obedience, because

my obedience now saves you and makes my shipments safe.
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Now, then, we have lots of things to show you tonight. I

hope you will do this. We have done the best we can. It is

up to you men to put this over. Let's have the sea and the

land programs go hand in hand. Don't let anybody ever think

for a minute that they are two organizations. They are one

and the same, with the same Scout Law and a slightly different

program, but Scout Law all the time. Now we are going to

show you a reel. We are going to show you the actual work

ing of a Sea Scout ship.

Mr. Horton: We are going to have the fellow who made

that training possible give you further information about the

product that rides rather than walks—Captain W. Houston Lil-

lard, Headmaster of Tabor Academy, Massachusetts.

Captain Lillard: Dr. Home was trying to find out the other

night where you _men all came from on a basis of professions.

I want to say now that I know where every one of you came

from in one respect, and that is from the spirit of chivalry in

the fourteen-year-old boy. Every one of you is in this pro

fession now because you are trying to do a good turn for your

community and country, and back of you is that fourteen-year-

old boy who wanted to go out and fight things that were worth

fighting. Now if you are going to help that boy make his fight

against the good old, eternal, seven deadly sins, you must use

every weapon that is in the arsenal in fair fighting for him.

One of them is Sea Scouting. If you were going into the ring

against a perfectly respected opponent for a few rounds, you

certainly would not be satisfied to go at him with one hand.

Now those of you who have a water front available and who

have been satisfied to fight for this boy with one hand without

using the other will have something to think about. If you

have two good deliveries to use against that opponent, give

him both and give the boy both of these programs. Of course,

there are some of you who cannot do it.

All that I can contribute in these few minutes is a bit of

testimony about the boyology part of this program. I have

been playing the game now for eighteen years. It is just

eighteen years since I sat under Dr. Home and he tried to

teach us something. We were so boneheaded that we thought

of nothing but football instruction. But since then, associating

eighteen years with boys, I think I have learned a little about

how boys look at these various games that we play with them.

For twelve years I played the land game with them. During

the last six years I have had the luck to be on the seashore

where we have the harbor and equipment so that we can play

the water game. Let me tell you that there is nothing that

appeals to the boy so much, nor is there anything that is so

much worth while in character training, as the sea story. We

have not been a sea-going people. Through our own choice
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we have been a stay-at-home, fenced-in, Chinese kind of people.

The time has co'me when we must broaden out and we must

learn that our good pals across the water are close neighbors.

We must learn it by the sea, and our boys must know it. But

aside from all that, it is the finest story that you can give the

boy for his own sake at any time. I don't care what age.

We have been calling it a program that hits between fourteen

and eighteen. We are not going to quarrel about those early

years, but it does hit, and I have seen it hit, and I know that

it goes.

In fact, the only disadvantage to you men as Executives is

that it sells too well, like the old country storekeeper in New

Hampshire. A man went in and tried to get some pilot bread.

The storekeeper said, "I can't carry pilot bread. They buy it

out all the time. I have given it up and don't carry it any

more." I can warn you that the demand from the boys will

be tremendous. The problem is to handle it wisely. We have

been getting together recently in an attempt to make this plan

a little clearer to carry along through its natural progress up

ward in development, and I think we have made some improve

ment. All of you who have tried it have discovered that it is

a bit intricate as you read it in the manual, and you have had

difficulties that we perfectly well understand. We hope that

some of those difficulties are to be removed, and we are here

tonight to give you a chance to cross fire a bit on our pro-

pram as it is, before the next manual is published. Fortunately,

I think the old edition is about exhausted, like the old pilot

bread. We are ready for a new one, and it is the old plan,

stated in better form we hope, somewhat more fool-proof, with

better safety precautions, and with some details changed.

Now Mr. Horton is going to take charge of the discussion

and will give you the latest report from our work here the last

few days. But just let me assure you that I have been with

these boys trying it out both along shore and overseas. It is

perfectly safe and sane and it sells almost too welle

Mr. Horton: You men came to this session tonight with

an idea of bearing in mind the objectives of this Conference.

I will quote three: "To clarify objectives, establish standards,

and add to the sum total of our knowledge." The Commis

sion trusts that the sum total of your knowledge of Sea Scout

ing as it is at present applied, has been somewhat demonstrated

by the pictures tonight. We trust that the spirit of Sea Scout

ing has spoken through the old man of the sea with a heart,

the Chief Sea Scout Emeritus. With all this we must bear in

mind the fact that if we have a product, and if the sale of it

has been hard, or in other words, if our product has been hard

to get to market, we must remedy that before we can success

fully handle the product. It seems to our Commission that that

has been one of the difficulties in Sea Scouting. The product
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has been hard to get to market. There is nothing wrong with

it, but it was hard to get to market, and with this in mind and

with the Report of the National Commission on Sea Scouting in

front of us, the Commission members here assembled, with the

help of Captain Lillard, with the help of Mr. Woodbury, of

Bristol, Connecticut, with the counsel and advice of Mr. Bar

clay and our Chief Sea Scout Pilot, Mr. West, present these recom

mendations for your consideration. Relative to the printed

report of the National Commission on Sea Scouting the mem

bers present at the conference at Blue Ridge, September 12-20,

1922, reach a common agreement on these recommendations.

(I hope that those of you who have the reports on Sea Scouting

will use them at the present.)

1. That we regard the objectives of Sea Scouting as identical

with Scouting with greater emphasis placed on nautical traininge

(Adopted.)

2. That the Sea Scout program be simplified without lowering

standards, that most of the features of the Scout program, that is,

the Scout program of activities, be incorporated into Sea Scout pro

gram, and that the three grades of Sea Scouts be known as Appren

tice, Ordinary and Able Sea Scouts, with a graduate or expert grade

to be considered later on. (Adopted.)

3. That any boy, fourteen years or older, may enter Sea Scout

ing whether he has been a Scout or not, and that we must develop

this program from the viewpoint of the boy.

(Note—Fourteen was subsequently changed to fifteen as the mini

mum age and the recommendation so adopted.)

4. That we must provide for individual promotion as well as

for group promotion. (Adopted.)

5. That the billet system which provides definite responsibility

be developed so as to allow frequent shifting in billets. (Adopted.)

6. That iwe consider a uniform which will appeal most to the

boys of Sea Scouting age. (Adopted.)

7. That the ship be registered in the same manner as a Scout

troop with one fee and one set of papers. (Adopted.)

8. That the word "skipper" be used to designate the ship leader,

his assistants to be knozvn as "mates." (Adopted.)

9. That every effort be made to develop a plan whereby cruises

may be made under the supervision of Scout officials locally and

nationally, this cruise to be given as a reward to qualified Sea Scouts.

(Adopted.)

10. (Developed in today's joint group conference or discussion.)

That as soon as practicable, regional committees for Sea Scouts,

skippers and mates be organised. (Adopted as a whole.)

Will you discuss one by one or as a whole?

(Recommendations 1 and 2 were accepted immediately.)

(Recommendation 3 was then read.)
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Mr. Sapp (of Tuscaloosa, Ala.) : I am convinced after two

years' careful study of Sea Scouting—my heart's in it, soul and

strength and mind and body. I'm back of the program, but—

if we reduce this fifteen-year age we are making a mistake ab

solutely for Sea Scouting. I am strongly opposed to it. It is

because it increases the danger by taking the younger boy to

sea. The older boy will absolutely not have anything to do

with it. I have that condition developed under two ship organ

izations, and I know they won't do it.

Mr. Cook (of Albany, Ore.): If you reduce the age from

fifteen to fourteen, you are just increasing the mortality of Scouts

at the age of fourteen. When they leave Scouting and go into Sea

Scouting, they continue for a year and a half and then go out

altogether.

: We have been having Sea Scouting. I do not

agree with the previous speaker that it will cause greater mor

tality, or a greater tendency for land Scouts to drop out and

go wholesale into Sea Scouting. I am heartily in favor, after

eleven years' experience, of the motion as made by your Com

mission.

(The motion for fifteen years was carried.)

Mr. Carmon: I would like to protest this vote in a way.

I don't think that those organizations that do not have Sea

Scouts or have experience with them should vote.

: I have not had any experience with Sea Scouts,

but I have two boys. I wouldn't let them go to sea until they

were fifteen years old.

Mr. Curtiss: I am not directly interested in Sea Scouting,

but my boys want to be interested in it. I know the older

boy does not desire to have the younger or baby element along

with him. I think you will find the same condition to obtain

all over the country.

(Recommendations 4 and S were then accepted.)

(Recommendation 6 was then read, with the following com

ment by Mr. Horton):

We are giving you people the latitude, the line. If you want

to use it. ease her off.

Mr. West: Mr. Chairman, does not this recommendation

simply mean that consideration be given to the question of

adopting a uniform if there is any substantial objection to the

present uniform?

Captain Lillard: I move that the Sea Scout uniform be

adopted as it is.
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Mr. West: I think it should be brought to the attention of

the group just exactly what has taken place. There has been a

very thorough-going study made of this subject by a Commis

sion, your Commission. This Commission submitted to those

of you who have ships a questionnaire. On the basis of the

information you gave, in the light of the experience of those

who have been directing the Sea Scouting activities, the Com

mission's report was drafted. At great personal sacrifice our

beloved Chief Sea Scout has come all the way from Honolulu

to meet with the members of that Commission. In the light

of the information which they presented to him, in the light

of his experience in Sea Scouting, he has made a statement to

us that he joins with the Commission in recommending favor

able action on your part to these things, because he wants to

see improvements made in Sea Scouting. He is convinced

that some things have got to be done differently if we are

going to go forward.

Mr. Barclay has spent a good part of the day in meeting

with those who have been most intensely interested in this

subject, and these recommendations in typewritten form, based

upon the report of the Commission and the advice of our Chief

Sea Scout, are brought before you for your action. I venture

to make this statement because I am sure that it was not clearly

understood that these recommendations are in reality the unani

mous recommendations of Mr. Wilder, Captain Lillard and all

the members of the Sea Scouting Commission. This particular

recommendation simply means that if it should be developed

that in the judgment of the Sea Scouting Committee and the

Chief Sea Scout, there will be a stronger appeal for this pro

gram by having a different uniform, then they are going to have

a different uniform; but if the present uniform is all that is

needed, then they will keep to the present uniform. It seems

to me that they have been very moderate in their recommenda

tion, and I certainly hope that you will consider whether you

feel disposed to back up these men who are your representa

tives and who have made a study of this subject under these

conditions. I am sure the expression of the point of view

as has been given is going to be very helpful to them in deter

mining whether a change is necessary.

Mr. Wells (of La Grange, Ga.) : I want to offer an amend

ment to the motion, that the matter of the uniform be left up

to Chief Wilder and the Commission.

Dr. Fisher: I understand that the motion that was carried

recommended that no change be made in the uniform. That

motion has been adopted.

(NOTE—The stenographer's notes do not indicate that

any action was taken on Captain Lillard's motion con

cerning the uniform before Mr. West's comments.)
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Now if you wish to reconsider the motion, then a motion to

reconsider should be made, and if it carries, the whole question

is before us for consideration.

(Such a motion was carried.)

If the uniform as it is now is acceptable, please rise.

Mr. West: We want to do exactly what you men wish in

all things. If any one who voted in favor of the resolution as

offered by Capt. Lillard, that the uniform remain as at present,

wishes to move for reconsideration, it is in order to do so.

(Mr. Stephenson so moved, and the motion was seconded.)

The question simply is, Shall we reconsider it? The motion

prevails. Now reconsider. We have before us the recommenda

tion of the committee which is that we consider a uniform which

will appeal most to boys of adolescent age. What is your

pleasure?

Mr. Barclay: As one who sat in through these sessions, may

I make a statement? It will be a tragedy, in my judgment, to

settle a question as important as this by a vote of this kind.

Now the Commission does not know whether the present uni

form is the one that appeals the most. We don't know. There

may be another uniform. This statement merely indicates that

if upon investigation and upon study it proves there is a uniform

that appeals more, then we would feel at liberty to adopt ite

It leaves the matter open for study and investigation. I would

like very much to have it left so we can carry through an in

vestigation to find out whether there is another uniforme

: I move the adoption of the resolution as offered

first by the chairman.

Mr. West: You have heard the motion. Those in favor

say "aye." The "ayes" have it.

' : Mr. Chairman, in view of the statement of Mr.

West and Mr. Barclay and our confidence in the Commission,

I move the adoption of the remainder of the recomr.iendations.

Mr. Hines (of Baton Rouge, La.): I would like to ask one

question about the recommendation for the arrangement of

cruises as a reward. Is this intended to be for cruises in dif

ferent sections or one cruise to Buzzard Bay or something like

that?

Mr. Horton: If you will give us time to consider these as

a whole, we can settle that, I believe, with individual confer

ence later. Will you wait for that?

(The remaining four recommendations w.ere then adopted.)

———: We are again to have a treat, the last of this

kind we are to have in this conference. It is the last address

of Dr. Home:
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Thursday Night, 9:00-9:30

THE LEADER

Dr. Herman H. Horne

Dr. Horne: I want to know something. There are some

people in this room who are interested in Scouting, who are not

paid employees of the movement, but who are giving their time

to it and who are here tonight and who are practically express

ing their interest. Now all of us would like to know how many

members of this group are here tonight as volunteer and unpaid

workers in behalf of Scouting. The volunteer spirit, men, is

going to win out for Scouting. The rest of us are paid for

what we do, but please understand a great Scout Executive is

not an Executive for pay; he accepts pay in order to permit him

to be an Executive.

I want to know something else about you men. I want to

know how old you are. Now think for a moment. How many

members of this group are thirty-three years of age or younger?

It is over half, isn't it, considerably over half? There are two

kinds of men who make great executives, young men and men

who never grow old. Youth is a matter of the spirit. We look

to those over thirty-three to keep the spirit of those under

thirty-three.

How many of you have been to High Top since you have

been here? There is lots of time coming, but I just want to

give you this suggestion. Don't leave Blue Ridge without visit

ing High Top. You go up from the valley, you reach the peak.

The peak is for vision, the valley is for service,—two indispens

able things in Scouting.

I have challenged you men to determine the type of leader

ship to which you belong, to determine the type of leadership

which characterizes the Movement, to determine the type of

leadership which should be developed for the future greatness of the

Movement, to determine whether the conscience of this group is lined

up squarely with the modern conscience as you interpret it. And

tonight I want to sketch for you the qualities of the great leader

and ask you men as individuals to match yourselves by those

qualities. Now the great leader is first of all a product of

heredity. A great leader is born. He is endowed by birth with

the capacity for leadership, and the leopard cannot change his

spots, and the African cannot change his skin. By birth a man

is a potential leader or not, and if he is not by birth a poten

tial leader, he cannot become a great leader. A leader first of

all is born, and in recruiting for this movement you must recruit

from the ranks of eugenics. You must find the man of high natural

capacity. I remember the story of a man who was making applica

tion for a position. There were a lot of blanks to be filled out. The

first question was "Born ," and he answered, "Yes."
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A great leader (now you are going to think I am contradicting

myself, but I will try to untangle the whole before I am through)

is not only born; he is also made. He is made by his environment.

His heredity gives him his potential leadership ; his environment gives

him the opportunity for actual leadership. Without environment

born heredity is like the grain without the soil, and if a man lacks

the soil, whatever he has within him has no fitting expression in the

external world. A man who is a great leader is also made. A

great leader makes himself. Three apparently contradictory proposi

tions: born, made, makes himself. But this is the reconciliation. A

man is born a potential leader, his environment gives him the oppor

tunity for leadership, and he himself, his will, realizes his potential

capacities and utilizes his environing opportunity. _ So the great

leader, to harmonize the statements, is partly born, he is partly made,

and he partly makes himself. Within the limits set by heredity and

provided by opportunity every man becomes the kind of leader he is.

"It matters not how straight the gate,

How charged with punishment the scroll ;

I am the Master of my Fate,

I am the Captain of my Soul."

The straight gate may be heredity, the scroll may be environment ;

but within the limits of heredity and environment a man becomes

what he will. I say it to each one of you. During these next two

years, what kind of leader will you become?

Now some of the greatest leaders of the race have exemplified

for us the quality of agency of a world purpose. These are the men

who have sensed that through the course of external nature and

through the course of human history one increasing purpose has run.

They have made it a part of their leadership to line up with the

increasing purpose of the ages, and standing with that, they succeed.

Should tiney stand against that, they fail, as a great leader of the

world purpose. There are those of the past who as great leaders

have been characterized by the sense of the presence of the Silent

Partner. I took a little walk up to Overlook this afternoon without

companionship that was visible, and the hills and the leaves and the

valley and the mountain peaks, the blue sky and the clouds became

eloquent, and I realized that silence is the great mystery and that

speech is its echo, and I recalled those words of Emerson when com

ing out of a warm abolition meeting in Boston. Walking through

the Boston Common, the trees seemed to say to him, "Why so hot,

little man?"

The companionship of the Silent Partner. Some leaders are

mystics. It is a very beautiful and tender and appealing type_ of

leadership. These men initiate you into the mystery of living,

always with the sense of more mystery beyond. These men do not

know it all. These men guide you by the sense that they have of the

Infinite Presence. I am wondering if there cannot arise in the

Scout leadership some man with the sense of the mystical presence of
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the Infinite Power. We need it. Men, we need him. Scouting is

not merely doing stunts. Scouting is not merely playing games.

Scouting is a great agency to bring boyhood and manhood into the

image of the Infinite, and unless our leaders sense this Infinite, they

are powerless to lead. We have men who lead by the head. We

have men who lead by the hand. We have men who lead by the

heart, and this mystic of whom I speak is particularly the man who

leads by the heart.

There are men of the past who as leaders have been great be

cause through their constructive imagination they could envisage the

future. These are the men whom we call the prophets of the race.

I am wondering whether the Scout leadership today is developing

the man who has his eye on what the future ought to be as well as

upon what the present is. Give us a Scout leadership which is at

times mystic, which is at times prophetic, which is indeed at all times

practical. There have been great leaders in the past who have been

characterized by the power of the single motive. "This one thing

I do." Men, if you ever make the great choice, it unifies your life,

it subjects all lesser choices to their places. Your life is not spent

in chaotic confusion. Your life drives straight toward the great

goal. As leaders we need to be consecrated absolutely to the power

of the single motive, to the greatness of consecration. There have

been great leaders of the past who have been characterized particularly

by the fact that they wore the white flower of a blameless life. Sir

Galahad : "My strength is as the strength of ten, because my heart

is pure." The Boy Scout is clean. The Scout Executive must be

clean. O men, be what you want your boys to become. The Scout

Executive has a code. His code is not that incorrect interpretation

of nature, the survival of the fittest; it is that of the principles of

brotherhood of mutual aid. It is not competition; his code is co

operation. The great leader is like the crest of the wave cast up out

of the sea; the great leader is he who stands above his fellows

because he is cast up by the great movement of humanity. He is the

voice of the thought silently thinking in things. He is the man who

represents the future in the present. He is the man who can make

of the generation of today what the generation of tomorrow ought

to be. He is the man who can put into Scouting what he wants in

society. He is the man who can make the youth of America what

America ought to be.

I quoted Emerson on the Boston Common. I want to complement

that thought with another. Emerson said, "We must hitch our wagon

to a star." There are different kinds of stars. There are dark stars ;

there_ are stage stars. You must hitch your wagon to a star, because

that is ideality. Look up there at them tonight. Men, I would almost

like to ask you to promise me that before you closed your eyes in

slumber tonight you would give your soul one minute with those

heavens. Light travels at the rate of 180,000 miles a second. When

your eye catches some of those distant fixed stars, the light that you

see traveling at the rate of 180,000 miles a second left them one
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hundred years ago. Do you want to be leaders? Let your soul be

lifted up into the kind of universe in which you live. Hitch your

wagon to a star ; that is ideality. Be leaders characterized by ideality.

But the other side of the thought : hitch your star to your wagon.

Make your star do your work. Make these light centers illuminate

your dark corner. Catch something of that infinite glory and con

crete it in the life of the boy. The great Executive is ideal, but also

real. The great Executive is real, but he is also ideal.

An old colored man went into a livery stable in the South and

said that he would like to buy a horse, and the liveryman said to

him, "Well, I have two very nice horses here that I would like for

you to see. Now here is a horse. He has been a mighty good horse."

"I don' like him, sir." "Well, I will show you my other horse.

Now here is a horse—a young horse who is going to be a dandy

horse." "I don' like him, sir. See here, Mr. Hossman, I don' want

a has-beener; I don' want a gwinter-beer ; I wants a is-er."

One reason I like this Scout Movement is that it is an "is-er."

I know you are just a few years old, still in childhood, in the present

adolescent period, by no means mature yet. You are going to be, yes ;

you have been, yes ; but this Movement today is an is-er. It is great

to be connected with it. I like to come down here and talk

to you men. I don't call myself a leader. I call myself only a

teacher. I try to help men to be leaders. I spend my vacation with

you because you do me good. I have been running for two years on

what you did for me last time. I am going to run a long time on

what you have done for me since I have been down here this time.

Now, fellows, the things that are right in here for us must find

expression. I can't sing. You will find that out in just a minute.

But, fellows, there is something right down in here that I want to

try to put to music. I told you that I was born in this "region. I

was born in North Carolina. I am a Tar Heel. I got tar on both

heels. My father and mother before me were Tar Heels, and the

good wife at home is a Tar Heel, and I am sending my girl next

year to get education in this Southern atmosphere. There is a state

hymn, a state song in North Carolina—some of you know it. I want

to change those words and this is what I have been trying to say to

you men about leadership. I hope it will express itself to you through

the lines as I have not been able to do. I covet for every man of

you great leadership as Scout Executives. Never be lost in your

details. Men, be above your methods, bigger than your methods.

You have to use methods, but you have to be* masters of methods.

All the things I wanted to say but can't I am going to try to say in

these few lines I am going to sing.

"Boy Scouts of America, Heaven's blessings attend you,

While me live we will cherish, protect and defend you,

Though the scorner may sneer at and witlings defame you,

Still our hearts swell with rapture whenever we name you.

Hurrah! Hurrah 1 Boy Scouts of America,

Hurrah! for the good old Boy Scouts."
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Mr. West: I move, if I may have the privilege, a vote of thanks

to Dr. Home for making the sacrifice to come and be with us as he

has been for the past two days, and that we further express the

hope that he may be with us on another occasion.

Meeting closed with repetition of Scout Oath and Law.

(Carried by a unanimous rising vote.)
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Friday, September 15th

8:00 to 8:40 A. M—Training School, Lome W. Barclay, pre

siding. Subject : "Relation to National Office," George

W. Ehler.

8:45 to 9:00 A. M—Address, "Preparation for Service," Lome

W. Barclay.

9:00 to 9:10 A. M.-Retume, Dr. George J. Fisher.

9:10 to 10:30 A. M.—Assembly. Report of Commission on

Camping, including statement on camping method used in

France by M. J. Guerin Desjardins, presented by James

H. Beard, Chairman.

10:30 to 11:10 A. M.—Group Meetings. (No stenographic

report was made of the population group meetings.)

11:15 to 12:00—Address, "Finance and Budgeting," E. St. Elmo

Lewis.

1:30 to 2:30 P. M—Assembly, "Problem Hour," led by Mr.

James E. West, assisted by experts.

8:00 to 9:30 P. M—Assembly—Entertainment and Stunt Night,

Dr. E. K. Fretwell, assisted by Mr. Charles H. Mills.

Friday Morning, September 15th, 8:00-8-40

RELATION TO THE NATIONAL OFFICE

George W. Ehler

The purpose of this morning's session is to discuss with you

a little some of the contacts which the local office has with the

National Office. I am not going to undertake to go into the

whole subject of your relationship with the national organization or

anything of that kind. In the Scout Executive's Handbook you will

find that discussed from various angles. In the seventh chapter in

particular of the Handbook you will find local and council relation

ships discussed, and the emphasis there placed upon the team work

between the Scout Executive and his local field and the National

Headquarters, together with a description of the various departments

and your relationship to them and purposes which they serve in

that relationship.

What I am more concerned about is the problem that the new

Executive finds himself up against the moment he takes office, right

away. There are contacts which you must have with the National

Office in the way of ordinary daily routine business, business which

determines very largely the way in which you will organize your own

office. That is a procedure which has been carefully worked out and
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which we believe has reduced to a minimum, (though we may be

able to find ways in which it can still be further reduced) the

amount of work you have to do to keep in contact with the National

Office concerning fundamental business. Those relations affect

two things, registrations and merit badge business. You will have

more dealing with the National Office on those two matters than all

the others combined probably, depending in some degree upon

whether you maintain a supply store. Business on the matter of

registration and merit badges will depend entirely upon the size of

your organization, the number of troops you have on the one hand,

and the efficiency and capacity of, your Court of Honor and amount

of business that it discharges.

The procedure and the blanks that go with it are designed to

accomplish four things : The first is that we may properly carry into

effect the provisions of the Constitution and By-Laws of the National

Council, so that our business in the relating of boys and men to the

organization shall be in harmony with the principles and spirit that

guided in the development of that constitution; and so that we may

legally meet the requirements placed upon us by the charter given

to the organization by Congress, which states explicitly that nobody

has a right to wear the Scout uniform or any of its insignia or make

any use of the term Boy Scout or Scouting unless he is a fully

qualified member of the organization in good standing. Now reg

istration determines whether he is or not. It is the procedure

by which he begins to be a regularly qualified member in good

standing and by which he ceases to be.

The second is for the protection of the Movement. Through the

registration procedure the personnel of the organization is determinede

Through the registration procedure we place the checks and safe

guards about the admission of a man which may, so far as it is

humanly possible, enable us to exclude from the organization men

who ought not to be in it. We have at the National Office what is

known as the alphabetical card file with probably 150,000 cards in

it at the present time. It contains the names of all the men who

have ever been commissioned in the organization since it began. It

also has a number of other men who have never been commissioned.

On many cards are red tabs. Whenever a man's name comes in the

geographical file is consulted to see if he is registered. If we find

out that he is not now registered, or if he is a new man, the clerk

goes through the alphabetical file to find out if his name is there. If

a red tab is on his card, the confidential file is consulted to see

what are the facts about him and what action has been taken. There

may be a note : "Before this man is registered, look up the situation

and find out whether there is a very careful understanding between

him and the committee or council concerning him, his ability, the

propriety of his being in the organization." On the other hand we

may find : "This man must not be accepted under any circumstances.

Notify the Council that for good and sufficient reasons it is impossi

ble to issue a commission." It may be necessary to go into detail
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sometimes, but usually we do not, because it is not the kind of

material that is mailable. It has to be kept exceedingly confidential,

because unless it happens to be backed up positively and definitely

by good legal evidence, publicity would be foundation for libel suit.

There are all too many cards with those red flags on them in the

file. This you see, is the reason why all men's names come to that

office. Time and again we have had a man's name come from one

city that has been red flagged in another, two thousand miles away.

A man from California had been red flagged in Denver. One from

Florida had been red flagged in Long Island. Another case in south

ern California had been lined up on the red flag list in Buffalo.

Hardly a day passes that there does not come to my desk something

concerning this sort of situation.

In the third place, this procedure provides us a basis for the

organization of your office. It demands of you certain information

which makes necessary that you shall have that information available,

that you shall get it. In addition to men being commissioned for the

protection of the movement, which is related also to the first item, is

the requirement that troops shall be organized in a certain way, that

there shall be certain backing of the individuals you are presenting,

that there shall be certain investigation of each troop before its

application comes out of your office to us. The blank is designed

to insure that that is done. That as you will see, naturally forms

the basis for the organization of your office in respect to its records

and procedure. It is also designed to make it possible for you in

filling out these blanks, certain of them particularly, to have a

duplicate of the same that may constitute practically your full record,

if your office is so short of help that it is impossible for you to do

more than that.

In the fourth place, it is the means whereby the national office

secures essential information by which it may know what is the

progress that is being made or the lack of progress, what are the

conditions so far as this sort of information will indicate in the

local field in a region, state, or in any unit that we may desire to

look into. You will find that more or less published to a degree in

the report which you got last night, the Statistical Reports of the

First Class Councils. This procedure is all developed so that it is

mutually helpful, so far as it has been possible to do it in our study

as we have gone along.

Now the forms which are used are designed as far as possible to

reduce the amount of necessary labor to a minimum. Any kind of

form filling out to some people is "red tape." Red tape means, in

the ordinary understanding of the term, unnecessary formalities of

paper work, things that might just as well be gotten along withoute

I want to assure you that we have made every effort, and I am going

to ask the whole group here on Monday to co-operate in a new

way in making additional effort, to see that these forms have noth:

on them that is useless. They must be made of value in some on-

direction or another to make it worth while for you to have to spend
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any time on them. Of course, the extent to which you spend time

on them, and the value which they bring to our office determines

the amount of service that we have to give to them in handling them

and sending back to you soemthing useful that we get from them.

Now all forms and procedure are, as I said, in the first place, to some

people red tape. That is largely because the man has no conception

of what is back of it, what is the meaning of the form, what is the

objective of it. So long as he knows that John Smith is the Scout

master of this troop over here, what difference does it make to any

body else? He knows that he is there and we should trust him to

see that everything goes all right. That is all right as far as it goes.

The only trouble is that we have so many John Smiths all over the

country. You know how easy it is for you to misplace your own

friends and how very much easier it is for you to be misled in

respect to a fellow who is not your friend, who may be wanting to

get into the organization because it gives him an opportunity to do

things some men are looking for. There is nothing required on

any one of those blanks that it was humanly possible for us to

exclude. Nothing is there because it is interesting. We ask you no

questions which give information that is simply interesting. If the

information we have gained is not of value in giving us some side

light upon the way things are going, showing the trend, or establish

ing some criterion by which to judge the operations of some policies,

it is not worth while either to you or to us. There may be, however,

some questions which to the Executive or to the Scoutmaster or to

members of the Troop Committee or Court of Honor seem un

essential, so now we are going to try this morning to have you get

some idea of what is the real meaning of those.

Your problem in regard to the registration of the troop involves

in the first place the institution or the group, its committal to Scout

ing. If that is not done on the application for the new. troop form

No. 690, -you have not begun right. There is the committal of the

organization itself to the support arid the backing of the movement.

There is its responsibility for producing a Troop Committee. It is

not the Scoutmaster's responsibility; it is not your responsibility

primarily, to produce a Troop Committee for a group; it is the re

sponsibility of the people behind that group. The next is the certifica

tion of that Troop Committee to the fact that they understand the

organization, its purposes, its aims, that they know the Scoutmaster

and that they recommend him as a man fit to be commissioned as

a leader of boys. It says : "Mr. Blank has been selected by us as

Scoutmaster and we recommend that he is to be commissioned as

such. To our personal knowledge he is of good character and

qualified to act as a leader of boys in carrying out the Scout program."

That isn't so bad, but it may be improved. However, it is up to the

Executive to see when the men have put their names on the dotted

line, that they have read that and know what it means. You see

many troop committees, that do not know that that Scoutmaster is

of good character so far as it is humanly possible for them to know.
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Too often a friend says, "John Smith would be a bully good Scout

master," and Mr. Jones goes and says, "My friend Brown says that

John Smith would make a good Scoutmaster, and I suggest that

we get John." John is agreeable, and they take him in. They meet

him—why, sure, they are personally acquainted. They have been

introduced to him. And you know some of the nice results from that.

It is up to you to see that your men actually personally sign that.

Don't let them get you to forge their names.

On the second page is information concerning the Scoutmaster.

Four or five things are absolutely necessary, on the omission of

any one which we would reject the candidate. The age of the Scout

master. He must be twenty-one. The answer to that question has

been left off sometimes, and we have written for the information,

saying, "The man's age is not given. We don't know whether he is

the right age or not." Sometimes we get this answer, "As it is com

monly understood scoutmasters must be twenty-one, you ought to

know." But we have had them come in with twenty and even

eighteen written on in spite of the well known fact that a Scout

master cannot be commissioned under twenty-one years of age.

We must have his color, black or white, because it makes a dif

ference in some towns whether you charter a troop and commission

it for a group of Negro boys or not. In some places it does not

make any difference, but in some it does. We undertake in the fullest

possible way to protect the community and not to go against what

is the sentiment in that regard.

"Are you a citizen? American born or naturalized?" He must

be an American citzen. Then we print here in full form the extract

from Article 3 of the Constitution, which is the statement of the

fundamental religious principle underlying the whole Boy Scout

Movement, and we ask, "Do you subscribe to the above declaration

of principles?" If an application comes back with that answer

wanting, it will go back to you. It must be there. I had recently

a minister in a town in Texas who left it vacant and sent a letter

explaining that he understood that this would mean that if in his

troop there was a Catholic boy, he must not undertake to get that

boy into his church. He could not agree to that, however, he would

undertake to be fair, etc., etc., and if we would accept him, he would

be glad to sign the statement of principle "Yes." We wrote him

back that it was impossible under the circumstances to accept him,

because we could not be party to an understanding of that kind.

Now then the rest of the information is requested so that we

may know what are the classes of men that are becoming Scout

masters, whether from year to year we are going in one direction

or another with respect to the character of men to whom the

Movement is appealing; the Scout experience of men, whether

we are getting leaders out of the Scout Movement. Read the

Annual Report of this year and you will see. A very small pro-

oortion of the men now leading the troops are former Scouts.

We are just beginning to reap that harvest.
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Among other information requested here, is some sidelight

on the man as to his acceptability for the job. It gives you

information and helps us to understand whether you have been

following that up carefully, or whether we ought to write to you

concerning it. It is going to be my job after the first of October

to do that with the troops that are not under council. You can

readily see the necessity of having this information in very

definite form. I want to know whether this Troop Committee

is made up of laborers and others whose standing in the com

munity is such that it does not commend them as real backers

for leadership of boys.

Question: Why know the age of the committee members?

Because some of them are sometimes younger than the

Scoutmaster. _ A father may say, "Well, what does he know

about the advisability of that man being a leader for my boy."

When your Troop Committee says he is a good man, it means a

recommendation.

Question: Would it disqualify a Troop Committee man to

put him on if he was a young man of good standing?

Mr. Ehler: No, but he must be twenty-one. If it is a group

of young fellows recommending one of their friends who is also

a young man, you can readily see that that does not constitute

any real solid foundation to the parents of those boys.

Question: Do I understand, Mr. Chairman, that even though

a man has shown his intention of becoming an American citizen,

he is disqualified?

Mr. Ehler: No, he must have his first papers.

Question: I am just wondering—I find so many troop com

mittees, even though they are all right and legitimate, two months

later do not even know they are on the Troop Committee. I

was wondering if the old army system wasn't better, for the

Scoutmaster to send in the names of three men who recommend

him, upon which you send a questionnaire to each man, asking

his age and also specific questions, the Scoutmaster's qualifica

tions on the religious line, etc.?

Mr. Ehler: There is no doubt that it would be better if it

could be carried out. But consider what that means to the Local

Council. Never mind isolated troops. This means three letters

to be written and followed up. Then you know how long it is

going to take to get those letters back sometimes. They do not

come. Then you send for them and they come along, and they

are not what you expected they would be. This form means that

your troop organization committee has actually seen the man

who is to be Scoutmaster. He has been appointed. They

selected the man. They make sure that they are backing the
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right man. If your troop organization committee is on the job,

you can rest with fair comfort in respect to the matter.

Question: When a troop charter is sent in and the age of

the Scoutmaster or some other blank is left vacant, and you hold

it up and write back to us for information, we send out the cards

of the boys. How long do you hold the troop registration? Is

it possible for a boy to be registered with the troop two or three

months and at National Headquarters he is not registered?

Mr. Ehler: No; under those conditions we hold the troop

pending. We do not hold up the registration of the boys on that.

If it turns out that that Scoutmaster cannot be commissioned,

we will, pending the time that another man is selected, have some

man on the Troop Committee put in as Acting Scoutmaster. That

is purely a formality simply to protect the boys.

Question: I had two problems that bothered me: I had a

settlement house controlled by women, where I had to hold up

the organization for four months before I could get good men.

Women are never permissible.

I had a Chinese troop and I had five Chinese men, but had

to get Americans to take their places on the committee.

Question: I am just wondering if it would not be advisable

to get fathers of at least some of the boys.

Mr. Ehler: I should say so. I would like to go into all that

is back of this business, but that involves our fundamental poli

cies, and we haven't time for that. It is a tremendously vital

problem.

Just one thing before we get any further and without going

any more into the details of this. Here is the troop enrollment

which asks for certain information about the boys. If we do not

get that, there are a lot of things we cannot know about the

Movement, and we cannot issue certificates unless you have the

age, etc. On the back is general information about the troop.

We need to know that. Where does it meet? Once a week?

etc. If there is something not on there that you ought to have,

then we ought to get it on. It is for both of us.

Why do we ask who is Superintendent of schools? For

applications that go out to Councils we could leave that off, but

that would mean printing two sets of applications and always

having more or less mix-up on it. We put it on there for the

isolated community that sends in an application. If we have

occasion to question the Troop Committee or something does

not look right, the Superintendent of Schools is usually a man

of character in the community, whom we can ask whether he

knows anything about these fellows and if they are fit to be

leaders of boys.
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Question: A question about holding registrations. We often

have trouble to re-register a troop right away. A few boys will

register later. National Headquarters drops them. Isn't there

some way of having a space on the application blank to hold over

a few names that you are positive that will re-register?

Mr. Ehler: You see what that would involve. We would

have to follow you up.

Question: In your files you refer to the original troop appli

cation anyway, and the names would be at the bottom of your

form.

Mr. Ehler: It means when you send in that boy, it has got

to be crossed off the bottom and put up at the top. It would

mean we would have to see if that is an old boy, etc. It would

involve a tremendous amount of work and it wouldn't help you

any. You have him on your records in the back of your troope

There is no need of our having him.

Question: I believe something could be devised there that

would help the turnover problem.

Mr. Ehler: Keep a copy of the application and write in pencil,

or on a card if you have a card for each boy. You cannot consider

a boy a Scout who is not on the blank of the troop at the present

time. A boy ceases to be a Scout when his registration expires. You

have no right to issue uniform or insignia to a Scoutmaster or Scout

the moment his registration expires. You may for purposes of con

venience carry him on your records as such, but he must be under

the designation of lapsed.

Question: During that length of time, a week, a month, how

do you want him to be considered?

Mr. Ehler: He is a lapsed boy. It was my habit always as an

Executive to consider that when the troop came in, that constituted

the record when it was registered. The other boy was out until

he came back. We might carry the whole troop oh for a month or

two months as members of our organization, but lapsed. We do that.

Just one more thing. That is the report which you make out of

certificates issued. When you get an application and it has gone

through all the procedure in your office, you are then authorized

to issue cards to the boys. Keep after us with a red hot poker

if we do not keep you supplied with a sufficient number of blank

certificates. We fall down on that every once in a while. When

you see the office and the size of it, and the number we have

to look after, twenty for this and a thousand for that, and fifty for

another place, and still keep watching to see how the supplies are go

ing, you will realize how it happens. Keep after us. Having done that,

at the end of a week or at the end of two weeks, list the applications
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which you have and which you are going to send to us. In the

first column put the number of the troop. The numbers that are

printed there are line numbers, not troop numbers. Write them in.

Certificates issued to Scouts; that is the number of them. The ex

piration date of the troop as it is on your record, so that we may

check up with our record and make sure what it ought to be. Some

times you will send it in at the end of the month and give it that

month's expiration date, and we may give it the date of the month

when it arrives, unless we find the date when it left you. We try to

give you the expiration date as of the time when it left your office.

That may have been in your office one, two or three months, as

we have found. We have got to go back and date it from the time

made out. You may give it the recent date. We try to give it the

date when it was finally acted upon and .during the time which those

boys have had their certificates.

The ordinary fee is fifty cents.. But you have additional en

rollments, thirty or forty cents. If you are sending any other funds,

orders in that particular mail, you list it here under the respective

headings. Up at the top be sure to fill in your blank certificate

report, the number that you had on hand at the last report, the

number you have received since then, the total, the number you are

issuing at this time, how many duplicates, how many spoiled. Keep

a record of it so that we may be kept in constant touch with how

it is going with you.

Now that procedure is simple, and if you will take two of those

with carbon between them, make them out carefully, you have a

complete record for yourself. You do not need much of any other

record for that purpose, so that you have done yourself and Us the

same job in one doing. The same sort of thing pertains to the report

which you make for merit badge business. No use of going into the

merit badge blank. That is self-explanatory. You want it for your

purposes to see that everything goes through from Scout to Scout

master, the examiners, the Court of Honor. This other blank, which

is a certification in bulk of your Court of Honor—the only trouble

we seem to have is the rules on the back. When you are through

making it out you have a complete record. Down here the name

of the bov. the troop number and subject. Over here so many

ehletics, etc. From week to week you bring those together and at

the end of the year you are able to make up a report for the whole

year that is complete and you have not had to add a single additional

bit of time to getting your record in the first instance. The record

is as good for you as for us.

Friday Morning, September IS, 8:45-9:00

Mr. Beckman (of St. Louis) : We have with us this morning

as our first speaker a man who is—well, he was born in Canada—

he is a citizen of the United States by adoption, and he aspires

to be a citizen of the world : Mr. Lome W. Barclay.
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PREPARATION FOR SERVICE

Lorne W. Barclay

It is with considerable humility that I permit myself to be here at

this hour this morning, and it is with a feeling of very great unworthi-

ness and unpreparedness and incapacity that I attempt to bring you a

short, brief message on this problem which is possibly the solution of

our work. A Scout Executive said to me this morning that he had

read in a novel this definition of service : "Service is the rent we pay

for living in this world." Worth thinking about. I would like to

define service to you as a habit of mind and action of ministry to

others.

What then are the fundamentals underlying preparation for that

habit of mind and habit of action of serving others? In the prepara

tion for the calling of the Scout Executive the first thing which

must be achieved is personal worth. We can not hope to prepare

men for service unless they are men to begin with. M. E. N.—

men: "Physically strong, mentally awake, morally straight." Let

us start with that premise, that those who are going to prepare for

this calling are first men of real character. I need not talk to you

about the problems of a calling of this kind, of its temptations, of

the pitfalls men may fall into. I need not talk to you about the

essential personal life of the man who stands in the community as

the representative of the ethics expressed in the Scout Oath and Lawe

But let us start on this point, that in this calling there is no possi

bility even of preparation, for the man whose life does not gear

with the Scout Oath and Law. I invite all Scout Executives in

the United States of America whose lives do not gear with the

Scout Oath and Law, out of the movement, because the natural

evolution and the press of progress and development will determine

that fact as the days go by.

Now then, three essential; ror preparation. I am not going to

talk about college education. I am not going to talk about means

of training. But I want to say this, that men in preparing for this

work should hive mental training. It may mean a college education,

it may mean years of experience, it may mean some other way of

acquiring it, but culture certainly must be one of the verv funda

mental things. After that element, knowledge, comes skill, and

philosophy. A man must have those requirements that were spoken

of on Tuesday, in the Report of the Commission on Training—

knowledge of people, knowledge of boys, knowledge of business,

knowledge of pedagogy, knowledge of education, knowledge of life,

consecrated knowledge rather than consecrated ignorance. Many of

us pass on through life equipped only with a zeal that does not

take the place of knowledge. We cannot hope to arrive, because

we cannot read the signs of the trail. Knowledge, or education, is

acquired by study. S. T. U. D. Y.—oftentimes with your head in

a book or with people. Education is acquired in two ways. Educa
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tion is nothing but experience; your own experience to begin with

(the best form of education) ; second, the education of others trans

ferred to you, possibly through the printed page or spoken word.

So then, let our movement in its preparation for service be dominated

by that thing which creates respect, which gives confidence, which

gives strength, which produces personality—knowledge.

Equally important is this other thing, skill. It is just as important

to have skill in your profession as it is to have knowledge to apply

to the profession. Skill comes through the practice of knowledge.

There can be no useful knowledge in the case of the Scout Executive

without practice. So I conceive of the training of the Scout Execu

tive as including not only the facts of Scouting but the practice in

the organization and administration of the work of the Scout Execu

tive. Equally important, then, is skill, practice.

The third thing is philosophy. Philosophy, knowledge, skill by

practice, thinking about the experiences that you have had; reflecting

on the application of knowledge and acquiring skill; thinking over

the different lines of activity that you have carried out in the day.

In other words by rising above your failures, accepting and recogniz

ing that you have failed, then by thinking, by reflection, possibly by

prayer, lifting yourself up on the mountain top so that you can look

down over the valley of those experiences, you will be able to see

the trails that lend down through that valley and up over the other

hill. In the Scout Movement we have had a great deal of practice

from the standpoint of service for the Scout Executive. Out of that

period of practice there are certain standardized ideals generally

accepted. We have developed a body of knowledge of these different

things I have spoken of. It is laid out in this Scoutmaster's Hand

book and suggestions that follow from that. We are now beginning

a period of reflection. We have come to the period of philosophy

in the development of the Scout Movement, in which we are going to

recognize facts as to our experience, and through thought and con

centration and conference we are going to solve our problems.

What is the practical suggestion to Scout Executives from the

standpoint of preparation for service? In one word I sum it up.

Your responsibility in the preparation for your profession is your

own self-education. Nobody c&n educate you; you must educate

yourself. Mr. West brought a point out the other day which was to

my mind most vital. Of course, we want to lay our plans for the

training of the future leadership, but is there not a tremendous

opportunity for self-educatiorl for all of us? I am getting a lot of

i* at this Conference and every conference I attend on Scouting.

What are some of the things that can be done to educate onesself?

Read the literature, study what is available. We made a little start

in this Home Study course which Columbia is giving. I should like

to see every Scout Executive •— excent possibly the old-timers who

know a great deal more than those who worked out the course—but

every new Scout Executive, take that course. Study it honestly and

faithfully, go right through everything that it suggests to do. If
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this Conference would so say, I should be glad to undertake a

similar specific, technical course for Scout Executives for Home

Study. We have now this Home Study course for Scoutmasters

which Executives should use, not as a means of training Scoutmasters,

but as a means of training yourselves, helping to get the habit of

studv a little further developed and pushed along a little farther.

Service, preparation for service, self-education through knowl

edge, skill and reflection will never end as long as we are in this

work. Our job is that of social engineering, organizing people to

administer their own affairs for their own self-development along

the line of the social education of boys. That is our job, and so,

men, this morning, this glorious, beautiful morning, with all the

inspiration that comes from the beautiful climate, air, sunlight, at

mosphere, such as we have here, my simple little message to you is

this: know your job, know all lines that relate to it; practice it;

find out how to do the thing right; then by reflection, educate your

self, educate yourself in ways that will perfect you and make it

possible to reach increasingly the boyhood of this country with better

Scouts and with more Scouts. And so my parting message to you

as your Educational Director is this : work, work, work—work with

your head, work with your heart, work with your hands.

Daily Resume, Friday Morning, 9:00-9:10

Dr. Fisher: Yesterday was a very full day, full of fine

thoughts, excellent expressions, and some very definite actions.

Scouting is for the boy and not the boy for Scouting. Scouting

is a game; keep it so.

With reference to Turnover. One-third of our Scouts fail to re

register each year. We should seek to reduce this turnover to the

lowest possible degree. It is not high as turnover goes in most

agencies, but it is still too high to satisfy us in Scouting. We shall

seek, particularly in the territory under Council administration, to

reduce the turnover appreciably. Every Council must develop an

adequate and effective method for checking up Scouts before they

drop out. Greater advance must be made in having all new troops

have a Scoutmaster selected by the Troop Committee. It should be

constantly kept in mind that most boys who drop out, fully forty

per cent, drop out for reasons not under their control. This is a

tragedy. Three fundamental proposals have been suggested for

reducing the Scout losses : first, troop visitation and inspection ;

second, proper follow-up; third, the usje of veteran associate mem

bership. Our complete relation to the Scout must be improved in

three respects, namely, in his induction, in his program, in his retire

ment. May I call to your attention that the recommendations of

the Committee on Turnover have not been acted upon? The con

ference by its hearty applause approved the suggestion that Scout

bands, basket ball teams, and highly specialized athletics, when used

in Scouting, have a tendency to serve a minority of boys.

The most cordial greetings received from Sir Robert Baden
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Powell, and the arrival of Captain Francis Gidney once more en

larged our vision of the boy problem. "Our aim is to help to make

a new world," says Captain Gidney. "Scouting is nationality plus.

Scouting is an institutional spiritual democracy."

The great popularity and value of the Sea Scout chanty reveals

a need for more typical Scout songs, which should include an inter

national Scout song. The following recommendation with reference

to records was adopted: "That the Commission on Scout Office

and Records prepare a system of records that will enable us more

readily to furnish the information called for in the application for

recharter, and that this be made available to the field through the

national office."

In applying the principle of salesmanship to the Scout Executive

the following was indicated. The primary object of an Executive

is to increase his net results. He must produce. The Executive has

for his job making the Movement grow in the community. Scouting

must grow in quality and in quantity. Every Executive must so

arrange his schedule as constantly to have time for creating new

business. The opportunity of the community is represented by the

mental attitude of the Executive. It is the mental vision which limits

or enlarges the community, and enlarges or limits the possibility for

troop growth. We haven't scratched the surface in our communities

with reference to reaching boys. Some of our Executives, using

the exact language, "need a little more nerve in salesmanship."

The following definition of a good sport was presented : "He

never believes that he has played his best. He never quits. He has

no alibi. He smiles when he loses. He is a quiet winner. He plays

fair. He plays his best all the time and he is generous in his

relations to others." Moral—an Executive should be a good sport.

A man cannot sell Scouting unless he is sold to Scouting. He should

never permit a man to deal with a Tenderfoot who has not been

sold himself to the Scout program. In selling Scouting to the com

munity we should remember that very frequently the big men of the

community are easier to reach than the little men. The true salesman

will be strenuous, systematic and creative, each in balanced proportion.

His enthusiasm must be organized. Scouting must be kept pre

eminently an out-of-doors movement. Most invaluable are the after

noon recreative activities of this conference. Executives should

literally feed on these activities. He should catch the spirit of the

woods. The Scout Executive should be what he wants the Scouts

to become.

There is a modern conscience for better service in our modern

world. It is the product of industry, democracy, science, education,

tolerance, and internationalism. It is socialized. It is intensely

human._ It is scientific, increasingly international. Have the Scout

Executives of the Boy Scouts of America this modern conscience?

Seascouting teaches organized unselfishness. Can we not make

this Seascouting a big, fine, progressive, forward looking movement?
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Seascouting and Land Scouting should go hand in hand. Sea-

scouting is a water game. Our chief difficulty has been to market

the Seascouting among our own people. It has not been completely

sold even to our Scout Executives. The conference adopted recom

mendations with reference to Seascouting which included in substance

the following: That the program be simplified without lowering

standards; that the three grades of Seascouting be known as Ap

prentice, Ordinary, and Able Sea Scout ; that the minimum age be

kept at fifteen years ; that provision be made for individual as well

as group promotion; that the billet system be further developed so

as to allow frequent shifting; that the uniform be studied with

reference to possible changes in the Sea Scout uniform ; that the

ship be registered in the same manner as a Scout troop with one

fee and one set of papers ; that the word "Skipper" be used to

designate the Scoutmaster; that a plan be developed whereby cruises

may be made under the supervision of Scout officials, local and

national, to be given as rewards to qualified Sea Scouts ; that Regional

Committees be appointed on Seascouting.

I should like here to ask if the men of this Conference, in view

of the very tragic circumstances which have been connected with

the Chairman of the Sea Scout Commission, our good friend Dyer

Jones, of Orange, New Jersey, who has had a complete nervous and

physical breakdown, which may prevent him from entering Scouting

again, would like to send a word of comfort and appreciation to

the wife of Mr. Jones, his faithful partner, who is suffering by this

great tragedy that has come into their lives. I wish we might remem

ber in sympathetic fashion this calamity which has come to this

splendid Scout Executive who worked hard as the Chairman of this

Commission.

Mr. Mathiews: I so move.

(The motion was seconded by Mr. Wilder, and unanimously

carried.)

Mr. Mathiews was requested to prepare the message.

Dr. Fisher: The volunteer spirit is going to win out in Scout

ing. It must remain youthful, thirty-three years or under. Our men

of mature years must remain youthful in spirit. Heredity and en

vironment combine in the making of a leader. A leader makes himself

by using his capacities and opportunities. We must recruit our

leaders from among highly potential men. Scouting provides the

soil for the development of the natural leadership in boys. A great

leader is an agent of the world purpose. Scouting is not merely

doing stunts ; Scouting is not merely playing games ; Scouting is

bringing boys in touch with the Infinite. A great leader is at times

mystic, at times prophetic, but always practical. We must see to it

that Scouting has some great leaders who are mystics, some who are

prophets, as well as those who are men of action. Hitch your wagon

to a star, but hitch also your star to your wagon. Ideality and prac
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ticality must be developed in happy balance. Put into Scouting what

ought to be in society. Put into the youth of America what America

ought to be.

Two criticisms were made by Professor Home. I present them.

Our meetings, said he, lack romance, ceremony, symbolism. That is

a suggestion that possibly in another conference we might have

portrayals among ourselves, on our own platform, of symbolism,

ceremonialism that can be introduced, in a richer degree, into Scout

ing. Second, says he, we should develop a better and a larger

use of discussion.

Friday Morning, September 15, 9:10-10:30

REPORT OF COMMISSION ON CAMPING

Mr. McDonald: I have good backing in anything I have to

say. Mr. Kirkham of Salt Lake City, in the absence of Captain

Beard, who unfortunately could not be with us, but who was Chair

man of the Commission, will preside at this session, and Mr. Wad-

leigh of Worchester, Massachusetts, who was the first man, also

being from the First District, to get in his report for the Commission

from any Region, will present the Commision's report. Mr. Kirkham

of Salt Lake City will preside.

Mr. Kirkham: I feel that I voice your sentiments in saying

that we have now come to the part on our program where we have

the great opportunity to take a boy or a group of boys into the

great out-of-doors as a sacred privilege, for we are really and truly

in the Garden of God. Our Camping Director back home makes

this happy play on great outdoors. He says, "Tear away the letters

from each word and leave the one that starts each word and we have,

Great Outdoors, G-O-D.' " I am sure we have been appealed to

here by our splendid inspirational speakers to try and awaken that

wonderful spiritual self. I am sure you have had the experience of

climbing, perchance, from a camp of boys for hours and hours among

them, and finally come to the Christ when you have watched lads

come perhaps for the first time to catch the vision of a great valley

or a new world below. There is where we catch the real expression

on the face of a new life, a new vision. What a wonderful thing

it is to put over the camping program in a proper manner ! We are

favored this morning in having a comrade come to us from overseas

who has been thirteen years a Scout, a wonderful record. His name

even tells the story of the work that he is to present to us,—"Out of

the gardens," his name means, translated into English. We are very

much delighted to have Mr. Desjardins with us. He has been with

Mr. Barclay in his training over there. He is known as a national

figure in Socut training and camping. I take great pleasure in

introducing to you Mr. Guerin-Desjardins of France.
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Mr. Desjardins: I am to tell you this morning of our camps

in France. If you went to France to see our camps, you would

at once see a slight difference. Instead of having large camps, as

you have in America, we generally have small troop camps and even

patrol camps. I will explain, or try to explain, to you the reason

why. When we started that it was not because we knew at once

that that would be just the thing our French boys would like to

have, but when we started Scouting we had no money; we had no

big men; we had no Executives. The boys were absolutely in the

situation that they were obliged to do all the things themselves. So

we couldn't organize nice big camps. We could have a tent, some

cooking, some things to be used for cooking, and that was all. But

we tried it all the same. And now I may tell you that it has worked

all right. The boys are accustomed to go to camp without any

permanent equipment. They carry on their backs the few things

as they really require. They hope to find right on the spot what will

be needed, and they have to invent things for themselves. When

there is straw to be bought in the neighborhood of the camp, they

buy straw. When it cannot be found, the just put some water-proof

sheets on the ground and lie right on the spot there. There is no bed,

there is nothing that you may have in your large camps. Perhaps

some one of you may ask if that is good for the health of the boys.

Well, I am sure that in France, and perhaps everywhere, if a com

mittee were to discuss such a thing, the committee would say, "Oh,

we can't go and have boys lie on the ground. That would be bad

for their health." But we have tried it and I have never heard,

and I don't think Mr. Barclay has, of any case of sickness in such

camps.

The chief difference between the French camps and yours: first,

small camps or patrol camps. Then very often tramping camps.

That means we sleep one night at one place and then go somewhere

else on the second day, etc., and we travel sometimes for many miles

for a week or fortnight and when the camp lasts one month, the first

fortnight is a tramping camp and the second fortnight we stop and

take a little rest. Some troops have what the English call "trek

carts" and they take a few things with them. Many troops, I should

say the largest number of troops, don't have any. Neither are there

boxes to be taken by the train. The boys just carry their things.

I will explain to you the way we did recently. We had no money

and you know 'when a man is in business for every day in the

week and he has to take his own vacation to organize a camp, he

cannot do much of this work to organize, to go there beforehand,

to see how to do it. It must be a little improvised. We continually

ask these volunteer workers to say, "Next month I am going to

take my boys to camp. I would like to have a week to go and

prepare ahead of time." They have to take the boys and plan the

camp on the map. That is the only thing they do to be faithful to

the motto, "Be prepared." We couldn't do otherwise and the boys

know that we could not do otherwise. We said, "No you must camp

and do your own cooking and try to be comfortable or else you will
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die." I have not heard yet of a Scout in France who died in camp.

I think that is good publicity. They not only did not die, but now

it is very easy to organize such a camp. _ Sometimes we do not know

when we leave to what exact place we will go. We know what town

we want to go to, but we hope to find there a farmer or somebody

who will give us the ground we want. Perhaps two hours after

the equipment has been unpacked the tents are already up, the patrol

who is on cooking duty is already lighting the fires, and perhaps

three or four hours after the camp is running. On the second day

and the days that follow we do a little more. We cut some trees

when we are allowed to—that is not very often. We make some

tables. Sometimes we don't have tables. For the tramping camp we

eat our dinner on the ground. The reason is that our boys are

accustomed to live like that. I will tell you one of the finest experi

ences I had in Scouting. Last year for boys who were not yet

Scouts, we organized with Mr. Barclay big camps in the devastated

regions. These boys had not had any training as Scouts. They had

to have a big camp, and Mr. Barclay wanted a troop of ten Scouts

to be used to show these boys what Scouting was and he did a great

honor to my own boys when he asked them to go and camp near

the large training camp and be like the experimental troop. For the

first time in the history of our troop we had a professional cook,

because Mr. Barclay said that perhaps many of our boys would be

taken to show the others games and many things, and we couldn't

do our own cooking. The boys were more comfortable than they

ever had been before. Well, anyhow, the next time. I spoke about

camp and about the patrol meeting and as to their wishes, they said,

"We don't care much where we go, but not for anything in the

world will we go to a large camp. It is a shame for our troop

when we think that we have had a professional cook." You under

stand that I myself as a Scoutmaster of that troop was very much

pleased to have a professional cook. I didn't have much to do. But

the boys, especially patrol leaders, were so strong when they said

that they were ashamed that I nearlv felt the same, and I wished that

mark should be rubbed out of the history of my troop.

Now the reasons of such training are that boys are accustomed

to that open air life and that their health does not mind at all when

the weather changes: when it is raining, or when it is cold, or when

it is dry or when it is wet, they don't care at all. As I told vou, we

have no sickness. Another thing the boys like. They like it because

all the time they have to be engaged in practical Scout work. We

don't have so many hours on our program where we sav from nine

to ten a lesson on something, because the day is a lesson from

morning to night. We don't have so many special courses on how to

make things to organize camp, because the boys can't wait for such

lessons. They have to go at once if they want to eat at night on

the first day and to sleep, to go and find in the woods what is

needed. It also gives a strong troop spirit, esprit de corps. I don't

think there is a single troop in France that would care to camp with
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another troop. They like to be near another troop, to have twice

or three times in the week a game or competition with the other troope

They like to ask the boys to come to their camp, but they want to

feel that their troop is something by itself. Our scarf, as you know,

is different for each troop. The boys are very proud of their troop

colors. They want sometimes to have in the day, say half an hour

of a short talk with the Scoutmaster on the troop spirit, what the

troop will do, what the troop will try to do next year, and they want

to feel that their troop is something important by itself.

It also teaches us resourcefulness. The idle camper is the Zulu

man of whom you may read the story in Scouting for Boys. The

young Zulu boy, the warrior of his tribe, is painted with some color

that can not wear off. Then he is sent into the woods and if he is

met by somebody of the tribe before the color has been washed off.

they kill him, because he is not worth a penny. He is no good to be

a strong man in the tribe. That is the example they like to speak

about and some of these boys sometimes feel that sleeping in a tent

is not enough for them, and the" ask if they can not just take their

blanket and go out. I generally say, "Yes," when it is a fine day.

When it is a rainy day, I say yes, but I know they will come back

themselves. If you have no executives to organize a camp, you tell

us, your Scoutmasters are engaged in business—how can these camps

work? The answer is that the work is not done by the Scoutmasters.

The work is done by the patrol leaders. The patrol leaders generally

are still in school or college, and they have plenty of time. The

Scoutmaster just takes the time to say, "We will take such a train,

meeting at such a place at nine A. M." Then each patrol leader takes

his patrol to camp. Very often there is quite a difference between

two patrols, and the leader is responsible for everything that goes

on in his patrol. I don't know if you have tried it yet. As I told

you. just a few minutes ago, if we had aske'd our committee men

if that was possible, they would have said no, absolutely no. "How

can a fifteen-year-old boy take other boys to camp? You will have

accidents, sickness. It will be awful." Well, this is how we do it,

and it is very easy.

We have meetings of the patrol leaders before the camp starts,

and we tell them what we want to do. We say, "You are proud of

your troop?" Yes. "Well, we want our troop camp to be a real

camp." They say, "Yes." "You know I am not ashamed to do it,"

Will you do it?" Yes. "You must see that it is clean, that your

food will be well taken care of, that your cooking will be done in

time, or else you won't have any time for games. Can you do it?"

They say yes. but they know themselves that in or'der to do it they

have to get the help of other boys in the patrol, and then in their

turn they have a meeting of their patrol and they say the same thing.

They even say more. They say, "Our patrol leader is the best in

camp and we want our camp to be the best in France." And thev

believe it too. Each boys says, "I would like to do that. I would

like to be in charge of that." If a Scoutmaster gave an order for
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each patrol, the second boy in each patrol will be in charge of cook

ing, the third boy in charge of water supply, it would not work.

Some patrol leader likes to have this work done in turn. Some like

to have specialists in their patrol. We don't care. The only thing

we care for is that our boys come back home again having learned

something for themselves and having through hardship sometimes,

and sometimes after very hard days, learned that co-operation and

a good Scout spirit is after all the most useful thing in camp.

Mr. Kirkham: In the problem of camping perhaps we all

fall on the common basis, that is population groups, more than in

any other thing. Please do not feel nervous. My own feeling is

that the problem is so common—we leave the city, whether five

thousand or half a million—so few details differ. Let us have a real

discussion of the Commission's report, which will now be given

by Mr. Wadleigh :

Mr. Wadleigh: In order to get over to you the points of

emphasis which we have selected from this rather lengthy report,

I am going to try to go through all the points that we have selected

for emphasis, making just a series of statements in reference to

what we have selected from the entire report with the hope that we

can go back as soon as I have finished and take up some of the

more important things or the points that you want particularly dis

cussed.

On the first page of the Company Report we would call your

attention to the fact that in the consideration of camp site, equipment,

program, leadership, the problem of safety is one of the first to be

considered ; that the matter of general health is the second to be

considered.

On the next page of that report it is the opinion of the Com

mission that we should endeavor to discourge the habit of troop

vacations during the summer, that there is considerable demoraliza

tion resulting from that, and that we would do well to encourage

troops continuing their activities during the summer.

On the next page of that report we would emphasize that every

Council should provide a winter camp as well as a summer camp,

and that some permanent place should be provided for those winter

and overnight camps. In reference to the getting of boys to camps

and the financial difficulties involved, the Commission suggests that

early in the year the troops be started on some system of saving

money for camp and that later on clubs like the Rotary, and Kiwanis,

church organizations, etc.. be interested in helping finance boys at

cnmp ; but that it should be the general rule that a boy should pay

as much of his way as possible: that his camp experience should not

be handed over to him as a free proposition if he is able to pay

part of it himself.

The reports show that 14.2% of the entire yearly budget, of the

different Councils is being put into the camping program. That
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suggests that if any Council is putting less than 14.2% into its camp

ing program, it is possible that it is not putting as much money into

it as the needs of its boys require. The experience of the country

would seem to show that we are not being extravagant at all in the

matter of camping and probably are not doing as much for our

boys as we should unless we are putting at least 14.2% of our budget

into the camp program.

In reference to insurance and liability in case of accident, etc.,

to workers in camp, the Commission most heartily recommends that

every Executive have a member of his Company Committee investi

gate through a local attorney the local state law with reference to

the liability of an organization for accidents to workers in their

camps and that they then follow up such action as seems to be

desirable and necessary. There have been one or two serious cases

reported already of loss and there is a liability of still more.

In reference to safety conditions, attention is called to the Red

Cross Life Saving Corps, that twelve feet of water be provided for

diving purposes. Under the general health, the experience of the

country seems to endorse the policy of every boy having a medical

examination before he comes to camp. Furthermore, under safety

this sentence is significant when we come to consider the accident

at South Bend last spring. "When motors are installed in boats,

tests of buoyancy when filled with water are recommended, and

movable floats and life preservers for a crew estimated at the entire

capacity of the boat are advised. It is further recommended that

all boats be tested for floating capacity when filled with water and

marked accordingly."

At the annual meeting of the National Council this resolution

was passed, and it should receive our attention, and is brought up

by the Commission for emphasis on page 11.

"Whereas, the Boy Scouts of America is specifically pledged to

encourage reverence and faithfulness to religious obligations;

"And Whereas, the attention "f the National Council has been

called to the fact that in some cases, Scouts have been permitted

to neglect church attendance while at week-end camps or on week

end camp hikes;

"Be It Resolved, that the National Council record its disapproval

of programs for the week-end hikes or camps which preclude the

attendance of Scouts from religious services, or which cause loss of

credits for the individual or patrol, or troop if the Scout elects to

remain at home to attend church."

In reference to the matter of camp leadership, it seems to be the

growinc opinion that the Scout Executive should not undertake the

active directorship^ of his camp, especially if it is camp of any size.

This warning is given, however, that the Scout Executive should be

at camp enough to be in close touch with everything that is goine

on therp. that as Executive he is responsible for what is going on

and should know what is going on. On the other hand, it is quite
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possible that one reason why we do not have a larger percentage of

our boys at summer camp mav be because the Scout Executive is

not spending more of his time back at home keeping the work going

and getting the boys to camp. It is not believed that the families of

leaders should be quartered in camp._ There is a suggestion, how

ever, and a plan has been followed in one camp by which a separate

camp for the families of Scoutmasters has been established. It

made it possible for Scoutmasters to attend the camp, be there for

a good part of the work, but their families were at an entirely

separate camp, and there was no conflict at all so far as the presence

of ladies was concerned during the program of camp activities.

Finally, on nage 14, an all-summer program of activities is out

lined. Along with that outlining of the program the Commission

wants to recommend that early in the year, in the winter, Executives

lay their plans ahead for their camps and for their hikes, week-end

camps, hikes, programs, so that the boys will be able to plan on it

and that other interests and other attractions will not get a chance

or be allowed to interfere with the regular camp program.

Now there are two or three things here that we have had dif

ference of opinion upon and which evidently call for discussion. I

suggest that we take up those particular points first and having con

cluded those go on with any of the other features of the report

that may interest you.

Camp fraternities or secret organizations are usually disapproved

according to the reports from all over the country. I wonder if we

have any discussion, any comments to make upon what our policy

shall be in reference to camp fraternities.

Mr. Kirkham: Do you feel sufficiently strong on the subject

so that you would like to make a motion?

Mr. Beeny: I make a motion that camp fraternities be dis

couraged in connection with Boy Scout camps.

Mr. Goodman (of Philadelphia) : I think, Mr. Chairman, that

before we vote on this motion it is only fair to consider the thing

on its merits. Those of us who have experimented in our camps

with a camp organization, Indian tribe, or whatever you want to call

it, that will further emphasize the Scout principles and ideals in the

life of boys, should have a right to speak upon the subject and

should make plain to all who have not tried out the plan, the value

of such an undertaking.

We take our boys to camp every summer. They do not play

games alone, do not put on stunts alone, where they are to build

character and train for citizenship. If there is anything then that

we can do as Scout leaders, using the Scout ideals as our great ob

jective, of course, if there is anything by way of a camp activity

which we can do to further the advancement of those ideals, certainly

it seems to me we should not vote against such a procedure. On the
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other hand, if there be established in some camps organizations

which are found to militate against the accomplishment of our ideals,

then we should suppress them. I think it is altogether impossible

in a blanket resolution to say that camp organizations or societies or

fraternities should be taboo. It seems to me it is rather a question

of the organization under consideration. I, therefore, very strongly

hold that we do not by voting favorably upon such' a motion as is

before the house permit ourselves to be put on record as being

opposed in its entirety to the whole field of camp organizations, for

in so doing we will not be voting squarely and fairly in accordance

with the good interest of Scouting.

Dr. Tinney (of Little Rock) : I happen to be an ex-fraternity

man. I have had experience where every boy in the camp is not

given the opportunity—mind you I say the opportunity—to join that

fraternity, which is certainly opposed to the idea of Scouting. If

every man in camp is given that chance and not just a clique or

coterie who call themselves together and form a fraternity, perhaps

it might work advantageously.

Mr. Dale: Please read the recommendation as it is.

Mr. Kirkham: (Read the motion.) The motion is that it be

the sense of this conference that we discourage fraternities in camp.

Mr. Dale: I would like to know whether that means secret

fraternities or merely a brotherhood based upon merit and ad

vancement.

: That camp fraternities limited to other than

the entire group be discouraged.

Mr. Stephenson (of Chicago) : I believe it only fair that this

discussion be limited to the fellows who have tried these things. I

wouldn't attempt to go into an organization and say it is wrong

unless I had tried it. I don't know much about it, but I have a man

on my staff who has tried it and he sold it to the rest of us arid

we are for it. I would like to hear from Carroll Evanson.

Mr. Evanson (of Chicago) : Fellows, I have entire sympathy

with all of the objections and dangers which it is possible to get in

the honor societies under improper leadership and where means are

played above ends. For some eight seasons now I have been con

nected with a camo honor society which has proved of such wonder

ful help in the Council where it was first started that it has since

been organized in a number of other cities as well, where it is

proving equally valuable. Now I note that after the original state

ment there is this other sentence: "Some Councils approve camp

clubs but only such clubs as stress unselfish personal service." I

interpret the previous sentence in the light of the second, that camp

honor fraternities are usually disapproved, but that some Councils

approve clubs that stress unselfish personal service. A statement was



just made at the beginning of this session that Dr. Home criticized

us for a lack of ceremony and of symbolism. I believe the point is

well taken. If we find, those of us whose minds run along that

particular line, that we can effectivelv use ceremony and symbolism

in furthering Scout ideals of personal service, why should the entire

body go on record and say you shan't do it? This particular organi

zation that I am speaking of is absolutely a service organization. It

is the organization that is known to you men as the W. W; W., an

organization mentioned on several occasions in Scouting. This organ

ization is a service organization, using the form of ceremony and

symbolism which has a very definite appeal ot the boy and which

has proved of great value both in camp and throughout the year in

the city in many of the Councils of this country in promoting

Scout ideals.

1 : I think the apprehension some of us have is simply

this, that we may tear down our own program by constantly adding

extraneous matter to it. I think that is the danger, and we should

proceed very cautiously in this whole business. All over this country

we find men trying to change the Boy Scout program by trying to add

something to it. If we do not guard against this, we shall have not

the good old B. S. A. in the future, but Coxie's Army. ,

Mr. Kirkham: May I ask of you kindly to formulate your

suggestions in your attitude toward the motion. Let's try to clear this.

: I think the motion is all right. I want to support it,

because it says we advise against this thing. It doesn't say that a

man may not. If he has a perfectly good scheme, perhaps he ought

to work it out, but I do think we ought to be careful about trying

to develop a new religion. This is good enough.

Mr. Kirkham: Are you ready for the motion? (Yes.) The

motion is, as I understand it, that it be the sense of this conference

that we discourage fraternities with the common interpretation that

is felt in this conference in the general expressions that have been

made.

(A standing vote was called for, and the motion was carried.")

Mr. Wadleigh: Are there any particular points that have

been taken up that you want to bring up for special discussion?

Mr. Benson (of Pittsburgh) : I would like to give an inter

pretation of the resolution passed by the National Council in regard

to week-end hikes. Is it the policy of the National Council, and will

it be the policy of this conference, to discourage absolutely the

week-end hike in the conception that it is a Sunday activity; regard

less of the attitude of the institution whose boys take the hike?

Mr. West: Those of you who heard the talk on the funda

mentals of Scouting, those of you who have heard that talk in

previous sessions, those of you who have read our literature, know
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that whatever success we have had in Scouting here in America

has been based upon the fact that the men who are back of the

Scout movement thoroughly believe in a God and thoroughly believe

in the church as an institution of a civilized community. We have

entered into a contractional relationship with the churches of

America. We have said, "Here is a movement with a program. _ Take

it and use it to supplement your activites, and we will see to it that

the Boy Scouts of America, incorporated by Congress, a responsible

body,—we will see to it because you have confidence in us—will do

nothing to interfere with you in carrying out your fundamental

program. Now I want to be very brief, but I want to be very con

vincing, because this is a matter of paramount importance if we

are to go forward.

There are many agencies—I shouldn't say so many, because

after all there are comparatively few—but there are some in this

country who are trying very hard to have the churches of America

believe that we are breaking in upon their programs and that we

are establishing a loyalty which is going to alienate, if you please,

their hold upon the boys. _The purpose of the resolution of the

National Council, which had full consideration, was to sound a note

of warning that inasmuch as we have entered into this contractional

relationship with the churches of America, we must gear up our

program for camping, hiking, in such a way as to give due regard

to the conviction of others, to that obligation that the Scout is

reverent, that he is faithful in his religious duties and respects the

convictions of others in matters of custom in religion. Now when it

comes to details of working out the requirements of this resolution,

it is impossible for us to formulate any cut and dried rule. It is

necessary, however, that we take the resolution to mean exactly

what it says and that by conference with the agencies with which

you are dealing locally you make sure that they are in harmony with

the leadership you are giving for all of your camping and over-night

hiking programs. Our good president, Mr. Livingstone, who is going

to preside at our religious service Sunday, had this experience. His

two boys were members of a troop connected with a church in

Washington, with a remarkable Scoutmaster, and for the summer

"season they were accustomed to go out on a week-end hike, over

Sunday, and the question arose with the pastor of that church, who

went to Mr. Livingstone, as to whether those boys who were

members of that church and Sunday School. Mr. Livingstone tells

that without letting the boys know, or the Scoutmaster, he drove

out in the machine toward Great Falls. He knew where the camn

was, out on an island. He rode out and went in on them. "Oh,"

he says, "My two boys were as close to God there out in that

camp under the leadership of that Scoutmaster in the special service

which he had arranged as they would have been right in the Sunday

School room." So it is possible, men, for us to arrange our programs

so as to keep faith with these churches, but it is necessary for us to

take into consideration that we have got to reckon with those duly

responsible and do it in a way that wins their approval.
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Mr. Harris: There were three or four things in the report,

and thirteen years ago this last August I conducted my first Scout

Camp, so I have had experience. I took up these three or four

matters with the Director of the Department of Camping, and he

asked that if some one else didn't I would bring them up.

First, on the fifth page of the report, at the top of the page,

there is a paragraph relating to the length of the term of the camp.

I think there are some Councils where they can get adequate leader

ship and get all the boys in camp in less than a month and if a

Scout Executive has to leave his Council and conduct his own camp

and be away from the Council a whole month, sometimes it wrecks

the program back home and will make necessary the suspension of

troops that ought not to be suspended.

Second paragraph on page five relates to encouraging organiza

tions to help pay the expenses of a boy. We want to guard against

pauperizing a boy, and if we can encourage the boy to earn for

himself the privilege of camp, it is worth infinitely more than if we

pauperize him by giving him something. The Chairman, in presenting

this report, called attention to the fact that it was desirable to own

your own camp site, but the printed report does not state that it is

desirable. There are a number of reasons. I am only going to men

tion one or two. It gives you a place to fix yourself. It makes a

permanency for your Council. In that connection also we ought to

have called to our attention the hundreds of thousands of acres of

fine camp site owned by the Government which are at our disposal

without price in case they are in reach of our Councils. We can make

a wonderful use of the national forestry reserve if we will do so.

Secondly, I think that in the question of program on page 10 we

ought to have the thing emphasized which the Chairman brought out,

but which is not in the report, that the program ought to be well

planned in advance, so that a man will know why and how he is

going to accomplish the thing. The Rural Commission Report says,

"The program should be carefully thought out in advance, whether

a troop camp, over-night, or regular Council camp." Each camp

official must know in advance what he hopes to accomplish by the

camp and how he hopes to do it. Therefore, I propose this resolution,:

Resolved, That we recommend to the Commission on Camping:

1. That they reword paragraph one, page 5, "A summer camp

announced well in advance and of sufficient duration that each Scout

may have opportunity to attend camp under adequate leadership."

2. That paragraph 2, page 5, "Not only to discourage men, but

to encourage them in helping Scouts secure work by which they may

earn the money to pay their own way.

3. _ That paragraph three, page 6, add the desirability of the

Council owning a camp site and call attention to the splendid oppor

tunity we have to use the great national forestry reserve.

4. That they encourage the outlining of the programs in advance.

I move the adoption.

(Seconded and unanimously carried.)
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Mr. Ehler: While we are on this particular paragraph which

relates to the different kinds of camps the Council shall provide for,

I would like from the standpoint of information to know why the

Commission makes no mention in this program of the promotion of

troop camps. You have just heard here a statement of what the

troop camp means to France. I had some experience of my own

with respect to what the troop camp means to the troop in our own

country. This all presumes here that every boy in a Council is

going to go to a Council camp, a big camp. Now I submit that the

experience of our organization so far isn't so bad with troop camps

that we should come now to the point where we forget all about

them and there should be no further promotion of them.

■: I submit that it would be rather difficult for us to

get that interpretation from the statement.

I move that this body go on record as approving the endeavor

to secure for every troop the opportunity of its own troop camp

under its own leadership. (Seconded.)

Mr. Chessman: I am in favor of troop camps under certain

circumstances, not in general, though. In the first place, it has been

my experience that in certain communities I have been embarrassed

more by Scoutmasters taking their troops to camp and making a

mess of it than any other one thing in my work.

Mr. Steel (of Baton Rouge, La.) : Does the mover intend

that it shall convey the idea that troop camps are to be supplementary

or a substitute for Council camps?

Mr. Ehler: My idea is this, that we should not say to a

Scoutmaster, "Your boys must go primarily to a Council camp;"

that if the troop has the proper leadership, naturally under the

supervision of the Council as to that, that it shall be encouraged

to have its own boys under its own leadership, where they can get

troop experience. I am not averse to the idea that eventually the

troop camp shall take the place of the Council camp. It has been

done. I sympathize with the man who has been embarrassed by the

Scoutmaster who went out and conducted a camp which is not a

credit. I might say that the National Camp Director has been em

barrassed by Councils which have conducted camps not a credit to the

Scout movement. He is giving leadership to plans for making

Council camps what they ought to be.

Mr. Steel: That does not answer my question, but I wish

that we might get more imbued with the spirit that our friend

Barclay brought a year or two ago when he said something about

gearing in. One of the biggest problems I have had to meet, and I

am from an old Scout community, is over-emphasis on troop loyalty

without recognition of the fact that there are Scouts other than

those in that troop. The Scoutmaster needs to know that, the boys

need to know it, and a Council camp is the best place in the
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world to learn it. The Scoutmaster has all year to inculcate the

principle of troop loyalty, but our boys need to have some com

munity loyalty and to recognize the fellow in the other troop. Non-

recognition of troop affiliation, it seems to me, is one of the best

ways to answer that question and to get it across to your Scoutmaster

and to your boy.

Mr. Beeny: I have an amendment to propose: that the

motion be amended to read that "opportunity be provided for camps

under standard requirements.

Mr. Kirkham: That instruction is already given.

Mr. Ehler: "That this body encourage the development and

practice of troop camps with proper leadership under Council control

and supervision."

Mr. Harris: I should just like this conference to know what the

State Ranger knows who has the territory round about Lake George

about troop camps. We have the experience of three particular

troop camps that are held on Lake George. One is such that every

ranger in the state of New York has been notified that if that par

ticular group of boys apply for permission to go on state land they

are to be denied absolutely. The other experiences have been such

that they have shoved those two camps down on to a single island,

and there has been nothing but friction and unfavorable comment

for the past three years.

(The motion was carried.)

Friday Morning, September IS, 11:15

Mr. West: A request has been made that by unanimous

consent we permit Mr. Dale of Minneapolis to offer a resolution

which was crowded out of the Camping session, and I would suggest

that Mr. Dale be permitted to read his resolution and then we will

decide what we will do.

Mr. Dale: .As a preamble, I believe that the resolution I am

about to offer might give you some help and light on the more

important, more vitally interesting, patrol idea. That is the thing I

have in the back of my mind about the resolution.

Whereas, the independent troop camp idea is vitally important

to the future of Scouting.

Whereas, the use of such camps has been limited in this country

compared with othefr countries, and the information available there

fore insufficient to assure success.

Therefore, be it resolved, that the Department of Camping, in

co-operation with the Department of Education, at once take up

the study of independent troop camps, securing all possible informa
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Hon from the field and other Countries where troop camps hoot

been found successful.

And, further, that the facts thus secured be submitted to the

field for their guidance.

(Seconded and unanimously carried.)

Friday, September 15, 11:15-12:00

FINANCING AND BUDGETING

E. St. Elmo Lewis

Mr. West, ladies, and gentlemen, I am going to talk on the

subject of financing and budgeting this morning; a dry subject, but

very necessary to that management control which is the job of the

executive.

I remember, and I want to reiterate what the Chief Scout

has just said as regards the question of discipline. I want to com

mend the members of the conference upon the fine spirit of discipline

they are showing. I make due allowance for your enthusiasm, but

I want to particularly commend you for the fine sense of discipline

with respect to your program that you show.

You get here promptly—the large majority of you do—you pay

close attention, and you get through on schedule, and you thus cover

a lot of ground. Most of you stick close to the subject in discussions,

and you enter into the spirit of the program. You would not get so

much done, if this were not true. Many of you are more interested

in one subject than another—but only a few obey the impulse to take

only what you like—because this conference feast is like feeding a

child—he must eat not only what he likes, but what is good for him.

That is the best of discipline here as well as in the home.

The executive must exercise control—that control is the test of

the executive power, his ability—and talent for the work.

Your degree of control may be tested in many ways.

I remember on one occasion the efficiency engineer, Mr. Har

rington Emerson of New York, told me of how he stood in a great

plant operated by electricity. He said, "Lewis, I want to take you

down into the room where the electricity is controlled. I want to

tell you how I can tell whether a plant is disciplined or not." We

went into the control room. There on the wall was a huge dial

indicating the power consumption. When the whistle blew, and the

power was turned on, each machine in the factory—a factory em

ploying some twenty thousand men—showing the men getting on the

job, i. e., the factory beginning to produce', that dial needle commenced

to mount and mount.

"Now," Mr. Emerson said : "Just in proportion as that needle

goes up and down- indicating high peaks and deeo valleys, as it
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mounts slowly in the early hours do we know whether the work of

this factory has been well planned or not." If that needle went up

sharply in the first hour, and when it comes to the noon hour it goes

down sharply, we knew that men get promptly to work, 5. e. planned,

scheduled work was on hand ; but if the indicator goes down and

up and down, then shoots up and then down, and if twenty minutes

before the noon whistle blew it commenced to slide off indicating the

shutting down of machines, the factory was not well disciplined.

The work was probably not well planned, and the workers were

not properly controlled.

The whole business of the executive, as I have told you, is to

increase the net. That has been the slogan and the spirit, for

instance, of all my talks to you I want to show you how you may

increase the net result.

I am to deal in principles only, leaving to you the methods of

application. It is perfectly obvious that the executive is to a degree

like the engineer that controls the activities of the plant. Just as

you plan, just as you execute your plan, that indicator of performance

will waver, making high peaks and deep valleys, slide off unex

pectedly—uncertain and befuddled in its plan it can promise nothing

with certainty.

What is a budget?

Suppose we take the definition from an authority on budgetary

control—Mr. James O. McKinsey, Assistant Prof, of Accounting,

University of Chicago, who has written a very good book on Bud

getary Control.

'That (planning) which deals with the coordination of the opera

tions of the several departments to the end that a well-formulated

program may be made, for the business as a whole. Such planning

may well be termed, ljudgetary control.'" ,

Why is budgetary control necessary?

_ In order to maintain the proper emphasis on the different

activities of the organization—in your work so that all the effort and

income shall not be expended on pet activites, and to afford "a.

basis for centralized executive control."

In other words, the budget places in the hands of the executive

the steering wheel by which the organization is guided, and the

chart of the course it is agreed to pursue.

The budget pictures the expectations of the Council, and then,

by checking up or auditing at frequent intervals, the executive has an

opportunity to look his actual performance in the face.

I believe in all the problems that properly come before the

executive, and certainly before the council, if its members are busi

ness men, they have the right to expect that you (as well as they

in their work) to come near in realization to the expectation. When

a man submits a budget and performance in any department of a

business in which is shown great departure, either under-spending



or over-spending—it doesn't make any difference which, understand,

because if you under-spend, you have probably not done something

that should have been done, or, if you over-spend, obviously you

have robbed something in order to pay the bill—you show lack of

control, lack of executive foresight, ability to see what is to be

done. You may have a perfect excuse. What you have changed may

be for the best—but your foresight should be analyzed. Should you

have forseen the thing you had to do? This all effects the net

result to the troops, council, the organization at large, that must

affect your standing as a leader.

How can you increase the net by budgetary control? You can

increase volume at the same cost, or you can decrease cost of the

same volume. I fear that some of you Executives take more pride

in decreasing cost of the same volume. That is bad. You give

yourselves so much concern with respect to quality that you some

times neglect to realize that after all any movement such as this,

is largely a propaganda movement to put the greatest number of

people in a state of buying, to create a public acceptance of the idea,

which I shall dwell upon more in detail tomorrow in the discussion

on advertising.

Business men criticize welfare and religious activities for their

unbusiness-like methods. Let's be perfectly frank about it. It is a

valid criticism, and the validity of it interferes with the enlistment

of business men, of new sources of financial and moral support. I

do want to congratulate you upon- one thing. When I thought about

budgetary control, the first thing I did was to go to headquarters

and find out what their record was in this respect. For twelve

years, I am tpld, the National Headquarters has worked true to its

budget, and that is a remarkable experience. For twelve years

Chief West and his associates have not exceeded their budgets.

What does that demonstrate? In the first place, it means a care

ful analysis of the job to be done, based on reliable information with

respect to what it is going to cost, and then in the execution of a

plan a competent and skillful application of efficiency methods. I

venture to say that much of the great success in gaining and keeping

the confidence of men of large affairs is due to this record of per

formance. If you executives in your smaller organizations, having

budgets of comparatively small amounts, realize that there are

organizations in the United States handling two hundred million

dollars a year, whose budgetary control works out in performance

is within a few per cents, you will realize that there is something in

this question of executive management beyond luck, inspiration, in

tuition, but that it means thought, analysis, systemization and stand

ards that work true to our simple formula, the right thing at the

right time, in the right way, all the time.

This budgetary control, gentlemen, I venture to suggest to you,

is one of the things by which you can sell your executive management

of the Boy Scout Movement to the individual councils, more than

in any other .way outside of the Great Idea itself. I have no doubt
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about that. I do not belittle for a moment the inspiration and the

spiritual side—please do not misunderstand me in this—but the day

by day task of operation must be mastered to give a greater faith

and confidence upon the part of those to whose support you must

look in carrying out the inspiration. You MUST play the game

of life as our day has made the rules.

Budgets are not new. Business, governments, and the Liberty

Loan, the Y. M. C. A. and the Red Cross drives during the war,

by setting up quotas for their "drives based upon sales possibilities in

territories, was one form of the budgetary control idea at work.

Budgets can be applied to other things—activities—than finance.

That brings me to another important thing. You have a Com

mission on Finance. The Commission's report is interesting in connec

tion with this lecture. I commend it to your very careful reading,

because you want more money, you want more men, you want a

higher grade men in your councils, and you want them to be more

definitely occupied with your problems of operation and execution

and administration. Gentlemen, it is through these prosaic systems

of business-like administration that I say you are going to gain that

confidence and helpful faith in your executive ability to do this

big work, to carry out your programs. They have confidence in your

spiritual vision, in your faith, they have confidence in your manhood,

they have confidence in your heart heing in the right place; but you

have got to demonstrate that you have a head on your shoulders too.

Don't forget that. Can you do this job of organization and admin

istration?—that is the great test that comes in any such movements

as this. I congratulate you from the National Council standpoint

again. I spent very little time in the New York organization, but I

was impressed with this, that their feet are on the ground all the

time, and does that fact not in your own personal reactions, give

you all the greater confidence in the future possibility of the move

ment? If it does, I want you to think of the same thing that con

vinces you of the future possibilities of the Scout Movement, as the

thing that gives your councils a greater confidence in you—and

through you, in the organization.

You should budget your time—the use of your opportunity—

what have you done with it? The use of money—how much have

you received and what have you done with it? The use of

materials—what have you done?

In a later lecture on the subject of systems I shall dwell upon

the matter of why system is necessary.

A man can do a good job only when he knows what he can do,

what is to be done, how it is to be done. Only the neurasthenic,

self-pitying, quitter wants the rules of the game changed to make

him a winner. A real man wants no favors—just a fair deal.

Is there any greater joy in the whole world than to know you

have done a "ood work and done it in a way that sets a new record ?

I don't know of any. There is a spiritual value in efficiency that
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whiners and grouchers and quitters will never admit. The Master

gave his answer to such people in His parable of the talents.

But how are you going to know when a job has been well done?

By comparing your performance with past performance? Yes—but

that may not mean much. By comparing it with the past performance

of the average? Yes, but that too, leaves us short of the best. By

comparing it with the best that has been done? That is better, but

leaves somehing yet

Why not find out what is the beat that can be done—and then set

that up?

Impractical, you say.

In a narrow sense, yes—but in a spiritual sense it will always be

the guiding star of the great men of the world.

But let us for the time, for the purpose of the crowd, for the

use of the average man, be astisfied to take as our standard by

which we shall judge ourselves, the best that is being done by our

fellows. Surely that is not too much, is it?

So we must set up these standards, commandments, laws, measur

ing sticks, at the headquarters for the purpose of raising all the

executives to a higher efficiency—for the common good—for your

individual good in your particular councils.

So we must set up standards of the use of funds, of time, of

materials, just as we have set up standards of procedure in training:

of Scouts, classes, obligations, organizations; outlined and formulated

ceremonies; written text books.

These will change as better things appear.

So your job as an executive must have certain laws of the gamee

Setting up a program—a budget—is one of them.

Obviously you will say that you must budget vour finances.

You have always done that. Some people do it without callinsr it

budgeting—which means they set aside so much for rent, so much

for clothiner. the food, amusements, etc. All would be greatly helped

if they would do it.

But we should budget our efforts, too.

Our time, for instance. As executives you have told me you

have difficulty in planning your day's work. e I sympathize with

you, there.

You can always get more money, but you can't get more time-

that is admitted.

One of the most efficient Executives I ever worked for was

John H. Patterson, president of the National Cash Register Com

pany. Mr. Patterson had the finest discipline of any business organ

ization I was ever in. You either got in line with a plan or policy

or you got out. In fact, Mr. Patterson held all medals for high and

lofty firing. But, nevertheless, he had marvelous discipline. That

was due to some "-ry sensible methods of control- Two things:
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Mr. Patterson always knew what he wanted—set it down in writing—

and figured out a way to do it—and second, he saw that you did it

that way at once. He had a hobby—the use of Time. Each day

you were supposed to put down in a little book provided for that

purpose, the ten most important things to be done that day—budget

ing the day's time. I follow that out today. I get five times as

much done as when I did not program niy day's effort. The reason

why so many men fall down on budgeting their time is because they

put down unessential things.

For instance, I picked up my "Ten Most Important Things To

Do To-day" and I found "Sharpen pencils." That was not im

portant for me to do—that was my secretary's job—don't think for

secretaries—get one to think for you.

First I list unfinished jobs from yesterday—then appointments

that have to be kept—then other work that has to be done that

day—then things I may be able to do tomorrow. I place op

posite each one the amount of time I think it will take—a very

important thing, because it makes me face the possibilities of really

doing the things or not.

This method has another very valuable effect.

I have had several of you Executives come to me and say, "Mr.

Lewis, how can I overcome this? I just hate to do that." I said,

"That is just the thing to do. Do that first." I remember when I

was a boy my mother—and the mothers of the land are the great

psychologists, you know—I remember when I wanted a piece of pie

at dinner—"All right, you may have some, but spinach first." Since

I have grown up I have cut out the spinach, but you can bet, gentle

men, that I am well convinced that spinach helped me, if I am to

believe what the doctor has said and by the unanimity with which

they recommend it to me today, that spinach really helped to bring

me through an aenemic boyhood—at one time they didn't expect me

to live. Now they don't expect me to die 1

I would have a blackboard on my office wall if I were you, and

I would have my budget up there. I would have red' figures of

all I was doing. I would put down each day what I was doing with

regard to all kinds of expenditures. In every office in the Cash

Register Company we used to have a book made up of a series of

slates, and we had to put down there everything we did, what we

expected to do, and the net result of what we had done. That was

kept up day by day. Every hour somebody was making entries on

his slate book. Mr. Patterson might slide in to your office and open

up that book and see what you were doing, and the very first page

was "Ten Most Important Things to Do." He would check up,

make notes in his notebook, never saying a word to you. About a

week after he would come back to take a look, and if you had not

done something on those ten things, then you were in for executive

consideration.
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I don't care whether you use a "tickler" or what you use; I

use a book divided into fifteen minute periods for each day. I make

my appointments on that. Then I have a blank page opposite that

and I put down on the blank page what I have done. Then I can turn

over. Right now I have my time programmed to a certain degree

up to March the fifteenth of 1923. Like myself you are to 'degree

at the call of many men—so you cannot control your time as some

might do.

Always have three dates set down for every job: the date for

starting, the last date at which it is safe to do it, and then the date

at which it must be done. I will bet you that seventy-five per cent

of you will leave it until the last date, but you are not efficient if

you do. The man that is efficient will have it done on the middle

date. I always give a man three dates when I tell him to do

something, unless it is something to be done immediately. You

must always leave a certain amount of time as leeway.

Just from a general survey of the situation, I should think there

ought to be at least forty per cent of your time allotted in varying

ways to selling, publicity, development of new contacts, given up

to the problem of numerical growth in the district; forty per cent of

your time to the problem of quality building in your district; and

twenty per cent of your time as leeway for routine and co-operation

with headquarters. Those may be wrong or right, but I would

just suggest those as points of departure, as a method of operation.

Certain things of certain kinds must be done at a certain time—

you can budget those things. Be sure you have the right time to do

them—that you give yourself time enough. Fix your time to see

certain men at the right time. Ask men for contributions when money

is coming in to them, not when it is going out. The paydays are

good for employees, bad for employers. The 10th of the month is

generally the time when a man pays bills, after that when he begins

to get money.

These things count—Budget human nature as well as time and

money.

We found, for instance, in the Burroughs Adding Machine Com-

panw, when we set the sales quota for selling machines, that ninety

per cent of the men got seventy-five per cent of the business after

the fifteenth of the month. The problem was to make them close

more sales before the fifteenth. So we immediately commenced to

put pressure through contests, prizes, and points of credit, etc., on

the business received before the fifteenth. What was the result? We

naturally increased the entire net result, because by making the men

sell more before the fifteen, they get into their selling stride more

quickly and there was not a great congestion of business on the last

few days.

Now don't kid yourself. A lot of men think they are working

when they are merely worrying. They think they are thinking when

they are merely worrying. They sit down at the desk with a whole
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lot of work in front of them, and then ask themselves : "Well, gosh,

this ought to be done. I wonder where I will begin ?"

Did you ever see a man go through a pile of letters that ought

to be answered? Watch yourself the next time. This one will

require that you sit down, go through your files, get a lot of figures

ior the home office. You take that and put it on the bottom. Then

the next one comes along, this fellow says how good you are, and

you turn around to the stenographer, or to your Corona, and you

pick out a thank you with a great deal of pleasure, and you put

that in the file where the Field Executive will be sure to see it the

next time he comes along. Then here is a kick from the treasurer,

for instance, because you have paid some bills out of petty cash that

you should have sent through on special voucher, and you put that

on the bottom. So it goes. You are not controlling effort or time.

Put a blackboard in your office. Keep your performance right

in front of yourself all the time and keep it before your council.

It will help keep your council sold on the work you are doing. There

is sometimes the question of having the council dominate you, or

you dominate the council; that is sometimes a very vital thing. I

trust you will be able to see through all the things I have been

telling you that I want to see you able to dominate the council. I

am aiming at this, that you shall dominate the council, not only with

respect to the program of the Boy Scouts of America, but that you

shall dominate them on their own ground i. e., with respect to the

business administration of the council. In order to do that you

must know more about their job in relation to yours than they do.

You must not only be skilled in the technique and program of Scout

ing, but you must also be a business man and thus meet them on

their own ground.

But don't forget you are a Scout.

I had one of you come to me yesterday, with this—"Mr. Lewis,

I am up against this situation. I am too good a Scout I hope to

criticize my predecessor, but I have this situation. Our previous

Executive was a member of the Rotary Club, of the Chamber of

Commerce. He was a popular guy, but he was so popular he didn't

have any time to be a Scout Executive. He didn't have time to

give the necessary attention to the council work, and the council

very greatly criticized the whole movement because of the kind of

Executive that didn't execute."

Now your job, gentlemen, in the handling of the work in the

community is after all, this,—you are the doeY.

On you rests the job of conducting the business. The council

is advising, except in certain specified instances, and in an emergency,

you have the responsibility of showing the council what is to be done,

of keeping them sold on the value of the Idea and the Performance—

don't forget the performance, yours included.

I have no patience with men who think they should be so

modest that you have to hunt them when you want to give them
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something. An old friend of mine once said: "It was a great day

for fools when modesty was made a virtue."

Let your works speak for you, is excellent, but let them speak.

A business man told me the other day that he was somewhat suspici

ous of a man who was conspicuously modest. So am I—just as

much as I am of the man who yells too loud about his victories.

Budget your requirements and expectations in each line of

endeavor—and keep it before the council and the public—and at the

same time show performance.

You are the doer—that is your job.

That executive who was a "popular guy," as his successor

termed it—simply failed to see his job in the right way. He hadn't

realized it, probably. Popularity is often mistaken for success.

But be a doer.

A man once walked into a bank. He saw a young boy dusting

off a check desk, rubbing down the columns and polishing the plate

glass, and he looked at him and said, "Well, young man, you seem

to be pretty active around here. What is your job?" "I am the

doer," promptly said the youngster.

"What do you mean?" asked the visitor. "Well, if there is any

thing to be done in this bank the president tells the cashier, the

cashier tells the bookkeeper, and the bookkeeper tells the janitor,

and the janitor tells me, and I do it."

A great many Executives get in that habit. That is what we

call "passing the buck." In big organizations sometimes there will

be a letter, a memo, one of these things that you don't like to handle,

for instance. It will be marked for Mr. Jones. Mr. Jones looks

it over, and as he goes out at noon drops it on Smith's desk. Smith

sees this lemon, and as he goes down to the Supply Department, he

drops it on White's desk. So the buck passes around all the people

in the departments, and after awhile somebody gets it. He is the

doer. He will get a real job, sooner or later.

The Scout Executive must be the doer. In all volunteer organ

izations, in Chambers of Commerce, etc., business men haven't time

to do the work. They are willing to give any thing but time, for

one said : "I will give you money, I will lend you men. I will give

you money to buy men to do the thing you want me to do, but

don't ask me for time—I haven't it to give. I'm time poor."

Other men will give time for counselling, but none for details.

You know this—but make analysis of the territory—of the kind of

material you have—so the council understands the conditions—your

successor will know it.

Budget your resources of men as well as funds.

The time is rapidly approaching when an objective analysis of

every territory in the United States will be made, to find what the

real Scout possibilities are. I have no authority for that statement
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except what the plain common sense, business-like judgment applied

to the situation would suggest.

You will make an analysis of each territory to determine—

How many troops should we expect' to put in there?

How many councils?

Where should they be put?

How much money should be obtained from each locality—why?

How fast should the troops and councils be developed?

What shall we place as a quota (budget) for troop, council and

fund development for 1924?

That will come. The factors will be developed on which you

can make safe predictions and forecasts. Some day that Forecasting

Department will be one of the most important parts of your Head-

quarter's work.

We can forecast lots of things we used to think were impossible.

We forecast the weather—deaths from sickness, accidents, even

to the number and character—changes in business.

There are certain facts about a territory you can't change—

therefore, you should be judged as to your ability, in relation to

those facts.

In the National Cash Register Company, or the Burroughs Add

ing Machine Company, in the life insurance companies, the question

of common basis of comparison has been worked out. They judge

a man in relation to his territory. A man's efficiency as an Executive

in this organization is the ratio of his performance to his opportunity.

On the same basis we judge the efficiency of the batsman in a baseball

game. What does he do with his times at bat? It is the same

proposition with respect to your work. I can see the time coming

when this organization is going to have some of those fundamental

territorial facts worked out so that the efficiency of men may be

accurately estimated, his contribution to the net result accurately

determined.

The man who has the right spiritual attitude toward his execu

tive job is the man who will welcome that test of his real worthe

So you see budgeting goes beyond financing. It is a principle

of control that is far-reaching.

But a budget will never be any better, more accurate and help

ful in guiding executive control, than the information on which it

is based.

A budget should never be exoected to balance to a penny. Some

councils should always be kept in debt, others never.

A budget will not run a council, because it will not take the place

of sound judgment, straight thinking or administrative ability.

You can't make a budget, then let it be a law of the Medes

and Persians—unchangeable.

A budget is an instrument by which you evaluate your fore

sight, and judge your execution.

I have but a few words to give to the subject of financing.
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There are a lot of things to be said about it, but in these days

of Community Chests and drives, there is not so much left to the

individual.

Most business men ask two questions:

Is it a good cause?

Is it well administered?

In my experience these are almost equal in importance as

questions to be answered. So prepare yourself with all the material

proof of the high record of achievement in both.

Financing is not a haphazard affair of emotional giving in any

line of business. It is a scientific and organized selling. The sales

campaign must have one aim, making people realize it costs money

to operate this Scout Movement, to deliver good results, and time

and thought to make Scouting successful in the delivery of the result

of good citizenship.

As regards the Community Chest. I am not going to discuss that

at large, because I believe it has two sides to it. Some executives

have been very successful in getting out of the Community Chest

what they were entitled to; others have failed. I believe to it be a

question of selling Scouting—the general idea and the local applica

tion. Go after enough money<—make your objective big enoughe

Remember one thing, an Executive even in business is not judged

by what he saves, but how well he spends—invests the money.

Show how well you have spent the money they have given you—

what they and the community have received for the money. Make

diagrams, charts and pictures of it. Remember that you are a sales

man_—make your council realize that. You must be selling all the

year, not only at financing time. Make them realize it costs money-

somethings you can't buy with money, but also remember some men

can't sell somethings for anything else.

You want men and money to do the job. You want interest of

hearts as well as money. You want heads on the job as well as

dollars in the treasury.

You can get them all with the Scout program—history of results

—with practical salesmanship.

Just a word as to motives in giving. In the city of Detroit we

have a millionaire mayor, who, I understand, is also a tenderfoot

Scout, Mr. James Cousins. He was originally a bookkeeper for

Malcolmson, a coal dealer, and Malcolmson was a friend of Henry

Ford's. In the original development of the Ford car, Malcolmson

brought Cousins into partnership in the Ford Company. As time

went along Malcolmson got a very fine return on his money, and left

the Ford Company. Mr. Cousins stayed with it. Ford decided he

was going to buy out the interest of everybody else except the Ford

family, and paid Mr. Cousins some thirty million dollars for his

interest, which represented many thousand times the orieinal amount

of money put into the organization by Mr. Cousins. V*. Cousins is
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now a very wealthy man. He has the reputation of being a hard

boiled egg. Ultimately he decided he had all the money he wanted.

Then he said, "What good am I ? What am I doing with it ? What

can I do with it? I am not going to hand it out to people weo

want a few dollars—but I am going to do something myself."

He became Police Commissioner for Detroit. That is a thankless

job, but he made it a job where he said, "I will give the people of

Detroit' the kind of police administration they want, not what I think

they need."

There is nothing emotional about Jim Cousins, nothing flag waiv

ing — nor oratory. He has none of the usual earmarks of the

politician. In fact, any one seeing him in a crowd or at a com

mittee table would pick him for the last man anybody would ever

vote for, because he did not apparently have any public appeal ;

but his work was so conspicuously honest, simple and straight

forward, that the people liked it and him. Jim Cousins announced

himself as a candidate for mayor. I think all the professional

politicians nearly died laughing, but when the votes were counted,

he was mayor. He has been mayor now for several terms.

He is very much the mayor. He has put through four or five

things that everybody said couldn't be done. He municipalized all

the railways. He did it because the people wanted it done. That

is the story of a rich business man. There are others. There will

be more. In every city, in every line of business, gentlemen, there

are men who in their hearts and in their souls really want to serve.

They are men who have exhausted all the material things of life

as far as satisfactions go. They have reached forty-five or fifty

and can say: "I have a million dollars; I own property and plants,

and somehow I find I can't eat any more than three meals a day,

and I'm lucky if it is that many, and I can't wear" any more than

one suit of clothes at a time. It seems to me there is something

missing."

There are hundreds of these men. I meet them; hear them talk.

I know them. They are waiting for you to tell your story. Don't

be afraid of their huge plants—their private secretaries (who are so

much more unhuman than their chiefs), their great homes and

servants—of their wealth—they are just human folks who would

be glad to be of use, to serve a cause worth while, honestly and

capably managed.

Now, gentlemen, in your hands lies the possibility as salesman to

get hard boiled eggs, as you call them, to sell those men of wealth,

those men who secretly desire to serve, but who may not be able

to give time because they have loaded themselves up with responsi

bilities to such an extent that they can't give time; but they would

like to feel the glorious privilege of giving money that might serve

in their stead ; and it is up to you to bring that privilege home to

them.
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: e i... i_i Friday Afternoon, September IS, 1:30-2:30

PROBLEM HOUR

Mr. West: Men, some of you know a great deal about

our reading program, but I venture to say there is no man here that

has quite given it the importance that some of us think ought to be

given to it. For ten years we have had on our staff a man who

day in and day out, week in and week out, month after month,

has been thinking intensely along lines as to how leaders in work

for boys might strengthen their influence for character-building and

citizenship training through the printed page. This man was per

suaded to come to us because of the deep conviction which I had

that one of the vital factors in the lives of all boys—I don't care

who the boy is—is what he sees on the printed page. We can

recommend good books, we can in our magazines publish wholesome

stories, but that will not cover the field. He perhaps would be

reluctant to tell you of the service he and his department have

rendered along other substantial lines. We have tried so far as we

could, to keep off of the bookstand and out of the market, reading

matter which had a pernicious influence in the lives of boys. We

have been measurably successful. The best publishers and some of

the best authors are now anxious to get our point of view with

reference to prospective books for boys, and a suggestion here and a

suggestion there has led to material changes, bringing about a

publication which in its influence as a whole is a wholesome thinge

I feel very proud of the work that the Boy Scouts of America has

done in standing for high ideals in reading matter for boys. I am

anxious to give to the Boy Scouts of America an opportunity for a

greater service along those lines. The way it can be accomplished

is to get from you men in the field a response that will so focus the

interest and attention of Mr. Mathiews that he will not have time

for anything else. The job is big enough for his undivided attentione

Mr. Franklin K. Mathiews, our Chief Scout Librarian.

Mr. Mathiews: Our problem very largely is one of ways

and means so far as we are concerned. I take it that all of us

are quite sold on the idea that the Chief has told us, that boys are

tremendously interested in recreational reading. A Scout Executive

told me of this situation in his own city. I had asked him if he

knew his Librarian. I did that, because I find sometimes they

don't know their librarians. He said yes, he knew him very well

and told me this story. He said it had been brought to light that

a group of boys had organized themselves into a secret society to

steal books from the children's department of the public library, and

that some three or four or five hundred books had been stolen by this

gang of thieves organized for that purpose. Of course, we can under

stand that the desire was to get into their possession the books they

wanted to read and by just so much make it more possible for them to

read them. I hardly know how more quickly I could bring back to

our minds the fact that we are up against a real proposition.
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To meet that need we have done lots of things. For instance,

there is Children's Book Week. Some five years ago, as so many

of you know, we organized Children's Book Week, which has since

been taken up by other organizations. The American Library

Association, the Women's Clubs of the country are giving sub

stantial effort in putting this week over from year to year. In your

towns I would suggest two methods of approach in the putting over

of the Week. It seems to me the ideal thing would be that through

the Librarian—perhaps that is the place of departure—we organize

these agencies, into a general committee to help the work. There is

no problem as to the literature. We can give you that. It is a

problem of organizing the work in the most intelligent and effective

and comprehensive way. If you want to go in for a real Children's

Book Week' that is the way to do it—have a general committee, and

everybody that ought to be interested in it on that committee. Then

work out plans to put it over. If you cannot do that, then see to it

that you beerin at the library again. You see, the library is doing

this work 365 days a year, for libraries are open on Sunday. The

Librarians are naturally the contact person in the carrying out of

the plans. I hope vou men, if you cannot participate in the organiza

tion of the general committee, will see the librarian, and, mark you

not the children's librarian at the first. That is one thing we quickly

learned, that if we were to do the work in the most thorough fashion,

we must begin at the top. Please see the Chief Librarian, the head

of the institution. Sell them the idea. Get them back of it. Of

cnurse, sometimes that is done with the help of the children's

librarian. We need to sell the male leadership of the whole country

this thought of being interested in boys' and children's literature.

Mr. Kirkham: What are the best methods in getting boys

to read good books, stimulate reading?

Mr. Mathiews: The first contact is with a library. The

leadership is there. I need not tell you men that there is no place

for a library for boys in a Scout Executive's office. You are not

organizing circulating libraries. There is an agency in the city for

that job. It is your job to associate yourself with that agency.

You do not in your contact with the public schools attempt to set

up schools; it is just as ridiculous for you to set up a library for

boys in your office. Your business is to get in touch with the people

whose special job it is. You need the contact with the people doing

work in vour own town. Working out together you will get some

where. That is about as general an answer as you could make. I

am glad to sav that our work has received a stimulus in this way.

The libraries have stood handsomely back of us in our effort to get

books for our camps.

: Do you encourage troop libraries?

Mr. Mathiews: Yes; no reason in the world why you should

not have them.
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: Our county librarian offered to install merit

badge pamphlets. Would it be wise to have the Scoutmaster's

Handbook and Executive's Handbook?

Mr. Mathiews: That is perfectly obvious. They are on the

news stands.

Mr. Kirkham: I am wondering if this suggestion is not

worth while. I belong to an organization that for some time at

tempted to promote reading, but did it in such a general way that

they did not arrive anywhere. Then we caught the idea which is. I

think a happy thought, of adopting once a year a book on biography,

a book on nature, perchance a book on some other field. I am

wondering if we would not think it a bigger occasion if we could

say, "Here comes the book for adoption this year recommended by

the National Office on Nature work—or something else supplementing

that." It would make the thing stand out. The Scout would feel as

if somethiner had happened, as if there was something definite to

read, instead of just the general encouragement of book readinge

Mr. Mathiews: Of course, you know of our list, and the

strenerth of the list is that it is done every year. The librarians use

it. This year there will be sold some 125,000 of the list in this

form and distributed to libraries and book stores. There has been

practically no larce library or book store in the whole country where

this list is not distributed.

: May I make this suggestion that I found very

successful in two towns. We found that a certain class of dirty

literature came in town by express. I got the American Legion in

both of these towns back of it, and the obiectionable matter has

been eliminated from all drug stores and book stands, who are

really backing our effort. They went to the men who brought in

the pernicious stuff and told them thev did not want anything sold

that could not come in in Uncle Sam's mail.

Mr. Mathiews: That is fine. I was waiting for that side

of things to come up. There are all kinds of literature for boys,

but there is a literature not published first of all for boys, but when

circulates among them, the thing wav down, absolutely foul, so

rotten—as I say sometimes, the Police Gazette is really polite reading

compared to the thing I am speaking of now, Hot Dog and all that

kind of literature. The answer to that is in the District Attorney's

office. There is no problem of what we should do. There are

statutes that make it impossible for such pernicious, wicked, vile

stuff to circulate. Put the District Attorney on the job, and the

thing is done.

: I went to the Superintendent of Schools and

together we went to the District Attorney and we found this kind

of thing in the school desks of five boys.
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Mr. Mathiews: We need to hit the thing with an axe.

There is no question about it.

Mr. Kirkham: Has any attempt been made to find the

publishers ?

Mr. Mathiews: Yes, we have in our city the Vice Society,

and through their offices they go out and take it off the news stands

in New York and Brooklyn. Of course, cutting off the supply at

the other end is a very effective means of drying up the source. It

has been found very difficult to go back. It means a long court

proceeding, a very expensive thing. The fact is that when you

dry it up by cutting off the source of supply, the thing will pop out

somewhere else, because as long as there are presses there is a type

of man willing to make a dollar that way. In the case of the

Hot Dog, Mr. Dale wrote me. It is published in Minneapolis. It

was discovered that a man two or three years ago conceived the idea

of putting it out, and he soon built a house of forty or fifty thousand

dollars, and is getting along famously, and will soon be in the mil

lionaire class. It is horrible to say that we have men in the world

that will make money that way. In this case the District Attorney

is the axe.

—< : Is there any national institution of any kind to

whom a person might make an appeal. I can't get any action from

local people. Is there anybody from the outside to bring weight

in a question of that kind ?

Mr. West: I think that is up to you. I think if you have a

case of that kind, you should let Mr. Mathiews know about it, and

we will then take it up with the Department of Justice and see

what we could do. I think it would be a very unfortunate thing for

nur field all to write to the District Attorneys at Washington. If

it comes to that point, we should step in. You say the District

Attorney fails to act. It maybe a case of seeing if we can get the

Washington authority to order the United States officer for that

territory to act.

Mr. Jameson: This one very brief suggestion which is quite

definitely related to the libraries and I think has a bearing on the

reading program. We found on account of the modern tendencies

of the library toward social work in the community that many

brunch libraries are available for meetings of community troops.

Librarians are very, very cordial, and it can't help bringing more

boys in contact with good books.

Mr. West: In connection with this uniform which we are

all wearing, we didn't quite have all the specifications for the necker

chief. We happened to have some of these flags left over from the

Jamboree, and we got the red collar piece, and we are simply using it

for this conference. What we propose to do is this, to consider the

advisability of awarding some neckerchief with an appropriate de
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sign, not only for Scout Executives, but for any man who will, as at

Gilwell, spend the required time in some training course. You men

have been here for eight days. You would be entitled to wear a

neckerchief of that character. If your Scoutmasters went to a camp

set up with the approval of the Department of Education, they too

would have the right to wear that neckerchief. I would have them

wear all the same if they had had training. That will classify those

men who have subjected themselves to the discipline of training from

those who are not interested enough in doing it. I believe it will be a

great leverage and work for the advancement of our home movement.

For the purpose of common troop use the suggestion is that

you can have the shorts, the short sleeve shirts, but the neckerchief

—let them wear the troop colors,—but we will not make up any

neckerchief with the flag on it for general distribution.

Mr. Barclay: This may be a little premature, but Great

Britain and Ireland and the dominions beyond the seas, and the

United States represent possibly a dominating portion, certainly

dominating in number, of the Scout leaders of the world, and Captain

Gidney and I have been working on a little scheme which may co

ordinate a training plan for Great Britain and America, so that the

two nations can develop a co-ordinated plan of training which will

involve something of this kind as a recognition, so that to begin with

these two nations at least can be on a like basis, using the same

standard and the same basic requirements. Now we are just talking

about it and trying to think through some fundamental standards.

If that comes, then I think this neckerchief nroposition will be very

practical. I am glad Mr. West put the point that it represents

training and not commission.

Captain Gidney: I am afraid this is going to rather trespass,

Chief, on the talk of training, but now you have brought up the

auestion of this neckerchief. May I be absolutely dead straight?

The idea of this thing originally was merely to indicate the fellows

who came and trained at Gilwell Park. Mark you, Gilwell Park

is nothing in itself; it is only a mirror reflecting the Chief Scout's

views for Scoutiner for boys. We look upon ourselves as extra

territorial. This troop scarf, when a fellow completes the chief

scheme of training, is not to show off but to be worn like a millstone

to show your responsibilities. When a fellow has completed a course

of practical training, he sees a troop from a boy's point of view,

-he becomes a member of the troop, which is now world-wide. We

have something like thirteen or fourteen different nationalities in that

sort of thing. Now this is the troop of the Chief Scout of all the

world. Do you see what I mean ? It is not English or anything else.

The color crray was chosen bv the Chief because it blended with all

shades. This natch on the back, if you look into it. contains every

color in the rainbow, because there is everv race. This is sunproof,

so that those in hot tropical climates will feel a certain personal

protection. This thing here, if you undo it, is just the right length
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for the bow thong of a fire drill ; a Scout is really "prepared." This

is not fiction. There is one fellow who was sent to Africa. He was

one of our old boys and he actually made use of one of these when

he was in a tight place, when fire was almost a necessity of life.

We don't believe in anything merely ornamental and not of use.

At the last course after the Paris Conference, where we had

nine different nations, they went up to the Chief officers and said,

"This parochialism must stop. Scouting is the same the world over,

and the most important thing is that our leaders should be trained

in the same lines." If that is so, do you know of any better

link or bond throughout the world than that we should all be

members of one troop ? I am not going to work out details, because

those are things that do not enter into it. It means this, that instead

of your pooling your ideas and methods for your own use, and our

pooling ours, we are going to pool the whole book of training, and

have everything on the table. There are no secrets between us. You and

I are honest men with one object, the object of leading the boy. Can

you think of anvthing that is going to help to break down national

prejudice more than to be able to think we have that link throughout

the world? I think now is the psychological moment when perhaps

we can think and talk this over, because it is absolutely with the

blessing of the Chief Scout. It is not a British scheme; it is inter

national. This will show that a Scout leader has thought it worth

while to make himself fit and trained on the line of architect of

Scouting for boys. If that can be effected, it will be one of the

greatest things we can have.

Mr. West: That is a most interesting and fertile suggestion.

Frankly, I am very keen about anything we can do that will tie us

up on the basis of world-wide interest in civilization, character-

building through boys. I think it very greatly, increases the vision.

It ought to be a great stimulus to us to do a better and greater work.

: What is the feeling at Headquarters regarding

Executives and Assistants having troops and acting as Scoutmasters ?

(No one favored it.)

Mr. West: We have preached against it for the last seven

years.

: What is the attitude of headquarters regarding

the holding of other offices and as secretary of Rotary, etc. ?

: We appreciate service. I say every man who

is a Scout Executive should go to the poles and register. It is a thing

we talk about but don't do. We should go to the poles and register

and vote. We should take our place in the community and carry

our part of the load, and if it so happens that we are in a Rotary

Club and are asked to serve a term as secretary, why shouldn't

we take our term? I don't think we should go into it because we

feel that being in there we are going to help our jobs. You will

get into it wrong. You are in with the wrong motive. You are

in there selfishly and not to give service.
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: No man can serve two masters. There is no

job in the community as big and that demands as much as the job

of the Scout Executive, and I haven't yet seen a case where a man

tried to share his loyalty, his allegiance with something else, where

one or the other, or both, have not suffered. I strongly advise

against it.

: Would that apply also to Assistant Executives

where we have a limited budget?

Mr. West: It depends upon the man. I know from bitter

experience that I tried myself to serve two masters early in life.

Somebody loses out.

Mr. Ehler: There is a growing tendency for the part-time

field man, who gives so many evenings a week, and they pay him

for it.

Mr. West: That is a different proposition. I have seen

some cases where work has been done very effectively in having men

or organizers, high-grade men, employed for evening work on a

part-time budget, under the direction of a Scout Executive. Never,

though, would I advise that in a community of any size. If there

is to be a first-class council, there must be at least one man giving

his full time. Then if he wants to work out a plan whereby he can

use a number of men giving part time, that is another matter. It

may be well worth while for some of you men to consider, make

a little advance that way, although I would make a plea here again

that you do not kid yourselves on that. Don't get into the notion

that you can by such a process better that quality and effectiveness

of volunteer service if you are man enough to recruit it and use

it in the shape of Deputy Scout Commissioners who serve without

pay. This scheme we have talked so much about of neighborhood

Scout Commissioners, of having a man, possibly who has been a

Scoutmaster, taking the responsibility for four troops, five troops

maybe, and the responsibility for organizing two or three more in

that neighborhood over a period of years in a community where you

have programmed your work, where you know what you are aiming

at and have an orderlv procedure to accomplish it. I strongly com

mend to you the study of that plan of increasing the effectiveness

of that work.
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Saturday! September 16th

8:00 to 8:40 A. M—Training School, Mr. Lome W. Barclay

presiding. Subject: "Scouting and the Community," Mr.

E. B. DeGroot.

8:45 to 9:00 A. M.—Address, "How Scouting Contributes to

Service," Dr. Norman E. Richardson, Professor of Re

ligious Education, Northwestern University.

9:00 to 9:10 A. M—Resume, Dr. George J. Fisher.

9:10 to 10:30 A. M.—Assembly. Report of Commission on Coun

cil Organization and Administration, presented by R. 0.

Hanson, Chairman.

Report of Commission on Scouting in Industry, pre

sented by H. H. Wester, Chairman.

Meeting of Insurance Alliance, A. T. Benson, President,

.presiding.

10:30 to 11:30 A. M.—Group Meetings. (No stenographic re-

report was made of the population group meetings.)

11:15 to 12:00—Address, "Advertising and Publicity," Mr. E.

St. Elmo Lewis.

1:30 to 2:30 P. M.~Assembly. "Problem Hour," led by Mr.

James E. West, assisted by National Department Heads.

8:00 to 9:00 P. M.—Report of Commission on Finance, presented

by A. A. Schuck, Chairman.

9:00 to 9:30 P. M.—Address, "The Boy—The Scout—The

Citizen," Dr. E. K. Fretwell.
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Saturday Morning, September 16th, 8:00-8:40

SCOUTING AND THE COMMUNITY

E. B. DeGroot

As the other men have referred to the Handbooks, let me refer

to the Handbooks. There is a great deal of good, concrete stuff

in each of the Handbooks on this subject, so I shall not go into the

detail which is set forth but, rather try to strike some high lights

which may serve as interpretations for the stuff we find in the

Handbooks.

First of all, if we are going to deal with the community, we ought

to have a definition of the community, or ought not to get mixed up

with a part of the community as representing a whole. It is a

thing of three parts: the neighborhood, the district and the com

munity. The neighborhood, so far as Scouting is concerned, is that

area around the troop or two or three troops. A neighborhood is a

localized area where people come to know each other, where people

are neighborly because they know each other. The next division I

call _the district. Most of you have districts. Most of us group

our troops in districts. Finally, the community, which is composed

of all the neighborhoods and districts. In other words, the com

munity is our town, the corporate limits of the city. Let that serve

as a general definition. Now what is it we are trying to do in the

community? We are trying to establish a public opinion with refer

ence to Scouting. What is public opinion? Nothing more nor less

than pictures formed in people's minds. That is all it is. It is

established by propaganda, by advertising, by talk in the clubs, upon

the street, in the street cars. It is established by demonstrations and

the like. All of our effort to gain public opinion is addressed to

that one thing, establishing pictures in the minds of people with

reference to Scouting.

Now public opinion is a thing of two parts so far as we are

concerned, one part having to do with the boys. All goes not well

but badly in any community where there is not a favorable public

opinion among boys with reference to Scouting, and you can guess

what I am hinting at there. There are other boys' organizations.

Is our boys' organization rated in a lower manner, in a less important

way among these various boys' interests? So what we are trying to

do first of all is to establish this public opinion among boys, and

that is the great central thing in Scouting as I see it. Boys of the

age for Scouting are not as a rule, influenced by the opinion of

older people. They have reached that age when they care little for

father's advice, mother's instructions, even the teacher's excellent

admonitions about many things ; but they care everything about what

other boys think of them That is the beginning, of course. It is

part and parcel of our gang. And so this public opinion is a mighty

thing so far as boys are concerned in any community. It must be
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favorable to Scouting. It must be a public opinion within the

groups of Scouts that helps elevate Scouting and carry it forward.

Then there is public opinion among adults. The more solid

public opinion is for Scouting, the more likely we shall be to have

success. Then let me cite another thing that comes in this matter

of public opinion. It is the public opinion of girls with reference

to Scouting. In some communities the public opinion of girls with

reference to Scouting is very low. That is to say, girls think of

Boy Scouts as little kids, not useful in their circles. Where we have

a high development of the R. O. T. C. in the high school, we find

the public opinion favorable to the R. O. T. C. and nothing like

as favorable to Scouting. We will not stop to dwell upon the reasons

why. You know most of them. In some high schools where they are

determined to promote the R. O. T. C. to the exclusion of everything

else, I sometimes think the R. O. T. C. is institutionalism rather than

patriotism, because it aims to exclude in a way. The R. O. T. C.

will sometimes ostracize, or the girls will be encouraged to ostracize,

every boy in high school that is not an R. O. T. G, who wears any

other uniform or kinds of badges. So public opinion is one oi the

great central things that we are striving for as I see it in this

matter of Scouting and the community.

Now what we need more than anything else is technique, and our

technique is often faulty because we go out with the one idea

that we are going to "put it over." Now I think that putting it

over is the last of three things that we should do in technique.

Instead of putting in and putting over first, we ought to bring out.

We ought to set in motion in the clubs, in the churches, in the great

civic bodies, something that will bring out of those bodies a pro

found interest in bovs and the welfare of boys. I believe that is

the first step. And then the second step is to nut something in, into

those groups possibly, certainly into communities, and that is the

whole Scout craft. And then, finally, we put it over. But that

ought to come last. Now it is difficult to know where to begin and

where to leave off in those divisions. It is like the old foot ball,

where we had the quarterback make everv pass to the half or full.

The rule was that the ball had to touch three hands before it could

TO forward. There we learned to do three things, and learned to

do them rapidlv. That is the situation we have in this matter of

technique. I do believe and insist that the order should not be

put over first.

Then there is another thing of which we need to he mindful in

aoproaching the communitv. and that is co-operation. There is great

danger in this age which every one who is a student of social affairs

comes to see in an entirely unrelated urogram. There is no loneer

room in modern society for the unrelated program. It is anti-social.

So wehave got to bring this thing into relationship to all other

things in the community. It is a very great mistake for any of us

assume that Scouting is the whole thing, that there isn't anything

else in the community. We fool ourselves in that and we make little
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progress in the long run. We do not build substantially. I know

a very excellent man who was a Scout Executive for a number of

years—perfectly wonderful chap, a man I love today, always have

loved for twenty-five years,—but he always took an attitude that

savored of institutionalism. He would go to the Chamber of Com

merce, to Women's Clubs, to all the other civic groups and demand

co-operation. He was always asking for something from them

for Scouting. He was always deaf to any appeal that they made

for co-operation on his part. He was promoting institutionalism,

the thing that is anti-social. We have got to give and take in this

thing,—with the R. O. T. C, the Y.' M. C. A., and other groups.

Then there is another form of co-operation. It is the form of co

operation that we see when we get other large community groups

to work together for us. I don't know whether Mr. Dale of Minne

apolis is here or not. There is a very striking illustration of this

point in his community. Rotary, Kiwanis. Elk, and other organiza

tions have come together to do thincs for Scouting, and they are

doing them systematically. There is the highest degree of co-opera

tion which gives him camps and camp equipment, headquarters,

swimming pools, and what not. That is a wonderful scheme of co

operation, and I don't believe it could ever have been gained unless

Dale brought something out of the community first rather than went

out to put it over. There are two forms, therefore, of co-operation.

Now the big idea we are working on so far as the community

is concerned is this, to motivate the thoughts and the actions of the

community with Scouting. I don't know how freouently you stop

and get perfectly frightened at this thing we are trying to do. No

group of men have ever tried to do such a big and wonderful th;n?

as we are trying to do in Scouting. There does not sepm to be

anything in the world today quite so important as this Bov Scout

Movement, because it makes a cross-rut through the whole of

societv. It touches every proup. There is not a single groun

excluded. It is inclusive. If we can motivate the thoughts and

actions of the various civic and social groups in the community, we

are doing a wonderful thing. We ought not to stoo short of trvin?

to do that thing through the Scout Law and Oath, the idea of

neighhorliness, of helping the other fellow. The big idea is that

of motivating the thoughts and actions of the entire universe.

Now the brass tacks are thp specific efforts. I. should groun the

specific efforts in three parts. The impressive mass display. All ar-

familiar with that, our efforts through a mass disolav to makp t>"

impression upon the community, to devplop a public opinion favorable

to Boy Scouts. Those things you will readilv recopnize. Th»ru are

the Annivursary celebrations that to me stand out almost as thp first

and bpst thing, because thev extend over a whole week, are nationa'e

and give, us entree to the statesmen of our community and evpn of

the state, so that we can make Scouting a communitv affair. Thpn

there are the field davs; parades, pageants. There is also a thins;

we frequently overlook and which at this moment we ought to be
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more thoughtful about. It is Book Week. You know every com

munity has a great intellectual class, which is the thoughtful class.

The intellectual class in the clubs and societies helps develop public

opinion. If we take interest, an intelligent interest, in Book Week,

having displays and the like, thus indicating that Boy Scouts read,

that they are guided in good reading, we gain a great deal of sym

pathy from a very important section. And, finally, there is the

Financial Campaign, which can be a two-in-one-proposition. It

can be a proposition not only to gain money for the ensuing year,

but to get over this idea of relationship to the community, bringing

bigger men in. If you will pardon just a personal reference, this

is the way we have attempted that in Los Angeles. We have a

Finance Committee but it does not itself go out to get the money. To

help develop public opinion, this Finance Committee invites the most

powerful men in the community to conduct that campaign. You see

what happens. If they refrain from going out themselves in any

conspicuous way for funds, they are not asking for the thing they

are doing. They invite these other men who say to the other members

of the community, "We have observed how our fellow citizens are

going forward with this Scout movement. We can do nothing less

than support them. Therefore, we are going to get this money for

them." Thus it becomes an endless chain. It is a community prop

osition on that basis.

Then the second group I should call the application or affiliation

with public and semi-public groups. You readily recognize what I

mean there. The schools and the police department, the fire depart

ment, the Red Cross, the Board of Health, the Forestry Department,

the American Legion, etc. Those are groups which have a hearing

in the community- If we are able to form affiliation with them, we

at once gain community recognition and community possibilities. So

in the second group there is the suggestion that at the earliest possible

hour after we have brought out, and after we have put something

in. that we form these affiliations with the powerful community

groups, those groups which do community things and stand out

in the community.

And then the third group I should call the civic good turns.

There is no use of my enumerating those. They are legion in

number. They are the groups that are called upon to do things at

times of conventions, at Christmas time, at Thanksgiving time, to

distribute posters, and things of that kind. For the sake of concrete

suggestion I would like to tell how we work that in Los Angeles.

We have what we call our S. S. S., Special Service Scouts. Most

of you know that you are called upon so frequently to render this

civic good turn at the eleventh hour. There is no universal knowl

edge of the way our organization works. As a matter of fact, the

average man or woman who appeals to us for this civic good turn

has a very hazy notion about the nrocessess of the organisation. They

seem to think that the Boy Scouts live in barracks, that all they

need to do is to telephone in for 100,000 boys to do things, and boys
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will report in fifteen minutes. When you tell them Scouting is a troop

in a neighborhood, that your headquarters is merely a service station,

that you have no authority to order the Boy Scouts, they do not

understand, and they think it is inefficient organization. We have

tried to get around that situation by forming the Special Service

Scouts. Scouts are nominated, selected by their own Scoutmasters

to become members of this central organization, whose members are

at the call of the headquarters by telephone, by letter, by messenger,

by any means, so that we always have in large number—our number

is about 350 boys—boys who are pledged to respond instantly to any

call headquarters may make to do these civic good turns.

Question: The S. S. S. Do you have any trouble in

getting the boys to volunteer? In other words, is there any special

distinction or some insignia of distinction?

Mr. DeGroot: Yes, there is a careful record kept, on a

record card. As he does his special service turns the boy has this

card punched, so that the times are recorded. When he responds

and performs any five services, he gets a little gold band for his

sleeve, or dark band with the gold letters, "S. S. S." on it. When

ten are recorded, he receives a bronze bar to wear over his pocket.

When he has performed fifty, he gets two bars, the second being

silver. When he performs one hundred, he gets a gold disc. There

is great interest among the boys. They are now asking to become

members, and the system is being improved all the while. Scout

masters are using it for advancement. We are increasingly finding

that Scoutmasters themselves and the parents of the boys are placing

great value upon it, because the boys are brought into contact with

these various civic and social groups, thereby getting civic traininge

Mr. Brockway: Is there a danger in that volunteer system

of a number of Scouts having to do all the civic work in the city

rather than having assignment made to each troop?

Mr. DeGroot: They respond only to those calls that are

emergency calls. If there is sufficient time and the job to be done

would call for a number of boys that are represented by a troop

or patrol, we try to draw them from some troop by rotation. If

there is adequate time, we may give every Scout in the community

a chance at it.

Question: Do you have any regular recognition of service?

Mr. DeGroot: .No, that is the only recognition.

Mr. Haddon: Instead of having a special squad to send

out, we try to select boys who are capable of putting across a

demonstration. The people in the community then realize that their

own boys can do this thing, and they take greater interest in it.
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Mr. Childs (of Kansas City) : Do you have any boys work

ing on this Special Service—do they get credit on the efficiency

contest?

Mr. DeGroot: That is up to their troop.

Mr. Young (of Evansville) : Do you ever find the parents

object to the amount of civic work the boys are doing?

Mr. DeGroot: Occasionally, yes, as they object to their

being out nights, etc. But not much objection, because the boy must

in the first instance gain the consent of his parents to the project.

He is first selected by his Scoutmaster, and then enrolled only with

the consent of his parents.

Mr. Haddon: Do you ask that the boys pay their carfare?

Mr. DeGroot: Yes, and they pay for meals.

Mr. Allen (of Asheville) : Do you use a form that has to

be filled out when people apply for service of this kind?

Mr. DeGroot: We do not, but perhaps we ought to. We

are responding to these emergency things. The people who telephone,

and most of the requests come that way, would regard us as fussy

if we sent a form down there. But certainly we ought to introduce

that kind of thing for its educational value upon the public. It

is unfair to the Scout Movement that people should extend service

on such short notice as they give.

Mr. Bradley: I should like to hear something about how

that system is carried out in the small communities and counties, etc.

Mr. Chessman: It has been my experience so far, one year,

that it has to be carried out through the troop. That relates to my

section of the country. Possibly every section would have a little

different problem. I might say that I had worked previously on

this thing with Mr. DeGroot, but in the county work I have not

been able to put it into practice, because of the smallness of the

community, rather giving it to separate troops.

Mr. King (of Miami): Do you find that by having a Special

Service corps that you get more calls that should not be answered?

Do they try to impose on you?

Mr. DeGroot: No, because the thing is not generally known

in the community. We don't advertise a Special Service Corps.

Mr. Switzer: I would like an opinion of the men here as

to what extent they favor and use the general idea of mobilization

of Scouts for any such thing, the idea being, as Mr. DeGroot has

said, that these calls come in at the eleventh hour, and must be
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handled immediately. This is something a little different and to me it

is rather new. It is a question again that touches pretty close to

the rural district. We have a city of 40,000 with a large county.

It has to be handled by troops outside of the city. Is this mobilization

idea practical with you men?

Mr. Meyer (of Tulsa, Okla.) : To reply to the question about

how far we go in serving civic organizations, may I say that we

first limit cooperation to civic work, a civic organization doing the

work of a civic nature. Then we turn out the Scouts, excepting in

the neighborhood where same troop is located. We allow that troop

to perform services for its own institution, or its own school, or

things of that kind.

Mr. : We also have a similar arrangement to

Mr. DeGroot's, excepting that we count the hours. When a boy gets

twenty-five hours, it is recorded on his card at Headquarters, and he

gets a red bar; fifty hours, a white bar; seventy-five hours, a blue

bar; one hundred hours, a red, white and blue bar. The boy who

gets the most bars after one hundred in a year's time, reecives that

gold medal. Now the county proposition is difficult and we are

heading the county. Civic service hours or credits are handled

through the county headquarters, working the same way. The

county boys like that, because they put themselves right into civic

work.

Mr. : Bennie Owen, of Butte, Montana, has a

splendid scheme. He has what he calls a Public Service Merit, a

sort of diploma. When a certain amount of hours of work was

performed a silver seal is attached to the diploma. There are three

classes of seals—silver, bronze and gold, according to the number of

hours of public service rendered.

Mr. Treble: When these eleventh-hour calls come, do you

call the boy direct or the Scoutmaster.

Mr. DeGroot: We call the boy direct, because that is the

thing that is arranged for in the election. The Scoutmasters elect

them.

Question: Don't you think we ought to bear in mind here

that, as Mr. DeGroot said this organization in Los Angeles is a

Minute Corps, for emergency calls, and it seems to me that the

more we can work through the troop, as Mr. DeGroot said, in large

instances where they have time, don't you think that strengthens

the troop and the troop spirit, the more we can work through the

troop? Consequently, in the large communities where you have the

community calls, the S. S. S. business is fine, but in the small

community I rather favor having the work done through the troop.

: Supposing you have a district and troops in

that district and for some reason or other the church or other



organization does not know there is a Scout troop. Should the Scout

master perform that work before you have O.K.'d it as an Executive?

Mr. DeGroot: I think he should, if it is a neighborhood or

district thing. I would make this distinction in this community

effort. The troop is related to the neighborhood and the troops,

small collections of troops are related to the district. When we

talk about the community, the headquarters represents the com

munity, it seems to me, and it is perhaps one of the places where

the Scout Executive is justified in coming in contact with the

boys. I am a stickler for hands off on the part of the Executive

from the troops and the boys. I think there are about two places

where we are justified in handling the boys, in this civic work and in

the Council camps. When you multiolv the number of times he

handles the boys, you decrease the efficiency of the Scoutmaster.

: In a democracy the great thing is to do and

learn by doing. Our Scoutmasters are going to make lots of mis

takes, but we ought to give them every chance to respond.

: Regarding that scheme of having a certificate.

Probably the important phase of that was that it was framed. The

thought is that we have too many decorations now, and you put a

blue ribbon on and unless there is something to tell what that is

for, nobody knows but the boy himself. This little certificate goes

up on the boy's wall and everybody that comes in knows about it.

The men get those, and I know of a number of business men that

have framed certificates for public service for the Boy Scouts of

America.

Mr. Haddon: Is there any danger of our putting a lot of

extra certificates, rewards, inducements, etc., and not paying sufficient

attention to the badges which are already provided in the organization?

: There is a very great danger, in my judgment,

and we ought to multiply these things with greatest care.

: I would like to ask how many good turns the

boy had to do before he gets a certificate.

: Sixty hours. Mr. Owen of Butte is here and

he has samples with him and he can tell you about it.

Saturday, ' September 16, 8:45-9:00

Mr. Jamieson (of Atlanta, Ga.) : I feel it a great honor to

have the privilege of introducing a man who has done much for

Scouting, particularly in its relationship to the church. If there is

one thing we do need in our Scouting, it is the awakening of the

church to the wonderful opportunity it has, to appropriate the pro

gram of Scouting for connecting the boys of the community and

of the congregation to the church activities and to the church itself.

I have great pleasure in introducing Dr. Norman E. Richardson.
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SCOUTING A CONTRIBUTION TO

MOTIVE OF SERVICE

Dr. Norman E. Richardson

I am going to ask the privilege of changing slightly the subject

announced on the daily schedule and to speak specifically to the

topic, "Scouting a Contribution to the Motive of Service in our

Citizenship." A few months ago Mr. Herbert Hoover called a con

ference in Washington and invited to that conference twenty picked

men. Part of them were educators, the remainder strong outstanding

business men; he put to that significant conference this question:

"Men, how can we mobilize the man power of this nation for a con

structive program of social betterment, of civic righteousness, of

industrial justice? How can we mobilize the man power of this

nation for a constructive peace program as we have learned how to

mobilize the man power of the nation for a program of armed

hostility?" After some time spent in careful discussion, that con

ference gave to Mr. Hoover this reply: "You cannot mobilize the

man power of America to such a program as you have in mind,

because the motive of service is not the dominant motive in the man

power of America." Mr. Hoover's comeback was this: "If, as you

say, it is true that the motive of service is not the dominant motive

>n our power, then how can we change the attitude of the man of

this nation so that that motive of service will be lodged permanently

and vitally in their lives?" Then the group of educators replied,

"Mr. Hoover, that can come not by a miracle, but only through a

program of training, a program of education that will get hold of

the man power of our nation."

If I were to take one phrase or one thought as the central

thought for these fifteen minutes, it would be just that: how can

we lodge permanently, indelibly, in the man power of America this

motive of service, so that it shall be a dominant motive in giving

character to the citizenry of this nation? There has been during the

last five years a vast amount of disillusionment with regard to the

real motives that are functioning in the lives of our leading citizens.

There was a time when we thought that political democracy as it

was achieved through Cromwell, through the French Revolution,

through, our own American Revolution, that that idea of political

democracy, government in the hands of the people, would be the

occasion for our achieving a perfect social order, where there is

righteousness and good will and peace. But what terrific disillusion

ment has come to us with regard to that matter! The idea of

political democracy is an essential idea in the concept of that perfect

social order, but we now know that that idea planted in the mind-stuff

of our American citizenship does not grow a crop of government

of and by and for the people.
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Our disillusionment centers not only in our national but in our

city government. The machine in Chicago, government of the

people or by the people—is it for the people? Is the Tammany gov

ernment in New York of and by and for the interest of the people

primarily? Or in Buffalo, or in any other great city? The idea is

all right, but, planted in the mind-stuff of American citizenry, it

gives us the American politician and the gang that rules. That idea

•f universal popular, scientific education is an essential idea in that

concept of a perfect social order, but during the last five years we

have discovered that popular scientific education planted in the mind-

stuff as we have it today yields a crop of men and of organizations

that will use their power for selfish ends. We know that the nation

that stood at the very pinnacle of applied scientific and a national

system of education used its gigantic power for the services of

inhumanity and lorded it over the nations of earth. Our public

school men are among the very first to say to quicken the wits

of our boys and girls, to give them a knowledge of history, of applied

science, of literature, may increase their power of doing harm to

the social order rather than being of service. The idea of popular

education is all right, planted in the mind-stuff as we find it in

America today. We know that that increased personal power means

that man after man is going out with a motive of acquisi

tion, a motive of selfishness, of getting rich, and is not dominated

by that motive of service. We can take a number of other ideas

and show how, planted in the mind-stuff, as I call it, of today, we

are getting a crop of citizens who are not living the life of good

will and of service.

Now, men, I want in just a moment to try to analyze that

situation from the standpoint of psychology. We are doing most

of our thinking these days in terms of dynamic psychology, and

we are told by one group of men that there are three groups of

inter-dynamic desires, or propulsions, call them what you will. Every

mind, from the very beginning, has as a part of its psychological

inheritance, tendencies toward self-seeking. You' might call it the

egotistic. It is the desire to get control, the desire to make one's

own will the will that others will bow to. It is the desire to get

rich, to acquire property. It is that self-centered group of urges, of

interests, of desires, of ambitions that we all feel. There is another

group of urges that belong in the psychic life, that push constantly

out and determine conduct, and that is the social, sex, or the service.

We all know what those forces are. They are those tendencies that

help us to co-operate, that develop the tender attitude, the attitude

of group loyalty, of patriotism, of comradeship. It is that group of

psychic forces that come out of the very depths of one's psychological

nature.

Then there is one other group of urges that are one's possession

at birth and that develop apart from his own volition. We might

call them the racial or the inquisitive urges. It is that group of

forces that leads us to ask questions, that will cause a boy to kick
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over a big rock to find out what is under there and to see the bugs

crawl—the desire for knowledge, curiosity, the scientific attitude.

All of that phase of life is supported by these forces, these dynamic

tendencies that are a part of life. Now when you get a mind at

work, it works in just that way. Let us say this is the subconscious

back here, and this is the conscious area. (Dr. Richardson was here

making use of the blackboard.) Up there is a picture of the mind

as it is given to us to begin with. These are the three great groups

of forces that determine character and conduct. Now my proposition

is that the public school system, that the great commercial and in

dustrial life of this nation with its untold wealth of natural re

sources, that the general social situation, as Dr. Dewey would sug

gest, has been such as to yield a relatively excessive stimulus of the

egotistic, the self-seeking, the acquisitive area of personality. That

is, if there are these three great groups of forces that give us

character and personality, then our American life has been such

that there has been a relatively excessive amount of stimulus of this

egotistic, this self-seeking area. Our English friends have been

giving us this phrase, "the sickness of acquisitiveness," and that is

one trouble with our American citizenship. We are sick with

acquisition. That is another way of saying there has been a relatively

excessive stimulus of this group of forces.

To get that balance in the spiritual life of our nation and to

bring the American mind, the mind-stuff, back so that the social,

the service, the co-operative, the loyal, the tender qualities of mind

are as vital and as strong as the egotistic and the self-seeking—there

is the great challengin~ problem to every man who is trying to build

himself into the betterment of our American citizenship. Now the

reason why some of us men who are in the field of education are for

the Scout Movement is because we see in it a movement that will

do what the public school has not done and cannot do as at present

organized. We see in the Scout program that which will develop

the spirit of trustworthiness, of friendliness, of loyalty, of obedience,

of reverence, the spirit of co-operation, the spirit of group loyalty.

We see here a movement that will take boys at that psychological

period when they are most susceptible to social training and force

them into that new mould.

A very vivid illustration comes to my mind. I have a boy who

will be thirteen next month. He weighs exactly what I do. He is

not quite so tall. He has had a remarkable physical development

1_ suppose he has heard a good deal about Scouting, and he has

dipped into his dad's books, the Canadian and English. This summer

we sent him into a Scout camp at Quincy, Massachusetts, for two

weeks. When that boy from the West blew in on the Quincy group,

with perhaps too much contact with the educational side of Scouting

and the literature of Scouting, he took it for granted, I suppose (I

don't know the whole story), that he was just a little bit superior

to the others along certain lines. At least, he acted that way to

begin with. To make a long story short, the other boys, the other
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Scouts, with the knowledge of the Executive, though the Executive

kept his hands off (he didn't appear at all), took that boy of mine

and rowed him over to a distant island and gave him a blanket

and left him there. I wish you could read the letter that came

from that boy after those hours of loneliness. He didn't tell me the

story. It was the strangest letter I ever saw. I said, "There are

facts here that do not appear," but he wrote his mother a letter and

said, "I am lonesome down here." It was his first time away from

home. His mother went down, and the Scout Executive told that

boy's mother what had happened, that that boy came in there with,

we will say, an excessive egotistic quality, and that mother, instead

of taking that boy home, said,' "We will give him another week of

the same thing." Then, when the story got to me out in Chicago,

I said, "Give him a fourth week." When I saw that boy after

nearly two months of the summer time, I want to say to you that

there was a change wrought in his character, in his personal attitude,

that I could not have achieved and that could not have been achieved

in any other way than through contact with his peers. He learned

these lessons which are just the kinds of lessons which by the thousand

the Scout Movement does teach boys, and that is that there is a

quality of life, of personality, of character, that must be developed

if we are going to have that type of manhood for which we yearn

Now it is because the Scout Movement first takes boys when

they are most susceptible to social education, because it has a practical

system that gives those boys not only ideas of co-operation and

service and equality, etc., but a program that works those ideas

over into what Professor Henderson would call "the action system"

of a boy; that second, and because the group loyalty or the troop

contacts are continual re-enforcements of these native tendencies ;

it is for that reason, or those reasons that I believe the Boy Scout

Movement is going to make a contribution to the attitude of service

in the man power of the nation, so that after we have done our work,

whenever a great leader appears and asks the question, "How can

we mobilize the man power of America for a constructive program

of industrial righteousness, of civic justice, of commercial integrity?

How can we mobilize the man power of the nation on a great con

structive program of service to the nation?" the answer will not be,

"No, it cannot be done by the present man power," as it is today,

but in that new day after the Scout Movement has done its work,

the answer will be, "We have a generation of American citizens

who respond to that kind of an appeal."

Daily Resume, Saturday, September 16, 9:00-9:10

Dr. Fisher: The fundamentals in preparation for service are

first, through personal work. The Executive's life must gear in

with the Scout Oath and Law. Second, knowledge of boys and

men, of people. Third, skill. The development of skill through

the practice of the knowledge we have. Fourth, philosophy. We
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develop a sound philosophy through meditation and thought re

garding the experiences we have had.

Camping is Scouting's major program. It should be considered

a sacred privilege to live with boys in camp. We were greatly im

pressed by the report of the experiences of France with reference to

trooo and patrol camps. America has much to learn from France

with regard to their emphasis upon camping by patrols, with simple

equipment, and their recognition of patrol leadership. Such camps

when well organized develop in the boy resourcefulnesss, initiative,

and self-reliance. It is teaching camping by doing. There is always

the danger that large camps may become too formal, too elaborate

in the development of creative comforts, and that boys will have

too much done for them. The following recommendations in refer

ence to camping were adopted:

First, that the Executive encourage the development and prac

tice of troop camps with proper leadership, under council control

and supervision.

Second, whereas, the independent troop camp idea is vitally im

portant to the future of Scouting, and

Whereas, information regarding the use of such camps here and

in other countries is insufficient to secure success,

Therefore, be it resolved, that the Department of Camping, in

co-operation with the Department of Education, at once take up the

study of independent troop camps, securing all possible information

from the field and other countries where troop camps have been

found successful.

And, further, that the facts thus secured be submitted to the

field for its guidance.

That resolution was adopted.

The following resolutions were presented and adopted :

We recommend to the Commission on Camping,

First, that they re-word paragraph 1, page 5, in the Camping

Report, so as to read "a summer camo announced well in advance,

and of sufficient duration that the Scout may have opportunity to

attend camp under adequate leadership."

Second, that paragraph 2, page 5, be so worded as not only to

discourage men or organizations from giving Scouts their camp fee

in full, but to encourage them in helping Scouts secure work, by

which they may earn the money to pay their way.

Third, that paragraph v, page 6, be modified so as to add the

desirability of the council owning a camp site, and that attention be

called to the splendid opportunity we have also to use the great

national forest reserves.

The fourth section of this recommendation was that they en

courage the outlining of the nrogram for the camp well in advance.

I have tried to phrase the following sentence to try to meet
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what I thought was your point of view with reference to fraternities

and secret organizations : that we discourage those forms of fraterni

ties and secret organizations that have the tendency to develop in

dividualism and special privilege, or the clique spirit Does that

represent it? (Yes.)

The conference confirmed its belief in the recommendation of

the National Council with reference to the encouragement of boys

while in camp to meet their religious obligations. This resolution

is as follows:

"Whereas, the Boy Scouts of America is specifically pledged

to reverence and faithfulness, and

Whereas, the attention of the National Council has been called

to the fact that some have been permitted to neglect church attendance

for week-end hikes.

Be it resolved, that the National Council records its disapproval

of the week-end hikes or camps which preclude the attendance of

Scouts from religious services or which cause loss of credits for the

individual, if the Scout elects to remain at home to attend church."

I take it that the Conference was unanimous in re-affirming their

belief in the soundness of that proposal and recommendation. The

Boy Scout Movement will keep faith with the churches of whatever

creed or denomination. We should keep in mind also the necessity

of camping as an educational program. The Camping Commission

particularly urge the following :

First, the provision of winter camps. These should be greatly

increased.

Second, short term, or over-night camps. They Kelp greatly in

keeping Scouting an out-of-doors program.

Third, a man to aid boys in saving money.

Fourth, investment of insurance.

Fifth, insistence upon medical examinations.

Sixth, the thorough testing of boats at the beginning of the

camping season.

The following suggestions were brought out in the consideration

of Financing and Budgeting. The Executive must control his net

results.^ Budgeting is a method of control. There are two ways of

practicing economy in cost: first, by increasing the volume at the

same cost ; second, by decreasing the cost. The latter, however, may

prove to be a penny-wise and pound-foolish procedure. A man

should not be judged so much by what he saves as by how he spends.

There is danger at present in the Boy Scout Movement of too strict

economy. Budgetary control is one way by which we can sell con

fidence in the Scout Movement. There is such a thing as a budgetary

conscience.

_ The Executive should program his day's effort. Scout Execu

tives are men who have control of their own time, and, as a result,
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like many other men who have control of their own time, there is

great danger of wasting it. A man should have three dates for

important tasks: first, a date for starting; second, a safe final date

for beginning; and third, a date upon which the work must be done.

Men think they are working when they are only worrying. The

following division of time was suggested: forty per cent of time

for the growth of the Movement; forty per cent of the time to the

increase of the qualify of the Movement; and twenty per cent as

a leeway for emergencies in either direction. Be a business man and

meet your council members on their own ground.

This query: can we find reasonable common denominators,

measuring rods, by which a man may be able to measure his own

product? The suggestion has been made that we should ask men

to give until they know they are giving. Financing is not a hap

hazard manner. Money raising has become a scientific procedure.

We should discover men of means in our community and cultivate

them and train them to give wisely and largely.

From the Problem Hour. The reading program helps to meet

the need for giving direction to the boy's recreational reading.

Children's Book Week was originated by the Boy Scouts of America

to help once a year to arouse the whole country to the importance of

juvenile books. It will be observed from November 12-18, 1922.

Scout Executives can assist by helping to organize local committees

or by assisting local librarians.

The Conference adopted resolutions of sympathy to be sent to

Mrs. Jones, for the nervous breakdown of our beloved member and

Executive, Dyer Jones.

_ The rich content and variety in the recreational program is

indicated by the following review. Games and contests which teach

first aid are fun, under Commodore Longfellow. Second, Nature

Study by means of games and cooking, Professor Smith, Chief Sea-

scout Wilder. Animal tracks and tracking through games, showing

how animals run and jump, by Professor Palmer. Pretending it was

a rainy day in camp. Camp construction, building lean-to, making

washstands and a cabin, under Mr. McDonald and his woodsmen.

Indian lore and legends, by Ralph Hubbard. Even the women are

taking _ courses under these leaders. Our recreation is recreation,

but it is also Scouting education. We sincerely appreciate the work

of these leaders who are leading us on in real Scouting. The stunt

night was funny without being vulgar. Gentlemen, as we compare

the stunt night of last night with the stunts of Bear Mountain, we

congratulate ourselves upon the fact that we are making splendid

progress.
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Saturday Morning, September 16, 9:10-10:30

REPORT OF COMMISSION ON COUNCIL

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Mr. Gendall: I do not know of any Commission whose

Report to this conference has any more importance attached than

that of Council Organization and Administration. It seems to me

that if we observe this Commission's Report very closely, we can

make applications of some of the things that we have learned from

St. Elmo Lewis in his lectures.

It is a pleasure to introduce Raymond O. Hanson, the Scout

Executive of San Francisco.

Mr. Hanson: In presenting the Report of the Commission

on Organization and Administration this morning, I am not un

mindful of the trend of this Conference toward a greater emphasis

upon the need for a more intelligent attention to the Scouting con

ditions which confront the Scout Executive in his local field, for a

lesser degree of time and attention to the details of organization. I

am sure that there is still ringing in the ears of every one of us

that significant question which Chief West raised in our minds during

his address the other night, when he suggested that possibly, he was

speaking of the tremendous losses, you remember, in connection

with our troops and Scouts—when he suggested that possibly we

were giving so much time to the machinery of organization that we

are losing sight of the greater need, of the major task, that of

extending the influence of Scouting to the largest possible number

of boys in the community. I am sure that we will agree that over-

organization is the all-too-prevalent temptation at this stage in our

history, that there is a tendency to multiply organization until we

become engrossed in the task of lubricating and otherwise caring for

the machinery. Our eyes may become blinded to the goal toward

which we are traveling, that of winning and serving the boyhood of

America, which, after all, is the real heart and soul of the whole

proposition. Dr. Fisher put it very aptly in an address which he

made on the Pacific Coast last year: "If we worship organization

rather than the thing for which the organization is devised, we shall

fall of accomplishing our ultimate purpose." The fact remains,

however, that we must have organization and that a well planned

organization is fundamental and absolutely essential to the success

of any movement. The fault is with many of us, that we are not

content simply to keep our hand upon the throttle, but we feel we

must glue our eyes and our brains to the engine when we ought to

be putting our heads out of the window and getting a good look at

the country which lies before us. As Mr. Lewis remarked, the real

Executive will have the machinery so well organized that he can

afford not tn give it constant attention.
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The Commission has made no attempt to set up a general and

uniform plan of organization. That has long since been made avail

able by the National Council in its model constitution and by-laws.

Although it is recognized that this form of organization must be

adapted to meet the peculiar needs of a community, still we realize

that there is a danger of too much elaboration upon that scheme.

Some of the plans of organization which reached the Commission

reminded one of that vision that Ezekiel saw, wheels and wheels

within wheels. But we must emphasize the need for simplicity in

our organization. As one member of the Commission stated in his

contribution to the Report, "Any simple plan of organization which

will work effectively, and stimulate local interest in boy welfare,

and inspire strong, clean men of character to leadership, and en

courage them to serve the boyhood of the nation, that is an efficient

boy's work organization." The need for simplicity is further em

phasized by the Commission's statement that the ultimate aim of all

Scouting organization processes is to lend real strength and encour

agement to the Scoutmaster, that his enthusiasm, his service, and his

place of leadership should not be jeopardized by a too intricate system

of administrative relationship. I am simply going to touch upon the

high lights of the report and then make several specific recommenda

tions.

I. The Importance of the Definite Local Plan of Organiza

tion.

1. Standardized form of Local Council organization, adopted

by the National Council, should comprise the basis of every local

plan. I

2. There is an imperative need for a well-defined scheme of

organization and administration, as it relates to the local field.

3. Responsibilities should be clearly definitized and delegated.

4. Local plan should be made available in presentable form to

Council membership, in order that the novitiate may fully inform

himself as to the part which he is to play individually in the Scout

ing program.

_ I think the most simple and yet the most comprehensive plan

which^ reached the Commission was that issued by the Philadelphia

Council.

II. The Main Points of Emphasis.

1. Local Council Personnel.

(a) The present plan of Community and Troop repre

sentation has proved to be practical, notwithstanding

a tendency in some Councils toward a "top-heavi

ness" of the scheme.
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(b) Representation can be preserved without affecting

efficiency, particularly through

Skill and judgment in selection of men.

Right quality of leadership on part of Executive.

Proper education and training of Council memberse

Keeping channels open for active representation,

when occasion arises for its use.

(c) Council membership should be composed of workers,

not simply prominent men, although it may be

necessary, in the early stages of organization, to

place a certain degree of dependence upon the prestige

which prominent names will give to the Movement.

(d) Council should meet more frequently than once a

year. There is evidently a growing sentiment in

favor of more frequent Council meetings, as a means

to holding interest.

2. Committee Organisation' and Management.

(a) Need for greater standardisation of Committee No

menclature, and more rigid adherence to plan sug

gested by National Council. Work at present as

signed to large nurnber of minor Committees might

just as effectively be included in the duties of regular

Standing Committees, or Special Committees.

(b) A Sub-Committee of the Executive Board is proving

an important factor in many Councils. The Sub-

Committee has power to act in all matters of current

detail, subject to approval of the Board,—its chief

value is a source of protection to the Executive, forti

fying him against possible criticism or misunder

standing.

(c) Eliminate dormant Committee material, and secure

the appointment of Committees which will actually

function. This can only be done by placing a clear-

cut plan of organization in the hands of Committee

men, supplemented by intensive training in Com

mittee Service.

(d) Secure more sufficient functioning on the part of

Committees. Means of encouraging Committees to

function more efficiently have been suggested by the

Field as follows:

Give them a real job:

Place definite responsibility and secure real leaders

as Chairmen:

Definite assignments by the Executive Board and re

quiring frequent reports of progress :
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The right President is the key-note of Committee

functioning :

A step-by-step analysis of the work that must be

done:

Secure the appointment only of men who are particu

larly interested in the task which the Committee will

be called on to perform.

Put major time and effort into lining up the right

Committee Chairmen,—this will in most cases solve

the problem :

Have the Committee Chairman make his own report

at each meeting of the Executive Board. (It was

found that this is a very general mode of procedure

and that in very few instances does the Scout Execu

tive include reports of Committees in his monthly

report to the Board, although he usually supplements

such reports.)

I wish to call attention to two namphlets, respectively, "Committee

Organization" and "Committee Management," issued by the American

City Bureau, to which we have referred in our report on Committee

Organization and Committee Management. They may be secured

not at the San Francisco office, but at New York City.

III. Point of Contact

1. Key Men of the Council:

(a) President:

The President should be active, not honorary, chosen

for character rather than wealth; thoroughly in

formed as to the aims and methods of Scouting. He

should be a natural leader, and as such, an inspira

tion to both the Council and the Executive, especially

an advisor and counselor to the Executive.

(b) Scout Commissioner:

The Commissioner should also be active, with a

clearly defined field of service, according to his

personality and the needs of the local situation.

Character qualifications should be paramount. He

should serve as the right-hand man to the Executive,

as an interpreter of public sentiment, and as a prime

mover in the development of personnel in the Councile

The relationship should be one of mutual confidence

and co-operation.

2. Committees:

(a) Contact in leadership:

There should exist a close connecting link between

the Council Committees and the individual Scout

masters. The following means may be employed:
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Constant and direct contact with Scout Executive

and Scout Commissioner:

Have Chairmen of the various Committees meet with

Scoutmasters occasionally, to give and receive sug

gestions :

A Committee on Supervision, through which Scout

masters may approach the Executive Board.

(b) Contact with Scouting Activities:

It is too general a rule that Councilmen see Scouting

only on "parade," and that up to the present time

there has been very little actual contact between the

Council Committees and Scouting in the troop.

Actual contact may be brought about by :—

Definite assignment of Council members to troop

visitation and inspection. (General invitation will

not do the work.)

Interesting Committeemen in special, rather than

general problems.

Securing representative attendance from among the

Council members at troop and city-wide functions.

Monthly printed or mimeograph reports to all mem

bers of the Local Council.

3. The Scout Executive.

(a) Relationship—To Council and Committees:

The Scout Executive should regard Council and Com

mittees as leaders of boys, directly or indirectly,

giving them leadership, as well as expecting leader

ship from them. He is the "eyes, ears and hands" of

the Council, and should keep them constantly posted

regarding plans and programs, and should consider

them as Boards of Management, rather than dictators

of work or policies.

(b) Contact with Scoutmasters:

The Executive finds his main points of contact in

troop visitation, Scout Leaders' Training Institutes,

Social Gatherings, Personal Conferences, Bulletins,

Scout Leaders' Associations. It appears that the

majority of Councils have some type of Scout

masters' organization, and that in many cases Scout

masters are represented in the Local Council. In his

relations to such organizations, the Scout Executive

should be a combination of "guide, philosopher and

friend," and comprise the moving spirit of the organ

ization, although not seeking to dominate its activi

ties. The replies indicated that in practically all

Councils, the Scoutmasters' organization was a non
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legislative body, serving in an advisory capacity to

the Scout Executive,

(c) Contact with Scouts:

The Scout Executive is justified in seeking points of

contact, provided the same is maintained with the

knowledge and co-operation of the Scoutmaster con

cerned, although in case of inefficient leadership direc!

contact in organization is sometimes necessary.

(Note:—Much valuable material regarding points ol

contact open to the Scout Executive is contained in

a pamphlet on "The Scout Executive and the Scout

Office," recently issued by I. E. Holsinger, Scout

Executive of the Elmira Council, and which every

Executive is urged to read.)

IV. Conclusion.

The National Constitution and By-Laws comprise the only

sound and logical basis upon which to form the local plan

of organization, although re-emphasizing the need for sim

plicity and local adaptability, bearing in mind that success

depends upon the assignment to each Committee of a definite

responsibility in extending the program to every available

boy in the community.

We have not developed the matter of the intensive district

organization as it is in vogue in the larger city councils, although we

have an appendix to the report which will be presented to the 'several

population groups under the leadership of member of this Com

mission. We have not developed the matter of extensive district

organization, and in a few minutes we will ask Dr. Fisher to make a

statement concerning the developments in that direction. However,

I should like first to place before you the recommendations which

the Commission adopted at its last meeting yesterday.

1. That each Local Council be urged to make available to_ its

membership a well defined plan of organization and administration,

with responsibilities clearly definitized and delegated.

2. That the Field be requested to maintain a greater standardiza

tion of Committee terminology and a more rigid adherence to the Con

stitution and By-Laws suggested by the National Council.

3. That Executives encourage the appointment particularly of a

Sub-Committee of the Executive Board, having power to act on

matters of current detail (subject to the approval of the Board at its

next meeting), or, during the interval between meetings of the Board.

4. That every means be employed to secure more efficient func

tioning of Council Committees, and that definite steps be taken to

arouse new interest among existing dormant Committees.

5. That a closer connecting link be formed between Council

Committeemen and Scoutmasters in accordance with the plan sug

gested in the Commission's report.
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6. That proper leadership contacts be established and maintained

in relation to Councilmen, Committees, Scoutmasters, Scouts, and

the Scout Executive.

7. That great care, skill and judgment be exercised in the

selection of Councilmen with character qualification paramount^ who

will be active and simply honorary officials or members of Committees.

Dr. Fisher: This statement could be made just as well, and

better perhaps, at the meeting of the Rural Commission. The only

thought that the Committee wanted me to bring to you was this: you

know that we have practically accomplished, with about eight excep

tions (and these are under process of organization), the organization

of all cities in America of a population of 50,000 and over. The

problem before us now is to extend the Scout Movement out into the

less populated areas. There are two ways by which that is being

done. One is by enlarging in a number of instances the Council

jurisdiction of a city to include the whole county, in some instances

to include several counties. And second, bv the organization of

large district Councils with as many as a half dozen to a dozen

counties, on the theory that we should adapt our organization to the

resources in men, money and boys in those areas. Now here is the

danger, gentlemen, that in enlarging, for instance, the jurisdiction

of a local Council, we may do it in such a way as to make the

county feel that the city was superimposed upon them; or, in the

organization of county or district organizations, organize them in

such a way that one community in the area is the dominating com

munity. Now we must make our Council organization representative,

and, therefore, in a county or in a large district organization, there

must be district organization with real representation so that the

county as a whole is organizing Boy Scout activities, rather than

one town in the county. It is very essential that this fundamental

democratic principle be observed and that the general supervision

of the county or district Council or City Council, be developed. In

other words, I am making a very . strong plea here, gentlemen, for

that kind of democracy and representation which makes the people

of an area all feel that they have a part and a share in the operation

of the Council work.

Mr. Harris: / move the adoption of the Report of the Com

mission on Council Organization and Administration, with the rec

ommendations as read.

(Seconded and carried.)

Mr. Gendall: I think we have had a splendid practical dem

onstration of a Scout Executive scheduling his time.

The next Commission on Scouting in Industry has a very im

portant report which has relation to the older boy and underprivileged

boy, and I am sure we will derive a great deal of pleasure on listen

ing to the Report under the leadership of Mr. Webster.
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REPORT OF COMMISSION ON SCOUTING

IN INDUSTRY

Mr. Webster: First, you fellows will wonder why this subject.

I was under the apprehension that it was to give me the place on the

program. Mr. Barclay said that I had the wrong idea altogether,

that the real reason for this was not that he expected the Report to

be worth a hang, but he wanted you fellows to realize that there

was such a problem and to be thinking about it. And so with that

idea we are presenting this Report. It is a rather unique Report. We

sent out questionnaires. Some of you may have seen the question

naire. We sent one to the Pacific Coast, and the reply came back,

"There is no industry on the Pacific Coast." I want to call your

attention to the fact that the Scout Executive of Fresno, California,

is the only Californian in captivity who has made such an admission.

The men from the other parts of the field had evidently adopted Mr.

Lewis's suggestion to make a prompt decision, and threw their

questionnaire in the waste basket. Ramsey, of Akron, Ohio, wrote a

wonderful report. He triple spaced it, though. Dr. Fisher said it

was entirely too small, and he inflated it. I just want you to know

that Dr. Fisher is a different kind of man from what we have thought.

We have thought of him as a man who boils down. He blows up

quite as well as he boils down. So we are going to present this

Commission Report, written by Mr. Ramsey and inflated by Dr.

Fisher.

Now, men, this question of your Report on Industry. We just

want to call your attention to the facts in the summary. Here is our

summary on page 7. Those of us in the South know it is harder to

put it over in the cotton mill village.

"The decision of the Commission is that Scouting is successful

with the boy in the Industrial community as well as elsewhere."

It also decided :—"That boys, no matter where they are, should

be organized in their natural groupings." (Let us try to stick to

that. I would like to see a show of hands as to how many men

undertook to carry out the idea of organizing Western Union boys

into a separate troop. Was it successful? We wish you could do

that, because the Western Union people have been so fine and have

wanted to do it, but I fear in breaking up natural groupings it

wasn't a success. So when we undertake to do this in industry, we

may find the same thing. Merely because a group of boys work in

a certain plant it does not follow that they could be gathered together

in a successful troop.)

"That boys must come to Scouting voluntarily and not under

compulsion.

"That leadership must be volunteer; that we should avoid hav

ing the company's paid welfare worker as a Scoutmaster." (When

you go into industry it is the easiest thing to go to the manager and
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tell him to draft a man as a Scoutmaster. The man will have to

do it. You won't have a good Scoutmaster or a good troop. How

ever, if it is in a big industrial community, you can take the paid

welfare worker, if you can make a Scout out of him, and make him

a Deputy Commissioner, spreading over that entire industrial con

cern, and get him to help you organize troops, because he will get

in touch with the men who would make proper Scoutmasters.)

"That care must be exercised so that a company or a firm does

not do too much for the troop in the way of providing equipment,

as this weakens morale." (We would like to stress that specially.

You go into a big industrial plant and sell the idea. The owner says

it is fine and the first thing you know he is going to take the bit in

the teeth. He is hard to stop after you get him started. He is

going to want to buy uniforms, send them on a big camp, do this

and that and the other, and then they are going to sit down and wait

for the next free thing. You absolutely are not going to make

Scouts that way.)

"That there should be a definite understanding with organized •

labor. Labor Unions have several tinws endorsed Scouting, and will

support it if they understand it."

"That men, who in their own relations, aK* identified with labor,

should be on the Local Council. Unceasing efforts should be made

in correcting the erroneous impression that Scouting is militaristic."

(Right there is where you are playing with dynamite. You can

blow things up quicker by fooling with that problem than anything

you can handle. And avoid in your industrial community, picking

a Scoutmaster who has had military service, because he is likely to

run away with the military idea of it and line the boys up where

they can be seen too much in a military formation. You may have

trouble there.

With all due credit to the National Office, let me make this

suggestion: if you go into an industrial community where there is

a strong labor sentiment, don't make a speech and then have the

jamboree picture follow immediately after. Let the picture come

first and then make your speech. I assured my men absolutely that

there was nothing military in the Scouting organization, that we

paid no attention to military formation, and then the picture came

on and that fine array in columns of fours came, and I slipped out in

the dark. There is bull-headedness on both sides of this question,

and when you get your man into your Scout committee meeting, if

you bring him in as a directly elected member of organized labor,

you may have trouble. There are a lot of these fellows on both

sides of this thing that are in that situation. You have got to face

it, and while the Good Book says that the lion and the lamb are going

to lie down together, I don't believe it is good for the Scoutmaster

to pull off the first performance in an Executive committee meeting.)
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"That tact should be used in approaching the various religious

leaders in the industrial community." (You have a problem right

there, too.)

"That the foreign born boys may be attracted by the educational

advantage of Scouting; the other type, by its recreational activities.

Both need it, and above all, its out-of-door program. Great em

phasis should be laid on the ideals of wholesome living which many

boys in industrial communities can obtain only from Scouting."

You are going to do this, men; you are going to come in touch

with an older boy in industrial communities and he is looking for

something a little bit different from what the other boys are looking

for. You have got to give it to him, but you have a wonderful

opportunity in giving it.

Recommendations :

1. The Committee recommends that National Headquarters

keep careful statistics and records of all troops organized in indus

trial communities for further reference and study.

2. That the National Commissions on the Older Boy and the

Under-privileged Boy, direct especial attention to Scouting in Indus

try, in connection with their further investigations, and that they

make available to this Commission such data as they obtain.

We disagree on what is the underprivileged boy. Some of us

believe that the boy with an automobile is far more under-privileged

than the boy in industry.

Mr. Gendall: Carrying out the orders of the Chairman, I am

asked to call for a vote on the recommendations.

(A motion was made, seconded and carried that the Report be

accepted.)

Mr. Curtiss (of East St. Louis): How would you go about

organizing a troop in industries themselves?

Mr. Gendall: Mr. Curtiss, will you restate your question

and make a concrete case?

Mr. Curtiss: In a packing house, for instance, or steel in

dustries.

Mr. Ramsey: Quite logically we are going to have to pro

ceed along the same lines we use in any other line of troop organiza

tion. The industry naturally in the beginning gets behind it. Per

haps I can give an illustration that will answer your question and

just tell you how it is organized in one large industry. Take the

Goodyear organization. They have four Scout troops. Now the

Goodyear organization has always been behind Scouting, and the

Executives are very much sold on it, but they are not in any way

attempting to dominate the situation. They have elected a volunteer
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board in their own industry and on this board is a representative

from each of the troops that they have organized and_ in addition

some of the larger men, some of the officials who are interested in

Scouting activities. As far as the organization of the troop itself

is concerned everything is volunteer. It must grow out of the men

in the industry themselves. The Troop Committees themselves are

all men employed in the industry. Some are department heads,

some are foremen, some of them are employed as laborers in the

organization, and they proceed just as in any troop. They select their

own Scoutmaster. He is a volunteer. Of course, he comes out of

the Goodyear organization. The thing we have attempted to keep in

mind is that it is for the boys of that particular section of town.

There is no restriction on the boys that belong to the troops. Any

boy can belong to their troops, but they_ are interested enough in

Scouting to give leadership to the troops in their towns.

Mr. Kirkham: In voting on the motion, before it is put, I

would like to have a statement made by Dr. Fisher or Mr. West

on the problems to which you have referred, that of the relationship

of Scouting to labor unions, and the relationship of Scouting to

militarism.

Dr. Fisher: One word about the labor union situation. Read

that Report exceedingly carefully. We believe that every interest—

Mr. West can check me up—should be represented in the community.

There is likely to be in the minds of the average workers, particularly

those who may be a member of some labor union, and particularly in

the minds of the more radical members of those unions, certain

suspicions of any movement which is identified with a great many

men of means,—corporation heads, employers. They realize as they

scan our council membership, our Executive Board, that these men

are there in very large numbers and in very large proportion. They

may have certain mental reservations with reference to them. They

have in several communities felt that the type of men to whom they

belong are not adequately represented in the Movement. We do not

go to a business house and ask it officially to appoint some one to

represent it. We have not as yet gone to the churches of the com

munity and asked to have them unite in selecting some one to repre

sent them. But we do have on our Councils representatives of the

churches, representatives of business concerns, and in my own judg-

ment and the judgment of the Commission we believe that Labor

should be represented, not necessarily officially, that might not be

wise, that would be putting them in a class other than the rest of

these agencies, but it would be a wise thing in vour community to

have a man for men) on your council who in his own relations t<->

labor would be a wise councilor and could reflect in the meetings of

the Council the point of view of the men who are workers, and

believe that' such men should be related to the council in that un

official and personal, and yet that influential wav. That is the judg

ment of the Commission unanimously in recrard to our relation to

T^hor as such.
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Mr. Ehler: How would you advise Executives to go about

the selection of the man representing Labor?

Dr. Fisher: In the same way you usually go about securing

the representative of other agencies. Here is a splendid man of

character, a man who represents in his own life and practice all that

is wholesome. He may be identified with the churches, as a church

man. He is a man sound in his fundamental principles regarding

labor and regarding society. Then I would seek to get him by

personal conference to come in the Council. He may not represent

Labor as such, but in his personality and in his own personal affilia

tions, he does truly represent the point of view of the worker. That

man would be your best guide and it would help you in all of

your problems touching the situation of Labor.

Mr. Ehler: Would you consult with the official leaders of

labor ?

Dr. Fisher: No, that would be going farther than I would

advise. I am sure Mr. Curtiss would say the point of view we are

expressing is the safe point of view.

Mr. West: I hardly think it is necessary to say anything

more about the subject of militarism unless it be that there are

some new men who have not yet quite had the chance to get it. Per

haps you cannot get it from the printed page as well as some of

have gotten it out of Conference. Only on that basis am I justified in

taking your time. This has been one of our most troublesome

problems, especiallv in the early days, because there were those

people in America who saw in this Movement an opportunity to

further the interests of militarism. Fortunately, they are the minor

ity, but there are some people who are from principle, strong ad

vocates of militarism. There are some men who actually believe

that the Junior R. O. T. C. is the only way to train boys for leader

ship. Those who are back of the National Guard movement some

times through mistaken zeal look upon us as feeders, and they go

a little further than it would be prudent for the Boy Scouts of

America to go. So for these reasons this problem is constantly

with us.

_ Just at present I have an invitation from General Pershingto

visit him in Washington, growing out of a very splendid suggestion

made by Mr. Shaw, who because of his lonp experience and the

efficiency with which he does things, has been in a position to help

us in developing many worth while things for Scouting. He has

through contact with members of the general staff in Washington,

developed a situation where it seems desirable to put over to the large

number of men who are naval and army officers in the United States

who really want to help Scouting but are afraid they may hurt i'

to put over to them the necessity of our trying to work out some

plan whereby they can be given leadership in doing something worth
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while. General Pershing had that question put up to him, and so

sensitive was he to the necessity of our avoiding misunderstanding,

that he said he would prefer to postpone action upon signing a letter

which had been suggested to him to sign, until he and the members

of his staff could discuss the matter and all of its phases with my

self. Sir Robert Baden-Powell, to whom we are indebted for our

scheme, is perhaps one of the most experienced military men England

has produced, and from principle he believes that Scouting and its

methods, are more effective in giving proper training, proper prepara

tion, to the growing boy, or for that matter to the young man, then

any mere technical military training. He thinks that there must

be a foundation, there must be character development, there must be

physical development, so that this thing which we call military

training, technical military training, may be added as a veneer, be

cause after all that is all it is.

We demonstrated that in our Jamboree trip under the leadership

of probably one of the most expert trainers of boys in this country

along military lines. Because of the Scout training it was a very

simple proposition for Colonel Gignilliat of Culver Military Academy

to take 301 boys, mobilized from all parts of the country and in less

than three full days put a demonstration on in New York City which

was a credit to the discipline and training of the Boy Scouts of

America. It is true that when we undertake to handle any large

groups it is necessary to have more organization than we provide for

in the ordinary organization of a troop. Such an occasion as that

is special. We have gone through twelve years and we have main

tained that we are not a military organization, nor are we an anti-

military organization. We believe that for the growing boy, the

patrol organization is the best method. There is a certain amount

of training in mass that is desirable, but that can be accomplished

in the setting-up exercises, and in the physical development program

which we suggest to you in our own literature. Drill and training

merely in order to make a show, do not have a place in Scouting.

(The motion for the adoption of the report of the Commission

on Industry was then carried.)

Question: I want to know if there is available information

from headquarters or elsewhere as to any action that has been

taken by labor unions or by the national organization of Labor?

Mr. Gendall: National Headquarters can furnish you that.

I would like to invite every man to stay, because we immediately

go into a meeting of the Insurance Alliance at this time.
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MEETING OF THE SCOUT EXECUTIVES

INSURANCE ALLIANCE

Mr. Brockway: In the absence of Chairman Benson I will

preside. While this is a session of the Executives' Insurance Alli

ance, we particularly urge every man to stay. The only reason all

of you are not members can only be because you do not understand

the proposition. We will have it explained in detail. I will ask Dr.

Fisher, the Secretary of our Commission to give the annual report

and suggestions of the Alliance, and he will ask from you a con

sideration of those suggestions.

Dr. Fisher: We have adjourned as a Conference. We are

now convened as the Scout Executives' Insurance Alliance, and all

members of the conference are invited to remain and hear the

discussion.

Now I can get the facts before you very quickly, gentlemen. Let

me just briefly call your attention to two or three things and then

we will proceed to act on the recommendations. First, notice on

page 1, that the Scout Executives' Alliance was organized as outlined

at Bear Mountain and that we went fully eighteen months before we

had any loss among our members. At that time we had iust about

303 members, and we paid to the wife of Joe Taylor $1,515. With>

two days $500 was in her hands, and within the thirty day period

provided she had the complete amount of $1,515.

Now having gone so long, eighteen months, without any call for

a necessity, there dropped out in that time of the Scout Executives'

Alliance, because they went into other lines of business, fully 40

men, and about 13 who did not renew, so that we had to make up

about 53 in order to bring the membership back to where it was

when the first assessment was made. When I left New York City

we were about twenty short in membership of the number which we

had when we reached our peak. I am very happy to say that since

the Conference has assembled we have come up to and passed slightly

beyond the membership that we had at the highest peak. So that the

benefit today would be in excess of $1,500 if there was any call

through the loss of one of our members.

On page 4, let me call your attention to the financial statement.

T hope to have a letter from the auditor who is going over the bookse

They are in his hands, but the letter has not arrived in time. We

can adopt the Report subject to the proper auditing by an auditore

Let me call your attention to this fact, that we have put all our rules

and regulations in constitutional form and we ask you to adopt this

constitution so we may have it in formal shape.

We have iust three recommendations. We are putting these

before you not because the Committee is altogether united upon them,

but because we would like to have your expression upon them. Will

you give very careful attention as we read the recommendations?
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1. "That Scout Executives to be eligible to membership in the

Scout Executives' Alliance must become members within the first

three years of their appointment as Scout Executives; that those who

were Executives at the time of the origin of the Alliance must be

come members within three years of the date of organisation."

The purpose of this recommendation is apparent. It is to pre

vent having men avoid the responsibilities of the Alliance in the

earlier years of their identification and then later in life expect to

claim its benefits.

(The adoption of the above recommendation was moved and

seconded.)

Question: When will this take effect?

Dr. Fisher: I am assuming that any man who joins, hands

his check to me, is immediately and automatically a member. The

office is traveling. It is now Blue Ridge. This is for our protection.

I am assuming that the office is at Blue Ridge during the assembly

and not necessarily at any fixed place like New York.

Question: Would that mean that this would be retroactive,

that if this passes, the man who hasn't joined would be given only

one more year?

Dr. Fisher: It does seem retroactive to those who were

Executives at the time it was formed. Perhaps we may say that

hereafter.

(The above motion was carried.)

The second motion is as follows:

2. "That the rule which provides for automatically dropping

members of the Alliance when they drop out of the Scout Movement

be modified as follows: that the Executive be considered in a state

of transition from the time he resigns to the time that he takes up

a position elsewhere or takes up some other position in Scouting and

that in this period he be considered in good standing provided he pays

his assessments. If a member resigns from the Scout Movement

because of illness he shall be in good standing until such time as he

is able to take up employment again, either in oY out of Scouting,

Provided his assessments are regularly paid."

That means, gentlemen, that if a man becomes chronically ill,

and is required to leave our Movement, he has the privilege of re

taining his membership, providing he pays his dues.

Question: In reference to the first section of that it seems

to me that we are assuming that when a man gets out of Scouting

he is going to take up some other profession. It might be possible

that some Scout Executive who had considerable means before he

came in, would retire from active business.
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Dr. Fisher: The point I had there was this. Mr. Barcus

resigned from Dallas, Texas. There was a period in which he was

not employed by any council. The rules as we now have them

automatically dropped him, but he again took up his work within a

month or two. We want to protect you in this transitional stage;

some of you will sometimes be out of employment a month or two

between engagements, and will need protection during that time.

Therefore, the recommendation.

Question: Mr. Chairman, I think that there ought to be

some time limit on the length of time a man can be considered as in

transition. A man that got discharged from one position, we will sav,

could not go on for a year or two or three years claiming he was in

transition. I would suggest a three-month limit to that.

Dr. Fisher: I would suggest in the interest of getting the

point of view of the men, that you do not hurry that.

Question: It seems to me this is an important point. A man

may resign and take up employment with some other concern not

related to Scouting in any way whatever, and later on, after he has

had a chance to make more money than in Scouting, he can go back

into Scouting and all that time he will be considered eligible to

benefit.

Dr. Fisher: The moment the man is employed by anybody

outside of Scouting he can no longer be a member of the Alliance.

Question: Suppose a man should secure leave of absence to

attend some school, say for a two-year course. Should he be pro

tected during that time?

Dr. Fisher: He withdraws from Scouting. I should rule

that that was not covered in this resolution.

Question: Suppose we should have a war and he means to

go back into Scouting when he returns, but is prevented from doing

so because of service?

Dr. Fisher: .If we had a war, it would be necessary to adopt

special resolutions covering that period.

Question: How about the Executive who is giving part of

nis time to some other organization?

Dr. Fisher: He is not eligible to membership. This is for

men whose sole vocation is that of Scout Executive.

Question: We are conflicting with the court in a decision

on insurance. A man does not want a law-suit over his insurance

nor does this Association want to defend a law-suit.
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Dr. Fisher: I think it might be wise, if we adopt this recom

mendation, to adopt it with reference to scrutiny by those who are

qualified to get the proper advice.

Question: I am getting older every day. Suppose I see fit

to retire from active life and never take up another vocation. Am

I always protected by that as long as I pay my dues?

Dr. Fisher: I think Mr. Edson's point is very well taken,

that we will have to modify this resolution so as to cover instances

that have been mentioned here. The thing we wanted to do was to

cover that period between a man's leaving one position in Scouting

and getting another. Perhaps we had better modify it to this de

gree, "provided the man states that he expects or wishes to be engaged

in Scouting."

Question: I suppose that a man who is incapacitated for

"service as a Scout Executive of necessity retires. He may have a

family. I am wondering if a man who is absolutely incapacitated

for service would have to pay his assessments?

Dr. Fisher: Certainly.

Question: I move a substitute motion that this be referred

to the Executive Board with power to act.

(Mr. Brockway put the substitute motion, which was seconded

and carried.)

Dr. Fisher: One more recommendation: "It is suggested that

we increase the size of the 'Executive Committee from five to thirteen,

so as to have one representative from each Region, plus one man

from the National Council."

The Secretary-treasurer, you notice, by virtue of his office as

National Field Director, is the ex-officio member and secretary of

the organization. So you elect either five members or three. Do

you wish to change the size of the Executive Committee to include

one from each region and one national member?

(It was so moved and seconded.)

Mr. Haddon: What is the quorum of your Board of Direc

tors ?

Dr. 'Fisher: We haven't really stated what it is, because it

meets largely by correspondence and at the time of the Biennial

Conference. I do not think it would be wise to fix a quorum.

(The above motion was then carried.)

Dr. Fisher: I should like the privilege of making one further

statement before we go, to get the mind of the Conference. Then

we will have the report of the nominating committee and proceed

to election.
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A great many Executives have written in to me as Secretary of

the Alliance wondering if the time has arrived when we ought to

give some consideration, now that we are a growing Movement, to

the possibility of having some plan for retirement of our Executives

when they grow old, some pension fund. The Y. M. C. A. has just

completed a four million dollar fund, and men are retired who have

been in the work thirty years. If there is any sentiment regarding

this, I should think that it would take the following_ form, namely,

that we recommend to the National Council, through the Executive

Board that they appoint a special committee to give very thorough

consideration to this proposal, and that if in their judgment they

believe such a proposal would be wise, we wish to go on record as

favoring a plan in which we can participate. That is, we would say

that we Scout Executives do not wish to put any such fund on a

charity basis. The best fund is one to which a man contributes. Do

you think we ought to go on record as favoring the Executive Board

to appoint a committee to work out some plan at their discretion, and

as requesting that whatever be the method selected we shall have

personal participation ?

(It was so moved, seconded, and carried.)

—» ■— : I move that this Conference here go on record in

a resolution of appreciation for this splendid, human and executive

leadership which Dr. Fisher has given us in this Movement.

Dr. Fisher: I prefer that you would not adopt such a resolu

tion. I am a member of the Alliance and just like the rest of you,

I am perfectly willing to give all I have.

Mr. Brockway: You heard the motion adopting a resolution

of appreciation for what has been done by Dr. Fisher in behalf of

all of us and possibly of our families. (A unanimous rising vote

followed.)

Question: I would like to know what would be the status

of, say, the Executive if for some reason his Council saw fit to put

some one in his place. Could he carry on his insurance even though

incapacitated ?

Dr. Fisher: It all depends upon what the incoming Execu

tive Committee does with recommendation two which was sup

posed to cover it. As it is now, if the Executive Board makes no

change in their regulations, just as soon as he drops out of work, he

has no longer any standing in our organization.

1 : Gentlemen, I think it is a crime to take a man

who has given perhaps ten, fifteen years of his life to Scouting and

when he becomes incapacitated drop him from the roll.

Mr. Brockway: The report of the nominating committee.

■— : Nomination of the following men. For Region 1,

A. W. Beeny, Stamford, Conn. Region 2, C. A. Worden, Queens,
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New York. Region 3, A. A. Shuck. Region 4, B. M. Olds, Warren,

Ohio. Region 5, John M. Gore, Knoxville, Tenn. Region 6, Oliver

Hoover, Columbus, Ga. Region 7, F. C. Belzer, Indianapolis, Ind.

Region 8, B. B. Dawson, Wichita, Kans. Region 9, R. R. Adcock,

Houstin, Tex. Region 10, C. W. Hadden, Duluth, Minn. Region 11,

G. H. OberteufTer, Spokane, Washington. Region 12, Ellwood Barley,

San Diego, California. As a National Executive, Mr. James E. West,

Dr. George Fisher, ex-officio member and Secretary-treasurer.

(It was moved that the nominations be adopted and that the

Board be declared as read.)

Question: Mr. Chairman, it seems impossible to me to elect

a man who is not a member.

Dr. Fisher: I would like to suggest that we adopt the Report

of the Committee with the understanding that if any of the mem

bers are not members, the committee be empowered to replace such

a name with the name of one from the region who is a member of the

Alliance.

The motion is that we adopt the recommendation of the commit

tee on the question of directors with the thought in mind that if any

of them shall not be members of the Executives' Alliance by examina

tion of the record, that the committee have power to replace their

name with somebody from that region.

(The motion was not carried.)

: I move that the committee be continued and

asked to bring in a second report. (Seconded.) (Carried.)

Saturday Morning, September 16, 11:15-12:00

THE ADVERTISING PROBLEMS OF THE

EXECUTIVE

E. St. Elmo Lewis

This morning our subject is advertising, publicity and propa

ganda and education of public opinion.

The executive charged with the development of his territory, and

with a full realization of his opportunity, must use printer's ink in

some of its many forms, in order to get the greatest possible results

from the expenditure of his time, and money.

Viewing it entirely from the board standpoint of educating public

opinion for the purpose of increasing the acceptance of Scout work,

advertising takes on a new meaning. The Scout Movement is made

possible only by public acceptance. You can grow only in proportion

as the public support grows with you. The number of Scouts, the

number of councils, the kind of men you get on your councils, all are
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dependent on the extent and completeness with which the people have

been sold.

The trained executive knows this.

He knows he needs the support of enlightened public opinion. It

takes a very strong character to persist in doing the right thing in

the right way at the right time all the time, without some public

recognition of its value. Therefore, advertising has a great and vital

importance to Scouting.

I want to fix in your minds the relative value of advertising and

personal salesmanship.

Always remember one thing with regard to advertising. I wish

you might put it up above your desks. "Advertising is intended

to sell, not merely to inform." Much of the advertising that has

been shown me by some of the Executives is not informative enoughe

It doesn't sell! It doesn't give a reason why. It uses adjectives and

general terms. When you talk about Americanization in an adver

tisement, what does it mean? Why is it good? Prove its value

What is the concrete result you are after? Say something definite

in an advertisement so that it reaches one hundred people and con

vinces them, rather than make it so general that it means nothing

definite to any one. If the Scouting idea is a practical means towards

making better men, better citizens, making better workers, then

prove it as you go. When you get home begin to talk to the great

American people behind your councils, behind the individual sub

scriptions, behind the individual citzenship that is particularly inter

ested in your troops and in the Scout Movement in your community,

and right there vou will create a body of public sentiment that not

only vaguely accepts what to them is a vague idea of a good thing,

but will specificallv accept the program and the performance, be

cause they will understand it.

Stop making mere assertions—a lazy way—but assert and give

proof.

The public mind must be educated in two ways. We have talked

about salesmanship. That goes to the question of the individuale

We must now talk about advertising and publicity, which go to the

problem of the mass. When the question comes of the introduction

of any commercial commodity (let us take an adding machine) a

man naturally says, "Why these are sold to bookkeepers and account

ants, etc. What is the use of advertising in a public paper like the

Saturday Evening Post when vou have the address of every business

concern and can go to them and try to sell them a machine?" Very

good, but that man doesn't go far enough, and doesn't understand

mass psychology. You must educate the great mass of the worker*

in an office, for instance, to think favorably of adding machines,

especially of yours. Then you have nobodv asking, "Going to buy

a Jones machine? Why don't you buy a Smith?" While such a

man has no power to buy the machine he may have the power to pre
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vent yours being bought. Hence we want public sentiment, or office

sentiment, or business sentiment in your favor, and for that reason

we appeal to the great mass of the people outside of the man who

actually buys in some particular case. You go as a salesman, for

instance, and call on a parent, and you want his boy in the troop.

He wants to come in, but there is some reason why the parent objects

to it. The boy is a Scout in heart already. He wants to belong to a

troop. You go to the parent and the parent doesn't tell you the real

objections. He gives you an excuse, say—in many cases of foreigners,

I have been told—because he thinks there is some military idea back

of Scouting. He doesn't want his boy to be a soldier. Is that

objection not one to be overcome? You must find the sticking point.

I told a gentleman at the round table conference yesterday, of an

experience Mr. Chalmers once told me about. He had a German

baker on his prospect list when he was a salesman in Dayton. He

could never sell the German baker, The baker thought the cash

register was a good idea, so did Mrs. Schmitz. But Chalmers could

never get the name on the dotted line. He called on this German

baker forty-nine times. His efficiency was rather low, because he

wasn't increasing the net very fast. So he said one night going

home, "I am going in to see Schmitz and find out whv he won't h—

a cash register. I have sold it to the old lady and to him and I

know both of them want a cash register, but some reason I haven't

found, the sticking point, the real reason." So he walked into tb<>

store and the old man was behind the counter. Chalmers said, "I

have been in forty-eight times. I have bothered you an awful lot

and worn out a lot of shoe leather and talked and talked and talked

and I haven't been able to get an order. I know vou want one and

Mrse Schmitz does. If you will tell me the real reason why you

won't buy a cash register. I won't ask you to buy one or bother ynu

any more." Schmitz said, "I tell you. you see it is like this:' Ha->~

mv baker downstairs, came over with me from the old county a

number of years ago. He has been with me ever since. I like Han«.

He is a good friend, more trnn a worker with me. I love him. I

would be very sorry to lose Hans. Hans runs the store when I am

out. and he looks after the business. Snnnose I buy a cash register,

and put it up here on mv counter? What is the answer? Hans

savs, 'Schmitz no longer trusts me. I leave him.'" Chalmers said.

"That is so, yes," and so he went downstairs that night and soH

Hans. He got the order by finding the sticking point.

The great art of selling is to find the sticking point, the real

reason. A great many salesmen make the error of mistaking the

sticking point for luck. They say. "O well, you can't sell that

Mlow. there is no use trying," but the real reason for not selling it

they have not yet discovered.

You have not sold a man until vou have overcome the sticking

point. You have not advertised until you have overcome the public

indifference, aroused interest and proven to it that you have some
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thing it should buy, or a cause it should support. Then help it

decide to buy or to support.

That is the office of advertising—help sell a commodity or a causee

The great secret of advertising is the other fellow's interests—

what is he interested in—how does he think—what are his desires

and wishes?

Write your advertising to him. Get at his concrete, individual

desires, hobbies, ideals, ambitions, conditions, way of looking at life.

Forget yourself—think of him—translate your desire into terms

of his interests. Talk about him.

I have before me here the report of the Commission on Publicity.

I want to endorse some specific points in it. If I have any authority

m your minds, I hope it is on advertising, because that happens to be

my very specific occupation, at which I have spent many years of

my life. I want specifically to endorse these following points in rt>

special recommendations of your Commission on Publicity. "More

of practical advertising," it says in the first one. "Less of painting

of ideals alone by all concerned." I believe in ideals, but pull

them down to earth and make them real, and that is particularly true

in writing advertising. You must make ideals real, make them prac

tical, show definite life results. Another thing in writing advertising

copy, stories about people are always more interesting than stories

about things. I will refer that respectfully to the editorial committee

for approval. It gives you an opportunity to emotionalize and drama

tize when you talk about people doing things rather than about the

things done. Use more pictures of Scout activity, both locally and

nationally—I am talking more about local advprtisin<r. Formulate

material that you wish speakers to talk about. Tell them what you

want them to talk about. Don't leave it to their imagination, because

you will be very much surprised to know what Scouting is sometimes,

when you hear what they think it is. Talk the personal element for

the effect on the morale of your own troops. Newspapers are asked

to print too much propaganda. Give them more real news about

Scouts and what they do. You will get ninety-nine and nine-tenths

per cent of news stuff in the papers, where propaganda stuff—ob-

stractions and preachments—will go into the waste basket. I believe

there is enough automobile propaganda thrown into the waste baskets

to print a thousand editions of newspapers. It is love's labor lost

It is not news, merely propaganda.

Your report says—('Special stories, distributed to councillors

direct." Fine. That keeps your councillors in line. Remember one

thing. Some of you foreet your councils except at meetings. You

can't afford to do it. When we put anybody as a prospect on a list,

he should get something as often as you can possibly afford it. In

one case I remember a concern who directly or indirectly controlled

the purchase of a hundred machines, was sent something every two

weeks for four years. In the meantime the salesman was working

At last the sales manager went in to see this man one day. He
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opened a drawer and said, "There is everything you people have sent

me, and I am not going to buy anything until you stop, because I

am anxious to see what you are going to send next." I went to that

city myself. I went in to see that prospect. I said, "I like to see

one man who has read everything I have written about Burroughs

Adding machines." He said, "I am about through myself, but I

am going to consult you about the next four years' program." I said,

"Yes, you are nominated. You owe us money. You need one

hundred machines; that is $40,000 worth of machines. You owe us

$40,000, and we have to get it." He said, "Let's talk about this thing.

Send some man down and let's find out what this is all about." In

the matter of the drive of that kind we aroused a personal interest

in him in the personalities back of our own organization—in the way

we did things. It prepared the way.

"Develop motion pictures." No doubt about that being a valu

able medium. I could talk an hour on the moving picture, because I

consider it one of the big methods of publicity, only in its infancy

at present. I have gone a great deal into it.

"Local fields need local help to find leaders." ''How to get pub

licity committees to work." Here are points that I endorse most

definitely. Read them carefully. Some others of them are more

definitely limited to your own activities and I am not capable of

passing on them at this time. On the question of publicity. The

newspaper editor is always anxious to get news, but I want to suggest

something to you. Many of you, in your modesty, will probably

think it rather carrying coals to Newcastle, to suggest so obvious

a thing. But I want to suggest that the strategy of getting his

hearty co-operation is to keep yourself out of publicity. You be

the man in the background who is picking out other personalities

to play up and to develop. If you want to bring out some thought

that typifies Scouting and interpret it in some values of practical

purpose take some member of your council, talk to him and say,

"Mr. Jones, I am coming down to you this afternoon to read

you a little interview that I would like you to stand for in the

evening paper." A great many times he will be perfectly willing

to do it. It is a funny thing about a man, you know. Every man

wishes to be considered a shrinking violet. In many sales organiza

tions a man will say, "I don't care anything about having my picture

in the sales bulletin," but sooner o- later I always find his photograph

on my desk. Another councilor will say, "I don't care about having

my name in print at all," and he will mean it. Urge him to let

you do it as a public benefit. But don't be afraid to ask the privilege

of playing up your councillors in the public print, and play them up.

You do two things. In the first place, you please him, and in the

second place, if he has the prestipe and the local reputation and

standing, he helps Scouting and your local work by so much. Keep

out of the papers yourself, because the council may, and very

definitely, object to it. I have known a secretary of a Chamber

of Commerce who got in bad when he became a space hog. He was
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always telling how good he was and probably he was good, but he

was too good by and by, and, much as it hurt, he had to be droppede

Don't get in that position yourself. That is just a little practical

advice.

We now come to the question of advertising as an element in

your budget, the space or printed matter that you pay for wholly or

in part. You may have some lawyers and preachers and you may

have some big business men who don't spend much for advertising

themselves, and they may say, "What do you want to spend any

money for advertising for? Why can't you get it for nothing?"

There are some economists that consider advertising a waste. So

it would be in an ideal world where everybody knew the value of

everything. But that is not our world. People have to be taught

to do things, think things, and buy things they should.

So we have to have teachers, preachers, salesmen and advertis

ing men.

If we all recognized true values, we would all know the value

of Boy Scouts, and the need for Scout Executives.

Advertising is an intangible thing. It is just like the wind. You

never saw the wind, but you have felt its force. You have seen its

force, but not the thing itself.

Some men like preachers and lawyers do not understand how this

force of advertising is generated.

Advertising results are often intangible but none the less real.

There are many things that you cannot measure. Love, public opinion,

reputation, prestige—these things cannot be appraised in figures,

weighed in scales—but they are very real things.

Let us consider Mr. Barclay, for instance.

From a strict scientific standpoint Mr. Barclay is worth about

one hundred and thirty-nine cents. I mean to take Mr. Barclay

and reduce him to his chemical equivalents. That is on a commodity

basis. On the hoof he is worth more. Put him in bottles and you

could get about a hundred and thirty-nine cents for him We all

know that isn't a true value of Barclay. So when we get the

scientific men on our councils, that type of mind that wants to redua

everything to figures, we sometimes get men that are honest stumbling

blocks to the proper kind of progress. Dr. Franklin was approached

by a bookkeeper who said he could give the mathematical value of

- everything. Franklin said, "Tell me how much a baby is worth." That

put the bookkeeper out of business for the time being.

It is the same thing with regard to your advertising acti

You will have to do a certain amount and pay for a certain amount

of advertising in order to do your job right.

I have here a page that is published in a Middletown Journal—

and there are Middletown Boy Scouts. Here are a number of pic

tures. I would like to see these stories humanized, emotionalized a

little bit, personalized.
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For instance, a writer said, "All I want is a chance." Another

man said, "I want one foot inside the door." Now which is the

most suggestive?

Another writer said, "The hot desert." Another says, "That

grim, ghastly and gaunt desert." He has personalized adjectives and

adverbs.

It is the same way with a lot of this writing. There is a tech

nique of writing that I can't go into this morning. But personalize.

People—people are interesting, not things.

A real Boy Scout is known by the service that he renders, but

wouldn't it have been better to put in there something specific about

what a Boy Scout had done that was conspicuous? That is the soul

of the article, that is the principle, the moral. What did a Boy

Scout do? He did certain things. That is the moral of the story, to

be put at the end and not at the beginning. It says : "Efficiency con

test opens September 15." What is it about? What efficiency?

Talk to the ignorant man in your audience.

The next thing I want to take up is this. Any of you recognize

that paper? (Boys' Life.) There is a publication which you can

make one of the most valuable adjuncts in what I call the direct-by-

mail attack on your prospects. How many of you send that to every

member of your councils in your district? Can't afford it? Get

the money and pay for it. It ought to be a part of every budget, be

cause there is one of the best practical illustrations personalized,

humanized, of what Boy Scouting is doing. I want to tell you now

that in every man is a boy. You know that; you say it. Take a

lot of these councillors back to their boyhood. They'll like it. Let

them read and look at Boys' Life. Let it come to them in their homes

—let them realize this is a part of the job they are doing. It only

costs a dollar a year. There has been some routine selling to coun

cils in the Publication Department. Here is the appeal to the boy

and every one of your councilmen. Keep advertising to the older

boys, too—one dollar a year. Isn't a councilman worth eight cents

a month? To keep him in line, and let him know what is going on

besides his own activities? Some of your council men say, "Who

are these fellows in New York? How do they get that way? Where

did they come from? Who are they? What have they got to do with

this council? We are running this troop, this district, we!."

Let them know there is a helpful force in New York that is

functioning also. Let them know that they are only a part of a

great big organization and that a tremendously vital, fighting organ

ization is needed to do the thing in Middletown or Tallahassee and

then you make the councilman conscious of the organization you

represent. Where do you come from? What right have you to live?

What right have you to believe that you are pretty good, except by

the measurement that the national organization puts you up against?

They say that you have the privilege and the right to go out and do

the work that you have been commissioned to do.
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I remember on a number of occasions that in my national adver

tising and in the local advertising I have had occasion to drive at

one man. I want to re-enforce what I said about Boys' Life. I am

going to ask Mr. Colver three months from now how many council-

men he has on his list. Every one of your councils should be on

that list. I ought to be getting Boys' Life, because there is the cheap

est following up advertising and continuous selling advertising you

can give your councilors, or the men whom you want.

What is the objective of your advertising? To attract interest

and convince. Those are the tests. You can attract. You attract

by your headlines. What is in that that interests me? Now you have,

when you write your advertisement, somebody in your mind, some

four or five, or a dozen, or twenty or thirty people. What will

attract those people? What are their interests? Read some of the

advertisements in the newspapers and magazines. Look at them and

find out what it is that attracts, and why they do not put an auto

mobile in a Royal Baking Powder advertisement.

Why do they put a cake with cocoanut oozing all through the

layers? You are so full of Scouting that you think everybody else

understands what you are talking about, and yet, as a matter of fact,

you do not plumb the interests of the other man. You don't realize

how little the other man understands Scouting. "Efficiency Contest

opens September IS," is announced. The alibi for that cryptic head

line is that we are talking to Boy Scouts. Then why is it necessary

for you to talk to Boy Scouts in a publication of thirty thousand

subscribers, of whom nine in ten are outside of Scouting? Why not

make it an advertisement for Boy Scouting,, Always keep as I told

you in the very beginning—the most ignorant man in the audience

before you. When you write your advertisement, write it to the

ignorant man whom you want to read it. You will get all the rest

of them. You will get the brilliant genius anyway.

I would suggest to you that it may be possible for you to p'r''

out some particular advertisement, write some topic, especially for

some one man. You may want to get the J. Pierpont Morgan ot

your town. Try an advertisement to him; write an article in fht

newspapers and have about twenty people mark it and send it to him.

I remember on one occasion I wanted to reach a large automobile

manufacturer. I took a page advertisement in the local daily, and

down toward the end I mentioned his name in connection with f~"

or five others of the big geniuses in business. Half a dozen of his

friends sent that copy to him. He wrote me a nice letter and asked

me the next time I was in New York to drop in to see him. I did.

When you come to the Question of interest, that is only the

prolongation of attraction. What is so interesting to a man as him

self, the things that he does and the things that he hopes to do?

Therefore, you have got to project yourself just as you do every

day of your lives. You ought to be ideal advertising men, because

in the boy's life you are projecting yourselves all the time. You
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understand the boy. Apply the same principles in advertising to

men. Project yourselves into them—inside their interests. They are

just like boys.

Convince—the last thing is convince. That means, what do you

write the advertisement for? To get the readers to do something.

To send you a subscription, or what not. Get them to do something

now, urge them to action. How do you get the boy to do something

now? Take the same occult (I almost call it) sympathy that you

have with boys and study men, because you have got to work with

both as a Scout Executive. That is the great line of demarcation

between your job as an Executive and as a Scoutmaster, and if you

please, as a patrol leader, etc. Scoutmasters need only to understand

boys, but you must understand men as well as boys. You must

study a man's springs of action, his motives—and interests.

What convinces so quickly as proof ? Scouting makes good

citizens—prove it. It makes better men—prove it. It develops

manliness, reliability, generosity, courtesy—prove it. The testimony

of local leaders of business, politics, religion and affairs—these are

convincing. The news record of scout activities, these are most con

vincing.

Prove as you go, then your advertising will have a larger result.

Public speaking is always effective advertising.

Sometimes we ask a man to make a speech. Is that man a public

speaker? It isn't every man that can make a speech. They do not

always know it They can work a great deal better with one or

two people in front of them than they can with a crowd. I some

times have great doubts about it myself, and then I get a kindly

audience and they help me a great deal, and then I can generally get

something over I An audience is about sixty per cent of a public

speech.

A gentleman told me yesterday that he found his greatest

difficulty in approaching people—he felt diffident. He asked me how

to overcome it. I said, "Look at me. You wouldn't think I was

diffident, or sensitive, but I have some of the blackest hours of my

life sometimes in self-doubt, as to whether I can do something, or

have done it right. The first day I came here, when I walked out

on that platform after Mr. West had gotten through with saying, 'We

have with us today, etc.', the perspiration was just rolling down

my back, because I knew in the first five minutes I could tell whether

I was going to get along with you men or not." I wasn't sure about

it, but I had to do it. Those doubts come to every man, but some

men have them a great deal less than others. Unfortunately, the

doubts don't always come to the man that should have them, because

some men don't know really what a big job it is to take five hundred

men and keep them interested in what you have to say. After all

one man is a mighty small pin point in the whole world of mind.

You have got to concentrate five or six hundred people on that

little pin point of your individuality—is it any wonder that you

tremble with self doubt.
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In the first place, get a speaker who can speak. Don't let him

be like Pat, who said he had a magnificent tenor voice, but it had a

rough passage. Some speakers know, but they can't tell it. They

are useless as speakers. They are a total loss to the program.

Be careful about that. The next thing, what kind of audience are

they to talk to? Tell them the kind of audience they are to havee

Don't lead them blind to their undoing. Only the greatest or the

most secure can go to an audience without some preparation. When

you ask a business man to talk about Scouting, don't ask him to

talk about Scouting so much as to talk about Scouting's relation to

business and business in Scouting.

I am not talking about the addresses to your troops, but I am

talking about the different kinds of public speaking. You want

business men to address your troops. Fine : I should like to see a

program of business men talking to the troops during the winter

months. Have intelligent business men who understand something

about Scouting, its principles and ideals. Let these men tell the boys

how valuable the Scout training is to the boys who go into businesse

Let these men talk to the boys about business, about their future and

how they can apply the Scout Law and the principles, etc., to the

future activities of their life.

Just remember, in public speaking, get your speaker who can talk,

who can speak. I don't mean orate, because boys don't care about

that; they like good, plain, man-to-boy, boy-to-man talking. Never

let a speaker stand on a platform and talk to boys. I don't like this

platform, anyway. I like to get right down on the level with the

audience and talk to them, man-to-man, boy-to-boy stuff. Remember,

in every man there is a little sentiment like this, a little thing I

picked up the other day, I give from memory:

"Across the years they call to us.

Each distant, lonely dream,

That once was all in all to us,

White in the night their faces gleam.

How strange and far away they seem.

In some half-lost, forgotten tongue

They whisper things we used to know,

When it was spring, and we were young,

But that was very long ago.

The dream that told us life was kind,

And love would last and friends were true;

The dream that promised we should find

Jewels in sunlight on the dew.

Youth was so sure of what it knew—

It puzzles us to find, as men

The sky so high, the earth so low,

The stars were closer to us then,

But that was very long ago."
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Mr. West: I have no council, but I have a committee, and my

committee is an experimental troop. My committee gets a copy of

Boys' Life. It comes to me first, and I mark every single number

for the men I want to read the stuff.

We have got some very big things ahead of us and we have got

to have one hundred per cent co-operation. First, about this poster.

You have seen it across the room. It so happened that some six years

ago those people who are interested in poster advertising saw fit at

their own expense, to make this wonderful poster. It was displayed

at the expense of the national poster organization and local poster

organizations. It did a lot of good. On my way to the annual meet

ing in Chicago it so happened that I got into the car where the

officers of this organization were and I undertook, as grateful as I

was, to sell to them the idea of doing it over again. They have agreed

to do it. This poster has been reprinted. Already Rotary Clubs and

other such organizations have purchased five thousands copies, and

they are to be displayed in different parts of the country. You have

received a copy of this reproduction. If you want more copies, you

may have them. The suggestion is this, that either your council

undertake to persuade the local advertising agency, as a contribution

to Scouting, to buy the sheets and provide the space, or that you get

the Rotary Club, the Kiwanis Club, or some other organization which

would like the chance to do something worth while in practical ad

vertising, to finance them, or that your council itself invest in some

of these posters. The sheets for a full poster are about $2.00 a

sheet. Five thousand have been purchased and will be distributed.

The name, of the organization with which you correspond is the Poster

Advertising Association, 620 Steger Building, 28 East Jackson Boule

vard, Chicago, Illinois. I will post this letter on the bulletin board.

Our good friend, the National Scout Commissioner, Dan Beard,

a man seventy-one years of age, but seventy-one years young in his

interest and activity for boys, is to be with us this afternoon and

from then until the end of the conference. We are planning, men,

with your co-operation a surprise for him. We are also planning

with your approval to change our program for tonight and to have

a monster camp fire. Dr. Fretwell and his staff will have charge

of the camp fire, and at that time we nropose with your approval to

present, as our gift, to our National Scout Commissioner, the Chair

man of our National Court of Honor, this solid gold Eagle Scout

badge. He has already earned an Eagle Scout badge. He was one

of the first men to qualify before the National Court of Honor. So

this will simply be giving him in gold what he has already earned.

It is the first and only one that has ever been made.

I say it is the gift of you men. We could easily have raised

the fund to pay for this from a few men, but we very much prefer

to have every man here put in ten cents and no more than ten cents

Shall we do it? (Yes.)
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At this camp fire it is proposed, if you approve, to provide an

opportunity for those who will at the close of the camp fire to go

a little further than we have gone in saying the Scout Oath and Law.

One of the most impressive features of the international meeting in

Paris was the taking of what is called the Ipise Test. It is a simple,

formal ceremony, as worked out by Sir Robert Baden-Powell and

given by him to the British Boy Scouts. Those who have had it

given to them as high officials have the power to give it in their

turn, to other leaders. Those of us at the international meeting, after

hearing the matter explained, agreed that it would be worth while for

us to take it. Mr. Barclay and I both took the test, and therefore

we are qualified to pass it on to 'you men here and have you pass

it on to your constituency. Mr. Barclay will read the test, and we

won't ask you definitely to say whether you will take it individually,

but whether we will have it tonight.

Mr. Barclay: Sir Robert Baden-Powell suggests a self-

examination, each man for himself. He suggests a line of ex

amination here along the line of Scout characteristicse

Mr. West. Shall we afford the opportunity to those men who

want to take that obligation with all of the solemnity that will be

involved in the camp fire? (Unanimous approval.)

Saturday Afternoon, September 16, 1:30-2:30

PROBLEM HOUR

Mr. W«st: We announced today that we would give special

attention to the Department of Publications. Some years ago when

we found ourselves in a position where we had to take Boys' Life

into our own hands or suffer continual nuisance, the Executive Board

voted that I should be authorized to purchase and operate the maga

zine, provided I_ did not spend any money belonging to the Boy

Scouts of America. I was able, through salesmanship, to buy the

paper and pay for it with paper. In course of time we redeemed

that paper. Early in history we found we needed somebody to give

full time to the preparation of that and our other publications, and

we were very fortunate in being able to induce Mr. Frederick Me

Colver, who had had a long, successful experience in the publication

field to take on the task. Mr. Colver has for some years devoted

himself very earnestly and very effectively and very conscientiously

to serving the boys of America, just as you and I are serving, through

the Department of Publication. He is going to make a statement and

then we shall have some discussion on the subject of our publications,

generally, and Boys' Life in particular.

Mr. Colver: I am going to take not more than ten minutes,

perhaps less, in telling you first what the Department of Publication ise
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That means Boys' Life, Scouting, Handbooks, everything that is

published in the interest of the Boy Scouts nationally, that is sold.

You have heard from Dr. Fisher editorially on the Executive and

Mr. Ashley on Scouting; you have heard from Mr. Mathiews on the

reading program, and I was hoping that you would hear from Mr.

Martin on the technical side of editorial work. These men are all

associated with me, and I with them. But I am the business end. I

have to check up the editors and jack them up, and under the direc

tion of Mr. West and all of us working under the direction of the

Editorial Board, Mr. Murray and Dr. Van Dyke, to see that these

publications are gotten out in as creditable a manner as possible.

The first injunction is one I want you to take away with you. It

is this, my first order from the business end : serve the boy. Don't

be concerned about making a profit out of your department. Then

the next half is : don't have any loss. We have no fund from which

to take any loss. If there is any profit, we will take care of that.

Mr. West, who has been in close sympathy and co-operation with all

that is done in our little job, knows how difficult it has been to comply

with those conditions. About eight years ago I came from the

magazine publishing field into this field, not because I thought I

could make any money particularly in this field, but because I loved

boys. I have been interested in boys .all my life, and I felt that this

was the ideal job for me, where I could serve my better heart

instincts and just get a living. It has been a great good to work

with Mr. West, and those others at National Headquarters. When

you gentlemen realize that when I first went there, there were six or

eight Scout Executives in the United States, (with assistants there

are about 560 now), you will see we have grown with you. Our best

year we had over $100,000 net paid circulations and about $3,000 earn

ings. The year we had the biggest circulations and the biggest earn

ings we lost the most money. That was the disastrous year to which

Mr. West and Dr. Fisher have referred. There were about two of

those years in which many able business men did not know whether

they were afoot or horseback financially, because expenses were

mounting up, paper rose from eight cents a pound to fifteen. The

more business we did the more money we lost. In this whole Depart

ment of Publication we do pretty close to $400,000 worth of business a

year, and I will mention just briefly, if I can remember them, some of

the items published.

Our Handbook for Boys is the greatest publication of its kind

in the world. That is what the American News Company says.

There is no other book like it. They sell through their various

fifty-odd branches in the United States about seventy per cent of all

copies of the Boy Scout Handbook sold. I presume they sell them

largely to the Scout field. But they have the distribution. About

18,000 newsdealers sell our Handbook, and they keep on selling it.

Just before I came here we put to cress the twenty-sixth edition of

the Handbook. Each edition is 100,000 copies. We have printed and

sold 750,000 copies of that Handbook. Even in those large quantities
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it costs us about twenty cents per copy to produce it, or we have to

have $20,000 available before we get back a cent on each edition of

the Handbook. We recently reduced the price from fifty to forty

cents. We never get forty. You buy it from Mr. Haddock for

from twenty-three to twenty-five and twenty-eight cents, and the

American news dealers pay us twenty cents. They get an average

price of about twenty-four cents. That is all the margin there is to

them for distributing the book, paying the distribution charges, and

checking all money necessary, so that you have got to have a retail

price and a net price. Were it not for the fact that we get a fairly

good advertising representation in the Handbook, we would lose

money on every edition, but advertisers are more and more beginning

to recognize the Handbook as a pretty good propositoin. We are now

in our third reprint of the Scoutmaster's Handbook. Even the

American News Company said that that book would not sell, but they

are selling more than fifty per cent of the copies sold of the Scout

master's Handbook. We have sold pretty close to 50,000 copies in

its improved form. We reduced that to a dollar recently, because

we felt we could get it out for that price, the cost of paper having

come down, etc.

I don't know that I need to say a word about Community, Boy

Leadership. That is a book which mayors of cities, Chambers of

Commerce, Boards of Trade are buying, as well as you gentlemen,

because it helps to solve their problems en masse. We have recently

cut that price from $5.00 to $2.50. I am afraid we will lose money on

that, because the edition is so small. Its appeal is not so large as

the other two books.

Some of our other books there are with which you are familiar,

The Boy Scout Year Book, edited by Mr. Mathiews, is largelv made

up of the best things of Boys' Life put into a yearly book. We get

a royalty of twenty-five cents out of every copy sold. Then there

is the Boy Scout Book of Stories, published by Abbott at their risk,

on which we get a royalty. On the Every Boy Library, also we

get a royalty on every book sold. Then there is the Boy Scout Calen

dar. I might go through the rest of our list. Pamphlets. Merit

Badge, sixty-seven altogether, I think, we have now. Mr. Haddock is

trying to sell them for fifteen cents a piece, and it is pretty tough

work, because some of them cost much more money. A pamphlet on

radio cost twenty-nine cents. We are hopiner that we can make up

six books called. "Boy Scout Merit Series," "Boy Scout Book of

Athletics, of Citizenship, of How to Make Things, etc.," all made

up from the Handbook group together, in which case a boy would

get an average of about ten of those merit badge pamphlets for per

haps sixty or seventv-five cmts. Do you think that would be a

good thing to do? (Yes.) I will tell vou that the American News

Company man. who is the largest purchaser of books in the United

States, when I nut the problem about the merit badee pamphlet up

to him. said. "Bully, we can sell a lot of those." He knows what

he is talking about.
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You know our Boy Scout Song Book, edited and compiled by our

editorial department and printed and published by Burchard of Bos

ton for us. As I said, the first thought is, how we can serve you and

the boys. The Handbook for Boys is for boys, for Scoutmasters.

The Executive Community Boy Leadership is for you and for those

dealing with the problem at large. Now I want to get an expres

sion, if I may on Scouting. You are all interested in Scouting.

The question was brought up the other afternoon. Some Executives

voted for extra copies of Scouting for members of their councils or

for prospective Scoutmasters, or to have on your desk. We have

said all along that subscriptions would be $1.00 a year. I believe if

they would back us up in this matter that we could fill those bulk

orders for about fifty cents a year, so that you might have extra

copies of Scouting to use in any way. How many would like to have

that thing done? We will try to do that. We can cover, I

think, the manufacturing cost on doing that. Of course, there

is the postage and all the other things. They can be sent in

dividually or you can get them in bulk and distribute them. We

are not allowed to carry any order of advertising in Scouting.

We can print fifty copies or fifty thousand, or we can print one

million. The same applies to Scout Executive, because you and I

are not engaged in a business for profit. The new postal regulations

about this zoning system do not apply to Boy Scouts of America.

We send these publications to any part of the United States or its

possessions. That is a ruling of the Post Office Department in our

favor.

I want, if I may, as you are interested, of course, in all these

publications, to get right down to the one which means the most

to us in the matter of work and service. That is the magazine. It

represents pretty closely $300,000 of the income of the Department.

We are doing better this year than we did last year. We did better

last year than in 1920, but Mr. West knows better than any other man

the agony, financially, that we went through in 1919-20. I think we

are well passed it now. The cost of paper has gone down. The cost

of other productions has gone down. We figured early in the winter

that with these reductions and other office reductions, we could afford

to give the boy a little more. I think you will realize that since

about the February issue this year we have uniformly published a

fifty-six page magazine with a four-page cover, which is six to eight

pages bigger than last year. It took about $10,000 extra to do that.

Previous to those two years of financial worry we made a little

profit on Boy/ Life and then lost a little. But we have tried to

follow the injunction. "Serve the boy." I hope that you men will

feel that while we have not done the job perfectly—lots of other

fellows could do it better—yet we are striving to do our job as

nearly right as we know how. We have tried to give what we think

the Boy Scout wants particularly, and then boys in general.

I won't burden you with a lot of our troubles. We live through

them. My mind has been clarified by being here; this is the biggest
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inspiration I have ever had in my life, the attendance of this Confer

ence. Here are a few thoughts. Boys' Life can be made a great

help to you men in your work. I did not know_this morning that

Mr. Lewis was going to make that reference to Boys' Life. He hit

the nail pretty closely on the head. I am afraid most of you do not

realize what a big asset you have in Boys' Life to help you get your

budgets. Carry the courage of your convictions with you, and say,

"Here, we will subscribe for so many copies; we will see that at

least every member of our council is going to have this magazine

sent to him every month." He will read it if he still has the boy

nature in his heart; and if he does, then he is one of your best

friends. He will read it, and his folks will read it. He will feel

that there is something coming to him every month to remind him

of the Boy Scouts. Instead of getting $5.00 from him you will get

$25.00 or a hundred. I will gamble on that. I know something

about human nature. A little study of human nature shows you have

got to venture a little if you are going to get anything back. Probably

all of you may have your hudgets all fixed and say, "I can't do it

now," but think it over. I want your authority, Mr. West, to say that

if these men really would like to have Boys' Life sent to every

member of their councils, we may go the limit in cutting the price to

them that we may make for that purpose only, and if Uncle Sam

will let us, a reduction to half-price. We cannot mail a copy unless

we get at least half-price for Uncle Sam says that it is legally not a

subscription. I believ you can help yourself and us wonderfully. It

would mean a financial loss to the magazine to do that, but you are

business men enough to know that if we have twerity or thirty or

fifty more subscribers the advertiser will pay the bill. The regular

price is $2.00 a year, and $1.75 for brothers.

Mr. West: How many men here would be interested if we

could get such an arrangement? I can't say we can do this, because

I have not the authority nor has Mr. Colver. We have an Executive

Board which really manages the affairs of the Boy Scouts of America.

We have entered into contracts. I do not know how this would

affect the contracts. It may be that in the course of six months or

less we could. Certainly it is worth while to know now how many

men feel inclined to subscribe to copies at $1.00 a year for their

Local Council members. "That might be worth while. I want Mre

Climer to stand up. He came to us from a long field of experience,

formerly with the Curtiss Publishing Company and the American

Boy, He is our circulation manager. I hope you have talked with

him, or will, and will give him any little pet theory you have for

getting subscriptions to Boys' Life. Anything that is on your chest

with reference to that. That, I am sure, is Mr. Climer's strong

point.

Mr. ^—— (of Ohio) : I would like to commit myself

before the conference to subscribe for 100 copies of Boys' Life at

$1.00 a piece.
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Mr. West: Another thing that ought to be said. We are

convinced that one factor that has held Boys' Life back is that the

subscription price is too high. Now it has not been too high com

mercially, because it could not be put out at a lower figure. But

we are now working with a proposition with the Rockefeller Founda

tion, which, if it materializes, will make it possible for us, we hope,

to put out our magazine on such basis that we can circulate at a dollar

a year for boys and everybody. At the present time, of our hundred

thousand circulation, I would, perhaps, be safe in saying that not

over 40,000 represent subscriptions from boys who are Boy Scouts.

That is ten per cent of our membership. What I am interested in

knowing is whether you men feel that the paper has the content now

to justify you in believing that if we did make it available at $1.00

a year, we could increase that percentage from ten to twenty-five

or maybe fifty of the boys who are Scouts. How many think we

could double it? (Easily.) How many think we could treble it?

(Only a few.) We are making a real, earnest effort to get the

Rockefeller Foundation to put into Boys' Life the sum of $200,000,

which we will call a fund, and with which we will increase the

editorial leadership and subsidize it to a certain extent. If we can

get 200,000 subscriptions over a period of a couple of years, then our

advertising income will make it a self-supporting business proposi

tion at $1.00 a year. If we can do that, we have turned the corner

and we will want your earnest help in two things. We realize that

you are not circulation managers, but we also realize that this is just

as much a part of your job as it is a part of our job, if it is legiti

mately in our program for serving boys. That is the only basis

upon which we have come to you and upon which we will come to

you in the future. Is it necessary to say anything more about

Boys' Life now?

Mr. West: In order to say what can be done with this

wonderful chance, I took up a proposition with the Banking Asso

ciation in California. They agreed to furnish a subscription to every

Boy Scout, Scoutmaster and Troop Committee,—any one connected

with the District council—and in so doing they figured they were

helping out the cause of thrift by the old rule of starting a bank

account of $1.00.

: The question I want to ask is: is it contemplated

that if you put the merit badges in book form, you will discontinue

the pamphlets?

Mr. West: No.

i : In view of the fact of the splendid service the

Boys' Life has rendered the field of Boy Scouts in putting the big

ideas over, I move you that this Conference go on record as showing

entire confidence in what the Department is doing.

(Seconded and carried.)
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: Will there ever be an opportunity of getting

Boys' Life under the old method again?

Mr. West: On the present basis it can not be done. We

would have to increase the registration fee and that would not be

understood. I think that the fifty cent idea can be worked out. I

think that would be a better proposition, rather than asking every

body to pay a larger registration fee.

: In regard to Community Boy Leadership. I

brought this up at one of the conferences, and it was suggested that

we divide it up into chapters. Each chapter is bound separatelye

Each ends on the left-hand side, so that you can take one chapter

and put it there.

Mr. Beeny: In considering the Scout Executive's Handbook

I would like to have any ideas and changes.

Mr. West: How many would want us to provide a Scout

Executive's Handbook in loose-leaf form? Again I say to you, if

the demand is sufficient, we will do it on a wholesale basis. If

not, I suggest that the book as it is go to a printer and get it done

like that.

Mr. Barclay: I want to raise a question about how many

men would find use for the Scoutmaster's Handbook in loose-leaf

form.

: Just another question in regard to Boys' Life. I

believe there is a confusion in the minds of the field, especially with

the Scoutmasters and boys, as to just what the different propositions

are on Boys' Life. There have been so many in the past two years.

Mr. West: I am with you on that and I know Mr. Climer

is with you. He is now working—that is the reason we are a little

bit reluctant about this1 $1.00 proposition. He said to us, "For good

ness sake, find out what direction we are going in and let's try to

go that way a little while. Let's try to maintain a subscription price."

Should a Scout Executive wear uniform in his everyday busi

ness? That has come up at every conference, and I suppose it will

ntinue to come up. My own personal opinion is this, that there

./e certain occasions where it would be out of place if you did not

wear your Scout Executive uniform, when you are reviewing a

group of boys, when you are in camp, when you are actively officiat
ing as an official of thee council. As to the business office, it depends

upon conditions, and it depends upon conditions in various cities.

Where it adds to your influence in doing your job, wear it. Where

it does not, there is no obligation on your part to do so.

: What is the latest development in the Army and

Navy Equipment Bill?
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Mr. West: The Bill has passed the House and it is now

before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs. The Bill has

been amended, but as amended the Bill does not give us substantially

what we started out to get. I have every reason to believe that when

I can get to Washington, the definite action of the Senate Committee

can be brought about, and the Bill will pass the Senate. I am sure

the President will sign it, because the President was the one who

helped me to get it started. Dr. Sawyer—if any of you ever meet

him, bear in mind that he is one of the warmest friend Scouting

has ever had in the city of Washington—tells me this. Mr. and Mrs.

Harding—when they came to Washington were rather feebly in

formed about Scouting. Perhaps where they have been living there

had not been a definite effort to sell it to them. At any rate, when

she began to travel about the country as a candidate, Mrs. Harding

made this analysis; that where the police arrangements included the

use of Boy Scouts in maintaining order, there was an atmosphere

in the crowd which gave her a sense of safety and security. So

that now whenever she goes out with the President, she always

tries to have it arranged that the Scouts are invited to take part in

the police arrangements. She would much rather see Scouts around

than soldiers or policemen.

■ —— : On the question of that House Bill, is that the

Army Bill for goods, etc.? Could we have some information on

how to make use of it after it is passed?

Mr. West: You will get the information.

Has any e Exeecutive had sufficient experience with the use of the

Service Discharge Certificate to give the reaction on the older boy

in the matter of creating turnover?

r : Does not this certificate per se defeat the idea

of "Once a Scout always a Scout?"

Mr. West: In other words, this man assumes that if we

have this means of orderly exit, why we will all get up and walk

out and therefore increase the turnover. Has anybody found that

it has that effect?

(of Ark.) : Last spring one boy came to me and

desired to get an honorable dismissal from the troop. This boy was

about seventeen years of age. I gave him his honorable dismissal,

and immediately four other boys realized that they could get out

with a clean face, as it were, and they came and asked for the same

thing; whereas, if they had not known this other boy could obtain

it, the chances are they would have stayed six months or a year

longer.

Mr. West: How many did you register last year?

■ 1— : Thirty-two.

Mr. West: How many did you re-register this fall?: All except those five boys who withdrew.

Mr. West: What is the mortality rate in Little Rock?
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: There are two or three troops that have gone all

to pieces.

Mr. West: Here is a man who has an exceptional troop. He

has a record for having kept his boys for some period of years,

two years. Had all five boys become first-class Scouts?: Yes, two of them Eagles.

1— : I had this experience. Three boys were ready

to leave the troop. I told the Scoutmaster to take advantage of the

Service Certificate, but always have a heart-to-heart conference

with the boy first. Three boys reconsidered and decided to stay,

because by staying a full year or more they would get a Service

Certificate that might mean something to them.

Mr. Jamieson: We have been using a certificate which is a

part of our local experimental plan conducted for the last couple

of years. If we didn't use that, we would use the National Council,

form, but in the course of that time there have been possibly ISO boys

who have reached that stage in their Scout life when they can no

longer remain active. The fact that this certificate was available has

not hurried them into that stage, I am sure. It was made clear

that it was not a means of letting them out, but of holding them

to the spirit of Scouting. I am confident that when the time comes

that a seventeen- or eighteen-year-old boy, even if he is an Eagle

Scout, is ready to leave, we should not be too eager to hold him,

because he may be able to go out and render a service to the com

munity through the experience he has had in Scouting. We certainly

do not want to keep him in Scouting under any false impression.

Mr. West: Isn't it a question of relative values? You have

got to determine which method is going to accomplish the most As

it is now, we know that the average Scoutmaster is losing boys

simply because he has not the leadership to hold them. My earnest

ness in asking which of you who have confidence in it is that I

believe most of you have the experiences like those in Elmira, New

York, and of Little Rock, Arkansas. I believe that by giving boys

an opportunity to learn with credit, we are going to have fewer

trying to go out without qualifying, fewer than at present going out

through the back door, not concerning themselves whether they make

their credit or not. If it does not do that, it is not worth anything.

Mr. Myers (of Tulsa) : When I took my job I had a troop

of older boys. Those boys became restless. I talked to those boyi

to feel them out. They said they would think the matter over. I

ordered twenty national discharge blanks, expecting that they would

come back and request discharge. Two of them came back and

apologetically said, "We would not ask this, but we are going to

school next year, so we thought we had better take a discharge with

us."

(of Birmingham) : My past experience convinces

me that one of the best things I have ever done while a Scoutmaster
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is to keep the boy on the roll as an associate. They will take a pride

in still being connected with the organization. I hesitate seriously to

open any possibility for a boy to turn himself loose and feel he is

through. My opinion is that an associate membership of some kind

in which a boy still feels himself a part of an organization that he

is still under obligations to the Oath and Law as he has always

been, is one of the best ways of handling the boys.

Mr. Beeny: I want to endorse the sentiment. My old troop,

organized in 1913, still has on its membership roll as associate Scouts

some fellows who were in the troop in 1914.

Saturday Night, September 16, 7:30-8:30

REPORT OF COMMISSION ON FINANCE

Mr. West: We are to devote the next hour to the considera

tion of the Commission Report on Finance.

Mr. Shuck: I want to preface my remarks with a few state

ments. You men will all agree with me, I am sure, when I state

that the study of finances is one of the most important phases in a

council's work. Our entire program, what we are going to do, the

big program we plan to extend Scouting, and also to develop the

quality of Scouting, depend upon the raising of funds. Due to the

publicity that Scouting has received, and its acknowledged recogni

tion as a Movement for boys we feel as a Commission, that the

future of Scouting financially is assured. However, we believe that

there is a strong need for a very positive financial program, not a

haphazard manner of financing, but a definite program. We must

have a dignified, business-like program, a budget that is adequate,

business policies that warrant the confidence of the community. The

Finance Committee therefore, becomes an important factor in our

council organization.

We need on that committee real men. Without saying anything

further I want just to read a little bit out of this Report as to the

type of men we feel should be on this committee.

"1. Successful business men.

"2. Men representing various lines of business, thus serving as

a barometer of general business conditions.

"3. Men capable of influencing others to give time and money.

"4. Bankers, as the judgment of financial executives is valuable."

Duties of the Finance Cotnmitce. We feel that

"The Finance Committee should make a study of methods used

by other organizations in both its own and other communities, so as

to be prepared to present to the Council methods for raising money

that have proved successful.
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"This Committee should organize and make effective a system

of financial support insuring an adequate budget each year. It

should be a definite program and one which discourages a changing of

financial program and method each year."

We feel that that is an important point.

"This Committee should, in consultation with the Scout Execu

tive, prepare a budget each year, and then supervise it, to see that

the budget is not exceeded.

"It is recommended that this Committee plan to send quarterly

to all contributors a statement of progress made in membership

growth, advancement, news of the summer camp, etc., for the pur

pose of further cultivating the interest of its supporting constituency."

Two points I want to emphasize are these : first, read the chapter

on Finance in Community Boy Leadership. Read and study the Re

port of the Finance Commission.

The raising of money, that is the plan, the nomenclature of the

various committees and the organization necessary to put across a

campaign, we feel do not need to be touched on at this time, because

you can get this material from the Community Boy Leadership. I

will refer you that paragraph and urge you to read what we have

about "gum shoe" campaigns.

We believe that the Executive should function as the general

manager. He should not be assigned to any particular committee,

but should keep himself free to give leadership, advice and inspira

tion wherever needed. It is needless to say that, of course, the cam

paign organization must be thorough, using a formula something like

this : to get enough solicitors to see enough people and you will

get enough money. That is a good thing to go by.

We touch on Community Chests. I have heard a great deal about

Community Chests during the last few days. We feel as a Com

mission that it is for the Local Council in a community to decide

whether they should or should not go into a Community Cheste

There are so many conditions affecting the situation that it is im

possible to lay down any ironclad rule. However, we make these

suggestions.

"Before a Local Council becomes a part of a Community Chest,

its members should assure themselves that—

1. The money is to be raised and administered by a group of

men knowing social movements and their needs, broadminded in their

views, who command and have the confidence of the people.

2. The entire community is favorable to and enthusiastic over

the Community Chest plan.

3. The Scout movement has adequate representation on the

governing board."

I have in mind a case where they did not have, and $3,200 a year

was given, which was impossible to function on.
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"The Commission believes that as a rule it is preferable for the

Scout organization to secure its own funds direct, because then it

can prepare a budget to suit its own needs and views, and the

Council has full control over its expenditures. Where the entire

community is favorable to the Community Chest plan and the Local

Council has assured itself on the points stated above, the only thing'

to do is to enter the Community Chest."

Never go into a Community Chest because it is an easier way

of raising money. We feel and we all know that next to the hospital

appeal the appeal of the boy is the greatest appeal to get under, and

as a Commission we cannot conceive of any Community that can

not raise the modest budgets we require to put across Scouting.

We believe that the type of organization such as we are, with

the program that we have, with the appeal that we have in a com

munity, should be able to gather together a number of men who

will agree to have in their own personal budgets each year a certain

amount put aside for the Scout movement, to build a permanent sup

porting constituency. We believe the Finance Committee of the

Council should make a thorough study of this, and plan ahead three

or five years to complete it. It is worth while to strive to attain

that end.

1 could go on at considerable length on that Subject, because it

is something we should spend a half hour on. It is important to

make every effort to build a permanent supporting constituency in

the community.

I am going to ask Mr. Adams if he will just briefly touch on a

word of caution against certain ways of raising money to finance

Scouting.

Mr. Adams: I have been asked to take the negative side of

this question. We are all very familiar, all of us who have had

any experience as Scout Executives, with the man who comes and

offers us some fine way to raise money for our troops of Scouts

especially. They will always come to you representing the philanthropy

of the institution they are working for, but I am sure we would find

they are sent out by sales management. It seems almost unnecessary

even to mention these things here, and our Chairman has probably

been wise in leaving this out of the Financial Report, but the Con

stitution of the Boy Scouts of America speaks very clearly on the

subject of commercialism, so when we are given the opportunity

day by day and week by week to sell chocolates, and cheap music,

and coffee, and all those things, and the wise man will steer clear

of them. Men constantly come to us and tell us that our Scout

Executive neighbor, probably a few counties remote from ours, is

doing this very thing, sometimes even that they are endorsed by the

President of the National Council. Of course, when we trace them

down, we find they are all wrong. So the Boy Scouts of America

stands strongly against all forms of commercialism, either troop

selling, or carnivals, etc., for the reason that these things prejudice
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the public against the Boy Scout Movement. It uses the name of the

Boy Scouts of America to help commercialism and cuts off many

times through antagonism the support of those who could be sold to

contributing regularly to the Boy Scouts of America.

So, in conclusion, I want to mention two things. One is, read

the chapter on Finance in the Scout Executive's Handbook, and this

pamphlet which has been so ably prepared on the subject of Finance

by the Chairman of our Commission.

Mr. Shuck: One other thing that I would like to call to your

attention in regard to the raising of rfioney. That is in the line of

requests. I think it is important that as we go back to our com

munities we make a big step forward to possible endowment. I was

talking to Dr. Fisher about the need of building up endowments. He

thought maybe it would be a good idea to give some thought to

having a Council raise a little more than they need each year and

put it aside. Another thing I would like to call to your attention

is the matter of bequests. By interesting ministers and doctors and

lawyers you can bring to the attention of people of your community

the opportunity of making bequests to your local work. We will

ask Mr. Ripley if he will talk for a few minutes on Financial Records,

Forms and Budgets.

Mr. Ripley: With regard to the question of audit I think we

can dispose of this question very quickly, because it is one upon

which there is hardly any place for argument. Now many favor

it to the extent that you have it? Any discussion on the question?

How many have it done by a volunteer committee? How many by

an employed certified public accountant?

Mr. West: If the certified accountants volunteer, that is all

right.

Mr. Ripley: How many have this audit done by an outside

employed auditor who is not a member of the Council?

Mr. West: How many have the audit made by certified

public accountants either on a volunteer or paid basis? How many

have the audit made by a volunteer committee other than certified

accountants? How many here think that it would be better if all

of us had all of our accounts audited by certified public accountants?

How many don't quite see the value of that? There is a great

fundamental difference. (Consensus was in favor of the need of

certified accountant.)

Mr. Ripley: Page 8. This audit should be made "by a dis

interested expert accountant whose name on the Annual Report will

be a guarantee to the public that the funds have been properly

disbursed."

I think in spirit that is what we wish to get.
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May I ask how many here have seen the exhibit of Financial

Records and Forms in Lee Hall? May I suggest to those of you

who have not that it may be helpful to you to see what the other

fellow is doing in the line of Financial Records and Forms. I know

it was a great help to members of this Commission.

We will pass on to the matter of routine of expenditure. May

I outline briefly what seems to be the standard method of procedure

in disbursing funds? Our Committee was able to get this from

the financial forms submitted by many men all over the country,

and also from other sources. In brief, we spend our money in two

ways. Our petty cash fund is a revolving fund of a certain set

amount, and when we need money to reimburse that fund, we make

a bill, submit that bill to our Council, get our money and put it

back again into petty cash. But attached to that bill is an itemized

list of expenditures and, furthermore, a receipt from the merchant,

even the United States Post Office, covering each item, so that we

are in a position by filing these things away by months to show an

auditor just how we spent this $570 a year for petty cash. Is there

any question on that?

Then the rest of our expenditure in general varies slightly. The

general system is similar to this. The Scout Executive wants $50

to buy a desk. He doesn't buy a desk and then go to his treasurer

»nd say. "I have bought a desk for $50 and I want the money." He

approaches the treasurer or some officer who has that responsibility

and he arranges beforehand to get a voucher signed. The voucher

says, "Deliver to Scout Executive Blank one desk, not to exceed so

much in cost." That is made out in duplicate ; one goes to tht

merchant, the other is kept in the office. Fine. You get your desk,

the merchant sends you the bill. You take the bill and attach to the

voucher which your president and possibly one other member of your

Council have signed. That is attached to the bill and you write a

check, or your secretary does in the office, unsigned, of course,

attach all together, and they go to your treasurer in order that he

may sign the check; in some cases possibly you have your check

also countersigned. By this procedure your treasurer will not sign

a check until he sees the bill and the voucher which authorizes you

to buy that desk for a certain amount. Now if your treasurer is

a hard-boiled type, like St. Elmo Lewis, we can imagine him looking

at a bill and an unsigned check and saying, "Here, I refuse to sign

this check until you show me where you got the authorization to

make this purchase." Then you file your stubs and these vouchers

in envelopes, twelve months to the year. Those balance your check

stubs, and your monthly reports to your Executive Committee will

check the other two, so that you have a triple check on all your

expenditures, and the process is very simple. Is there any question

about that procedure? Is there any one here who feels that that

is too much of a burden on the Executive and that he should not

lake the trouble to get this authorization?
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Question: Do you find that your president or your auditing

committee are willing to O. K. and take the time to O. K. a voucher

every time you want to spend $2.50?

Mr. Ripley: I would answer that question in this way. You

set a certain amount. Everything under that amount is petty cash.

Everything above that amount must be so authorized, but you don't

have to bother a man ten times a day to sign ten slips. Save the

voucher, get your vouchers in a bunch, send your office boy out, get

them signed.

Question: I should think they would have sufficient trust

m our ability as Executives to give us that permission.

Mr. Ripley: Would any one else care to discuss it. I would

like to get just an expression of sentiment in order that it may go

on record. Simply this, how many here believe that it is wiser for

our own protection to get our expenditures approved before we make

the expenditure, a voucher signed, etc. ? How many believe with the

gentleman from Oakland, that it would be sufficient to get this matter

approved in a general way without a signature for each expenditure?

Mr. Dale: I would like to have this matter clarified just a

little bit. It seems to me that your main work is in preparing the

budget. I believe if you will take your Council into your confidence

when you prepare your budget and go over each item and show

how much you spent last year, how much you anticipate spending this

year, that you will have plenty of authority, and from month to

month prepare a report showing how much you have spent and how

much there remains. If you do that, it seems to me it is not neces

sary to bother him about every item after that. Put your heavy

work on the budget and then, having once disposed of the budget,

you should be trusted to live within it.

Mr. West: I think Mr. Dale has made a great contribution

there. I would like to go a little further, because I have been

brought face to face with so many cases, especially with new Execu

tives, where men, because of lack of experience and lack of ap

preciation of the seriousness of what is involved have come to griefe

There have been some real tragedies in Scouting, bearing upon men

who otherwise were highly efficient, but in money matters absolutely

irresponsible. That is the verdict after they had been on the job

for some time. Now there are a few fundamental things which you

can just take as really important and apply to all alike—they apply

to me as well as you. First, I would like to ask, and be frank about

it now, how many here have any Council funds of any character

whatever other than petty cash which are subject to their own

check? Some of you may have your Supply Department account

subject to your own check. You figure it is a business accounte

Some of you may have your camp account subject to your own

check. You may feel that there are peculiar circumstances war
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ranting you in doing that thing, you may think that the president of

your Council is fully justified in advising you that that is a safe pro

cedure. I want to advise you with all the strength and earnestness

that I possess that this procedure is absolutely unsound. It is poor

business. You have no right to allow yourself to be put in that

position. If any man here is in that position I advise him, when he

goes home, to change that position the first thing he does. Then,

as Mr. Dale has said, if, after you have got that money deposited

to the account of your treasurer, and you have a budget, and you have

a treasurer other than yourself, who has that budget before him

and your certification that check requisition made is within the budget

and his check, that is all that is necessary, unless, perhaps, in some

cases there is additional precaution in having a Chairman of the

Finance Committee approve the voucher before the treasurer draws

the check. It is a good thing to have this double precaution, but it

is not necessary to apply it every time an item comes up. It would

be absolutely unwise to bring about a consideration as to whether

that expenditure should be made.

Another important principle. No matter how great the tempta

tion, no matter what the emergency is,—it may be even that the

water is going to wash the dam away unless vou do something rifjht

on the spot—always get in touch with the Chairman of your

Finance Committee or the President of your Council and make them

take the responsibility of authorizing any expenditure that is not

covered in that buderet. Better still, if the matter is of such a

character as to permit of your waiting until the meeting of your

Executive Committee, wait until that time. Under no conditions

should a budget be overdrawn. Now those two fundamental precau

tions will save a lot of grief.

—'■ : I raised my hand as one who has a certain amount

of money subject to his check, a Camnin"' Fund It comes under a

budget where a certain amount is allowed for Camping, part spent

for equipment and part for a working fund. It is my privilege to

sign my name for a certain amount keeping within that budget.

Mr. Curtiss: I have what is known as a rotating fund of

supply sales. That fund is never put info the general fund, but is

kept in the office. It pays for supplies. What would you advise in

a case of that kind?

: I would suggest depositing it. Who is going to

say whether you are pocketing the profit on that or something else?

Mr. Shuck: Just along that line, it may interest you to know

that in our own finance system we carry what we call a Revolving

Fund. When money comes into our Supply Department it is de

posited. It is in one lump amount, but on our books we have the

Revolving Fund. When it comes from the sales of supplies, we

deposit it to the Revolving Fund. Then when we draw a check to

pay the Supply Department, we charge it against the Revolving
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account, so there is a record in the book of all expenditures and

all receipts. That is Council check. We deposit the money through

the Council and draw checks from the Council. The bills are paid on

the tenth of the month. We have one day when we pay all bills.

They are taken to the Chairman of the Finance Committee and I

sign the check and voucher combined. I sign the check and it is

countersigned by the treasurer.

Question: I would like to ask how the summer camp opera

tion is conducted with regard to finance. When the boys send in

their money, is it put into a fund which you can check out on your

own check, making a complete report to your Committee at the end?

Is that permissible, and should you sign your own name to the check ?

Mr. Shuck: Along that line I think that if you are within

distance of camp so that you can get your money to the town, I would

suggest sending your money in, as we do in our camp. Otherwist

I would advise if you have a bank near your camp, then open a

special account in that bank.

Question: No, we do that, but what I mean is during the

period of the summer camp is it permissible to draw on that account

by your own check? You have certain expenditures to meet for

camp and get receipts, but you have to draw on this fund by your

own checks.

Mr. Shuck: If I drew $100 on petty cash fund, I am at

liberty to deposit that on my account as long as I am responsible.

The main thing is to have receipts for everything.

The best way to look at this thing is to remember that this is a

community proposition and that all monies taken in for a Scout

organization are a public trust, and the less a Scout Executive has to

do with any money, the better it will look for Scouting. As soon as

I start to camp I ask a man to serve as treasurer. When the camp

is over, the bills are approved by myself and paid by the treasurer.

I see none of the money, and it is far better as a whole. I believe, that

no Scout Executive should handle more than possibly $10.00. Let the

Council countersign everything. You cannot be tooe fussy about

public money, and that is what your funds are.

Mr. Ripley: The next subject is the budget and I am sure

that you feel as the Commission does, that after hearing St. Elmo

Lewis, especially, that we must budget our work and that we

must keep within our budget. The Commission felt that the best

service it could render would be to indicate how the total budget

was divided in various population groups throughout the whole of

the United States. Therefore, we made a study of all the Council

reports of the past year, checking up the budget items, selecting,

however, only those Councils that had been established for four years,

to be embodied in the report. We then struck an average and were

able to give, as you will see in the report, a list of budget items
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snowing ior the various population groups what the low, the high,

the mean and the average amount is for each item. It was felt that

many of the new Executives especially would be glad to know what

the great mass were doing. He should not, however, overlook one

thing, that while it is true that the great mass of Councils are using

the approximate subdivision, that does not necessarily mean that these

are the best, or the most desirable for the communities. It may be

that the grand average for publicity or camping, or any other item,

is too small in proportion to the others at the present time, and

should be changed. Furthermore, we have tried to show the per

centage of each budget item compared with the total, so that on

our percentage basis, knowing your total, you could work out what

seems to be the most common practice.

Question: How did you determine the "per capita," the

number of boys passed through during the year?

Mr. Schuek: We took, in making our study, our National

Council records, and there was no way we could tell the amount for

per capita expenditure. Where it came to office furnishings and

things of that kind we had to assume that these Councils were

already pretty well furnished, because we took only those four

years and over. We do as a Commission want to call to your

attention one fact that we feel should be emphasized in the campaign

conducted in our various communities, and that is this. We have all,

I am sure, stressed the idea of selling Scouting to as many people

in the community as we possibly could, which is good ; but I think

we should also stress scaling our amounts higher. I believe that

there are a lot of people in communities that are giving $250 to the

Boy Scouts of America that ought to give $1,000. I have a concrete

example. I received a wire from my financial campaign chairman,

advising me that a certain industry in our community which we were

told would only give us $250, and which our prospect committee

rated as $1,000, came through for $1,000. I believe they came

through for that because they were so rated. If they had been

rated for $250, the men would surely have come back for only $250.

I feel we should scale our amounts high enough. Of course, keep

in mind what the man is able to give.

We have used a few little things in getting large contributions

which may be of interest. In our community we happen to have

what we term "wealth jealousy." There is a great deal of competi

tion as to which one has the most money, and we have been capitaliz

ing that by getting large contributions. We had a pledge sheet. We

' would get the pledge receipt from Mr. Smith, take it to Mr.

Jones, and he would see what Smith gave. He wasn't going to be a

piker and he would come through. Those pledge sheets we find out

work well. We have gotten out a number of them, from $500 to

$250, etc. If you can challenge a man by what the other fellow is

doing, you have one good argument.

We have here some recommendations which I shall read.
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1. That the Finance Committee be composed of men of vision,

aggressive business ability and good iudgment.

2. That the Finance Committee make a study of methods of

financing our own and other social agencies.

3. That a definite program of financing be established having

as its objective the securing of a permanent supporting constituency.

4. That the Executive liave his monthly and annual report cor

respond in the budget items to the budget items recommended by the

National Council on the charter application.

5. That the accounting facilities of the Local Council be such as

to enable an audit to be made at any time.

6. That the Finance Committee bring to the attention of affluent

people of the community the opportunity Scouting affords to make

financial bequests to the local work.

7. That an outside audit should be made and published annually."

Those are the recommendations of the Commission.

—k : I move the adoption. (Seconded and carried.)

Mr. Kirkham: I am anxious to have our Chief Scout Execu

tive give us a minute on the national point of view on the

problem of boy's selling things and raising troop monies.

Mr. West: I wish it were possible for me to bring to you

just a glimpse of the anxiety of the difficult times through which

we have passed in the last decade in the consideration of this subject.

There is hardly a section of the country where there have not come

forth some men who were confident that all of our reasoning in the

past has been absolutely wrong, that we are missing the greatest

opportunity Scouting has for solving all of its problems. Every

now and then delegations will come all the way to New York—yes,

one great big Council, one of our strongest Councils, sent the presi

dent of a bank and other men of great prominence to meet with our

Executive Board members, to urge upon them a reconsideration of

this policy. But every time it has been considered by our Executive

Board, and most of the time with the hearty approval of the people

who are urging us to reconsider it, we have reached the conclusion

that it is wrong in any way to place the burden of raising the money

to finance Scouting upon the boy. There have been Councils with

strong leadership which have urged that they could safely go just

so far without violating the purpose and intent of that policy. Some

have argued, "Let us send the boys out to deliver the pledges. We

will give the man written instructions not to write out any checks or

give any money, but to wait until the boy leaves the office and then

put in the mail whatever response he is going to make."

Well, that sounds very plausible, but it does not work, because

when the boy goes in with his cheery appearance, the man reads the

letter, and no matter what the committeeman has said, no matter

what the_ letter says, no matter what the rules say, the man in good

faith is just as apt to give the boy a hundred dollar bill or a ten
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dollar bill or check and say, "Take it back with my blessings, glad

to do it." Now that in itself is simple enough, isn't it? But

multiply that by many experiences of that kind and then see what

has happened where that plan has been tried. You are subjecting

the boy, the undeveloped boy, to a strain that he is not prepared to

meet, and it is wrong. God forbid that Scouting do wrong to boys.

I do not mean to argue that there are not some boys that would

come through safely, but that is not the reason we have rules. We

have rules for the safety of the biggest number. I do_ hope you

men will with all the earnestness you can, stand fast to this principle

of making the responsibility for raising money the duty of the man

in Scouting and not the boy.

Saturday Night, September 16

AT THE CAMPFIRE

Mr. Barclay: Chief Hubbard will make fire by friction, and

we will have the incense which will rise to heaven in honor of our

National Scout Commissioner, and he will light this fire here which

will be a ceremonial fire in his honor.

Fellow Scouts, this is a very great moment in the history of the

Scout Movement. It is a very great moment, because of the cere

mony that we are about to enter into, representing the highest honor

that has ever been paid any of our officials, or any of our workers,

in the Boy Scouts of America. It was at the suggestion of Mr.

West that this ceremony is now made a practical affair tonight and

so I am going to ask Mr. West if he will not confer this decoration

which is the only one that has ever been conferred upon any one

in the interest of boyhood through Scouting of America.

Mr. West: Fellow workers and friends, in years to come,

when historians undertake to give a true picture of the age in

which you and I are privileged to live, it will be recorded that in

this century throughout the world, and particularly in this great

country of ours, there developed a keener appreciation of the great

potential value in the youth of the world, as evidenced by the develop

ment of great forward steps in the field of education and in the field

of recreation, and in the field of physical activity. It will be recorded

that we had our great kindergarten movement, our wonderful play

ground movement, our wonderful advance in the field of industrial

education. It will also be recorded that there developed a special

literature for boys and girls, a specialized program for boys and

girls, all intended to add to the happiness, yes, all intended to add

to the physical development, yes, and also all intended to bring about

character building and citizenship training. When that record is made,

it will be recorded among the pioneers in arousing the thought of

the American people and indeed in contributing to the thought of

the people of the world, that America had a man who by his writings

years ago and later by his activities, and then by his connection with
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the Boy Scouts of America, stands conspicuous because of his

unselfish service to the boyhood of America. I refer to our National

Scout Commissioner, Daniel Carter Beard, who since the incorpora

tion of the Boy Scouts of America has with unselfish purpose given

of his time and energies for the advancement of that Movement m its

work for boys. So, as we are assembled in this our Second Bien

nial Conference, it was the wish of all of us that we should on this

occasion, in some appropriate manner give recognition to this good

man. All of us here, by sharing an equal part, have provided this

solid gold Eagle Scout badge, the only one that has ever been made,

and the only one bestowed, to be presented on this occasion in

recognition of our high regard for him and of his services to the

boyhood of the world. It gives me great pleasure on this occasion

as your representative to present to Commissioner Beard, the Chair

man of our National Court of Honor, this token.

Commissioner Beard: Mr. West, Scout Executives and guests

of boys' interests, I am awfully glad to greet you here, glad to be

present and proud of this crowd of men. It makes a fellow feel

good to see these good, husky, hearty Americans of the same type

as the old pioneer Scouts from which we copy many of our cere

monies and many of our rules of life. Is is very encouraging to

meet a crowd of men like this engaged in this work. It is stimulat

ing to a high degree for any one who has been working at it a long

time, because the type of men means the success of the organiza

tion. It is fine to see jolly men here, men who can have fun, men

who can do work and men who can accomplish things. The old

pioneers were, as I have often told you, big, husky men, the average

well over six feet in height. They were athletes. These fellows

around here look like the same type of men. The only difference is

the Scout uniform. The other men wore the buckskin and you are

wearing the khaki. I want to thank my red brothers for the compli

ment they have paid me and wish them sunshine in their heartse

I want to thank you all for the greeting you have given mee

You see, you all have the advantage over the National Scout Com

missioner. He didn't know what was going to happen. You all had

this all planned, speeches made, etc., and I had nothing planned except

to get here. I didn't know where I was going until I looked at

my ticket. I once told you, Mark Twain told me he never made

an impromptu speech without three weeks' preparation, so this can't

be an impromptu speech. I haven't had the preparation. But I am

mighty glad to be here and mighty glad to meet you and mighty

glad to greet you.

Mr. Barclay: On this occasion, for the only time during our

Conference, we are going to have the pleasure of hearing from the

man who possibly has served us best of all in getting ready for this

Conference. As you know, Dr. Fretwell served as the Director of

Education during my absence last year and again during this year. A

lot of the detail, a lot of this fine arrangement that some of you
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men have been speaking about, are due to the work of Dr. Fretwell.

Tonight it is a very real pleasure to me, who have been closely

associated with him, to have him come and talk on a subject which

in my judgment he is better qualified to talk .on than any other man

I know—"The Boy Scout and the Citizen." Dr. Fretwell, of

Columbia University.

Saturday, September 16, 9:00-9:30

THE BOY, THE SCOUT AND THE

CITIZEN

Elbert K. Fretwell

Fellow Scouts, if there ever was a time in my life where I

wanted to be able to rise to the occasion, it is now. If I could

but do justice to the theme that lies at the basis of the impetus

which guides your lives and mine in our attempt to be and to serve!

The characteristics of boyhood which I would like to interpret to

you are in no sense peculiar to the boy or to a boy. But I can

succeed in doing it if you with me will be again a little boy and

travel along the road, the happy, sad, gay, ambitious road that you

have traveled to this moment, because when we think of the char

acteristics of the boy, the Boy Scout and his culmination in the

citizen, I but talk of boys in interpreting to ourselves that road over

which we have gone. Most of us, I dare say, have developed from

the great open places. We have come in the main, I think, and in

the large percentage, from the wide spaces of the country, and to

those of us who come from there it is so easy to understand that

one of the great dominating characteristics of the boy of Scout age

is the great, unconquerable, insatiable love of adventure. Adventure

to the boy, of course, is not always exactly the same thing as ad

venture to us who look back, and live now in the great adventure in

our present lives. The adventure to him is getting beyond the

confines of the yard into the barnyard, further on to the range, or

around the corner, perhaps to fight with a gang in the next block

if he comes from the city. By gradual steps he comes to explore

his immediate universe and, if it be possible, in that to conquer, to

stand as a leader.

Last year at the beginning of our camp course, I brought in ten

boys and girls to talk about why they like to go camping. One of

the boys who spoke said that camping was a great adventure, and I

listened as did the others. He talked about the great hikes they had

had, and I listened. The great adventure on that particular hike was

that there was a water pipe standing thirty feet above the ground,

and he with some other boys walked along the top. That to him

was adventure ; danger, possibly sudden death. The thing that made

for him adventure in that field is probably what Pine Tree Jim would

call "the great adventure under canvas," the adventure of hearing

the night winds for the first time. Most of us in camping have taken
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boys for the first time to lie, as William James would say, "all

abroad." I recall one of my own experiences in the White Moun

tains, when taking a group of boys and camping upon Red Hills.

Some of the boys who had never been out at night before to sleep

just rolled in a blanket on top of a mountain. Some of them didn't

sleep at all. They lay all night and looked at the stars. Others

rolled around and got into ant hills and other tickling devices. It

was a great adventure, and when I laid one of them across my knees

and dug out the head of an ant, it was a great adventure and he

gained a name and was known the remainder of the year as "Great

Ant." When they brought him back and turned him over to his

mother and father in the city at the end of the year, the first thing

I heard him telling was the wonderful operation that had been per

formed by his medicine man. Of course, it didn't lose any of the

thrill while the others told how the blood streamed. It was a great

adventure to him. May Scouting never come to lose the element

of a great adventure, whatever form it take, coming to know the
magic of the medicine man, the color, the romance of the Indian _"f

the cowboy. There is a danger in the Scout Movement in America

of losing, in our intense desire for practical citizenship, this element

so dear to the hearts of boys. I want to urge that from the boy's

point of view we never lose sight of the necessity for great adventuree

Life itself to you and me is the great adventure. The old bard inter

preted it to the Anglo-Saxon people long ago. The illumined hall-

much as we are now, without the environing storm—and as the little

bird flew in at one of the windows, fluttered a moment in the light,

then went out into the darkness, "So" he said, "is the life of mane

Like the bird, we come from the dark; for a moment we flutter in

the light ; and then we go out." Our faith enables us to know the

wav we go, but life for you and for me is a great adventure. T"-

nisrht will never return—enjoy it; live it; drink it to the full. Lnv»

it ; live it ; know the adventure so that tomorrow's sun rises on great"--

happiness, greater usefulness and a ureater capacitv to nr=et the

high adventure which it is your good fortune and mine to live.

The game we play, the work we do, all make this exeat adven

ture. To some of us it may lie in the realm of the arts: tn

of us it mav be known in unraveling nature. To others it may be

in contributing happiness in homes to boys, to town, to country, tn

citizen and to nation. But wherever it is. that for us i? the exeat

adventure. The boy sees it somewhat more narrowly, but in his

imagination he sees it. Let us keep the imagination, the fun, the

adventure.

With that there is a possibility of our losing sight for a_ moment

when we deal with bovs of the great thing that the imagination r>'n_v

in th<» boy's mind. We cannot nnite forget it. We are never Wind

to it for a moment when we think of it. because think what im?gina-

tion means to you and me! If we but look at the realities of life,

we cannot but see the roots, the thorns, the clouds, but if we have

in us the heart of that boy, the Commissioner who spoke to us, we
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may wish for those that do us honor, that they have sunshine in

their hearts. Imagination—by which the country boy mounts his

stick and starts away, with a string probably tied on for bridle, away

he rides to the great realm of horsemanship and adventure. After

awhile, on his own horse, he roams the prairie, but he never rides

faster than that moment when he rides his stick horse, tearing out

his trousers, but goes dashing away for great adventures, because

his imagination is alive. You and I in our imagination look into

the hearts of each other. We know something of the sympathy it

means for man to come with man,—shoulder to shoulder in a great

co-operative effort. Our imagination opens the way. The world is

captured through its imagination; seldom. I think,—possibly never—

through just the plain, stern realities of affairs. The imagination that

captures and grips your hearts when you think of the possibilities that

you have in this Scouting game. Kirkham said to Uncle Dan tonight,

"Uncle Dan," he said, "You have sat and been the spirit around an

infinite number of camp fires that you yourself have never seen."

The boys, he said, when he could go back and tell them he had

walked down the trail to the camp fire with Uncle Dan, would see

a kind of halo around him that they had not realized before. The

imagination which makes those we love the most perfect in the

world, that makes the thing we do the thing of infinite importance,

let us keep this imagination alive, through games, through sports,

through ceremonials, through seeing the bright, the lovely, the pure,

the true. Let us strive continuously, if we would understand boys,

to build on that thing which is fundamental in the boy, not only

love of adventure, but that other element which makes adventure

possible, the element of his imagination, because it enables him to see

worlds he has not yet seen, to travel vicariously in mountain and

plain, to go along with the Indian to see vast spaces of the world as

they spread out.

In our vicarious experience you and I have visited worlds that

our eyes will never quite get to. We know England and France in

a way. though we may never have seen them, because we see our

friends from those places, and they interpret to us through themselves

and their own vivid spirits the people whom they represent. And w

of course, in our imagination go migrating the world around. The

W, in actuality and in imagination, is a migratory kind of beinge

We come, of course, from a migratory people. The great Anglo-

Saxon groups that we represent in the main were a migratorv people

sweeping across from East to Western Europe, to England, ultimately

coming here and sweeping on in its western stroke to Hawaii, anH

turning back again as Pine Tree and others come back to us The

hov is migratory himself. Here certainly is the basis on which we

Build a great part of our camning and outdoor program. Only last

soring I read in the New York Times one morning, that a boy,

fourteen years old had been up in court for running away from home,

taking with him an old quilt and sleeping out behind the cas housee

He was hauled up in the court. His parents were there. The judge,
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not understanding boys at all, sentenced the boy to be thrashed by

his parents for running away from home, gave them a certain num

ber of days to do it, and said, according to the newspaper story,

that if not done they should report back to him and he would see

that it was done. That boy, of course, we know did not need that

treatment. What he needed was an overnight hike with a good Scout

troop. The migratory tendency, you know and I know, is a vital

part of the fibre of our own life. Possibly it was infinitely more

so in our younger days. Sometimes we get old enough to sit by the

fire—perhaps sometimes thinking, but sitting. It isn't so with the

boy. Migratory—going, going, going. "Away from here, on the

other side of the world, they are catling me." I hope that activity

thing, that "go," will never get out of Scouting. We know throur

long experience that any Scout troop that sits in meeting after meet

ing soon ceases to be a Scout troop, as, of course, it should, because

that isn't the way boys are built. There must be imagination. There

must be adventure. There must be an opportunity to go.

If you think back over my three words, you will see that I

have spilled "Aim." Adventure, Imagination, Migratory instincte

These are evident in all boys, especially young fellows like ourselvese

Along with that, of course, is the element always of activity. Niagara

may roll down and down and down and wear its bed back through

countless centuries of geological age in its ceaseless activity. Boy

hood, ever since the first boys certainly, has been sweeping on equally

ceaseless in its activity. It is the go, go; not so much to be, but

everything to do. So far as I know I as a boy, or as a man for that

matter, if I have reached that stage yet, am not so much interested

in being something; but I am infinitely interested in doing some

thing. I think as a boy I was still more interested perhaps in doin?e

The activity side. Notice I am using it in the singular. Ceaselessly

to be doing something. If we were to dam up Niagara, if human

nower were such, of course, it would break through that dame

inundate the surrounding countrv, promote destruction and go on

the same. It is just as impossible, it seems to me. through a series

of inhibitions to hold back, to dam back, boy activity. It must, it

will, go on. When we trv to stop it through a series of inhibitions,

of course, we but provide for the destruction of the boy, for the

destruction of the thinp_s wVr'ch we associate, because bovs cannot

be built on a series of inhibitions. His activities demand an active

nrogram. not a negative one. The greatest advance, it seems to mee

that Scouting has helped in promoting is that boys, and girls tooe

voung men and young women, older men and older women, are

interested in a positive program of doing. It took the world a Ion?

tt'me to tret bevond the "Thou shalt note" There is the necessitve

"Thou shalt not kill," "Thou shalt not bear false witness." Such

an infinite love is based on the Decaloeue. but we have come on and

on and so far as boy affairs are concerned we find he is interested

in the Golden Rule as we state it, "Do unto others," and not as

the Chinese state it in a negative fashion. He is heart and soul
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interested in a positive program. A Scout is trustworthy. He is

loyal. There is nothing of negation, because negation ceases to be

necessary when we provide a positive program sufficiently attractive

to carry a thing to that boy.

The fourth thing I want to get is an activity in the direction of

a positive program. I might recite to you that which you know of

the characteristics of boys. I have referred to four. Let me take one

or two others. He is curious. The basis of all educational

development is undoubtedly very closely connected with curiositye

The little child points and says, "Mamma, why? What is it?" in

order to know. The man who would arouse boys to a high interest

in nature lore, in trees and how they live, in rocks and birds and

bugs and animals, stimulates and to a reasonable extent satisfies this

thing of curiosity. The boy wants to know, he wants to explore, he

wants to find out. We retain the boy in us so far as our curiosity

is continuously insatiable. We are curious how we can do this or

that thing better, how we can achieve—we are curious to know. The

unwise one says, "Don't," or as that mother was supposed to have

said, "Mary, go upstairs and find out what Bobby is doing and tell

him to quit." I hope we are continuously making it possible for the

individual to explore his environment in ever widening circles, his

social and physical environment, to some extent exploring the pos

sibilities for himself. Curious, yes. He is cautious, too. Those of

us who by gradual degrees have come into the intimate friendship

with the boy, know how he weighs us, tries us out, advances now

this way, now that way, feeling as though he might be almost walk

ing in the dark, to find us out. Yes, his love of adventure draws

him on, but there is that cautious element. We know that in dealing

with boys, as in dealing with men, we cannot rush them. We expose

the opportunity. We make it as attractive as we can through ar

ranging the situation; but after all, he is the one that goes to the

water. He is the one that must drink. Our particular business is

surrounding him with such an environment, that not only is his curi

osity to some extent satisfied, but still more sharply stimulated. At

the same time, we recognize that we can not invade the soul of an

other. We can break down the barriers- that separate us from

other people only in so far as that individual is willing that the

barriers shall be let down. My appeal, men, is for respecting the

heart and soul of a boy. Part of it must be done by the recognition

that in his heart he is conservative, that in his heart he is cautious ;

that in his heart he tries the thing out. He will come a long way

with caution, but won't move an inch with battery and assault.

To take another of the "Cs", because I have spoken of

"Curiosity" and "Caution." He likes to do things with other fel

lows. Getting through the adolescent period, one of the strongest

things is the gang spirit. How unfortunate is that boy who has not

a chance to belong to a gang! That story written around the camp

fire is one of the most fascinating to me. His gang results, of

course, from a gregarious nature. All animal nature loves to go to
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gether in herds. The boy learns what never can be taught by

parent or Scoutmaster, from other fellows, in coming togethere

The basis of our patrol idea, and its widening contact in the troop,

is, of course, this basis of the gang. The gangs as you know them,

good and bad, of course, are gangs of five, six, seven, up to a dozen

boys. That is the gang with their code quite as definitely laid out

as was ever the code for the Knights of the Round Table. Our

basis is in the gang affair. Our code, the Oath and Law, is, of

course, the gang code that we would have the boy take on. I some

times wonder if people do not become blind to the seriousness with

which he takes and holds to the Scout Oath and Law, and how he

tries us too, whether we live up to it ; how he overestimates us makes

us feel humble, because we stand for him in the personification, I

hope, of the Scout Oath and Law. Through all time we have had

the gang. Many people have come to think of it as a bad thing

and say, "He belongs to that awful gang, etc."

Scouting utilizes the instinctive tendencies, the capacities of boy

hood, in the direction of constructive, big citizenship, and one of

the things we must recognize is this gang spirit. As far back as

we know they have had the code and the gang have lived by the

code. Think back for a moment, will you to the code of the little

gang you first belonged to. I imagine there is a great deal of fun

in it now as you look back on it, in what the code was in this re

spect, and in the other. I expect it is a good thing for all of us

that there is not any too great light, as we think back on our code

that it was wrong to steal money, but perfectly all right to steal

watermelons, etc. Take Malory's "Morte d'Arthur." You will re

member that there in heroic mould was the great gang that sal

around the Round Table, with Lancelot, never defeated in tourna

ment, Arthur, the unconquerable in battle. And you remember, as

Tennyson has said in "Guinevere,"

"But I was first of all the kings who drew

The knighthood-errant of this realm and all

The realms together under me, their Head,

In that fair order of my Table Round,

A glorious company, the flower of men,

To serve as model for the mighty world,

And be the fair beginning of a time.

I made them lay their hands in mine and swear

To reverence the King, as if he were

Their conscience, and their conscience as their Kinge

To break the heathen and uphold the Christ,

To ride abroad redressing human wrongs,

To speak no slander, no, nor listen to it,

To lead sweet lives in purest chastity,

To love one maiden only, cleave to her,

And worship her by years of noble deeds,

Until they won her; "
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That was the code of Arthur's Knights of the Round Table, or

in our boy language, possibly, Arthur's gang. The code that does

not prescribe practices in detail but lays out the scheme of the

thing whereby experience is to be interpreted.

Curious, cautious, co-operative, in the gang. And so I might

speak not only of adventure and imagination, of a migratory ten

dency, of a continuous desire for action, of curiosity, of caution,

of co-operation. You see I have already named seven, and I think

here perhaps it is well to stop, because your experience is so rich

that you go on with a great variety of other things which are char

acteristics of your life, of mine, of the boys we know.

The boy, the Boy Scout, is attracted, in my opinion, to the Scout

program more than any other because it furnishes a positive, con

structive program based on the instinctive equipment of boys. A

boy loves to be trusted. He likes to feel when he is a little chap

that he shares with dad, with mother, some responsibility in doing

something, that he shares when father and older children are ar

ranging a birthday surprise, that he is trusted with a secret. How

he looks at mother and thinks, "O if I could just tell it!" and some

times he breaks over. But he is trusted with something, even as

tiny little fellow, and he grows up to deserve further trust. One

of the greatest families I ever knew, twenty miles from a neighbor

hood beyond the Mississippi, was a father and his three boys—

where the father talked over with three boys what they would da

to earn the money to pay off debts: how they would cultivate this

field, carry on this breed of stock. They were trusted. They were

a part of the affair.

The boy loves to be trusted, because when trusted, while he

may break here and there, of course, because we have none of us

got to the place where we have not betrayed some trust, he is loyal :

loyal to his friends, loyal to a principle in which he believes, loyal

to the finish to his gang; and one who isn't loyal to his gang, of

course, can't grow up into a man loyal to society, loyal to natione

His loyalty is in him. We don't want to eliminate it. We want

to cultivate it, because he is never so happy as when expressine his

loyalty in some fashion in being of service to somebody, helping

do something. The little one runs to help do something in panto

mime, to carry something, perhaps a little stick. He wants to do

something, feel that he is helping. He loves to be trusted. He will

be loval. He insists on being helpful. One of the greatest things

that has ever been spoken, to my mind, was the invention of the

phrase that a Boy Scout does a good turn daily. It is based on

this desire to help. When he has helped, when he has fxnressed his

loyalty, the friendship based on give rather than receive you and

I have long since learned that if we wanted to gain our wav into

the life of a bov, the first thing in the world is to get him to do

something for the cause, the interest that we represent ; or failing

in that, to get_ him to do something for us personally. Through

that service will grow friendship and through that friendship loy
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alty to the bigger cause with which he may be trusted. You and

I know that we recognize certain gracious ways of doing things,

and try as best we can, to learn how to do them in the same way,

to do them courteously, gracefully; how we have admired a leader

here, another there, who so perfectly did some courteous thing that

it filled the eye, the mind, the heart to overflowing, because it was

a beautiful deed so beautifully done. The boy wants to find out

how to do these things, wants to find out, in short, how to be cour

teous; when courtesy comes, we know that there comes with it

the soul of service, which is the soul of somehow finding out just

how to be kind. You and I get our tempers ruffled sometimes. In

a moment of excitement we lash out in a fashion that we would

almost give our right arm to be able to undo. We say bitter, hard

things sometimes in the rush and stress of vicious action. Do boys

do the same thing? Are they having a struggle to overcome the

difficulty in the same fashion? If we are without fault, of course,

we may cast the first stone.

The boy, of course, is obedient to the rule of the gang, because

as a part of the gang he has had something to do with making that

law. You and I have long since learned in human society that we

cannot with any great degree of success make a law which people

will follow; that just governments, we recognize, derive their laws

from the consent of the governed. We as adult leaders, of course,

must furnish guidance, but, after all, the patrol form lays for it

self certain rules of conduct. The troop decides they will do this

or that—as M. Desjardins says, whether they will have a cook this

year after having had one last year. We recognize that in the

process of determining their inventiveness, their co-operation works

in an educative direction; that they must, through formulating things

for themselves, understand law. As a result of understanding the

law which they have had some hand in making, they come to be

obedient to that law. The boy. of course, is an inveterate optimiste

Tames Whitcom Riley and others have expressed it, of coursee

"There has been a heap of rain, but the sun is out today, and the

woods is all the greener. May rain tomorrow, but I don't think it

will." There is that inveterate kind of optimism which we draw

from all nature, itself.

That is, I think, the spirit of the Executive, because the bnv

still lives strongly in him. It is certainly the unconquerable spirit

of the boy to be cheerfule It is not a curious thing that the real

Scout's mouth turns up, that in heart and mind he is an inveterate

optimist. The conquerors of the great places of the world havr

alwavs been optimists. When you and I get to the end of our road,

we shall know it. regardless of our age, because when we get so

that we believe there is not something new around the bend, nur

time will be finished. "Finis" will be written after us regardless

of what our age mav be. So long as the great adventure still pulls

—new friends to make, new deeds to do, new achievements for glory

and honor—then we are still boys.
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1 Of course, the boy is thrifty. Take a little lad in his native

habitat and pick him up and see what falls out of his pocket. Of

course, we know he is an inveterate collector, and those things which
he prizes he holds to. ■ The boy is clean—difty behind the ears, but

clean, perfectly willing to be dirty. Probably in camp if we would

let him alone, he would be smeared with jam or something else from

peak to toe. But he likes in that other phrase to "come clean with

his gang." One reason is that they won't stand for anything else.

In his heart of hearts insofar as he understands those things he

loves and knows, regardless of how rough he may be, how much

bragadocio there may be on the outside of him, there is burning clean

and pure and fine in the heart of him, a great spirit of reverence ;

reverence sooner or later for home, reverence for father and mother,

reverence and appreciation which reaches up to the great Creator

and Giver of all good and perfect gifts.

Now if these be the tendencies of boys, we can certainly see in

our imaginations, at least, the basis for this program. It is in no

sense a chance program. As I started this second section in saying,

the fascination of Boy Scout work so far as I can see it, is that it

presented a positive, constructive program for boyhood, based on

boys' instinctive equipment. Now just a word and only a word on

the citizen. All this looks in the direction of the devotion of the

individual to ever-widening circles of people. He can never be true

to country who is not true to home ; not true to state who is not

true to his own community. In widening circles he becomes true,

true in not throwing the paper down here not because somebody is

watching him, but because that is not the thing to do, it does not

square with his code. This is the kind of monitor that rules him

from within, rather than the policeman's club from without. What

is the fascinating part of that? So far as the Boy Scouts are con

cerned the war furnished a great answer. Through the leadership

of our Chief it was possible for the boys to play on Uncle Sam's

team. It was a period of great development for our Scouts, because

they could play on Uncle Sam's team. There were many activities,

whether selling Thrift Stamps, finding black walnut, that were pos

sible for a boy to do. His bosom did swell when he was trusted to

be loyal to Uncle Sam's teame

The most propelling motive I know in people like ourselves is

this thing of being true to wider groups and circles of people. It

has been a gradual and slow development among adults. We early

came to the place where we would not give poisoned food to a man

face to face; but it was a long time before we would not send adul

terated food to the other side of the world. It took a long time to

make that stride, and we are a long way yet from appreciating that

wherever disaster comes in the world, in some way it comes to us.

As we grow, we will undoubtedly be able to hold up this wonder

ful ideal, hold it up, yes, not too high, just a little step. A wall

twenty feet high does not tempt me, but the usual rise of one of the

steps makes it possible for me to go step by step until I come to
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the top. Tomorrow as we go out to the great morning service, our

assembly, as we go step by step up the mountain to Overlook, the

ascent is easy enough. We could not rise at one spring, but by

stepping we get there. . Boys, of course, advance in the same direc

tion in civic obligations, rising step by step to the full stature of

American citizens. In working out our older boy program we will

recognize, among other things, the boy's preparation to get to the

place that the Athenian boys of old were, when they came to rec

ognize at the age of eighteen something of the force and power and

magic of taking the Athenian Oath .... I need not quote it

all, but just enough to suggest it to you. "I will never bring dis

grace on this, our city, by an act of dishonesty or cowardice." So

on through, obeying the laws, quickening the public's sense of civic

duty until the conclusion. "I will transmit this city not only not

less, but greater, better and more beautiful than it was transmitted

to me."

The lives of our pioneers, the lives of our lawgivers, furnish

a good example of civic development. Older boys want a great deal

of that. Younger boys can appreciate it, and I know of no more

fascinating theme than this, to be of service to the country. The

night comes on, a night rich in reflection, rich in ceremony, rich in

interpretation of life, I hope. The sounds of the night come and

go. When we listen, we hear the little mountain brook going on

down, babbling on. The echoes pass and vanish and are gone. I

love that old poem that talks about

"Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes flying,"

and on about the purple glens replying. Those echoes die ; they fade

on hill and star and river. But our echoes roll from soul to soul

and on forever and forever.
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Sunday, September 17th

9:00 to 10:00 A. M.—Memorial Service, Mr. A. T. Benson pre

siding. Tribute to Dr. James E. Pershing by Mr. J. P.

Fitch. In memory of Mr. Joe Taylor by Mr. Judson P.

Freeman.

10:30 to 12:00—Addresses, "Scouting and Religion":

Rabbi William Fineshriber, Memphis, Tennessee.

Rev. John F. White, representative of the National Catholic

Welfare Council.

Dr. William Lewis Poteat, President of Wake Forest

College, Wake Forest, N. C.

The Significance of the Conference:

Colin H. Livingstone.

8:00 to 9:30 P. M.—Assembly, Mr. James E. West presiding.

Address, "Relation to Other Agencies," Rev. John F.

White, the National Catholic Welfare Council ; Mr. Arthur

Cotton, for the Y. M. C. A. ; Dr. Norman E. Richardson.

Northwestern University.

Sunday Morning, September 17th 9:00-10:00

MEMORIAL SERVICE

Dr. Fisher: May we now come to complete silence? We

want to sing as the opening song of this very interesting and im

pressive service, "Onward Christian Soldiers," a song of victory.

Let us all unite in the spirit that characterized the lives of the two

men to whose lives we are paying tribute today.

Fellow Executives, this is a new experience in the history of

the Boy Scout Movement. Each Biennial Conference we shall come

together for a few moments in reverence to bear testimony to those

soldiers among our ranks who have lived among us, labored among

us, and then have gone on to greater triumph. As we think of Dre

James Edwin Pershing today, genial, warm-hearted, noble, tall, and

splendid, we think of him as the man, the leader among us, with

heart power. As we think of Joe Taylor, a man of action, busy,

energetic, earnest, we think of him, as typifying the man of action.

Dr. Pershing, Joe Taylor, what have you found on the other side?

I wonder, as they entered through the pearly gates whether the

Scouts were lined up, that minority who have gone on ahead? I

wonder how they have appraised Scouting on the other side? Surely

Scouting has its eternal values, or Scouting is not worth much.

Would that we could brush aside the veil and know how these two
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who have preceded us, who have entered into the larger life, how

they have appraised what we have done. May we, as we think of

the lives of these men, try to appraise Scouting from the point of

view of its eternal values, and its eternal verities ! At this time

we will have a reading of Scripture and prayer by Franklin K.

Mathiews.

Mr. Mathiews: I thought a good deal as to what Scripture

passage I should choose that might be appropriate for this occasion.

My mind rests upon the very familiar Scripture, so familiar that I

want rather to lead you in the recitation of it than to quote it for

you. It begins "The Lord Is My Shepherd." Shall we recite it

together ?

(After a recitation of the Twenty-third Psalm, Mr. Mathiews

offered a prayer.)

Dr. Fisher: Mr. J. B. Fitch, the Regional Executive of

Region 9, knew our good friend Dr. Pershing for many years. In fact,

I think he himself was under his guidance as a young man. There

fore, we have asked Mr. Fitch in a few words to say those things

regarding Dr. Pershing that may be a stimulus to us in our own

life and service.

Mr. Fitch: It falls to my lot to bring to you a few of the

things that you probably did not know which went on in the life

of a man who was my friend. Dr. Pershing was a man of more

influence than just of a Scoutmaster, than a boy's leader. He was

a leader of men—a pioneer of thought.

James Edwin Pershing was born in Pennsylvania sixty years

ago. He was born of Pennsylvania Dutch parents. He was edu

cated at Oberlin and went into the ministry as a Congregational

minister in 1885. He immediately came to the Southwest, which was

a new country at that time—is still. There was practically no boy

work of any kind. He went to small pastorates, although time and

again he was called to larger ones. He spent a great deal of his

time in these pastorates working with the young men. The effective

ness of his first pastorate in 1885 is exemplified by the fact that to

his funeral in December last year there came a special car of busi

ness men who had been in his club thirty-five years ago.

Dr. Pershing was a real Scout. He had a great, strong body.

He stood about six feet two inches tall, and he weighed about two

hundred pounds. He was a man that required that strong, vigorous

body to house the great heart which he held and which he owned.

He spent his whole life in the service of boys. No soldier who was

killed at the front more truly died in the service than Dr. Pershing.

He wore himself out for boys. He worked with boys constantly.

He kept the romance in Scouting. He kept that fine, kindly spirit

of friendliness about him, about his office, about his associates, as

no man alive ever has. Hundreds upon hundreds of young men and

J
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men of my own age in the Southwest attribute their whole success

in boy's work, attribute their whole inspiration in boy's work, in

Scouting and other lines, to the influence df this wonderful man.

He was a source of continuous supply for inspiration. We went to

him with our difficulties, we went to him with our troubles, and his

good wife maintained a place that was almost a refuge when we

would get into trouble of various kinds. I want to say that I can

pay him no greater tribute than to say that when I received the

message of his death, the shock could not have been greater had it

been my own father.

Dr. Fisher: It was my privilege to meet Dr. Pershing but

once. Big, manly man that he was—and the thing that struck me

very forcibly was his resemblance to his cousin. General Pershing.

We wanted fo have the General here to try and help us pay tribute

this morning, but, unfortunately, his own affairs were such that he

could not be here. I am sure we have all been helped by this splen

did portrayal of the life of this splendid man who has set standards

for us all in the Executiveship.

(Mr. C. J. Carlson, Executive of Region 12, then sang, "Open

the Gates of the Temple.")

It is very appropriate, indeed, that one of our veteran Scout

Executives, our good friend, Judson Freeman, Assistant National

Field Director, who knew Taylor in several fields, should be selected

to pay tribute to Joe Taylor.

Mr. Freeman: It was my privilege to know Toe Taylor

possibly as well, if not better, than any other Scout, after being in

close touch with him and his work in two different regions. It was

my privilege to represent you, the employed officers of the Move

ment, at a big memorial meeting held in South Bend, about a week

after the tragedy, to nay tribute to Tavlor's life and to his work,

as well as to those who passed out with him. I endeavored at that

meeting to call to the attention of the good people of South Bend

that in the passing of .Toe Taylor we in Scouting, more than half

a million strong, had. as well as they, suffered a great loss, because

we had lost a brother through the fact that every Scout is a brother

to every other Scout.

It is not necessary that I sav much concerning Taylor1—the Doctor

has characterized him sn'endidlv in his opening statement—because

some of you men knew him well and intimatelv. He was the kind

of man you could not help but know. Had he been here, practically

all of you would have known him by this time, because his voice

would have been kpard and the contagion of his personality would

have been felte Hp wou'd have been anproved by our Conference

leaders. Mr. Tpwi's would have aporoved of him. because he was

energetic, nn'siblv the irresistible salesman. He sold Scouting to

the communities, both to men and to boys. I am sure Dr. Fretwell

would have approved of him, because we have had possibly no more
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outstanding exponent in the ranks of employed men than Joe Taylor

of this romantic adventure, or thrill element, of which Dr. Fretwell

spoke last night. He made Scouting attractive, and boys and men

were attracted to it because he emphasized these features. Dr. Home

would have characterized him as a man of heart. Any little touch

of human interest concerning the boy would cause his eyes to fille

It is because of this great heart element that his friends are more

than glad to overlook any fault which he might have, because Joe

Taylor, even as you and I, was- not without fault. But because of

this dynamic personal quality, his irresistible enthusiasm, that con

tagious personality, he got this following and did this wonderful

work. I know that Chief Wilder would approve of him, because

he was true to the traditions of the sea. He went down with his

boat and with his men, although he probably could have saved him

self, being a life saver and expert swimmer. Yet he would not, and

the last time that Joe Taylor was seen alive was by the belated rescue

boat coming through the water. It got within nearly fifty feet, and

the last picture of Joe Taylor was in his effort to hold up his own

ten-year-old son.

I am sure you would all have loved Joe Taylor. We who knew

him did, because he was "physically strong, mentally awake, and he

was morally straight." I think it is not well that I should endeavor

to point out these characteristics of Joe, but I can do this better, as

we frequently can, by quoting the words of some one else. This

tragedy occurred just a few days before our National Council meet

ing, following the day of the burial, the mayor of the city and the

other men who had been delegates to the convention were presente

At the big annual banquet at the national meeting, the mayor of the

city in behalf of the delegation paid wonderful tribute to Joe Taylor

and to the love that the citizens of South Bend had for him. Point

ing over to the delegation from South Bend at this banquet, he closed

his statement with these words. He said : "There is sitting over

there a little group of men, the heads of corporations and of banks

and the Chamber of Commerce. I can see them going out and back

to South Bend and telling the people that this is a Movement that

is supported by the Jewish, the Catholic, and the Protestant churches,

and bv the schools of this land. We are going back to make the

Boy Scout Movement a greater movement than it has ever been

before, and we are going to show these boys and to these men that

they did not lose their lives in vain."

You can appreciate that it may be easy for a mayor of a city

before a public gathering to make statements, but let me tell you

the test. About a week following this the citizens of South Betid

were called together. The time had not seemed ripe for a financial

campaign; the Council was somewhat in debt, and with this over

whelming calamity coming to the community they were fearful. A

notice was sent out to the business men of the community to come

to this meeting to consider the future of Scouting in South Bend

and, not to come unless they expected to give, because if they came,
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they would be asked. They came, and at that meeting they raised

over $12,000 to pay the indebtedness and to more than adequately

provide for the future of Scouting. At this memorial service in

South Bend, if you could have heard the tributes paid of both the

men and boys of the entire community, you would have felt the as

surance that, through the coming weeks and months and years, Joe

Taylor, though dead, would still speak. This I should tell you, too,

that your Regional Executives who were in Chicago for this con

vention, knowing what would be your desire and on your behalf, had

at the funeral service a beautiful floral tribute, representing the

brother Scout Executives of the country.

At this dinner there was also a most unusual tribute paid by

one who knew Joe Taylor well, Father Cavanaugh of Notre Dame

University, a member of our National Education Committee. I

would like to have you hear his testimonial. "We who come from

my town tonight, a little group of earnest believers, come to you in

the shadow of a great sorrow. We come to you with a consecrated

grief in our hearts. Only a few days ago that man in our com

munity who stood for the finest and highest things in Boy Scout

work was suddenly swept into eternity. He had planned a visit to

the scene of the summer camp. An accident happened,_ and himself

and seven of his companions, his own young son, ten years of age

among them, were, through no fault of his, through no accident that

human ingenuity could prevent, swept into eternity. We laid this

noble man away yesterday, and Religion stood at the coffin and

grieved, because there was a man that represented every good man's

faith. I loved to talk with Joe Taylor, so broad-minded, so sym

pathetic. I would consult him about a question concerning my work,

I think, as I would any priest in town. I would trust him with an

interest that seemed special to my people: I would trust him as I

would any member of my own clergy. With men like this in the

community, this Movement ought to have no difficulty. In the pa

tience, the breadth, the actual living day by day of the virtues he

was attempting to inspire in the young,_—in men like that rest the

best arguments for the Boy Scout Movement, and the surest promise

of its success."

I feel that at this memorial service it is altogether fitting that

we should highly resolve that we shall so live that when our sum

mons comes to join the innumerable caravan, we, as Joe Taylor was,

may be sustained and strengthened by an unwavering trust, and that

we mav receive, as he did, both from those he left behind, and from

Him Who greeted him in the Beyond that merited, "Well done."

Dr. Fisher: How typical Joe Taylor's death was of his life!

He went down with the harness on. I was very much impressed by

that one statement that Mr. Freeman made, that Joe Taylor went

down holding the boy up. That is the way we ought to go down,

holding the boy up. I am sure we have all been better men for hav

ing been here.
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Sunday Morning, September 17,, 10:30

SERVICE AT OVERLOOK

Mr. West: It is the hope of all of us that the brief period

that we will be together at this time will indeed be a high

spot in our conference, and it is to me a source of great sat

isfaction that on this occasion the man who was among the

few men to see ahead, to have the vision of the possibilities

of Scouting, the man who was among the first incorporators

and since organization has been its only president, is here with

us .as a presiding officer. It is a great pleasure to me to present

Mr. Colin H. Livingstone, President of the Boy Scouts of

America.

Mr. Livingstone: It is very gratifying to me to be here on

this occasion. The opportunity is inspiring both in its surround

ings and in the meaning of the meeting itself. But before I go

on with any further remarks, I am going to ask Dr. Richardson,

of the Committee on Education, to give us a conference prayer

which will bring us all closer together and start the inspiration

that I hope may be the outcome of this meeting.

Dr. Richardson: It is one of the marks of a trained mind,

its power to go into silence, to break the connection with the

past, to relax. The Indian knows how to go into silence. The

trained Japanese mind also knows how, and the Hindu minde

We Americans have difficulty at this point. We are loquacious;

we are expressive; we are active. Another mark of a trained

mind is to meditate on the most meaningful truths. I am going

to ask that our morning prayer be simply a period of perfect

silence—not the silence that comes from communing with one's

own mind, susceptible to the evil as well as the good impulses

of the mind. As we go into silence let us take with us the

ideals of this great Movement and particularly the fact that

reverence for God is at its very center. After we have had a

couple of minutes of perfect silence in which every man expresses

his own prayer for God's blessing upon the Boy Scouts of

America, we will say together what is commonly known as

"Our Lord's Prayer." Let us go into silent meditation.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE

CONFERENCE

Colin H. Livingstone

I want to impress upon you in a very few words what I

believe to be the significance of this gathering. Those of us

who have come up from the beginning of Scouting, when it

existed only in the minds of a few of us, from its very rudi
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mentary beginnings up to the present day, have gone through

many trials and vicissitudes, many efforts to grow great, many

efforts to grow valuable, to grow important as a factor for

the upbuilding of character in the country. We have arrived

at a point now, demonstrated by this gathering here, where

we have gotten together a nucleus of men the like of which

has,never centered upon any movement of this kind since the

world began. The Boy Scout Movement in itself is unique;

nothing in the entire world's history compares with it. No

similar effort was previously made excepting in small groups

of boys, and nothing of such a plan as we have, to organize the

boyhood, hot of this country alone, but of every country^ of

the world where civilization has been planned and is growing.

When you think of the meaning of it, the inside of it, the soul

of it, the intention of it, you men as the Executives, the man

agers, the leaders who are to give it momentum, keep its ma

chinery working, must be impressed profoundly with the tre

mendous importance of the undertaking to which you have

given your lives.

You can never be satisfied with the extent to which you

serve. The moment you become satisfied, in that moment your

energies begin to grow dull and die, and in that moment, that

over which you preside or to which you give your best effort,

also begins to grow dim and die. Here you may be satisfied

with the grandness of the effort that you are making among

yourselves to gather greater momentum, but when you go back

to your respective positions, to your respective towns; your

feeling of dissatisfaction must be profound, because in every

community, you will agree with me, you have only scratched

the surface of this great boy power <?f America. These boys

that you are now, through the leaders that you are getting for

them, bringing into Scouting and bringing under its plan and

program, are _the trustees to whom we have got to hand over

the civilization which we enjoy; we would not want to hand

it over to them unless we thought they would better it. The

dynamo of boyhood will make this a greater nation. That same

dynamo, without leadership, surrounded by the influences of the

world today, might well blast civilization.

It is up to you as leaders to get the men under you to

inspire the communities that are to contribute to the support

of this movement. You are the agencies of this great momen

tum that must do that, you and your fellows. It is for you to

instill the conviction into the cities and communities that this

is a great work; that whatever benefits We are now enjoying are

the result of the upbuilding through long centuries of a civilization

which we have here today, and that it must be carried on and

improved and strengthened or it will go to pieces. We have

gone through experiences in this country during the last few

months that show you how thin is the wall between safety and

danger, between this country and those that are the most de
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moralized. It is the boyhod and the manhood of today that

will put up the resisting wall between this civilization or a bet

ter one, and that which is threatening to engulf us. You must

get in your heart and souls a conviction that yours is the job.

Men, as I have figured out in my mind after a life of pretty

nearly sixty years, are either drifters or leaders. They are not

neutral. The man who does nothing drifts; it is worse than

staying stationary. He is always going backward. The man

who moves forward is a leader. He may be small in his efforts;

he may accomplish little; but if he does something to help, he

is still a leader. What he does to help is always recognized in

the mind of some one who is helped or who has observed. There

fore, you can class all men under two groups and you must put

them down as such and be fearless in your indicating to which

class they belong. No man wants to be a drifter. All want to

be leaders. Some lack the courage, some the inspiration. It is

the duty of this group to point out to men the road they should

follow. It is every man's job in America to help the Boy

Scouts, because it is a universal religion for boys. It is a uni

versal plan of the upbuilding of character, of the unification

of ideals, and of the bringing out of the best that is in the

human mind and the human being. Therefore nobody can ob

ject to it, no man who has a spark of religion, no matter of

what denomination, can object to or criticize the program, the

object, the plan and the method by which Scouting is being

propagated. Therefore we have a universal appeal. Nobody can

be excused. You have before you a harvest that is so ripe

that it may stagger or frighten you as to its extent, but all

great movements begin with a unit somewhere, and add and

and add. We have bee/i wonderfully blessed in this country

with a uniformity of action, a consecration to duty, and we

have steadily increased in man power. We have not gone as

rapidly in boy power, because we had first to get the man

power. That man power is coming, is demonstrated here by

this gathering which represents the largest group of Execu

tives that have ever come together in this country. I hope it

may be doubled or trebled the next time. There is no reason

why it should not be if each man goes out with the right con

viction, he will stimulate others to get into this great Move

ment for boys.

I don't like to call Scouting a profession. I _ don't know

just what term to apply, but it certainly is a calling. It is a

calling so divine that no man may hesitate to go into it. He

may be proud of what it is and proud of what he is doing for

his fellows. It is a glory to lead boyhood into clean, upright,

devoted habits, so that when they come along to take hold of

the reins of government and the management of our affairs, you

will be proud of them. It is a fine thing to hear the expression

from men who have attended the gatherings of Boy Scouts that
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they could go home and repeat to their mothers and sisters and

their children every word they heard; that there was neither a

story told nor an oath used nor a statement that could be

subject to criticism. I tell you, gentlemen, you can go to few

gatherings, excepting those that are purely religious, about

which that could be said. Let us insist that there will be such

an emphasis upon the boyhood of this country that in all gath

erings of men, Chambers of Commerce, Bankers' Associations,

etc., the story that is not fit to tell at the dining table of your

home will not be uttered.

Those are the objectives we are seeking. Let us see to

it that we fearlessly announce our program and announce the

enemy we intend to eliminate, the dirty story, the use of oaths,

and all such weaknesses from Boy Scouting. And let our boys

be impressed that when they go out one of their big obliga

tions is the clean mouth. I know of this case as an actual one,

where the mother washed out the mouth of her boy after he

had said a filthy word. She said, "I am washing out the trace

of that word." Now let us work so that the boys won't have to

wash it out, that the men won't have to wash it out. Let us

have clean language and clean speech everywhere men are

assembling.

"Loyalty to purpose and plan makes leaders and heroes of

boys and men." I needn't say more than just "to quote the

remark, but our President of the neighboring republic in the

South was asked only a few months ago why it was that he

didn't turn round and make the people of Mexico a great deal

better than they were. He answered that he had tried to and had

used every emissary possible. "But," he said, "you must real

ize that a lot of people don't want to be good under any con

dition." You have that element to fight. That should stimulate

you to make the rest of the people good, so that element can

never get in control. It did get largely in control in the neigh

boring republic, and we have an example there. Fix it so it will

never have a chance of getting control in this country, where

those who do not wish to be good never have a chance to run

us or our affairs, homes, cities, the state governments or the

federal government.

A gentleman asked me the other day what B. S. A. meant.

He said he figured out that it was "Be Safe Always" and "Be

Sure Always." I want to leave this with you. I said to him,

"That is all right, but the thing we are not—what B. S. doesn't

mean is "Be Satisfied." Don't let any boy feel that he is satis

fied, any more than one of you leaders feels that he is satisfied.

Now a great many people think that organizations can get

over-organized. Now from my experience you must have or

ganization and you must have the comeback and efficiency. An

organization is nothing more nor less than a machine by which

you work, by which you undertake some great effort, and it
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bears just the same relationship to accomplishment as does

the organization in an automobile. If it lacks in any one par

ticular, it becomes ineffective. You are afraid of its breaking

down. You have fear and you are always in danger. Now with

an organization in which you have some weak place, some weak

part, you have pretty nearly the same experience to go through

with, so that it is up to every individual as a unit in that organi

zation, to do his very best. If he fails and draws upon himself

the criticism of his own community, it is not long before it is

known over the entire country. Then someone else says, "O

well, I did as well as that other fellow did. He failed there. He

didn't accomplish so very much, and I am at least as good as he

is," so the effect of the weak joint or the broken joint spreads and

is disastrous. While you have been here, you have been paying

attention to all these things and tightening up and loosening here

and there and devising new means and new methods and conse

crating yourselves to new and greater efforts, which is, of course,

the object of a meeting of this kind.

I want to leave with you, if anything, the one idea of not

being satisfied with what we have accomplished in having four

hundred odd thousand boys in the movement in the country

when there are eight million of them available. We have here a

group of three to four hundred Executives, when the country

demands threV to four thousand. It depends upon each one of

you to make the other fellow who may be available for the work

so inspired that he wants to get in, and make it not simply the

chance employment, but his profession, make it that to which

he is willing to consecrate the rest of his life. The good work

he sees you do and the responsibility which the community gives

to his efforts make him feel that he is playing a worthwhile part

not only in the community, but in building up and strengthening

and protecting the civilization for which we all hope we stande

Our program from now on is to deal with Scouting and

Religion, their Relationship and their Aspects, and I am going

to call upon Rabbi Fineshriber, of Memphis, Tennessee, to give

us the first address.

SCOUTING AND THE CATHEDRAL OF

THE HEART

Rev. Wiixiam U. Fineshriber

While I was sitting here listening to the preliminary remarks

and looking out upon this wonderful scene, I thought by way of

contrast of another convention that I attended a few years agoe

It was a vast hall; thousands of men and women were gathered

there. There was tremendous confusion—bands were blaring

out every five or ten minutes, men were running up and down the
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aisles, the speaker on the platform was straining his voice in

order to be heard. There were thousands standing outside of

that vast building trying to get in. Every edition of every news

paper all over the country was giving us information about what

was happening in that great gathering. Had a stranger from

Mars or Jupiter or Venus, or any planet, come here and seen

that particular gathering and read what the newspapers said

about it, he would have said, "The most important thing in

human history is taking place. The destinies of nations are

being decided. The whole world waits with abated breath upon

the decision of this day." It was a political convention that I

attended, and the net resuit of that political convention, of that

sound and fury that signified nothing, was that millions of dollars

were spent, ceaseless streams of energy were poured forth from

human beings, and not one step forward was taken. Just as

much human misery, just as much agony, just as much poverty,

just as much dissatisfaction with conditions as they are,—not

one single thing had been uttered on the floor of that conven

tion that made life sweeter or better. Not one single thing had

been done by any one of those thousands of men that gathered

there, and by the cohorts of hundreds of thousands that were

stimulated into action by the speeches, and by the momentum

and the atmosphere of that movement, that tended to reduce

the misery of humanity one jot or tittle, one iota. Then I

thought of this quiet gathering upon the mountainside—no

blaring of trumpets, no great orchestras, no great throngs—just

the quiet voice spoken here, uttered there, just a little gathering

of men getting together and communing with each other, telling

of their experiences; just here and there some grizzled old vet

erans who had borne the brunt of this campaign and is this

moment saying a word of encouragement to younger men; just

the distant hills and the blue sky and the clouds scurrying over

it; and in that quietness there was born a new civilization. Out

of this gathering there come tremendous streams of influence

that will so change the destiny of your life and mine that none

of us here, no matter how wondrous our vision may be, can

envisage what will come, because of four or five hundred men

meeting together in Blue Ridge, North Carolina, in the year

1922.

Does that seem like mere verbiage or phrasing to you,

spoken here under the influence of this gathering because I am

moved to say flattering things to you? Not at all, friends. If

you have the insight and the vision, as I am sure most of you

must have, you must realize that in the Boy Scout Movement we

are face to face with one of the few things that really goes to the

root of the difficulties of our civilization. It may seem a hard

thing to say, but I fear it is true that our system of education

as we see it today is largely a failure. I fear it is a hard thing

to say that our system of religious education sponsored by our

churches, Catholic, Protestant, Jewish or what not, is largely a
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failure. I fear it is a hard thing to say, but our system of civic

education and civic growth and political influence, no matter

where it may be, is largely a failure. These systems are largely

external. If they were not, our penitentiaries would not be

bursting, there would not be so much corruption, so much

hypocrisy, so much failure to face the facts of life, so many

wrecks and wasters in our civilization as there are today. There

would not have been this horrible catastrophe, the World War.

It is the fault of the churches; it is the fault of the schools; it

is the fault of our political education here and in Europe that

has brought about the death of seventeen million men, and

God knows how many millions of women.

We ought to be courageous enough, we ought to have suf

ficient depth of insight to go beneath the surface and see why it is

that after four thousand years of education and politics, after

all these thousands of years of alleged culture and civilization

men destroy each other, and lay waste temples and monuments

and cathedrals; men blow up the ground with those ingenuities

of their minds called cannons; men wreck their lives. We call

it peace, and yet men are killing each other in Smyrna today,

and in the wilds and wastes of Africa and Asia men are still

battling one against the other, and hating each other. It is

because our civilization has not measured up to our possibili

ties and because it does not go to the bottom, because our edu

cation does not go to the bottom. We still teach our boys and

girls morality in school rooms by having them memorize pas

sage after passage from the sayings of wise men. It does not

matter where they come from, Bible or philosopher. The only

way to teach morals, the only way to get education under the

skin into the hearts is to teach it by doing—the laboratory

method—and the Boy Scout Movement is the first movement

that I know that has tried to teach boys in the only way in

which education ever can be inculcated. Thank God for that

Boy Scout Movement because of that!

It is the same thing with our churches. I myself am the

leader of a Synagogue. I myself have under my personal su

pervision over five hundred boys and girls between the ages

of four and eighteen. Every time I step into the rooms dedi

cated to that work, every Sunday morning (we meet only once

a week) that I go there and think that I am trying to give those

five hundred boys and girls a religious education, I have to keep

myself from ironic laughter. But it is the best that we can doe

We try to teach them morals, reverence, in the school room,

when God knows the place to teach reverence is in the face of

His creation, in the presence of His stars, yes, in the presence

of these mighty mountains. More reverences, more feeling for

God, God in nature and God in men, comes to you and to me

here than in listening to thousands of sermons, than in memo

rizing hundreds of wise sayings and maxims.
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The Boy Scout Movement is teaching reverence, which is

the basis of religion. The Scout comes into communion with

God by going into the wilds and vastnesses, by using his body,

his hands, by coming into intimate touch with his fellow boy

and finding in that fellow boy the image of God. He may not

call it that,—he probably won't understand it if you tell him

that—but I have seen the effect of it. I have seen cubs go into

the Boy Scout Movement, and come out of it gentlemen by the

grace of God. I have seen boys, my own boys, go in there and

I have seen the change, month by month, and now year by

year. You have hit upon it. I don't know whether it was by

accident or intuition or genius, but you men who have been

responsible for this movement have hit upon it. And if only

the conscience of America and the intelligence of America will

awaken to the realization of what lies implicit within this Boy

Scout Movement, you will not number your Scouts by the

thousands but you will number them, as you should, by the

millions.

There is one other quality that the Boy Scout Movement is

inculcating in retail what it must do in wholesale in the next

decades. One of the reasons why there is still war in the world

is because there is still prejudice and hatred in the world. One

of the reasons why there are still misery and bloodshed and

suffering is because each of us still has the feeling that my clan,

my tribe, my particular denomination, is the best in all the

world and none can compare with it. The Frenchman says that

when he looks at Europe, and the Englishman says that when

he looks at the world, and the German says that (until now, and

for all I know he still says it, his pride unhumbled by the devas

tation in his own land); and we still say it, I doubt not, we

Americans. It is the basis, the root of all our difficulties.

I don't mean to eliminate pride, a wholesome pride in our

achievements. I don't mean there cannot be a genuine patri

otism, a genuine consciousness of power, but there is something

higher than that. Just as the state is more important than our

own precinct, our own ward, our own city, so there is a humanity

that is much more important than our national pride. Until we

get that humanity, until we can really find in our own hearts a

response to the echo of that wild, wild cry that went forth

from the hills of Judea eight hundred years before the Christian

era, when they cried for humanity and brotherhood throughout

the world, until you find that echo in your own hearts, there

can be no cessation of war. The Boy Scout Movement teaches

that there is no distinction between boy and boy, between re

ligion and religion, that all of us after all worship the same

God, all of us crave the self-same things, and on the broad

platform of the Boy Scout Movement we are erecting the great

cathedral of humanity in which there will be a nitch—it may be

an oratory for every one of us, each according to his own bent
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—but the sky will be our roof and the stars will illuminate us,

and the winds will be the great organ that throbs through that

cathedral erected to man in the name of God. That is, after

all, the greatest thing that the Boy Scout Movement can do.

Let us link hands so that we embrace this world of ours,

Chinamen and Japanese, American and Frenchman, English and

Czecho-Slovakian. Through the Boy Scout Movement we will

justify our humanity, we will become civilized instead of bar

barians, hating each other, building up prejudice, fortresses,

against one another. After all, the fear of each other is the

great barrier, and we must lay to the root of it, hew to the bot

tom of it, until it shall tumble. Out of the ruin will be built

this cathedral of which I have spoken, the cathedral of the

human heart, the cathedral of brotherhood, the cathedral which

we workers in the Boy Scout Movement will erect to the glory

of humanity and the glory of God.

SCOUTING AND RELIGION

Rev. John F. White

Acting as substitute for Rev. L. H. Ryan

Today I would like as a Catholic priest to tell you that with

every beat of my heart I agreed with the words of the Rabbie

Today he lifted me up above myself, higher than (and I didn't

think it was possible)—you have lifted me since I arrived here

last Tuesday, and, as far as I am concerned, I can sit down,

because the Rabbi has, for the most part, said just what I feel,

just what I hope, just what I pray to God and have prayed to

God for during the past three years since being allowed to come

into this movement—that together, Catholic, Protestant, and

Jew, we all may stand for God and for America. To me, re

ligion, as to you, means paying back to God the debts we owe

Him. He has sent us forth teaching us to love Him, to know

Him, and to serve Him, and then to love our neighbors as our

selves. That is His injunction, and in the Boy Scout Move

ment I see the one platform on which Catholic, non-Catholic,

and Jew can stand with hands clasped without taking one step

backward in their own religious convictions, and that is why I

love Scouting and that is why I work for it and that is why I

fight for it. Father Duffy, the famous chaplain of the Fighting

Irish Sixty-ninth, said, in speaking of this particular subject,

that he wished it were possible for all the ministers and all the

rabbis and all the priests of America to be together—one month

a year—on the seashore—in bathing suits—so that they could

find out how really human they were. Then they could go back

to their missions all feeling that it was just as well to agree with

their neighbor as to fight with him, and in the meantime they

might receive pressing invitations to dinners which would cut
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down the overhead! I personally wish that all the priests and

all the rabbis and all the ministers who do not agree with us

in our views of Scouting could come here today to see us in

"shorts" and to so realize that we do not need the seashore—

we use the mountains and a little of God's sunshine to make us

all regular, honest-to-God, God-fearing, God-serving, God-loving

Americans.

Personally I see no reason why I, as a Catholic, should

walk up to a man and say, "Of what religion are you?" and

as soon as he says "Methodist" say, "Get out of the way." I

must not believe, as an American and as a Catholic, that when

God almighty gave our brains He ran out of the supply when

He gave me mine. I believe that He gave brains to the man

next door, and even though my neighbor does not believe as

I do, even though he does not worship as I do, that therefore

he is crazy and that I must send for "the wagon with the bell

on," put him in it and send him away to an asylum. He has

just as much right to send for the wagon and try to put me in

it—and wouldn't we have a nice time, each trying to put the

other in the wagon, and neither one knowing which ought to

go in? When you reduce religious bigotry to this absurdity,

gentlemen, you see how foolish it is to criticize and to find

fault when you don't know the reasons why the other fellow

acts and believes as he does. In this great country of ours

we guarantee freedom of religious worship. In this great move

ment of ours we are told that a Scout is reverent, he practices

his own religion, and he respects the convictions of others in

matters of custom and religion, and the official in Scouting who

hates, who criticizes, who willingly and maliciously defames a

man of another religion—if that Executive is being paid—he is

stealing before Almighty God the money that is being paid

him. He is just as big a traitor as was Benedict Arnold, and he

should be thrown out of a movement which has for its object

reverence and tolerance and respect for the other man's con

victions.

We deprecate war, gentlemen, and after this morning's beau

tiful service, rendering our respect and homage to two gallant

souls of Scouting, my heart was touched with the thought of

the sorrow that must be in the hearts of the friends of Dr.

Pershing and Joe Taylor. And I thought of other homes,

homes from which the smile and the handclasp and the laugh

have gone, never to return, and I pictured in my mind that

mother and father at a time when they had raised their boy

to an age when they had a right to expect some return for their

sacrifice and labor, seeing that boy march off to terrible war,

perhaps never to return. I thought of the loyalty that we say

we as Executives wish to instill into the minds of our boys, and

I thought of the report of the American Legion given since our

last Biennial Conference that in our schools and colleges and

high schools there are eight thousand teachers instructing our
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youths in Socialism and Bolshevism, teaching them to tear down,

to destroy, to rip apart, to laugh at the Red, White, and Blue,

and in its place to show reverence and respect to the red flag.

I thought of the graves across the sea, many of our boys not

having been brought back, and oh, I prayed as a good American

that the sense of this meeting would be a determination on your

part to do your utmost to solidify American boys, to make

them feel that to be united is "THE" thing, that they are not

to question religion or politics, but just to question patriotism,

that they are to bear in mind that across the seas when the

word came to cross the battlefield and to go up the hillside,

no officer asked his men, "Are you Catholic, Protestant, or

Jew?" but he merely said, "Do you see that flag and do you

love it?" and those heroes gave the answer and, after the war,

there were in France eighty thousand graves of Catholics, Prot

estants, and Jews who gave their lives for America! And we

owe it to these martyrs to keep alive in the minds and hearts

of our youths our nation's debt of gratitude. Let us send this

message from these beautiful hills to those silent graves in

Flanders fields so that our boys may know that we shall never

forget the principles for which they gave their lives :

To-day, in Flanders, poppies blow

Between the crosses, row on row,

That mark the place where heroes lie.

And hark—the larks sing as they fly

Above the silenced guns below.

You are our dead—our loved boys

Who sacrificed all wordly joys,

Who fought; who bled, who fell and died

On Flanders' Fields.

And, as you fell, to us you threw

The torch of war,—to light our view,

As, battling 'gainst the foemen strong.

We, in your places, rushed along

To victory—on Flanders' Fields.

We've kept our trust through cruel strife,

And now, at home, we've started life

Anew. The enemies we faced for you,

The foes we battled and we slew,

Now sleep their long, last sleep near you

On Flanders' Fields.

But here, with us, another foe,—

A craven, coward, beastly knave,

Strives mightily to show

That you were fools to chance a grave

On Flanders' Fields.
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No love, no loyalty, no faith

Can such "things" recognize, but hate

With all the venom in their clay

Your land of freedom—U. S. A.

So throw to us again that torch

That from your dying hands we caught—

On Flanders' Fields.

And holding it we now renew

The pledge we made and kept with you.

We'll drive far from our shores these fiends

To lands where they may vent their spleen

On creatures of their ilk.

We'll prove again, 'fore God and man,

That no one, in our sun-kissed land,

Can live forgetful of the band

Of MEN—who died to make us feel

Sweet freedom's thrill—On Flanders' Fields.

SCOUTING AND RELIGION

Dr. William L. Poteat

A night or two ago I saw Booth Tarkington's "Penrod" on

the screen, and I was impressed afresh with the fact that a boy

requires a rich—I was about to_ say a raw—experience of things

and people, of events and activities and scenes. He requires to

feel for himself and not accept from another the elemental

human emotions. Another impression came to me, that good

people are for the most part remote, if not aloof, from boys,

and I have wondered if the agencies ordained of Providence for

the guidance of these packages of power are not likewise remote

and aloof frorri boys. If it had not been so, possibly the need

of the Boy Scout Movement might not have been so patent and

so insistent. I sympathize heartily with the sentiments which

have been expressed here. When good people ignore the dif

ferences of opinion which set them apart in jealous groups, and

join hands to achieve their common aim, a new hope will be born

in the world. We don't have to agree in theology before we

can co-operate on a practical enterprise. I remember an old

Baptist preacher who was asked what were his recreations. He

replied that it depended upon the season of the year. "In win

ter I hunt foxes; in summer Methodists." And so, gentlemen,

I think that such a conference as this is as reasonable as it is

hopeful. And the American boy, the child in the midst, the

center of interest about whom we gather, he is so beautiful, so

responsive, and yet so wilful, so dangerous, so beset with perils,

so charged with destiny, and I wonder whether there is anything

else for us to think about, anything so to merge our rivalries
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into a common consecration and enthusiasm. So I feel like

felicitating you upon the conference itself as well as upon its

great subject and task.

You know that the supreme fact of human life in its social

aspects, is that the young are perpetually taking the place of the

old, substituting vision for decline, docility for unteachablenesse

hope for memory, the spirit of adventure for love of ease and

compromise. Except for the boundaries of achievement set in

heredity, each new generation starts life afresh, presents plastic

material to the home, the school, the church, and the manifold

play of circumstances, to mould to noble or ignoble ends. So

it turns out that mankind is forever in the making in its chil

dren. Save them, you save the future.

Save the boy from idleness and you will save the world from

the_ devil. Work is the law of life, gentlemen. Wholesome

activity is the condition of development and at the same time

the security against all forms of waste. Save the boy from

shame, from falseness, from insincerity, and you will save

society from an inward decay. A great many pretenses and

artificialities swarm on the surface of life and suck its very

vitality out of it. I do not know of any Indian magic that is

so good against loss of initiative and independence, as to be

amid the great realities of wood and stream and field. Again,

save the boy from the glamor of the military career, and you

will save the world from war. Now Boy Scouts are not sol

diers in training, although they do wear a uniform, and drill.

You need to turn the fighting instinct that has been consolidated

by milleniums of battle against the enemies of human life—sub

stitute a moral equivalent. Again, save the boy from license,

and you will save the world from anarchy. Now individualism

is running rapidly to seed in revolt, in impatience of all types

of restraint. You hear a great deal of talk about personal

liberty. Society, gentlemen, is impossible except on the assump

tion of its supremacy when it comes into conflict with individual

preferences. And the very limitations which it imposes upon

its individuals are the marks of social progress.

May I suggest again, that if you save the boy from excess,

you will save civilization from wreck. Now I know very well

that human nature will tolerate no repression. What we want

is release, direction, fulfillment. The primal demand of all life

is not that it be fed, important as that is! nor that it be healthy,

or beautiful, or happy, or free; but that it be full, filled out to

the limit on every radius of capacity; and yet I charge you to

save the boy from excess. That curious English genius, William

Blake, says that the palace of wisdom lies on the road of ex

cess, but what boots it if you reach it with energies all wasted

and character all gone? Know all life, you say, all of it; drink

every cup of experience to the dregs; stand on the precipice to

test your nerve; drink poison in order to discover for yourself
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its physiological action. Play the game all the way through;

play the game which no man ever played and won. Nay, nay,

my friends; the boys of America need to know that sin, experi

ence of sin, is not power but depletion. They need to know

that the harvest of wild oats is wild oats a hundred-fold, of the

flesh, rotten flesh, of the wind, the whirlwind.

And last, may I suggest that you must save the boy from

irreligion, or civilization will lapse into the gulf out of which

it has but barely come. Religion is the sovereign human inter

est. It is natural, it is universal, it is diagnostic of man, it is

the organizing force of human life, it is the centrifugal force

which binds discreet elements of our human nature against fly

ing apart into an unintelligible confusion. It is the motor of

society. May I say that as Boy Scout leaders and Executives

you will do little for your boys unless you do this deepest thing,

and I speak as a Christian. Fill them with the highest Christian

ideal, attach them passionately to the person and the program

of the Master of Men. You will not realize even the radiant

promise of youth, apart from the drive and the direction of

religion, and like all humanitarian movements, gentlemen, this

will sink into desert sands unless it maintain open communica

tion with its Source in the perennial springs of religion.

Mr. Livingstone: I just want to leave one last thought with

you. We as an organization or as individuals have bombarded

every source o# publicity that is known to men—the pulpit, the

platform, the radio, the telegraph—and all the men that I know

of who can speak eloquently, have been asked to touch upon

the subject of Boy Scouting. We have won. The winning has

brought upon us a tremendous responsibility. We have taught

the_ nation to believe that we are the leaders of the boyhood of

the land. We have taken upon ourselves a tremendous re

sponsibility before men and God. We have ourselves volun

teered to become the trustees, the custodians, of the boyhood

of America, and upon us rests a tremendous work and a tre

mendous duty. Go from this meeting, then, inspired with the

duty that lies before you, so to act, so to live, that the crowd

that is here today will be multiplied many-fold before another

gathering of this, character takes place, that thousands and

thousands more boys may be brought under the influence of

Scouting. I want to leave that message with you and hope

that you may by Divine influence be imfpressed with the impor

tance and the magnitude of the task that lies before you.

(The meeting closed with a benediction.)
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Sunday Night, September 17, 8:00-9:00

RELATION TO OTHER AGENCIES

Mr. West: Tonight we are going to consider relationships

with other organizations. This brief preliminary statement

should be made. Since the start we have made constant use of

the claim that we were developing as a Movement rather than

as an organization, and at times some of us who are in the

organization find it rather hard to believe that. What we have

in mind is this, that the program of Scouting, the Scouting

idea, is presented on a basis that makes it open to all. We want

all to help themselves to it. We want all existing organizations

to use it in supplementing their program, just as we know they

are using. We know that locally, in most communities, the

Boy Scout Council includes all that there is in the way of com

munity activity along the lines of educational or social and

religious interest in the youth, in the boys particularly, of the

community. Indeed, we require that such representation be in

cluded before we will grant a charter. The same is true in the

National Council. It is upon this fundamental policy that we

have prospered, and in this great Conference it is very appro

priate that we should take time to receive greetings from these

various organizations, and we will discuss this question of rela

tionship to other organizations. We are going to call upon Dre

Richardson to present first his greetings and his thought on

this subject. Dr. Richardson represents many interests, and in

particular he represents the organized Sunday Schools of the

Protestant churches.

e Dr. Richardson: As we consider tonight the relationship

between the Boy Scout Movement, interpreting that word

"Movement" to mean what Mr. West has suggested, and those

other movements which have a common or a like objective,

which are dealing in many instances with the same materials,

and which are motivated with the same ideals and purposes,

I am sure that our first thought turns to the great movement

called religious education. Some of our leading educators or

students of the history of education say that this is the most

significant movement in education in the last one hundred years.

Many of our conservative Protestant leaders have said that it

is the most significant movement since the Reformation under

Martin Luther. I am thinking tonight of the organized forces

that are marching under the banner of religious education. You

are doubtless aware that a few weeks ago in Kansas City there

was effected a merger which brought together in one organ

ization called the International Council of Religious Education,

all of the Sunday School and other educational institutions of

thirty-three Protestant denominations, with a Sunday School

constituency of nineteen millions.
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It seems to me the most significant thing we can do is to

give you something of a glimpse of the well-defined objectives

of that movement, and to suggest, in the second place, some

of the methods that are being used in order to achieve those

objectives. Keep in mind, men, that I am not talking about

theory, but rather about principles and ideals that have been

adopted formally by a mighty army of workers with boys. I

am thinking of one particular unit in that great group that I

have just referred to, that has tonight 14,400 teachers receiving

training in the principles and methods of religious education.

Now if we are going to take the very heart out of this movement

and suggest what are the definite objectives, to indicate that

there is such a thing as an ultimate objective, and such a thing

as an immediate objective. Too long has the Protestant Church

fastened its eyes upon the ultimate objective, and too long has

it delayed in seeing the steps necessary on the human side to

achieve that ultimate objective. Considering the ultimate

objective of the program of religious education, we will say

that there are two major conceptions. In the first place, the

men are thinking about the religious motives finding expression

in good health and physical fitness—physical fitness maintained

as an expression of a religious motive. Second, its finding

expression in vocational efficiency or, rather, of the selection

of a vocation, training for vocational service, placement. Third,

its expression in recreational knowledge and skill. Again we

are not thinking simply of training and play in recreation, but

we are thinking of bringing recreation under the control of

religious motives. Fourth, and finally, we are thinking of all

social contacts, such as civic, industrial and secular, as being

again the expression of one's loyalty to God,—the social order

or the social process as being a great, divine project and indus

try necessary in that project.

The second phase of the objective of religious education may

be spoken of as the direct nurturing of the religious motive.

That means training in worship. I said to Mr. Barclay as we

came down from the hill this morning, "I wish the men had

taken your suggestion to leave this place in Silence." I did

not say to him, but I said to myself, "Alas, many of them have

not been trained in worship." If we could have walked in silence

away from that sacred spot, it would have meant much more

to us. This second phase is nurturing of the religious motive

of the religious life as such—I am talking now about religion

pure and simple, religion not expressed as we have indicated in

the points already mentioned, but the pure training of the reli

gious motive. The science of religious education has to do

specifically with religion as well as carrying religion over into

the expressions that we have suggested.

Now one of the first laws, as we think of this individual

with his religious nature well developed and functioning in these

various aspects of life, is individual variation in religious experi
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ence. May I sketch hastily what is suggested there. We are

all familiar with the law of individual variation as we find it

in the ordinary affairs of life. No two men are exactly alike.

No two men are exactly alike in their prayer life. They do

not have exactly the same attitude toward the Bible, toward

God, toward Sunday. There are no two religious experiences

that are exactly alike. Similarity never gives place to identity.

But, nevertheless, in that wide variation we can see certain

groups, or types rather, of religious experience. The first type

we speak of as being the traditional type of religious experience

—"The religions of authority," as Sabatier would say. There is

a type of individual who has a sense of dependence, and his

religious life must be made up very largely of a feeling of se

curity. He must have an infallible Bible, or an infallible church,

or an infallible organization. He must have something that

speaks with authority and he obeys. The sense of dependency,

the lack of originality in experience is that particular type.

Now there is another type that is just opposite from that

that I refer to, what might be called the rational type, directly

opposed to this other type, for when the other one begins to

.talk about an infallible Bible, this rationalist begins to ask em

barrassing questions. This man reads the literature of the so-

called higher critic. This man is interested in knowledge about

religion. William James distinction is valid there: there is

knowledge of which is immediate, sympathetic; and knowledge

about, which is scientific, which places the facts in historical

and other relationships. This rational type asks questions about

things.

Then there is a practical type. You will see psycho-analysis

reflected all the way through. There is the practical type of

religious experience, the man who finds his religion in shingling

a church. He always must have a campaign or a drive on in

order to feel fully religious. He does things that way. It is

just as natural for his religion to take that form as it is for

this other type to sustain an attitude of reverence, of confident

trust and belief, or this man to raise those questions.

Now just opposed to this type is the mystical type. This

man will pray for the success of the movement while that man

writes the checks and does the canvassing. This man will satisfy

the attendance at the mid-week prayer meeting as the thermom

eter of the spiritual life of this church. Have you heard it?

We cannot go farther with that analysis. I just want to

leave this suggestion, that the basic sides of psychology and the

last word in psychology are being applied to this matter of

culture in the religious life, and these trained leaders know boy

life and know the types of experience that will bring the great

est joy, the greatest satisfaction, the greatest usefulness out of

life. Speaking of method, there are just three emphases. One

is to impart knowledge that is fruit-bearing, that is useful,
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knowledge that can function immediately in conduct. There is

a perfect revolution of all the Sunday School literature on the

basis of that principle of giving the children that knowledge

which can bear fruit in conduct, that is within the range of that

child's conduct. I well remember when I was four or five years

old the teacher in the Infant Department gave us one lesson on

how a Christian ought to die. I have carried that information

around with me now for nearly forty years. I have not used

it yet. I challenge that teacher with this proposition: Is it

fair to ask a boy to carry around some knowledge for forty, or

possibly eighty, years before he is going to use it? Useful

knowledge that can come within the immediate range of the

child's conduct is what he has a right to have.

Second, desirable attitudes, a feeling of congruity for that

truth. Let me put it that way. Building up within the child's

mind a feeling of congruity for the great basic truth of religion,

a feeling of congruity toward the holy day worship, toward the

Bible, toward the church, toward the program of God, and,

finally, skill in carrying them out into every day living. Piety

that does not find expression in civic righteousness, in individual

justice, in domestic tranquility, in parental control, is the type

of piety that belongs in the Middle Ages and is very rapidly

being dropped out of the modern church life as we see it in our

Protestant church.

Many of you have said during the last twenty-four hours,

"I have a problem with the minister. He does not get this

point of view of the boy life, of the progressive development,

the progressive reconstituting of that boy's character." Yes, that

is true. He was trained theologically to think from God down

to the boy, and you men and this new army of leaders are being

trained to think from the boy up to God. Do you know that in

a seminary that we conducted this last year we discovered that

twenty-five per cent of the living ordained clergymen in one

of the largest Protestant denominations, are on the superannu

ated list? There is a rate of ineffectiveness being corrected by

this new emphasis upon psychology, upon education, upon the

developing life; there is a perfect revolution going on in that

leadership. And you and I, because the future is with us, if we

can get together and work together, can afford to let time take

care of some problems that we cannot take care of in our own

strength.

Mr. West: I am sure everyone here will be interested to

know that Dr. Richardson has just submitted to us the manu

script of a new book. The exact title I don't know, but it is on

the relationship of the Church and the Boy Scout Movement. As

you know, there is a book on the market by Dr. Richardson

and Mr. Loomis, published some years ago. This book is to

supplement that and has been written with the consent of Mr.

Loomis, who is quite ready to leave the field to Dr. Richardson
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to develop a book, which he has done in a conference with Mre

Barclay, myself, and others of our staff.

I am sure it is going to be of great practical help to us.

It is going to aid in those cases where there is a lack of under

standing on the part of the church authorities with the oppor

tunity that the Scout movement affords of helping boys in a

really practical way.

Time will not permit me in making these introductions ade

quately to refer to our gratitude to the various organizations

for the practical help that has been given us. The next repre

sentative to speak to us will be on behalf of the American Red

Cross. Some of you have had perhaps the notion that the Red

Cross help to Scouting has been principally through the won

derful service it rendered by Commodore Longfellow. But it

goes still farther back. The Red Cross was among the first of

the big national agencies to get behind us in a substantial man

ner. Indeed Dr. Bicknell, who was then the National Director

of the Red Cross, took an active part in the organization of the

Boy Scouts of America. He was a member of the first Execu

tive Board. He was a member of the committee which drafted

the constitution and By-Laws of the Boy Scouts of America.

Through his friendly interest we were able to get the Red Cross

to inaugurate their service for life-saving, and to take over the

expense of maintaining Commodore Longfellow's department.

Through his interest also Major Linch was detailed to sit in

conference with us as we studied the requirements of the Scout

Handbook in connection with the subject of First Aid. And

so I might go on and refer to many other persons who as rep

resenting the Red Cross have substantially co-operated with

us. We owe them much. We are very glad tonight that the

Red Cross has seen fit to send Mr. Logan, who will speak to

us at this time.

Mr. Logan: As an executive of a voluntary agency, to me

this occasion is both challenging and inspiring. It is challeng

ing because you men are leaders and think for yourselves, which

is not true of all audiences; and it is inspiring because you have

faith in yourselves and in others. You don't believe in letting

boys or social conditions drift. You are not a bunch of fatalists.

I don't want to make a plea to you for the Red Cross. I

don't think that kind of a thing is ever appropriate at a gather

ing of this sort, but I do think to this particular gathering that

a report to you and thanks to you are eminently due. I don't

know of a Red Cross enterprise such as a campaign or some particu

lar movement in our own division, which is the Southern, compris

ing eight states, in which the Boy Scouts have not co-operated. They

do not get out and do the begging. I do not believe in boys and

children doing that; but there is a lot of work. We thank you for

it. We believe it is good for the Scouts ; we believe it is good for
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you as one organization co-operating with another, because you have

got to teach the Scouts, as you have done, that co-operation and

helpfulness are very largely a matter of organization to organization.

We want to thank you for it. They have always helped; there are

still opportunities.

I want to make you a report for your satisfaction and for your

future conference. The Red Cross has kept faith with the ex-soldiers.

I cannot go into details about the work which it has done for them,

but to tell you that even last year, four or five years away from

the job, there were one million and a quarter separate instances of

practical service to ex-soldiers on the part of the workers in our

chapters ; that we are today maintaining in the hospitals a staff of

medical and social workers equal in number to the attendance upon

this conference, 584, to be exact; that last year in these eight

Southern states, comprising our division, there were 2,910 who took

the Life Saving Test, many of them Boy Scouts. We still have to

work. I myself was in charge recently of the administration in

the Louisiana and Mississippi flood district, where we fed 62,000

Negroes for from four to twelve weeks.

I have not time to report about the Red Cross. Just this simple

word about your influence in relation to other organizations, which

applies as much to the Red Cross as to you. Let us national organiza

tions help the local community to devise a sane, sound method of

co-operating among its own organizations. Let us co-operate with

these central councils of social agencies where they have them. Let

us urge our national leadership to tell us how to play our part in

the local community, to help it learn how to control its own progress,

how to direct it, how to maintain it permanently.

Mr. West: Another organization has responded to our invi

tation which has a field of interest and activity which is very exten

sive. Through the national office their representatives have shown

every desire to co-operate at all times. It is with great pleasure that

I present to you at this time Mr. Hedges, representing the Community

Service and the Playground Movement of America.

Mr. Hedges: It is my privilege to bring to you the greetings

of Community Service and of the Playground and Recreational

Association of America. With those greetings I want to bring a

very real and hearty appreciation of the co-operation that we have

received in both organizations from the Boy Scouts of America, both

from the officers at the National Office and from the Executives in

the field. Most of you, I think, or a great many, have worked in

cities where we have been working, and are familiar with our

program. I am going to tell briefly of the work of the two organiza

tions. The Playground and Recreational Association is the older

organization. The object of that organization is to help cities and

communities install public recreational facilities, to secure municipal

associations for public playgrounds or community centers. I think
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there was only one supervised playground in the United States

thirty-five years ago. This year we have received reports from

over 5,000 supervised playgrounds and recreational centers in charge

of some 11,000 workers.

Out of the Playground Association grew the organization known

as Community Service. Community Service has for its object the

promotion of recreational facilities of all kinds for every man,

woman and child in each community. The program is a little broader

than that of the old Playground Association, which is still in existence,

and still working for municipal provisions. We have enriched the

program somewhat, added community courses, community dramatic

societies, and the forming of neighborhood associations. In different

sections we provide in that particular locality the recreational facilities

needed for the men and women and children. It is difficult to give

an idea of the extent of the work. In your work you can give the

number of troops, or the number of registered boys; to try to give

the number of people who use the recreational facilities we have

been able to provide, would not give an accurate idea of the worke

I think the best way is simply to state that in three years Community

Service has succeeded in establishing the work in some 200 citiese

During the last twelve months, up to May 1 of this year, $1,750,000

was secured by those local Community Service groups, which are

similar to your own Scout Councils, for public recreation. Of this—

and this is a matter I want to bring out particularly—only $850,000

was raised through campaigns or raised by the actual Community

Service group. The other $900,000 was secured from the city, or

from other organizations in the city who wanted to provide a recrea

tional field or recreational facilities of some kind.

lust a word about our work with the Scouts. In the cities where

the Scouting work is organized, we have the closest co-operation.

When we go to some of the smaller cities we find perhaps that the

Scout work is not organized. We are not there but a short time be

fore we are not only requested but almost demanded by groups in

that city, to form Boy Scout troops. A definite method of procedure

has been worked out. Any of the workers employed by local Service

groups who wish to organize Scout groups, may form them under

the National Office by the appointment of a Commissioner. I have

one wish to make for every member of this conference, that each of

us may carry back the high points of inspiration and strength and

courage that we have found here, into the valley, and use them

there in the daily grind.

Mr. West: Mr. Hedges asked me to say that the two organi

zations which he represents will welcome any personal conferences

with you men about any problems affecting your local communities.

The next organization to be called upon is the American Legion.

The American Legion has nationally, within the last year, shown

renewed interest in the Boy Scouts of America. You recall that just

after the close of the war the officers of the American Legion, includ
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ing one of the members of our Excutive Board, Lieutenant Theodore

Roosevelt, were very anxious that those returning soldiers who had

imbibed the spirit of service and had the qualifications to be leaders of

boys, be recruited for service in the Boy .Scouts of America. A

rather earnest appeal was made through international publications

and from the national commander to the state commanders. For

one reason or another nothing much came of it. The present National

Commander, Mr. McNeider, formerly the Scout Commissioner in

his home town, and a live wire, is very keen to do anything he can

appropriately to bring more man power to Scouting. I am very

happy that he has seen fit to designate as his representative here

tonight, Tom Bird, Past Commander in North Carolina, who will

bring to us the greetings of the American Legion.

Mr. Bird: We know what your organization is doing, my

comrades. We feel very keenly the effects of your organization in

North Carolina. It is the policy of our department and the policy

of our organization in this state to insist that the Legion post in

each community adopt the Boy Scouts in that community and do

everything humanly possible to make their work easier, and make the

community support for them stronger. You know the work of the

American Legion. You know its strength. You know the surge in '17

and '18, out of which grew a comradeship in America that has found

expression in this Legion of ours. You know what we have done for

the disabled, and in the way of legislation but perhaps the biggest

problem that has ever confronted any organization in America, that has

ever confronted the American people, confronts the American Legion

the American people, whether they are born on American soil or

whether they have chosen this country as their adopted home, that

program of Americanism that will teach our people a keener concep

tion of what the Constitution of this country realy means, what it

really means to be under the protection of that flag, and what it

really means to enjoy the freedom of America.

I sometimes wish that the American people would boast the fact

that they are Americans as some of the allied people boast of their

nationality. I sometimes wish that we would catch a finer and purer

and more wholesome conception of what it really means to enjoy

the privileges of citizenship in this country. And, if I think correctly,

the big job of bringing about this true conception of patriotism

does not rest upon the shoulders of the American Legion. We shall

have enough to do, and perhaps more than is humanly possible,

to bring about a popular assimilation of those people who are

already in our midst. To bring this patriotism, this Americanism,

in its true form will require long and tedious hours of educatione

That education must come through the Boy Scouts of America.

Stand with me on your streets in any city, see the regimental

standards of the National Guard in that city go down the street, and

see how few men (many men who were in the service during '17

and '18) pay respect to that flag. Stand with me on the public square
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in any city at sundown, when the music of the national anthem

floats out on the evening air, and see how few people uncover to its

music. Something is radically wrong in America today, my comrades,

and the only organization, mine not excepted, that is making a

concentrated effort to correct that thing is the Boy Scouts of

America. I saw them in Kansas City. I have seen them at a dozen

state conventions of the American Legion, and I have seen them at

every patriotic gathering that has been held in this country since

the close of the war, and those fellows, without a single exception,

pay tribute to our flag, uncover when the national anthem is played,

and know a good deal more about those fundamental things than

many of us who are active in the Legion today. The American

home is falling down on the job, my comrades. The states through

out this country, and the country government throughout this country,

have fallen down on the job, my comrades, and the threads are

broken in the nation. Again I tell you that the only organization

that is making an effort to gather those threads bring them back

together and bring back to us the time when patriotism shall echo

and re-echo over his country, is your organization. You will save

your community ; in turn you will serve your state ; and, if I think

correctly, the influence that is brought to bear by your organization

will, fifteen, ten or five years hence, bring about a new birth for

those patriotic principles in this land of ours.

We will not disagree on that. My prayer is, my comrades, carry

on for a richer and finer community in which to live. Above all,

through your organization, carry on for a purer, finer and more

wholesome manhood in America. As a result of that work this

will be a richer and finer and* better country in which to live.

Mr. West: The next man needs no introduction to us. He

has been one of us for some time, but he is here tonight representing

an organization which has been very effective in developing co

operation, of the kind that has meant more troops, more boys, com

mitted to the Scout Oath and Law. I am referring to the National

Catholic Welfare Council. Some few years ago, immediately follow

ing the close of the war, this organization, through its representatives

at Washington, got in touch with representatives of the Boy Scouts

of America and as a result a very definite plan of co-operation was

worked out and put into operation. At that time there were some

thing like 250 troops of Scouts organized in connection with Catholic

churches. At the present time there are over 1,000 troops connected

with the Catholic churches, due largely to the active promotion of

the National Catholic Welfare Council, through its representatives.

And 'they have designated Father White to represent them here

tonight.

Father White: Thank you very much. I like to be sure of

some applause. I am sure of what you have just given and you

can't take it back. It always gives a sense of security to get applause

in the beginning. I never know what I am going to get when I am
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finished! I never even know whether I am going to fiinsh. I am

a Sea Scout. I got Christopher Columbus's log and I got a lot of

jokes out of it, and you people look so young it seems to me you

never could have heard these. At least it is worth taking a chance.

Besides, I heard the Chief ask how many men were here two years

ago. There weren't so many. So I feel safe in telling some of the

old ones. You that have to suffer listening to me repeat jokes offer

it up for the Boy Scouts of America, because my idea is that if I

can make one person laugh at a joke which they have never heard

before,—Oh, what a happy little five-foot-four priest I become 1 I

don't know why the National Catholic Welfare Council picked on me

to send me to 200 Fifth Avenue. Neither did the men at National

Headquarters. I might have been a new barber or cook or some

thing for all they knew, i had visions of arousing the wrath of the

staff at National Headquarters to such a pitch that they drop me out

of the eighth story window and I pictured the people gathering

around me and looking up and saying "Eight stories 1" He wasn't

mashed up much! The funeral will be tomorrow. Kindly omit

flowers." Nothing like that happened . The work went on and I

began to know the men at the National Office and I began to meet

some of the others. And from becoming a skeptic and one who was

positively opposed to the Boy Scout Movement I have fallen so low

from grace that I now wear "shorts." You know when I was told

I had to speak here tonight and tomorrow morning, I was sad.

Then Dr. Ryan sent me a telegram and asked me to wave the flag

a little bit this morning. That makes three times I am on the

schedule to address you and by the time I am through, it will have

become a habit—so be careful. Tonight I am not going to try

to be too serious, because I think you have had sufficient seriousness

for one day. I am not going to try to be funny, because if I do, I

will fail to interest you. I couldn't help feeling that when I was

appointed to represent the National Council of Catholic men, it was

a pretty big job for a little fellow. I felt somewhat like the darkey

must have felt at the station between Washington and Manasses,

Virginia. Before I was "saved," I used to play baseball—that is,

before I became a "circular priest." On one of our Southern trips

we were going from Georgetown to play Eastern College at Manasses.

Manasses is the place where the battle of Bull Run was fought. If

you have ever been there, you will know why the bull run. Anything

to get out of Manasses. We had an Hungarian catcher on our

team—his name was McDonald. McDonald was studying medicine

and he used to carry around in his pockets quinine capsules. The

train stopped for no apparent reason. In traveling on Southern

railways you never ask why did the train stop? It just stopse

There is no reason. This time, fortunately for the story—it stopped

at a station, and there we discovered a darkey sound asleep with

his mouth wide open. McDonald jumped off the train, broke one of

the capsules and dropped the powder on the darkey's tongue. Then

there followed a terrible spluttering, expectorating and groaning from
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the rudely awakened darkey. "What's the matter?" asked a sym

pathetic new-comer. "I don't know 'zacly, boss," he answered be

tween gasps. "But I reckon my gall is busted!"

Now that we thoroughly understand each other I shall make

my report. Some years ago I was allowed to go to National Head

quarters and I have tonight the record which at first reading may

appear astounding, but with which, before I am through I hope to

prove to your own satisfaction, I am dissatisfied, and it is to appeal

to you to help me to do what you want me to do, that I am here

tonight, and I am at 200 Fifth Avenue for the rest of the year, where

you can reach me, so that I can try to help you. Sometimes it may

be impossible for me to advise you but it won't because I won't try.

If you will just look upon me as a servajit, you will be paying me

the biggest compliment possible, because that is the way I want the

Executives to feel toward me. Remember that there is a priest in

New York, representing the Catholic Welfare Council, who stands

ready and willing and anxious, yes, and is proud to take orders from

you, if, in so doing, the boyhood of America can be helped.

The year 1914 attached to Catholic Churches we had one troop

and twenty boys. 1915, 5 troops and 79 boys. 1916, 12 troops, 251

boys. 1917, 15 troops and 305 boys. 1918, 31 troops and 501 boyse

1919, 91 troops and 1,920 boys. 1920 there were 590 troops and

14,060 boys. 1921, 538 with 12,162. In 1922, up till September 1,

we have 301 troops with 6,877 boys. Making a total registration at

the National Headquarters today of 1,584 troops and 36,162 boys.

Since the last Biennial Conference the number of troops organ

ized has been 1,033. The number of boys in the movement since the

last Biennial Confernece, 21,723. A nice little bit of work, gentle

men, but there are in the Catholic Churches of America at least

300,000 Catholic boys of Scout age who should be in Scouting, and it

is to you I am appealing to help me in a long, tedious fight, and fight

it is going to be. One of the Archbishops said to me, "Father,

what are you worrying about? You seem to be discouraged. Don't

mind if all of the bishops do not agree with you at once. There

is too much Irish in you, not that you like a fight. When you get us

all in, your fun is over, so keep fighting."

You know it is hard to change men's opinions. It is hard to

make them see things the way we want them to see them. If we

could go out and by making a few Indian signs bring them all in, v/e

would need no organization. We would never have any Biennial

Conferences, and I wouldn't want to belong to the Scouts unless we

did. What chance would I have to show what a minstrelman I am?

Just think of the number of troops that have come m to

Scouting in Catholic parishes. I don't know how many others are

in community troops or in mixed troops—at least half again that

number—but the field is big and we have got to work together and

I don't care whether anybody ever hears of me or not. I don't

want to advertise myself or make myself "a nice little fellow" because
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that doesn't help Scouting. What I want is your friendship. I

would like to feel that leaving here I could clasp every man by the

hand and I don't care what his religion, call him "pal," because that

is the only way we can get along together. We can be happy to

gether. If I only could I would go around, and if it were possible,

rebaptize you as good Scouts. Just as a good priest baptized a

child, not so long ago. Did you ever hear about it?

I

'Twas the godfather stuttered or mayhap the priest,

But be that as it may it is certain at least

That the one or the other was surely to blame

For presentin' the child the queer twist to his name.

For there at the christenin', with everyone listenin'

Sure didn't his Reverence, Father O'Flannigan—

With nervousness stammerin', because the child's clammerin'.

Baptize it Cornaylius—Ha-Ha-Ha-Hannigan.

II

With these words from the priest sure the cute little rogue,

Up an' stopped his own mouth with his chubby kithogtie—

And the dimples broke out and proceeded to chase

All the tears and the frowns from his innocent face.

Fa, fair, he was after absorbin' the laughter

Stuck into his name by good Father O'Flannigan

Now that's the truth in it and so from that minute

Sure everyone called the h\\ Ha-Ha-Ha-Hannigane

Ill

Now the "Ha-ha-ha" stuck to him close as his name

And the divil a care could be drownin' the same,

Not a care ever touched him from that blessed day.

But his gift of the laughter would drive it away.

With pokin' and chaffin' he never stopped laughin'

As, if he did stop, ht immidjiate began agin',

And everyone hearin', his laughter so cheerin'

Just joined in the mirth of young Ha-Ha-Ha-Hannigan.

IV

Sure the troubles of life are so faulty and small,

'Tis a pity we let them disturb us at all,

There is never a care but 'twould love us in pace—

If we'd only stand up and just lavish in its face!

Sure life were a pleasure if all had the treasure

Conferred so unthinkin' be Father O'Flannigan,

If all could borrer—that cure all for sorrer—

Possessed by Cornaylius Ha-Ha-Ha-Hannigan.
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I wish you would see Mr. Martin and get the literature which I

sent to the priests to let them know just what we are trying to do,

to let them see what you are doing, to assure them, as I have

assured them, that if every member of the National Office had

been a Catholic, I, as a priest, could not have received more con

sideration, more respect than I do at 200 Fifth Avenue. Not even

with my own people do I feel more free than I do with my pals

at 200 Fifth Avenue. I want to go back and say that about all

of you. I want you to pray for me that God will give me the

grace and the courage and the strength and the sense, now that

I have been converted to Scouting, to go on with you to the end,

and, I am going to pray for you that you will have the grace and

the courage and the strength and the sense to take me as I am,

with all my faults. You made me what I am today, I hope you're

satisfied—and we will go on sruiing, go on working together, striving

together, Catholic, Protestant and Jew—for God, for country and

for the Boy Scouts of America.

: I move that this conference go on record as

expressing our appreciation of Father White, our hearty appreciation

for the efforts he has put forth in the interest of the Boy Scout

Moveemnt. We assure him that we will co-operate in every way

with the extension of the Scout Movement.

(Seconded and carried unanimously.)

Mr. West: How many in this room have ever been members

of either the Boys' Work Department or of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association proper? The next speaker comes as the representa

tive of that great organization, to which all of us are indebted for

the contribution it has made in providing the leadership in all walks

in America. Those of you who heard the opening talk, in which

I outlined how the Scout Movement started in America, or those

of you who have heard me previously talk on that subject, or who

have read our literature, know that with one accord those who

were in the early history are constantly availing themselves of every

opportunity to pay tribute to that pioneer in boys' work in this

country, Mr. E. M. Robinson. It was his vision and his courage

together with that of Mr. Van Dis, which led that mission to

Chicago and that frank presentation of facts which induced Mre

Boyce to agree to turn over to a democratically organized group

of men, all the rights and powers which he had under the originaj

incorporation of the Boy Scouts of America. And it was through

the leadership of Mr. Robinson that that wonderful meeting was

held at the Hotel Waldorf, in New York City, to which were in

vited representatives of some 69 different organizations. Out of

that meeting grew the present Boy Scouts of America. In Paris,

both Mr. Barclay and I had the pleasure of talking with Mr. Robin

son. He is there organizing a world conference on Boys' Work, to

be held next year. In his absence he will be represented by Mr.

Arthur Cotton, who, Ie well remember, when 1 first took hold of the
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work, was one of the pioneers up in Buffalo, a member of the Scout

Committee, always a consistent friend of Scouting. Mr. Cotton, the

Senior Boys' Work Secretary, is here to represent the International

Committee of the Young Men's Christian Association.

Mr. Cotton: I have been one of you since being one of the

two founders of the Boy Scout Movement in Buffalo in 1911. I am

in most hearty sympathy with the movement, and, so far as my duties

will permit, as active as possible in the promotion of your work.

So far as one man can do so, I bring you from my co-workers

in the field of boy life the most sincere greetings or the Young Men's

Christian Association. We rejoice in your aim as shown in the

Scout Oath and Law. We rejoice in your plans for life enrichment

that have been so evident not only here in this_ conference, but all

through your work, especially under the leadership of the Depart

ment of Education. We rejoice in your achievements as shown by

the 197 new Boy Scout Executives that have been enrolled since

Bear Mountain, the 121 first-class Councils that have been organized,

the 98 second-class Councils, and the 36,000 additional boys who

have come in as Boy Scout troops. I think you will be glad also

to know that during that same period the boy members of the Young

Men's Christian Association of the country have increased from

199,000 boys between twelve and eighteen years of age as members

in 1919, and 281,000 in 1920, the record of last May, which shows

us that we have 228,860 boys enrolled in our membership, or an

increase of approximately 29,000 boys. And during the last twelve

months 128 Boys' Work Secretaries have gone into fields that during

the previous year were not occupied by Boys' Work Secretaries in

the Y.M.CA.

But I want to say to you, my friends, that if there is going to

be between the Y. M. C. A. and the Boy Scouts of America that

kind of co-operation that you and I wish, it will demand on the part

of all of us, members of both agencies, a consciousness of a common

objective, and surely these two agencies have a common cause in

the field of helping boyhood. Cp-operation costs, and that will demand

upon the part of every last man of us that we have mutual under

standing. There will have to be a mutual understanding of men in

both Movements. There will have to be a mutual understanding of

methods. It will be necessary that there be a mutual understanding

of the machinery by which each operates. But more than that, there

will have to be mutual understanding of the dynamics. Co-operation

costs, and that calls increasingly from every last one of us an aptitude

for vicariousness, that kind of service that shall mean not merely

doing for one another, but doing until it hurts, and there is the rub.

May I call your attention to two expressions that seem to be

in the nature of a paradox from one of those Epistles of Paul? In

one sentence he says, "Bear ye one another's burdens and so fulfill

the law of Christ." And in a sentence or two later he says, "Every

man shall bear his own burden." That paradox we must work out.
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Each to bear his own burden, but each joyfully, gladly, to bear the

burdens of others. And that, my friends, is what I hope increasingly

may be evidenced as the Young Men's Christian Association repre

sentatives and as the Boy Scout representatives come together in local

fields, as well as in those larger fields by regions, or as we call them,

districts, or even in the national offices of the two organizations,

that there may be that which I call an aptitude for vicariousness that

will then lead us each to rejoice in the success of the other.

There is a fourth quality that will be necessary if co-operation

is to be evident and that is that upon the part of each of us there

shall be a willingness to be forgotten—not the movement but the

individual. Few of you men here tonight know even the name of

the first paid Executive of the Young Men's Christian Association

working in the fieid of boy life. In 1883 the local Secretary of

the Buffalo Young Men's Christian Association looked around to

say, "I have a group of boys. They need leadership," and they

turned toward the State Normal School and asked a little woman

to lead that group. She did that effectively for three years, and in

1886 became the first paid Boys' Work Secretary of a Young Men's

Christian Association in the world. For seventeen years Miss Ellen

Brown remained at that post. She passed to her reward on

August first last, but in Buffalo today is G. Barrett Rich, Jr., whom

Miss Ellen Brown discovered to the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion ; and there exist in Buffalo today over 1,000 boys who were

hers, because she touched their lives. She had the ability to in

vigorate life. That is what I mean, gentlemen. I do not care to live

one hundred years in this flesh, but I do want to live one hundred

years, yes, two hundred years, it may be, as I think of the lives of

boys of this and the next and the next generations. For us to see

anything less than such a kind of a far reaching life is not worthy

of us who work in the field of greatest productivity, the field of

boy life.

Blue Ridge is hallowed ground to the Association workers with

boys, of the Young Men's Christian Association. In May, 1920,

there came to this same spot over S00 men workers in the Young

Men's Christian Association, working with boys as are you in your

particular field. Day after day we met in this room. The morning

sessions we had our Commission Reports, our addresses through the

day. But each morning in the middle of the morning session a quiet

moment of prayer, and then out under these hills and into these

trails we went, there to be alone. How glad I was for that word

of Dr. Richardson this morning when he suggested that we meditate,

for it brought back to me the vision of 500 men going, pledged almost

not to speak to another, for an hour out in these woods alone, to

meditate, to pray and to consecrate anew their lives to this field of

service.

That group of Boys' Work Secretaries voted thus, recognizing

the splendid contribution which the Boy Scout program is making

to the boy life of the nation. "It is recommended that the Association
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maintain a policy of cordial friendship toward and a spirit of co

operation with the Boy Scout Movement." The commission then

planned for has not yet prepared a full Report, but I am authorized

at least to present these portions of the Report upon which there

is absolute agreement.

"These two agencies are allies in the common service to boyhood.

Each has evidenced its efficiency in serving the boys of America.

Each has demonstrated its permanency as vital, needful, and service

able for boys' work movements. Each in its place is an indispensable

national asset. Each has its specific function to perform. In their

relation each to the other they are co-operative and non-competitive."

I pass on to read but two other expressions. "Where both the Boy

Scouts of America and the Young Men's Christian Association exist

in a given community, the two organizations should unite their

efforts in those objectives which they hold in common, such as a

study of the needs of the boyhood of the community or the nation

and their educational efforts to make the public sensitive to those

needs and to take intelligent action with reference to them." Again,

"There are a few places where the entire boy life of the community

is being adequately served. Each agency should, therefore, rejoice in

the prosperity of the other and it should be cause for mutual satis

faction that workers increasingly are being projected into the field

by both organizations." And the last, "There .are many places where

there continues a helpful spirit of genuine co-operation between these

two movements. Where such conditions prevail, it seems to be

due to the fact that the following guiding principles have been

effective :

1. A deliberate attempt on the part of the local leaders of both

the Boy Scouts and the Young Men's Christian Association to serve

the adolescent boyhood of the community rather than primarily to

build up either organization.

2. An understanding of the particular functions of the two

organizations in a community and an appreciation of the merits and

methods used by both organizations in making up a well-rounded

program for the boys of the community.

3. A conscious .effort on the part of local leaders of both

movements; each to co-operate with the other in enlarging the

field of usefulness, enlisting and training adult leadership, supple

menting and complementing their service to the community.

I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart for the

privilege of expressing, so far as I may, for the Young Men's

Christian Association, their joy at your increasing usefulness, their

desire that you go on and on and on to yet higher heights and to

larger usefulness.

Mr. West: Mr. Ammonson of the Presbyterian Church will

now bring us greetings from that body.
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Mr. Ammonson: It is with joy that I can speak to you just

a moment without any preparation whatever. I am here simply as

a guest tonight, but when I heard the name of Mr. McGill read and

saw that our church was not represented, I consented to speak just

a word to express our appreciation of what you are doing and our

appreciation of having just a word to say at the close of this meeting.

We would have been delighted to have had you at this sister institu

tion, Montreat. We entertain about 12,000 people there in the

summer and I have been repeatedly asked to let the Boy Scouts

come in, and I have let them come in. They have come in troop

after troop every year, but not to the degree that they should have

come in. I think I have caught the inspiration tonight to say that

I, though I am not a Boy Scout leader, would just assume that

place for a while and I make room for the Boy Scouts as I have

never done before. I will count it a privilege as representing the

sister institution to make room, to make place and give encouragement

to our Boy Scouts and I believe we can forward the Movement a

bit if we would bring hundreds of these boys within the reach of

the speakers that speak on our platform, the finest and the best we

can find in America. I am sure that we can contribute our bit to

stimulate the movement and to help the boys and I wish to say

tonight as a representative of one of the institutions of our church

that you can count on us to do our part. We are glad you are here

and I am glad that I am here to see and to hear what I have heard

at this moment. I thank you.

Mr. West: I am sure all of you would be very much inter

ested it Mr. Barclay would tell us the plans that are being developed

through the co-operation of the Department of Education for inter

esting other organizations just as definitely as the Catholic National

Welfare Council. Some of them are already co-operating in just

as active way.

Mr. Barclay: I want to tell you what has been set up by

some of the churches other than what we have heard tonight. The

first of September the Rev. Robert Keating Smith began his work

with a Committee headed by Bishop Manning of the Protestant

Episcopal Church. His work will consist in promoting the use of the

Scout program through the Religious Education Department and

through the Social Service Department and the Department of the

Protestant Church. He is one of our oldest Scoutmasters, from

Massachusetts, and he knows the work thoroughly. Mr. Jameson

from Detroit has done a remarkable piece of work with the Protes

tant Episcopal Church. He is on their commission on work of this

kind and has worked out, so far as I know, the first piece of co

ordination between the religious education program of the church

and the Boy Scout program. They have published a booklet called,

"Working Together," which I think you men could use as a means

of interesting church people. During the next six months I think

we can expect some real results among Episcopalians.
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With the Methodist Episcopal Church North we have a bie

work. With the Methodist Episcopal Church South we are just

working out a program. Mr. Roberts' pamphlet just published over

their caption, is the best contribution so far that I have seen toward

a good statement of the relationships, and that will also be published

by the Methodist Episcopal Church North.

I might also say that we have closed arrangements with the

Brotherhood of St. Andrew, which is an unofficial laymen's organiza

tion, having eight hundred groups of men, making the junior program

of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew, the Boy Scout program. One

of the first tasks Mr. Wyland and I shall engage in will be to work

out the new manual, the Boy Scout program for this work, the idea

being to train leaders who will be able to carry on work under their

auspices. We are now in touch with all the other church groups,

and our program of church co-operation is moving along at a rapid

rate. The objective of all this work is this, to create on the part of

church leaders a desire to use the Scout program, hoping that that

desire will work itself back into the local church. By virtue of that

desire on the part of the local church there will be the demand upon

you men to render service in helping them to establish the Boy Scout

program in their institutions. I want to urge you very strongly in

your work for this coming year to give thorough thought to a very

complete educational campaign, especially of the religious leaders of

yours community.

Mr. West: I regret very much that other organizations to

which invitations were extended have not been able to respond. I am

particularly sorry that those organizations engaged in boy's work and

not represented here tonight, the Federated Boys' Club, the Wood

craft League, and others, all doing a splendid work in their par

ticular field are not represented.

Before we take up the general discussion of this subject, I would

like to bring to the attention of the whole group for your consideration

a plan which we have followed nationally with very good results.

We are trying at the National Office, at the home office, to keep

ever before us that our job is not primarily for the Boy Scouts of

America; our job is for the boyhood of America, and, we have

found it very helpful with that idea in view of meeting in fellow

ship once a month with as many of the representatives of national

agencies engaged in boys' work as we can bring together. It is

rather interesting to see the changed attitude, the degree of tolerance

that has been developed. At our meetings one organization is asked

to speak at length of its program. All organizations are asked

through one representative to give a report on development during

the previous month. In this way we bring out into the open any

problems based upon inter-relationships. I have urged it personally

for experiment in some local communities and I am glad at this

time to speak of it and to commend it. Would it not be a fine thing

if in every city in this country those men who are engaged in work
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tor boys met under such conditions once a month so as to under

stand fully each other and each other's plans? I believe it would

mean greater results for boys and without injuring one bit your

responsibility to your own organization.

Now, as planned, it is your privilege, if you so desire, to ask

any question with reference to any of the thought that has been

presented tonight on the subject of relations with other organizations.

Mr. Kirkham: I move you that it be the sentiment of this

conference of Scouts that we request of the secretary of this con

ference that he write to all co-operating agencies and express to them

our great appreciation for their co-operation.

(Seconded and carried unanimously.)

Mr. Cockrall: If I might ask you a quesion, I would like

to have you state, if you can, the underlying purpose, the motive

and the methods of the Four-Square program.

Mr. Cotton: The Four-Square Club is a club used in some

local fields. It has no national place at the present time. I suspect

that what you are referring to is the Christian Citizenship Training

program, which emphasizes the four phases of development. The

purpose, as in connection with all of our Association work, is the

all-round development of the boy, the devotional, the service, the

physical, and the intellectual phases of his character. In recruiting

members, we seek partly in our own membership, partly co-operating

with such churches as may wish the groups that carry on in the

particular way in connection with this program.

Mr. Dale: We find so often a direct competitive element un

consciously creeping in where a church has a Scout troop and is

urged to use the Four-Square program. It is sometimes difficult

to draw the line and as a result there has been feeling. There has

never been in our territory, quite the distinction necessary between

those two organizations because they seem to be so parallel the

there ought not to be a room in one place for both.

Mr. Cotton: It would be difficult in a moment to answer your

question. Perhaps I can do it most briefly by referring to the Chris

tian citizenship training program. Credit is given for all Scout

activity not conducted by this group but by the Boy Scout Movement,

just as credit is given for all work done by the public school system,

but not conducted by the Y. M. C. A. Therefore, we think of the

Christian Citizenship Training Program simply as_ an ideal, a

mimimum standard toward which a boy may work—not an organiza

tion. There happen to be some troops in certain parts of the country

where in addition to their regular Boy Scout work they are making

use of the Four-Square program, but still they are Scout troops and we

have no desire that they should be anything else.
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Mr. West: I wonder if it wouldn't be a good occasion to

put into the record some of the messages and greetings that have

come to us. There are just one or two that perhaps should be read

in full. I have a very interesting letter from Sir Robert, brought

over by the Skipper. That part referring to our meeting I will read.

I have a very fine telegram here from Mr. McRae, sent from

Grand Rapids, Michigan, extending his very cordial greeting to all

the delegates. Also one from Mr. Strong. I have a very warm

letter of greetings from Mr. Murray who from the International

Committee of the Y. M. C A. became a member of our Executive

Board in the early days and has served as Chairman of our Editorial

Board. Then there is a very characteristic telegram here from Mr.

Clarence E. Howard.

I understand that some delegate wishes to suggest at this time

greetings to our Honorary President, President Harding.

: At the beginning of this conference Mrs. Harding

was seriously ill in Washington, but now we understand she is much

better, and it is suggested by some that it might be a very good idea

for this Conference to send some form of telegram to President

Harding. I will read it, and if it seems to be all right, we will

have a vote on sending it. "We, the Scout Executives assembled at

Blue Ridge, transmit our respect ot you as Honorary President of

our organization and are happy to express our delight at the good

news respecting Mrs. Harding's good health and pray for a speedy

recovery."

(A motion was put that the telegram be sent. Seconded and

carried.)

Mr. Barclay: I think it would be a fine thing in reply to Sir

Robert Baden-Powell's letter if from this conference we could send

a greeting and express our pleasure at having Captain Gidney here

with us. I would move you that you be authorized to send such a

telegram. (Seconded.)

(Some one then suggested that all greetings be acknowledged.)

(The motion as amended was seconded and carried.)

Meeting closed with singing of "Perfect Day" and prayer lead

by Mr. Mathiews.
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Monday, September 18th

8:00 to 8:40 A. M.—Training School, Mr. Lome W. Barclay

presiding. Subject : "Recruiting, Training, and Keep

ing Volunteer*," James A. Brockway.

8:45 to 9:00 A. M—Address, "Service and Citizenship," Reve

John F. White.

9:00 to 9:10 A. M—Resume, Dr. George J. Fisher.

9:10 to 10:30 A. M.—Assembly. Report of Commission on Court

of Honor, presented by John Gore, Chairman.

Scouting and the Public Schools—Address by Dr. Albert

Shiels, who also reported on the progress of the National

Committee on the Boy Scouts and Public Schools.

Report of the Commission on "Scouting in the College

Community," presented by R. A. Overholser, Chairman.

(Population group meetings not held.)

1:30 to 2:30 P. M.—Assembly, "Problem Hour," led by Mr.

James E. West, assisted by National Department Heads.

8:00 to 9:00 P. M.—Report of Commission on Underprivileged

Boy, presented by G. W. Wyckoff, Chairman.

9:00 to 9:30 P. M—Address, "Rural America." C. E. Lindeman.
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Monday Morning, 8:00-8:40

RECRUITING, TRAINING AND KEEPING

VOLUNTEER LEADERS, DEPUTY COM

MISSIONERS, SCOUTMASTERS, CAMP

LEADERS, MEMBERS OF COURTS OF

HONOR, AND OTHERS

James Brockway.

The presentation I have to make is just a bit long in covering this

subject. Perhaps you men are in the1 condition that I was in after at

tending the first conference. There were so many things that came to

me; there were so many different presentations of practically the same

subject, that when I went away from the conference I was considerably

muddled, and it was difficult for me to put into practice the things I had

learned. I find the tendency is that when men go away they do one of

two things : they say—What is the use ?—or else they try to put into

effect all the things they learned here. Consequently, they get across

very little of it. The subject, of course, is a pretty broad one and a

pretty big one, and in order to cover the things I want to put over to

you, I have outlined them in the presentation which I will give you now.

Then, of course, we will have a little discussion on the points after

wards. It is not my purpose to give you a detailed program. I

could not do it in the limited time I have. It is only what I con

sider a policy upon which to work, a sort of basis or background, and

my thought is that if you keep in mind this general policy and will

superimpose upon that the things you have learned in the conference

that you want to apply, it will give you the greatest benefit.

In the limited time allotted to me, it will be impossible for me to

more than touch the different topics that should be considered under

the above head. Probably they may all be considered under the one

head of Voluntary Workers. Even Council members serving on

Committees cannot efficiently function without some training in

Scouting fundamentals. The training, and particularly the keeping

of leaders depends much upon the manner of recruiting. I do not

believe in the evangelistic method of recruiting, where by the blow

ing of horns rapid converts are made of the Boy Scouts Movement,

and where conversion does not mean immersion in the spirit of the

work. Such a method of recruiting can be justified, if at all, only

from the publicity standpoint. Its disadvantages are so considerable

that what is gained from publicity is more than overcome by loss

in achievements for the Scouts. There is no method which will

give us the kind of leaders we want, except the "personal approach"

or "Handpicked" system. The clean and efficient leadership of boys

is so important that we should never lay ourselves open to any plan
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which will force us to take any but the biggest and best. In too

many cities it is thought that the bigness of our program will carry

across even a mediocre man as a leader. It has for too long been

the thought that any man can lead boys, if he has the time, and will

give it to their care. Too frequently we have taken into our leader

ship the man who "just loves boys," simply because we get him

easily, and he will give the time to puttering around with them,

mostly from the very selfish reason that he gets pleasure in doing

it. It is a criticism of Sunday school teachers that many of them

are not forceful men, and yet a large number of the Scoutmasters

in churches would come from that type of leader, if the church

selects the scout leader without the great ideals of our movement

being fully set before the officers of the church or organization

that is to select the Scoutmaster. One of the first steps in the

recruiting of new troops should be the presenting of the basic points

of Scouting to the official board, or other body that is to select

the leaders. We have for so long assumed that work with boys

must be largely recreational, or at least, only physical, that it is not

to be expected that even the host of men in such organizations

should have the proper conception of our movement. Men of the

church, who have the movement explained to them by the Scout

Executive, or by some other man well educated in it, will easily

see that it takes a real man's man to put over the job. Many a business

man to whom the movement is thus explained, will become so inter

ested in it,' and so anxious for it to be placed in the life of his boy or

the lives of the boys in his church, that frequently he will accept

the leadership, at least until the right man is found, if not perma

nently. Parents and those entrusted with the selection of leaders

are complacent in regard to wrong leadership mainly bcause they do

not understand that our movement demands something different.

"The Best is None too Good", should be our motto in our recruitnge

I would infinitely prefer not to organize a troop at all than to

organize it with the wrong kind of leadership. Boys are inclined

to try such organizations once, and usually only once. Many a boy

is lost to Scouting because he has been in some boys' organization

that has been a failure. When asked to join the Scouts, his in

variable answer is that he will not join because he was in this, or

that, and it was no good and he does not want to go into anything

else. I frequently assist outlying districts in the organization of

troops, and even of councils. When I find the proposed leader of

the troop or council of the wrong type I always ask who their big

gest, cleanest and most forceful citizen is. I usually get an answer

that "He is too busy, you cannot get him." They are told that he
is ■ the very man they must have and that nobody else should be

accepted. By having such a man present at organization, and the

focusing of the community's attention upon him, and his under

standing that the Boy Scout Movement is the biggest thing that has

ever come to his town, the trick is usually turned. This method of

procedure not only gives the troop the right kind of leadership, but
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will usually establish in the community the right kind of appreciation

and a backing up of Scouting as a really big work.

We have too much emphasized the requirement of Interest in

Boys. That is a desirable requirement, but it is far from the

important work. I believe that we are emphasizing too much the

requirement that leaders should be selected because they enjoy the

association of boys. We dislike association with anybody whom we

do not understand, and few people understand boys, and very few

people try to understand them. It is unlikely that anybody under

stands boys unless they have tried to do so. Nobody can help but

enjoy association with boys, if he gets along with them pleasantly.

It is only because most people do not get along with them easily that

they dislike them. That is my own experience, and I have gathered

from dozens of other men also, that that was the basis of their

unconcern or dislike. The requirements for boys' leaders should

be few and simple. I believe that there should be only three things

he must absolutely possess, and those three things are : First, to

be clean in life and thought; Second, to be forceful in his disposi

tion; and, Third, to have an inclination. Given a man with the

first two of these requirements, and it should not be difficult to

locate in him the last requirement. Without the first two, I would

not want him.

Most of us are, ourselves, to blame for the public thinking

Scouting is only a play or entertainment proposition, to be under

taken only by the man who just loves boys. We spend much of our

time and energy on publicity that gets to the public only that side

of our work Why should citizens who see Scouts only in a military

parade, a Scout Rally having only athletic events, in a Watermelon

Feed, or a Church banquet, have an understanding of our movement

as a builder of character or maker of citizenship? We show the

public only the physical side of Scouting, because that is the side

easily shown. We do not show the ideals of Scouting, because they

are not easy to show, and they are not easy to get. For these

reasons busy men of a community, doing worth while things, and

having high ideas of their responsibility to their country, will not,

without much effort, see that the Boy Scout Movement merits their

leadership. Such men must not only know that the Scout Oath and

Laws are memorized by a Scout, but be convinced that they actually

become part of the fabric of his very soul.

I am spending this much time on the general characteristics of

leadership, because I believe that we can, by thoroughly getting into

our own lives the big things of Scouting, so educate a community

or city, almost as a whole, to the importance of Scouting from the

highest standpoint, that we can easily secure the sympathy, if not

the enlistment, of its best citizens in leadership of our boys. Instead

of having a showy military parade, have your Scouts give service

in every civic enterprise, starting the enterprise, if necessary. Instead

of organizing baseball and football teams, spend the time, if needed,

in assisting old or needy persons. Instead of having your newspapers
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print the picture of Scouts breasting the tape in an athletic meet,

show their pictures in some campaign of sanitation. Instead of show

ing them at the old "Swimming Hole," show them cleaning or re

pairing the school or church grounds and buildings. Instead of

advertising that Troop 4 had a big bean feed last night, let it be

known that they gave of their scanty pennies to some worthy charitye

Instead of having emphasized the things Scouts have had Given to

them, make public the things that Scouts have GIVEN, in thought,

energy and service. The best recruiting can be done through the

right kind of publicity. The right kind of a program, properly

explained, must always bring leadership in such a cause. Men of

the right caliber understand that every citizen owes something of this

time, energy and money to the community in which he lives. Once

shown that he can get the best returns in the Boy Scout Movement

for such expenditure of time, energy and money, and he is ready

to enlist for leadership, in some capacity. In a cultured community,

where leadership was impossible to get, extraordinary effort brought

together a few of its citizens to hear what the movement was all

about and why they should not be bored by being asked for leader

ship. Over half of the men present voluntarily rose at the end of

the explanation, apologized for their past lack of interest, and

insisted that a big mass meeting of all their citizens be called so

that all might know how important it was, and at this later meeting

of men and women they insisted that the speaker explain the move

ment at a still later meeting, to the boys of the community, which

being done there has been no trouble to recruit leadership in that

community, and many of those men have volunteered as leaders in

other communities. In a different community, where it was claimed

that there was not a man of the right type in the entire community,

and leadership had been impossible to obtain, the men were brought

together in a mass meeting, where seventeen men volunteered as

leaders, and nine of the seventeen were, upon investigation, found

to be desirable.

I am trying to shew you that there can be created in a community

or city such an understanding of the principles of Scouting along

its highest lines, that recruiting, even if not made easy, will be made

possible. Every local council should understand how important it

is to have a definite all-year program for the training of Leadershipe

An intensive campaign should be undertaken in every city, whereby

every member of the parent-teachers association, every man's or

woman's club, every social or athletic organization, every church and

Sunday School, every business or commercial organization, and, as

far as possible, every citizen, shall have a very complete and com

prehensive idea of what the whole thing is about. This is not done

by demonstrations before such organizations of semaphore signalling,

bugling, or with tricks or amusing stunts alone, but by speakers,

either Scouts or men, or in some other way, getting over the fact

that while the physical side of Scouting is desirable, it is mainly

the way in which the boy is interested and held, but that it is not the
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thing itself. That if down deeper than that, and in fact as the root

of the whole fabric there be not the vastly more important things

of character building and citizenship making, we could not expect

their interest and leadership. I believe that from such understanding

leadership will come. Most men of the right sort are so busy

that the physical side of the movement, alone, is not very alluring,

and will not bring about their enlistment. I fully believe that there

are few men with the proper requirements who could not be won

for leadership in our movement, in some capacity, if they could be

brought to know that it is really doing what is claimed for it

by its best leaders.

Training programs, in their broadest meaning, include all that

Scouting embraces and contemplates the training by direct or indirect

methods, and in the most practical manner, of all community forces

that can be enlisted for the betterment of boys.

"Public interest is essential to the success of any worth-while

training program. Unless the heart of the community pulsates with

sympathetic interest in boy life, it cannot effectively serve its boy

hood. What incentive have citizens to serve at all if they do not

know for what purpose that service is being rendered? It is for local

councils to recognize this important fact and develop the wonderful

possibilities in city-wide service of its citizens in boy welfare, not

only through periodic training courses, but by a year-round training

program designed to educate every citizen."

"Where the public is thus educated by Local Councils as a part

of their training program, Scouting becomes a vital factor in the

affairs of the community, stimulating civic pride and interest in the

organization, and encouraging the enlistment of local leadership."

I believe, therefore, that without the proper education of your

public,—that without recruiting from the highest motives, and with

out the knowledge that "the best is none too good," you have little

worth while training, or keeping.

I believe in a Scout LEADERS Training Course, rather than a

training course for the different kinds of volunteer leaders. All

training should be mainly for Scout leadership with a post graduate

course for those who wish to specialize. One of the difficulties with

keeping leaders, either paid or volunteer, is to have them understand

and harmonize their views with the other leaderse I do not believe

that this trouble will ever be ended by having separate schools for

each class. By coming together, simply as Scout leaders, we are

able to get the viewpoint of all other leaders, and often times what

has seemed to a Scoutmaster as an arbitrary exercise of power by

a Scout Executive or a Deputy Commissioner, may be shown only

a compliance with some National or Local Council regulation.

Often a district commissioner will find that conditions in his district

that disturb him are also apparent to members of the Court of Honor,

and that some line of action prescribed in the leaders training class

straightens the matter out for all concerned. A general training
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course makes for a unity of attack on all the battle fronts. Each

set of Leaders may eventually have to advance along different lines,

but they will all advance with a greater degree of success if they

know what the others are doing, and the reasons why. There is,

besides, an enthusiasm in numbers, and frequently men are surprised

to see so many high type men, whom they may know intimately,

engaged in work similar to their own, even if in another department.

You should, however, have periods when the different classes of men

may get together to discuss their own particular sort of problems,

and to work out the best system of doing what is set for them to

do. This period may be provided by a sort of sectional conference,

such as are held at this and other conventions, for different phases

of work.

Short training courses, or at least short periods of training,

are most helpful. Some of the best training courses of the country

are confined to twelve meetings, and these twelve meetings divided

into two—six weeks periods, but very successful training courses are

put over with eighteen weeks, divided into two periods of six weeks

each, to be held before December first, and one course of six weeks

to be put across in February, March or April, running into May or

June, if it is expected to do seasonal work in this training, or at least

to put on training or education that can only be done at certain seasons,

on account of weather conditions or material needed. Courses must

be held in the evening, and should, if possible, be confined to an

hour and a half, starting at seven or seven-thirty, so men may be

back to their families at an early hour, or go to other activities with

their wives later if they wish. Courses which do not, in this, or

some other way, provide for the family demands, will not likely be

attended by the men for long periods.

If it is thought advisable for your men to have periods when

they consider only their own problems, the evening should be

divided into two periods, one for general discussion, and one with

separated groups for departmental problems. If a social period is

thought advisable, a third period may be provided, when all of the

men may again be brought together for a recreational or social

good time.

"There should be considerable development of initiative and in

dependence of method by local councils when facing the problem

of the training program, each council attacking and solving it in

the light of the local situation, rather than follow any specified

form or arbitrary standard."

As to the topics to be covered, each local council must be left to

adapt the suggestions of our leadership manual to its own needs,

taking care that it covers local problems, as to boys generally, and

special helps to patrol leaders, Scoutmasters and Assistant Scout

masters, troop committeemen, the different parts of the local council,

and the community. Care should also be taken that the course be

inspirational and practical, and its outline of subjects should have
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a selling appeal. "The Psychology of Boyhood" is a topic on many

training courses, but it has no selling pull and it would not attract

men to a training course. A presentation of the psychology of boy

hood should be more or less sugar-coated. The subject "Why fathers

divorce their sons," or "Why your Scouts are Stars, grouches, nuts,

etc.," or similar topics, will give you a chance to work in all the

psychology of boyhood you want. At any rate, all the topics, as far

as possible, should have a "kick" to them, as the boys say. The

topics covering general scout problems should be selected with unusual

care. They must have a general appeal, but they must, of course,

cover qualifications and examples of leadership, problems of discipline,

attendance, programs and activities, and outside contacts.

Care should be taken that the course cater to the mind of busi

ness men. It is often said, as an alibi for childish games, that men

are only boys grown up. I have seen a good many groups of men,

in training courses and picnics of all kinds, taking part in childish

games, but have seldom seen a group that was not self conscious,

with most of them wishing themselves well out of it, and staying

away the next time they knew anything of the kind was planned. Do

not assume because Scouting is a game, that all games are Scouting.

If you must have games, make them games with a purpose, and games

catering to the romance, adventure, and imagination in boys. Meet

ings should be relieved of all formality, but at the same time should

take into account the fact that we are trying to interest and help

business men to make high type citizenship, and should not destroy

the belief that they are called upon to be executives of groups of boys

in as big a piece of business as they have ever put across. Instead

of men thinking that they must descend to what many consider a

boy's level, they would better be concerned in bringing the boys up

to a man's level, and that man's level must be of the highest character.

Much. time that is now spent in training courses in teaching

Scout leaders semaphore games and friction fire, could better be spent

in teaching the basic principles of Scouting. Any man of the type

suggested above for recruiting will,—if in such training courses he

gets thoroughly into his system the big work the Boy Scout Move

ment is doing, be sufficiently interested to continue in the work,

without being too much coaxed and carried. He will get others to

teach semaphore and friction fire, and will be a real executive,

whether Scoutmaster, District Commissioner or other leader. My

thought is not to eliminate entirely in the course the subjects above,

but to keep the course as strongly as possible a.long the better and

bigger things of Scouting. Men of the type we ought to enlist will

not want to spend their time away from home in games they might

as easily play and much more enjoy with their children at homee

Social evenings should be provided, either monthly, or at the starting

and end of each period, or at the end of each one, at least,—and it

is helpful to invite the wives to an occasional social evening, but one,

however, in which the movement is thoroughly explained to the

women, together with an understanding of their responsibility to the
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work and the different ways in which they may help, part of this

being given by the women themselves, if some of them can be

prepared.

Instead of dividing each evening, so there may be sectional

discussions weekly, one sectional meeting each month might be held,

the entire evening being given up to this purpose. Departmental

problems may, however, be included in the topics of the regular

training course, and where this is done, it is often helpful to have

a short discussion of the subject at each meeting, by leaders in each

of the different classes of volunteers. It is always helpful to get

the other fellow's viewpoint, even if we cannot agree with him.

There are wide differences of opinion regarding the enlistment

of experts and professional men as instructors in the local training

program. In many instances such men are too academic and theoreti

cal in handling their subjects before average Scout leaders wants to

receive such training that he will be able to put the program over

himself and know thafr it is done right. I would advise that no

instructor be used who will not familiarize himself with the Scout

program, and present his subject with the Scout objectives well

in mind.

Whatever the standards, methods, or topics used in the training

of leaders, and no matter how inspirational your educators may be,

we must not forget that there is certain knowledge of the inner

workings of the program, and there are certain standards and

inspirations which can be obtained only from Scout Executives and

assistants in personal contact with the leaders. Perhaps more may

be obtained from the way an executive lives than from what an

executive says. We must remember that most of even what are

called our best citizens are handicapped by generations of wrong

thinking on boy welfare, and that many of them coming into our

leadership need a mind and soul cleansing that can only be done by

high-minded and diplomatic executives. We must not ignore the

leadership of men in making ready for the leadership of boys.

The KEEPING of volunteer leaders is a problem that ranks

with . the one of the OLDER Boy. It depends somewhat upon your

viewpoint how much either of them exists. I do not believe that

we should take too seriously ratings on either the number of first

class Scouts in a city, or length of service of its Scout leaders. It

depends a good deal on the standards of that particular city. I

know a council that boasts of a Scout so bright that he passed

from candidate to first class in a month, only waiting the expiration

of the required time to get his first class badge. I also know an

other council that has a Scoutmaster who has been in charge of

troops for over ten years, and yet the personnel of that city's leaders

is away below what would be tolerated in most cities. We need

not be too much concerned about losing Scout leaders, if we have

little difficulty in getting a better one each time we lose one. I know

a city with very mediocre Scout leadership, but its leaders, are held
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on until death, or rebellion eliminates them. Another city, with

higher standards of leadership, thinks nothing of eliminating Scout

leaders, if the question "What is best for the boy?" shows that some

man will do the work better. In many communities Scouting

would be benefited if its leaders were NOT kept.

If the duties of the leader are not minimized when he is enlisted

he is more easily retained. With men having great reluctance in

going into the work ; with them feeling that they have neither the

interest in boys or the technical equipment fitting them for leader

ship ; they will be easily eliminated if they find that both these things

are true and not easily eradicated, but that in addition to these facts

the work has vastly bigger problems, of which they were not in

formed, and of which they did not dream. It is no attraction to

the man we need to be informed that the leadership asked is only

nominal, or that the task is one that a child can do. It is better

to let him know that the work is such that only a strong man

like himself can do it. All of us are familiar with the man who

points out to us the other man who just loves boys and. who has

more time and inclination than himself. Such a man thinks the work

more worth while if he finds that your standards of leadership

are away above anything the other man has given, and demand the

leadership of a real executive in whatever department of the work

he is asked to fill. No man should have the opportunity of the

come back that the duties were not fully presented to him when

he was enrolled. It is better for us, and for the work, and also

more economical, to spend twice as much time in locating the right

man for leadership, if in thus getting him he stays in the work twice

as long, when once he is secured. Leaders will be inclined to stick

if they find that the work is not only more resultful than they

thought—as they will easily find—but that it is easier than you

represented it would be. The right kind of leaders, however, are

challenged by a hard job. The right kind of a man will hold to

the work if he thinks that it demands all of his forcefulness, when

he will easily surrender it if it is a task that he thinks can be done

by loss of a leader. No leader should undertake his task without

a very full consciousness of the high purpose behind the work.

His work must be started on the highest possible plane. It is easy

to let down on standards, but next to impossible to raise them when

once set at a lower level. Men will be kept longer if they are not

launched into deep water too abruptly. There is, of course, the

equally perilous method of the Scout Executive having his water

wings ready whenever the leader reaches deep water. Every leader

should strike out for himself from the start, but his way should be

charted sufficiently so he will not wreck the ship before he learns to

navigate. pi

There is the leader who is eliminated because he is entirely

forgotten when once he is on the job.—and there is the leader who

is eliminated by being coddled too much. If leaders are to be elimi

nated by either of these methods, the former is preferable. A good
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many forsaken leaders make good. An overly coddled leader is,

on the contrary, always a total loss. It is easy by this negative

method to convert an incipient leader into a motiveless trailer.

To keep leaders, there must be frequent opportunities for ex

change of thought; for men to find that what they have thought

were their personal problems are universal problems, and solvable;

for men to find that every boy problem is not a boy problem at all,

but is a symptom of a problem farther away that can be located

by a proper diagnosis. Training course conferences furnish such

opportunities. The occasional visiting of troops by local councilmen,

district commissioners, and others, and an appreciation of the leader's

work, helps a lot. Bird, flower, tree or shrub, hikes, provide an

opportunity for informal consideration of the best ways to do the

job. Regular weekly noon luncheons, continued throughout the year,

where leaders may come for fellowship and the consideration of

Scouting problems, has a tendency to keep men in the work. Over

night hikes to the week-end camp, a water outing provided by your

boat club, _and frequent rallies, are other ways to establish a camarad

erie or esprit de corps that will hold your leaders. Social inter

course at these meetings must be supplemented by the deeper heart

talks from experienced leaders who are able to get the big idea across.

If your city is a large one, where men are not easily brought

together, the activities suggested above might better be done by

districts, and even in cities where men can be brought easily to a

common center, it is best to vary your meetings by holding an

occasional city-wide activity in different districts or sections of your

city. Even a training course might have its six meetings held in each

district, no matter how many your have. District commissioner,

councilmen, troop committeemen, etc., living in such a community may

be made responsible for the meeting, and frequently the deep interest

of men is obtained only by bringing the meeting to them. All volun

teer leaders should be made prominent in the work. If a leader has

done an extraordinary, or even an ordinary thing unusual for him,

it helps a lot if a note of appreciation is sent to him by the Presi

dent or other officer of the local council. Oftentimes councilmen

may be asked to visit troop meetings, or community gatherings

where an oral appreciation may bring interest to a good many,

including the councilman himself. Community problems may be

turned over to all troop committeemen in a given section for them

to dispose of. Sectional leaders should bring all leaders in his section

together in social intercourse or for Scouting programming. It is

helpful to have an occasional dinner at some convenient church,

where separate tables are set for each troop council, including troop

committeemen, scoutmaster and assistants, with the number of the

troop table left vacant if there is not a full attendance. District

commissioners and other speakers may occupy the speakers tablee

There should be a general discussion on Scouting for the com

munity, but a period should be provided in which the troop council
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may organize, each by itself, where perhaps for the first time it is

determined surely who is chairman or secretary of the troop council,

and just what duties are to be undertaken by the different committee

men. A blackboard should be provided where such troop decisions

should be displayed. If the troop council is departmentalized, as

it should, opportunity should be afforded for the leaders of any

department in all of the Troops to get together for the coordination

of their work and a full interchange of ideas. A Scout leaders'

service bureau should be maintained, with definite helps available

for every leader. Other means of getting humanized and co

ordinated leadership will occur to you. Details are unimportant, if

back of every method there be the feeling of partnership and under

stood co-operation. If we keep in mind that the volunteer is the

center of our successful program, and without him the movement

cannot succeed, we will, at whatever energy and cost, do all that

lies in our power to get the strongest and most efficient men possible ;

we will give them a complete understanding of this great thing we

are doing for our country ; we will educate them in the best methods

for developing character and making high-type citizenship, and hav

ing fully formulated this wonderful partnership, we will establish ties

of brotherly co-operation and a social conscience that will bring

men to give their very best efforts to leading boys, through our

program, into lives of the greatest possible usefulness. We will

thus have created a solidified force of the greatest efficiency and one

that will not be content with the contribution of its own personal

assistance, but that will bring into our leadership other citizens of

like character until every adolescent boy may at least have an op

portunity for the fullest development and ultimate success along

financial, social and civic lines.

We have now come to discussion hour, and there may be problems

you would like to take up at this time, whether they are included in

the suggestions I have made or not.

Question: I would like to have you make clear that sentence

in regard to games in Scout leaders' courses, men that would rather

cut out the games and play the games with their kids at home, etce

Mr. Brockway: The point is this: I have seen men taking

up the time of a training course for the encouragement and training

of men in childish games, games that are of no particular help to

the troop. I think a training course should not go into things that

will not be a help to the troop outside of an entertainment way.

Question: If you do have games, you would have them per

taining to Scouting?

Mr. Brockway: I said if you had games to have them games

of purpose and those that catered to the romance and adventure of

a boy. Lots of the games are not of that character. I don't think

we should have them unless they are.
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Mr. Kirkham: My experience is that one of the greatest

agencies for holding Scout men in their work is to get a real home

co-operation, to get their wives enthusiastic in Scouting. Now has

any one here a definite suggestion, not generalities, but specific

things they have done through which they have stimulated that co

operation between man and wife in playing the game?

Mr. Patton: Where I came from we organized the women

to meet on Friday nights to have at that hour their own activities

at a central place, so that when the Scoutmasters got through the

wife was happy too.

Mr. Brockway: The thing I did in a small town was that

I always made this practice and encouraged the troop committee

men who were to select the Scoutmaster to sell the man's wife first.

Frequently you cannot get the right type of man until you have sold

his family. There are always families with lots of interests and

lots of activities. Unless you can convince the wife that that is the

thing for her husband . to go into, you are not likely to get him.

Surround that man with a net-work that it is impossible for him

to get away from.

: You have put into my mind a suggestion which is

fine, in your paper. We have in our city a splendid, wonderful

Parent Teachers' Association, and right there is my way to the men

of the community for Scout service.

: May I offer a suggestion? We found even to

our surprise that it helped a great deal. It may be an anniversary

week suggestion to you. We tried a different program. The week

naturally was full with events pertaining to Anniversary Week.

On Friday night we had a strictly social affair for the Scout leaders

and their wives, and on that occasion more unconsciously than we

knew, I think, we sold the women Scouting in a way that we had

not sold them before, and when we counted results, we figured that

perhaps that social evening in Scouting put across Scouting in our

city in a more definite, lasting way than even our public Court of

Honor. That is a strong statement to make, perhaps, but we felt

that was the result. We are going to try that next year. The first

thing was a dinner. It happened to be in a Y. M. C. A. banquet halle

Feed the inner man and inner woman first. Then one of our leaders

was the toast-master. We had appropriate stories and all that goes

with a proper banquet of that sort. After that we got even more

informal games, which were really Scouting games. The men and

women participated in them so far as it was possible to do so. As

the evening wore on, there developed a social camaraderie between

the men and the women, all the time keeping in mind that we were

doing Scouting there in pretty much the same manner we do with

our troops. We sold Scouting to women that came not liking Scout

ing. We had two men who had no wives. "Next year," they said,

"We are going to bring our girls and won't have to stand around
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and have some one to double up with us. We are going to bring

our sweethearts." This was the final event in our Anniversary Week.

—— . Mr. Oberteuffer, of Spokane, had this sort of a

meeting where the women were sold to Scouting. All of the Scout

masters were brought together for a big feed early in the evening.

They were told to bring the children. They had an entertainment

of songs and readings first, lasting half an hour. Then the thing

that sold the women to Scouting was a Tenderfoot investiture cere

mony. It was one of the finest, things I ever saw put across. A

group of Scoutmasters were marched in as candidates. Big lights

and blocks represented the Scout Laws. Everything was carried

through in that way, with each man taking the oath, and when they

got through, those women saw that there was an earnestness back

of that thing, and that the Tenderfoot was going to pledge himself

to Scouting that was going to make a man out of him. I like to

get, if we possibly can, the Scoutmasters who have boys coming

along. That night I sat by the side of one of these men who was

a Scoutmaster, and in the course of our conversation he made the

statement that he expected to stay in this work in order to see his

boy -a Scout. I said, "How old is your boy?" He replied, "Eighteen

months old."

: We have a plan which we tried in New Orleans

which has been helpful. Once or twice a month our larger troops

have mothers' meetings. At those meetings we have a very care

fully planned program. We have a doctor come in and give first

aid instruction, and then we have a demonstration team of four

or five boys to put on the demonstration work. We even go so

far as to have a demonstration team in signaling, but we never

work our program more than one hour or an hour and a half.

We work it on Friday afternoon.

Mr. Kirkham: I want to make one suggestion. We drama

tized a Scoutmaster's home with his wife worrying about when her

man would be home from his Scout meeting; then here he came,

the poor Scoutmaster, worn out; he had another little spat with

his wife about coming home late; then came in a neighbor's

wife who could not rest. She had heard the story of the Scout

who had saved the boy's life and she had to come over and talk

it over with the Scoutmaster's wife. And then came the joy.

: Everything that has been said so far takes it for

granted that the Scoutmaster cannot sell the idea to his own wife.

I wonder why he couldn't. I think that they could if they would

work it right. If they would take the pains to sell it to their

wives, they could do it. Why not take them out to rallies and

other things? There are a lot of things they can take their wives

to and let these rallies sell the idea to them. Just take them out.

It seems to me they could sell it that way.
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Mr. Longberry (of Seattle) : My predecessor started this

plan of getting the wives of Scoutmasters interested, and I fol

lowed it up and found it very helpful. Our Council camp is

located about ten miles from the city. We open our camp every

year by an over-night camp for the Scoutmasters and their wives.

They come out and insofar as it is possible the Scoutmaster and

his wife are given a tent of their own. If we don't have tentage

enough for that practice, we assign ladies tents in one part of

the camp and the men tents in another part of the camp. We have

found that it sells the idea of Scouting to the ladies to get them

out there and see how the boys live and see the work that their

husbands are doing with Scouting.

————— : Last Saturday while I was here—I am not an

Executive; I am a Commissioner, but I am interested—one of

our Deputy Commissioners was placed in charge of a committee.

On Saturday afternoon and evening they were going to have a

field day. The Scout leaders and their wives were coming. There

were going to be contests between the men and women in the

Scout contests. It is just a follow-up idea on this Anniversary

Week. It is outdoors in the camp where most of those women

have never been.

Mr. Hadley: As to the meeting place for Scoutmasters and

their wives, I noticed the Y. M. C. A. was mentioned. It oc

curred to me to wonder whether the K. C. has ever been used,

whether you use any neutral territory.

Mr. Brockway: We use the schools a great deal.: The largest rally we had was in the K. C. halle

Monday, September 18, 8:45-9:00

SERVICE AND CITIZENSHIP

Rev. John F. White

I hardly know what to say to you this morning, especially since

I have been told that I have to be more serious. It is hard to be

serious after the experience I had last night of being initiated into

the "odor of the orange blossoms." I belong to the Order of the

Knights of Columbus and to the Order of Elks, but this is the first

"Odor" I ever joined. I was "reanointed" this morning, so if my

hair begins to grow back here on the crown of my head, I am

going to tell my superiors it is because I am a good monk and

not because I belong to the "Odor of the Orange Blossoms."

The subject which I would like to speak to you about this

morning is one that is so important in your lives and of which you

have heard so much during this conference that it is rather an

ambitious schedule for me to attempt—"Service and Citizenship."
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We have all been told what service is and what service is not, and

we all know what citizenship is and what it is not; but it is our

"job," gentlemen, to teach the boy what service is; to teach the

boy what citizenship means ; and unless we have the right idea of

service, unless we have the right idea of citizenship, we are not

going to be able to answer, as we should answer, the call which

was echoed throughout this hall last night by the representative of

the American Legion when he gave into our hands the safe keeping

of the loyalty and love and devotion of the growing boy of America.

To begin with, when we think of service, naturally enough, we think

of something hard, something difficult, something that is going to

make us go around with long faces praying for deliverance. If

that is our idea of service, we ought to get out of the Boy Scout

Movement, because you can't give real service unless you are happy

in giving that service. You can't make a boy feel that to work for

others is worth while, to efface himself is worth while, to do things

sometimes which are arduous and difficult and which he personally

would rather have somebody else do—to do all this—worth while if

you have to do it with a "grouch on," if you have to do it so that

anybody looking at you must say, "Glory bel He looks like ten

cents worth of Lord-help-us ! !" The happv man is the only man

who ought to try to serve. We must, as Christian gentlemen, take

as our model, Christ. He went about doing good, and because He

went about doing good, He was crucified. And so in our lives people

are going to misunderstand us. What do we care? So in our lives

people are going to misapprehend, misrepresent, distort everything

we do, and if it is because we want to be glorified, if it is because

in serving we want the applause, we want the brass band, then

we will not be happy in being spent and spending ourselves for others.

Too often do we become like the Irishman to whom the priest

came and said, "Now listen, Pat. You are the richest man in the

parish. There is no question about it, and for the last six Sundays

I have been making a request that all the people contribute to this

collection for the new chimes and I haven't seen your name and I

haven't received your contribution. Now Mr. Dugan, Mr. Dunnigan,

Mr. Brannigan, and Mr. Davis, who are nowhere near as wealthy

as you—have all given me one hundred dollars." "Oh, is that so?

I didn't know that. "They have?" "Yes!" "What are they going

to get for it?" "Well," the priest said, "I am going to erect a nice

slab and in golden letters I am going to place the names of all the

contributors." "Then put me down for five hundred dollars and I

will show those fellows how to contribute money. My name goes

down first, don't it? Everybody will know that O'Brien gave the

largest donation. You will tell them that, won't vou?" "Yes." The

contribution came in, and the priest announced that on a certain

day the chimes would be rung_ out, so the congregation assembled.

The priest got up and thanked all the contributors, and he pointed

to the slab and said. "There is the list, Mr. O'Brien is first. He

gave five hundred dollars, and I want to thank him most of all for
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his hearty co-operation." O'Brien swelled up to a hundred and ten.

He felt very happy. "Now," said the priest, "We will ring the

chimes so that you can appreciate them." They started to ring them,

and all of a sudden O'Brien grabbed his hat and rushed out of the

church. The priest, amazed, followed him and found O'Brien walk

ing up and down, shaking his fist at the bells. The priest said, "What

is the matter, O'Brien?" He said, "You are a fine, smart fellow,

aren't you ? But you have fooled me for the last time 1 You told me

that if I gave the biggest contribution my name would be heralded—

I would be talked about." "Yes," replied the good Father, "every

body is talking about you." "But that ain't the thing. Listen to

them bells. Listen to them ringing for the last fifteen minutes.

What have they been saying? Have they said a word about O'Brien?

No 1 ! All they have been saying ever since they started is this :

Dugan ! Donegan ! Branriigan ! Davis !—(and not a word about

O'Brien I"

To my mind, gentlemen, citizenship must imply more than the

mere right to command privileges and favors. Citizenship implies

the positive willingness to sacrifice self when the good of our country

demands such sacrifice. Not what can I get from my country, but

what can I do for my country must be the real slogan of all true

Americans. Don't ask, what is wrong with the government? Ask,

what is wrong with me? Right that wrong, and you will discover

that there is nothing wrong with the government ! I can't teach boys

how to serve unless I myself have first served. I can't teach boys

how to be good citizens unless I myself am a good citizen. Love

God, love your country, serve God, serve your country, and be

assured of thus obtaining that peace and happiness that surpasseth all

understanding. That is citizenship and that is service and without

that citizenship and without that service you or I can not hope to

build up in the hearts of the growing boy that true love for America,

that real willingness to serve which thrills the heart and makes the

blood pulsate through the veins and arteries as looking at our elori-

ous flag, fired with loyalty and devotion and love we cry out, "Your

flag and my flag, and how it waves today o'er your land and my

land and half the world away,

"Rose-red and blood-red its stripes forever gleam;

Snow-white and soul-white the great forefathers dream ;

Sky-blue and true-blue with stars that shine aright ;

A glorious guerdon of the day, a shelter through the nighte

"Your flag and my flag, and oh, how much it holds

Of your heart and my heart secure within its folds ;

Your heart and my heart beat quicker at its sight,

Sun-kissed and wind-tossed, the Red, the Blue, the White,

The one flag, the great flag, the flag for me and you—

Glorified, all else beside, the Red, the White, the Blue."
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Daily Resum6, Monday, September 18, 9:00-9:10

Dr. Fisher: I really have two days' review. I shall not at

tempt to review last night's exercises until the resume of tomorrow.

The average man in America is over-developed on the self-

seeking side of his nature. Hence, the man power of the country

cannot be mobilized for a program of social and civic betterment.

Scouting seeks to give boys that training which will result in service

becoming the dominant idea of his nature. Scouting is a force in

mobilizing the man power of the nation for service.

The Conference adopted the recommendations contained in the

Report of the Commission on Industry. The Commission stressed

the point that in organizing troops in industrial plants, the leadership

must be kept volunteer and conditions maintained so that boys will

joint not through compulsion but of their own free will. In industrial

communities both the worker and the employer must be represented

on the Council, but in an unofficial relation. The recommendations

of the Commission on Council Administration were adopted.

The report of the Insurance Alliance was adopted and the con

stitution approved. The recommendation that Scout Executives must

join the Alliance within three years of their entrance was approved.

The Executive Committee was changed from six to thirteen mem

bers. Recommendation three, touching on the subject of permitting

men to remain in Scouting when they have resigned until they

became identified with another position, either in or out of Scouting,

was referred to the Executive Committee with power. The discus

sion of the members seemed to indicate that they favored retaining

in the membership of the Alliance any Scout Executive that broke

down in the service because of illness until such time as he was

able to take up employment elsewhere. Have I correctly interpreted

your feeling? (Absolutely.)

The Conference went on record as favoring the establishment

of a retirement or pension fund, and recommended that the National

Council appoint a special committee to make a thorough study of

the subject. The members of the conference registered their wish

that in whatever plan may be adopted they be given an opportunity

to participate financially in its report.

On the discussion on advertising the following was emphasized.

Advertising is intended to sell as well as inform. Stories about

people are more important than stories about things. Emotionalize

newspaper headings. Personalize publicity. Have clear objectives

in advertising. In our advertising we must keep in mind the most

ignorant in the community. We make the mistake of thinking that

people know all about Scouting. Make a point of cultivating sys

tematically outstanding men of means and influence in the community.

Call upon others who know them to assist in sending letters and

especially marked literature. In the discussion on Boys' Life it was

revealed that many banks are taking advantage of the arrangement

whereby banks, at a special rate are given the opportunity to furnish
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boys the magazine for three months. The Boys' Life Department

make an offer to furnish the periodical for $1.00 a year in quantities

for distribution among council members. An item in the budget

should be provided.

The Commission Report on Finance was adopted. The Com

mission emphasized the necessity of developing an intelligent sup

porting constituency. There should be a fixed policy for securing

funds over a period of years. The Scout Executives' Manual was

referred to for suggestions for financial campaigns. Contributions

have been too small rather than too large. We should scale up the

amount of the individual gift.

Scouting must ever keep in mind the nature of the boy, his

love of adventure, his rich imagination, his migratory habits, and

adapt itself to the meeting of these elements in his nature.

The Scout Executives in paying tribute to Dr. Pershing and

Joe Taylor, said that their profession had been greatly enriched

in the life and practice of these men. Their communities paid tribute

to their influence. Scouting should be measured and appraised from

the point of view of its eternal verities. Just as Joe Taylor went

down holding a boy up, so the Scout Executive will spend himself

that boys may rise in character and true manhood. Loyalty to high

purpose and plan makes heroes of men and boys.

The marks of a trained mind are found in its ability to break

into silence. Reverence for God is at the very center of the Scout

Movement. Scouting may prove a significant influence in the develop

ment of a new civilization. America has heard much about Scout

ing. It is now expecting much from Scouting. There is marvelous

unity (thank God!) in the man power of our Movement. Scoutin?

is a divine calling. Scouting is one of the few things that goes

to the root of our civilization. The only way to teach morals is

through action. Reverence is the basis of religion. When the

people really catch the significance of Scouting, we will do in

wholesale what we are now doing in retail. Just as the State is

greater than the precinct, so humanity is greater than the nation. On

the Boy Scout platform we can erect a great non-sectarian cathedral

of humanity. Scouting makes it possible for all religions to link

hands in service to humanity. Scouting helps justify humanity.

Scouting provides a platform for bringing people of all faiths

together without giving up individual faith or conviction. When

people forget their religious differences, a new hope is born. Save

the boy from idleness and you save the world from the devil. Save

the boy from militarism and you save the world from war. Save

the boy from sham and you save society from decay. Save the

boy from license and you save society from anarchy. Save the boy

from excess and you save civilization from wreck. Save the boy

from irreligion or civilization will return to barbarism. Recognize

his universality. It is an organized force in life. It stabilizes.

Scouting will do little for boys if it does not identify them with

religion.
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Monday, September 18, 9:10-10:30

REPORT OF COMMISSION ON THE

COURT OF HONOR

Mr. Barclay: The Commission on the Court of Honor has

requested me to preside this morning, because of the fact that I

have had rather close contact with its work all along. Mr. John

Gore is the Chairman of the Commission and at this time will present

the Report.

Mr. Gore (of Knoxville, Tenn.) : In presenting this Report

the Commission wishes to remind you of the tremendous task that it

had in compiling the information. Second, we wish to remind you

that this information is the findings of your Regional Commissions.

In other words, the information contained in this Report is the

opinion of the entire field. Again I want publicly to thank the

members of this Commission for their hearty co-operation, and say

to you that we function one hundred per cent. Every member

of the Commission has responded most heartily.

In bringing this Report for your consideration this morning we

feel that it is not necessary to go into detail as to these different

topics that were sent out for our study. Those things are as follows :

1. What is the function of the Court of Honor?

2. What should be the nature of the membership of the Court

of Honor?

3. How many members?

4. Should this vary with the size of the city?

5. Meetings. How often?

6. Where held and who invited?

7. Nature and length of program?

8. What should be the limit of merit badges to be earned per

month or per quarter by each Scout?

9. Should the Court of Honor be an examining or awarding

body?

10. What mechanical set-up of the meeting will best lend dignity

to the awards? Should awards be by individuals or by subjects?

11. To what extent may we profitably standardize the Scout's

conduct while before the Court, his records, entrance, seating, saluting,

answering questions, exit, etc.?

12. How can the Court of Honor be made the social vehicle for

influencing and educating the community?

13. What should be the standard relation of the local Court

of Honor to the National Court of Honor?

14. Should the Troop Committee in the smaller community act

as the examining body?
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The Reports from the various Regional Commissions were care

fully considered by the National Commission on the Court of Honor.

In addition to the information which was sent out, and to which

we gave a good deal of time and study, there were several questions

that were asked, or given us rather, for consideration and which are

handed to you. Among these questions was one which we feel of

vital importance, and one that we should consider at this meeting

this morning. That question was. Should the suggested new rank

of the Citizen Scout be provided for and what should be its re

quirements ?

In May last a special Committee was appointed by the National

Court of Honor to give consideration to this. This Committee met

and after due consideration decided that a badge of this kind should

be awarded. Dr. Albert Shiels of the Teachers' College, was tem

porary Acting Chairman of this Committee and fortunately we

have him with us this morning to explain it more thoroughly than

could I or any other member of the Commission.

Dr. Shiels: I am asked to present the Report of this Committee,

and also to discuss rather more intimately and more definitely what

might be implied by the term citizenship. That is one of those

words that we all believe in, and we all admire and we all work

for, but we do not always know what it may mean. Rather we

do not know how to reconcile the various points of view by which

it is looked at. It is very natural that those differences should

exist. Half of this time, therefore, will be devoted simply to out

lining what constitutes a conception of citizenship, not from the

standpoint of sacrifice and service, which are its essentials, but

merely from the standpoint of that type of description, so that it

will serve as a common basis for discussion.

Under a civilization when people lived in small villages and

supplied all of their own wants, citizenship had almost exclusively

a political aspect. It consisted in voting regularly, in knowing some

thing of the constitution, having a rather vigorous interest in the

appointment of the local post master; there were no large questions,

because each community supplied itself. Now there are people, not

a few, whose minds still dwell on that simple civilization, interpret the

problems of America today in terms of some such Arcadian com

munity. But the differences that have come over us with the industrial

era have, of course, very much amplified and made more complex

this problem of citizenship. It is not merely a question of immigra

tion. It is a question of the enormous evolution of the industrial

classes, of the class consciousness which sees its own particular

advantage, and which is not always quick to relate that advantage

to the advantage of the whole. All of us are more or less victims

of that situation, for what men, alas, are there who have passionate

convictions who do not by some co-incidence rank themselves with

their own personal or class interest? Beyond that there is also this

feeling that we do not know the people that we depend upon. All
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these have multiplied the problems and conceptions of citizenship,

although they have in no way reduced or affected the fundamental

principles which are the eternal verities of the whole question.

Now what is the basis from the social rather than the religious

viewpoint? It is the sense of absolute dependence which the people

have with reference to their town or State or the country as a

whole. That sense of dependence generates an obligation. He must

work through some kind of a group, although he may not know the

members of that group personally. That is the essence, on a

scientific side, of the new citizenship. If you look at this develop

ment, therefore, you will find that even in the political field, there

have been things happening that the man of thirty years ago never

dreamt of. We speak of wage compensation, laws on child labor,

health insurance, food adulteration. Things of that kind were

foreign to the old student. They all represent this tremendous

complexity and this concentration of all sorts of life interests on a

larger scale; and yet, the citizen is called upon to think of them

socially and vote on them politically today. We can not find refuge

in some amiable formula.

Two things, or three, perhaps are essential. One is knowledge,

which is not so exclusively of Scouting to teach. A second is attitude,

which we share with the schools, and the third is experience—doing

something. While there are people and plenty of people who interpret

this new life in terms of getting all they can from concerted group

action, getting all that the group has to offer, but never esteeming

that they have to continue giving, such persons continue to survive

only for one reason, that the great majority, consciously or un

consciously, are doing the giving and less of the getting. In other

words, if everybody in the National or State game said, "I will give

nothing, but take everything—this world is nothing but a lemon

to be 'squeezed for my special benefit," there would not be anything

to get.

We are, those of us who are living the life of exclusive getting,

leading a sort of parasitic life, and the Boy Scout (and we might

say the girl), has got to get not merely the desire to serve, but the

profound faith that so far as this democracy is concerned, only

through serving, and only through a larger social interest, is it possible

for him to get on. It is not merely a condition of virtue. It is a

condition of existence, of survival.

Now this theoretical aspect, of course, is not at all without its

very strong emotional side. We have a wonderful country. But

only a foolish person will waste himself discussing the glories of

its achievement, but rather, if he is wise, I think he will look to a

new condition and better condition all the time. The flag is not

only great for what it is, but what it promises to be. So long

as there are conditions like social injustice or lack of educational

opportunity, or child labor, or squalor, or disease, every one of us

as citizens, and every one of these boys is to feel not this amiable
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desire that everybody has, "Well, I wish things were better," but

a passionate conviction that these conditions conditions must be

improved. As Father White said this morning, we must have not

a passionate conviction that they ought to be better because some

thing is rotten at Washington, or at the State Capitol, but just as

passionate a conviction that the making of them better rests with

me personally, for I am the only person whom I, at least, can control.

Now those aspirations are vague, of course. Progress takes a

long time. Those qualities in general are the things that make

citizenship somewhat more concrete and somewhat more definite.

The school has a job which I will discuss later this morning. And

the Scouts have a job—the two jobs are not at all as different as

they might seem. At this present time what confronts Scouting

is this : essentially it stands for emphasizing education through

action, through experience. We do not talk, of teaching a boy to

be a citizen. We talk of seeing that he is a citizen, and that his

experience as a learner is exclusively an experience in the doing of

the thing. From a religious basis he will do it out of obedience to

God's will. From an ethical basis he may do it because it is right.

From a citizen basis he should include those two fine conceptions of

service, but again he should have a very definite consciousness of

group dependence, of team work, of getting together, and that is

the very essence of Scouting.

Now if we are going to talk of citizenship and keep on saying

what a fine thing it is and how we ought to work for it and what

a lovely thing service is, we are just doing what everybody else is

doing. I know a man who admired the Ten Commandments so well

that once he proposed giving them three cheers, and that seems to

be the limit of some support. But if citizenship Scouting means

anything, it has got to mean a definite program for citizenship. That

is precisely what the Report of this Sub-Committee on Education

aims at, not as a complete report, but as a basis for discussion and

consideration. It is a preliminary Report. At the beginning^ the

emphasis is on certain principles of Scouting. It says—and this is

what makes Scouting one of the best methods of education there is

—that essentially Scouting is a matter of the doing, the experience

of the act as a basis for the formation of the habit. It lays down

certain other general principles of the merit badge systems, in order

to avoid duplication. Having done those things, it then proceeds

not to announce anything new at all, except as_ the formula is new,

but to affirm that in this morass of language in which the country

is exhausting its effort, about the desirability of a better citizenship,

one organization is going to stand out for a clear-cut program. Now

every Boy Scout, even if he does not do his good turn each day,

if he manages to smuggle in only five a week, is a good deal

better citizen than a great many adults. And in one sense, therefore,

every Boy Scout, ex-officio, is entitled to be called a citizen.

But what we are looking forward to is this, to give a concrete,

definite, living example of what the ideal type of young citizen ought
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to be._ The best part of Scouting in teaching boys and in training

boys, is not the work which the Scoutmaster is doing for them, but

the work which the Scoutmaster is doing through these boys in

attracting the interest of new agencies, whether it is the policeman

or the grocer or the school teacher. In interesting these further so

that by and by they will all become interested in boys, because, after

all, if all we ever accomplished was simply to handle our boys a

few hours a week, we would have very little opportunity against

the competition of a great number of hours outside our influence.

We are influencing other people to be likewise interested. We pro

pose to interest the community in the same way by this discrimination

of what citizenship stands for. We propose to show them a boy,

not a marvel, not a miracle ; but an ordinary, healthy, American boy

who gives the answer to all this talk by life, by a recognition from

his associates that he is that life, something that will keep him

modest and sweet and wholesome, so that he will be recognized

as a desirable type of American citizen.

How are we going to do it ? We are going to ask of him service,

something that any normal boy might give, such service as he would

not have to be an intellectual wonder to give ; but he would have

to be a boy with lots of grit, power of control, power of leadership,

power of being a good fellow, and a living example of team work.

We propose in this recommendation to say that to qualify for this

citizenship merit body he will have to be not merely a citizen, but

a true type of citizen. If he meets these requirements, big and little,

he might not be able to pass, and he probably would not be able to

pass a technical examination in Political Science. He could not dis

cuss the methods of refined constitutional law. But the point is

that he will know where he stands with respect to law and that

he has given evidence of the right social habits.

Citizenship is not a vote, but it includes it. It is not language

but it includes it perhaps. Always, as I have said before, it is

living. Imagine that thing being made very formal ; imagine it

taking place at periodical periods in the United States ; imagine a

nation just overwhelmed by oratory, suddenly finding this Boy Scout

organization and saying, "These are distinguished citizens, as the

Boy Scout sees them, but not so distinguished but that everybody

else can be equally fine if they will." Now to accomplish all that,

very frankly, the Scout Executive will have to do a little thinking.

He will have to have some philosophy of citizenship of his own.

He will have to understand that the America of 1922 is not the

America of 1880. He will have to understand that there are certain

things concerning which a new attitude is required, that the citizen

who has to vote on everything cannot know everything, but he

can know enough to get people who do know considerable about

that particular aspect to feel interested on it. Imagine the publicity

that goes with it.
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One thing more in conclusion. We are approaching the Boy

Scout at sixteen, seventeen, and at eighteen, and if this program goes

through and has your favor, we are bringing to him a new interest

that closely ties on to his adult years. You can have all sorts of

schemes for keeping Scouts in the ranks, but one scheme that has

never failed is the scheme that he recognizes as closely related to

his own interest as a citizen, and we hope, therefore, though there is

no way of promising, that as this representation for citizenship, this

distinction for citizenship grows, and as these things that are recom

mended attach increased value to service, that the Boy Scouts will

be almost the first of American organizations to be what' we had

once hoped all the nation might be, a nursery for good citizenshipe

I will not read this Report. The thing is to examine it, to

pick holes in it, to ask questions, to give it a year's thinking and then

to determine, whether or not the Boy Scouts shall take this general

recommendation that it makes for citizenship, and crystallize it into

a conception that means a distinction and honor both to the boy

and the giver.

Mr. Barclay: Now, gentlemen, this Report is brought here

for your consideration, because of the desire to get your advice and

suggestion. Because of the lack of time to study it I am a little

afraid that it will not be worth the while to go into it very

thoroughly in this larger group other than a discussion of the

general idea. But we want every man to take this Report home

(if he hasn't a copy, let us know and we will send it to you), and

let us have his frank suggestions. Expect the committee to do its

best to accept your suggestions, but also remember that there will

be other suggestions from other quarters, and that those will have

all to be taken into consideration. Now, does any one from the

floor have something to say directed at this proposal, this sugges

tion? It is merely a suggestion of this sub-committee that we

consider cashing in, as it were, on our emphasis on citizenship by

actually having a rank of citizenship and making a great deal out

of it.

Mr. Duggan (of Saginaw, Mich.): Mr. Chairman, I think we

need this thing very much and I think it would be a calamity to

wait a year for it, if it would be possible to do it sooner than a

year. I think it is an excellent thing.

(of Williamsport, Pa.) I think we need it very much,

but I do not think we need to be too much in a hurry. This is one

of the most serious things that has come before this conference,

and I think it should be the sentiment of this conference that we

ask or petition the Educational Department of the National Head

quarters to proceed with it with all the expedition possible, but

giving it sufficient time to make the thing a sound proposition and a

proposition that can be analyzed by the best minds of the country

and will satisfy them accordingly. It is my proposition, Mr. Chair
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man, that / move that this Conference go on record asking such

action on the part of the Educational Department at National Head

quarters. (Seconded.)

Mr. Barclay: I would feel that we ought to have a come

back and report to you men on it. Let me ask one question. Will

you come back on it? (Yes.)

(The above motion was carried.)

Mr. Kirkham: I think this is right in principle. But I think

the second and third requirements are too hasty. It leaves too much

latitude to the field, which will be indefinite and undignified. "Pres

ent evidence approved by the Scoutmasters indicating conspicuous

ability, team work and leadership in his troop or patrol." I would

like to have something definite said there. Present, say, evidence

for some sustained service for public good in the community not

already considered for other merit badges the boy has received.

Then I have in my own mind and heart a hobby which I hoped

might go into this citizenship badge, and that is a merit badge on a

Scout's relation to the home. The American home is the biggest

unit for citizenship training, and it seems to me into this require

ment ought to go that merit badge.

Mr. West: This session gives me great joy, and I am keenly

interested that you men have expressed your sentiment as you have.

It is a thing in which we have been definitely interested for a long

time. The object of the Boy Scouts of America is character building

and citizenship training. We have agreed to that. It was the in

tention of Theodore Roosevelt, our chief Scout citizen before he

died, to work out for our consideration a very tangible, detailed

statement of what citizenship meant in terms of boy training. Un

fortunately, we did not get that, but iwe have been working on the

idea. I have given a lot of thought to it. We have had in mind

that something might materialize in connection with the consideration

of the Older Boy problem. We have thought of such a thing as a

Citizen Scout, or a Scout Citizen. Now in connection with the study

of this problem we have got to avoid setting up a characterization

of a limited group of our people, under conditions which will in

any way tend to decrease the emphasis which must be placed at all

times on the fact that all Boy Scouts are Scouts citizens. Any

of you who can contribute in your comments to the members of

this Committee as to how we can accomplish this very difficult task,

and preserve that thought that every boy who takes the Scout Oath

and goes on through our program, should be looked upon by the

community as one who is prepared to be a Scout citizen, will be

very much appreciated.

Mr. Barclay: Should there be a plan worked out whereby

second-class Scouts may be allowed to take a limited, specified
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number of badges? (No I) Wait a minute. Don't decide until

you have given the thing consideration. Give an opportunity for

the arguments on the other side of the question.

Mr. Sluyter (of West Chester, Pa.) : I have boys in my

jurisdiction who are physically handicapped from taking the first-

class tests, and they are very anxious to go ahead with merit badge

work, and it seems to me that that would be a splendid recommenda

tion. It appeals to me so.

Mr. Barclay: Should any exceptions to requirements be made

in behalf of boys that are defective or crippled? (No.) (Yes.)

The next point is: What, if any, changes are desirable in

regard to requirements for Life Scouts, Star Scouts, and Eagle

Scouts ?

Mr. West: Men, I hesitate again to speak, but I know you

want me to put before you exactly what is the basis of this questione

It is simply this. I don't do it to advocate it, but I do very earnestly

want that we fairly consider the merits of a proposition something

like this. Our motto is, "Be prepared." Our requirement is that

men, boys, Scouts, do something worth while. We must be pre

pared to help others at all times. Now we have certain merit badges,

life-saving, public health, personal health, things which stimulate

self-development, which help to make a boy better prepared. The

thought was, would it be helpful, would it tend to hold the interest

of boys and bring us a larger average of boys who would get that

rich experience of doing something worth while because of Scout

training if, as they do in England and as in other countries we

were to have a limited number of these more fundamental subjects

covered by merit badges made available to boys as second-class

Scouts, requiring them to wear the badge on the left sleeve until

they became first-class Scouts? There is much to be said showing

that it would get the hooks in a little deeper, a little earlier in

the game.

(It was decided to forego the population group meetings and

continue the discussion.)

(Seconded and carried.)

Mr. Barclay: I take it that the question that is pre-eminent

in your mind at this time is this question : Should a revision of

requirements of our plan be made, permitting second-class Scouts to

qualify for certain merit badge tests? If so, which ones.

Now then, we seem to have a very predominating opinion as to

the advisability of such a plan, and may I assume the responsibility

of asking Mr. Stiles to open this discussion, to give us a little of the

experience in Canada, and then give us a chance to ask him some

of the things in our minds ; that is, not just an opinion about the

thing, but as to the effect that it has on the boy. Let us think of

this thing in terms of what is best for the boy.
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Mr. Stiles: We allow second-class Scouts to pass the test

for six of our proficiency badges, as we call them. You see, some

times a boy is ready for his first-class work about November or

December. The water is a little too cold then to go swimming, and

he can put in his time during the winter working on these badges. I

am not sure whether it is exactly right or not. Perhaps you know

that it is always necessary to reserve your decision as long as you can.

I haven't actually made up my mind whether it is a fact that the

merit badges, as you call them, are going to live always in Scouting.

Sometimes I think the merit badge scheme is going to break down.

I have seen groups of Scoutmasters growling at it. They want to

get out-of-doors and scout. They want their boys to develop physi

cally and they think that probably they spend too much time hunt

ing for these badges. I myself have seen boy after boy come up

to a Scoutmaster, salute and say, "Please, tell me the next easiest

badge." However, I have not decided the matter in my own mind.

I am waiting. I am reserving the decision.

We are not going to change our scheme of allowing the second-

class boy to pass for six of these proficiency badges, but I am worried

at the fact that Scouts are not passing for any badges. You know,

we have what we call the "badge hog." The boy. will have as many

as fifty badges. We have a Russian boy in Toronto who has fifty

badges. It has been his education. He has spent his three or four

years in studying night and day for proficiency badges. I don't

know what he thinks he is going to get when he gets through, but

he is at it. People that have been reviewing our troops have spotted

some of these boys and said, "That will never do. Ask the boy a

question and he couldn't answer it." We have been shouting so

much about "Down with the badge hog" that some of the boys

have turned^ the scheme down altogether. I go from place to place

and see a line-up of boys and do not find more than one or two

badges. I am wondering what that means. Now I suppose you

want me to make a positive statement. I do not know enough yet;

but at the next Biennial Conference maybe I will.

Mr. Rainwater (of San Jose, Calif.) : There are one or two

things that it seems to me we ought to keep before us all the time

when we are talking about letting second-class Scouts secure merit

badges or making any exceptions in the case of disabled boys. In

the first place, we are adding to an already very complicated program

A lot of our workers already do not seem to be able to grasp the

whole scheme of things. The greater the number of special excep

tions and changes you make, the harder the whole machine is to

work. Second, on the matter of reducing exceptions. You know

what the exception does in the case of the enforcement of the

Volstead Act. There are certain exceptions made for those who

are more_ or less physically disabled : that is, a man who is sick

may obtain a little liquor. . . . Well, everybody has that sickness

right away. Now, who is going to enforce those exceptions, and
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how far can you go in the case of the crippled or disabled boy?

We held a three-day conference on the way here, and it was our

opinion that requirements should remain at least as high as they are

now.

Mr. Metz (of Albany, N. Y.) : / move that this Conference

go on record as being opposed to the principle of giving merit badges

to second-class Scouts. (Seconded.)

Mr. Roberts: I am in favor of that in principle, but I wish

to go on record—I have been in the Scouting game for ten years.

My boy was stricken with infantile paralysis. He knows more

about Botany and real Scouting out-of-doors than I do. He has

taught me many of the things I have been unable to put into the

Scout program. My boy is prevented from becoming a first-class

Scout as he cannot swim. He has had to wear a corset, and that

has made his flesh so tender that he cannot stand the temperature

of ordinary water. For that reason I wish that it were possible

for such boys to take merit badges in Botanv.

: For nine months our boys in Cheyenne cannot swime

I want something to hold their interest until they can take the test.

I would like to have five or six merit badges to give to those Scouts

through the winter months, till the summer.

Mr. Roberts: Nothing has been said concerning the danger

of permitting the second-class Scout to take merit badge work.

There may be several reasons why he cannot take first-class work,

but if he can go on progressing, he is growing. I never had this

brought to me so forcibly as this summer when a little Jewish

lad in camp, a hunch-back boy, who had passed everything humanly

possible, came to me and begged and begged and the camp doctor

begged, that I might permit that boy to take merit badge work. He

had passed everything except swimming, and he was not permitted

to swim, because of his physical condition. He simply begged

that I might let him pass the work. He want to go on and on.

We have a crippled boys troop in our city. They never can

become merit badge Scouts, because of that first-class requiremente

I think we should not pass this up in a cold-blooded fashion. If

we can permit a physically handicapped boy to go on progressing

from one step to another on through Scouting, we are helping a

large group of boys. Otherwise we are crushing those boys down

who need our help. If we are going to live up to that principle

of doing a good turn, let us not pass the thing by as a cold-blooded

proposition.

Mr. Belzer: I think that the thing to do would be to put up

an alternative. The danger is that the fellows will stick to second-

class work and will not go through the requirements for the first-

class work. If they can go on and get merit badges without that,

they are going to dodge the required work. There ought to be an

alternative—not a substitute. The boy ought to be a fellow who
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takes those merit badges because physically he can't take the others.

If physically he can, he ought to be made to do the same as the

rest of the fellows in order to have the privilege of wearing those

badges.

Mr. Barclay: Mr. Belzer made the point that the taking of

these five or six merit badges by second-class Scouts will militate

against boys going on and taking their first-class work. Let us ask

Mr. Stiles, who has had some experience with this proposition, if

the taking of those merit badges by those second-class Scouts mili

tates, or if it encourages boys to become first-class Scouts?

Mr. Stiles: My opinion is that it does militate against then-

advancing into first-class Scouts.

Mr. Stephenson: I do not believe that it would be a good

policy to allow Scouts to take merit badges before they reach first-

class rank, but I do believe that it would be good policy to allow

Scouts to prepare themselves in certain qualified subjects. Take a

boy who is only a second-class Scout. If you withhold his merit

badge for a subject in which he has prepared himself, you are going

to get him to first-class rank quicker by putting up the proposition

that you are withholding this merit badge until he has qualified in

the other things that he must do. Then when he has qualified as

a first-class Scout, give him the merit badges.

Mr. Kirkham: It is my experience that they are already

working on merit badges before they become first-class Scouts.

But there is a vital point in this discussion that I am very much in

sympathy with. That is the unfortunate fellow who absolutely is

physically handicapped. I think it would be a dangerous thing to

set a rule just for him. I think the better thing would be to make

a rule for boys who are absolutely physically handicapped, and let

that be decided by a physician appointed by the local Court of

Honor. Do not change the general rule but have that one oppor

tunity for the crippled fellow to come in and go on in his work.

Mr. Sparrow (of Norfolk, Va.) : I am going to talk to the

danger of allowing second-class Scouts even to pass the require

ments suggested by Mr. Stevenson. Two Scout Executives in

this conference were walking up the hill here a few days ago. I

was with them. They were discussing two individual Scouts who

had taken merit badge examinations previous to becoming first-class.

They agreed that these two Scouts were not becoming first-class,

because they were salting away these merit badges and were not

trying to finish the one item that was holding them back, swimming.

I can see no argument for letting a Scout get merit badges before

he reaches first-class rank. If they want the merit badges badly

enough, with the exception of the boy who is physically unable to

become first-class, they will become first-class no matter what the

conditions are, unless they would have to swim where there is no

water.
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: In order to get an intelligent vote upon this point,

would not now be the time to get the experience of England and

France upon this question? I would like to hear from Captain

Gidney and Mr. Desjardins .what the experience of those two

countries has been.

Mr. Everman: Is it not a fact that the majority of the boys

who are physically unfit to pass in swimmin<r are also physically

unfit to pass the tests of second-class? That is my experience.

Mr. West: I am interested, as I always have been, in getting

the viewpoint of the men in the field on all problems. In regard to

this particular problem we took the liberty, years ago when we did

not have you to advise us, when there were very few of us, to say

that this was the best thing to do. Now it has been brought home

to me very vividly, just as things have been brought home to you

very vividly, in this Conference, and in my conferences with the

Scout leaders in Europe two years ago and again just recently, that

it was only fair that at those places where the practice abroad

differed from our practice, now that we have so many of you, we

encourage discussion on those points in which we differ from the

foreign countries. In this particular thing we are radically different.

I do not know how much of the sentiment against permitting second-

class Scouts to pass merit badges is the result of real, careful study

of the question, with all the facts before you, or how much of it is

rather, as it always has been with me, preconceived conviction that

we ought to strive in every way possible to get every boy to

become a first-class Scout, and an assumption that by keeping him

out of the merit badge class until he did become a first-class Scout,

we were more likely to secure our wish. Somebody suggested

that on the train coming over fifty delegates agreed unanimously

that they would oppose this thing. Now it is very easy to get

agreements that you will unanimously oppose a thing, but it is a ques

tion as to whether it is wise to commit yourselves as to whether

you are going to oppose a thing, until you have heard all the facts

in a case. I am not saying this in criticism, because it is a most

natural thing for the men to caucus, but it is a very desirable thing

that we try to keep in Scouting the realization that we have so far

kept our feet on the ground and that we are doing things from

principle and upon fact. My suggestion is that this matter be the

subject of further study and that we at this time by no means recom

mend any change in the awarding of badges to second-class Scouts,

and that we consider as a special proposition the practicability of

picking out, if we can, those unfortunate boys—if it can be done,

and I am at a loss to know at this moment how I can suggest

that it could be done—to whom some special exception might be made.

While you have those two propositions before you, if it is your

pleasure, I would like to make a brief statement about the second

proposition of granting exceptions to crippled boys. At the National
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Council meeting there was in Region 2 a well-defined sentiment that

we ought to open up this matter again. The Conference passed a

resolution instructing the National Qourt of Honor to study this

question. Dan Beard could tell you that the National Court of Honor

did give very careful consideration to it, and upon the direction of

the National Court of Honor I as its secretary, through Mr. Martin,

have made a very thorough canvass of this subject, consulting doctors

and other experts. The opinion of the National Court of Honor

was rather unanimous that much as we would like to recognize this

particular group of boys, it would be most unfortunate to make

any exception whatever in the award of the first-class badge.

We do, however, have under consideration, to be submitted to

the field, a proposition not of a first-class badge, but of some special

recognition of achievement, advancement for the crippled or disabled

boy. That will be submitted to you for your point of view by mail

as soon as it is formulated. I have had no problem which has given

me as much personal concern and worry as this particular one,

because, as you men know, as a boy I could not have passed these

tests. Until I was twenty years of age I was forced to struggle

along with crutches, and there is nobody who can claim any stronger

basis for personal appreciation of what it means to the unfortunate

boy who is kept out of this first-class. It is my opinion, with this

background, and having heard the most pitiful tales, that it would

be for the best interest of Scouting for us to stand pat.

Mr. Barclay: May we dispose of the second proposition first,

relations to crippled Scouts?

Mr. Desjardins: I have nothing much to say on that. In

France we have given the merit badges to second-class Scoutse

They are allowed to be candidates for them, and we have found out

that it worked all right. But, of course, we put the emphasis on

ihe first-classs badge and we always give more importance to a boy

who is a first-class Scout than to a second-class Scout who has

many, many badges. I do not think it is any use explaining why we

do it, because it would take too much time. I will just tell you that

it works all right.

Mr. Barclay: Do you believe that the giving of these certain

badges to second-class Scouts militates against boys wanting to be

first-class Scouts?

Mr. Desjardins: No, it does not, because there is a spirit of

pride that a good Scout is a first-class Scout, and no boy feels he

has finished with his Scout work until he is a first-class Scout.

Mr. Barclay: Does it encourage them to become first-class

Scouts ?

Mr. Desjardins: When he has time he works for handicraft

and nature study, but that does not interfere with is general way

of promoting himself to be a better Scout.
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: How many badges are they allowed to take ir

France ?

Mr. Desjardins: Every one.

Mr. Hanson: Before we vote on this question I want to ex

press a very strong personal conviction, notwithstanding the an

nouncement which was made by one of my co-wprkers. I have been

reluctant to speak, because there has been just a little mistake regard

ing this particular point. I believe that inasmuch as seven or eight

per cent of all the Boy Scouts in America never reach the stage of

first-class, that we ought not to deny the great mass of the boys

the privileges of participating in this vocational guidance program.

Mr. Mason: May we ask Mr. Desjardins what relationship

there is between the numbers of first-class Scouts and the number of

second-class Scouts holding merit badges?

Mr. Desjardins: Seventeen per cent are first-class Scouts;

thirty-three per cent second-class Scouts.

Mr. Barclay: I do not believe we can stand up against the

record of those countries in first-class Scouts. Our percentage does

not compare at all.

Mr. Holsinger: It is not a speech I want to make, but

simply a comment that it seems to me involves the relationship be

tween the two questions that we are discussing, one of them in the

form of a motion which would practically push the other one asidee

Chief West has stated that there is under consideration a special

designation for boys who are absolutely unable and unfit physically

to become first-class Scouts. If that designation is agreed upon,

should those boys then not be permitted to take merit badges, and

if the motion is passed, would it preclude the possibility?

Mr. Barclay: The motion is this, that there shall be no pro

vision made at present for second-class Scouts to take even certain

selected merit badge tests, and that this conference go on record as

being opposed to the principle of giving the merit badge to second-

class Scouts.

Mr. Dale: If the first-class compose seventeen per cent in

France, has that always been in effect in France, or did they change

from the one to the other and so is that increase in the relation due

to the fact?

Mr. Barclay: The original plan called for second-class Scouts

to have certain merit badges and that is the plan that is followed

by every other country outside of ours.

(Rising vote called for.)

The "Ayes" have it.
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Mr. Gore: I presume that the work this Commission has

done in view of the fact these things have been discussed—I move

you, sir, that this report of the Commission on the Court of Honor

be received for file.

(Seconded and carried.)

Mr. Barclay: May I at this time propose that the report of

the Training Commission be adopted. (Carried.)

Now, gentlemen, we will proceed with the consideration of

what is possibly our greatest organization problem in the Scout

Movement, namely, what is, or what is going to be, the relationship

in the years to come of the Boy Scout Movement to the system of

public schools. Now that is a proposition to which we must give

very thorough consideration.

In the discussion we have Dr. Shiels with us, who has come

especially for this and who has worked on this National Committee

of the Boy Scouts of the Public Schools, and I want at this time

to have him give us the situation of the work of this Committee and

what help we can be to the Committee in making the next year's study

more valuable. Dr. Shiels is the Director of the Department of

Educational Research at Columbia University and is possibly one

of the leading experts on this whole question, and it is a real

pleasure to me to have him here today to present to us the proposition

of Scouting relationship to the public school.

Monday, September 18, 10:30-11:00

RELATION OF BOY SCOUT MOVEMENT

TO THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Dr. Albert Shiels

There was a Committee made up of school men, and they pre

pared a Report which was presented to the Department of Superin

tendents of the National Education Association. The significant part

of that Report was that it did not come from the Boy Scouts. It

came from people who were engaged in public education, university,

elementary and high school. It represented, therefore, a testimony to

the work of the Boy Scouts in education which was entirely im

partial and without reference to any extra flourishes under Scout

influence. I think that Report had considerable effect, because, as

you well know, the degree of relation betweeen Scouting and schools

in various communities depends on a great many philosophies and

on a great many personalities. In other words, of all the large

organizations, I believe the public schools represent the single largest

organization. Men are largely influenced by what might be called

the idea of the thing that ought to be done; everybody who engages

in a line of work, no matter how liberal, always feels obsessed by the
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idea that he is over-worked, that he has not any time, and that when

there is obtruded upon his attention anything that looks like a new

idea, he rather resents it,, as something that is being put over on

him. Now that Report is simply one of a series of Reports which

is to be issued annually to the National Education Association. The

expectation is, I may say without violating confidence, that gradually

there will be developed in the minds of the leaders of public school

education in the United States, the conception that Scouting is a

form of education, as significant as is the education of the public

schools, from a different standpoint. Therefore, if you are interested

in Scouting, and, of course, that goes without saying, I am not

coming here with any plea. We do not plead with people to be

interested in their natural work. I am rather coming with the state

ment, and to show you what your own part in it is expected to be

from this viewpoint of National Headquarters, and subject to such

discussion or recommendations as you may make.

Now here again we cannot approach a thing unless we have some

little background of what it all means, for if there is any word

that is more confusing than citizenship, it is that same word educa

tion. In general everybody realizes that education is the sum of all

of man's experience, whether it is good or bad or remote. Everything

he comes across is a form of education. But that there have

emerged certain institutions which we call educative, though neces

sarily not because they are more important or more effective—I

doubt that. I doubt, for instance, whether all the schools in the

country are quite as important as the newspapers and the movies

combined. But these institutions are distinguished because they

have reference to the bringing about of certain objectives which

society recognizes as fundamental. Every century these objectives

change, but in this particular century, and for this particular civiliza

tion which we call American democracy, it is usually recognized by

those in educational work that there are four ultimate objectives

to which a proper education must lead. If it does not, it is not much

good. They are, first, the preservation of health; second, the ability

for self-support (whatever it may be) ; third, the employment of

leisure time; and, fourth, and most important, a realization of the

relation of every human being in the country to every other human

being, in the social sense, whether you call it co-operation, citizen

ship, or what. Now every one of these institutions contributes, if they

are any good, in some degree to one or more of these objectives. In

order to do that they have established an elaborate organization, and

the older the institution and the bigger it is, the more elaborate the

organization. And that organization is an organization of things to

learn to do, and of methods of teaching people to do them and of

people to undertake to do them. It is one of the funny things the

among some of these institutions, the organization is so very elaborate

that the people get interested not in the ultimate objectives, but

in the ways of doing and the people engaged, so that even in public

school education you sometimes find that they do a lot of things very
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well, that perhaps are not worth doing at all. So far as the schools

are concerned the dangers to which they are subjected from their

very nature are these: first (and let me say that from my delightful

association here this morning I am beginning to think that even so

noble an organization as the Boy Scouts may not be free from the

ability or failure to discriminate between the ultimate object and

the immediate thing), there is tradition. That is the habit of doing

a thing because it has always been done. Then there is, second,

the imposition of the adult point of view. And then, what the Scouts

cannot suffer from, I hope, the notion that intellectual acquisition

as distinguished from performance or achievement is the significant

thing. The fourth thing is getting immersed in the business of

the organization itself and forgetting what it is all for.

Now I say the Boy Scouts are not apt to have those dangers,

precisely, because their very program is teaching a boy citizenship.

We ask him to be a citizen. We are trying to take out the ability

to repeat something, to tell how it is done, and substitute the evi

dence of ability to do it. That is what the changes in the merit

badges are that are now under discussion.

Now there are temperaments that simply cannot be taken away

from the notion of being submerged in the fundamental theory of_

fine-spun ideas. They will not let a boy learn to sail unless he

has had a course of mathematics, or something like that. They

will write books and they will have records and they will have a

card catalog and everything on earth, and forget what the object of

the whole organization is for primarily. And tying a knot and

learning the three R's, or anything else, is only useful as it leads

to the ultimate object of the organization.

The schools are doing an undoubtedly valuable thing, and the

Scouts are doing an undoubtedly valuable thing. But the fact that

while the two organizations are alike as two peas in their objects, they

are as different as possible in their methods should always be cleare

If you get some Scoutmaster who is going to turn his troop into a

recitation room, he will have a poor school and he will kill Scout

ing. However identical the objectives, we must remain true to the

principles. Think of a classroom with forty benches sitting in a

row and you have one of the most artificial methods of living. Now

under those conditions we want to make a distinction of that

identity on the one hand. The first thing for Scouting is this :

you must have a profound faith in your own work. You think you

have, but some of you may have a profound vanity in your own

work, which is not at all the same thing. I mean a profound faith

that it is a serious form of education. You have got to have that

faith circulate everywhere, because there are too many people who

look on Scouting merely as an amiable occupation for little boys, and.

on the whole, a pretty wholesome recreation. Whereas Scouting, if

you appreciate it, is a significant form of education, based on an
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absolutely sound psychology, having given the largest single con

tribution to educational method in fifty years.

The second thing is that you have to have the basis to know

what the schools are doing. Now it is characteristic of every

American community that they know about education. They put the

butcher on the Board of Education. But when I say, "know about

it," I do not mean know merely the people in it; know what educa

tion means, know exactly why the work they do in the schools is

profitable, but absolutely incomplete and one-sided.

And the third is to discover yourselves to the other side, be

cause, alas, the other side isn't always willing to take the trouble

to discover you. Get any intelligent teacher to read the Boy Scout

Manual. You will not have to talk Scouting any more, because

if they know their profession, they_ recognize the significance of

Scouting for education. You have to discover yourselves to the

other man, because you can't wait for him to take the trouble to find

out. But when it comes to knowing people, which is a mighty

good thing,—and I fancy you know the school superintendents—the

thing is not to talk about how fine you are, but to talk education

confidently. For that you must know a little bit of the technique,

.the significance of what it means. Talk citizenship and things like

that. Challenge them. These things have got to be done in the

field. There is nobody that can sit up at Headquarters, and write

a circular that will bring schools and Scouts into working togethere

The last thing is using the schools, using the buildings for

having troops, or for holding equipment, or using the people for

Courts of Honor. That is fine, but it is simply what it looks like,

an economical device for reducing expense. But it is an entering

wedge, and the beginning of getting these people tremendously

interested in Scouting, and as such it makes all the difference in the

world. What can we do in this sense? We can approach the school

world from an entirely different way, not speaking as Scouts, but

as fellow school people, or as educators. How are we going to

do it? We are first going to show them what is being done in the

United States by school people. We tried to do that last year, but

we made a terrible mistake, I think. We asked the superintendents

how they co-operated with the Scouts. Some of them had to go

ask the Scoutmaster, "How are we co-operating with you?" We

found that lots of them were meeting in school buildings, but that

there were very few significant forms of actual, real, co-operation

between the two types of education, for a common purpose. There

was not even the vision. We are going about that in a new waye

While usually I do not like to announce a catastrophe in advance,

still I am going to tell you the worst, and I can't conceive of anything

more horrible. You will receive from National Headquarters a

questionnaire—but there is no other way of getting intelligently a

statement as to what is being done in the schools, and we are not

asking you to give the significant things. We are asking you to
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give any crumb there is. The effort to make the amount of writing

less on these questionnaires, is sincere, unless you are doing a real

thing, in which case I trust you will be filled with a perfect passion

for composition.

Now when you get this stuff—and you will get it in October—

it will indicate every type of co-operation. If there is any way by

which you can show you are working together, let me tell you that

your job in filling it out may be hard. I am going to read every

one of those things myself. We expect every Scout Executive to

answer. When we get that thing, we will write a congratulatory

letter to the superintendent on the splendid work that he is doing,

even though you did the whole job; so that more and more they

will discover, you might say, the notion that the co-operation with

you has even come to the city of New York and we are lying awake

nights thinking about it. And when they get that letter, we hope

to get a come-back, because if you can go to the superintendents of

this country and say that in fifty towns such a thing happens, but

that in 900 communities this is being done, then you have a very

ancient human fraility. If the other fellow is getting on the band

wagon, it is time I got my hat.

In other words, I am working because I believe Scouting is

one of the finest forms of education there is for boys. I am going

to ask you frankly that instead of looking at the questionnaire as

another one of those tedious things, an imposition on your time,

will you be good enough to look at it seriously, and put down any

thing in the form of co-operation not under your immediate charge,

but in your territory. Now if you will do this, we will do the rest,

and all unknown you will get a tremendous co-operation from the

other side.

We spoke of this citizenship matter before, but I want to get

this .motion here. Suppose that a boy in a community found that

everybody was courteous ; suppose the policeman was courteous ;

suppose that the truckman was courteous; that in his home there

was courtesy; that in the school there was courtesy—there would

not be any problem of teaching courtesy. Why? Because he

could not grow up in any other way. That is the ideal training,

and it is impossible training, because the twenty-four hours of the

day that a boy lives there is never any type of stimulus that is

consistent with every other kind of stimuli. Now the school people

have him a little time. They try to do something, but it is con

tradicted outside. To what degree in the practical work can we

make this influence consistent? One way is to get every institution

and organization, to carry on a consistent way the same ideae

Already we have two ; that is a start. You will affect others.

The greatest Scout Executive is the man that influences the com

munity most, besides training the boy, and if you can get the

schools to join with you in a few clear-cut conclusions, if you can

get them to understand that you do not teach the material in the
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merit badges, not for a minute; but that when it comes to literature

you have stories around the camp fire, and when it comes to arithme

tic you may build a bridge, or put up a tent, and when it comes to

nature study, you may go on a hike ; if you can get them to think

that all the time the boy is living normally, that all this talk nf

leadership comes with great difficulty in the class room and with

great ease in a troop; if you can get that over constantly, I do not

know what the glory will be for you personally, but I do know

that if it went on in every community, all of us who are worrying

as to what is going to happen to American democracy would sleep

soundly. Scouting is, I believe, the largest single educational organ

ization that exists in the United States for making real citizens of

boys. Have you the faith and have you the faith to a degree that

you will turn it into work?

Mr. Barclay: Are we going to give our co-operation to this

committee? Dr. Fretwell and Dr. Shiels and myself are the mem

bers here.. May we have your co-operation? (Yes.)

We shall proceed now to the hearing of this Report of Scouting

in the College Community by Mr. Northrup.

Monday, September 18, 11:00-11:15

REPORT OF COMMISSION ON SCOUTING

IN COLLEGE COMMUNITY

Mr. Northrup: I am sorry that so many men have felt that

the report of this Commission was of interest only to the men who

were within college communities. Perhaps it is not surprising,

because we have as yet only scratched the surface in Scouting in

the college communty. It is of interest to every Scout Executive

all over the country. Of course, it is of direct interest to those men

who are Executives in the college community, but also of interest

to the rest of you men, because do not your boys, your Scouts

enter colleges in some other cities or towns, and do you not want to

conserve their Scouting experience, tide them over for the time when

they are in college ? Do you not want to work, to follow them

and help some other Executive to follow them, so that when they

go into another place they may still keep their ideals of service and

their life of Scouting? And then, too, do not former Scouts leave

one city, pass through a university and come into your town? Don't

you want to know those former Scouts and get the benefit of their

training? Don't we want to work on this propositon of the con

servation of our Scouts, so that when they leave your town they

are not lost forever, to be dug up possibly ten years later? There

fore, it is of interest to all of us.
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Now I would like to have you show, by raising the hand, how

many of you men are Executives in college communities.

Mr. Barclay: How many men who are Executives in non-

college communties send a list in the Fall to the various college

communities, showing the boys you have entering the college who

are Scouts? If we could establish that one piece of service, we could

do a tremendous job in conserving our own boy leadership through

the colleges and turning it out afterwards in a way that will come

back to you in a very valuable manner.

Mr. Northrup: May we not start that this fall, men? If any

of you know of Scouts who will go in this Fall into their second,

third or other year of the university, or men who are going into

the Freshman year, will you not right here, before you leave th"

Conference, if you can do it, tell the Executive of the college town

where that boy goes that he is going there, and give him not only

his name but his rank and any other facts- you may have. If you

can't do it here, will you not do it by mail when you get back home.

I want to know the name of every single Scout so far as you know

them that is entering Yale University in the Fall.

(A list of towns and colleges was asked for from the National

' Department of Education.)

Mr. Ehler: If you know the town the bov is going to, a

reference to the annual report of the National Council will show

you whether there is a Council in that town.

Mr. King: Why not send the information to the Executives

in every town. In Miami we have a second session during the season.

Mr. Northrup: The Commission took this material up under

the matter of six heads. I am not going to read the entire report.

1. What type of Executive should be employed?

2. Is it practicable to use University students as Scoutmasters?

3. Is it practicable to use University students as Assistant

Scoutmasters ?

4. What resources has the average college or university that

can be used for the benefit of the boys in the community?

5. How can the desirability of the Scouting profession be

brought to the attention of the students?

6. Can students or faculty be used in the field for training

work throughout the State?

Now the Commission makes three recommendations :

1. The Scout Executive: When a man is under consideration

for this position, the Council should ascertain that he is acceptable

to the University. He should be a man of sufficient training to be

welcome in college circles, and of sufficient acumen to appeal also to

business men.
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2. University Resources: University buildings should be used

as conference places for training courses where possible, and the

faculty be drawn into the Movement as special instructors and

examiners. The Extension Department may send out lecturers, and

the Forestry and Agricultural Departments be called upon for ser

vice, especially in the out-door program.

3. University Scout Clubs: Each Council in a college com

munity should study all the data available, and form an organization

of men who have had scout experience, that is suited to local needse

This will give valuable data for a Report at the next Biennial Con

ference.

We make these recommendations and ask that if you approve

of them, they be adopted.

Mr. Barclay: Gentlemen, what is your desire? Do you move

to receive it ?

(So moved, seconded, and carried.)

One practical suggestion to you men who are Executives in

college communities. If it is not too late this year, get your registrars

to issue a card calling the Scout experience for each man who enters

the university. Iowa University, Yale University, and a number

of institutions ate including as a part of the registration of every

man. It is true at West Point and Annapolis. Get a complete

analysis of those men who have been Scouts. That will furnish the

basic list for anv type of organization you may develop, such as

the Yale Scout Club or any of those college troops.

Another suggestion is this: analyze your Scouts who are going

to college this fall. Go through the directory of Scout Executives

in the program and find out in the case of each college who is the

Executive there, take your list and then write to those various

Executives.

Mr. Northrup: There is one matter. That is simply this,

that at the present time it is possible for men, Assistant Scoutmasters,

Scoutmasters, Troop Committee men, to be awarded merit badges

without having become first-class Scouts. We know that there is a

feeling among some that if we give them the commission that shall

carry with it the privileges of their being awarded merit badgese

Boys do not like it. They say it is not a square deal by theme

Why should an Assistant Scoutmaster get a badge after he is

eighteen which he cannot get before he is eighteen?

/ move that it be the sense of this conference that no Merit

Badges be awarded to any person until that Person shall have passed

tenderfoot, second- and first-class tests. (Seconded.)

Mr. Ehler: We have taken action previously with respect to

the possibility of crippled boys who can not get beyond second-class

having the possible opportunity of going on. This would include

that entirely.

(Question called for. The motion was carried.)
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Monday Morning, September 18, 11:15-12:00

Mr. West: 1 am sure the group will want me to apologize

to Mr. Lewis for detaining him. I am very gratified to have

the report of the value that is coming out, not only from these

sessions, but the sessions between five and six. On Saturday,

Mr. Lewis will meet those who wish to meet with him between

five and six.

RECORDS, SYSTEMS AND STANDARDS FOR THE

SCOUT EXECUTIVE

E. St. Elmo Lewis

Between five and six this afternoon Mr. Dale of Minneapolis

is going to sell me the idea that I should become a Councilor and

make a substantial contribution to his local budget—if he can!

I might say that the set-up, of course, is self-evident, but we want

to bring out some very interesting things that Mr. Dale has

been doing, and particularly with respect to the presentation of

the idea as a matter of interesting me, and illustrate the pre-

approach, the approach, the demonstration and the close of the

sale. I have been a lamb led to the slaughter, and so we will

have a demonstration of selling this afternoon in room 9.

I don't blame you men for going to the motion picture this

morning. I should probably have gone if I didn't have this

talk to give.

I have been asked to do two things. In the first place, in

my talk on advertising the other day I neglected to make some

comment with regard to the pictorial advertisement shown in

the lobby. I think it is good advertising—very cheap, and it

links the Scout work up to important national events in a wide

diversity of ways and is effective advertising; but I don't want

you to do it if you are going in any way to interfere with two

other fundamental advertising activities. That is, neglect youi

publicity in your netvspapers, or neglect the direct-by-mail attack

upon certain lines of people who are necessary in the support of

the local program. If you have any additional funds that you

can give to the support of the pictorial work, I think it is an

efficient method of advertising.

I have been asked by a number of the men to recommend

a number of books. I have before me the list of books for

Scout Executives, recommended by the Educational Department.

I must limit myself to, say, ten books, and of these ten I want

to speak particularly about those books that have some executive

leadership message.
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As far as the books on the technique of your work are con

cerned I am not competent to make any recommendations, but

on executive leadership and on official literature I can make some

recommendations which may be helpful to you. But I do not

find in this list ten books that I can recommend. I do not mean

to say I would not recommend any of these, but I believe there

are some additional books to those that are listed here that may

be of value to you in your executive work. Therefore, I am

going to recommend a very careful, painstaking, and notebook

reading of Community Boy Leadership. You will say, of course,

but I am going to re-enforce it and I can not too much insist

that that book is a veritable compendium of the very best infor

mation on leadership and executive work. If you are going to

read any book, read that one first, above everything else. Then

comes under executive leadership, The Executive and His Control

of Men, by Professor Gowan, a very, very good book. I will

say in passing that I propose, at Mr. Barclay's suggestion, to

contribute a list of books to The Scout Executive. Read The

Psychology of Advertising, by Professor Scott. I received a

great deal of inspiration from it when it first appeared a number

of years ago, and it is a very excellent popular presentation of

psychology as applied to advertising as well as to salesmanship,

and every page of it will have a suggestion for you. Then

Psychology and the Day's Work, by Edgar J. Swift, is full of

suggestion. It shows you how psychology is a matter of every

day practice. You may not call it psychology; you may call it

common sense, or something of that kind, but it has a scientific

basis. Some have asked me about my own book, which modesty,

of course, prevents my mentioning, but I would say that I feel

a good deal about that book as far as executives are concerned

as Tom Lawson felt about the question of advertising. He was

asked on one occasion who were the three greatest advertising

men in the country. He said that Theodore Roosevelt was two

of them, but modesty prevented his mentioning the other. My

book is entitled Getting the Most Out of Business. Inasmuch as

it represents the experiences—about ninety-nine per cent repre

sents other people's experiences and my observation of them—I

might say that it is a fairly good book for executives and has

been used in class-room work, etc., and has had a large circula

tion, of course, and it may be worth while, but I would suggest

to you this, that instead of buying it, you go to the public library,

look through it; if it has anything in it that seems interesting and

you can get it and sample it that way, and then if you want it,

go as far as you like. I couldn't, of course, try to prevent you from

contributing the royalties that would accrue!

The lecture tomorrow will be on the subject of the Scout

Executive as a Community Leader. This lecture today is on the

subject of Records, Accounting Practice and Standards. Neces

sarily I have pursued the same policy with respect to all these
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lectures. I have not attempted to go into the technical details,

but I have tried to sell you on the value of these different things

to you in any effort to be an executive leader in Scouting. I was

very much interested in the gentleman's talk here this morning

on the subject of education, it rang true to so many of the things

that I have tried to get to you in these talks.

When it comes to the question of records, and the standards

that grow out of records, and the facts that records reflect, and

out of that reflection come the set-up of standards by which we

judge men and organizations, we must realize what records are for.

The purpose of records is to catch and keep the facts about our

activities so that we may have them for our own guidance and that

of our associates and successors. As memory helps action and

judgment, so records are the memory of a business or a life.

We forget so much we should remember, and we remember

so badly things we think we know. Human memory is so inac

curate. It honestly remembers only what it wants to. It plays

queer pranks and tricks. So man devised records so that "we

could have accurate memories to help us.

We think we know a great many things that we do not know.

I was surprised in finding, for instance, out of a class of some

175 college men that none of them could tell me the depth of a

tea cup; yet they poke their noses into one pretty nearly every

day. Shoe retailers tell me that 17 per cent, of men can't tell

them the size of the shoe they wear. There is only about 4 per

cent, of women that can. There is 11 per cent, of them that

won't. But men can't tell the size of the overshoe they wear, for

instance. They can't tell the size of their glove. You know it

isn't necessarily true that because you live with a thing and be

cause it is a part of your daily occupation that you know all about

it. A great many men cannot' tell me why a stove pipe hat looks

higher than a derby. Very few men can tell me the proportion of

the diameter of a flour barrel to its height. A great many men

can't tell me how many steps there are to the front door of their

house. It used to be more true prior to Volstead than it is now. You

know how few men could find the keyhole on some occasions,

yet they knew perfectly well there must be one in the door!

It is the same way regarding a great deal of your work. Cer

tain things that you take for granted as true as a matter of fact

are not true. Now the boy is a great deal more observing than

the man. You have seen that. That is an everyday phenomenon,

and yet the whole process of education is built up on being able

to accurately observe. I asked my class at New York Uni

versity on one occasion when I was endeavoring to instill in their

minds the value of analysis of men that came immediately in

front of them and the necessity of the average retail clerk to be

instructed in how to size up people on the other side of the

counter—I asked them as they came down in the morning to

notice fifty things. Then I asked them to go through the ad
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vertisements in the newspapers and make comparisons between

those they thought were best. Then on a basis of that compari

son to invent new combinations. And a vast majority of them

tried it, but very few of them were able to get very far. When,

therefore, I am setting up this idea that the important thing in

your work is to first find out the real facts about it, then to put

them on record so that you may compare your performances day

by day, and on the basis of that comparison to invent new com

binations of greater efficiency, but if you don't have the facts,

you cannot make adequate comparisons, and if you cannot make

comparisons in order to get relative values, you cannot set up

standards. Therefore, the great necessity of accurately observing,

and you teach that to the boys; yet you must observe the things

about business as an executive just as much as you teach the boys

to observe the things about nature.

Why? Because the unknown is the ever present enemy of

efficiency in management. It is the constant factor that persists

all through human endeavor. It is the universal pre -occupation

of intelligent managers, how to overcome, how to discover, how

to anticipate, how to control the unknown. It is the fear of the

ignorant and the recognized adversary of business. All business

battles have been won in spite of it; yet only the childish have

the assurance to ignore it.

The unknown! We fight the unknown wastes in our factories

by elaborate systems of check, counter-check and order. Through

ceaseless vigilance we endeavor to protect ourselves against the

unknown weaknesses of our employes. We try to plumb the

unknown future developments in our line, and we study the cycles

of trade and business in order that we may catch some hint of

that future, the unknown, which controls the destinies of our

affairs.

We have made progress through the study of social and

political economy, individual and mass psychology, the psychology

of races, predicting what will occur in advertising and salesman

ship, in production, and thus the unknown has given up some of

its reasons. We have made progress, I say, but we have not

mastered the problem of the hidden wastes of inefficiency, for it

sometimes seems that efficiency in ignorance finds a new way

to express its wasteful indifference to the net. Thus managers

are devising conditions, rules, systems of protection, which I have

mentioned in my former lectures, and that is the next great de

velopment of management, devising protection against the un

known—the investment in buildings by insurance of different

kinds. Protect your system against inaccuracy by frequent audit

ing; your plants and equipments against obsolescence by expert

appraisals; protect your finances by adequate audits and judicious

expenditure. Protect your organization against disintegration

and weakening of its fighting spirit by adequate leadership, with

its fair policies, just rewards, incentives and intelligent training.
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Protect your market by anticipating and meeting the demand

in a way to create satisfaction.

Protect your good will by fair returns and prices, adequate

service, and friendly policies.

The unknown has little power over such a business that pro

tects itself against these possibilities pf waste.

That unknown quantity in every enterprise, whether it be

business or co-operative work, or welfare work, is the thing that

every business man wants to know if you are protecting your

self against it, or if you are going to protect his investment or

his contribution against it, and that requires records and standards

of performance, because making an adequate record of what you

do, setting up as business has done the standards by which to

judge the efficiency of an organization, brings confidence, and

confidence brings support.

First, to protect yourself—you need records, because the

kind of men whom you will have to enlist in your major work

will not tolerate any other way of handling the executive work.

Second: In order for you to gain a ready and inner command

of organization, necessary for the control of your activities, you

will have to have an adequate system of accurate records. Third,

the reason is one which goes to the heart of your Scout Law.

You have no right to make it difficult for your successor to gain

control of your job. Fourth: This reason goes to the heart of

your personal future—no man ever gains his greatest success

who has not organized himself. Many business men will expect

you to be slovenly and unbusinesslike, because it is their general

opinion that all charitable, religious and welfare organizations,

and managers of such, are unbusinesslike.

Most of you are interested in selling. Most of you are sales

men. The average salesman objects to any kind of system. It

is one of the peculiarities of the salesman that he objects to

paper work, but the executive is one step beyond that. You

are the sales managers, and there is a certain amount of paper

work that is absolutely necessary in this work in order carefully

to protect the work, eliminate the menace of the unknown, and

its interference with the future activities of the organization.

I have in my hand here the National Commission report on

the Scout Office and Its Records. It is not necessary for me to

read that, because I just want to commend it in general terms.

I want to commend it to your attention. I notice one thing in

here where there is a question thrown in as to whether the

chapter 10, I think it is, in Community Boy Leadership is not too

elaborate a system, for instance, for the small town?

Just let me give you in the course of what I have to say a

little suggestion with respect to that. There are certain funda

mental things when it comes to system that you must do. The

old-style storekeeper, for instance, who used to keep his books
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by having one spindle for bills and the other for paid outs, has

passed away. It was responsible for the enormous mortality

among retail merchants. It is all right for the Executive to adopt

the attitude that he "hasn't time to keep a lot of records." I

sympathize with that attitude of mind. I know what is in his

mind. He prefers to be ouj: doing things, but there is a certain

amount of system that is absolutely necessary in the office. We

admire the general manager, for instance, who works until one

o'clock in the morning to pull his business out of the hole after

he has gotten into it, but how much more should we admire the

general manager who worked so that his business did not get into

a hole? It is the same way with you gentlemen. You have let

your paper work and your systems and records slide until you

have to work Sundays and Saturday nights and three or four

nights a week to pull things out of the hole. What we want

to do with you is to suggest a system which, at a small cost of

time and labor, will give you valuable help in your work, and the

organization in its work. The strenuous Executive—and we will make

an analogy from the standpoint of the same thing in selling—is the

man who thinks all system is red tape, but beware of doing busi

ness in a way to cause you to be suspicioned by your own Council

and by the people you must look to for your help as an unbusi

nesslike man. That is the thing that I want to impress upon

you more than anything else. A systemless Executive cannot

get continual support of any Council, because sooner or later he

betrays the weakness that is at the' bottom of his whole per

formance. He cannot stand well with his subordinates and he

cannot conserve his time and money in any efficient sense.

The systematic executive is mentioned in Community Boy

Leadership. You are selling time to your Council. That is all you

are selling— -the time of your head, mind you, just as much as

the time of your feet—your experience, your education and timee

You are selling the application of this whole ability, I don't want

the Scout Executive to be a high grade clerk, but I do want him

to know his job, and to know enough to protect himself and his

Council and the prestige of Scouting.

I am not a believer that a Scout Executive should be in the

office and at the constant command of his Council: that anybody

who wants to call him up should always find him in. I remem

ber on one occasion I asked about a certain man of an organiza

tion; ''What kind of a fellow is he?" This gentleman said, "Well,

there is only one criticism about him and that is that I can always

call him up and find him in." That man's work should have

called him out at least 90 per cent, of his time. He probably

never had one of his Board of Directors call his attention to the

idea. It is a great mistake for the executive to get the idea that

he must always be at the other end of a telephone for a member

of the Council or committee. One of the most successful execu

tives in community work that I ever knew was the Secretary of
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the Chamber of Commerce in a large city of about 800,000 people.

He made a practice to stay home two mornings every week in

order that he could do the things that was necessary to be done,

and nobody was permitted to get in touch with him from the

office or from the outside. It was absolutely necessary that he

spend those two mornings a week on that job at his own home

and absolutely free from any disturbance. He had a regular time

that he would see different people. You can't be the servant of a

lot of troops and Scoutmasters, etc., helter-skelter, hither and

yon, hit or miss. In order to do certain work here, I go to my

room and I don't encourage anybody coming there to see me.

At certain hours I am very glad to see you. I am organizing and

systematizing my time. The problem, therefore, is the organiza

tion of your time and setting up certain standards with respect

to its use.

Take the Ten-Things-to-Do-Today idea. It works in some

very large organizations. Arrange that on one side of a blotter, or

a sheet, or put it up on a blackboard. Let tlje organization know what

the ten most important things you want done are. You may be an

executive with one office. Put the chart up there. What is the ob

jective of the office for this week? What do you want to do? The ten

most important things. There are never more than ten of them

and there are always some things that are a great deal more

imnortant than others. I have in my pocketbook here a card

which I constantly carry. It has on it some twenty-eight things

that I want done. I haven't set any time, but they are a con

stant reminder to me of the things about my own home and

business, personal matters, that I want to see performed. I lay

those out and every once in a while when I attend to one I cross

it off. Every once in a while I look over the card and I find out

whether I am attending to the job or not. Once in a while I say,

"For heaven's sake, Lewis, haven't you attended to that yet?" I

get ashamed of it. I just go and do it. Sometimes it is a great

idea for the alter ego to say to the other fellow, "Well, you

are a bum. Why don't you get busy on that job and finish it?"

When you don't do it, it is an awful good discipline to have the

other person in the office watching, and they say, "Well, Mr. Dale

hasn't done that yet. I wonder when he is going to get busy." Dale

savs it has been up there too blame long, and he either does it or

rubs it out. You know there are some people who would cheat in

playing solitaire. Of course, Dale wouldn't. But don't rub it out

until it is done. Be fair to yourself. Don't you see I am using

records and system to keep after me—keep me on the job?

The difference between red tape and system is a very easy

one to discern. System works and does things for you; red tape

doesn't. It interferes. There is a classic case of the red tape

idea in the Cuban War. Mr. Emerson told me this story. There

were a lot of men in a hospital down there with ague and malaria,

in which a great deal of quinine was required. One of the doctors
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who had had very limited experience in army work sent in a

requisition to the base hospital for quinine. He went down per

sonally and put it on board the transport and sent it to the statese

In a week a letter came back: "Your order, such and such a

number, for such and such a thing, has been referred to this de

partment for action. We beg leave to inform you that according

to regulation 962, you have made it out on the wrong form.

Please correct." So he looked up the form and made out the

order again. Again he took it to the transport. In the meantime

men were dying. That didn't make any difference, for that boob

at the base was more concerned about his system than the result.

It came back again: "Your order such and such a number has

been received, on proper form, but you put the quantity in the

wrong column. Please correct and return." Well he was six

weeks getting that consignment of quinine. That is red tapee

We are concerned with the net result, with getting action. The

clerk should have shipped the quinine and then called the doctor

down for not following out the system. That would not have

been so bad.

In chapter 10 of the Executives' handbook there is a very

excellent treatment of system in the larger offices. I have al

ready made a comment in regard to smaller ones.

Don't become obsessed with the idea that you have such a

small office that you don't need any system at all. On page 27

of Community Boy Leadership understand that line of thought

on the question of system. Read the introductory paragraphs

particularly, because I wish to incorporate them as my own senti

ments. The small town executive says, "I can't keep that elaborate

system cost? Then what does it cost you not to have the system?

How much time does it really take? How much time does the

svstem cost? Then what does it cost you not to have the system?

That is the test as to whether you can do it or not and as to the

value to you. When you eliminate the system, when you try

to cut it down, be sure you do not "pour out the baby with the

bath." Be very sure that you are not paying a high price of

inefficiency for your freedom from system.

There are seven records in the recommendations of the system,

fundamental records that you must keep to cover intelligent opera

tion. Keep all of the records in one binder. There are three

fundamentals of a good record.

First, a record must be accurate. I had one of the Execu

tives the other day come up to me and show me some notes he

had taken of a lecture of mine. He had made quite elaborate

notes, and then he had to call me in to tell him what I had saide

He did not make his record complete. He didn't make it accurate.

He put down some catch words and then he forgot what thev

meant. I suggested to him, "Make one page of notes the next

lecture; put down the things that are important; put them down
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so completely and accurately that you will know what I did say,

because there is no sense in putting down anything unless you can

read it."

Then the next thing is, make the record complete, so that

when you refer to it, or anybody refers to it (your successor

refers to it) he will have a complete picture of what happened or

you intended to say. Always write a record, pick out the ignorant

man in the audience, so that when you have made that record,

you can imagine him being able to understand it and comprehend

what you mean. Otherwise, it isn't worth making; don't bother

with it if you can't or won't do it that way.

The third proposition is that a record must be immediately

accessible.

That is to say, you must have the record filed in such a place,

or such a way, that you can instantly refer to it when you want it.

I don't want you to carry around with you a file on a truck so

that you will always have it at your hand, but you ought to carry

a notebook in which the outstanding features of your work in

your community are incorporated, so that if anybody asked you

a question about your work you would know something about it.

You are selling records of achievement in your community, and

they must be accurate, complete and instantly accessible.

I remember John H. Patterson came home one time from

Germany. He was talking to the Officers' Club at the factory

in Dayton. He said, "We have had a great experience in Ger

many. I got a lesson from a German salesman. We are going

to put more training into our selling organization than ever be

fore. I was in Berlin and we had all the German and Austrian

organization there for a sales conference." He called the German

All Star Club (the winning salesmen) up to the platform, and

said to the president: 'Mr. Schmitz, I want you to tell this con

vention how it came that you stood at the head of the German

Sales organization, and how it is that you became president of the

All Star Club and made the most phenomenal sales record that

has ever been made.'

"The German said, 'Mr. Patterson,. when I started in the cash

register business, I decided that I would know all about the cash

register; and I decided that I would know it so well that no man

could ask me a question that I could not answer?" That is the

secret. It is the same problem with you. Prepare yourself, so.

that there is no man who can ask you about the achievements and

the value of Scouting in your community that you can't answer.

Keep accurate, complete and accessible records of all your

own activities, as well as those of the troops, Councils, etc.

I will guarantee you that I can put on twenty pages of a

4x5 book all the salient facts about the activities in your ter

ritory, so that I can substantially stand on that platform with

respect to any question that may be asked about the activities of
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your territory and be able to answer them accurately and com

pletely.

Therefore the records must be accurate, complete and ac

cessible.

These are the three fundamentals of adequate records, and

you can work out a system in any way you please. I don't care

whether you follow this system, but know something about it.

Don't just look at the pages and say, "Look at all those formse

O, my Lord!"

Impressionism?

No, we are going at this thing scientifically.

Now standards.

Scientific standards in industry started with Taylor's system

of scientific management. When Gilbreth found out that we could in

crease the bricklaying of bricklayers from three to five hundred

per cent, with less fatigue by scientifically studying what a brick

layer actually did, and what the most efficient man did, and by

studying the efficiency of fifteen or twenty of the most efficient

bricklayers, we could then show all how to gain higher efficiency.

We all have standards—but few of us have scientifically

determined standards. Some of us do not even know there is a

better way of doing things. Many farmers think you must plant

by the phases of the moon—that is a standard, but a superstition.

Some men will begin nothing on a Friday—another standard

and a superstition. An auditor I know says no stenographer

can be worth more than $20 a week—a false standard that costs

his company thousands a year.

You say—"I don't need education in systems." That is false.

When you say that it is an indication that education in system

is exactly what you do need.

Another says—"You can't make standards to guide anything

so individual as selling." You are setting up a standard right

there—you are setting up your judgment against scientifically

proven values of standards in selling.

We work by standards

The only trouble is that so many people want to set up their

own personal standard against that of the scientific world. You know

what the preacher said. "Orthodoxy is my doxey." So the salesman

says : "My way is best—for me." Often it is not even that. We put

standards into selling, and through sales manuals and sales train

ing we have made salesmen, in certain organizations, more profit

able to themselves and to their organizations.

Of course, we have had standards in accounting for years.

Salesmen react against standards.

Did you ever see an orchestra, hear it play? What would

you think of one where the violins said, "Well, I don't like the
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way Bach has written that stuff, so we will play it this way."

Then the bass viol said, "We will play it this way." The wind

instruments said, "No, we will do it this way."

What kind of an orchestration do you think you would get?

An organization is the same thing as an orchestra, and the

more it comes in line with orchestration, the greater it becomes

as a fighting unit, and the greater the net. So if we can stand

standardization in music, which is one of the most subtle of arts,

if we can use standardization there, of music and instruments,

and still find the possibility of individual interpretation, if we can

find it in orchestration, I think that our sacred ego may not be

unduly stunted if we follow some standards of performance in

business. What do you think?

There is undoubtedly developing in your organization, as

well as every other in the land, certain standards of performance

in functions and personal work. It ought to be a sacred honor

for a man to find out the best way to do a thing and then to

find the greatest joy of his life in perfecting himself in the opera

tion of that thing in that way.

I expect to see in some future biennial conference when you

men will come with a certain, definite rating of performance

credited to each of you, by regions, by cities, and by individual

jobs, and you will find a great pride in that performance, but the

pride will come through the knowledge of what? That according

to the standards of the best performance the country affords you

have done a good job. If you cannot say that, then you can say

little.

In closing today I want to say that I know I have not talked

to you much about specific records or standards, because they

are in the making.

There are comparatively few records and reports asked of

you during the past two years. I do want to sell you on the idea

that records of your performance, accurate, reliable, accessible

records of your performance, etc., are the surest foundation upon

which your future security, future progress and efficiency as an

organization can be based. I want to sell you on the idea that

such records of performance are the only basis of standards by

which we may have assurance of that high efficiency, which we

as Scouts, must strive for in our administration of the trust reposed in

us.

We must have records—we must have system to handle

records—in order that we may develop reasonable standards.

So we surrender at last to the iron law that every man must

be sooner or later face—the iron law of the net result. The

purpose of all the effort of man is to increase the net result of

his having lived, whether it be to the glory of God or to the

gaiety of a scout conference—is a matter of his chosen purpose.
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The law of all organization reduced to its last analysis and

to a hard-boiled attitude is this, that "all may help, but none

shall hinder." Certain records, systems and standards are neces

sary to any organization conduct. These have been set for you.

Get in line—be good Scouts. In other words, as the father of

your Mr. Hubbard said, "Get out or get in line." It is true to

the fundamental principle of life that we all recognize, we must

play the game according to the rules.

I want to read this bit from Kipling, which I think is in the

spirit of what I have said:

"Now this is the law of the jungle,

As old and as true as the sky;

And the wolf that shall keep it shall prosper,

But the wolf that shall break it must die

As the creeper that circles the tree trunk,

So the Law runneth forward and back,

For the strength of the pack is the wolf,

And the strength of the wolf is the pack.

Monday, September 18, 1:30-2:30

PROBLEM HOUR

Discussion of Girl Scout Problem

Mr. West: The question which our conference has before

it, is that of Girl Scouts. The question is put in by an Executive

from Illinois: "I understand the Boy Scouts are against the Girl

Scout Organization. The Girl Scouts are trying to organize in

our city. They are questioning me. Shall I state to them only

that I disapprove of the organization, encouraging the Camp

Fire Girls instead. Would you allow the Girl Scouts to use your

camp after the summer camps? We did this for Scouts from the

neighboring town.

I should say by all means I would allow them to use your

camp after you are through with it yourself. I should say that

we have been grievously at fault if the literature that we have

issued, if the leadership we have given justify any Executive in

getting the notion that we are against the Girl Scouts. I per

sonally have endeavored to give leadership as best I knew howe

to show to all interested in girl's work that we who were in

boy's work, believe there is just as much need for aggressive,

intelligent leadership in promoting a program for girls, as there

is in promoting one for boys. I have contributea trom my

personal resources to the best of my ability to all movements

which are trying to do something worth while with girls.
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I was quite happy to give ten days, or parts of ten days, of

my time some years ago as the chairman of a group of earnest

women representing all the organizations engaged in girl's work,

which came together in New York City for the purpose of seeing

if they could not develop one program for girls under one cen

tral leadership. That Conference decided finally unanimously that

there would be developed a program for girls on the same national

broad basis as the Boy Scouts program.

But, unfortunately, as sometimes it happens when these dele

gates get back home, one by one they began to send in telegrams:

"Our people back home don't feel the same way about it. We

are very sorry." So all of our good work was in vain—no, not

in vain, but it was not effective for the moment.

And then there grew up rather determined activity to promote

the Camp Fire Girls, to promote the Girl Guides, out in the State

of Washington. There were several branches of Girl Scouts—I

should say several brands—all sponsored by people who meant

well. Then Mrs. Lowe, a personal friend of Sir Robert, returning

from England, organized a Girl Guide Group in Savannah, which

was very successful. A little later she was persuaded that she

needed some help, and somebody persuaded her that if she would

change the name from Guides to Scouts, they would ride right

along in the wave with the Boy Scouts At that time the program

was intended to be like that of the Girl Guides in Europe. As

you know, America is one of the few nations where they have a

movement for girls following the Girl Guide program, and yet

using the name Scout. At that time, when Mrs. Lowe was in

fluenced by this outside person who came in as an employed

officer, they tried to follow the same program, but they were

swept off their feet, because their leaders (like some of our Execu

tive Leaders) assumed that they themselves knew what was intended,

and they did not read the literature.

The result was that here and there Girl Scout troops were

developed which were for all intents and purposes Boy Scout

troops in activity and in conduct. This caused us a real heartache,

and the National Executive Board arranged for conferences with

the leaders of the Girl Scout organization.

About that time the Girl Scout people took into their leader

ship some splendidly equipped women, and employed a very

superior lady as an executive officer. They did take steps ag

gressively and effectively to change materially the interpretation

given to their program. They have not been entirely successful

here and there ; there are still some in the Girl Scout Movement

who do not interpret it as these leaders wish it to be interpreted,

just as we have here and there those who disregard what we say

as to Sunday observance, or our regulations about commercializ

ing Scouting. We have a fairly large percentage of those in our
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own Movement who do not always interpret as we would like to

have them interpret, in other important particulars.

At this Conference which we arranged between the leaders

of their Movement and our Movement, we made a very earnest

plea that they change their name and that they change their

program, placing emphasis upon those values which insured a

girl's getting a little bit different conception of their outdoor

program from the boys; frankly admitting that this outdoor

activity, this outdoor life, was a thing to be encouraged for girls

as well as for boys, but stressing the fact that girls should be

brought up so as to be willing to be home makers. The Girl

Scout people agreed seriously to consider our point of view and

to help in placing. emphasis upon the points we stressed. We

thought that we had won out completely, that the name would

be changed. I believe an earnest effort was made by some to do

this, but it was not changed, and today the Girl Scouts have

prospered. The Camp Fire Girls have prospered, and some of

these other organizations are doing a fair piece of work. The

Camp Fire Girls have a membership of about 150,000 and the

Girl Scouts about 110,000, registered as are the Camp Fire Girls.

In the places where we have Scout Councils it is a burning prob

lem—what shall we do about it? We in our literature point out

very definitely that we must be courteous and kind and helpful to

both. We must show that we are interested in girls, but that we

must not become entangled in any alliance with either. We have

expressed the hope in this statement as approved by the Executive

Board that some day the name will be changed and we are still

working to that end.

I have been attempting to get from our field force, and they

have attempted to get from you, facts as to what the conditions

actually are, as to whether or not the fact that there are Girl

Scouts is in any way affecting the Boy Scouts, if it does actually

take away from the appeal of Scouting to the boy of fourteen

and fifteen. We, as you know, hold it as our most sacred obliga

tion to maintain conditions so that boys intensely desire to be

Scouts. Does the Girl Scout program materially affect our ability

to capture and hold the interest of the older boy? In my desire

to get information on that subject I appealed to the field men

and they to you. There has grown up among the Girl Scout

people a notion that the only person in the United States who is

opposed to the Girl Scouts is James E. West, and that he is inspir

ing an active propaganda in opposition to the Girl Scouts, which

greatly handicaps me in my administrative responsibilities.

Fortunately, Mr. Schiff, a member of our Executive Board,

and others had seen the letter I sent out and were able to say

to these good women, "You are mistaken." At the present time

we have scheduled for an early meeting of our Executive Board

the question as to whether we should modify our attitude, our

J
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statement as to the attitude of the Boy Scouts of America on this

subject. I am going to be guided by the facts as nearly as I can

find them out. If I am mistaken, I want to know it, but if I

am right, I want to have the courage to continue to speak my

point of view as I have in the past. It has been suggested that

perhaps one way out of the whole problem is for the Girl Scout

people to select two people to represent them, two people outside

of their own organization, interested in education and in recrea

tion, and that the Boy Scout people select two people, that the

four select a fifth; and that this Commission of five ask the Boy

Scout people to present a brief, and let the Girl Scout people

reply to it; let the Camp Fire Girls put in their plea, because

there are many that believe it important' that there be ene organ

ization for girls. Let this commission make an independent in

vestigation, find out what the actual facts are, and report on their

findings with a recommendation, and let both organizaitons agree

to it and forever bury this question, because it is a burning issue.

I talked with the president of the Camp Fire Girls of Omaha,

who was with us in Europe last summer. They have 900 girls. She

was convinced that the Camp Fire Girls have many advantages

over the Girl Scouts. She did not see why Mr. Head of the Omaha

Council did not come out and back her up to the full. It is unfor

tunate that we are divided and it would be a great advantage if

we could help the situation.

Now that is the statement of the facts. I think it would be

interesting for us, if we can, to get a statement of facts from across

the seas as to what the conditions are there, and then, if we can, I

will try to pull out of you your point of view. Captain Gidney,

will you make a statement of what your observations are

Captain Gidney: Hearing what has just been said, it seems

a most awful tragedy that such things should exist as the boys'

organization and the girls' organization not working in harmony

together, because that is one thing we have. We are thankful for

the absolute harmony between our girls' and boys' work in England.

What happened was this. After Scouting for Boys was written, Sir

Robert thought that he had not started soon enough, that many

boys were lost, and so he wrote the Handbook for boys between

eight and eleven. It has been a tremendous help. But, you know,

he iooks very, very wide, wider than any of us looked, and he

wrote the Girl Guide Handbook, in order that the girls of today

might be trained up to be the mothers of tomorrow, bringing up

children in the right way, so that they in their turn would be Scouts

and Guides. Mark you, the whole object of Guiding is home making,

and wise motherhood. It is for the children of the next generation.

Their program is accordingly based on those principles. They

do not try to ape the Scouts. I think we would probably resent the

word Scout's being used, because it gives the general public the

idea that the girls and boys go off together and scout. Tha.t is not
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what we want to do at all. The girls are in their movements and

the boys are in their movements. But I want to show you how we

work in harmony.

When the boy gets to be seventeen and eighteen, the Rover Age

(because that is our senior branch), it coincides with the Ranger age

for girls. Now every young man wants his girl, and every girl

want a young man, and it should be so ; we should encourage it, so

that the Rovers and the Rangers meet under careful arrangements on

social evenings—concerts, dances, etc. The effect is this : that we

have now our educational department in Great Britain, and it is

realizing that it has two enormous factors of help within it, the

Boy Scouts in the boys' education and the Girl Guides in the girls'

education, working hand in hand. I feel sure if the Camp Fire Girls,

the Girl Scouts and other organization could possibly of themselves

consider the matter, and possibly use a term like Girl Guides, the

troubles would be gone. I am going to tell you this. When I get

back to England, I am going to say exactly what I have heard

and what I have seen to our Chief Guide, Lady Baden-Powell, and

also the Chief Scout, because after all he wrote the Girl Guide

Handbook. I feel that such a solution would be their wish, because

Girl Guide conferences all over the world are being lined up to

gether in a common ideal, and that is training mothers of the next

generation. It was said by the Chief that the solution of all the

girl and boy problems lies in the fact that the Chief Scout should

do what he did, that is marry the Chief Guide.

Mr. West: Mr. Desjardins, will you make a statement on

your experience in France?

Mr. Desjardins: I have only a very brief statement to make,

because our movement for girls has only started two years ago,

and it is a very small thing. It has started outside of the Boy

Scout Movement. It happened that one day we found that a Move

ment for girls had started. They call themselves Girl Scouts, just

as Mr. West was saying,—Eclaireitrs and Eclaireuses. They wear

khaki uniforms. The very first year of their existence they started

the use of the badge, but we were fortunate enough to stop that. At

the time of the International Conference in Paris these Eclaireuses

started their International Conference for girls, and some Girl

Guides from England came and others from different countries. It

was an informal meeting, but I have heard since that the foreign

delegations who were there were much interested and that they will

try to help the Movement in France. We are very much concerned

by that. For the movement it is such a small thing that we are not

afraid of it, but I believe, and many others do also, that if that

Movement were to grow, our boys would not like it at all. They

like to be called Eclaireurs, and they do not like their sisters to be

called Eclaireuses. I do not know what French word we could

invent to take the place of the word Guide. But I do hope that
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through the consent of your Conference I would be able to ask the

committee of the Eclaireuses in France to let me tell them what I

have heard. I hope they may understand the situation, which we

will help. We will agree to every co-operation between the move

ments for girls and for boys, but we also will insist that the boys go

on understanding that being a scout is something for boys and not for

girls.

Mr. Barclay: The resolution based at the International Con

ference was to the effect that the idea of using the word Scout for

girls' organization be discouraged. It was carried almost unanimously

by all the different countries represented there. So far as the

International Committee was concerned, they are united in their

great desire not to have the word Scout used in connection with the

girl's movement.

Mr. West: Is there any dissention to the proposition that it is

inadvisable for Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, or Camp Fire Girls for

that matter, to have joint hikes, joint camps? Any dissent on that?

, (All were of the opinion that it was inadvisable.)

I would not want baseball to be the test of a Scout's ability, but

I would not object if there was in a community one organization

for girls and one for boys on some occasion having a public contest

to show which excelled the other in things which they both did in

common. That I think is another proposition. But here we

are embarrassed by the fact that we have several organizations. We

have not a united program on a national basis for girls, and we

must maintain an impartial attitude toward both. Some of us believe

that there are some splendid things in the Girl Scout program. Some

of us think there are some splendid things in the Camp Fire Girls

program. Some of us believe that the leadership of one organization

is good in some places, better than the other, and vice versa. Are

there those here who have an experience which justifies the belief

or the conviction that the fact that there are Girl Scouts is making

it more difficult for them to hold the interest of the older boys?

Mr. Owen (Butte, Mont.) : I do not hesitate in the least to

say that the most embarrassing problem that confronts us at the

present time is that of the condition with Girl Scouts. In a mining

community the boys are extremely virile because of environment, etc.,

and the fact of the organization of seven troops of Girl Scouts has

resulted in the boys being buffooned and jested about, by those who

do not want to be anything at all, and accused of being nice little

sissies. Whenever the boy attempts to reply he is confronted with

the remark, "Well, isn't Jenny—So and So a Scout, too?" I main

tain that it is a mighty serious problem from the psychological point

of view. We are dealing with the boy when he quits playing with

the girl next door and abhors asking his sister to a show or party,

and one cannot imagine a more embarrassing situation than when he

receives his first-class badge, for his sister to say, "That's nothing,
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I have one too." You cannot place them together. There must be

distinction, and this is a most serious problem, too. You cannot deal

with the women on this subject. I speak advisedly, because I was

invited to outline an organization for girls similar to the Boy Scout

Movement in Butte, Montana. I took about six sketches, six feel

long and three feet wide, with the visualized chart of organization

of a Council of Boy Scouts. In the meeting one lady asked me if

I had any objection whatsoever to the Girl Scouts. I said, "I have

no objection, and I think it is out of place for me to say I have

any objection to the Girl Scouts program. But for the best interests

of the boys and the girls in the community I have a distinct objection

to the use of the word Scouts in relation to a program for girlse

I explained in my own way with the result that they went an

unanimous record as in favor of an organization without the word

Scout. But here is what happened. They formed a committee to

formulate a program. Their committee returned a unanimous verdict

in favor of adopting the Camp Fire Girls program for Butte. We

find that the Girl Scouts are endorsed by a woman's political organiza

tion, and I think that is general throughout the country if we go to

the bottom of it. It is a political motive, most of it.

Now, gentlemen ; these women returned a resolution favoring the

Camp Fire Girls unanimously adopted, but in the meantime they got

their heads together and decided, "Well, we will call another meet

ing," and two or three of their particular cronies were called in and

they had the meeting and overruled anything else they had ever

done, ignoring entirely their resolution, and proceeded to say, "We

will adopt the Girl Scout program." What are you going to do

with a bunch like that?

Now then, it demands some pretty strong measures, demanding

the sacrifice of a few friends, but I said to myself, "It is possible

that I am prejudiced." I went to the people who I think, can analyze

the community mind better than anybody else. I interviewed the

editors of a newspaper. They said, "Absolutely, you are righte

Don't stand for it one minute. Every Girl Scout item that comes

in we will ask you to edit." I have edited every Girl Scout article

that has come in. In three instances where the boys have been in

Scouting for four years they have said, when the Girl Scouts

started, "Well, we are through with Scouting." They have come

to my office and told me so, that if we allowed the Girl Scouts to

operate in that community, they were through with Scouting for

good. That is concrete.

Mr. West: Is Roberts of Cincinnati here? Are you prepared

to make the statement here that you made in your Commission Re

port?

Mr. Roberts: I would like to make this one statement, that

whenever there is a community enterprise on, some community good

turn, if the Girl Scouts participate, and the Boy Scouts know they
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are going to be there, they do not want to take part. If the boys

withdraw, that means that the girls are standing out in the community

in a more prominent position. During the war, when the boys were

asked to go to the troop trains, doing good turns for the soldiers,

the girls thought that was a mighty fine idea. They got on too,

and the result was that the boys withdrew. That is one of the

dangerous things.

Another thing is the community chest. The girls ask, "Why can't

we get twenty-two thousand dollars when our membership is equal

to theirs?" We say we are not comparing our work with girl's

organizations, but with any boy's work organization in the com

munity. We are there in boys' work and we are asking for the

budget we require and not putting it on a competitive basis. These

are dangers in going before the community for funds and with good

turns.

; : There are things that have not been mentioned.

In the first place, the biggest activity seems to be running theatrical

benefits and selling tickets. Organizations come back and ask us

if we will not do the same thing the Girl Scouts do, which we cer

tainly turn down. We are thrown in the same class as that.

The second is that in our particular district the Girl Scout

organization is parasiting from other girl organizations in a way

that makes hard feeling.

: The most unsatisfactory reaction we have had has

been from publicity. They neglect to limit to Girl Scouts or mention

the name girl, and we get a piece of publicity from time to time

like this: "Scouts dress dolls for Y. W. C. A." That is true.

"Scouts served tea at Y. W. C. A. at four o'clock." After a lot of

that when we wound up with a pink tea, I said not the Boy Scouts.

I am afraid to go in and make the fight against the girl's movement

that our brother over here did, and I am sure that I could not get

the editors to allow me to edit the Scout news from the girls, but

it is a mean situation. Boys, especially the older boys, do not like it.

You can just see: "Scouts dress dollas at Y. W. C. A."

Mr. Hopper: We are a small town of 7,500, with a county

organization. The Girl Scouts were organized before we were. The

organization is not as large, however. One of the oldest troops in

the city was made up entirely of older boys. One of the finest Scout

masters you ever knew. The Girl Scouts got busy with their organi

zation. They would run around with merit badges on their sleeves

and dressed up and were regular tomboys, and that whole group of

older boys said, "As long as you tolerate the Girl Scouts we won't,"

and they haven't since. We lost a whole troop of older Scouts.

The Librarian is the head of the Girl Scout organization. I told

her they were making trouble in the boy population of the city. I

said, "We are going to have our Biennial Conference in September.

I believe an action will be taken to put the Girl Scouts out of business

or make them change their name, and I would advise you to do it
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before anything like that happens." They changed to Camp Fire

Girls.

Mr. Meyer (of Tulsa, Okla.) : I have had some of this other

experience, but here is one that has not been brought out. I think

there will be others that have had the same. Here is a small com

munity. There is a troop of Boy Scouts and a troop of Girl Scouts.

These boys and girls go to school together. They are neighbors.

Of course, they are friendly, have been for years. The Scoutmaster

and Scoutmistress are probably good friends. What is the result?

They get together on a social basis and first thing you know there

are a whole lot of. social doings between the Boys and Girl Scouts,

and the troops go to pieces. I have had a good deal of that to

contend with.

Mr. West: We have got to recognize that, just as the Skipper

told us they are doing in England with Girl Guides. They are pro

viding opportunities for them to come together under proper leader

ship.

Mr. Meyer: The trouble is the girls and boys get so chummy

that they go too strong on the social stuff. -

Mr. West: The world has always been so, and may it ever

be so.

Mr. Thomas (of Knoxville, Tenn.) : I was a Scoutmaster

with two troops at the time of the organization of the Girl Scouts.

When it came in we were pushed by the boys to know what our

attitude would be, the girls using the name of Scout and also prac

tically the Scout Oath. They took particular exception to the use of

the word Scout. The result was that they were ready to quit the

movement if the girls were permitted to continue. We were fortunate

in being able to shift the girls over to the Camp Fire Girls without

much difficulty, and their organization ran for some time. Only

within the last month or so the national organization of the Girl

Scouts have come back into our community. I can say this, that it

would have been a very serious thing at that time, had we been

unable to change that organization. Of course, the boys will not go,

as most of them said, to do community work where girls are in on

the same program, using the word Scout and using the Scout Oath

and much the same Law. That was their chief objection. They

realized and brought out the fact that there was a need for the

movement of girls but they wanted it on a different basis. That is the

boys' attitude at about fifteen to seventeen.

Mr. West: I take it that there is nobody here that would

differ with me, and we can make it the sentiment of this group that

we all thoroughly believe in this new day that there is a need of

a Movement of girls. (General agreement.) I want to make sure

that we give a fair chance for every idea here.
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Mr. Hadden: The last speaker made the statement that the

troops would not exist together. In Duluth, we have 150 Boy Scouts

and about 400 Girl Scouts. The Girl Scouts Movement is growing

all the time. The girls have gone into the Community Chest, and

they expect to employ an executive. The girls used our camp after

the boys season, under competent supervision, charging them the same

rate we charged the Boy Scouts.

Mr. Jamieson: Just this, as a matter of fact I personally

much prefer the program of the Camp Fire Girls. However, in

Detroit we have had Camp Fire Girls and Girl Scouts Councils,

and we have endeavored to adapt ourselves to the rulings of the

National Council as provided in our literature that we co-operate

wherever possible. Thece have been no joint meetings, hikes, camps

as contests, but we have been very glad to advise the executives

of these organizations about mistakes which they might get into.

I recall one accasion within the last year. In attending the troop

banquet, I am quite positive that some of the older boys would

not have attended that affair if they had not been invited to come

and sit with some of their young lady friends who were Girl. Scouts

Mr. Gates (of Ontario County) : I wish to back up the evi

dence of those other two gentlemen, I do not say I am in favor

of the name Girl Scouts. I would personally rather see another

name, but no greater harmony has ever existed through two organiza

tions than between a Girl Scout and our Boy Scouts. The Girls

have not affected our older boys in the slightest.

: I have twenty-five troops of Girls Scouts. Therp

are five camps of Camp Fire Girls, about 13 or 14 other camps for

girls. The greatest difficulty we have experienced there, after I

had been called in by the Confederated Woman's Club, was that they

decided on the Camp Fire program for girls, which I tried to

engineer for them, after having taken up the matter with thr

National office. The lady who was employed failed at the end of

three months. They employed a director who is now there, a splendid

woman from the State of New York, well up in Girl Scout worke

She is doing a splendid work, but the difficulty is that they start with

the girls two years younger than we started with the boys. The

little girl had two years the advantage of our Scouts, and she became

first-class sometimes before her brother. He became disgusted and

dropped out. In two months after that organization started we

had lost probably 75 Scouts. In addition to that, some of the women

very anxious to see the program go over at the time of their raising

the funds, the Kiwanis Club sponsored the Girl Scouts and it

happened to be that the Rotarians sponsored the Boy Scouts. The

women took upon themselves to call up various heavy donors and

say, "You have your drive on for Boy Scouts; don't forget the

girls," and we were considerably short on the drive as they came

closely together.
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Mr. Zion (of Michigan) : Mr. Roberts of Cincinnati made a

study of the Girl Scout proposition and at our regional convention last

May a year ago, at Culver, presented a very definite piece of work

on the question of the Girl Scout Movement in relation to our owne

I wish we could have at least a part of his part of his report

here. It sums up the whole thing we are trying to say here in a

very precise manner. I personally would like to have that.

Mr. Kirkman: Mr. Chairman, / move you that we express to

the national organisation of the Girl Scout Movement our interest in

a national program for the benefit of girls in character-building and

citizenship training, but that we earnestly request of them a serious

consideration and if opportunity will permit, further conference with

our leaders on the advisability of their changing the name of their

organization and parts of their program which are practically a dupli

cate of the Boy Scout work.

(Seconded.)

Mr. West: I am afraid we are getting in difficulty when we

say a "duplication of work." It is the sentiment of these men

that we do not want to prevent their taking part in first aid. We

have no quarrel with the program. We are glad to have them

take it. We do maintain strenuously that we want a change of

the name only.

Mr. Kirkham: Of course, that needs explanation. My idea

is, if they will agree to the first, the rest probably will naturally

change, but to have their tenderfoot, second and first class ideas,

copying the whole scheme, is detrimental.

Mr. West: The question is on the motion as put. (Carried.)

Mr. Barclay: A question was handed in asking whether the

wife of the Scout Executive should act as the Executive of the

Girl Scouts.

Mr. West: We did have our attention brought to the fact

that some good man—I say he is a good man, because his heart

interest stirred him up to that it led him to act in ignorance of

what the regulation says. Only a real good man would allow himself

so to forget his obligation to regulations. I say only a good man

in the sense that his impulses carried him away. Not necessarily a

disciplined man. We did have the case of a man who was serving

as a Scout Executive for both Girl and Boy Scouts, and he defended

himself in doing it. Ncv does anybody approve of that? (No.)

This is rather a serious thing. I would not say anything against

what our good friend the Skipper said, that it would be a good

thing for the leadership >f the Girl Scout Movement to center in

the family of the leadership of the Boy Scout Movement. (No I)
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Monday Night, September 18, 8:00-9:00

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON THE

UNDERPRIVILEGED BOY

Mr. Jamieson: The first thing on the regular program tonight

is the report of the Commission on the Underprivileged Boy. This

is a subject which we will all acknowledge is somewhat of a problem,

especially in the larger cities. We will listen with a great deal

of interest to the Commission's Report.

Mr. G. S. Wyckoff (Chairman) : I ask that you listen to this

Report in the light of the recommendations that you have already

passed upon in dealing with the subject of the Older Boy. Scouting

in industry and also somewhat under the subject presented by the

Commission on Camping. If so large a proportion of American

boyhood is underprivileged, as the expressions of some of our Scout

Executives seem to indicate, then certainly the future of Scouting

hinges very vitally upon the underprivileged boy. Now who is the

underprivileged boy? The Commission gave you six different

definitions. These six definitions say exactly the same thing when

you analyze them.

We have perhaps given undue prominence to Mr. Atkinson, the

Executive Secretary of the Boys' Club Federation, in this Report.

We have stated on the second page that Mr. Atkinson's classification

follows as a part of this Report. I do not believe that is exactly

what we meant, because I am not sure that this committee would want

to accept responsibility for Mr. Atkinson's classification of 66 per

cent of underprivileged boys and 30 per cent of privileged boys and

4 per cent of specially privileged boys. So better may we say that

we are introducing Mr. Atkinson's classification merely as an exhibit

and not as a part of the Report. But certainly to him is due the

credit for the origination of the term "Underprivileged Boy," and

we should regard with much respect the investigations of the Boys'

Club Federation, which deals exclusively with underprivileged boys.

His classifications and definitions of underprivileged are presented

fully.

In the last paragraph we refer to the case of the poor rich boy.

Business and social demands have deprived him of the normal

privileges of parental nurture, counsel and discipline. We beg to

classify him for the purposes of this Report as the overprivileged

boy and leave him to another study, because if we do not, we find

ourselves not arriving anywhere.

Then we have presented a special classification of the types of

underprivilege which perhaps does not say very much, but does

pin down our ideas of just exactly what an underprivileged boy is

in the view of this Report. First, there is the boy that is restrained

from full privilege by a class consciousness of being a poor boy.
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Aside from that he is just as good as anybody's boy. The second

boy is restrained by parental ignorance and objection. The third

boy is restricted by racial prejudice; for example, the colored boy

or the Chinese boy. Then there is the boy of sound mind and

sound body who is forced to give up his educational and recreational

privileges to be a bread-winner in the home and thereby becomes

underprivileged in his opportunities in a wider sort of recreation

and development. And then we have the boy of sound mind but

not necessarily sound body. First, the one who foresakes his op

portunities because of some inherited mental slackness supported

by the indifference of his parents. Then there is a second boy of

sound body who is restricted by some inherited mental subnormalitye

Then the boy restricted by inherited vicious qualities. Then we

come to our third group of underprivileged boys, the one of sound

mind, but handicapped in body, the boy whom we discussed very

largely this afternoon—the boy restricted by physical defects; the

boy with a fine, strong, clear mind, but restricted by disease; the

boy of sound mind restricted by under-nourishment.

Our third proposition—_What proportion of boyhood is under

privileged? I believe the proportion varies with the nature of the

community, from the highly industrial community, which, perhaps

66 per cent or 52 per cent of their boys underprivileged under the

definition of this report, down to the strictly residential community

where perhaps scarcely any boys at all are underprivileged. Then

there seems to be another scale of underprivilege based upon the

proportion of foreign-born boys, or of boys of foreign-born parentage

in the community. Then there seems to be a disparity of opinion

between the western and eastern cities. Mr. Atkinson's estimate

of 66 per cent was based perhaps more largely upon the city of

New York. The average estimate of Middle Western cities is 33

per cent. The highest estimate of any far western city is 52 per cent

of boys underprivileged.

The fourth proposition—Is the Boy Scout program adequate for

the underprivileged boy? First of all we consulted our friends and

co-workers outside of the Scout Movement,—the Big Brother move

ment, the Boys' Club Federation, the Boys' Work Department of

Rotary Club. The expression that came from these places varied

in degree according to the emphasis they had placed upon saying that

Scouting was not adequate. But most of these seemed to feel

there was something not quite sufficient in the Scout program to

reach the underprivileged boy. The Boys' Club Federafion said the

the boy younger than Scout age needed the attention as much as

the others. The Scout program was leaving him entirely out of

consideration. The Big Brothers movement said that their secretary

thought Scouting could be adapted to the needs, but he was rather

inclined to think that there ought to be some preliminary preparation

for the underprivileged boy. The secretary of the movement did go

on record as saying that the underprivileged boy certainly was

reached by the appeal of the out-of-doors in Scouting and he believed
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that the underprivileged boy could best be reached through the

summer camp idea. I am inclined to think that every one present

would agree with that. Among the Scout Executives there seems

to be the consensus of opinion that Scouting does have a real appeal

to the underprivileged boy, because it is built upon the principle of

learning by doing. One Regional Commission expresses the con

clusion that it is noticeable that the underprivileged boy, given an

equal chance, advances in Scouting as rapidly, if not more rapidly,

than other boys. In this the Commission sees the indication that

Scouting has a wonderful appeal to the underprivileged boy. One

Executive says, "I believe that the underprivileged boy, properly

trained, makes the best Scout."

But nevertheless there are certainly many special problems in

applying the Scout program to the underprivileged boy, that we do

not find in applying the Scout program to the boys with whom we

regularly deal. We find general agreement that the underprivileged

boy requires different treatment, a somewhat different approach from

other boys. These special problems we have enumerated and dis

cussed to some extent. The first is the problem which is perhaps

a special one to the best troop in the city, and that is leadership ;

but it is special in the case of the underprivileged boy, because in

the district in which this boy lives it is so difficult to find a man

whp is qualified for the leadership of these fellows ; to bring a

man in from outside to be almost out of the question. The man

from outside does not have the points of contact to the under

privileged boy. It requires men of deeper vision, quicker insight,

and wider opportunity, extraordinary men, to lead to the best

advantage troops organized among the underprivileged boys. We

believe the best way to meet the problem of leadership is on the

sound Scout principle of placing upon some institution the responsi

bility, some institution recognized and accepted by the underprivileged

boys of the community.

Then there is the problem of parental ignorance, the old military

bugaboo which has been discussed in this Conference, the problem

of the Publicity Department. Also the problem of the fee. It has

been advanced that the registration fee of fifty cents shuts the door

in the face of many underprivileged boys who would like to be

Scouts. We believe that this is largely a state of mind. Investiga

tion has shown that many boys who could not afford to join accord

ing to their own statement spend the equivalent in less than a week

in moving picture shows. We grant that there are possibly excep

tional communities where the fee of fifty cents is actually a bar to

some boys entering Scouting. We believe that that is a most extra

ordinary circumstance. And we do believe that this as a plea is

not so acute as it perhaps was a couple of years ago when the fee

was first raised to fifty cents.

The question of the uniform. There is much evidence that

inability to be uniformed and be equipped like all Scouts is a bar
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to entering the movement in the minds of many boys and parents.

They have the impression that a boy must have a uniform to be a

Scout. Of course, that is merely a matter of educating both the

boy and the parents, that a boy can be a good Scout without any

thing on at all, and also that Scout clothing is real, practical, honest-

to-goodness clothing for a boy to wear, probably far more economical

than the average apparel that boys in the underprivileged community

are furnished with.

Special problems of organization. The only one we have to

suggest is that in developing a new troop among underprivileged

boys we believe from observation and experience that you should

not mix underprivileged boys and privileged boys in the same troop.

Of course, after the troop is under way, boys are drawn in. But in

the new troop don't mix them.

Program. The advancement of the underprivileged boy when he

has the chance is demonstrated. It gets to him. Superiority of

Scout training over the method of instruction of the class room is

such that it permits each boy to do his own individual best. It has

been observed that often the underprivileged boy under favorable

circumstances advances much more rapidly in Scoutcraft than the

boys whom we regard as more fortunate.

Then there is the special problem of vocational guidance. There

does not seem to have been a great deal of effective work done by

the Scout organization in this connection so far except indirectly

through the merit badge medium. Then this proposition of the

Citizenship rank fits right in here with discussion of the merit

badge program.

Outdoor emphasis. We have already pointed out that the basis

of much of the Scouting appeal to the underprivileged boy is the

out-of-doors, but here is the problem of the camp and the hikes.

This boy works all day. This boy's means are limited. This boy

is tired out at night. Perhaps he does not get off on Saturday

afternoon. What can we do with him and how are we going to get

him into camp, having recognized that this is the most vital of

the appeals to him? Here again it is a matter of leadership. Full

advantage must be taken of evenings, Saturday afternoon, Sunday

afternoon, holidays. Here the week-end camp, with proper recogni

tion of the twelfth law, may serve one of its largest purposes. Ex

periments of paying or reducing the summer camp fees for such

boys are undoubtedly a very questionable merit. Much more Scout

like and effective are schemes similar to camp saving clubs, operating

during the winter and spring months. Camps with a training program

for a part of the day have been claimed a success by some, while

others are pronounced in their denunciation of any such plan. The

greatest agency for giving outdoor privileges must be the short-

termed camp, periodical hikes and overnight hikes.

Our concluding section—What shall Scouting do about it? We

find no apparent reason so far as the Scout program is concerned,
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for recognizing the underprivileged boy as a type or class to whom

any special appeal should be made to enter the ranks of Scouting.

But we do believe that every effort should be made on the part of

Scout Executives, and others interested, to bring into the ranks of

Scouting every sound minded, strong bodied boy. In this group comes

a large, large number of the underprivileged boys. This Commission

cannot tell the Executive how to do that. He must study the needs

of his particular field. It is up to the Executive so to engineer his

program and his materials as to meet the local jobs of character-

building. It is easy to put off until another time the cultivation of

this field, because it demands a special type of devoted attention, and

it may not show a rapid amount of results in the annual report.

But there is every evidence that with assiduous cultivation, and due

regard to the special problems presented, the sunshine of Scouting

will produce in the underprivileged field the abundant harvest of

manhood for which Scouting exists and for which Scout Executives

are employed. We offer a number of suggestions. To cultivate the

social institutions and sell them the Scout program, not neglecting

the fundamental idea of local responsibility. Cultivate industrial

plants, in the manner already described in another Report. Seek

closer relationship with schools. Make intensive and practical the

vocational program connected with Merit Badges. Manage some

how to get the underprivileged boy "exposed" to Scouting and it

will "take."

The Commission feels that the weakness of this Report is the

lack of specific experiences in the application of Scouting to the

underprivileged boy. It is recommended that measures be taken to

collect such data for further suggestion and guidance. Just what

have you done in the underprivileged field? How did it work?

What mistakes did you make? What did you learn thereby?

Therein lies the only recommendation which the Commission

makes in this Report. That recommendation is nothing more nor

less than that the Scout Executives get busy as they have never

done before. As one Executive expressed it most strikingly. "The

theremometer's all right, but let's raise the temperature."

Mr. Mathews: I would like to make this statement first that

I have been a settlement worker and a Boys' Club worker and I seri

ously object to the use of the term underprivileged boy as it relates

to the Boy Scout Movement. We are teaching democracy. If you

consider history, you would certainly call Abraham Lincoln an

underprivileged boy. Perhaps Mr. West will permit my saying that

the conditions of his early boyhood would have classed him as an

underprivileged boy. I don't believe the Boy Scout Movement

should set up any class of distinction. We can run the clubs in

East Side just as well as on Fifth Avenue, if we provide leadership.

I don't like this term.
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Mr. Hadden: I am rather in sympathy with the last remarks.

I have been in social work and I believe that the boys of the under

privileged class, as this Commission chooses to call them, and as

has been termed by Mr. Atkinson, are just as amenable, at least a

certain degree, to the Scouting program and the influence of the

Scouting idea, as any other boys. In Duluth, we have the Rotary

Club that has a troop, and the Elks have a troop of boys. They

have been running for over a year, have all been reregistered and

are making progress.

: I am a member of the Commission who made a

study in the Second Region. I don't like the term underprivileged,

but I want to make the motion that the report be received and filede

(Seconded and carried.)

Mr. West: I want just to bear testimony as one who has

known Mr. Atkinson, to the fact that I hope the world will give us

more men like him. I also want to bear testimony to the fact that

I know I was an underprivileged boy, and I glory in the fact that

America gives opportunity to the underprivileged boy, to overcome

that condition, and go forward into a class where it is a privilege

to serve his fellow man. I say this not to be critical of those who

differ, but simply in an earnest hope, in the interest of a larger

service to boys, that they will not fool themselves and overlook the

very sane and earnest request that we, as Executives, concern our

selves with that class of boys who do not have the same degree of

opportunity as the average bov. Society is so constituted that some

have abundance, some have a fair amount, and some have way below

the average. Call them what you will. This report simply says that

one man engaged in boys' work, doing a wonderfully fine work, has

seen fit to refer to them as underprivileged. We as Scout Executives

are not called upon to adopt that as our term, and we do not adopt

it. We simply refer to this other organization in generous terms,

because I believe, that in proportion to our ability to look at our

job as a job of working with boys, and welcoming all who are

similarly interested, we are going to do a more effective piece of

work for boys.

Monday Night, September 18, 9:00-9:30

RURAL AMERICA

Eduard C. Lindeman

I am going to talk to you tonight about the rural problem, not

in terms that it has usually been discussed at Farmers' Institutes and

workers' gatherings, for I take it that you are not interested in the

mere slumming aspect of rural life. In a few short years educated

farmers will be gathering in quiet, secluded country groves and in

bucolic bliss will be holding conferences on what to do with the
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cities, just as we have had innumerable conferences on what to do

with the farmers. But I am not interested in that and I take it that

you are not, for something tremendous has happened in the rural

field in the last half decade, and I want to talk to you about it. Last

year I had the privilege of visiting a number of European countries

for the purpose of studying rural movements ; also for the secondary

purpose of determining whether or not certain phases of international

agriculture control could be placed in the hands of the League of

Nations and whether it was possible to call an International Country

Life Conference, in the near future. This gave me an opportunity

of following the trend of rural thought in Europe.

The civilization that collapsed during the period of 1914 to 1919

was a city-made civilization. It grew so spontaneously, so rapidly,

in such unusual, meteorlike rapidity, that it did not produce a lead

ership capable of carrying it through its first crisis. And now that

civilization has gone, that civilization which Graham Wallace called

"the great industrial society" has gone! it is no longer functioning;

it isn't even functioning in this country where it has its best oppor

tunity to function, and that it has already ceased to function ade

quately in all the rest of the developed nations of western Europe.

I discovered that in proportion as city leadership descended the

scale, rural leadership was being called into places of power. I dis

covered, for example, that Czecho-Slovakia, which, in my mind, is

the one spiritual oasis in Europe's materialistic desert, was chafing

under its form of government. I discovered that in Germany the

only sound financial institution left is the Collective Farmer's Co

operative Banking System. I found in Belgium such a revival of

rural interest that the government had seen fit to establish since the

war an Agricultural Parliament, meeting with the regular political

Parliament for the purpose of originating and passing on rural legis

lation, which would then be passed over to the political Parliament

for sanction,—a venture in government which is entirely new and

which no other country has yet seen fit to follow, but which, I

think, will have great consequences. Then I found in my longer

visit to the country from which my parents came, namely, Denmark,

the fruition of a rural civilization, a rural culture which I could

compare with the industrial civilization of the more southern Euro

pean nations. I think I ought to say here rather parenthetically that

I am not biased in my viewpoints about rural and urban life. I

am not presenting a comparison in which I expect to be in any

sense derogatory tc city life. I am merely emphasizing the aspect

that is usually neglected. I spent ten years in the country, ten

years in the steel industry, and ten years in the environment of

colleges and universities, which ought to give me somewhat of a

balanced viewpoint.

I should like to tell you some instances of Danish life which

would illustrate to you the possibilities of raising up rural leadership

into national significance. I lived on the farm of a cousin of mine
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in central Denmark, a man who owns thirty-two acres of land, keeps

twenty-five cows, four horses, forty to sixty hogs, five to six

hundred chickens, and four hired men ; a man who knows agriculture

so thoroughly that it doesn't occupy much of his thought; that is

the vocational aspects of agriculture are so thoroughly interwoven

'n his consciousness and his activity that he won't talk about agricul

ture unless you ask him questions. To illustrate. On the first

afternoon I was there, we were eating the noon meal. I noticed that

Mr. Kirk continually looked over his shoulder out of the window

as if he expected something to come down over the road. Sud

denly he dropped his knife and fork and ran up from the table

and the two hired men after him. I ran behind. I thought there

was a fire. They ran into the barn and grabbed blankets and ran

out into the field and began tying blankets on the cows, and when

it was all over, I breathlessly said, "Well what is that all about?"

He said, "Didn't you notice that the wind changed to the North?"

I said, "Well what of it?" He said, "Well I lose so much milk if

the wind changes to the North, and my cattle aren't blanketed." He

took me into his office where he had records kept over years of

time in which he could tell almost precisely how many pounds of

milk he would lose per hour after the wind had changed to the

North in any particular season of the year.

Yet Mr. Kirk won't talk about agriculture unless you ask him

questions. The first night I spent in that home after the evening

meal we gathered around the piano, and the mother in the family

sat down and played. The first song they sang was "The Star

Spangled Banner." Then they sang Danish folk songs, and finally,

when the singing was over, we began talking about literature and

I asked Mr. Kirk if he liked any of our American authors. He

jumped from his feet and ran to the bookcase and pulled out a booke

He said, "Here is my favorite." There was a volume of Walt

Whitman's Leaves of Grass, thoroughly known to this Danish

farmer. Then began that period of a month in which I lived with

a man and tried to plumb his consciousness, and tried to find out

what it was that made him the kind of a man he was, a man who

spends all of his leisure time painting oil pictures of rural life, a man

who knows more about economics and about history than the average

graduate of an American university—and he ought to, for he has

been going to college for the last twelve years, and his wife has

gone for the same number of years. She only goes to college three

months each year, and he goes six. I could go on giving my ex

periences on that Danish farm which would illustrate to you that

Denmark has given proof of the possibility of a rural culture in

which the highest kind of leadership can be produced. I hope, those

of you who are interested in athletics, won't forget that the team

which won the group gymnastic competition at the last Olympic

Games, was a group of Danish farm boys. Every member of that

team was a boy born and reared on a Danish farm.
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I came back to America and I found the same currents which

were moving the center of influence from the city to the country in

Europe, were at work on this continent. I quickly learned that three

of the provinces of Canada had accepted a farmer government.

Upon the heels of that came the almost revolutionary movement in

Canada to establish a farmer government for the whole Dominion,

which has now been in power for almost two years, and is function

ing adequately and more liberally than any of the past governments

of that great Dominion. Then I found in my own country a move

ment which had in a few short months gained such prominence that

it was feared by all the politicians, and was written up in one of our

leading magazines in a style which said that there was more power

in the office of the Congressional representative of the American

Farm Bureau Federation than there was in the Capitol at Wash

ington—a movement which was so startling in its rise and in its

control that the politicians immediately became fearful that it was

another one of those class conscious manifestations which would

ruin our long cherished and accepted theory pf democracy. You

know the story of the agriculture plot. Not a single piece of legisla

tion could pass without the sanction of a farmer organization in the

last session of Congress. I tell you this to indicate that something

tremendous has happened. The rise of city civilization was in some

respects too artificial. It did not produce a permanent leadership,

and there had to come a time when this great neglected portion of

our population was destined to come back into a representative part

of the control of the destinies of the world.

I am not afraid of the agricultural plot, of class consciousness

of that variety. It simply means that there has been a previous class

consciousness which gave rise to this. I am not afraid when the

farmers got together, as they did last winter, when they determined

to control Congress. That doesn't frighten me, because I know it

is merely a temporary part of a social process in which the powers

that have been placed out of adjustment, are coming back. These

farmers, long neglected, long almost despised by our sophisticated

urban population, are simply re-asserting their divine right of being

heard, and having their voice count in the national and international

councils.

That is why I say it is no longer fair to talk about the rural

problem in the old terminology. If any social worker still thinks that

it is possible to have a paternalistic attitude toward the farmer and

to carry to him a program or a movement or an organization which

is to be imposed unon him, he is thoroughly mistaken about modern

rural psychology. What I want to emphasize now is the opportunity

which an organization such as yours' has at a time like this, when

a great portion of civilization rising into a position of prominence

and control confronts you. To me the opportunity is this. The

world staggers under a number of fears, fears which have gone

so deep in the minds of many that it is almost impossible to find

an optimist now unless he is also a man who isn't intellectual. I
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discussed those iears not long ago with one of the editors of one

of our current magazines, just before he was preparing an editorial

on this very thing. He was so thoroughly impressed with these

fears that had gotten into the minds of people, that he said for the

next three or four months he was going to do nothing but try to

analyze these damning fears which are making us a race of people

ashamed of our past and afraid to go back to it, and yet lacking

the courage to go ahead to the next dark, courageous step.

I speak of such fears as war. Those of you who have been in

Europe recently know that war hinges on the boundary of every

new state in central Europe. Those of you who have been following

the events in the Near East for the last two months know that war

not only is imminent but one of the bloodiest wars of history is now

in process, has been in process for a number of days, and now

portends to cross channel and to become once more a European

war rather than an Asiatic war. I say to you men, eager for service

as you are, if you want to find an antidote for war, look into the

hearts and minds of the people who till the soil. They don't like

war. I shall never forget three conferences I had last year with

Lord Robert Cecil of Great Britain, whom I regard as one of the

three first-class leaders in the modern world. He spent about three

hours asking me questions about the American farmer. He said

frankly, "My hope for the League of Nations, my hope for the peace

of the world, rests in the farmers of America." And he tried to

get from me the facts which would bolster his belief that under

neath the American farmer was a true lover of peace, and that if

once given the facts he would be the bulwark which would stand

against another war.

This world is dominated by a great fear which has come out

of recent science. I speak of that biological fear which gave rise to a

literature in the last few years such as Stoddard's "Rising Tide of

Color," a literature which predicts for us the loss of good blood

and the dominance of poor blood, or the decay of the good races,

the so-called good races and the rise of the so-called inferior racese

Once more I say to you, especially those of you interested in boy life,

if you want to build a strong biologic structure for American civiliza

tion take heed of the country boy. He may be somewhat unsymmetri-

cal in his development and if you will study the draft statistics care

fully, you will find that although the percentages of definciency were

practically the same for city and countrv boys, you will find also that

those for the country boy were more largely those of mechanical char

acter and not those of an organic character. This leads me to say that

if the country boy only had a program of activity which would take

those strong major muscles and knit them closely to his finer muscles

and his nervous system so that out of his virile, vigorous outdoor life,

we could develop the fine biologic inheritance of the rural population,

we would have no fear of the rise of an inferior race in Americae

Then this period of civilization is dominated by psychologic

fear, a fear of the crowd, a fear that our great agencies of com
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munication such as the press, have now reached the stage where

they can control our thinking, so that the individual is lost and we

go forward as blind members of a herd, knowing not whither, and

having no purpose. I say to you once more, if you are looking for

an antidote to that evil fear—go to the country. And don't go with

that disdain which so many city folks have had during the last two

decades for the farmer's rank individualism. We talk about the

failure of individualism. We haven't found it yet. We have no

philosophy for finding the true individual. But I say in the country

where crowd methods won't work, where you carry the Scout

Movement with the same method, but where you see conviction to the

mind of the man who works all day in the open field, with horses

as his companions, and with his only human associates his immediate

family, with occasional contacts, the man who thinks and thinks and

thinks for himself—I am not afraid of that kind of individualism.

Once we realize the great danger of collectivism transmuted to pure

mob control, we will see the strength and the virility and the safety

that lie in the American farmer. Think of those farm boys and the

lonely hours with which their minds can deal with those problems

which will make out of them strong upstanding Americans such as

built this country, and then you will see your job in rural America

in a new light.

Then we have the fear which I should call the economic fear,

the fear that our whole industrial machinery will collapse. I am

not afraid of that. I have seen what one rural country can do

economically, not by a revolution, not bv anarchy, but by the simple,

honest, straightforward co-operative basis, rather than the com

petitive one. I saw in Denmark the fruition of an economic co

operative commonwealth in which the economic problems had been

solved, solved so adequately that the maior attention of those people

is given to culture and to education. That taueht me not to fear

even though the collapse of our urban industrial machinery shall

come. We shall still have left the major industry of the world,

that which feeds us, namely, agriculture. And upon that basis any

civilization could be built.

The next fear is that which I should call the administrative fear,

or the fear that our modern world has become so vast that nothing

can hold it together in its present units. In other words, the fear

that a nation of 100,000,000 people cannot be a self-containing nation,

that is we have grown our units too large. I am not afraid of

that. I had an unusual experience in the devastated area of

Holstein last year. You remember the Treaty of Versailles said to

Denmark, "All the territory which Germany took from you in 1864

you may now get back by the means of a plebiscite." And did rural

Denmark take back all of Schleswig-Holstein ? No. they were too

wise. They went down to that area which had long been under

German control and made a study of the whole area and then said,

"From here things are too German. We don't want this territory.

If we take it, it means trouble, so we don't want any plebiscite from
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here South. But from here North we want a plebiscite." Then I

saw how a rural nation—that was the same government which had

laid down all its claims to Iceland, had sold the Danish West Indies

to us, and had denied all imperialistic aims and had said a rural

nation need not be imperialistic, we can be a self-contained culture

and that is what they are aiming to do. When I saw what Denmark

could do and when I compared it with what the other nations of

Europe had done, when a chance came to extend a boundary line, I

said, "I am not afraid of the administrative peril." I believe that

a sane government in which the deliberate mind of the farmers can

be blended with the active, vigorous mind of the city man freed

from his economic imperialism, can make a success.

Then there is the moral fear. I shall not spend much time on

that, because you as workers with boys, I hope, have seen through

much of the sham and hypocrisy of those people who in the last

three or four years have gone around as scandal mongers denouncing

our young people. Most of the immorality that these people see

resides in their own minds. I think I know this generation of young

people. I know it and I love it, with its vision and its frankness; if

it has any faults, it is the fault of the generation preceding it. They

are the faults of the generation that preceded it, that generation

which took divorce in actual practice, and has produced a generation

of children which talks about divorce in easy terms, but talks about

it frankly without hypocrisy, without cant. If we only knew how

to deal with the boys and girls of this generation with the same sort

of frankness they demand of each other, what a world we might

build, without those suppressed desires which now make the muddy

material for those who go about defaming the unlusty! I am not

afraid of the moral peril. When I go out into the country and

talk to country boys and girls, and live with them, especially as I

lived with the country boys and girls of Denmark, and saw there

the relationship between physical exercise, between out-of-door

activities and education, I say to myself, "These young people are not

in danger." Just one-half a chance from us, just going half the wav

on our part would make of them the most remarkable, the most crea

tive generation of young folks the world has ever known, and I

still have that faith. It isn't the young people we need to worry

about; it is the middle aged people that control the modern worlde

Then I come to the peril of leadership. We face a world without

leaders. Frankly, the world is being run by fourth, fifth and sixth-

rate men. You will pardon me another mention of Lord Robert

Cecil. I mention it only because of my high esteem for his insight

into the problems of the modern world. Just before I mentioned this

last time I said, "Lord Robert, you have asked me question after

question. I have answered you as frankly as I knew how. I have

not asked you a single question about England, but this is one

question I want to ask. If you don't mind, I should like you to tell

me this : why is it that you liberal minded people in England all tell

me that Lloyd George has lost his moral leadership with the people,
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and yet he stays in power. I should like to know the answer." He

laughed and said, "I don't mind answering that at all. We haven't

anybody to take his place." And then as I laughed, I surmise rather

boisterously, he raised his hand and said, "You needn't laugh ; you

haven't anybody so good." There are no leaders, no great leaders

in politics, no great leaders in the industrial world, no great leaders

in the church—a leaderless world. Maybe that is not a challenge

to you, you who are dealing with the raw product, the raw material

out of which leadership can be made, can be created for all in

gredients available 1 Isn't that a challenge to you to go out into the

country where sixty per cent of the boys of America live, the sixty

per cent from which will be drawn more than fifty per cent of the

leadership for the next generation of American life. I don't mean

the rural leadership alone; I mean fifty per cent of the leadership

for both rural and urban affairs. If you want to build for America,

you cannot neglect the rural boy,

But let me give this word of warning. It is going to be a hard

job. I warn you that it is a hard job, infinitely more difficult than

the job has been in the city. In the city boys are congregated^ in the

natural groups, where they all know the technique of organization.

But in the open country where they live apart, where they are not

accustomed to the process of organization, where leadership is scarce,

and where you must ring true, it is going to be a hard job. Men, my

parting prayer for you is that you do not neglect it any longer.

All our social agencies have dogged the rural job or gone out with

a paternalistic attitude. I hope you will make not the latter mistake

of going out as missionaries to the country, and I hope also you

will not dodge your responsibility, for the Boy Scout Movement

cannot be called the Boy Scouts of America until it includes in its

membership, as it is fortunately rapidly doing of its own accord, a

large proportion of those virile, healthy, strong, aspiring boys who

till the soil, and bear the fruit upon which the cities alone can be

built. And oh, I look forward to the time when organizations like

this will do that work so well that the distinction between country

and city will be wiped out. They will no longer talk about a rural

problem and an urban problem. We can talk then about people of

America working not against each other, but with the rural and city

people throwing in all their native intelligence and creative in

telligence to build affairs—the United States of America. It seems

to me if we coutd do our work with that sort of vision, that the

morning stars would once more sing together and men would cry

for joy, "Thy will be done on earth."

Monday Night, September 20

Mr. Barclay: It was a real inspiration to me to hear Mr.

Lindeman tonight, and I am sure that we will welcome him with

pleasure tomorrow when he again will speak to us.
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In thinking over plans of what we should do here in order to

make possible this next conference, I am mighty glad to know that

a group of you men have hit upon the same sort of an idea. That

suggestion is this, that before we leave here, we select a comittee

which will co-operate with the Department of Education in planning

the Conference two years hence, planning the program, which will be

very important at the next Conference, the location, the date, etc.

The suggestion that has come from a group of our older Executives

is that the Regional groups will proceed to select one person to

represent them and that the Department of Education select fiv;

members at large to make up that committee. Now if that is agreed,

if that sounds to you like a reasonable proposition, I think we might

express ourselves in a formal way on it. I will read here this

resolution, which is signed by such dignified men that I am almost

afraid to mention their names, but I will gaurantee of their good

character—or shall I read it and read the names? (Yes.) DeGroot,

Jamieson, Dale, Kirkham, Goodman, Beckman, Hanson. This has

the full endorsement of Mr. West and Dr. Fisher and myself—in

fact, of all the men who have had a chance to know about it.

WHEREAS this second Biennial Conference of Scout Execu

tives is about to come to a close

And, WHEREAS it would be beneficial to the Scout Executives

and the Movement as a whole to discuss this Conference while the

* matter is still fresh in our minds, especially with a view to making

the experiences gained at this Conference count for the next one.

Therefore, be it resolved that the various regions through the

country at once arrange to elect one member from their region to

represent them in the committee to have charge of the next Biennial

Conference, with a proviso that the Department of Education appoint

five additional members at large.

That, further, this new Conference Committee be certified and

invited to meet at least once with the present committee before the

close of this Conference that they may confer together regarding

tentative plans for the next Conference.

Mr. Woolsey (of Lake Charles, La.) : I move the adoption of

that resolution. (Seconded and unanimously carried.)

Mr. Barclay: This will furnish the basis of action for the

next conference. Mr. West, have you anything further to say?

Signed

E. B. DeGroot

A. D. Jamieson

Ludwig Dale

E. U. Goodman

Carl Beckman

R. O. Hanson

E. D; ShawOscar Kirkham
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Mr. West: Not unless the time permits to get some idea as

to whether we are thinking sanely in this. We have grown so

rapidly. Our first Conference was way up at Cranberry Lake. How

many were at that Conference? Then we had another conference

at Bear Mountain, the time we walked over to West Point and we

discovered—we had never thought about' ourselves before—that we

were a veritable Coxy's army. Out of the 87 different men we

counted 41 different combinations of uniform, and we were at West

Point at the critical time of the day when they had that magnificent

grand review when there were 1,300 men dressed as one. Two years

ago we had the first real large conferenc at Bear Mountain and we

made a fair start. We learned a great deal. We learned among

other things that for a conference we wanted a little bit better condi

tions than we could get in a camp, so we came here. Now we are

confronted with what we shall do next. We have moved westward,

and I am happy to sense the feeling that the Scout population is

moving westward, and we have in mind, if it meets with your pleasure,

to recommend consideration of some place just a little bit further

West than this is, perhaps west of Chicago, if we can find a place

peculiarily adapted. The safety in having this Committee appointed,

having it organized to handle this problem, seems to me about as

far as we can go.

Mr. Everman (of El Paso, Tex.) : I move you that we elect

this Committee. (Seconded.)

Mr. Kirkham: I have been very much impressed today with

a real live example by a veteran Scout man. Today is the twelfth

anniversary of a man at Scout Headquarters who probably knows

as much about Scouting as any one that exists in America, and today

he has celebrated quietly, I say celebrated that event by seeing that

two boys who have been on this campus who have been charmed

by the spirit of this great conference were really brought into the

Boy Scout Movement tonight around a little camp fire which we held

on the mountainside. He is one of the most quiet men that exists

in Scouting. His name is E. S. Martin. I would like to give him a

good hand if he here. I move you that we request Mr. West to

carry to him our great appreciation of this splendid service on this

his twelfth anniversary.

Mr. West: I make a suggestion that two Executives from

the floor carry to him that message. I thing it will mean more. (It

was then suggested that Mr. Kirkham be one and that he select the

other.) (The motion was then seconded and carried unanimously.)

(The following message was transmitted.
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Mr. E. S. Martin, Secretary, Editorial Board :—

We have been selected as a Committee to convey to you a mes

sage from the Second Biennial Conference of Scout Executives as

sembled at Blue Ridge, on this your twelfth anniversary in the Boy

Scout Movement. The Executives desire to go on record as express

ing their appreciation of your devotion to the boyhood of America,

of your deep and comprehensive knowledge of Scouting, and of your

quiet, unassuming and genial spirit. This resolution was passed un

animously on this eighteenth day of September, 1922.

E. B. deGroot.

Oscar Kirkham

Mr. Martin stated that he deeply appreciated the action of the

Executives, and that he was glad to take this opportunity to thank

them for the confidence they had reposed in him.)
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Tuesday, September 19th

8:00 to 8:40. A. M.—Training School, Mr. Lome W. Barclay

presiding. Subject : "Programming the Work of the

Council," Dr. George J.'Fisher.

8:45 to 9:00 A. M—Address, "Compensations of Service," Mr.

E. B. DeGroot.

9:00 to 9:10 A. M—Resume, Dr. George J. Fisher.

9:10 to 11:15 A. M.—Report of Commission on Publicity, pre

sented by Ludwig Dale, Chairman.

Report of Commission on Rural Community, presented by

F. Douglas Hawley, Chairman.

■ 11:15 to 12:00—Discussion of Patrol System.

1:30 to 2:30 P. M.—Assembly. Problem Hour, led by Mr. James

E. West, assisted by National Department Heads.

5:00 P. M.—The Executive and the Community.

E. St. Elmo Lewis.

6:00 to 8:00 P. M.—Final dinner.

8:00 to 9:30 P. M.—Closing dinner meeting.

Address—Mr. Mortimer L. Schiff, Vice-President and

Chairman of the National Field Committee.

Responses from Executives and Delegates.

Address—Daniel Carter Beard, National Commissioner.

Resume of the Conference, Dr. George J. Fisher.

Tuesday Morning, September 19, 8:00-900

PROGRAMMING THE WORK OF THE

COUNCIL

Dr. George J. Fisher

Like a ship without a rudder, a boat without a sail, a steamer

without a compass, a merchant without sailing papers, are a Council

and an Executive without a definite written program. Not long ago

a group of one hundred men that it is my privilege to meet every

Sunday morning for about six months in the year, asked me to dis

cuss with them the subject of why so many men fail in business.
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I discovered that about 90 per cent of men who enter business fail

in that business at least once. I went to Bradstreet; I went to Dunn,

to find out why business men fail. The thing that I was greatly

surprised at was this, namely, that the greatest single cause of

failure in business is not competition, but lack of record, lack of

knowledge of actual results obtained. That is the hard, cold language

of Bradstreet and Dunn. Bradstreet says that business success or

failure is largely personal. The individual himself is responsible

rather than his business or the business conditions.

Incompetence is the greatest cause of failure, and under that I

may bring in such personal qualities as bad manners, lack of dispatch,

large percentage of errors, lack of enterprise, and principally, a lack

of definite plan. May I make this remark to hearten us? It is

remarkable how few talents a man needs to be a success, provided

he has the will to work. Very ordinary talents, coupled with dispatch

and definiteness and a good heart, will suffice in making a man suc

cessful. "Seest thou a man diligent in business, he shall stand

before kings." The world is largely the record of a triumphant

mediocrity. The game is won less by brilliant strokes than by

energetic, cautious plays. A year ago I saw that splendid match

between Tilden and his Japanese opponent. The Japanese almost

won the championship, not by any brilliant attack, but simply by

standing back of those remarkable drives of that remarkable Tildene

The game is won less by brilliant strokes than by energetic, cautious

plays. The head of a Probate Court in Boston, said that not one

bankrupt in fifty can tell with exactness why he failed. Hurley, of

our Federal Trade Commission, says that one-half of all the business

men in this country do not know from day to day whether they are

making or losing money. A professor in the University of Wisconsin

made a study of 160 retail stores in Madison and he said that the

great majority kept no adequate set of books and less than one-half

were able to tell what it cost to operate and the size of their gross

margins. And most of them were not making enough money, if

they included the different members of the family who helped in the

business, to pay for the labor involved. And they were not conscious

of it. The average man will not face the facts. In a Probate Court

90 per cent of all the estates settled were found to be insolvent.

Gentlemen, success is attained by taking infinite pains. The wise

Executive will know what he is doing; he will have adequate meas

uring rods , he will know where he is going ; he will have a definite

program. He will know whether he is arriving ; he will have a check

up plan. I would like to see every man in this movement have a

one-year, two-year, or five-year program, preferablv the latter, de

veloped in one year sections, written and analyzed. Then, gentlemen,

every blow counts. Every stroke is a force working toward your

definite accomplishment. You are eliminating waste movement. You

have your charts. You have your goals. You have made practical

your ideals. May I emphasize that it should be a written policy,

within easy reach for reviewing constantly.
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Now what shall we program ? We should program our extension

work, our troops. Some of you heard me tell of the inspiration I get

from our Executive at El Paso when he said that he had divided

his city into so many districts and had put a Deputy Commissioner

in charge of each. Here was a Deputy Commissioner who had four

troops, though only two existed. In the language of St. Elmo

Lewis, he was charting the unknown. And you will chart the un

known, program the unknown and bring it ito the realm of the known.

We will be probing the unseen and bringing it into the world of the

seen. Faith is the substance of things hoped for. We must pro

gram, gentlemen, the things that we hope for or they will not be

realized. A program is a scientific register of our hopes. Naturally

we will program our training and we have been told how. Of

course, we will program our committee service in greatest detail,

so that we can sell it to our committees. Of course, we will pro

gram all of our Council activities from the least to the greatest and

correlate them in the great objective. Yes, we will program our

comittee relationship and we will have a strategv for capturing those

that do not sympathize with us in our plans. We will program our

standards and every program ought to have the keen analysis of a

comparison with the standards of the National Council. We will

program accomplishment in ideals and a wise Executive will pro

gram his man power.

Some years ago when I went to a new city as an ath'etic d'rector

I came to the conclusion that there was a certain thing that I wanteH

to do in bringing that city up to a standard where all the sports of

the city would be clean. I wrote out my program. I dreamed over

it. I thought it through. Now, I said, the one thing needed is the

man to head it. Then I made an appointment with my good friend

and I called on him and I said, "Let me tell you what I have in

mind." He said, "It is fine." I said, "Well, mv dear sir"—and he

was a man of great influence in the city, so that if he took hold

of it I knew it would go over—_"the whole thing is dependent upon

one thing." He asked, "What is that," and I renlied, "That you will

head this enterprise for at least two years." He said, "I don't see

how I can do that." Then I said. "That program won't be developed

for two years." And I got Mr. George D. Pratt to head the Athletic

Association of that organization and put it on the kind of standard

that was necessary. But I had programmed it. I had programmed

my man power as well as programmed my policy and the

danger in the Boy Scouts of America is this that we have not

sufficiently programmed the man power of our Councils and there

are men that are all out of touch with the fundamental principles

of Scouting as we know them now existing upon our Councils. You

should program your achievements in capturing the highest standard

of man power that your communities provide. It must be pro

grammed if it is to result in anything.

I would program my Scoutmasters meetings with them so that

I would not be conscious of Bolshevism or lack of sympathy or a
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group of men taking power in their own hands. If I give them

leadership, if I give them ideals, then I am sure I shall have fraternal

association with them. Nine times out of ten when trouble arises,

it is because we have not programmed our work. Scouting, gentle

men,—we have heard it reiterated again and again in these meetings-

is great, but please remember that Scouting is great only potentially.

We are the ones to determine whether Scouting will be great

actually. Success does not happen; it is achieved. Progress is not

automatic; we progress only as we determine to progress, and then

take the necessary steps for making progress. Goals must be set,

dreams must be definitized in policies^ or they never come truee

Each year of our Executive experience should show us a stratum

higher in our accomplishments. May I suggest that you ought to

program your meetings. Do you have a carefully worked out

agenda? If you do not, you will have the spectacle of men chosing

their own themes. Why are many Council meetings disappointing?

Why do committees run away? Why do they get off the rails? Be-

caurse they are not guided along the great fundamental tracks, and

we think some inspiration will come into the meeting and take care

of it, instead of planning every meeting of the Council or Executive

Board with as great care as if you were planning some great ad

venture in your own life. Right here you may find very many

causes of failure in your own experience.

Then may I say, getting to the individual himself, we ought to

program the plans for our own personal culture. May I repeat

what I am sure I said at Bear Mountain in one of those morning

talks? The world invests in those who invest in themselves, and

the degree to which the world invests in you is comparable to the

degree of your own investment in yourself. There is a very clear

relation between the amount of one's training, public school, hieh

school, college, professional school, to the later economic endowment

and successful accomplishment. The world will put back into you

in comparison to the degree to which you put into yourself. I should

say that this program that you are writing out with great care

should be submitted for critical analysis, for constructive criticism,

to certain business men on your Council, to certain religious leaders

in your community, touching that phase that has to do with your

relations to the religious organizations, to the educators, the super

intendents of schools and principals, that all may work in properly

with the educational plans of the community, and I should say to

the National Council for their help in guiding you along standard

policies.

One of the things I would like to advise each one of us to do

at this conference, note my language, is that we shall immediately

program our enthusiasm. I have seen men with the gleam of vision

in their eyes. I have talked with men here who have made new

resolves. I wish that each one of us—would that we had done it in

the early morning hours—would take these enthusiasms and bring

them down into the realm of policies and written resolves. What
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force will go out of this great conference if somehow or other we

will pull out of the sky, if we will bring these dreams together in

concrete, definite programs. The world will hardly be able to stand

against the concrete, definitized idealisms and enthusiasms of this

conference. But unless we do that, there will be wasting the great

forges which have been within the power of our capture and of our

standardization. They are now static. In God's, name let us make

them dynamic. There are forces here all about us. Let us gather

them up and center them upon the problems of our tasks at home.

As we go from this conference may we endeavor to possess our

selves constantly. Gentlemen, superficiality will tempt us, irresolution

will constantly beat upon us, ease will try to sap us, worry will

endeavor to fright us. May we possess ourselves, so that we may

be true to our convictions and to our ideals. Some one has said that

life is complex. Life is not complex ; life at its base is the most

simple thing in the world. To the man who has the clear notion

of where he is going. Life becomes complex when motives are

mixed. May I give a personal illustration which I have used in

one or two Regional meetings? One day a telephone message came

a few years ago, from my home town, 750 miles away. They were

a long while getting in touch with me, and I paced the floor, for I

wondered what could have stimulated some man to call me up by

long distance telephone. Then a man at the other end said, "A

committee is meeting down here in this part of the country and they

wish to have you become such and such." I shouted back, "I am

not interested. I have got work to do. I have plans not yet accom

plished. Don't bother me." "Well," they said, "Don't turn us down

this way." I said, "It will do me no more good to consider this." I

didn't even care to listen about salary. Pardon the personal illus

tration, but if we have our plans, our program, life becomes simple.

We are not bothered about this or that. We know where we are

going. Our ideals are fixed. We are going to accomplish certain

things and the great need in this movement of ours is that men

will get the vision of their communities over a period of years

and say, "I will stay and I will win out."

I had a very delightful conference with one man who said to

me, "I would like to have you know that you need not bother about

me for the next few years. I want to stay where I am. I am

only in the midst of my program. I want to work it out." That

is the kind of thing we need more of. Instead of this restless,

uneasy spirit that we find so frequently among ourselves of un

certainty, which, I think, has at its base a failure to really program

the work of the Council over a period of years. We must not oppose

life, we must transcend it. We must not oppose evolution if we can

not think it through. Let's transcend it by higher ideals. So run I

not as one unseemly, but I press forward toward the mark of the

high work of an Executive.
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Now may I warn ourselves that this program that we have

written must not be a paper program alone, that we must con

stantly breath into it the breath of life that it shall live. And just

as a single officer can send a thrill into a command, so a statesman

like Executive can vitalize, standardize, yes, spiritualize, the program

of the Boy Scout Movement. Idealize your program and program

your ideals. One of the things as we grow older is this, is it not

fellows, that somehow or other no longer do we have those wonderful

visions of youth. We deplore the absence of those visions. As

Wordsworth put it:

"Whither is fled the visionary gleam?

Where is it now, the glory and the dream?"

May ours not be the tragedy of lost vision. Grant that we may be

able to bring into the realm of the real, the great visions, the great

dreams, the great hopes, the great aspirations, which have stirred

our breasts as we have met here in this delightful fraternal fellowship.

Mr. West: The Report of this Conference will be printed in

. full. What I would like to see done to this book is this: I do not

think this book should be held as a confidential personal record of

the proceedings of the Second Biennial Conference. I think it can

be made the means of practical selling. I believe you can take some

of the many gems that are in this conference, turn the pages down,

and ask the man to read this. Turn another page down for the other

type of man, the other problem you are trying to handle, and ask

a man to read that. In other words, I believe that there is use

during the next two years, to sell an average of from five to ten

copies in every First-class Council of these proceedings. If you see

it that way and feel reasonably sure that you will order from five

to ten copies, I will see what I can do in getting the book out on

that basis and make a definite announcement to you by mail after

we get back to New York. How many feel that they would be

interested in supporting this proportion by ordering from five to

ten copies at least, at a price from fifty cents to a dollar? All right.

Mr. Barclay: It is a great pleasure to me to introduce Mr.

DeGroot, because I think of him not only as a Scout Executive, but

I think of him as I first knew of his activities in the field of social

work on a very wide and broad scale, and I know of no man in

our group who can bring to us the closing big idea, who will give

us a statement, and inspiration, a big idea out of a wide experience

better than Mr. DeGroot.
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Tuesday, September 19, 8:45-9:00

THE COMPENSATION OF SERVICE

E. B. DeGroot

What are the compensations of service? I would answer,

that coin of the realm, associations, distinction, achievement, and

faith are some of the compensations worthy of our consideration for

a few moments. I am bound to believe that every Scout Executive

in this room, entered and continues in the work of the Boy Scouts of

America, on a service rather than a money basis. But the workman

is worthy of his hire, and we may therefore raise the question of

compensation in the coin of the realm. Those who have read Dr.

Cabot's book on What Men Live By will recall that the author made

out a very good case for the spiritual quality of the pay envelope.

It is not my purpose to enlarge upon this item of our subject further

than call your attention to what I believe is a fact, that Scout Execu

tives are as well, if not just a little bit better paid as a class, than

men engaged in other lines of social and educational work.

The second item that I mention as a compensation of service

is that of associations. We are a privileged group in this matter.

Think of the men at National Headquarters and their associations

with the members of the National Executive Board. Truly they

are privileged in associations with those noble men who served so

long and faithfully and well in their behalf and in our behalf.

Think again of our association with these noble fellows at National

Headquarters, the National Executives. Think of the associations

we are privileged to have with Mr. West, Mr. Barclay, Dr. Fisher,

Mr. Mathiews, Mr. McDonald, Mr. Ehler, Mr. Martin, and the other

men at National Headquarters. Surely we are privileged in our

associations with such men. Then again think of our associations

with our local Councilmen and their Executive Board and with our

Scoutmasters and with the boys in our local communities. Surely

our cup runneth over in this matter of compensation along the line

of association.

And then the third point that I suggested as a compensation of

service was recognition. One of the hungers of mankind seems to

be that for recognition. If you have read Whiting Williams' book,

or if you have heard him speak, you will recall that he analyzes for

us the labor situation among those who toil for daily wages, and

he points out very vividly that those men are not only struggling

for that daily wage, but for recognition. I daresay the whole labor

situation today is shot through with that failure, failure to recognize

the men who are toiling. The superintendent who recognizes the

man under him, who says that this man can run this machine

better than any other man in the plant, merely recognizes the man.

It is good for that man's soul. Then men in groups we see like

recognition. There is the school group, the medical, the legal group,
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all giving recognition to those who do superior work in the groups.

And then with us we can see recognition ordered here and there in

a certain way. Think of the recognition that has been accorded

Barclay in France by the French people and the government! Think

of the recognition that has been accorded our Chief, Mr. West, in

international events ! Think of the recognition that has been ours

in the attendance upon this Conference by those distinguished visitors

from France, England and Canada! So we have been recognized.

Think of the recognition that is always accorded you by our Chief

I don't think that any Executive in this land has ever presented

anything of moment, of a worth while nature, to the Chief but that

he has recognized us, recognized the thing that was near and dear

to us. And that is true of all the other men at National Head

quarters, I believe. It is my experience and I am sure that it is

your experience that recognition comes instantly if there is anything

there to be recognized. Then I believe the same thing is true in our

local communities. Our Boards are very quick and very ready to

recognize us when we do anything worth while. Scoutmasters

recognize us and boys recognize us when we furnish leadership,

when we serve them. As a matter of fact, gentlemen, I believe we

have been literally spoiled in this matter of recognition. We have

been recognized here and there, all over the land, as distinguished

men in service, and we have been spoiled. It is little wonder that a

modern saint has come here to tell us the truth about ourselves, that

the fine and comforting thing about that to me is that after he

has analyzed us, he assures us that we have sold him.

The next point I suggested as a compensation for service was

achievement. Achievement comes to all who serve faithfully and

well. When we think of our achievement, the achievement of all

concerned in this Boy Scout Movement, I think we have to separate

the movement or look at it as a three-part situation. There is the

part that has been under the control and management of the National

Executive Board and the National Executives. There is the other

part on the other end, of achievement on the part of the boys. Then

there is this middle part which we represent as Scout Executives and

Scoutmasters. I think you will agree with me when I say that we

have achieved very little, we in this middle third of this situation.

We are yet to achieve in this movement. The men on the National

Executive Board and staff have achieved great things. They have

launched this great program ; they have promoted it ; they have

caught the imagination of the American people and people of other

countries because of their efforts, because of their achievement. And

then see what the boys have done in this movement. There they are

up there. They have climbed the heights and they are constantly

saying to us in this middle third of the situation, "We challenge

you to come up here; we dare you to climb as high as we can

climb and as we have climbed." And so the challenge comes to us

from the two ends to achieve. I know we are going to achieve if

we serve on, serve on like men.



Scouting is a game we have been told. It is a game, and to

this moment the boys need it. The last point I suggest as a com

pensation is faith. "O ye of little faith," was not said to those

who served. It was said to slackers. And those who serve God

have faith in God. Those who serve a great enterprise have faith

in that enterprise. They have a moving, contagious faith as a rule.

On this conference has been filled with things that have lifted us

up, have buoyed us up, have filled us with great good cheer. On

the other hand, I think there is not an Executive here who has not

had his dark moments, who has not felt dejected, not with the

program, not with the objective, but with himself. Things I know

nave appeared very black, black as night, to many of us when we

have been given to introspection. In that situation let me suggest

that we think of the dialogue that is set forth in the Handbook of

Christian people. You recall it. "Watchman, what of the night?

Watchman, what of the night?" Because the watchman served he

could answer, "Morning is come, the morning is come."

Daily Resume, Tuesday, September 19, 9:00-9:10

Dr. Fisher: Scouting is a movement primarily rather than an

organization. This makes it possible for other agencies to co-operate in

forwarding the Scout program among boys. All institutions having

troops of Boy Scouts have representation on the local Councils. This

representative character of the movement must be maintained at all

times and in every instance. Scouting has been very happy in having

the confidence of the churches of all faiths and denominations. The

Scouting program gears in with the researches of modern religious

education, and provides a program adaptable to the needs of the

church. Religious motive is finding expression today in good health,

in physical fitness, in vocational efficiency, in vocational skill and

knowledge, and in social contact. Scouting provides the tools, the

activities which aid the church in developing the religious motive

along active channels in boy life. We appreciate the presence of

representatives in this conference from the American Red Cross, the

Playground and Recreation Association of America and Community

Service, Inc., the American Legion, the National Catholic Welfare

Council, the Y. M. C. A., the Protestant churches, and the public

schools. Our hearts burn with grateful appreciation of the cordial

greetings of these agencies and for their proffer of hearty co

operation. The Scout Executives, I am sure, pledge their hearty

aid in every good work for the boyhood of America.

Co-operation costs. May we pay the price, so that boys may

be the gainers. We favored the meeting together periodically of

representatives of boys' workers in communities. This will develop

amity and good will and co-operation in work for boys in such com

munities. The conference rejoiced in receiving personal greetings

from Sir Robert Baden-Powell, Mr. Roosevelt, Mr. W. W. Strong,

Boys' Work of International Rotary, Mr. Martin Delaney, Mre
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William D. Murray, and Mr. Qarence H. Howard, and recommended

that appropriate response be made to their greetings. A special

resolution of cordial greetings was adopted to the honorary presi

dent of the National Council, Mr. Harding, in which gratitude was

included for the health of Mrs. Harding.

The job of Scouting is to teach boys what service is, what

citizenship is. A Scout leader cannot teach boys good citizenship

unless he himself is a good citizen. Citizenship is by service and

sacrifice for the country's good. The mistake is considered as a

lemon to be squeezed or an oyster to be opened. Citizenship involves

a passionate desire to make things better in the nation. We do

not in Scouting talk about teaching a boy to be a citizen; we see

to it that he is a citizen.

The Conference wanted a merit badge to be developed and asked

that a plan be developed as expeditiously as possible. The badge

for citizenship should give a boy a concrete idea of what citizenship

is. The Scouting Movement was referred to as the largest single

institution in America for the development of citizenship. Require

ments should not ask a boy to be an intellectual marvel, but that

he possess grit. It should keep him modest and moral. The Con

ference went on record as being opposed to the principle of providing

merit badges for second-class Scouts. The Conference approved the

suggestion that some form of certification be given boys who are

physically handicapped for special work performed.

The report of the Commission on Court of Honor was adopted.

The report of the Commission on Scouting in College Communities

was adopted. In the latter report the following suggestions were

made: that the Scout should be followed to college. The Executive

in a college town should know who are Scouts in the college. Lists

of Scouts going to college should be sent to the executives in the

college towns. Scouts in college should be used as Assistant Scout

masters. Scout clubs should be organized.

In the discussion of the relation of the Scout Executive to the

public schools—the following was suggested. The Scout Executive

should have a profound faith in his work as a form of education.

Scouting is the largest single contribution to education in fifty years.

The Executive should know what the schools are doing. He should

discover him. He should develop intimate relations with the super

intendent of schools. The four ultimate objectives of education

are preservation of health, ability for self-support, social co-operation,

education for leisure hours. Scouting furthers each of these

objectives along practical lines. The Conference is deeply grateful

to the Committee of the Boy Scouts and Public Schools for its service

and conclusions. The Executives pledge their co-operation in helping

this Committee composed of educators to secure data for the further

study of the Commission.

Reference made to the special rate of $1.00 for Boys' Life should

be amended that this will be recommended to the Editorial Board.
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One of the population groups, representing cities under 50,000, went

on record as favoring quarterly meetings of the Council, and also

went on record against the use of Scoutmasters on the Council.

This is simply stated as a record of their conclusions. The follow

ing recommendation was adopted by one of the groups, the large

city population group. "Whereas the present extensive developing

of the Movement has been made possible through volunteer leader

ship, therefore, be it resolved that we reaffirm our faith in volunteer

leadership and that we continue in our efforts to attract to the

Scout Movement high-minded men, willing and able to serve boys

through Scouting, without thought of personal gain, that we employ

no paid workers wherever it is possible to secure volunteer workers."

This is so paramount to the success of Scouting that it is assumed

that it will receive the unanimous endorsement of the whole con

ference. If there is no dissenting voice, we will assume that emphasis

upon that work.

The discipline of the members of the conference was splendidly

exhibited in the action taken in cancelling the trip to the Biltmore

estate, in order that the business of the conference may be given

the utmost attention. That was a high tribute to the discipline of

this conference.

Just because you are engaged in Scouting is no indication that

you know all about it. The world is built on men's ability to notice,

compare, invent. Find out the facts. Compare performances day by

day. Make new combinations based upon the facts. The unknown

is always an obstacle to efficiency. We fight unknown ways. Make

the unknown yield up its treasures. Know Scouting so well that

there is no question you cannot answer. Confidence breeds gen

erosity. No man gains outstanding success who has not organized

himself. There are certain fundamental things you must have in

any system. Those are seven in number and are recorded in the

book entitled Comunity Boy Leadership. Records must be accurate,

complete and immediately accessible. We should have standardization

in performance without repression of individual initiative and in

vention. "All may help and none may hinder," should be the pre

vailing motto in Scouting. We should get out or get in line, for

the strength of the wolf is the pack, and the strength of the pack

is the wolf.

Tuesday Morning, September 19, 9:10-10:30

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON

SCOUTING IN THE RURAL COMMUNITY

Mr. Robley: I take great pleasure in introducing Mr.

Hawley, Moscow, Idaho.

Mr. Hawley: We have a peculiar appeal to make to you, the

appeal of Rural Scouting. We, as a Commission, have felt that
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the next great step forward in Scouting is in the rural field and

that the city men as well as the rural men should be interested in

this phase of our problem, because it is probably the great next step

forward in Scouting. Therefore we feel the importance of our

Commission.

We have found that where the Scout Executive realizes that

where he is not a worker with boys but a community engineer,

teaching the people of the community to do their own boys' work,

Scouting succeeds in rural communities. In our rural sessions we

have unanimously found that the Executives in those fields have

made a success over and above the work done before Councils had

been organized, in maintaining the troops in greater efficiency; that

there is enough value to justify the rural Council, in the mere fact

of the better type of Scout work done in the rural field.

I am not going to take time to read any parts of the Report

except the final paragraph, except to call your attention to the fact

that out of 17,500 troops now in existence, 3,700 are in communities of

less than 1,000 population. In most instances, however, these are

isolated troops, not under Council organization, less than five per

cent of the population of present Councils being in such townse

(Page 3.) You may read the report at your convenience.

Your Commission recommends that when a chartered territory

comprises two or more Councils that such Council be designated as

a District Council, taking such acceptable name that shall be com

mon to all. The reason is this: the word District before the word

Council designates that it is not a County Council and that you

want a name common to all that section of land.

The Commission recommends that where a troop is formed

by boys from two or more communities, they be allowed to choose

an acceptable name common to all. May I explain a little? The

national ruling now is that the troop shall take the name of the

town, the post office. Many of our rural troops, we are now finding,

are getting out so far that we have rural troops who want a name

peculiar to their own locality, separate and distinct from the post

office. Your Commission recommends that the National Executive

Board, Article II, Section 2, Clause 1, of the National By-Laws be

amended as follows : Strike out the word "counties" and insert

therein, "counties, parts of counties, or combinations thereof." Gen

tlemen, the reason is this : we have no legal right to the organization

of Councils in rural districts as we now have according to the

By-Laws of National Headquarters, the way we are splitting up.

We want to be legalized in our work. In view of the difficulty

of training Scoutmasters in the rural field, your Commission recom

mends that the Department of Education make available a simplified

course adapted to rural fields and which may be made available at

a small cost. Now, gentlemen, Mr. Barclay has a course that he

is preparing, but we, your Commission, feel that we want a very

simple leaflet course that can be sent to the Scoutmaster at a very
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small course which can be easily borne by the Council in the rural

districts.

Your Commission recommends that because of the elements of

time and distance involved in the functioning of rural organizations,

and because of the result of problems arising that a special chapter

on rural organization be included in the next edition of Community

Boy Leadership. We feel that it is important enough to include that.

One last recommendation. After careful analysis of the organ

ized Rural Councils, your Commission find that the type of Scouting

in existing troops in such Councils has been greatly improved.greater

permanency of the troops secured, many additional troops organized

and maintained. We therefore recommend that special efforts be

made to extend the leadership of first-class organization to the

entire country as rapidly as possible to give our millions of boys

the fullest benefit of our Scouting programs.

Mr. Ehler: Before you begin discussion, I would like to call

attention to a statement in your first recommendation concerning

the designation of troops. I think there is an error in your state

ment as to the practice of the National Office with respect to that.

The requirement is not that the troop shall be known by the name of

the postoffice that serves its community. -With respect to the post-

office of the one name, and another place where there is the same

name applied to a community with a different postoffice, the com

munity shall take some other name. In the State of Louisiana there

are two towns of the same name, Fairport. One has a postoffice by

the name of Fairport. The other has one named Salem. Now the

troop in Fairport that has the Salem postoffice does not want to give

up its name, so we would have two Fairports. That leads to inter

minable confusion in all sorts of ways, both going and coming. Now

at the same time, you will notice in the Annual Report that it states

that we have many troops in places that are so small that they are

not even listed in the atlas of Rand-McNally, let alone being listed

in the postoffice directory. So give them the name where they are,

but don't give them a name that is within the municipality.

Mr. Hawley: I think that is the thought of the Commission

and that is the reason for calling it to your attention. Our Com

mission talked that over, and I am glad for the information.

Mr. Robley: We now hear from Mr. Harris, the As

sistant National Field Director.

Mr. Harris: I am very happy to be allowed a few minutes

to discuss with you this rural problem. I was more than happy

last night when our good friend, Mr. Lindeman, called to your

attention in so forcible a fashion the need for leadership and I was

yet more happy when he discussed the great value, the stability,

the strength of the leadership that comes from our farm communities,

the real rural leadership. Months ago the National Council became
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interested not only in the development of their city program but

interested in the development of a program that would make avail

able the Boy Scout Movement under first-class Council leadership

to every boy in America. Of course, that could not be done by

the city program; and so we began to study from the National

Council standpoint, a plan of operation that would enable us to carry

the program of the Boy Scouts of America out into the open country,

and make it available under first-class Council leadership to every

boy. We began first the experiment with the county organization,

and then in New England where the counties are large, and particu

larly in New York and New Jersey, we began even to split counties

and take a portion of the county. Then down South where the

county does not mean quite so much as it does in some other sec

tions of the country, we began to throw counties together until we

had enough territory, with enough possible troops, to offer to a

real man a real man-sized job. So for the last two years we have

been in a process of experimentation with the work in the rural

community, not to find out whether we ought to do rural work or

not, but to find the very best means of developing the program among

rural boys, so that we get the most for the money expended. We

have found that the program is quite practical in rural communitiese

I do not believe there is any boy in the land that so much needs

the program of the Boy Scouts as the lonely boy on the farm who

does not have the amusements, the attractions, that we have in

the city, or even in the town. I myself was raised absolutely out in

the country—not only out in the country but out in the mountains,

where, according to the terms of the Commission on the Under

privileged Boy last night, I felt that I was decidedly an under

privileged boy; but I believe that I was the greatest privileged boy,

because I had the out-of-doors, and the woods, and the fine air that

gave me a good, strong, vigorous body, and the possibilities of an

education. But we do need to take some kind of program to the

boys out there who are lonely and who long for the attractions of

the city because they are lonely. The most of our school teachers,

unfortunately, are either teachers that come from the cities or

that are educated under the city environment, and great proportion of

them in their teaching unconsciously and unintentionally are calling

attention to the attractiveness of the city. Hence, the trend has been

for the last few decades for the boy from the farm to go into the

city in order that he might make his way. I am mighty glad that the

trend has turned backward now, and that in a great many instances

we find that the farm is becoming more attractive than the glamor

of the city. We need in the country, though, a very definite program,

because the leadership in the rural community is not anything like

as abundant as it is in the city. We need for the rural church a

very definite program, because if they had it they would be able to

attract their boys. The Boy Scout movement offers this very definite

program. It is worked out in its literature ; it is in such a shape

that even a man with ordinary ability can take it, and without equip
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ment in buildings, can make it available and worth while to the

boy in the community. So we think that the Boy Scout program

has proved itself to be wonderfully well adapted to the rural field.

Now the thing is going, and it is going fine. We have had

spontaneous troops grow up in the Boy Scout Movement from the

very beginning, but the average troop that grows up either in the

rural community or little villages dies away in a short time. You

take in the good old North State—there have been 62 towns in that

state that have had troops die, while there are only 108 towns that

now have troops. Some of these towns have had as many as three

or four troops organized, but they have died. Down in southwestern

Georgia when we organized a Council, there were three active

troops in the whole district. Within a year there were forty-two

active troops. Such has been the experience of the other rural

Councils throughout the country, and we have found that under

the stimulus of an Executive who goes from point to point teaching

them how to use the Scout program and how to put it across, that

troops continue to grow and continue to be strong and useful, and

so we appeal to you men to give us your co-operation.

Now you may not appreciate how this last resolution refers

to you, resolution to push out just as rapidly as possible until we

get the program extended to the whole country. It refers very

definitely to you in two ways: that under the quota system, the

Field Department is limited to the number of men that are made

possible by the participation of the present Councils in the quota

scheme. Unless the Councils of the country accept their quota

vhole-heartedly, there is no possibility for the Field Department

even to supervise adequately the work, let alone push out into

the rural community. So we need the co-operation of all you

men in the question of your own quota, in order to make possible

for the Field Department the means necessary to push this pro

gram into the rural communities.

But, men, if the world needs the leadership that Mr. Lindeman

told us about, and we believe it does ; if America needs the leadership

that he told us about, and we believe it does; if it is possible for the

Boy Scout Movement to have a hand in developing the leadership, let

us not delay; let us face the responsibility like men, and let us do

it at once. A delay of five years means the passing of a generation

in Scouting. _ We cannot afford to wait. The enemies of civilization

are already in the field. The Boy Scout Movement is the only great

constructive agency that is at work for the training of citizenship in

the rural communities. Let us go forward and at once. And I

give you an enthusiastic endorsement of the five resolutions.

Mr. Lindeman: I want to say at the outset that one of the

reasons I accepted this invitation to come here was that most of the

sociologists in America are not familiar with the Scout program, and

a majority of the social psychologists are very critical of the Boy

Scout program. I told Dr. Fisher I thought it was a very good time
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for you in your National Conference to begin making relationships

with teachers of sociology, and those interested in the theory of social

organization. I wanted this morning to raise some questions with

you which I have heard raised and which I have raised myself in

regard to the Scout Movement, particularly as it now emerges from

the city and projects itself upon the country.

I think we ought also to assume scientifically, that there is not

any essential difference between a person, a human being, who lives

in the country, and a human being who lives in the city, so far as his

human nature is concerned. That human nature is very much the

same the world over, and it is the stimuli which people get in their

various environments which make the different expressions and the

different modes of social organization. With that rather dogmatic

scientific basis for proceeding, I am asking such questions as these,

which I hope are on your mind. Is the Boy Scout program adjustable

or adaptable to rural areas? I think some of you have answered it too

fully. I don't think you have considered it enough. That is what a

sociologist will say to you immediately. Yes, it is adaptable, providing

the program is willing to adapt itself. Now that means a new psychol

ogy. You have proceeded up to this point, to me, admirably. That is.

the technique, the activities of the Scouts, have preceded the rational

izations or the theories. That is the way it ought to proceed. The

activity ought to come first, the theory last. You have done splendidly

in making your program along that line. Now the next step is

going to be the dangerous one for you ; namely, of allowing the

program to become static and not being willing to make it adjustable

to a changing civilization. I have done nothing but read Scout

literature for the last three weeks, a year back on the issue of

your magazine and every one of your Commission reports. I do

know something about the Scout program, I have led discussion

groups of Scouts leaders, and I know something about it from the

content of what the word Scouting means. I am not talking mere

theory or academic phraseology. The new psychology is going to

test your program not by the old test, which was a splendid one,

namely, does it work? That was the test that has brought you to the

point where you are now, but it is not going to carry you through.

You have got to go beyond the mere pragmatic question of whether

or not the thing works. Of course, the Scout program works. No

body who has watched a group of Boy Scouts in any activity, can

honestly doubt the vitality with which the activity grips the boy. Now

the question is, are the activities such as will release the minds of

the boys to the end of establishing better human relations? If you

can answer that question, then upon the basis of your pragmatic

test which has brought you thus far, you will be able to construct

an evolutionary Scouting program which will make it in an ever

increasing fashion adaptable to every boy, everywhere, not only in

rural America but in the world. I wish we could discuss that.
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What. is the most suitable and practical unit of organization?

Nobody knows the answer to that question, I am frank to say to

you. I have attended every country life conference that has been

held in America in the last ten years, and my official relationship

to the rural sociologists is such that I know what is in their minds,

and I do not know a single man who knows the problem who dares

say what is the best unit for social organization in the rural com

munity. I hope that you won't assume that you know. I hope that

you will assume that this is an experimental stage. I want to say

that I think you are on the right track. I think your present notion

of having no rigidity for the boundaries of a rural Council is one

of the finest bases for rural social organization experiment that we

have had thus far in any of our great national organizations, and I

am anxious to see how it works out, and anxious to help you maK

it apply.

The next question : Is rural leadership available for the Scout

program? I shall have to answer that very categorically by saying

to you that it is about available in proportion to city leadership as ten

is to one. I mean by that that the leadership that is in the country is

as ten to one in comparison to the things it has to do. You fellows

who are selecting and training Scout leaders in towns around fifteen

to twenty-five or fifty thousand know very well that what I say is

true. You are using the same fellows over and over in various

organizations. You are over-working your leadership. The same

fellow that is the Scoutmaster is the Sunday School teacher. I wish

we would stop using that word Master. The origin was all right in

England where it originated, but it is not a good American word. I

hope the American word which corresponds and has good content

may be used, the word "Leader." A leader is a man produced by his

group. That is the word which belongs to America. In the country,

I say again, there are ten to one, not men, not units, but timings of

local leadership available for the Scout program. But that is not the

answer to the question. The answer is how are you going to develop

a technique for discovering and training and utilizing that leadership

so that it will function, not one year as a Scout Leader, but will

function permanently, that is, through ten, twelve, fifteen year periods,

which I think is thoroughly possible.

The next question, about finances, I am going to omit, because

you seem to have given that considerable attention.

Sixth question : the institutional relationships of the country school

and the country church as related to the Scout movement, which

raises a whole series of questions.

Seventh, the question of promotion. What methods are you

going to use in promoting—not selling, because you cannot sell ideas,

although you talk about selling them. You can sell commodities.

Ideas have to become concepts in people's minds. You cannot sell

ideas. But I mean how are you going to promote the Scout move

ment in rural communities? Not by the same methods you have

used in the city. I am sure of that. There will be a different tech
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nique developed, and I am glad to see the kind of roen^you have

interested in the rural movement, and I have faith in th'eir ability

to develop this technique in harmony with modern psychological and

social principles.

Question: How can the Boy Scouts best co-operate with the

Farm Demonstration Agencies?

Mr. Lindeman: In the Southern states the Farm Demon

stration Agent has very little to do with the boys' and girls' club

work. Most of it is under the control of the Home Demonstration

Agents. While in the Middle and far West the club work is under

the direction of the Farm Demonstration Agent, and sometimes he

has on his staff an individual who promotes club movements. My

answer to the question is categorical again, that the program of the

Boy Scouts ought to fit in admirably with the Boy's Agricultural

Club, because there is not enough contact in a Boys' Agricultural

Club to keep it together permanently, successfully during a whole

year, and if it is not kept together for a whole year, it is not a true

social organization. Now in other words, my answer is that the Farm

Demonstration Agent ought to be eager to get you to come into his

Boys' Club with your program, so that the content of this group,

which in rural communities is more likely to be a natural group than

cities, will become a real culture group, which will have dynamic

activities going on constantly throughout the year and not merely

for those short seasons of the crop or animal period in which the

activities of the project are concerned.

Are there any conflicts?

Dr. Fisher: One of the things that has grieved me consider

ably is that just as a matter of course when we have entered into this

field, and particularly when we work with the county as a unit, we

did in many instances come in conflict with the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, who, as you know, have organizations in about two

hundred counties in America. We thought that thing through. We

surely did not want to make any inroad upon the effeiency or the

vitality of any other organization doing work with boys in rural

communities. Now the plan that we have tried to work out is this,

that when we come to a county that is not of any considerable size

and there is a Young Men's Christian Association organized in it,

we endeavor to take that area and study it and, as Mr. Harris has

so well said, throw together several counties. In that way our one

paid leader, as you see, will have so much work to do in the specific

field of Scouting that it does not in any way interfere with the work

of the other agencies, but really supplements, adds to them. We are

very eager, those of us who are projecting this work in the field, not

in any way to have other organizations suffer, but I do know that

there are a number of men in these fields who are rather feeling

that without knowing fully our program that we perhaps are en

croaching upon a field of theirs. We need the greatest wisdom that
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we may project our Scouting program wisely and yet without tearing

down or breaking up any other agency that is at work along the same

lines for boys in rural communities. We are working out that prob

lem. The one way we are doing it is that idea of working over a

larger area, which, I understand, you are commending.

Mr. Holsinger: Dr. Fisher really covered part of what I had

in mind. The question that I thought would be of interest to me and

probably to you was the question suggested as to whose feet we may

be trampling upon, and it seems to me that in view of the fact that

our program is really intended to be supplementary and not to take

the place of work that is being done I was wondering just whether

we might have an enlargement upon that question and a little dis

cussion or help on it.

Mr. Lindeman: These two questions are really related. The

Boys' Clubs are within the field, of course, and there may be some

cases where there is conflict, but there is, also, a relationship. That

ought to be the Boy Scout adding content to the Boys' Agricultural

Club program, and then upon the basis' of that when the project

clubs have gone out of existence, you will have laid the basis for

permanent Scouting organization.

Now in regard to other agencies which are feeling just a little,

as we say, "touchy" about the Scout program coming out into the

rural areas, may I say this. It is no good debating this question unless

you have a philosophy of some kind of social organization. We will

not get anywhere if we try to settle it by some catch phrase, by some

convenient terminology, which says, "Oh but we are only supple

mentary." Now the Scout program is a program, but it is a program

which cannot be permanently successful without organization, and we

may as well face that and not dodge behind phrases which do not

answer the question. You have got to have a real philosophy in

your minds about social organization. I should answer in general

terms the whole question of overlapping and duplication and friction

by saying that the law of social organization is that every organiza

tion, every institution in society, must continue to specialize. That

is, specialization is not only a biological rule of life ; it is a sociologi

cal rule of life, and you can always tell when an institution is sick,

because that is the time when it begins to try to take on new func

tions. You can always tell when an institution is whole, because then

it is giving up functions. In other words, it is pathological when it

is grabbing out for new functions ; it is healthy when it is giving up

functions to other and more specialized agencies.

Now I have a theory that the Scout program is going to be more

specialized in the future, and I am quite sure that the County Y. M.

C. A. program is going to be more specialized. I am quite certain

that that is going to be not a younger boy movement at all; it is go

ing to be an older boy movement of leadership training—special

ized still more than that—leadership training within the confines

of the evangelical Protestant churches, which confines it still more.
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It seems to me that all the forces at work in rural areas are now

driving the coming program into this new specialization. Unfor

tunately, manv of the leaders do not see it yet, and because they

do not see it, they are putting up what I think is a futile fight

against the loss of countenance and what seems to be a degener

ation of the movement, which is not so at all if they could only

see what this news specialization means. The same thing is

going to be true for you. When you once get a philosophy of

that kind, based upon science rather than upon your own wishes,

don't you see that the problem of over-lapping solves itself?

There is plenty of room for all the agencies we have now dealing

with boys, and we are going to have more of them. There are

going to be more agencies dealing with boys of a more highly

specialized nature in the future than there are now. Then when

you think of this problem in terms of the rural area, think of the

white stars being about half as large as they are, representing the

urban and town area, and all the blue, the background, representing

the rural area, the untouched rural area, where 60% of the boys

whom you can reach live, think how few social organizations are out

there now touching them—it seems to me that we can get together

with every agency that has a boy program on a sound, wholesome,

co-operative program for meeting the needs of the aspiring country

boy. That is one reason we have organized this National Conference

of Rural Sociologists which was mentioned as a part of one of my

titles and which I hope in the near future will contain in its member

ship the Boy Scouts of America.

Mr. Kirkham: Reverting to the Boys' Club leader. We

have not necessarily conflict, but I am wondering if a working plan

of this kind can be brought about. You have said that the Boy Scout

organization in comparison was the permanent thing. If that premise

is granted, then could we go so far as to ask that the boys' leader

in the country,_ if we will include in our program further merit

badges which include those projects the promotion of which really

is their major work, if we include in our list other merit badges which

practically include our project scheme, couldn't they be invited then

to have their work function through the Boy Scouts?

Mr. Lindeman: That is a good interpretation of what I

wanted to say. It must be evolutionary and deal with actual prob

lems. When you get that far, you will have no trouble in adding

your program and content to what I call the less permanent projects.

That leads me again to say something about this evolutionary con

cept of the program. Modern education is now conceived to be not

something which comes into the mind but something which comes out

of the mind. To use a parallel, modern life is not going to be per

manently affected by a boy knowing how to rub two sticks of wood

together to make fire, because the problem of modern life is to know

how to pay your gas bill. Now anything that becomes educative

must have both approaches. You must add to your program those

vital problems which present actual conflicts, not conflicts which were
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actual and vital to men a thousand years ago, but conflicts which are

vital to men now, in leading this civilization to a higher plane, and

you have interpreted more adequately than I did what I had in mind.

Mr. Hall: I wish you would discuss more fully your con

cept of the question you asked regarding freeing the boys' mind in

order that we may have better human relationships.

Mr. Lindeman: You see this is resolving itself into a class

in social psychology. I did not mean to be a teacher. I see every

time I go to social workers' gatherings of every kind, the hunger on

the part of the younger men to ground their thinking in science and

oh, how I welcome that! Oh if we could only spend more of our

time discovering why we do things instead of going on doing them

without ever analyzing why ! I glory in a question like that, because

that comes at the root of the whole question of progress. What is

progress after all ? How do you know the Boy Scout program is pro

moting progress? How do you know but what it is merely promot

ing a static civilization? Well, my answer to your question is that

you have to find out whether or not the activity is mind-releasing,

that is, if something new happens to the mind of the boy which

means to him a new inner vision. I wish we had time to go into the

psychology of what happens to the mind of the boy, becomes active

when something vital happens, when the right stimulus comes to the

body and goes through and comes out in the right response. Some

thing happens which makes that boy different, which makes him a

part of progress rather than a drag on progress. That is what I

mean by mental release. Nothing to my thinking is contributing to

progress unless it liberates the mind, unless new integrations are

formed in the mind of man which lead him one phase higher in the

essential conflict of life. In other words, the thing which liherates

the mind forms a solution for one conflict, but raises the level to a

new conflict. That involves the whole new psychology of behavior,

which, of course, we cannot go into here, but which you ought to

know. I think every Boy Scout Leader ought to know Watson and

Holt from beginning to end. You ought to know the psychology of

the wish and the behaviorist's physiological psychology before you

ever attempt to lay down a program for a boy.

1 : I wonder if we are not going apart from our ques

tion. We do teach the boys fire by friction, but because we are

trying to achieve some definite end. How can we apply our work to

rural communities? What has the Boy Scout program in its present

organization to give to the rural boy, the boy on the farm.

_ ———: I was going down the road to my cottage here a

while back and I saw a little boy trudging along to school and I

picked him up. He said, "Are you the Scoutmaster?" I said, 'Yes."

"Gee," he said, "I wish I could be a Boy Scout." I said, "Why

aren't you?" "Well," he said, "There is no troop in my neighbor

hood." I said, "Where do you live?" He said, "I go to this school
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here." That school was miles away from any center. I said, "How

many boys are there of Scouting age?" He said, "There are only

eight boys in the whole school." What was I to do? How was I to

reach that boy? Of course, he could be a pioneer Scout, but the

need of a country boy is to get into a troop where he rubs shoulders

with other boys. I have two Scoutmasters who have machines, and

they drive for thiry miles every troop meeting night and collect these

boys up from all around the countryside and bring them to a troop

meeting. They have a wonderful experience, but it is hard to get

Scoutmasters who will do that. I wonder if it would not be within

the realm of possibilities for troops to own a truck or something

like that and go around and collect their boys?

Mr. Harris: / move the adoption of the Report of the Rural

Work Commission and that the Department of Education be asked to

select a new Rural Work Commission of which Mr. Lindeman will

be the advisor. (Seconded and carried.)

Mr. Robley: We will now go on to the next subject, the

Report on Publicity, Mr. Dale.

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON

PUBLICITY

Mr. Dale: Publicity is the circulatory system of Scouting

through which the life blood of the Scout program, its ideas and

activities, is carried to every part of a nation and to every part of

the organization. The organization is the thing that puts over the

Boy Scout Movement. By the way, this is the only Report that has

had the pleasure of having itself presented to you two-thirds before

coming to the platform. Two things: Don't overlook the parents;

don't overlook the schools and the churches. In the average case I

find this. A boy joins the troop and that is the end of it. We say

nothing to the church, to the parents. I believe that the place to

begin is when the boy joins. You will find here on the platform

a suggestion for you to take home, a questionnaire which the boy

takes with his application blank to his parents, and upon that blank

the parents go on record as knowing something about the ideals of

the Scout Movement, something about its activities, something of

what it demands of the boy. That is a little selling added to publicity.

The same thing holds true of your Scout service. There is a

wonderful source of intelligent publicity in your Scout service. You

will find here another blank, so that you can keep a record of all

Scout services asked for. Think that over.

Now I come to the main thing—pictorial visualization of the Boy

Scout Movement. Permit me to be personal. We were confronted

with the fact in Minneapolis that we did not have adequate camping

facilities. Times were not very easy, but we had a project that
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had to go over. We needed it. All right. What did we decide to

do? First of all to program our publicity. That is, we set up for

three years a program of exhibits, pictorially visualizing the Boy

Scout Movement to Minneapolis. What did we do the first year?

We took the subject matter of Scouting,_—the signaling, the map

making—as content and arranged groups of exhibits, in a central

location down town, for fifteen thousand people to see during the

week what Scouts do. Next year we placed an exhibit before the

people of Minneapolis which made it possible for a man to go

through from one end to the other and get what each individual

Boy Scout learned in Scouting in the order in which he learned it.

Third, and this year and finally, every troop was encouraged to

put on its own exhibit, to show that behind the subject matter of

Scouting, behind the individual advancement, there is team work.

That was the foundation upon which we built the rest of it.

Then we went to the Elks organization and said to them, "Here,

you are a wonderful body, a powerful body, and you haven't done a

thing in Minneapolis for the Boy Scouts. You have not seen what

the Movement is all about." They had been sold before at least in

part. I was coming in reach of them and to find if any sticking

points were there. That is all I had left to do. Fortunately, there

were not any sticking points. They said, "We will get the idea over

to our Elks," and in very short time a $25,000 project was put over.

Twenty-five thousand dollars left yet to raise. There were the Rotary,

Kiwanis, and Lions Clubs, and they were sold. And then finally

the Builders' Exchange was sold on building a hall for us, and the

Associated Lumbermen were sold on the idea of contributing the

lumber. And then we still found that we were about five thousand

dollars short, and so we organized a Good Scouts' Club to which any

man was entitled to membership when he contributed something in

dollars and cents or material or labor to go into the camp, and a

Boy Scout waited upon him and handed him a card thanking him

in behalf of the Boy Scouts for his contribution. What happened?

We had a fifty thousand dollar project sold on that basis as a

community enterprise. It has done two things : it has helped the

community as a community, to see the Scout movement in a new

light of community enterprise, and it has brought together a good

many organizations that have been fighting. And, of course, it has

been good for Scouting.

Don't f6rget salesmanship added to your publicity. There again

the personal side of the thing has to be brought out. How many of

you know the schedule of your city editor? How many know his

assistant by name? Go home and find out all about it. When

does he get done? Invite him out to lunch. It goes a long way with

the average man. But be sure you invite him when he isn't on

schedule. The same thing holds true of publicity in general lines.

I have tried here to lay before you one fact, the importance of

pictorializing the Scout Movement. The sticking point is the lowest

individual. I mean the lowest in intellect. Mr. Lewis spoke of it the
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other day. You must appeal to the man furthest down. You will

find this, that the average man may misunderstand and misinterpret

what he hears. He cannot miss out in seeing. What he sees he will

remember and probably apply. So I cannot begin to urge too strongly

upon you standardization of pictorial education of Boy Scouting.

One more idea. I have tried to place publicity before you, spelling

out the word publicity, so that you will remember it probably better

than otherwise. Program your publicity. Make it Personal. Use

ful to the present by contributing to the ultimate. Breezy, briefe

Live, illuminating and Convincing, interesting. Truthful. Fouthfule

One word in conclusion. I had been asked to come to a city in

southern Iowa and sell the idea of Scouting to a community that had

been down in the dumps for a number of years. I came with facts

and figures and, I hope, some ideas, and the day before I arrived

in the town Scouting had been sold, and they didn't know it. What

had happened? One Boy Scout who had been the kind of a boy we

call underprivileped and who had a very hard record in the Juvenile

Court had been saved by the Boy Scout Movement, had become an

expert on first aid. The day before I arrived in town he went out

into the pond where the ice had broken and a lot of children playing

had fallen in, and he saved three children, pulled them out one after

another, and when he went down for the third one he just got his

arm up. They dragged him up on the ice, and took him to the

nearest house. He came to for just a moment and all he said was,

"Are the children all right?" and then he died. That boy, with a

Juvenile Court record, an underprivileged boy, touched by the idea

of sacrifice and service, gave his life. Did I need to say anything

in that town about Scouting? No, it had been sold already. All I

needed to say was, "Gentlemen, what do you thinjf of a Movement

that can implant that sort of ideals into a boy's heart?" So don't

forget the personal side of selling Scouting.

Mr. Mills: Service. 1 am not here to try to sell it to youe

We sent out a few over five hundred postal cards about this week

end poster service. Three hundred and thirty of them came back, and

the very large majority of expressions of opinion and enthusiasm

about the possibilities of this plan held were very, very interestinge

"Big league stuff." "The best thing I have heard yet." "Think it

has wonderful possibilities." "Use your own judgment about it."

But if you want that service, you get up at that table in the center

of the lobby before you leave here tonight and sign tne little order

blank. The postal card that you have sent into the office previously

does not order the service for you. I do want to tell you two or

three little things that you might not happen to know. Some have

said, "I can only use a few, because we don't want to make them

too common." But you did not know that every week there will

be put out two or three different pictures which will give a little

variety to the thing. Very briefly, we would have given this con

sideration—see in these three distinct kinds of tie-ups,—the kind of
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tie-up where you have the big news events, and the tie-up of some

event of Scouting that has to do with the national activity, civics.

Here is your boy acting as mayor. Suppose it was a picture of the

biggest radio tower, the insert of Scouting with science. Suppose

it is some big forest fire, "Scouts putting out a fire," or training for

it. Suppose some terrible catastrophe, and an insert of "Scouts Tak

ing Training from the Firemen." There is your one kind of tie-up.

Then the added kind where you can follow through with the addi

tional type of some big man that has something to do with the

national event that comes out with this forceful statement, "A

Man Whose Words Count."

A third kind of tie-up where the main event happens to be big

enough to be a Scouting event for the main news activity. I would

not want that to happen more than a few times a year, because then

you lose the attractiveness of selling this through the attractions of

the news event and you might as well go to work and make yourself

Scout posters to go up every week.

This other thought. I believe that when you go to the merchant

and ask him to put this up in his window, you are doing the

merchant a favor. There are merchants who have paid twenty-five

dollars and more for putting the news events in their window in

order to attract the crowds that go by their window. I could say

many more things about this, but the number of places you can put

that in the window, banks, stores, post it in the schools—some

post it in the churches even, and I think we are going to take uo

getting permission to put them in the postoffices. The other details

about that you want to know personally, that you do not think

would benefit the bunch, please ask at the table in the lobby of the

two men who are putting in their time answering questions. If

you have some question we can all benefit by, bring it up.

In closing, this : National Headquarters publicity, local publicity

must work and team together. It would be a very easy matter for

vou to tell me what National Headquarters ought to do to help you.

Did you ever think what you can do to help National Headquarters ?

Very briefly, I want to hit these two or three things. The publicity

at National Headquarters goes out in magazine articles, editorials

and national periodicals, Associated Press, syndicating both news

articles and picture's all over the country, trying to get things in the

motion pictures, etc. That cannot be done without your help. You

must send material in to National Headquarters, if you want to help

us do this nationally. There are many districts that this goes to

where they do not have local help—you must send us real news,

more real, honest-to-goodness action pictures, and let me put in

parentheses—there isn't a single picture going to come from the

field to my desk from now on that is not acknowledged. I have

been asked fifty times, "Did you get that picture I sent you? I

haven't heard a word from you." Give us another chance, pleasee

In taking pictures, gentlemen, these four things, please : unique,
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definition and detail—and with your definition and detail comes a

presentable size.

Now what can National Headquarters do for you? I believe that

our Bureau at National Headquarters must work in more and more

all the time to a great efficient clearing house, so that if any person

in any part of the field, whether rural or the largest cities, asks,

"What are the best plans for financial campaigns?" We shall have

the complete plans, made up from the best that have come from

all over the country. You must send them to us—plans, outlines,

posters, literature, slides, films, exhibits, pictures, cuts, and, above

almost everything else, mat service of pictures. There have been

more demands for matter. "Can you send us a variety of matter

that we can use in our papers, a different one for every day?" I

don't think that many of you who are very urgent upon getting

this kind of help know how much of it is already in existence at

National Headquarters. You don't know about the posters, about the

literature, about the series of articles and publicity already there

at your service. But it is nothing that I think with your help we

cannot work up. Have I brought it across? Please, we must serve

one another and one cannot do it without the other.

Question: Mr. Mills, is it your purpose to send out releases

as was previously done, sometimes two and three or four column

releases? If so, will they be sent to local editors or to the Execu

tives to be passed on?

Mr. Mills: There is prepared in the New York office every

week two columns of articles that go into the New York Times

and much of it into the Western Newspaper Union; and incidentally,

the Western Newspaper Union is set up in boiler type and sent to

4,500 papers of this country. That is sent to those who request it;

seven-tenths of that material is national material. It is a good turn

here, a unique thing there, a rescue there. Some people say it is

fine stuff. Some say it is rotten. You are both right. That will

be sent to any Executive that requests it from National Headquarters

every week, about six pages of mimeographed material of news from

all over the country.

Mr. Robley: We want to hear from Mr. Ashley, editor of

Scouting, at this time.

Mr. Ashley: There is such a demand from abroad for in

formation on American methods that Mr. West had an exhibit

prepared for the Paris Conference and it was geared up to the man

who wanted to know. A large part of this exhibit Mr. West believes

is available to the Councils for their publicity purposes in window

displays and otherwise. The exhibit has been reproduced in photo

graphic form and is available or will be made available if enough

demand comes in, for any of the thirty pictures, and the price, of

course, will be largely gauged to the number we have ordered from

the field. Photographers can make a large number much cheaper
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than small numbers. This large size, _ which, of course, is almost

an exact reproduction, is quite expensive. It runs from $7.50 for

a single print down to $4.00 if we get a large enough quantity.

Each of these mounted prints is supplied with a collapsible paste

board easel. Now this small size is reproduced at $1.50 for a single

print down to seventy-five cents for a single print, according to the

number ordered. That would make a set of thirty $22.50 for the

complete set. I would like to call your attention—perhaps I ought

not to do this, but I will take the chance of saying at least

fifteen of the thirty are very well adapted to local Council uses.

The other fifteen might be a matter of difference of opinion. We

would be very glad to supply singly or in the complete sets or in-

between numbers to the field. I think we would like to have an

expression from you this morning as to the probability and almost

the certainty of your desiring to order any of these prints of this

size or the other. I will ask for a showing of hands of how many

Executives believe they would be disposed to order from one to fifteen

or thirty perhaps, any quantity they could use of this size.

Question: Isn't it possible that a set could be made up and

rented to the Councils for a week's display by the National Head

quarters ?

Mr. West: We would be very glad to do that. We would

let you have a set for the transportation charges. We are more

particularly interested in just this. Here is a proposition that if we

get a large volume of orders for this, we can, for the ridiculous

price of seventy-five cents make that available so that it is yours, five

of them, ten of them, or one of them. You each have a copy of

the exhibit in photographic reproduction as it went abroad. You

can from that make your selection by cage number of what you

want. Now if we get enough to justify the investment, we can

make them available at seventy-five cents. If not, the price ranges

on up to $8.50 a piece, which makes it rather prohibitive. If we

have a medium number, we could make them available at $1.50 a

piece. How many feel—you are not committing vourselves at all—

that there would be some service to their Councils to have ten or

more of these pictures for permanent use? All right.

: At this time we have a resolution to be presented

by Mr. Shine of Birmingham, Alabama.

Mr. Shine: You have discussed in your Regional meetings

the pictorial service. We sent pictures to Headquarters. We have

needed pictures of action of all descriptions in local campaigns. Out

lying communities have needed pictures and asked your help in that

respect. We discussed the subiect thoroughly and with one accord

we need a distinct service of that nature. Therefore, as a member

of the Training Commission I want to introduce a resolution which

I think will put this on a definite basis as regards the local field.

Whereas, The experience of the past years has convinced us

that the fie'd of P'_clorial Education is a highly specialised one;
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Whereas, It has developed that there is a distinct need for a

service that shall help the field put over in the local communities the

Scout program by means of pictorial education, proven plans for

pamphlet and newspaper publicity;

Therefore, Be it Resolved, That we recommend to National

Headquarters that as soon as practicable there be organized a depart

ment of PICTORIAL Education to render to the field the servict

outlined above.

(A motion was made to adopt the resolution. Seconded and

carried.)

1 : That resolution was so long that I would like to

suggest that it be placed somewhere where we can study it out a

little more

Mr. West: Let's save time. I read the resolution very care

fully. It is perfectly harmless. It is simply a recommendation that

the National Council at some future date, when the resources are

available, undertake to make available a service through Pictorial

Education for the field. It may be that that can be done in con

nection with our present publicity, or the day may come when Mr.

Dale will sell to a Mr. Lewis the idea of a Pictorial Department.

(The resolution was then carried by a standing vote.)

Mr. West: I just want to make this one brief comment on

the subject of publicity. Some of you have heard me say it before,

but some of you who are new here have not, and you won't mis

understand me for again emphasizing all of this that we have

heard through this Commission's splendid report. This pictorial

service is splendid, but, men, we must never lose sight of the fact

that we are today what we are because of another type of publicity.

Mr. Dale struck upon it when he referred to that splendid heroic

service rendered by a boy because of Scouting. It isn't our business

to stage things which are heroic, but it is our business to live the

life of a Scout from day to day ourselves, to have our personal

conduct, our habits, such as to be a walking advertisement of the

character of men who are in Scouting. Again it is our responsibility

as Executives to keep ever before us that most of the things that

we have been talking about here—we must talk about them—are

after all but a means to an end. The end is the development of

the character of the boy so that in his home, and on the street, without

the aid of a badge, and without the aid of a uniform, he reveals

that Scout spirit which sells to his mother and father, sells to his

aunt and uncle, to sister and brother, and to his school teacher, and

to the civic authorities, this program of Scouting, this world-wide

brotherhood. It is giving us men of character, men who are willing

to serve, serve others. That is the best form of publicity.

Mr. Robley: Do I hear a motion regarding the Report.

(/* was moved and seconded that the report of the Commission

on Publicity be accepted. Carried.)
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Tuesday Morning, September 19, 11:15-12:00

DISCUSSION OF PATROL SYSTEM

Mr. West: It is a great pleasure to hear the Skipper now

and the Chef on the subject of the Patrol System. This is one point

in which the Boy Scouts of America really needs help. It needs it

badly. Sir Robert, when he was here several years ago, made the

characterization of our movement as he contrasted it with the English

movement that there was a little bit of a disposition on the part of

our Scoutmasters and leaders to stand in the front ranks. We are

not making as much use of the older boy, of the trained boy, of

the patrol leader, as we should, and Captain Gidney is going to tell

us about their experience with this in England.

Captain Gidney: May I make clear, first of all, that every

possible mistake and crime in Scouting that has ever been com

mitted has been committed by us, and what I may be saying is merely

the result of this experience. When we started Scouting with all

the zeal and freshness, what we thought that mattered was numbers,

and you know the usual thing went over the Dank, and then was

the reaction. I can't claim to be anything of a boy psychologist, I

am just a plain individual who doesn't know much about those things,

but I think even a fool like myself realizes that you cannot tamper

with nature, and make an organization which differs from the natural

arrangement of things. In other words, when you get a bunch of

boys together, they are going to connect as a gang for mischief or

for pleasure, whether you like to say they are a troop or anything

else. Now our Chief in his wisdom when he wrote Scouting For

Boys, saw that that gang was the thing to cultivate, and instead of

that gang being turned into mischief, it was turned into some jolly

good use. In other words, that gang, using another term, is the

charm, and even though you try to name a troop on other lines,

sooner or later the boys are going to force it upon you. We consider

the patrol the most important unit in the whole movement. You

can't run a gang without a leader and you can't make your own lead

ers. They spring up of their own accord, so that in the choice of our

leaders we leave the matter very much to the selection of the gang

or the patrol that he belongs to. But this is rather our attitude now

from experience, that the Scoutmaster is there to guide the patrol

leaders and he needs the leader to lead. We consider very, very

strongly it is more important to train good citizens, than to train

good technicians. Surely it is more important that a leader should

make a technical mistake in teaching the tying of a knot but have

control of those boys and so train them to take his place in life

later on than that the Scoutmaster should say, "All wrong. This is the

way to do it," and so upset the whole bag of tricks.

Now many Scoutmasters try to run a troop. We had our

patrols formed in my own troop thirteen years ago. They always fell
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in by patrols. But who was trying to lead them? I was. The result

was that I nearly gave up the thing because I couldn't stand it. It

was too much of a strain. Then came reorganization, and this is

what happens in the forming of most troops. A village wants to

start Scouting. A good fellow comes along who has done Scouting

or wants to take it up. He is advised to start slow. First of all he

is told to get all the boys together and get them interested in the

movement, let them have a good fight and ask, after a few games,

how many of you fellows want to become Scouts? Hands up.

Cheers. Then they are told to pick out say six or eight fellows that

they think they would like to have as leaders. They know the boys.

Then you say, "Very sorry, but we can't start a troop in three months'

time." Those six or eight boys are taken by that Scoutmaster who

acts as the patrol leader. He inculcates not mere technique but

that spirit of Scouting, because he is getting in touch with what is

going to be the foundation for leadership. After three months they

have certain technical knowledge, the idea of the patrol systeme

Then the best are chosen as the four leaders, the others as their

seconds, and the rest of the boys can now come in and get on to

those anchors. The Scoutmaster has merely to give his instructions

to his leaders and they jolly well see it is carried out. Well now,

the troop does not look such a very wonderful thing. All sorts of

motley kits and things like that, but in every case the spirit of Scout

ing is there.

Scoutmasters are always asking me, "What is the most impor

tant thing for me to know?" My reply always is to efface yourself,

to forget that you are there. You are there merely to keep an eye

on things. Let your leaders lead and help them lead. If you have

only two nights a week, one should be general troop club night and

the other should be a meeting of the Scoutmaster with his leaders,

run as a patrol. That is really absolutely fundamental. Remember,

the patrol system, as our Chief Scout says, is not one way of putting

over Scouting; it is the only way. The other arrangement is

merely a boys' club. Much good is done, but the same value is

not achieved. You should train the boys to take their places in life:

They get up against difficulties. They have responsibilities and they

learn to meet them.

Just one or two points about methods. We try to check thee

patrol and cement it together by naming it after an animal. That

gives an atmosphere of the out-of-doors. On all occasions when

that leader wants to rally his "atrol, he uses that patrol call. Patrol

animals are chosen because they are Scouts according to the locality

in which a fellow lives. If it happens to be where there are wood

pigeons,—a patrol will be named after that. If in a cow country,

after that. Why? Because if they give their call, they will only

attract each other and not disturb the pale faces round about. That

all helps. Then again so naming patrols is a back-door way to nature

lore. If your patrol happens to be the horse patrol, each member of
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that patrol has got to know the habits and life history of his animal.

It becomes the patrol saint of that patrol. The effect of all this is

that honestly we can trust our patrol leaders to take their patrols to

camp without the Scoutmaster worrying about it at all. I don't mean

to say they don't want training. They want lots of it. Our boys are

just as big, little devils as yours, if not more so. It is teaching them

to play fair. Having a true patrol system creates that healthy

rivalry which always helps to build up a troop.

Mr. West: After the presentation by the Chef, we will then

have a discussion of this subject.

Mr. Desjardins: Captain Gidney has told you how it works,

but I know that people who have not seen patrol work will ask ques

tions, and that the first question would be "How is it possible?" We

know that when boys are left alone they do all kinds of mischief.

They want to do it; they like to do it. My work now is to tell you

why it works ; why it is possible. It is possible because we try by

little details, which I am going to explain, to make the boy who is a

Scout feel that he is different from every other boy. The Scout

leaders do not put enough importance on this point in the boy's idea.

"Now you are a Scout; you are different from other boys." It is

very simple to understand why it is necessary to do it. But I would

like to tell you how it can be done. You understand that when the

boys get together they will feel that they are Scouts and that as Scouts

they cannot do anything else but obey the Scout Law and live up to

the Scout Oath, you have absolute confidence. You may leave them

alone and know they will do the right things at the right time, all the

time. Some one who talked at the previous meeting has said that we

wanted to take all of the boy and make a change in his mind. I just

noted that a change in his mind. Well, I think to make sure that

patrol work can be done, the boy who becomes a Scout must have

that change in his mind.

Very briefly, I would- like to tell you what are the small things,

very small things that we constantly use to bring that change in the

boy's mind. The first thing, the most important, is the question of the

badge. Since no boy who has not taken the Oath is allowed to wear

a Scout badge, of course, the candidate is kept waiting at least one

month, sometimes two months, and during that time he has private

talks with the Scoutmaster . TheScoutmaster tries to understand this

boy's weak points, what can be done to help him, and when the time

arrives that the tenderfoot examination has been passed, the boy is

allowed to take the Oath. When he is given his badge by the Scout

master, who at that time knows him pretty well, the latter asks him

questions, two or three. A Scoutmaster will know that this boy used

to be untruthful, if the parents of that boy have said that. Well, the

question will be, "In a few minutes you will be a Scout. Now for the

moment you are not a Scout. You are just a common, ordinary boy.

I know it may be that when you were a regular boy all your life was
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not as good as it must be for a Scout." And then just as if it bad

just come to the Scoutmaster at once, "Of course, we must have

absolute confidence in you and we must trust you at all times; and

when he gives the badge he looks at the boy straight, and if he does

it well, at that very moment the boy feels that something new comese

Absolutely a line of demarcation comes into his life, between the life

when he was a boy, and his life now that he is a Scout. And after

that the Scout will wear his badge at all times on his civilian clothese

I know boys who go to school where they are not allowed to wear any

badge, wear the badge underneath. But they wear it ! As soon as

they are out of school, they put their badge back again. Each time

the boy sees his badge he thinks again that he is a Scout. You know_

that so that the thing may be realized in practical life the thought

of acting must come often, very often, to one's mind. That is what

the badge does. I think this question of the badge is one of the most

important things in that in Scouting you want the boy to feel

that he is a Scout—in fact, some of my boys whom I see during the

week in civilian clothes sometimes have no badge. I say, "Have you

forgotten your badge?" They look down and say, "No, but I don't

want to wear my badge today, because I don't deserve it." I know

something has gone wrong. The boy feels he ought to be faithful

and when something has gone wrong, he is so displeased with himself

that he takes his badge off.

Now about the same idea can be brought into the idea of the

secret sign. In nearly all nations the Scout gives the left hand. I

hope the day will come when the idea will be combined and we have an

international handshake. The boy who gives his left hand or his

sign to the Scoutmaster if he meets him in the street during the week

—I can feel that he is a Scout. You ought not to consider these things

as childish things which have no importance. When you give your

three fingers to a boy, if you do it well, you will help him remember

the day that he took his Oath, and every time I salute a Scout or I

give him the handshake, I think inside myself, "You are a Scout.

I want you to be a Scout." And it is like a suggestion that comes to

him. You are a Scout. I am one too. You may go to school ; I will

go to my office; but you will remember that this morning we met and

all the day you must remember that. I don't say anything. The

handshake, the secret sign of Scouting, does it. It is much better than

if I was to say something.

And again, just last winter I was at my desk writing when a boy

who comes often to see me during the week came to me and just

wanted to shake hands. He said, "No, not today." He walked oute

Do you see the power of these little details? I thought I knew what

he had done, that he had done wrong. He would give me the sign of

the Scout. And many other things can be used. I have no time of

course, to go very far, but I would like to leave that impression, that

idea. The patrol system is possible, but only when you are sure that

each of your Scouts when he is alone will always remember, "I am
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a Scout. The Scout Law says a Scout fs clean, a Scout 5s brave, a

Scout is trustworthy; I must he like that." Can it be otherwise?

Mr. Dale: I wonder if we all realize that in the last fifteen

or twenty minutes we have listened to one or two ideas that are going

to be found embodied in our Scout life in the next few years more

than any ideas we have heard in a long time. I move that we srive

the sneaker a rising vote of thanks. (It was so done.) One

ouestion. We find a number of our Scoutmasters when they organize

their patrols let the boys select the leaders perhaps, but in other cases

and auite as often we. find that for reasons he mav deem best he

appoints them for the time being until they shall prove their metal,

and then allows the boys to choose their own.

Captain (Sidney: It depends upon circumstances, of course.

As long as the Scoutmaster lets the troop Court of Honor know that

thev are doing the choosing, that he is merely helnine_ them. I had in

a new troop where there were three patrols, two of thu leaders chosen

hv the boys. The third I thought I would chnn«e. I was uncertain

about trip one they suggested. Two turned out ricrht and the third that

I selected proved a failure. The boy is right every time.

Question: How long do they serve?

Captain Gidney: Indefinitelv. But we like small patrols.

Ricdit is bordering on the extreme. Six fives an onnortnnitv for more

patrols and therefore greater facilities for leadership. It gives every

one a chance.

Mr. Holsinger: Are the possibilities ultimately to have a

troon of thirty-two. even though you start with twelve or fifteen*

Could you start with two or four patrols?

Caotain Gidney: Our Chief, when he suggested thirty-two,

said that when he was a voung man and had to instruct troops, he

discovered that he was onlv capable of instructing_ sixtpen men at a

time to give them that individual attention which is Scouting and

not mass formation. And assuming that every Scoutmaster in the

movement is twice as capable of handling_ men, no troon should ex

ceed thirty-two. If anything, there is no harm in its being under,

but when it gets over, you are attempting a hard proposition.

Question: What is the average size of your troop?

Captain Gidney: Twenty-four.

Mr. Holsinger: Assuming that you have a maximum of

thirty-two possibly, not in the new troop, but only twelve or sixteen

to start, would you start with two full patrols, or would you

start with the beginnings of four patrols?
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Captain Gidney: I think I would start in the beginning with

three patrols, because you generally find that gives sufficient com

petition.

Mr. Kirkham: Do you mind giving a little detail on a troop

meeting and how the patrol functions in the troop meeting?

Captain Gidney: The first thing the troop does is to be there

before time, because we have got to teach things like punctuality.

The Scoutmaster comes out and his troop leader has things ready

for him, and they salute. He then gives out the general program

of work and any general notices, and then he goes off to his den and

the patrols go off to their patrol quarters. It is the patrol leader

who leads every time. At the end they gather together once more

and break way, and when they break way, they come and shake

hands with the Scoutmaster before they go.

Question: When the boy joins, is he allowed to choose what

patrol he shall go into?

Captain Gidney: As a rule a boy joins because—except in

the case of a new troop—somebody else has fetched him in. If not,

we make some one appear to have fetched him in. You get some

one to keep an eye on that boy. He trains him up and brings him

to you, and it is just another contribution for the boy, so that he

will be in that fellow's patrol.

Mr. Goodman: It has been my great privilege to room with

Mr. Desjardins. I want to bear testimony to the truth and the verity

of every word he has said to us this morning. It is not generality

with which he has dealt, but the extremest sense of practicality. He

has told me story and story again of boys that have responded to

that sort of treatment and the way it has affected their lives. He

mentioned one thing to me last night which bears upon this subject.

It goes back to the English phrase to go "on their own." They per

mit a patrol to work to a very great degree on its own. That is the

thing we are talking about now. But it goes a great deal further

than our conception of what that might mean. He said it was the

hardest thing in the world for them to convince the French fathers

and mothers that it would be proper for a group of Scouts to go out

into the country alone under a patrol leader. It has been the stumbline

block in the minds of a great many of us. I think, in America. We

have had a national policy, as I have understood it, that a group of

Scouts, save in the passing of their first-class requirement on the

hike, should not be permitted to go out without adult supervision,

and we have adhered to that rather steadfastly. If I understand

their method across the water, it is quite frequent and common for

a patrol to go out into the open, on a hike, solely and simplv under

the leadership of their patrol leader. I gathered that from Mr. Des

jardins. I am wondering about our acceptance of that point of view.
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I know that if Scoutmasters could be depended upon to so convert

the very mind and soul of a boy at the moment that he became a

Scout that he became a new creature, that might be possible. That

evidently is taking place in our sister republic.

Captain Gidney: Please don't imagine that we sit and talk

about the patrol system and then say they go. A patrol is not

allowed to go out on its own until it is proved worthy of doing so.

I can just in two minutes explain a way we use some of our big

camps. We use them as nurseries where a young patrol trying to

find its responsibility can come and begin with definite site and say,

"We are camp troop No. 2. The camp director acts as guide. If

the patrol leader finds trouble, he has got some one behind hime

That gives moral courage. This happens week-end after week-end

with me, because we get the worst type of boy, and they turn out

the best. That is because they have been nurtured in a little nursery,

and when they prove themselves worthy, then the Scoutmaster is

informed. Then if they let down the name of the movement, they

are black-listed for a very long time.

Mr. Desjardins: I have nothing else to say. Captain Gidney's

ideas are exactly in accordance with ours.

Dr. Fretwell: Have you something in the application of this

ideas of the training of Scoutmasters?

Mr. West: What is the policy that you follow with reference

to accepting Scoutmasters? Do you require training before they

come in and how do you train them?

Captain Gidney: When any one talks about Gilwell, it

annoys me. At Gilwell we are merely the looking glass of the

Chief Scout. He is the architecture. Let's reflect his ideas. We

will get away from the old fundamental ideas of Scouting, try

stunts of our own. That's the reason for our training scheme.

You cannot compel a man to do anything, but you can lead him all

round the world. In other words, we have got two sorts of Scout

leaders. They are either trained or not trained. We have that

invidious distinction, and gradually if they were our sort, they become

the other. Gradually all our Scout leaders are becoming trained men.

It applies to Executives, Scoutmasters, Assistant Scoutmasters—I

don't care whom; if he is Chief Scout Executive!—he wants to feel

a basic training a basic impression, and then go on and do his work

and profit by it. This scheme of training which the Chief Scout

worked out is known as a course of training. It is a token of re

sponsibility. It consists of three parts : theoretic, practical and

administrative. The theoretical is done as a sort of correspondence

course at any time—four studies based on Scoutmastership. The

patrol system, the common book of rules, so that we shall be up-to-

date with the rules of the game, and things of that kind. This is
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done in his own time. He writes the answers on one side of the

book. It is sent in and observations are put in, not marks or

corrections, but helps.

Then part two, practical. No man is fit to lead boys unless he

sees it from the boy's point of view, and he cannot do that unless

he lives in the patrol in a troop. We do that practical form of

Scouting in a camp of a_ week or series of week-ends, but keeping

the troop idea. And that is the most important part of the lote

We are accused of being autocratic. We have on our traininer courses

peers of the realm—LordM and his under-gardner. Of course,

they were both put in the same patrol, and Lord M had to take

orders from the under-gardner. We had university graduates from

Cambridge and coal miners on strike. They found that the other

chap was a man. They see it then from the boy's point of view,

because there are no social distinctions between boys. Now we call

our Scouts "Sir" in the same way I called my father "Sir," because

I loved him. These fellows have to call their Scoutmaster "Sir."

All the way through that is practical Scoutmastership—pioneer

ing, camp craft, and everything. Not to make them super-Scouts,

but to give them suggestions. Flipping flapjacks. You must be a

practical man. We wouldn't have the same respect for our Uncle

Dan if he never lit a fire. Your boys look up to vou in hero worshin

and you have got to understand the practical side of Scouting. A

man may be a practical Scout, but he is no use unless he can handle

the boy. That is part three, administration, which consists of a

confidential questionnaire sent to that Scoutmaster's Executive ore

if it happens to be his Regional Executive, asking straight questions

about his character and loyalty to the movement. The chap mav

have his heart in the right place, but if he hasn't his head in the

right place too, he is of no use. We want leaders of Scouts. When

he gets parts one. two, three, he is not rewarded, but he has put

around his neck this responsibility, consisting of two beads gotten

by good Scouting: one to remind him of the responsibility to the boy,

one to remind him of his Invalty to the Chief of the Movement.

They are linked together. It is not sentimental.

We want to feel, and I hope that it may be possible that some

comprehensive scheme of training_ may exist. We don't care what

it is. This is nothing. If you think of a better way, let's all join ine

If we can all be Scouts in a world-wide troop, that means somethinge

Take this or anything. Let's feel that this was awarded to you for

being a practical Scout and proving that you were fit, that you are

a boy in a troop of which your fellow troop member are over the

whole world. Be good Americans. In Britain be good Britains. But

let's be brother Scouts. That scheme is in accordance with your

Chief's ideas. If you fellows could come and pool your ideas with

us and every nation, we are going to contribute to the boy and his

growth something which is absolutely beyond the realms.
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Look at those hills. Look beyond them. The thing is this.

There are no enemies among boys. We can make them absolutely

revolutionize the world. We are the only true League of Nations.

The stumbling block rests with us. If we men could only overcome

our national dislikes and prejudices for each other and play the game

the way our boys do! Whatever you are your boy is going to be.

And one can see, not in the next generation, but in this generation,

a world force which is absolutely going to prevent war, which is

going to have mutual understanding; not sloppy sentimentality be

tween nations, but mutual co-operation, and you are going to feel

when you go to your graves that you have helped to do something

that it has taken millions of years to do. God bless you.

Mr. Dale: I would like to crystallize the sentiment of this

audience by stating this. I move you, Sir, that the Commission on

the Patrol System at once be organized under the Department of

Training to co-operate with the Department of Training in securing

all available data in this country and from abroad to be able to

present as quickly as possible a systematized exposition of the work

ing of the patrol system. (Seconded.)

Question: Wasn't a similar motion presented and passed at a

previous meeting?

Mr. West: It won't hurt us to pass it again. We want to

show these men we are interested.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Kirkham: With this keen interest aroused in the patrol,

how do these gentlemen safeguard the spirit of the troop? What

things do they do to bring the boys back and keep the patrol idea

from over-running the larger unit?

Mr. Desjardins: I like very much to answer that question,

because that sometimes leads into a patrol the gang point of view.

Then there is a very important work for the Scoutmaster, which is

to teach the boy co-operation. This is done. Many troops once a

week have what we call the Court of Honor, the meeting of the

patrol leaders with the Scoutmasters and their Assistants. No

Scout who is not a patrol leader is entitled to be present at these

meetings. Then all the patrols are seated around the table, say four

or five patrols. The Scoutmaster is the chairman of these com

mittees. It is a really organizing committee of the troop. There the

Scoutmaster asks for a report from each patrol. We sometimes

tell one of these patrol leaders, "I am sorry but I think you have

gone too far. You must remember that the . . . patrol has also

done something in that line." Maybe one patrol will want to have

all the camping things for itself, because they have organized a

big demonstration. The Scoutmaster must say, "You must not go

alone. We have four patrols in this troop." And generally the
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Scoutmaster needn't say it himself, because another patrol leader

will just make some little noise to call attention and say, "I want

the floor." "What you want to say?" "I want to express my

indignation to see that this patrol wants to have all our tents and

everything for next Saturday's demonstration. We also want some."

And then there is a vote. It is the job of the Scoutmaster to tell

every one of his patrol leaders, "When you are in your patrol, always

believe and help your boys believe that this is the best patrol in

the world, but when you are meeting at a troop meeting, remember

that we want our troop spirit to be kept in each patrol." It works

generally very well. This is a grand training, for the patrol leaders,

because they are only just boys, but they learn two great lessons,

to be leaders of a little group and to be powerful leaders who make

that group believe that it is a wonderful group. It is the test of a

leader to be able to make men believe. But they also learn another

lesson, to incorporate themselves in a big plan, a big scheme, to

try to understand another man's point of view. I wish we could

discuss a little more that question, how boys of fourteen sit around

a table and discuss the affairs of a troop and learn to vote and to

express their opinions and to understand other people's ideas.

Mr. Barclay: I think we may lose sight of a very important

thing that Captain Gidney has gotten across to me, and that is an

international phase of Scouting whereby a standardized course of

leadership training might be established as an international proposi

tion, making us and the leaders who take that training members of

the same troop throughout the world. I move you, sir, that a

Commission be appointed by our National Headquarters to co-operate

with other National Headquarters throughout the world toward the

establishment of such a standardized course toward the end that

we may have a standardized insignia and a world brotherhood.

Mr. West: I wonder if you would be willing to have it put

in this way that it is the sense of this meeting that it would be

helpful to us to participate in such a plan; that it be the sense of

this committee that if the International Committee can develop the

plan outlined by Captain Gidney, whereby there may be a standardized

training course developed for Scout leaders,- which will enable us to

have some method by which we will all get the values of the feeling

of brotherhood in Scouting, that it have the support of the Boy

Scouts of America. (Seconded and carried.)

Tuesday Afternoon, September 19, 1:30-2:30

PROBLEM HOUR

Mr. Ehler: Fellows, I distributed to most of you, two or

three days after the conference opened a set of our blanks, registra

tion and merit badge, and invited criticisms, suggestions, etc.,—for

additions, subtractions, or modifications. I do not know whether it
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is a compliment or a reflection upon the four hundred men who

received these bunches of stuff that we received suggestions of

various kinds from seven men. However, I have brought those

together for the purpose of bringing them to your attention to see

if there is anything else. I want to make one statement just for

the purpose of undertaking to give you the spirit in which the whole

matter of registration and merit badge business, so far as exchanges

between the national and local offices is administered. The pro

cedure which we have, and it is interesting to note that no sug

gestion has been made as to change of procedure, first of carrying

into effect the provisions of the National Constitution and By Lawse

That is the purpose in the beginning, that we may carry those out

not only in their letter but in their spirit. Second, for the protection

of the movement. I told the new Executives the other day that

amongs other things, this thing is for the purpose of preventing

the personnel of our organization being contaminated by men who

should not be in it. It do not know how many of you know about

our great alphabetical card index, which was begun at the beginning

of the movement and now has grown to something over 150,000

individual records. We have there every man who has ever been

commissioned in the movement in addition to some others about

whom we have had information from other institutions. That has

a personal record of the man and his relationship to us. Entirely too

many have little red flags on them, and whenever an application

comes in, we go to this file for the purpose of finding out if that

man is there. If he is and that red flag is there, that means consult

the confidential file as to the advisability of his receiving a commissione

It may lead to more careful inquiry concerning the man before he is

admitted, or an immediate return to you that it is impossible for us

to consider his registration. That is the one reason why all these

applications must always come to the National Office. And it is

the reason why the National Office retains in its hands the issuance

of the Scout leaders certificates. We do not keep a separate file of

boys, except as they are on the application blanks as they come in.

In the third place, the object of this procedure is to provide a

basis for local office organization and procedure. It is not simply

for the purposes of the National Office, but it gives you something,

for the Executive who has possibly no clerk at all, around which to

organize his local procedure. Now as it happens, it seems to me

the procedure in reporting your registrations and the procedure in

reporting your merit badge, is such that making a duolicate serves

you in one stroke to give us all we ask for and to keep in your

office a sufficient record for most purposes as the basis for any other

record work you may want to go into. A number of the men have

told me that they found it simplified that nroposition very materially.

So that it adds nothing to your work. You get what you have to

have. You must have a record of your registrations and merit badge

business, and so you make it for yourself and for the National Office

in one stroke.
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In the fourth place, this material furnishes the National Office

with information, essential information, whereby in the studies made

there to the different departments we may have some conception of

where the movement is going. What are some of the tendencies of

one director or another, some of the things cropping up that lead

to considerations and action.

If you will _think at any time of the blanks that are being filled

out by you from that standpoint, I think it will help to throw light

upon all of the requests made. In the handbook for Scout Executives

and in Community Boy Leadership you will find Chapter four on the

relation between the National and Local Offices. There is in that

first edition an analysis of the different departments and what they

mean to you, for which you will receive a great deal of help I am sure.

In the revised edition to be issued soon there is to be added to that

chapter a section which has already been issued to most of the Execu

tives, at least those in the movement up to last June or July, a

mimeographed copy of that procedure. I am not going to undertake

to read that but to say that if any of you do not have a copy

and do not want to get the new edition, or feel that you are not

going to have the money sufficient to buy the new edition, if you

will write to the headquarters, we would be very glad to send to

you a copy of it. That takes up each of the kinds of things you

will deal with Headquarters about and will be helpful to the new

Executives.

Now to run over these forms in just a moment. You will be

interested to know, Mr. West, that no suggestion has been made as to

the change in procedure. Apparently we have worked that out to a

fairly good finish, so that this report on the registration certificates

issued to Scouts has no suggestion for changes, except that in the

first column there will be a little more space. I only want to suggest

for the benefit of those who have been using this that we don't care

to have you report to us at all the number of the certificate you

give any boy. Troop so-and-so, so many certificates issued to the

Scoutmaster, the expiration date. Let me emphasize that, because so

often we have a conflict between you and us as to what the expira

tion date is. We are not altogether sure from the blanks you send

us what is the expiration date. You may have issued the certificates

to the boys a little while before. We are apt to take' from the dates

r>n that blank that time for the beginning and ending of the troop.

Let us have that information quite definitely and the two offices will

gibe in regard to it.

The information sheet. Only one suggestion has been madee

We have at the bottom of that this note: "When a troop is dis

banded, its number should not, except with the approval of the

National Council, be given to another troop." The authority to

designate a troop lies in the National Office. We have had more

or less confusion with a troop in an institution going to pieces and

another troop being given the same number, and then the records
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come together under the number of that troop and at times when we

are looking up veterans or the history of the troop, confusion tends

to be developed, and we believe that if an institution has a troop

with a certain number and that troop dies down for a while and

then is revived later, it would be an advantage to be able to give

it the same number. I found in my experience where troops had

existed, they didn't like to see their number given to another troop.

Young men that used to belong to troop 45 don't like the idea of

knowing there is another troop 45. There is something in that.

However, we are not attempting to press that upon the Council.

Use your own judgment with respect to it.

On the registration blanks for troops both new and renewed.

The one suggestion of these seven men was a request that we omit

from the blank this statement: "A voluntary contribution of

$ herewith subscribed." One man stated that at a previous

conference there had been an agreement that that would be left off.

I have no knowledge of it and I am quite sure from our conferences

at Headquarters there did not seem to be any one there aware

that any such agreement had been made. That is the one thing

that these men propose.

The other thing which will be of interest to the men and which

I would like to explain. Others request a little more room for

troop committeemen. There is a request also for the elimination of

the inquiry as to whether you are enclosing a remittance Tor a sub

scription to Boys' Life, calling my attention to the fact that it is

now going free to Scoutmasters. That was not changed because it

was not established that the giving of Boys' Life free to Scout

masters is a permanent policy.

Mr. West: Suppose we get the sentiment of the group on

this question right now. We have for the last year, since November

last, been sending Boys' Life to Scoutmasters with the compliments

of the National Office. It involves an expenditure of $18,000 a year

to do that. I am not so sure whether it is a wise thing for the

magazine or a wise thing for Scouting to have the circulatipn of

the publication secured that way. It is a splendid thing, of course,

to have the Scoutmasters read Boys' Life. The practical question

is whether we could spend $18,000 to better advantage. We dis

continued for over a period of a year when the magazine was not

sent to Scoutmasters unless they subscribed. About 25 per cent

subscribed, maybe more. At any rate, we found this situation:

that there was a demand that we make another trial, and the trial

has been made, and in October or November the Executive Board

has got to decide again whether it will do it for another year. What

would be the recommendation of this group? Shall we or shall we

not continue to send Boys' Life at the expense of the National Council,

to Scoutmasters ? Those who think it worth while raise your hands.
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Mr. Dale: I don't believe that in salesmanship a man ap

preciates anything given to him free of charge. I don't know

whether it is entirely proper or politic to ask a Scoutmaster on top

of all his service to buy magazines, but I do believe that if we go

home and sell the idea to our Councils that we can say it is up to

you to help these men to provide some means of taking the burden

off the National Council. I believe $18,000 could be spent bettere

Mr. West: How many men here would favor having the

Councils given the privilege of doing this thing for their Scout

masters ?

Mr. Lund: It was decided—something was brought up about

the Councilmen having Boys' Life and the Council paying for it.

Why can't we extend it to the Scoutmasters at $1.00 a year?

Mr. Dawson: I talked with Mr. Colver quite a bit about this

and I made this suggestion to him, that I would much rather go

right into my Council and sell them Boys' Life at $2.00 a year than

to sell it to them at $1.00 a year and then have an increase in the

quota necessary in order to cover some other expenditure. Now as

far as the Scoutmaster is concerned I think if any one is going to

have to pay for it, the Scoutmaster is that fellow. We ask our

Troop Commitcemen to supply the Scoutmaster with his uniform,

and I think the Troop Committee can very well pay $2.00 a year

for Boys' Life for the Scoutmaster. I don't even favor the cutting

of Boys' Life price. I would rather give it at $1.50 a year to all.

Mr. West: Some day we hope the condition will come that

the institution will see to it that the Scoutmaster has the_ facilities

for doing his job, provide him with his literature and uniform, but

certainly there is some question in my mind whether money raised

nationally is spent wisely in that way. I am glad to get the point

of view of you men.

Mr. Dale: I believe that the Scoutmaster will appreciate it

more if he knows it comes through the local Council, whether the

Council itself or the group institution, than from some national

organization that he has very little contact with. I think there is

more value to get the point of contact closer.

Mr. Cook: I would be very interested to know whether

since you started sending Boys' Life to the Scoutmasters it has

stimulated interest to the point where it has increased the circulation

to the boy himself on the assumption that anything we do should

be for the good of the boy?

Mr. West: I don't believe we can answer that. We rather

felt that under the old plan the Scoutmaster thought the magazine

was troop property and had it passed around and in many cases pre

vented boys from getting their own copies. I don't want to get off

the track.
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Question: Can't there be a date up there in the upper right-

hand corner when according to our record the troop is registered

from and runs to, and then you will have that record right there

rather than trying to date it from the dates we have on there.

Mr. Ehler: The reregistration blank provides that on the

blank.

: The Scoutmaster has the date, but it may be held

over for a week or a month.

Mr. Ehler: At the bottom of the troop enrollment page is

the certificate of Council which gives place for the expiration date,

and also to submit the action.

Just one or two other items. The suggestion has been made

here to leave off the back of the question, "Who is the present

superintendent of schools?" Now, of course, for all the Scout

masters to be answering that in a city seems foolish. That could

be left off.

Mr. Barclay: What is the idea for leaving it off?

Mr. West: It is absolutely useless to have 140 troops tell us

who the superintendent of schools is.

Mr. Ehler: On the transmittal blank it has been suggested

that our statement "Under $3.26 in lots of them"—that the twenty-six

cents ought to be omitted, because that goes to the Scoutmaster, and

he comes down to you and wants to buy from you at twenty-six cents,

and you are forbidden. Single copies are forty cents. Now the other

changes that have been proposed are all minor, do not affect

the procedure in any way, shape or form. We will be very glad to

make certain modifications that have been suggested.

Mr. Barclay: I would like to make a suggestion. We

mustn't take this as conclusive evidence, this seven, because I have

heard a lot of men say they hadn't looked at them. I would like

for him to invite suggestions by mail.

Mr. West: Now one or two questions. Would you recom

mend that a troop be limited to thirty-two boys, and do you always

demand that permission be secured to have more than this number

in a troop, and adequate leadership of the troop? Our recommenda

tion has always been for small troops. Never under any conditions

do we think it wise to have more than thirty-two in a troop and only

with adequate leadership. It is the privilege of a local Council to

determine this and recommend to the National organization. Where

there is no Council we keep the number down.

Question: What steps must be taken for a Council to hold

a deed on their camp site? Must the Council be incorporated? If

so, what methods should be taken to proceed?
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Mr. West: We have that information available to you at the

National Office. It should be incorporated unless you want the

property held in trust by the National Council, in trust to you. Some

Councils have asked us to hold property for them, but a good many

Councils have taken out incorporation under a form which we pro

vide, and that is quite the most desirable way.

Somebody has asked, "Would we be willing to supply a first-

class hat badge for Scouts, a little smaller than we now have it. Do

you think there is a demand for smaller hat bands for first-class

Scouts?" We will be very glad to put that on the Committee on

Badge and Awards.

: The principal of the high school called that to my

attention. He said he was always looking for Scout badges. He

said, "Why do I see no first-class badges on their coats?" I said,

"I don't know." I found that the boys objected to wearing the

large badge and, of course, there is a small badge that can be pur

chased for thirty-five cents, but a good many of them do not feel

like investing thirty-five cents. The members of the Committee

wanted to know if anything could be done toward making the badge

smaller.

Mr. West: I believe we are of one opinion on that.

Now on this younger boy problem. We have here in America

followed this policy. We may be all wrong, but we haven't been

wrong without studying the problem. It hasn't been indifference.

We have rather assumed that the big boy problem centered around

the ages of fourteen, fifteen and sjxteen. I say the big boy problem;

the problem of boys affects more boys at that age. The juvenile

records show that the peak is at the age of fifteen, and according

to figures which I obtained at great care there is Jess than two per

cent of all cases in courts of boys and young men under twenty-one

years of age that are with reference to boys under twelve years of

age. Now in some cases you will find statistics given, as we did in

the underprivileged boy report, saying that 22 per cent of the boys

in Juvenile Courts were under twelve years of age. When I looked

into that, I found that they were talking about 22 per cent of boys

fourteen years of age and under, which is quite a different story.

We mustn't fool ourselves in getting these percentages unless wt

know on what the percentage is figured. However, we have gone on

that theory and we have centered all of our effort and thought in

holding to the Scout age of twelve years and over. Some people

get the notion that we limit Scouting to eighteen. We never have

and I hope we never will. There has always been earnest discussion

as to whether we should lower the age, not much during recent

years. There has been some discussion during recent years as to

whether we should take up a special program for boys under twelvee

I have been keenly interested in it, especially after seeing that demon

stration at Olympia in connection with the Jamboree, and last yea:

when we saw evidence of the interest in the Wolf Cub movement.
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At this time, Mr. Martin tells me, we have record of some 220

experiments which are being made in this country with junior pro

grams. Twenty-two different programs for boys under twelve.

Among those are a number of Wolf Cub packs. They haven't been

going long enough for us to get the kind of information which we

thought we ought to have before we could present to you convincing

facts as to the effect of this program upon our main program of

Scouting. The question is, and I have been trying very hard to get

from Sir Robert some information on this, as to what proportion of

boys who are Wolf Cubs carry on through and become Scouts and

whether or not it has lowered the age of Scouts, whether it has

caused a decrease in the number of Scouts. We are interested to

get that information. We are glad to have Captain Gidney and

Mr. Desjardins who know about it from actual experience.

Captain Gidney: Brother Scouts, if Mr. West will allow me,

I will repeat a story I told him some time ago. I think it is worth

repeating. It is this. Once a lady who had a baby, a son aged two,

took this baby to a noted educationalist and she told him she wanted

to start his education immediately, and his reply to her was, "My

good woman, you are just two years too late." Give me a boy until

he is seven, and you can do what you like with him the rest of your

life. Mr. West is right when he says our job is for the boy between

twelve and eighteen. That is our fundamental job, because it is

Boy Scouting, and we can only countenance anything in our midst

which is going to develop and not hinder. I will give you a brief

history of the Wolf Cub movement in England. We were quite

content to carry on with the Boy Scouts, but we found agitation in

various ways to have a junior branch, and the need came from various

sources, from the younger boys. We had appeals from all sides

that the younger boy might be admitted, but we steeled our hearts

and said, "No, we cannot admit them, or lower the age limit, because

it will spoil the whole thing for the older boys." Then again we

were > faced with another rather awkward problem. That is the

question of the turnover. A very large percentage of our boys came

and stayed twelve months, three months, six months, and then they

shoved off again, and we lost them forever. That turnover was

far too great, and we scratched our heads and wondered what was

the matter. Then again, in some cases we found recruiting for our

troops of Scouts a bit difficult. I won't say everywhere, but in some

cases we did. The trouble was to find boys, to catch them so they

would stop in the Scouts. That just gives vou a few reasons why

the Wolf Cub movement suddenly developed in the same way that

vou are developing your junior scheme, by experiments. The Wolf

Cub movement ceased very soon to be an experiment and became

a very integral part of life.

Just a word as to what thev do. First, all the Wolf Cub program

is entirely different from the Scout program, and that has been verv

clearly remembered, because if you try to put down a luke warm
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Scout program, it is going to spoil it for the boy when he grows up.

We talk about having a boy's program. Very well, we must have a

child's program to precede it. I am not going into the details of

the program, but it appeals to the small boy tremendously. It has

a lot of the imaginative side in it. It is a pack of Wolf Cubs. They

rally like wolves. It is based on Kipling's "Jungle Books" ; and I

must just mention that in passing. They are taught to keep their

hands clean, to be punctual, to be tidy. Their law is a simple one, not

the Scout law. It is to give in to the old Wolf, their leader. A Cub

does not give in to himself. It is simply training up his little

character until he is fit to become a Scout. The chief problem

that faces us is this : there are few enough men to lead boys, and

we can't spare single men and we wondered where we were going

to turn. Here another experiment was tried, and that was that .

many sound women came forward. They were allowed to, but we

didn't quite like the idea. Anyhow, here again they proved they

were about twenty times better for the small boys than men. They

have the sympathy; they have the understanding; they have the

patience.

Now just to make things clear—Don't imagine that we run a

joint thing. They are two distinct things. Movement is the same

but the Wolf Cub Movement is quite apart and separate. Each

Wolf Cub is attached to a troop and supplies the recruits for that

troop and is in very close touch. It is the same relation between

senior and junior school. The elder boys don't resent the younger

ones, because they know that is where their new fellows are coming

from, and by constant visits one to the other a mutual understanding

exists. That is just the relation between the pack and the troop. I

think I have touched on everything now. What I want to say is

this, that so successful has the Wolf Cub movement been that it

has almost outrun our Scout movement. We haven't had to add

any machinery and it has been nothing but mutual help. This turn

over of casualities in our troops has materially decreased since then,

because the boy has been taught to think like a Scout. He has

learned to appreciate the Scout law before he understands it, and

when he gets there he understands what playing the game is. We

found it a very, very real help and I should like to bear token or

tribute to the women who are not just idle flappers with no interest

except just frivolity, who really have done the hard work without

any talk or show. We owe a great big debt to them, and I think

it is an experiment well worth while going carefully into, because

we found such great help.

A word of warning. If anything is ever taken up like the Wolf

Cubs, it should be taken up very much in the spirit of caution,

because your main objective is the boy between thirteen and seventeene

Don't rush off on a new game, forgetting the Scout game has got to

po on and increase. If that supplements Boy Scouting, it is goode

If not, it is better left alone for the time being.
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Mr. Desjardins: Brother Scouts, I have very few things to

add to what Captain Gidney has said. We have also the Woodcraft

scheme. We have tried to use ladies. Our Scouts used to be taken

as Scouts when they were eleven years old. When we had the

Woodcraft movement organized, we raised the age to twelve, and

we found that that was a good thing to keep longer our older boys.

I have nothing else to say on the scheme as it works in France,

because Captain Gidney has told you. The general principle is the

same. We have changed some outside things of the Woodcraft

scheme. The uniform which was designed for the British Wood

crafts was too typically English to use in France. We have in

vented a uniform a little different, but the principle remains the same.

And also the stories from Kipling sometimes were not known

by our French boys who are accustomed to read our French fairy

tales or other kind of adventure books. We have kept the stories

from Kipling which they know and we have looked into our folklore

stories, the especially French stories, which the boys know well

in France, to take some things which we could put into the program

in place of the stories they do not know. I think this work has

been done in nearly every nation. They have taken exactly the

principles of the Woodcraft scheme as it was invented by the Chief

Scout, but each nation has added to it the special stories and the

ideas which could be understood well by the boys who after all are

only little boys and have not the general knowledge of the world.

Tuesday, September 19, 5.00-5:45

Dr. Fisher: In the absence of Mr. West I take great pleasure

in presenting—I won't say pleasure presenting for the last time, but

in presenting again, our good friend, Mr. Lewis. It has been a great

delight the way this man has given himself unselfishly and com

pletely to us. We have made one more friend for Scouting. We

shall have, fortunately, right at the home office, same city, a good

advisor upon that phase of our work which he has been discussing

with us these days. We can't tell you how much we appreciate, Mr.

Lewis, the service you have rendered here, giving us this entire

week, but you will know it in the succeeding years, I am sure.

THE SCOUT EXECUTIVE AS A COM

MUNITY LEADER

E. St. Elmo Lewis

Mr. Lewis: The time has come to check up and to find out

what the net result has been. I have been trying to practice what

I have been preaching. You will note that on the third day I said

I would be glad to see any gentlemen in personal conference, to talk

over your personal problems, that I would also give the hour between
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five and six when we might conduct a questionnaire or round table

on any of the subjects we had been considering. That was my way

of finding out what we were doing from day to day. In order that

I might have a more substantial basis, if you please, for my guidance

with respect to what I was going to say on the morrow ; and because

I conceived it to be important that while I might be an outsider, it

was necessary for me to visualize and thus get a mental grasp of

the actual problems with which you were confronted.

I set myself three things to do in these lectures; to get you,

in the first place, to think of the problem of getting larger results

for the cost of time and energy and money that you and your

Councils were putting into the movement; to get you to think on

two or three main problems of promotion ; and to fix in your minds,

finally, the objective of the Scout movement as a practical help to

boys and men to a higher and better living as citizen, man, in the

work of life. I shall have to leave with you the decision as to the

net value of the contribution that we have mutually made to the

discussion of this problem.

I want you to realize that the personal discussions with you and

the round table discussions with groups played a very large part.

I might almost say, the inspirational part of the work, in the result

of these lectures and this course of lectures. I feel, as I told Dr.

Fisher when he invited me to deliver them, a deep sense of obligation,

bcause I was going to ask four or five hundred men to give me

an hour or more of each day, to listen to what I had to say.

Therefore, I approached the work with a certain reverence for

the opportunity, if you please, but none the less with a certain

amount of trepidation. It has been your kindly courtesy, your con

sideration, your enthusiasm, your open-mindedness and receptivity

that has made this series of lectures, insofar as the lecturer is con

cerned, one of the most delightful of experiences.

I now propose to informally sum up the things that we have

talked over—and to accent two or three of the outstanding things

that I think are of most value to you.

Dr. Home divided leaders into three great classes: those who

were great in energy; those who were great in thought; and those

who were great in heart.

He very forcibly brought out—and I believe this is the lesson

of his suggestion—that the ideal leader, the master man, has these

qualities in balance. While it is true that there is no such leader

in history, with the exception of the Master, there lies the analysis.

For a few moments. to reinforce what Dr. Home said, I should like,

from my own standpoint of increasing the result of our effort, say

something of leaders.

Napoleon is considered to be one of the great men the world

has produced, yet, if you get an onportunity, I should like verv much

to have you go to your public library some day and get Vachel's
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"Napoleon at Work." You will then begin to realize, if you have

never done so before, the difference between energy managed and

energy mismanaged. Napoleon had great physical energy and great

thinking power; (while the moral evaluations were wanting) but

none the less he thought great thoughts and he put great energy

in their execution. He thought on many things. His contribution

to the jurisprudence of the world, the great Code Napoleon; in the

steady encouragement he gave to science, his recognition of the value

of science in everyday life, work, to the state; his culture of letters,

the institution of the French Academy, Napoleon displayed tremendous

energy and decision. Napoleon made a great mistake and through it he

fell—it was an attitude of mind which ruins many lesser men.

Prior to Moscow, a chronicler says, Napoleon (you will remember

that he had been trained as an artillery officer, the most scientific

branch of warfare), was careful to be on the side of the right thing,

that is from the scientific standpoint, careful to get all the facts

that bore upon the project that he had in mind; then formulate his

plans in the light of those facts. His great success and his flatterers

prior to Moscow had given him the idea that he was the favorite

child of fortune and that Truth was always on Napoleon's side,

which is a very different thing—and thus came the beginning of

the end.

Just as soon as you believe that you have solved a problem once

and for all,—that you can't learn a tetter way—then Fate is hanging

around the next corner with a stuffed club, and you will receive

her painful attention in the due course of human events. I have

seen a great many business men go through that experience, and it is

a peculiar attribute of the American business man, who may by

some fortuitous chain of circumstance become a groat power

financially or otherwise ; yet the foundation is weak and he goes

along until the time comes when he must have Truth on his side.

Then the sheriff takes charge of the remains.

Leadership is humble in spirit—seeking guidance of Truth

Take one of the great railroad builders of this country, Harri-

man. He, too, had great thought and great initiative, tremendous

energy and quick decision, and he killed himself simply through his

energy burning up the man.

We might say in a rough characterization of Bryan that he has

great heart and great energy. Energy is but one of the qualities

of leadership, making the decision in the light of all the _facts, then

putting that decision into execution, according to best standards, is

the best of leadership.

Every leader is an executive, but every executive is not a leader

You men who have been in the army know that—but you know,

too, that the great leaders are great executives and vice versa.e

As President Ripley said: "The executive's chief business is

to organize, deputize and supervize"—but I think there is something

more in the modern executive's work and function—he must human
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ize—I would add that to his function; and then, in the future will

come another—socialize, for he will have to see his work in relation

to society.

So we have it now—the executive leader will have as his jobi—

organize, deputize, supervize, humanize and socialize.

I mentioned to a group on the porch this afternoon, when we

were holding one of those combination meetings that spring up

wherever I stand still for four minutes, I said, suppose you put

on the top of Mount Mitchell the most saintly man who ever lived.

He spends all his life on Mount Mitchell, and nobody ever goes to

see him and he never meets anybody. He might as well not have

lived. There is the thing that I mention about the practical side of

Christianity and the practical side of Scouting. It is the net result

to the world of your having lived and labored that counts.

What are your strong points and even weak ones? You needn't

get nervous; I am not going to put them on the blackboard. I have

had you men come to me privately and lay before me in man-to-man

fashion, with great frankness, as much as any man can be frank and

candid about his own short-comings, telling me some of the problems

that are troubling you, and it does you great credit that you have

thought on such things, that some of you have not been seduced by

a certain measure of success into believing you have answered all
the problems. It has been a verye great privilege to speak out of some

thirty years of experience, and to give the best I had, and it has been

one of the great pleasures of this conference to me, but look at

yourself and watch yourself, take an inventory of yourself, but don't

become morbidly self-conscious, because that only palsies energy

and muddles consummation. That is one reason why I want to see

the General Headquarters set up standards by which your work

may be judged. I want to see it done for your own personal

satisfaction. Standards will help you by letting you know when

you do the right thing, in the rjght way, and when you do not. It

is a great help to all of us.

It is a great help to any of us to know when we have found our

work. America is a land of opportunity—where any man can be

come anything he wants to be. You know I feel sometimes that

is responsible for many heartaches and tragedies? All men are

not equal. Let us try to find our work and do it.

It is a peculiar thing about man that they always want to be

something other than they are. I remember when I was in contact

with men of a different profession that on one occasion a great

comedian made this remark to me, that his great ambition in life

was to play Hamlet. He could go out on a stage and by the crook

of his thumb, or by a mere grimace, or by a peculiar intonation of

his voice, set a whole theatre to roaring with applause and laughter;

but his keen desire was to play Hamlet. He wasn't satisfied with

what he had. All the laughter and the applause and the wealth
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that rolled into him through the boxoffice, to him was as nothing

compared to an opportunity to play Hamlet.

He tried it, and he couldn't stop the people laughing !

It is a great thing to find what you can do best and be

satisfied to make that contribution to the net, instead of making

forays into lines you know nothing about and thereby reducing the

net. If you are a good advertiser, use that talent for all it worth,

but if you don't like system, don't demean system, don't say it isn't

any good because you don't happen to like it, put it to work to add

to your talent. It is a part of the game; it is a part of the job;

and if you are going to be well balanced, you must learn it. Take

a lesson from Dr. Franklin. In Franklin's Autobiography (you ought

to read it; I would recommend it to any man), there is a chapter

where he came to the conclusion that there are about twelve things

he needed to curtail, twelve weaknesses that he had to eliminate.

One was rashness of speech, and as we remember the genial

philosopher and his wise and sage sayings, we wonder if he ever was

rash in his speech. He put down each of these weaknesses, and he put

down a little mark for each day of the week and every month in the

year, and each night he took a few minutes to review the day, and he

put a black mark down when he had been intemperate in speech or in

his eating, or when he had done something that he knew decreased his

net. In that way he trained himself into doing the right thing at the

right time in the right way all the time. Dr. Franklin, of course,

wasn't as busy as some of you are ! He didn't have so much on his

mind! But he found time to discipline himself.

The saving grace of humor is a great thing. It saves us some

times from too seriously contemplating the greatest man in the world

when we shave ourselves in the morning.

What is the future of the Scout Executive? That is a subject

that is coming up in your lives almost every day. I will tell you

what I think the future of the Scout Executive is in a few sentences.

The future of the Scout Executive is the future of the Boy Scout

Movement, and the future of the Boy Scout Movement is in the

hands of the Scout Executives. The future of the Boy Scout

Movement is going to be in direct proportion as it can deliver tangible

as well as a intangible service to the world in the making of boys,

in the making of men, and it will deliver that just in proportion

as it recognizes that against every effort, whether of the spirit or of

the mind or of the body, there is inevitably a standard placed by

which the world will measure it, and if it isn't worth while, if it

doesn't earn its cost, no matter in what terms we evalute that cost,

then it dies, and it should. Coming back to the value in life terms

to the Scout Executive. A friend of mine who is now living in

England, whom I consider to be one of the most brilliant analysts

that business has ever produced, especially with relation to the human

values in business, said to me on one occasion, "Lewis, I think it is

a great mistake to think that the best man in the world should
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not have as well as be something." Therefore, I say to you frankly

that until the world, through valuation of spiritualization, through

the growth of sympathy with things mental, and through the growth

of a belief in the necessity of better physical conditions, learns that

these things have a price in spiritual, mental and physical things,

the world is never going to get the best service from its leaders;

and, therefore, the Scout Executive has a right to expect that his

future as well as his present shall be taken care of. Not only

spiritual growth and mental development, but physical well being

is important. I believe that will come just in proportion as the

sound, practical program of the Scout Movement is put into suc

cessful execution.

John Patterson once set his ideal in, "Do good and make money."

I think that had a higher spiritual content than is generally

admitted, for he did a lot of good in the world and he made a lot

of money, and he could not have done so much good if he had

not made so much money, and vice versa—but he did both. I believe

we are a little too cynical with respect to the relation of money and

goodness, because I believe that you can make money and be good

at the same time, and I believe the practical program of the Boy

Scout Movement must have that as one of its practical results.

I have tried in this series of lectures to suggest another thin?

to you. "Success never cuts its rates." There is no short cut. Her

terms are all net. Her goods are always in demand. Everybody

pays a price and gladly, but remember, success never cuts her rates.

I have tried to give you four or five outstanding things in this series

of lectures that I believe to be the very essential elements of a

price that success demands. I say to you very frankly, you Scout

Executives fix your own reward, truly I warn you, no man in all of

my experience with men, no two dollar man can ever be permanently

kept in a ten dollar job, and vice versa. You may not believe that.

You may go around and show me a few, but they don't keep their jobse

A man cannot produce two dollar work and get ten dollars for it.

Unions may help it. Labor may fight for it and intrigue may gain a

temporary advantage, but along comes this law of equalization of the

dollar value—and soon ten dollars buys only two dollars of satisfac

tion. It doesn't make any difference whether it is labor or whatever it

may be, all the conspiracies, organization and laws and statutes in the

world can't keep a two dollar man in a ten dollar job, permanently.

One of you gentlemen came to me the other day and asked, "Mre

Lewis, you have offered rules, suggestions and principles. Do all

successful men follow them?" Where do we get these rules? We

get them by the analysis of successes and from the reasons that

cause the failure. They don't come out of my mind, or Mr. Emer

son's, or Mr. West's, but from the analysis of successes and failures,

in other words from experience. It is not in grammar that one

learns to compose a great poem or write a great tragedy; so it is

not in the course of bookkeeping that one learns to become a great
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accountant. But you must remember this, that no great poet ever

ignored the rules of grammar. I would leave that precious thought

with you for consideration. No great accountant ever ignored the

rules of bookkeeping. No great executive has ever ignored the great

fundamental principles of executive management.

To recapitulate what I said about the Executive. There are

several requirements:

He gets the facts.

He sets an objective.

He makes a plan to realize it.

Then the great quality of the Executive comes into operation—

he concentrates upon the execution. If the great executive never finds

any fun or purpose in making plans without an intention to execute

them,—I know some of lesser light who make many plans but never

got anywhere with them,—it is rather a futile occupation. One man

said to me the other day, "Well, take John D. Rockefeller, what a

great man he is, and does he have all these sytsems?"

I suggest to those who are concerned and want to know more

about it, that they read "The History of the Standard Oil Company,"

by Ida Tarbell. I don't care anything about > the discussion of

many of the problems in that particular history, but let them read

the story of Mr. Rockefeller's work in connection with what we

would call in this day "the Intelligence Department,"^ by which he

sometimes knew more about what was going on than his competitors,

and more about their business than they did themselves.

Take Mr. Carnegie. It is reported that he took a man up to

his Engineering Department on one occasion where their problem

was to study what was done and why done that way, what the

improvement made possible, and to study future possibilities. He

said, "Here is where we make our money."

The Burroughs Adding Machine Company is said to spend

$350,000 a year in its Laboratory Department, called the Invention

Department, where it is studying the net result of performance of

its machines in the field for the purpose of devising methods of

improvements, and at the same time studying the future markets,

in order that they may find out what kind of machines are going

to be used ten years hence. That is the scientific method at worke

Such executives are not working on hunch. It is the favorite idea

of those who know nothing about such matters that an executive

works on inspiration. Well he has a good deal of perspiration before

he gets it. The National Cash Register, I have been hold, has an

Improvements Department constantly preparing for the market of

tomorrow, spending thousands of dollars a year in order to be

sure that the lessons they drew out of yesterday were accurate, and

in order to be sure that they could take care of the future.

I have no doubt in my own mind that all of these reports, these

statistics, which seem very dry to us, and from your personal stand
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point, somewhat useless to send into Headquarters, are going to be the

foundation upon which the officials may predicate and guide the future

of the Boy Scout Movement, in order that we may give you gentle

men greater faith, if you please, as well as the officials at Head

quarters, greater confidence ; but give you greater faith that this thing

which you call a movement, this organization, this Boy Scout Move

ment, is on a sure foundation, a rock foundation, of such accurate

facts, and the knowledge of its possibilities is so definite that its

friends may safely finance and organize for the future in perfect

confidence as to the measure of the result. That is one reason why

we ask for facts and figures, and one reason why you Executives

must be hospitable to all necessary co-operation in order that we

may properly appraise what you are doing.

One man said to me on one occasion when I had this subject of

analysis and research before a sales convention, "You talk about

science in salesmanship, of the reading of men, analysis of territories.

I have never been hipped on the idea that you could look at a man

and tell how much money he had in his pocket. I have been fooled

on that too often. Why, look at the Forty-Niner, who went to

California. He went out with his grub-stake, traveled the mountains

and the valleys, he tapped this rock and that, and washed the sand

in thee streams, etc., and maybe he found the gold. He wasn't a

scientist. He was a doer."

"Yes," I said, "Wait a minute. Do you know that the scientist,

the chemical engineer, and the mining engineer who came along

behind the Forty-Niner, took the abandoned mines that he couldn't

live on and the refuse heaps he starved beside, and have made many

times as much money out of what he left, than he ever found

for himself?

Suppose some of you men think of what the scientifically trained

executive of the future will do with your territories.

The community is governed after all, by the few who think,

decide, and face the results.

Are you community leaders? I am going to leave that question

entirely to you. The thinkers, the doers, and the men who are

willing to face the net result, are the men who make America.

You are probably familiar with that ancient story about the

man who was going through a stone quarry. He saw a man working

at a large block of stone. He said, "What are you doiner?" He said,

"Cutting stone." He saw another man and asked, "What are you

doing?" "Making $8.00 a day." The third man he came to and

asked what he was doing, said, "I am helping to build a cathedral."

It depends upon how you look at your job as to what there is in it.

I believe in the man who feels the thrill of the idea that he is

building a cathedral, but who also knows that he is making $8.00 a

day in doing it. I am not one who believes that in any way the thrill

of the building of that Cathedral will feed him. I commend that to
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you who will have little patience with that attitude today. Men who

do not think of the net result to themselves of the returns in soul,

mind and body values are not likely to think of them for the world.

The world must eat, and it demands comfort.

For a brief moment to refer to salesmanship, and community

leadership. Don't worry so much about what the future of the

movement is. It is a sound principle on which it is based. The

world needs it—therefore, it needs you who can lead it best. Let

your head be in the clouds, but keep your feet on the ground—you see

it requires big men!

You have all come to me and said in different ways that the

talk on salesmanship and advertising was the most helpful of all,

and meant most to you. That was kind of you and thoughtful. One

of you came to a friend of mine here and said, "Well, I prefer to

say that we do not sell, but we promote the Scout Movement."

I should like to know the net difference between those two

propositions. Don't split hairs. Promote or sell—what's the differ

ence? I don't care what you call it, but get the order! I want you

to keep your eye on that. Get the order. Get the name on the

dotted line. That is the thing that makes the difference in your life

and the life of the movement in the net. Salesmanship lies in getting

a man or a town to think about Scouting as you think about it.

You can't stand before a man and throw negative thoughts at him,

saying this is punk stuff, but I want you to buy them. You can't

make sales. I talked with men from four or five sections of the

country. They sold me on it themselves, on the movement, on the

idea, because I couldn't get away from the fact that they believe in

the thing with their whole soul and mind. I had caught fire from

fire. You can't catch fire from a block of ice. You can get chilblains,

but you don't pet warmed up. There is nothing that so induces

that digital paralysis which prevents a man's signing a check so

much as to have a faint suggestion that the man who is trying to

get the money doesn't believe in the thing he is talking about.

So we must sell our ideas of justice and quality and fraternity

to the world. It must be done with a profound knowledge of how

to overcome the natural defences of the enemy, the enemy being

disorganization, chaos, individualism, socialism, Bolshevism, anarchism

—all founded on the idea that I am going to get what I want whether

anybody else gets what they want or not. We can no longer force

acceptance by physical power, but we must expect it by superior

knowledge. Salesmanship can be taught and I want you to go and

sell your Scoutmasters, your Councils and your town. I want you

to think on salesmanship, as the cornerstone of leadership. Call it

promotion, teaching, preaching, what you please ; it is the same thing,

to the man that loves people. That is the first requirement of your

leadership. Do you really love people? I haven't met a man in this

conference but what that wasn't the outstanding quality of his make

up. He loved people. He loved boys. He wished to serve them. I
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will say to Mr. West, and the gentlemen who represent the National

Council, that a movement of this kind is safe in the hands of the men

in the field who have that great outstanding quality of the love of

the people that they serve, because the greatest power in the world

is love.

Love makes people burn the midnight oil to learn how to do things

better, and I think you will do this thing if there is any message

comes out of this conference, if there is any call to the practical

result to increasing the net ; if you love this cause you will spend the

necessary thinking to bring about the increase in the net, because

that increase of the net will alone satisfy you. You may think that

salesmen are born and not made. Why, gentlemen, I have had over

14,000 salesmen go through my hands, and the only ones that were

failures were those that were born and couldn't be made. The born

salesman gets so busy contemplating the wonderful and exclusive

handiwork of God with which they have been endowed that they

forget the net. Then the net gets them. I would just like to ask

the question, if any one of you here is willing to admit, those of

you who have arrived at that mature age of thirty, whether you

don't know more now than you did at twenty. It may not be

possible, but I would suggest that you honestly contemplate the

result, and if you do know more at thirty, something, somebody

taught you—you have learned something, I take it, and anything that

can be learned can be taught. Think that over in the quiet of your

room some night after you have been asked to do something you

never did before.

Learn to smile with your eyes—your lips and your voice. Scout

ing is no place for the mourner, the sour face. There is only one

way to get friends, and that is to be one. That is an old saying

of a great deal wiser man than we have here. I recommend that

to you.

You may think I have not touched upon my subject for todaye

I think I have.

Your occupation as a Scout Executive gives you leadership in

the community just in proportion as you succeed in your work—as

the leader of the boys, the guide and advisor of the Councillors,

and the mouthpiece of those ideals of service for which the Movement

stands. You will gain leadership of the boys as your qualities of

manhood, vision, and practical mastery of the Scout work demon

strates your powers.

You will lead the older men as you demonstrate your power

to give them a greater net for their budgets of money, time, mate

rials and thought.

Leadership flows to the man who knows.

Now, gentlemen, we have come to the twilight hour.

We have come to the time when you and I must part. I want

to assure you that there has been nothing in my long experience in

meeting men, in coming in contact with salesmen, individually or in
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mass, to compare with the inspiration I have gained from this

contact with you.

You and I are going to separate tonight, you going to your

field and I to mine. I have never met a crowd of men who in

dividually and collectively stacked up for one great big quality that

I marvel at in you. The vast majority of organizations with which

I have come in contact have always had several or more outstanding

cantankerous individuals who always took the greatest pleasure in

finding out what the company or the majority wanted to do and

then they hatched up some first-class scheme to prevent its being

done. Here I have met sympathy, understanding, faith, and co

operation to the last word. It has been the unanimity of a fine

democracy disciplined by a great and thoroughly understood purpose.

You have a great organization sense. It is so thoroughly sold on its

program, so completely sold on its principle, so definitely sold on its

policies, with such a unanimity of vision that it disciplines itselfe

Gentlemen, I commend you. if that means anything from me, for that

mental discipline that you have shown in all your considerations. It

is a great thing. It is a great spirit and it argues well indeed for

the success of anything to which you give your minds and bodies

and hearts.

You have your vision ; your will to do has been re-enforced by

the good fellowship and the brotherhood and the discussion of these

meetings. I am sure that out of this conference there will come

an inspiration for a plan to get a greater net result than ever out

of the effort. You are going back to your territories. I would

just suggest to you this, that next Sunday or any other day when

you can get an hour or two by yourself that you go off into some

silent place, and there sit down with the notes that you have taken

at this conference, and read them over slowly and carefully and

try to bring back with each paragraph, or each suggestion, some

of the personalities, and the thoughts that came to vou when you

listened. Then try to formulate in vour mind the resolution that you

wish to assume, or the attitude that you wish to assume, toward

that thing in application to your own particular work. I commend

to you as an ideally practical thing and I don't preach to you : I

don't suggest to you from any other things than experience, practical,

hard experience, that has to meet once a month a profit and loss

statement, and look it in the face, and I urge on you that these hours

that vou can take from a busy day. once in a week or once in a

month even, when you sit down and look the record of work done

square in the face, of what you are doing, and then put it alongside

the records of what other men are doing, and then think (don't worry

about them, think) about them in the light of all the experiences

that you have had here, and all the work you have seen done here,

and the lectures you have heard here, and I am sure that out of

your own consciousness will come a mastery of the job that in its

ap'srret'ate will make a million Scouts the realization for the next

Biennial Conference. Thank you.
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Tuesday Night, September 19

DINNER MEETING

Dr. Weatherford: Gentlemen, a week ago we welcomed you

into our buildings. We are just as happy at this particular minute

as we were at that particular minute. You have certainly been a

good bunch of Scouts. The Chief Scout has been just as fine as

he could be. He has only used his big cane two or three times

and hasn't used a steam roller more than once or twice, so he is

first-class. I do want to pay tribute to one man who has worked

hard for you and been the very finest executive we have ever had

to deal with, and that is Mr. Gordon. I heard the other night

down at your big stunt night that California shipped a hundred

million carloads of prunes,—wasn't it something like that?—every

year ; and that Oregon was shipping a hundred thousand trainloads

of apples. Well, I just wanted to say to you tonight that we have

got a little apple orchard of our own down here and we brought

along a few tonight that we thought we would present. These have

just come off a baby tree, but we thought we would present them in

a North Carolina basket to your Chief Scout. We want to invite

the whole group to come back and eat apples with us in 1924.

Mr. West: I am sure that every one here would want me

to say for them individually what they would say if they had an

opportunity that we are very grateful to Dr. Weatherford and to

his staff, and on this occasion, in order that there be no misunder

standing as to what I mean in referring to staff. I want to say

that we have to turn over to you, Dr. Weatherford, a purse of

$150.00 for these young ladies from the colleges whom you recruited

to help make it possible for us to be here. We give you this with

the hope that you may induce them to take one of the mountain rides

or do something else that will be a source of pleasure to them. I

am sure I speak the sentiment of every one here in expressing ap

preciation to you and to all those associated with you for your verv

satisfactory efforts to make us comfortable and make the purposes

of this conference possible in every way. I thank you.

It was my intention specificallv to register the will of this group

in thanking Mr. Gordon. Dr. Weatherford has already given you

an opportunity to express yourself, but the record would not be

complete if I did not say that I feel every man here is very grateful

to Harvey Gorden for all he has done. He came down in advance

and made arrangements. He checked you in and now is checking

you out. And if he keeps his temper and gives service in the same

way he has during the past week, he will surely have in every one

of us an everlasting friend. Do I not register your vote in thanking

Mr. Gordon? (Yes.)
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I am also sure you would want me on this occasion, to express

your gratitude to the Director of the Department of Education for

his untiring efforts, for his effective service in planning for this

conference and in seeing to it that we carried it out on schedule.

Is it your wish? (Yes.) (There was a call for Mr. Barclay to

stand up. Every one stood up to show their appreciation.)

I want to ask Dr. Fretwell and his staff of outdoor experts if

they will not stand. I am sure every one here wants me to record

our appreciation for the very effective work which has been done

under Dr. Fretwell's leadership. (Yes.)

It was agreed that Dr. Fisher would at this session give a

resume of the morning session and a brief resume of what has

taken place during the eight days. At this time Dr. Fisher will give

his summary.

Dr. Fisher: The greatest cause of failure in business is due

to factors that are largely personal. Lack of adequate records and

definite program and lack of knowledge of actual results obtained

are responsible for failure. A wise executive will program his

work in every detail. He will know what he is doing, where he is

going and whether he is arriving. Success does not happen ; it is

achieved. Dreams must be definitized into policies. We should

idealize our program and program our ideals. The time has arrived

when we must advance in the occupation of the rural field. The

civilization which collapsed was a city-made civilization. The present

generation of boys is the most creative the world has ever seen. If

we can but understand them we can give direction to the wonderful

potential dynamic in human life. This is a leaderless world. Scout

ing may become a great force in developing leadership ability which

the world greatly needs. Scouting is a program which we should seek

to bring increasingly to the underprivileged boy. This is largely a

matter of leadership. The Report of the Commission on the Under

privileged Boy was placed on file.

The compensations which come to the Scout Executive are deep

satisfaction, which comes from work worthy of accomplishment ;

association with excellent laymen in America ; recognition by the

community and the nation and the noble achievements of the boys

under his care. The Report and recommendations of the Publicity

Commission were adopted. We must program our publicity. The

conference recommended that the National Council provide a service

of pictorial publicity for use by local Councils.

The patrol is the most important and basic unit in Scouting.

The Scoutmaster is fundamentally a leader of patrol leaders. We

should increase the emphasis upon patrol organization and training

of patrol leaders. Scoutmasters should be trained in the philosophy

of the patrol. The conference recommended that a special Com

mission be appointed to co-operate with the Department of Education

in developing information regarding the patrol system. The con
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ference went on record as being in favor of some form of insignia

international in character and expressed the hope that the Inter

national Committee work out some acceptable plan in this regard.

Now may I try to point out quickly some of the outstanding

things accomplished at the Conference during our whole period?

The Conference has prove the largest, most significant, most im

portant Conference in the history of the Boy Scout Movement. It

was characterized by fraternity, unity and high aims and resolves.

The discussions were characterized by sanity, courtesy, and sound

conviction. The Scout Movement was portrayed as a world Move

ment for all boys of all nations, a Movement making for world

morality and world democracy. Scouting must tone up all along

the line. The expectation of America must be realized in an efficient

program. It was the conviction of the Conference that Scouting

had just scratched the surface in the number of boys reached, and

that we must increase our skill in making contacts with a vastly

larger number of boys. We must increase the net. We must

greatly reduce the turnover in Scouting by more careful induction

of boys into Scouting, a well directed program and bv the develop

ment of an effective method of honorable discharge. Boys must not

drop out of Scouting promiscuously.

The administrative affairs of the Scout Movement must be con

ducted upon a business-like basis as to records, accounting, finance,

and enlarged policies. The character and quality of our Scout

Executives must be constantly advanced. A minimum training must

be renuired of all who enter and definite training should be developed

for Executives jiow in the work. Definite training centers should

be established Jh the several sections of the country. The Scout

Movement should exnedite the bringing of first-class Councils to

the entire country. The rural areas must be occupied. Every five

years a new generation of new Boy Scouts is passing by. The Con

ference recommended to the Executive Board that a Commission

be appointed to make a special study of the merits of a nension or

retirement fund for the honorable retirement of Scout Executives.

Scouting must be kept an out-of-doors movement, and its methods

for out-of-doors recreation constantlv enrirhed and extended. The

volunteer leadership in Scouting must be kept supreme.

Scouting must recruit great leaders, both lay and professional,

men of thought, men of action, and men of great heart impulses.

Camping must figure largely in Scouting. An emphasis was nlaced

upon over-night and winter camns. The National Council was

requested to make a special studv of troop and patrol camns at

home and abroad. Scouting is holding the older bov increasinglye

The regular program of Scouting, if carried nut efficiently, holds

the older boy to a larger degree than we have anticipated. Sea Scout

ing and land Scouting should develop together. Sea Scouting should

be given a real test. On the Bov Scout nlatform we can erect a

great non-sectarian cathedra! of humanity. Scouting makes it
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possible for all to link hands in the interests of humanity. Scouting

may prove a significant influence in the development of a new

civilization. This conference reiterated its loyalty to church, to

home, to school.

Lastly, the conference has solemnized us. America expects so

much of us. This conference has humbled us. We have made

such little progress. This conference has heartened us. It has

given us new hopes and aspirations and new tools to work with.

This conference has challenged us. It has given us the vision of a

great and a glorious conquest.

Mr. West: Now we are going to have six of the group, six

Executives, give from their point of view on your behalf the im

pressions which the conference has made upon them. I am going

first to call upon Mr. Jamieson, who is going to speak on the con

ference from the standpoint of the environment. Mr. Jamieson of

Detroit.

Mr. Jamieson: It is a very great responsibility, as well our

privilege, to say just a brief word about the environment of our

conference. Whatever I may say will be inadequate, I am sure, but

this much is certain : we must all be deeply conscious and appreciative

of the fact that the great Scoutmaster of all good Scouts in His

infinite wisdom has provided a most wonderful and inspiring setting

for what I am sure we all feel is an epoch-making assembly. Surely

no one has stepped forth on the veranda of Robert E. Lee. Hall who

has not stood in awe before the majestic grandeur of the horizon.

And those of us are fortunate, indeed, who have been able to visit

Mount Mitchell or to take the trail along Turkey Ridge. The views

from the signal tower and from Inspiration Point fill us with a sense

of the nearness of the Great Spirit. Let us remember as we look

at this geological history made ages ago that here at Blue Ridge

in 1922 other history has been made.

Our creature comforts have been wonderfully provided by

the Blue Ridge Association. To Dr. Weatherford and all of his

associates all we can say is, "Thank you. You are indeed perfect

hosts." The inner and the outer man have been cared for with such

diligence and with such bounty that as far as the_ conference is con

cerned the net result has been greatly increased. We wish—and

this too, of course, includes the young ladies—that we could take all

of you Blue Ridge people by the hand in the Scout grip as we say,

"Au r<;,voir'" because we believe that you are all mighty good

Scouts." It distresses me to descend to what some have termed

the lowest form of wit, but even the weather afforded us has been

beyond compare. Truly God, our Great Leader, has blessed us in

every way. The Chamber of Commerce of Asheville, the Kiwanis

and Rotary Clubs, to our good brother Scout Executive of the

Asheville Council, and to all who in this delightful region have
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made us feel that southern hospitality is a very real thing, we give

our very sincere gratitude and pledge anew a Scout's friendship.

Fellow Scout Executives, let us as we go forth from this Con

ference take back to our homes a very real message from the en

vironment of the conference. In the months to come and in the

years to come, as problems confront us and as everything seems

gloomy, let us remember this glorious week in September, 1922,

at Blue Ridge, and say with the psalmist, "I will life up mine eyes

unto the hills whence cometh my help."

Mr. West: Mr. Wester of Mobile, Alabama, will speak on

fellowship of the Conference.

Mr. Wester: They tell the story, men, during the early

days on Mobile Bay in the old wind jamming days that there was

a little retired sea captain that used to hail all the big boats that

went by. One day this fellow was sailing by and a great merchantman

with all canvas spread carne by and he hailed him. "What ship is

that?" and the answer came back, "This is the Royal Bengal, one

hundred and sixty days out of port, homeward bound with a full

cargo. What ship is that?" The little old captain Davy Jones

shouted back, "This is The Marian, forty minutes out of port,

bound for nowhere in particular and nothing on board."

The idea struck me, men, that this Conference has come to the

point where we now feel that we are on board the Royal Bengale

We are homeward bound with a full cargo, and one of the things

that strikes me that is in that cargo is a wonderful picture, the pic

ture of fellowship. One of those dissolving pictures. When you

first look, you see nothing but a picture of hard-boiled eggs and

scholarly folks and rampant shorts ; and then that begins to dissolve

and you begin to see some real men stand out in the picture, and

you begin to see the colors take form. A lot of us furnish the

greenness. And then we have the great throbbing red blood that is

furnishing the red for us. And the clean, pure thoughts of the

fellows, those are furnishing the white for us, and not yellow. What

looks like yellow is but the golden benediction of the sun setting

on this wonderful conference. We even have the shadows theree

Some of the fellows have received sad news from home.

A wonderful picture. Then it dissolves. It seems to be a

great flag with all you fellows in it, you fellows who are to control

a million boys in the next two years, you fellows who by that very

fact are to make two years of the flag in years later on when those

fellows begin to assume things. And then I see in that flag your

faces scattered all over it, and I like to think of the jyyhite as the

breakers and I like to think about that same red blood running

through the stripes, of the big canopy with the stars in it; and I

like to think of the stars assuming faces. I used to think of them

as having faces of Davy Crocket and Daniel Boone, and George

Washington and Lincoln, and, yes, Stonewall Jackson and Robert
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E. Lee. And; men, someway or other those faces begin to recede

somewhat, and I see new faces coming forward in the flag, this flag

of the future. I see a man who is framing things as they come

forth in the new flag. I see our leader, James E. West, standing

out from the pictures in the flag, and I see other men. I see this

cherubic Scout, Lome W. Barclay. I see our good friend, Jimmy

Wilder, with his sunshine all over, and our good friend, Dan Beard,

and I hear the rustling of the trees, and I see the smile of Father

White. Then I see one of those soft, radiant stars that you want

to get close to; that star stands for Dr. George J. Fisher. And then

someway you all blend into it, and I begin to think of our flag as

what it is going to be, and I think not that it is a flag of battle any

more. Someway or other it has lost that idea in this conference

of fellowship. It is not a flag to fight under, not a flag under which

to reduce the cities of other men in shapeless ruin; but I look

on that flag of the future, the flag you are making, with you in it,

as a flag of friendship, to smile under, a flag to live under, a flag

that we may extend our hands under to our Scouts across the sea

and tell them in very truth that we are friends to all and brothers

to every other Scout. I hope the time may come when we will see

that flag in the great picture, carrying it back in the cargo, the flag

not only of Old Glory, but of New Glory, the flag of fellowship

which we have gotten from this conference.

Mr. West: Mr. Meinecke, of Youngstown, Ohio, "Technical

Values of the Conference."

Mr. Meinecke: Mr. Chairman, men, mine is rather a cold

subject after this wonderful talk we have just had, but do you know

in the ten years that I and many of you men have gone to conferences,

we have seen this thing develop and grow and grow wonderfully.

I was impressed when I heard that wonderful talk that presented

the unknown quantity. Men, it is the unknown quantity that I have

been concerned about in Scouting for a number of years, and I know

that you have. And I have searched and questioned and prayed

that I might see light. The speeches and the program at this con

ference to me have been most wonderful. It has been the greatest

thing that I have ever experienced in Scouting, and I believe that I

have had light shed upon some of these dark places and that I have

been helped to see the unknown just a little bit better. I am sure,

men, that we are all going back and that we are helped and that we

are going to be able to do a bigger job. When I think of the per

centage of boys that we have reached—we have all done about the

same job ; we are all about in the same boat—eight, ten, twelve per

cent of the boyhood of our cities, I think, why can't we do any

better, and that is the light that I want. That is the thing that

has been before me uppermost. Why can't I reach more boys with

our best effort? I believe that the conference has given me, and I

am sure that it has given to all of us, just that help. I hope, men,

when we come back two years from now that we will see twenty,
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thirty-five, forty-five, fifty per cent of the boyhood of our cities in

Scouting. I thank you.

Mr. West: Mr. Goodman, of Philadelphia, will speak on

"The Spiritual Values of the Conference."

Mr. Goodman: I am sure, Mr. Chairman, that there are some

hard-boiled eggs in this conference who will look at the floor at this

moment and say, "Yep, there is too much of this inspirational bunk

thrown around here—me for the practical stuff." Yet I look down

to our patron saint, and I know he will agree with me that much

of this material will contribute again to the net result. I have found

real spiritual values from two sources in this conferences. I found

them in human contacts as well as in the stirring addresses. I think,

for example, of a tall westerner from the Pacific Coast, with a

booming voice that sounds forth on occasion like a cathedral bell

and a heart like a statue, and I am glad I have met him here and

learned to know him. He is but one of them. We like to think

of our Chief Scout Executive. We admire his leadership in many

a time of stress in our conference sessions and I wonder if you

have observed another point about him. I glory in little views and

visions from time to time of our own Chief Executive in the midst

of his happy little family—four children and his wife gathered

around the table or out on the front porch—and I gather from that

a beautiful picture of us as Executives and also as fathers and it

does my father heart good. We love to think of our Deputy Chief

Executive, and I would like to pay this personal tribute to him. I

feel that his coming with us has added to our conference sessions

both here and at Bear Mountain a certain consecration of spirit and

that his voice has sounded somewhat as a benediction upon our

sessions as well as upon our personal experiences.

Speaking of the spiritual values of our conference, of course,

we think of those messages that have come to us. We think of Dr.

Home and the other leaders who have talked upon service and

leadership, but thank God, their messages dealt not only in the realm

of the ideals, but also in the realm of the practical, and they have

sent us out to labor in our particular valley of duty more effectively

because of that spiritual ideal which they have painted. Com

mission reports might be considered dry things, and yet as I look

through my own notes in getting1 together these few remarks, I noted

three sentences that have impressed me with spiritual value in

those Commission reports. For example, Sea Scouting is organized

unselfishness. Scouting is a force for mobilizing the man power of

the community for service. Trite words, but they mean something.

It should be considered a sacred privilege to live with boys in campe

Such words as those have inspiration and they come, gentlemen,

from our Commission reports, strange as it may seem. Can we

forget the Sunday morning on the mountain when a Jewish rabbi

issued to us, ably seconded by a Catholic priest and a Protestant
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minister, a challenge which must have awakened in every heart that

heard it an urgent longong to say, "Amen," and to go forth better

equipped? Finally, the vision of the world-wide brotherhood that

this thing has brought to us we shall not forget. We have long

talked about that vision, but here we have lived in its reality and I

feel that it has done us good. Thank God for Blue Ridge, 1922.

Mr. West: The next presentation will be by Mr. Dale, of

Minneapolis, on "The Contribution of the Layman to the Con

ference."

Mr. Dale: How well I remember those years ago when I had

the privilege of being in the advance guard of those who went

abroad in this land and tried to stir up enthusiasm for Scouting!

It was nearly all enthusiasm, hopes, and we found that the harvest

was tremendous and then we came back and sat down and thought

about it and looked abroad, and we found that the results were not

at all correct. We found that the soil was there, that we had raised

the first crop of the soil, but we had not studied scientifically, we

had not been able to prophesy scientifically, Mr. Hard-boiled Egg;

so we set about doing it over again. And I am very happy to say

that I believe that with this conference as a background we will go

back into the harvest and next year put a crop into the soil that

will prove itself when the next harvest shall come, not an eight per

cent but an eighteen or twenty-five per cent in the net.

The laymen, God bless them,—I looked in the dictionary for

the definition of a layman. It doesn't mean anything there. It

means the difference between information and information and selling,

Mr. Hard-boiled Egg. It means this, that here these men have

gathered from all over the country, perhaps given up their vacations,

their own plans, to come here and give us information, yes, about

trees and animals and birds and games and doing it bv the hour and

waiting patiently for us to get away from one group to join them.

They have been there to give us information plus, and that plus is

the precious thing that we carry away from this conference, their

friendship, their thought, their real selves put into and added to

information, and so I say thank God for these laymen who have

come from all over the world, we might say, because they came to

us from across the sea to join hands with us in giving us this

information to go on and seed again and then watch and pray, and

then we know what the harvest will be.

And one more thing. As I think of this conference I think of

it in terms of happiness, because after all is said and done that is the

thing we think of. We want to be happy. We want to make this

world more happy, a better place to live in, and so I wish to leave

this definition of happiness, this new spelling of happiness that has

come to me. H, for health ; A, ambition ; P, patience and pluck ; I,

for ideals interpreted in the net (don't forget that) ; N, for neigh-

borliness ; E, for efficiency ; S, for self-sacrifice and service.
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H ealth

A mbition

P atience

P luck

I deals

N eighborliness

E fficiency

S ervice

S elf-sacrifice

With that kind of a spelling of happiness we shall go out and build

a better foundation for manhood and for citizenship, a greater

America. I thank you.

Mr. West: The last of these responses from the floor is to

be given by Mr. DeGroot, of Los Angeles, on "The Management of

the Conference."

Mr. DeGroot: The management of this conference has been

characterized by three things : courage, skill and complete mastery.

It took a great deal of courage, as I see it, to plan the content and

the scope of this conference. When you think of the little conferences

which we plan in our areas and how we have made much ado about

them, how we have to bolster up our courage frequently, you realize

what the problem was here, how much courage was needed to plan

a conference of this great scope and content. Then it took a great

deal of courage to locate this conference in this wonderful place.

There were many Scout Executives and others who felt that a differ

ent place would be far better, but courage was possessed by the

management of this conference, and here we are in this beautiful

place and we are happy that this courage was exercised. And then

think of the courage exercised in the equipment of this conference,

the energy of personnel and the energies of the headquarters staff,

all released here. The equipment that has been supplied, even the

shorts, took a good deal of courage, it seems to me. As you look

about this conference and think, become conscious of the equipment

that has been supplied here, you will readily feel that courage has

been exercised. And then it took a great deal of courage, as I see it,

to invite and to import these distinguished Scout leaders from the

other side, from France and England, not that we were not pleased

with them, but how about the other way round? How did the

management know we would show due appreciation? I thank the

management for having the courage to invite the distinguished leaders

who have helped us so much. Of course, you know who exercised

this courage. It was none other than the man who has exercised

courage since the inception of this movement, the man who always

stands four-square in courage, the man who is never lacking in

courage for the movement and courage for you and courage for

me—James E. West.
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And then it took a great deal of skill to arrange the details of

this program. As you glanced over the program for the first time

you were overwhelmed with the skill that was put into the making

of that program. The detail is very great. And then it took a

great deal of skill to mould and to execute this program from day

to day. It took a great deal of skill to keep this conference on time

and on the track. Who did that? This little Napoleon, this little

Napoleon Barclay, this Napoleon of social engineering, ably assisted

by Dr. Fretwell and the other men who have trailed his hot path

all day long. Of course, they were assisted by the Conference

Committee. We are indebted to them for their skill in engineering

this program. And then we are all familiar with the skill that has

been exercised by Dr. Fisher in his daily summaries.

Finally, it required complete mastery on the part of all these

managers to bring men from the North, South, East and West and

weld them together so quickly as we have been welded together. The

first night I got here and went into the hall, I was reminded of the

first chapter of Ben Hur where, you remember, men came from dif

ferent sections of the world. They pitched their tents, yet they were

guided there by one star. And now then, out of all this management,

this excellent management, we have emerged with the lines of

Kipling ringing in our ears :

"There is neither East nor West,

Border, breed, nor birth,

When Scout leaders meet face to face,

Though they come from the ends of the earth."

: The Chief hasn't heard us express our appreciation

for what he has done in the Conference, the master mind of the

Conference. "What's the matter with James E. West?" "He's all

right." "Who said so," "We do!" (Seven long cheers were then

given for Mr. West.)

Mr. West: Now that our ship has been launched, we are

going across the sea. We are going to ask our good friends, first

the Skipper, if he will bring us his words of greeting and bene

diction.

Captain Gidney: _ The more one goes on at this game the

more one learns how little one really knows about it, and the effect

of this Conference upon me is just to pull me up with a round turn.

I realize that I am only beginning to know what Scouting is. You

fellows have shown us many things that we are mighty glad to be

shown, and we go away with a great spirit of that fullness that

we have been allowed by your great courtesy and kindness to par

ticipate in at this conference. But what we have learned perhaps

more than anything else is that the thing that has pervaded the whole

of this conference is that extraordinary, that mysterious something

which we call the Scout spirit. If you fellows represent individual

towns, well, my little mind simply can't grasp what sort of spirit must

be existing among your boys. It is absolutely magnificent. I do
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just want to thank you personally for all you have done for us. I

want to thank—it is impossible to go into names, but I would just

like to mention my good friend, James E. West, because I do feel

that I owe him a personal debt of gratitude for his friendship and

for his kindness. I go away knowing very well that I have made

nearly five hundred friends. By that I mean fellows who are going

to stick by me as pals for the rest of my life. Now I want you to

know that when I go away, my work is only just beginning. I have

a great responsibility and a great privilege, and it is this : that going

out and back to my own people and to other people as well, I will

be able, and not only able but anxious, to show them what American

Scouting really means and stands for. You fellows don't realize

what an influence you are going to be in this work. I wish you would

think over it, because in your hands is perhaps the moulding of the

future history of the whole world. I would like to just say this

personal note, that if any one of you or any American Scout comes

to our little bit of an island and comes to my Tiome, Gilwell Park,

we have got over the gate post the word, "Welcome," written in even_

language, and that applies most sincerely to you. If there is only

one bed in the place and I happen to be sleeping in it, it is yours.

We have a couple of gates, and they both open inwards.

Now, brother Scouts, I take back the most helpful memories

that I ever remember having before, and I leave with you the greet

ings from the Scouts not only of the British Empire but may I also

say of other nations as well. We are mighty proud to be associated

with you, and if you will allow me. I salute you and your American

Scouting and your American flag, which stands for just the very ideals

which Scouting means.

Mr. West: One of the great joys that has come to me out

of this conference has been the splendid impression, the splendid

reception, and the great practical good that has come to all of us

by having the Skipper and the Chef with us. When we were in

Paris both Mr. Barclay and I longed, before we were able to put

it into practical form, for the opportunity of bringing out of that

great Conference these two refreshing, strong personalities: and it is

a great source of happiness to us, as I am sure it is to Mr. Head

and Mr. Howard, who made possible this undertaking, that these

men have been with us : and I am sure that we will carry back to

our respective cities the basis for many a reference to the wonderful

progress that we ourselves have made in getting a larger vision of

the possibilities of Scouting. We will have great pleasure in listening

to our dear friend, Desjardins.

Mr. Desjardins: I came here to thank you, brother Scouts for

the great help you have given to our boys in the devastated regionse

I came here to thank you for having sent Mr. Barclay to help us

and I thought I would learn much from you. Well, I have learned

much, but I have something even better to take with me. If I may

use that word—I have been told it is not good English, but I must

make a mistake—I am sold. Just as a little fly I have been caught

in the net.
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I want to thank you for your friendship, for your brotherhood ;

to thank my friend of Region No. 1 who was so kind as to adopt me,

of Region 8 who gave me the great field of the Great Central West ;

and thank you all for your brotherhood. I will tell our French

Scoutmasters and Scouts when I go back, of everything I have seen

here. In fact, I have already had a letter from a man in Lyons,

a town in the South of France, who is a Scoutmaster. He did not

know my address in America. He addressed it, "French delegate,

Blue Ridge." I got it all right. He says, "I have just learned that

you are in America. I want you at once to schedule your time so

that you can give us a lecture on what you have seen there." Of

course, you know quite well what I will say. I like you when you

sing; that song, "It is a long, long time of waiting until my dreams

all come true." I have often dreamed about Scouting. I dreamed

that all Scouts in the world would be united, that the time would

come when Scouting would be a powerful influence to change the

world; and I thank you, brother Scouts, because it is through you

that my dreams have come true.

Mr. West: We are very much pleased to have with us a

representative of the Scouts of the Dominion of Canada, and at

this time Mr. Stiles will give us his message of greeting.

Mr. Styles: This conference has been one of the most im

portant events in my life, most certainly so far as my Scouting

history has been concerned. My experiences here have made me very

humble, and it is difficult to keep from going further, to keep that

humbleness from sinking into discouragement. But such men as Dr.

Fisher, Saint Elmo Lewis, Dr. Home, and others have come in

underneath that with a helping hand and have shoved back that

feeling of discouragement at my own inability and have shown me

a vision of what maybe I can do. I am going back home with my

fists shut and I am looking over the top of the hill to see what is

over there, and I believe that this conference is going to enable me

to do much bigger things than I thought I could.

Another thing I have got from this conference that is going to

do me good and keep me going until 1924 is the men I have met

and I know. I have made a study of you people, because I love you.

I think I know more than one hundred of you by name. I think I

have studied you to see what you think like, act like, and I love you.

I am looking forward now, going to start to save up for 1924.

Mr. West: And now to that part of the program which we

have all been looking forward to. Our National Scout Commissioner,

the Chairman of the National Court of Honor, a pioneer in work for

boys, the friend of all boys the world over, is going to talk to us

from the standpoint of Scouting and the outdoors and make a plea

that we, while concerned with the net result, will bear in mind that

it is through God's great outdoors that we have the opportunities of
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making and holding our greatest appeal to the growing boy. Dan

Beard, the friend of boys the world over.

Dan Beard: First of all I want to thank you boys for the

pleasure you have given me since I have been here as your guest

at this Conference. I always said that the Executives that I have

met in going around the country were the finest set of fellows that

I had ever seen. But I only met them individually. Now I have met

them collectively, and my estimate has risen even higher than it

was before. The reason you are such good fellows is because of the

cause you represent. I will always wear with a feeling of affection

and pride the golden eagle with which you presented me. I did

not express my feeling that night, because you know this impromptu

business isn't what it is cracked up to be. When I went out there

I had some beautiful thoughts. They were lovely thoughts, and I

knew they were going to bring tears to your eyes, but West took

about half an hour to pin that on and when he got through, I didn't

know a darn thing. I want to say that it wasn't West's fault, be

cause it is pretty hard to stick a pin through a moose hide coat, and

I appreciate the patience with which our Executive worked over

that moose hide. We got it in, and it will stay there.

Now, gentlemen, it seems I have made what I thought were

eloquent pleas for the outdoors, but with an outdoor crowd like

you it is carrying coals to Newcastle. You are all outdoor men.

You wouldn't be so husky if you weren't. We have no anaemic

cigarette suckers in this crowd. I have told this chestnut over and

over again. I smoked for forty years, but when the women com

menced, I quit, because I wasn't a sissy.

When I came to New York in 1878, I was a wild and woolly

surveyor from the Middle West. I walked around New York and

everywhere I saw the flats. On these flats there were big signs

up : "No dogs or children wanted." Well, now, that hit me like

a brick between the eyes. I said, "These fools here have built an

immense city without any place for young people at all." I looked

for the public schools and found them in little, dark and dingy

streets. That was when my inspiration came to work for the boys.

I wrote advocating playgrounds. There were no playgrounds there.

Scribners said, "That is all very fine, but give us something prac

tical." And then I commenced writing for the St. Nicholas to tell

the boys how to do things and for the Youth's Companion and for

Scribners and Harpers and making illustrations for them, alwajrs

with that thing ahead of me—I could always see the poor little

gamins running, with the cop running after them because they

wanted to play ball. There was no game allowed in New York

except craps. I have been fighting that fight ever since, but now we

do have playgrounds and we have the parks in open places.

Then I commenced on this hike business and now we all go on

hikes. The whole world is going on hikes, but the whole world is

going to be better for it. The thing that struck me in the city in

those days—it isn't so now, because the city man plays golf, but in
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those days they were big, white faced, flabby looking fellows, instead

of the clean-cut, tanned, peppy looking men that you would find

in the outdoors. You can't be low minded and live in the country

where you can see one hundred miles. It is only when you are

cramped. There is no agnostic in a country of that kind. They have

got to believe in something. In a great city you can see nothing but

the works of man, your work. You made it all. But when you go

out in that great country, you see everything to inspire you and

make you a broadminded, big man.

A man was with me in camp for eight weeks who wanted to

know why I had those big bottomed boats for the tenderfeet when

a canoe was so much safer, and how the boys knew when a fish

got on the line; what kind of birds those were that kept singing so

industriously after dark—the Katy-did birds. He was an accom

plished doctor; but he did not know a single thing of the outdoor

world. He wanted to know how you could tell the difference between

a sassafras tree and an oak tree. The questions he asked were

pathetic. Now such a man is a danger in the community. We want

men who know the lands they live in. We want men who can stand

the outdoor life. We want men who can do things like McDonald,

teaching you down there with all the trees and flowers he has down

there in the camp. That is worth more than a college education

and I mean what I say. Because, gentlemen, we want a man first,

a real, husky, healthy man ; then if you can polish him up and educate

him up, you can.

Now the thing in Scouting that appeals to me is that it is all

for manhood, for honor, for bravery, for knowing and for doing. I

belong to a club called the Big Hunters in the United States. One

man was black-balled—a man of international fame. Why? Because

he got up in the morning in camp and ate all the prunes. Now

that seems like a small thing, but these men reasoned that a man

who would get up and eat all the prunes would, if they were out

with a broken leg and it was hard for him to carry them, leave them

to perish. They wanted no man in whose hands they could not

trust their lives. We want no men in Scouting in whose hands we

cannot trust our life, our honor, our family, and our wife. You

are the kind of men that are going to give Scouting that reputation.

I will close with the benediction I got up for my boys in camp,

"O, Great Mystery, we beseech thee

That we may walk reverently

Beneath Lah-pah our brothers, the trees.

That we may step lightly

On Kis-so our kinsmen, the grasses.

That we may walk lovingly

Over Loo-poo-oi-yes our brothers, the rocks,

That we may rest truthfully

Where the O-lel-le birds sing

Beside Ho-ha-oe, the talking waters."

May the Great Mystery put sunshine in all your hearts.
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Mr. West: From the very first day when I went into Scouting

up to the present time, if I were called upon to point out among the

many men who have been of service to the Boy Scouts of America

those men who stood at the head of the list, I would have no difficulty

whatever in including in that group our next speaker, Mr. Mortimer

L. Schiff, who was among the first to see the possibilities of this

movement for boys. He has been active in the direction of the

movement from the very start. He was among the first to be

elected to the membership of the Executive Board and has continued

in that capacity ever since. He has seldom missed a meeting and

he has never attended a meeting in which he has not contributed to

the discussions and the decisions that should be reached. While he

has been most generous to us in financial support, he has been more

generous to us with his wise and unselfish service, his practical

advise and wise leadership. To me he has been a source of strength

and power. It is with peculiar pleasure that I am privileged to

present him to you men on this occasion.

Mr. Schiff: I started to write out this speech, as I say, but

I found I couldn't do it. I always find it impossible to write out a

speech on Scouting, because one cannot sit down in cold blood in

one's room and write something which rings true. One has to have

the inspiration of a gathering such as this. I have not come here

to preach the gospel of Scouting, for that is unnecessary to men

such as you. I have not come here to instruct you in the methods

to be pursued, for in that you are far more proficient than I am. I

have come here solely and simply to gain for myself—and it is a

selfish purpose—new inspiration for our common task of training

American boyhood and at the same time to bring to you men the

greetings of the Executive Board and its thanks for the services

you have rendered and are rendering. I have welcomed this oppor

tunity to meet you collectively and if my train had been on time

I would have done it individually, because upon you primarily de

pends whether our organization shall be such as to achieve the best

results or shall fail in its allotted task.

You have completed a week of intensive study and conference

which will doubtless result in enabling each one of you to go back

with new thoughts and with renewed enthusiasm. I wish I could

have been with you throughout your sessions for I know I would have

learned much. I wish even more that I could go home with each

one oi you and see the progress of the work in your own com

munity. I wish I were so situated that I could join in the work of

the great outdoors and have the immediate contact with the boy,

instead of my job being to deal with facts and figures, other than

with the human element. It seems to me sometimes, and this is one

of the thoughts I would like to give you men, that possibly we

attach too much importance these days to theoretical economies and

that in seeking to organize intensively and exhaustively we are

apt to overlook that we are dealing with human faults and with
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human virtues, and that the same yardstick cannot be applied to all.

We do not want visionary men to guide this movement of ours ; we

want practical men; but they must be practical idealists. Do not

by too much programming—a word I have heard tonight, a new

one—lose sight of the real objective, and that is the boy. I do not

as a rule like the words conference, message, leadershipj democracy.

They have become catchwords and platitudinous unless the real spirit

is behind them. The great danger, as I see it, of conferences such

as these, and I am speaking very frankly to you, is complacency.

We are apt to go away too pleased with ourselves, with what we are

doing and with how we are doing it. I have had a good deal of

experience in social work. I was brought uo in it and I think one

of the greatest difficulties in developing that spirit which has so

splendidly shown itself in this gathering for the past week is that

far too often in social work—and I know I am talking to a group

of social workers—men think too much in the terms of the job and

not enough in the terms of the service to be rendered. I had the

privilege during the war of serving rather actively the so-called

welfare agencies and had much to do both here and overseas with

the work done by these agencies, and my experience was this, that of

the men in the "Y", the K. of C, the Salvation Army, whatever it

might be, the man that did not succeed was the man that thought in

terms of the job instead of the service. Men and women must think

of the job from the point of view of livelihood, for what it bringse

I hope to see the day in Scouting that it is so well established that

the professional worker in Scouting may feel that he has a real

future, that in devoting his life to the service the movement renders

he is not only serving, but he is proving of benefit to himself also

materially, that standards of compensation may gradually be raised

and that a scheme may be worked out. I am glad that this conference

has made that recommendation to the Executive Board, which will

carry with the insurance sick benefits and pensions, so that a man

entering this work may have no fear for the future. And while it

may seem surprising that one situated as I am, supposed to be a

practical business man, emphasizes idealism rather than the prac

tical end, I do not want you for a moment to think that I do

not feel that every Movement, this one included, does need organiza

tion. Without it chaos would result. But we must not mistake

bureaucracy for organization. It is you Regional and local Executives

who are the backbone of that organization which makes the Boy

Scouts of America popular. Without you there would be disorder

instead of orderly procedure. Without you there would be no direc

tion of movement as a whole, and I want you to know that we. the

officials and the members of the National Executive Board, are fully

cognizant of this and are grateful for your co-operation and for the

service you are rendering. I want to take this opportunity to

express especially my personal thanks, and I know that I voice

the sentiment of the entire Executive Board, to Mr. West, to Dr.

Fisher, and the other Department Chiefs at National Headquarters
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for what they have done and what they are doing. We appreciate

the difficulties of the men in the field. We know how complicated

your problems sometimes are. We realize that often it is not easy

to arouse the interest of a community, that the results are sometimes

disappointing; but after all, would the work be worth while if it

were easy, if there were no difficulties to overcome, if there were

not this stimulus to accomplishment? I think that in the Boy Scouts

we are particularly happy in the mixture, or combination, whatever

you want to calL it, which we have, of the volunteer and the pro

fessional. Neither is dominating the other; they are working hand

in hand. And it is you men, Executives, who can do most to make

that situation possible. I know it is sometimes very difficult to get

into the movement the volunteers whom you want, but let me say

one thing to you. I say it from the heart and I say it from experi

ence and I say it from one who has served as a volunteer in many

movements : the man you can't get into a movement as a volunteer,

if you put it to him rightly, is usually not worth while getting. If

you men, particularly after the lessons of salesmanship, cannot

convince the business and professional men of your community or

certain ones of them that they should make their contribution in

money, time, or effort to Scouting, either you are in the wrong

place, which I should doubt, or the man who says no is the man you

do not want; because the busier a man is the more time he has to

do things and that plea of too busy doesn't go. The only time when

I have no time for anything is when I am on a vacation.

The story is told—I don't know whether any of you have heard

it; I heard it abroad last winter—of the learned society which

offered rather a considerable price for the best article on the ele

phant. It gave a year's time for the preparation. There were four

candidates, an Englishman, a Frenchman, a German and a Pole.

The Englishman retired to the jungle for a year, and at the end of

that period presented a book entitled, "The Elephant and How to

Track Him in His Lair." The Frenchman spent most of his time

in the zoo in Paris, and at the end of the period produced a charming

book, delightfully bound, and it was entitled, "The Elephant as a

Domestic Pet." The German spent his year in libraries, museums,

universities, and presented two folio volumes entitled, "Some Intro

ductory Chapters to the Study of the Elephant and His Habits."

While the Pole, writing from his garret, starving as he was, sent

in a little pamphlet, "The Elephant and the Polish Question." I am

somewhat like the Pole of that story. I also have a favorite topic

which I drag in every opportunity I get, and that is citizenship.

Citizenship and what it means. It is the basic thought in Scouting

and one thing we must always keep in mind is that the training

and stimulus we give the boys outdoors and in is but a means to

an end, and that is to make them worthy citizens of the country in

which they live. Gentlemen, the world has many problems to face,

and it is the boyhood of today, the manhood of tomorrow, upon whom
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depends whether those problems shall be solved with sanity and

intelligence or not.

The world, and we cannot hold ourselves aloof, is staggering

under the load of trouble brought about by the war, and progress

can be made only if everywhere we develop thinking men and

women who will face the problems bravely and intelligently and,

governed by unselfish purpose, will once again establish this old

world of ours upon a sound and sane basis. Europe—and I speak

from first-hand knowledge—is staggering under a load of debt.

Fighting is still going on. Jealousies and animosities have been

engendered which it will take a generation to cure. In our country

there is self-seeking evident in many places. There is still mis

understanding between many classes of the community. There are

governmental and other extravagances, and I think we have gone

taxation and legislation mad. Do you ever stop to think—and I don't

think that I have to assure you that it is not said from any selfish

motive—that there is a point beyond which taxation is no longer

productive, beyond which it takes away the stimulus for constructive

effort? And do you not think that the time has come when all of

us must insist and urge that there be a stop put to governmental

extravagance and that the burdens resting upon the people of this

country be materially decreased? (Much applause.) I take this

occasion to mention this,—I mention it for no other reason, than

because we in Scouting have a direct interest. A Movement such

as ours, supported as it is by voluntary contributions, has a very

direct interest in what the people of this country are able to save,

because if they are not enabled to save, they can no longer support

this and other organizations working for the common good. If

taxation is so heavy as not to permit that saving to take place, the

final answer is that the government must take over the functions

heretofore supplied by private generosity, by private initiative, by

private support, and we will then have paternalism in its very worst

form.

I have said, gentlemen, that this country has gone legislation

mad. It seems as if our legislators, state and federal, thought they

could cure all evils by putting laws, many of them unscientific, upon

our statute books. I do not believe that by legislation bad men can

be made good, or that without it good men of necessity become bad,

although some existing experiences might lead one to believe that

legislation is apt to make law breakers of many people. We need in

this country simplification of our laws, so that a man may know

where he stands and what he may and may not do, and that intelligent

and sound and sane men and women of this country can devote their

time, thought and effort to constructive activities. I have drifted

somewhat from the purpose of this gathering, but I feel so strongly

on the development of a sound and sane citizenship that I cannot

resist pointing out to a group of men such as you, some of the

things which I think need our attention. The great value of con

ferences such as this is the opportunity which they give for a frank
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and free exchange of views. While I have come in at the tail-end

of this conference, I give mine freely and frankly. It is only thus

that we can learn from one another and in consultation develop

means to be helpful to those whom we serve. I like what John

Stuart Mill said about discussion. He said, "All silencing of discus

sion is an assumption of infallibility. If all mankind were of one

opinion and only one man against it, all mankind would have no

more right to silence that one man than he if he had the power

to silence all mankind."

Scouting is not a rich man's movement. We need and want the

support of the people as a whole, and I for one, believe that the

organization is far better established in a community if it has a

large constituency giving small means. There are only two ways to

balance a budget. One must spend less or earn more. I believe in

economical budgets. I think our friend Mr. West will bear me out

in that. But there is such a thing as false economy, and that is to

cut down the expenditures to a point where results cannot be ac

complished. I would like to see each local Council with a budget

adequate for its needs and if, as we are told, a business revival has

set in throughout the country, the problem of financing local Councils

shall be far easier in 1923 than during the past few years. The duty

of the field is two-fold. Its first obligation is to secure adequate

support for Scouting in its own community, but it has also the duty

of doing its share in maintaining the national field organization, so

that a well-equipped staff may be kept in the field to establish

policies and organize new ones. We of National Headquarters can

give the direction and lay out the plan and program, but its carrying

out depends upon you men in the field and those you are able to

interest.

It is a great encouragement to see the development of the regional

spirit, of the Regional Committees, and I for one believe that that

is where the great opportunity for what I may call centralized de

centralization exists. As you know, the National Committee, a year

ago, modified the so-called plan and asked for a smaller contribution

from the field than in previous years. Every penny received from

the field has gone into the support of the regional field, which has

been operated on a most economical basis. At times I am inclined

to think we have erred on the side of economy, but we quite definitely

made up our minds that we would not again run into debt and would

spend only what was made available for this purpose. Our first

duty is to see to it that what we have is one hundred per cent

efficient or as close to that as possible. Only when this is accom

plished are we justified to proceed with additional work. There

is no sense in creating new Councils if we are not properly con

ducting those which we already have. I believe that our present

regional organization, meagre as it is, suffices for the time being to

serve existing local Councils, but I think the time has come when

we should make a more determined effort to make Scouting available
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to communities where the Scout movement is unknown or has not

been organized, still over seven hundred. This our present regional

staff is not sufficient for, and if we are to carry out this program we

shall need additional men specially selected and equipped to under

take this much needed extension work. Mr. West, Dr. Fisher and I

have devoted much thought to this subject. We believe that the time

is ripe to undertake this task and that it should be made the great

objective for the year 1923. We want to see in 1923 additional men

in each region to make an intense effort to cover the territory still

remaining unoccupied and we believe such an effort can in one year

cover most, if not all, of that territory.

This can be done, however, only if it has the unstinted and

enthusiastic backing of all those interested in Scouting throughout

the country, and I for one—and I know I voice the sentiment .of

the National Field Committee in saying this—am unwilling to under

take the task unless the Regions themselves and the existing local

Councils assume their share of the responsibility. If we have not

in the past twelve years built something the local Councils of which

are ready to assume that responsibility, we had better take counsel

among ourselves to see where we have gone wrong. The time, in my

opinion, has come when any great new, constructive effort in this

movement must come from within the movement itself and not be

superimposed from above. That was all right in the experimental

years, but we have gone further than that. The plan which we have

in mind would be to put one or two additional men in each region

to do this special extension work. The cost would be, say, six

thousand dollars per man for salary and traveling expenses, most

of it for traveling expenses ; not exceeding twelve thousand dollars

for a Region if two were put in a Region. There would be no ad

ditional overhead as these men would be attached to the regular

Regional headquarters. I have thought much as to how this should

be financed, and the conclusion which I have reached is that the

only sound and proper way to do so is that before an additional man

is placed in the Region the Region itself should evidence its interest

and desire to have him come there or to have two come there by

providing one-half of the funds needed for this special work. That

is a prerequisite for going ahead. To encourage each Region and

to evidence my own belief both in the desirability that it should

be done and can be done, I have informed Mr. West and Dr. Fisher

that I will undertake to raise, personally, if need be, to provide the

funds which may be needed for the other half of the expense if the

Regions themselves will provide the first part.

Now let me make this offer perfectly clear. It is this. If a

Region within a reasonable time, of course, after meeting its obliga

tions for 1922 and 1923, for its share of the regular Regional field

expense, will provide for one-half of the expense of maintaining for

one year the additional staff needed for extension work in its own

territory, the National Field Committee will provide out of funds
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which will be secured for this special purpose, the other half of

such expense. As there will not be more than two additional men

employed, the one-half of the expense to be provided by the Region

itself will in no case exceed six thousand dollars in addition to its

share of the regular Regional expense which for 1923 will be allocated

on the same basis as for 1922. This offer, with of necessity some

limitation of time, will be formulated in detail by the National Field

Committee at its meeting next week, and then promulgated to the

entire field. But I wanted to make the announcement tonight, so that

you may go back home knowing what is proposed and get busy in

making the offer effective. It is up to you men and those associated

with you whether this plan can be carried through and whether 1923

will see Scouting brought into substantially every community in this

country.

I cannot let this occasion pass without expressing my pleasure

at the presence of our two foreign friends, Captain Gidney and Mr.

Desjardins. It is splendid to have them here, and I know you have

welcomed them in our international fellowship and shown your ap

preciation. It has surely been of great value to this conference to

have had their broad experience and wise counsel and advice. In

addition to some of my other duties in the Boy Scouts I happen

to be chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations, and as such

it is particularly gratifying to me personally, that our movement

should become more closely knit together throughout the world.

Our two great friends, England and France, should be represented

here tonight as an omen of that. Every nation must work out its

own problems. The national good must at times take precedence

over the international when a conflict of interest is involved, but no

matter what happens nothing can shake our friendship for and our

sympathy for England and France, by whose side we have fought

and bled in a great and common cause. There may be at times mis

understandings; there may be impatience; but England, France,

and America cannot and must not drift apart. I yield to none in my

Americanism, but the old biblical saying, "Man lives not for himself

alone," still holds true and it applies to nations as well as to in

dividuals. Difference of opinion may exist in our own country as

to our relations with the rest of the world, but I am convinced that

leaving aside all other considerations it is not in our own selfish

interest to isolate ourselves, and we are bound to be losers if we

do so. I believe our policy of non-participation should cease, and

we have a duty now. Let us not again make the mistake of getting

in too late. I was very sorry not to have been able to attend the

conference in Paris. But I have full reports. It is truly inspiring

that so many different nations should have been represented and

should have given such earnest thought to the development of

Scouting throughout the world. The outstanding result of the con

ference was to keep in as close touch as possible with international

phases of Scouting. I expect much from this conference and be

lieve that through it we can be of help and service to each other in
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the development of our great work for boyhood' throughout the

world. My father had a favorite quotation which he used frequently,

and it was. "On the mountain-top all paths unite." It expressed

fitly one of his greatest ideals. It seems a particularly appropriate

thought to me tonight, and so, gentlemen, let us gathered here on the

mountain-top pledge ourselves anew to the cause of boyhood and

united in our universal brotherhood, hand in hand, shoulder to

shoulder, work together for the development of that boyhood into

worthy citizens of the countries in which they live.

Mr. West: Now, men, we must say good-bye. The Second

Biennial Conference is closing. The things to which we have directed

our attention have all been for the purpose of giving us a larger

vision, a better understanding, of our responsibility. It is true that

although we have been together for eight days and although we have

thoroughly discussed many problems, certainly we have used every

minute that was available, and yet there is still a lot to be done;

but we have gathered out of the whole enough to give us each and

every one renewed strength. Yes, more courage and more hope. We

are still too close to this conference to get it in its full value in

perspective. And as we go home I hope that in this quiet hour to

which Mr. Lewis referred this afternoon we will interpret all of the

things that have been said to mean this, a challenge to you and me

to look upon this trusteeship which we have of this great cause of

the boyhood of America, to demand the very best that is within us,

to demand, if you please, that we recognize the right of the. com

munity to expect that net result. A challenge, yes, a challenge to

you and me that we in every sense of the word justify that high

honor that is conferred upon us as executive officers of this the

greatest cause for character-building and citizenship training that

our country has today. This is the message I would like to have

you take with you. Now will Dr. Elsom give us the Indian benedic

tion, followed by Dr. Fretwell, who will give us his own benediction.

Dr. Elsom: We have had with us the last few days the

Indian spirit as exemplified by that master of Indian lore, Hubbard

I want to tell you that the work of Hubbard, it seems to me, is

the very highest of its kind in this country. I have worked with

Ralph before. I know what he can do. He is a gentleman in spite

of his looks. A few Indian signs, if you please, and incidentally I

want to interpret Uncle Dan's very helpful benediction which he

gave himself.

Dr. Fretwell:

"Day is done, gone the sun,

From the lake, from the hills, from the sky,

All is well, safely rest

God is nigh."
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BOOKS FOR SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Recommended by Education, Camping and Library

Departments

OFFICE LITERATURE

Handbook for Boys.

Handbook for Scoutmasters.

Community Boy Leadership.

Seascout Manual.

Boy Scout Song Book.

Merit Badge Pamphlets for Boy Scouts.

Boy Scout Diary.

SUPPLEMENTARY SCOUT LEADERSHIP

Wolf Cub Handbook.

Trek Carts and Bridge Building.

Rovering to Success. Sir Robert S. S. Baden-Powell.

Aids to Scoutmastership. Sir Robert S. S. Baden-Powell.

First Aid for Boys. Cole & Ernst.

Army Cooks' Manual. U. S. Gov. Bulletin.

CAMPING AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

Book of Woodcraft. Ernest Thompson Seton.

Campcraft and Woodcraft. Horace Kephart.

Camping and Outing Activities. Cheley & Baker.

Camping for Boys. H. W. Gibson.

American Boys' Handbook of Camp-Lore and Woodcraft.

Dan C. Beard.

At Home in the Water. G. H. Corson.

Shelters, Shacks and Shanties. Dan C. Beard.

EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP

The Executive and His Control of Men. Enoch Burton

Gowin.

Getting the Most Out of Business. St. Elmo Lewis.

The Psychology of Management. L. M. Gilbreth.

Psychology of Advertising. Walter Dill Scott.

Psychology and the Day's Work. Edgar J. Swift.
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PLAY AND GAMES

Games for Boys. G. S. Ripley.

325 Group Contests. W. J. Cromie.

Social Games. J. C. Elsom.

Handbook of Athletic Games for Players, Instructors, Officials

and Spectators. Jessie H. Bancroft and William D. Pulvermacher.

Play in Education. Joseph Lee.

EDUCATION AND SOCIAL SERVICE

Self Help in Teaching. Hubert W. Hurt.

Emancipation of Youth. Arthur E. Roberts.

From Youth to Manhood. Dr. Winfield Scott Hall.

The Community. E. C. Lindeman.

Education. Edward Thorndyke.

Religious Education of Adolescents. Norman E. Rich

ardson.

The New Social Order: Principles and Programs. Harry

F. Ward.

A Schoolmaster of the Great City. Angelo Patri.

New Schools for Old. Evelyn Dewey.

The High School Boy and His Problems. Thomas A.

Clark.

The Land of Fair Play. Geoffrey Parsons.

The Function of Ideals in Social Education. Paul F.

Voelker.
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NATIONAL COMMISSIONS

CAMPING

James H. Beard, Chairman

A. B. Tebbetts

F. R. Neibel

Benjamin Owen

Oscar A. Kirkham

L. L. McDonald

J. D. Wadleigh

Charles L. Weaver

C. E. Meinecke

Robert Crow

A. S. Macfarlane

F. C. Davie

COUNCIL ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

R. O. Hanson, Chairman

S. P. Walsh

G. O. Everman

A. A. Schuck

E. C. Wright

T. B. Abernathy

A. T. Benson

I. E. Holsinger

H. O. Hunter

G. A. Goates

Dr. George J. Fisher

COURT OF HONOR

John Gore, Chairman

F. E. Burdick

W. A. McKinney

Robert L. Henderson

J. A. Stinson

Oliver Hoover

B. B. Dawson

R. H. Nodine

LeRoy Harlan

J. Karl Wood

E. S. Martin

G. S. Ripley

George W. Powell

I. E. Holsinger

J. L. Anguish

FINANCE

A. A. Schuck, Chairman

S. C. Adams

A. C. Dunn

J. P. Freeman

J. Harold William

C. L. Metz

L. J. Argetsinger

A. E. Roberts

J. E. Steere

OLDER BOY

A. D. Jamieson, Chairman

W. L. Sprouse

John B. Floyd

Harrison White

Thomas L. Hosmer

James E. West
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PUBLICITY

Ludwig Dale, Chairman

J. H. Lewis R. S. Loftus

R. L. Cole C. A. Gammons

C. L. Peterson DeG. Van De Boe

Charles Mills Roland D. Shine

M. L. Oxenham Clark E. Schurman

H. E. Steele Dr. George J. Fisher

RURAL SCOUTING

F. Douglas Hawley, Chairr-an

C. Lawrence Barry B. W. Miller

P. H. Sluyter Percy Frazier

W. M. Bagby, Jr. C. J. Carlson

Terrill Woosley Charles A. Gammons

L. M. Scoville Stanley A. Harris

C. H. Greene

SCOUTING IN THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY

R. A. Overholser, Chairman

C. F. Northrup James Perry

W. J. Anderson P. A. Lint

R. E. Marsh R. E. Kenny

N. E. Burke Lome W. Barclay

SCOUTING IN INDUSTRY

G. P. Goodrich C. V. Hines

R. M. Schiele D. M. Ramsay

H. L. Hopkins H. L. Black

Myron T. Geddes Dr. George J. Fisher

SCOUT OFFICE AND ITS RECORDS

W. E. Wylie, Chairman

W. E. Severence F. E. Woodson

P. B. Samson Tallman H. Trask

G. H. Gendall R. S. Henderson

S. P. Walsh R. H. Nodine

M. L. Oxenham C. W. Hadden

Frank Gunn W. M. Kiplinger
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SEA SCOUTING

H. G. Horton, Chairman

Duncan MacKellaar V. V. Allen

H. W. Hart J. W. West

I. P. Hewitt T. E. Murray

W. I. Mayfield James A. Wilder

STANDARDS AND RESULTS

Harvey A. Gordon, Chairman

Oscar A. Erickson James A. Brockway

Roy Bachman Thomas Sparrow

A. M. Michael E. C. Wright

Charles Jones Tallman H. Trask

A. A. Jameson Lome W. Barclay

(The report of the Commission on Standards and Results

was deferred)

TRAINING PROGRAM

E. U. Goodman, Chairman

E. S. Roche E. D. Kelly

W. W. Brundage G. O. Everman

John Haien G. H. Oberteuffer

S. D. Bogan G. A. Goates

H. O. Hunter Lome W. Barclay

L. F. Huchingson

TURNOVER

E. D. Shaw, Chairman

G. S. Pratt C. A. Edson

C. A. Worden C. B. Spies

B. P. Samson C. W. Haddon

T. B. Abernathy Elwood E. Barley

R. L. Short James E. West

THE UNDERPRIVILEGED BOY

G. S. Wyckoff, Chairman

William F. Hoffmeister A. T. Benson

Friend E. Hoyt G. H. Gendall

R. R. Adcock J. H. Rainwater

J. C. Norsk James E. West

M. J. Cashion
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PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL OF THE BOY

SCOUTS OF AMERICA WHO TOOK PART

IN THE SECOND BIENNIAL

CONFERENCE

REGION ONE

(Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massaehusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Barry, C. L Barnstable Co., Mass.

Beeny, A. W Stamford, Conn.

Benton, F, A Norwich, Conn.

Boutilier, E. A Leominster, Mass.

Burdick, F. E New London, Conn.

Cook, W. O New Britain, Conn.

Douglas, H. S Burlington, Vt.

Lunn, Herbert W Gardner, Mass.

Marston, A. D Bangor, Me.

Northrup, C. F New Haven, Conn.

Patrick, H. L .Maiden, Mass.

Ripley, G. S Hartford, Conn.

Roberts, J. D Meriden, Conn.

Smith, W. E Portland, Me.

Wadleigh, J. B Worcester, Mass.

Whitman, R. H Marlboro, Mass.

Williams, G. R Bridgeport, Conn.

Williams, J. H Providence, R. I.

Woodbury, R E Bristol, Conn.

ACTING EXECUTIVES (2nd Class Councils)

Handford, J. H New Bedford, Mass.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Berry, R N Boston, Mass.

Brown, W. E Boston, Mass.

REGION TWO

(New York, New Jersey)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Abercrombie, G. H Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Blanchard, E. M Watertown, N. Y.

Brundage, W. W Newark, N. J.

Carstang, J. D Bayonne, N. T.

Cobb, F. C. Binghamton, N. Y.

Conlon, E. L. Endicott, N. Y.
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Ktter, H. H Camden, N. J.

Feyl, H. V Atlantic City, N. J.

Flood, W. H Utica, N. Y.

Ford, F. K Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Gardner, E. D W. Orange, N. J.

Gates, A. D Geneva, N. Y.

Gray, F. F Montclair, N. J.

Guyer, G. W Rome, N. Y.

Harris, L Glens Falls, N. Y.

Holsinger, I. E Elmira, N. Y.

King, W. B Buffalo, N. Y.

Mathews, L. R Hornell, N. Y.

Metz, C. E Albany, N. Y

McKinney, W. A Rochester N. Y.

Norsk, J. C Troy, N. Y

Van der Hoef, E. R Hackensack, N J.

Wellington, B New Bninswick, N. J.

Worden, C. A Queens, N. Y.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Gammons, C. A .New York City

Randel, Noble P New York City

REGION THREE

(Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, Maryland)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Baird, H. C .Pittsburgh, Pa. (South Hills)

Bannister, E. F Erie, Pa.

Bradley, W. P Baltimore, Md.

Goodman, E. U Philadelphia, Pa

Greenhawk, F. A Wilmington, Del.

Gulick, D Scranton, Pa.

Heistand, CM Oil City, Pa.

Henderson, R. S Wilkinsburg, Pa.

Himmelsbach, A. J Lynchburg, Va.

Hinds, N. B Hazelton, Pa

Horton, H. G Portsmouth, Va.

Hoxworth, R. W Lock Haven, Pa.

Huntsberger, V. L Munhall, Pa.

Jacobsen, K Beaver Co., Pa.

Tones, Foster C Grove City, Pa.

Longberry, H. H kan,?as£er'

Mikel, W. Hilbert Phihpsburg, Pa.

Schuck, A. A ReadingiPa. r

Shaw, E. D Washington, D. C.

Shields, A M,cK"r£or; p

Sluyter, P. H West Chester, Pa.

Sparrow, Thos Norfolk, Va

Tabor, T. F Harnsburg, Pa.
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Van de Boe, De G .Williamsport, Pa.

Weaver, C. L Richmond, Va.

Weisheit, Wm. H Du Boise, Pa.

Withers, D. D Roanoke, Va.

ASSISTANT AND FIELD SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Carrick, E. R Philadelphia, Pa.

Drake, L. G Washington, D. C.

Hall, J. D Washington, D. C.

Patton, J. W Delaware and Montgomery Coe

Watson, W. H Delaware and Montgomery Co

Wilcox, J. J Williamsport, Pa.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Seymour, Roy F Harrisburg, Pa.

Mitchell, A. C Harrisburg, Pa.

REGION FOUR

(Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Adams, S. C Canton, O.

Armstrong, B. W Fremont, O.

Bowles, G. B Parkersburg, W. Va.

Dent, F. F Mansfield, O.

Haley, C Lexington, Ky.

Manchester, R. C Paducah, Ky.

Maxwell, P. W Youngstown, O.

Meinecke, C. E Warren, O.

Olds, D. M Wheeling, W. Va.

Portz, H. O Akron, O.

Ramsey, D. M Cincinnati, O.

Roberts, A. E Toledo, O.

Samson, P. B Zanesville, O.

Sinclair, H. W... Middletown, O.

Stinson, J. A Hamilton, O.

Ward, C. D ...Lancaster, O.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Amunson, M. M Columbus, Ohio.

REGION FIVE

(Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Abernathy, T. B Jackson, Miss.

Anderson, W. J Nashville, Tenn.

Crow, R. D Meridian, Miss.

Dabney, R. I Johnson City, Tenn.

Eames, D. B Vicksburg, Miss.
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Filbert, T. S.... Anniston, Ala.

Gibson, J. W... Alexandria, La.

Gore, John M Knoxville, Tenn.

Gunn, F. E Chattanooga, Tenn.

Hoyt, F. E New Orleans, La.

Mayfield, W. I Fort Smith, Ark.

Sapp, E. R Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Shine, R. L Birmingham, Ala.

Sprouse, W. L Montgomery, Ala.

Steele, H. E Baton Rouge, La.

Tuggle, W. P Jonesboro, Ark.

Wester, H. W Mobile, Ala.

Woosley, Terrell Lake Charles, La.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVE

Carmack, C. E Chattanooga, Tenn.

REGION SIX

(Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Allen, A. W Nashville, Tenn.

Bagby, Wm., Jr Atlanta, Ga.

Cundy, Arthur Orlando, Fla.

Hoover, Oliver Columbus, Ga.

Jameson, A. A Atlanta, Ga.

Macfarlane, A. S Jacksonville, Fla.

McDonnell, L., Jr Macon, Ga.

Mahaffey, J. P Savannah, Ga.

Matthews, S. A Winston-Salem, N. C.

Schiele, R. M Augusta, Ga.

Topping, R. C Greensboro, N. C.

ASSISTANT AND FIELD SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Boswell.M. G Atlanta, Ga.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVE

Hunter, H. O Macon, Ga.

REGION SEVEN

(Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Albrecht, S. E Belleville, 111.

Anderson, G. B Mishawaka, Ind.

Anguish, J. L Fort Wayne, Ind.

Arnold, C. M Elkhart, Ind.

Barnes, C. H South Bend, Ind.

Barrows, A. S Kalamazoo, Mich.

Bedford, R. T Cicero, 111.

Belzer, F. C Indianapolis, Ind.

Berquist, D. B Rock Island, 111.
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Bracher, R. L. .. .-Moline, 111.

Childs, C. H Quincy, 111.

Clarke, R. G Gary, Ind.

Curtis, A. H E. St. Louis, 111.

Driesbach, G. C Wausau, Wise.

Duggan, O. L Saginaw, Mich.

Edgar, B. F Waukegan, 111.

Finnell, C. E Springfield, 111.

Fogwell, D. O. R Kenosha, Wise.

Greene, C. H St. Joseph, Mich.

Guthrie, L. B Sault Ste Marie, Mich.

Hines, C. V Peoria, 111.

Howell, R. L Flint, Mich.

Jamieson, A. D Detroit, Mich.

Johnston, T. B Battle Creek, Mich.

Kinister, L. F Decatur, 111.

Loftus, R. S Milwaukee, Wise.

Lott, L. B Downers Grove, 111.

Mellen, E. J Ann Arbor, Mich.

Morris, E. J Oak Park, 111.

Nodine, R. H Aurora, 111.

Parlasca, C. H Elgin, 111.

Pribbenow, F. A Kokomo, Ind.

Rogers, F. C Racine, Wise.

Scott, I. K Hammond, Ind.

Shippey, M. D Marion, Ind.

Stephenson, G. B Chicago, 111.

Stewart, C. C Alton, 111.

Stotts, R. B Galesburg, 111.

Twigg, A. L Logansport, Ind.

Wagner, E. E Lafayette, Ind.

Walker, G. G Grand Rapids, Mich.

Watts, A. H Lansing, Mich.

Webb, W. R Granite City, 111.

Wilcox, iT. Marinette, Mich.

Wylie, W. E Bay City, Mich.

Young, Roy D Evansville, Ind.

Zion, H. G Escanaba, Mich.

ASSISTANT AND FIELD SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Bernd, L. E Chicago, 111.

Edson, C. A Chicago, 111.

Gunn, W. H Chicago, 111.

Rohr, J. F Chicago, 111.

Sowerby, J. H Chicago, 111.

Wagner, J. M Chicago, 111.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Kiplinger, W. M Chicago, 111.

Hughes, H. H Chicago, 111.
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REGION EIGHT

(Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, Wyoming)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Allen, V. V. Davenport, la.

Alverson, O. C Pueblo, Colo.

Boley, I. E Fort Madison, la.

Davis, T. E Sheridan, Wyo.

Dawson, B. B Wichita, Kans.

Fleming, J. S Cheyenne, Wyo.

Foster, A. C Spring_field, Mo.

Gendall, G. *H Omaha, Nebr.

Goodrum, B. L Pittsburg, Kans.

Hopson, S. W Denver, Colo.

Jay, W. C Kearney, Nebr.

Kenny, R. E Iowa City, la.

Kent, W. J Lincoln, Nebr.

Kraul, E. K Arkansas City, Kans.

Middleton, C. E Fort Dodge, la.

Moore, E. B Dubuque, la.

Mueller, L. M Manhattan, Kans.

Pote, Harold F Sedalia, Mo.

Short, R. L Waterloo, la.

Stephens, E. L North Platte, Nebr.

Taylor, H. A Independence, Mo.

Tilden, J. L... St. Joseph, Mo.

Thomas, F Mason City, la.

Vernon, L. R Joplin, Mo.

Winn, H. E Burlington, la.

Woolworth, F. C Sioux City, la.

Wright, E. C Kansas City, Mo.

ASSISTANT AND FIELD SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Coonfield, R. O Wichita, Kans.

Haun, H. W St. Louis, Mo.

ACTING EXECUTIVES

Stocker, A. A Cedar Falls, la.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Piper, J. H Kansas City, Mo.

Sawyer, Frank Kansas City, Mo.

REGION NINE

(New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Adcock, R. R Houston, Texas
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Amstead, N. P Austin, Texas

Barcus, W. S Tyler, Texas

Barnes, Carl Nowata, Okla.

Eddy, D. W Port Arthur, Texas

Everman, G. O El Paso, Texas

Fulkerson, A. J Galveston, Texas

Harris, C. B Ardmore, Okla.

Hunter, W. C Oklahoma City, Okla.

Kelly, E. N Duncan, Okla.

Mestrezat, J. P Orange, Texas

Meyer, H. W Tulsa, Okla.

Newberry, J. R Beaumont, Texas-

Rowe, T. T Bartlesville, Okla.

St. John, E. E Pawhuska, Okla.

Woodson, F. E Sapulpa, Okla.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Fitch, J. P Dallas, Texas

Dunn, A. C Dallas, Texas

REGION TEN

(Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Dale, L. S Minneapolis, Minn.

Hadden, C. W Duluth, Minn.

Herrick, W. A Fargo, N. D.

Niebel, F. R St. Paul, Minn.

Sanders, C. E Faribault, Minn.

Whitney, G. G Winona, Minn.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVE

Meserve, C. N St. Paul, Minn.

REGION ELEVEN

(Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Washington)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Brockway, J. E Portland, Ore.

Cook, H. S Albany, Ore.

Dayton, Archie D Sandpoint, Idaho

Evans, W. V Livingston, Mont.

Hawley, F. D Moscow, Idaho

Oberteuffer, G. H Spokane, Wash.

Owen, Benj Butte, Mont:

Varner, J. B Missoula, Mont.

White, H. E Tacoma, Wash.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVE

Warne, C. K Spokane, Wash.
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REGION TWELVE

(Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah)

SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Alderson, O. A Globe, Ariz.

Barley, Ellwood San Diego, Calif.

Benner, H. F Oakland, Calif.

Blake, J. L Pomona, Calif.

Chessman, H. R Santa Paula, Calif.

Condie, R. H Stockton, Calif.

DeBolt, Ralph Santa Barbara, Calif.

DeGroot, E. B Los Angeles, Calif.

Dye, R. E Santa Ana, Calif.

Goates, G. A Ogden, Utah

Groenink, A. R Prescott, Ariz.

Hanson, R. O San Francisco, Calif.

Hill, F. R Bakersfield, Calif.

Hopkins, H. L Fresno, Calif.

Hosmer, T. L Sacramento, Calif.

Kirkham, Oscar A Salt Lake City, Utah.

Linblat, V. L Logan, Utah

Marsh, R. E Berkeley, Calif.

Rainwater, J. H San Jose, Calif.

Trask, (T. H Pasadena, Calif.

ASSISTANT AND FIELD SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Blair, E. W Sacramento, Calif.

REGIONAL SCOUT EXECUTIVES

Miller, C. N Los Angeles, Calif.

Carlson, C. J Los Angeles, Calif.

EXECUTIVE STAFF NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

Chief Scout Executive James E. West

Deputy Chief Scout Executive 1 Dr. George J. Fisher

Director, Field Department....] ,

Assistant National Field Directors VhS

Director, Library Department and Senior Editor of

BOYS' LIFE Franklin K. Mathiews

Director, Department of Education Lome W. Barclay

Assistant Director, Dept. of Education R. O. Wyland

Director, Department of Camping L. L. McDonald

Director, Publication Department Frederick L. Colver

Editor of Scouting W. B. Ashley

Circulation Manager H. M. Clymer

Secretary, Editorial Board E. S. Martin

Director, Publicity Department Charles H. Mills

Chief Sea Scout James A. Wilder

Acting Chief Sea Scout Capt. W. Huston Lillard

Director, Department of Supplies Arthur Haddock

Chief of Registration Bureau Geo. W. Ehler
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IN MEMORIAM

DR. JOHN E. PERSHING

Pioneer, Seer and Statesman in Scouting

Dr. John E. Pershing, Scout Executive in Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma, has been called home to his reward. He was a

man, big in body and in soul. He was a man beloved by all

who knew him, a civic asset in the community in which he

lived; a man who loved boys with a man's affection and toward

whom boys turned as naturally as a flower turns toward the

sun.

He was one of the few executives in the Scout Movement

of maturer years. He had been in boys' work of one kind or

another for thirty years and in Scouting eleven years, that is,

practically from the beginning. He was a Scoutmaster in

Lawton, Oklahoma, for over two years, and in Oklahoma_ City

for a like period, where he also became Scout _ Commissioner.

He became Scout Executive in Oklahoma City in March, 1918,

which position he held continuously until his death.

Dr. Pershing was a college and theological seminary grad

uate, and previous to his entrance into Scouting was a Con

gregational minister.

JOE TAYLOR

Vigorous, enthusiastic, virile, progressive Scout Executive

Joe Taylor, Scout Executive at South Bend, Ind., died as

he lived, consecrated to boyhood. His last moments were spent

in a struggle to save the boys. Four Scouts, two Scoutmasters

and his ten-year-old son perished with him.

The circumstances of the tragedy in a wave-filled boat on

a rough lake were such as to completely exonerate the Scout-

leader.

The largest attended funeral in the history of South Bend

was a fitting tribute to the heroism of the Scout Executive

and his associates. Immediately after the accident, the citizens

of South Bend gave further tribute and evidenced their faith

in Scouting by over-subscribing the annual budget for the en

suing year.

Joe Taylor's Scout history began as a Scoutmaster in War

ren, Ohio. In April, 1917, he went to Akron, Ohio, as Scout

Executive and served there until April, 1920, when he trans

ferred to South Bend. He had just completed five years in

Scout Executive service.
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Advertising 319
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tation by Daniel Carter Beard 252
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James E. West 251-252
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tember 16 251
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Camp-fire Girls 355-356
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All Summer Program 161

Budgets 159, 160
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Outing Program 165

Recommendations 200, 201
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Scouting major program 200
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Of Service 70, 240
Of Service, Recommended 240
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B. DeGroot 387-388-389
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Arrangements 33
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Constituency, A Supporting 243
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feers 141
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APPENDIX

THE SECOND BIENNIAL CONFERENCE

George J. Fisher

It was a splendid conference. It not only lived up to the

fondest expectations, it surpassed them. The place, the sur

roundings, the comradeship, the spirit of good-will, all were

well-nigh perfect. Though the conference gave most of its

time to commission reports, and to discussion of administrative

problems, it was, nevertheless, uplifting and inspiring. Men

were brought face to face with stern facts, with the funda

mental weaknesses in the movement, with the failure to grow

adequately, to hold the boys creditably, but at the same time

they were shown the way out and were greatly encouraged to

go forward in greater daring and in larger faith and accom

plishment. Every speaker struck ten. E. St. Elmo Lewis gave

himself unsparingly to the executives both in and between ses

sions. He challenged the executives to produce and gave wise

counsel how to do it. Professor Horne was uplifting. He

demonstrated that he had become one of us. He set high

standards of character and conduct for us. He felt that since

the Bear Mountain conference we had remarkably found our

selves. He noticed considerable advance in our personnel. He

advanced the declaration that "a growing movement had at

tracted growing men." Professor Lindeman gave us a great

vision of the unoccupied rural field and urged us to go for

ward vigorously in our plans to minister to the boys in rural

communities.

Again on "Fellowship Hill"

The meeting on Fellowship Hill, with mountains and valley

spread out in the foreground, was inspiring. Rabbi, priest and

clergymen met together on the same platform, the platform

of service to the American boy, and stirred our hearts to higher

and nobler deeds. The memorial service which preceded it

solemnized us and yet ennobled the calling of the Scout Ex-

excutive as tribute was paid to Dr. John Pershing and Joe

Taylor, who since the last conference had passed into the

great beyond. Their loyalty to Scout Ideals, their unselfish

service to youth, and the portrayal of the respect which their

communities and community leaders had for them, glorified

the office of the Scout Executive and established noble tradi

tions for the fraternity that beckon to better and higher service.

The words of greeting from representatives of outstanding

national organizations gave evidence of the wide and happy

relations which the Scout Movement enjoys and the sense of

responsibility which these relationships entail.
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The unique feature of the conference and which for the

first time added world significance to the Scouting Movement

was in the presence of Captain Gidney of England, familiarly

referred to as the "Skipper," and of M. J. Guerin-Desjardins,

of France, together with John A. Stiles, of Canada. They gave

the delegates a world vision and a sense of world fellowship in

service to boys.

Outdoor Activities Popular

Most valuable and romantic were the afternoon out-of-

doors organized activities under the leadership of Dr. Fret-

well and his most efficient associates. Camping activities and

games, rainy-day stunts, Indian lore and Indian dances gave

the real sense of Scouting and splendidly visualized its basal

activities.

"Uncle" Dan Beard, our respected Commissioner; "Pine

Tree" James Wilder, with flute and song, and Ralph Hubbard,

with Indian costume and dance, gave romance and the spirit

of adventure and the spirit of the Pioneer Scout to the oc

casion.

The executives rose as one man in their tribute to Com

missioner Beard and decorated him, through the Chief Scout

Executive, with a golden Eagle Badge at a beautiful Camp

Fire Ceremony.

The Ipise ceremony in the woods, impressive because of

the silence which characterized the great assemblage which

formed in a double-lined circle, was an interesting ritual.

The stunt night was funny without being vulgar. Through

friends of the Supply Department, every delegate was pre

sented with a costume of shorts which included as well shirt,

scarf, stockings and belt, and presto! the entire conference,

speakers and all, were dressed alike. This contributed much,

indeed, in the way of democracy and good humor and added

much in the way of color to the occasion.

Guests of Honor

An interesting feature of the occasion was the holding of

special meetings of the Rotary and Kiwanis clubs of Asheville

at the conference grounds, so that the Rotarians and Kiwanians

among the delegates could attend and protect their attendance

records.

All the conferees were happy over the visit, brief though

it was, of our honored president Colin H. Livingston, who

presided over and spoke acceptably at the Fellowship meeting.

The meeting came to a close in a burst of enthusiasm,

cheers, songs and yells at the dinner meeting at which Mr.

Mortimer L. Schiff, member of the National Executive Board,

was the principal speaker and at which at the close of an im

pressive address he made a most generous and important pro
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posal which is presented in full on another page. If the sev

eral Regions take hold of this proposal unanimously the Blue

Ridge conference will, among other things, be notable for the

beginning of a great forward movement intensively and ex

tensively in the Boy Scouts of America. So may it be. Ever

lasting praise to Mr. Schiff for crowning this conference with

such a practical and eventful benediction.

It was a great conference!

A GLANCE BACKWARD AND A LOOK AHEAD

James E. West

The Second Biennial Conference of Scout Executives is

now a thing of the past. That it came up to all our expecta

tions in spiritual and practical values is well established.

In reality, though, this splendid testimony which has been

given without exception by all who were at the Conference is

yet to be justified by what actually takes place in the future,

and for this reason, I am vitally concerned in my look ahead.

Will we, within the coming years, as a result of the large

investment made, be able to establish by records the net result

in a larger, a more vital conception of the meaning of Scouting,

expressed in more councils, more troops, more boys, and all

better reflecting the real spirit of Scouting?

Are we who are trustees going to subject ourselves to the

discipline and training which are available in order that we

may do more effective work?

In my look ahead I believe the outstanding need of the

hour for Scouting is training, more training, and still more

training—just as much for those who are already within the

movement as we all concede necessary for those entering the

brotherhood of leadership of work for boys, through the pro

gram of the Boy Scouts of America. This applies to the patrol

leader, the assistant scoutmaster, the scoutmaster, the commis

sioner—and even more vitally—to the scout executives. The

man who is not willing to study the literature that is available

and participate in training conferences, and otherwise avail

himself of opportunities to make himself thoroughly efficient,

must be prepared to step aside to make room for those who

equip themselves through constant study so as to better meet

the responsibilities of leadership in the Boy Scouts of America.
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OUTSTANDING IMPRESSIONS OF A TRIP,

JAMES E. WEST

IN JANUARY AND FEBRUARY, 1923

VISITING THE FOLLOWING PLACES:

Washington, D. C; St. Louis, Mo.; Oklahoma City, Okla.;

Houston, Texas; San Francisco, Cal.; Oakland, Cal.;

Pasadena, Cal.; Hollywood, Cal.; Los Angeles, Cal.; Salt

Lake City, Utah; Boise, Idaho; Portland, Ore.; Spokane,

Wash.; Butte, Mont.; Omaha, Neb.; Denver, Col.; Colorado

Springs, Col.; Pueblo, Col.; Chicago, 111.

Leaving New York January 17th, I participated in the An

nual Meeting of Region Three at Washington, on the 18th; Re

gion Nine at Houston, on the 24th; Region Twelve at San Fran

cisco, on January 29th and 30th; Region Eleven at Spokane, on

February 10th; and Region Eight at Omaha on February 14th

and 15th. I stopped in twenty-two cities, addressing probably

about 10,000 different men and 30,000 different boys. The trip

involved nearly 12,000 miles of travel and was made without

mishaps of any character and without even a delay in keeping

one of the engagements, which averaged four or five in each

city.

Many of the places visited have, during the last few years,

doubled their scout membership, and in some instances trebled

it. Everywhere there was evidence of keen, intelligent interest in

Scouting and appreciation of the value of the Movement, from

the standpoint of character building and citizenship training.

The kindness and courtesy extended to those who represented

the National Council were substantial evidence of the apprecia

tion of the leadership of the National Council; and the eager

ness with which men participated in informal conferences for

discussion was stimulating in showing the degree of interest

and earnestness of the men who serve as volunteer workers

everywhere.

Interest Shown In Higher Standards

Wherever possible, in addition to the Regional Executive

and myself, the Chairman of the Region or outstanding laymen

had a definite part in the program. The substantial development

of camping and appreciation of the value of emphasizing the

outdoors in the scouting program, were most encouraging.

Likewise the evidence of a wish to participate in training courses

for scout leaders, was an indication that the progress we have

made in the development of higher standards, is to be continued.

The practicability of Regional Committee activity has been

fully established. At every meeting there were men who had

traveled great distances at their own personal expense, in some
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instances involving as much as 1,400 miles going and coming.

Regardless of what others got out of the trip, I am_ conscious

of having absorbed a great deal of practical information and of

having received a deeper conviction as to the fundamental value

of the work we are doing.

Where the Danger Lies

First—I was deeply impressed with unmistakable evidence

everywhere that although the general public, the average citi

zen, the newspapers, and public officials, all agree that the

Scout Movement is worth while, as a matter of fact, this gen

eral acceptance of the Movement without wider intelligent un

derstanding of the fundamental purposes, may develop into a

serious handicap for the best interests of the Scout Movement.

Time after time, men of affairs—and in some cases men who

have been actively connected with the Movement—after par

ticipation in some of our meetings, have expressed their surprise

that for the first time only they realized clearly the fundamen

tal values of Scouting; appreciated that all we have in the way

of program and organization is, after all, but a means to the end

of producing for the nation, through our special leadership, its

greatest necessity, men of character, trained for citizenship.

Must Educate the Public

Too often endorsement or acceptance of the value of the

Scout Movement is based upon a superficial knowledge, a gen

eral approval of giving boys an opportunity to have a good

time and go camping and receive some of the practical benefits

involved in its wholesome and varied program of activities. We

must, as Executives, increasingly place emphasis upon the fact

that in addition to these important elements in Scouting, we

are vitally concerned in giving to our Country and to each state

and to our cities, men of character who will, as citizens, accept

the responsibilities of citizenship and not merely look upon citi

zenship as involving privileges; men who recognize that it is a

glorious thing to be prepared to die 'for one's country, but also

recognize that citizenship involves more than this—that as good

citizens, men should be prepared to live and serve their country

—as God serving men.

More Active Council Members Imperative

Second—It was clearly demonstrated to me that our plans

and aspirations for having Scouting actually function, through

volunteer leadership, are being splendidly realized in the large

proportion of our local councils, as also in our Regional Com

mittee activity. There is yet a great deal to be done in edu

cating the executive leadership of the scout field as to the prac

tical steps to be followed in making this more universally a

fact. _ Some executives lack vision and courage in definitely

planning so as to give their council president, the various com

mittees of the council and indeed the council itself, a definite
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opportunity to function. We need to plan more definitely to

bring about a larger participation of all the members of the

chartered councils in meeting the responsibilities of carrying on

the scout work in chartered territory. It is not even sufficient

to have an active executive board. The time is coming when

it will be entirely appropriate to say to the institution which

accepts and uses the Scouting Program for a group of boys,

that it must designate a representative on the local council who

will not only attend meetings, but carry a share of the load in

securing volunteer service and financial support for the activi

ties of the council. I see no reason why the local council should

not require of the institutions of the community the designa

tion of men who will actively serve.

The time has arrived when all men who are members of

local councils, or of the Regional Committees, or of the Na

tional Council, should realize the importance of their offices

and give to them the best they possess.

Executives Are After a Larger "Net"

Third—The evidence was very cheering that the men who

are engaged in scout work professionally are keenly anxious to

avail themselves of every opportunity for study, training and

conference in order that they may secure a larger net result. I

am impressed with the practical difficulty which faces this group

of men. Their program is a crowded one; the normal demand

of keeping the machinery of the local council in order is most

engrossing and a great time consumer. The natural calls of

the community upon men who are Scout Executives for special

service cannot be ignored; the burden of keeping up with the

numerous communications from the various departments and

officials of the National Office, and doing the many things sug

gested or required, for those Executives who do not have a

well organized staff or whose time has not been carefully pro

grammed, involve practical difficulties which require study.

I am happy to be able to close this too brief summary of

outstanding convictions growing out of my trip, with the state

ment of my further conviction that the field everywhere was

never in a better position or in better spirit to take hold of the

problems confronting us and bring them to a successful solu

tion. The need of the country for more scouts and for better

trained scouts is everywhere recognized, and I was cheered by

so much evidence of a determination to meet this need in a

manner worthy of the Movement. I congratulate executives

and volunteer leaders upon the progress that is being made and

the work that is being planned. I am confident that the im

portant matters touched upon above, and all other problems of

the Movement will, under the leadership of the National Coun

cil, be thoroughly worked out, and the Scouting Program be

made effectively available to a far larger number of boys in the

years just ahead.
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